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Described in this report are two computer programs for predicting the 
trans~ent large-deflect~on elastic-viscoplastic responses of thin single-layer 
~~t~ally-flat unst~ffened or ~ntegrally-stiffened K~rchhoff-Love duct~le­
metal panels. The PLATE I program perta~ns to structural responses produced 
by prescr~ed externally-appl~ed trans~ent load~g or prescribed init~al­
veloc~ty distr~but~ons. The CIVM-PLATE I program concerns structural responses 
produced by ~pact of an ~deal~zed nondeformable fragment. F~n~te elements 
are used to represent the structure ~n both programs. Stra~-hardening and 
stra~n-rate effects of ~n~t~ally-isotropic material are taken ~nto account. 
An approx~mate analys~s ~nvolv~ng ~mpulse-momentum relations is used 
to pred~ct the after-~pact velocity components of the fragment and of the 
~pact-affected region of the panel from each ~mpact; the procedure is termed 
the coll~s~on-imparted veloc~ty method (CIVM). Local fragment-panel impact 
may be treated as perfectly-elast~c, perfectly-plast~c, or intermediate 
between these two extremes. Also, the effects of frict~on between the 
fragment and the impacted panel are taken ~nto account. The ~mparted-velocity 
information is used in conjunction w~th a f~n~te-element structural response 
code to predict the result~ng trans~ent structural response in small incre-
ments ~t in time. S~~larly, the equat~ons of motion for the fragment are 
solved in small steps ~n t~me. 
Illustrat~ve examples for both PLATE I and CIVM-PLATE I are descr~ed, 
~nput data are shown, and example solut~on data are given to enable the user 





The PLATE and CIVM-PLATE computer programs are the first of a proposed 
series of codes wh~ch are ~ntended to be made ava~lable to the a~rcraft in-
dustry for poss~ble use ~n analyz~g three-dimens~onal (3-d) structural response 
problems such as ~~t~ally-flat plates subjected to prescr~bed ~nitial velocity 
d~str~but~ons and/or external forcing funct~ons, or subjected to impact by an 
~dealized r~g~d fragment. In particular, the CIVM-PLATE code may be used for 
the analys~s of containment/deflection structures ~ntended to cope with engine 
rotor-burst fragments. This computer program may also be appl~cable to crash-
worth~ness problems which are of interest to the automob~le and nuclear power 
plant ~ndustries. 
The computer programs, written ~n FORTRAN IV, pe~t one to analyze the 
large, three-d~mens~onal, elastic-plast~c responses of longeron-st~ffened or 
unst~ffened ~n~t~ally-flat single-layer th~n plates. In actual~ty, elastic-
v~scoplast~c behav~or ~s treated ~n this report s~nce strain-rate effects are 
taken ~nto account; hereafter in th~s report, th~s behavior ~s termed simply 
elast~c-plast~c for conven~ence. The PLATE code ~s des~gned to predict the 
response of plates subJected to prescr~bed in~t~al veloc~ty d~str~but~ons and/or 
prescr~bed externally-appl~ed forces. The CIVM-PLATE code is des~gned to pre-
d~ct the response of plates subjected to impact by a s~ngle ~dealized r~g~d 
spher~cal fragment. The plate may be subJected to a var~ety of restraint 
cond~t~ons, and l~near-elast~c line restor~ng spr~ngs may be specified. The 
plate element used ~n these programs is restricted to a rectangular planform; 
hence, the geometr~caL shape of the plate ~s restr~cted to a planform wh~ch can 
be modeled by rectangular elements. The material behav~or may be elast~c 
stra~n-harden~ng, and/or stra~n-rate sens~t~ve. 
The assumed-d~splacement f~n~te-element model ~s used to obtain the 
spat~al propert~es of the plate, and the temporal solut~on ~s accompl~shed by 
using the Houbolt f~n~te-d~fference operator. For pred~ct~ng the trans~ent re-
sponses of plates to r~g~d-fragment ~pact (CIVM-PLATE code), energy and momen-
tum cons~derat~ons are employed in an approx~ate analys~s to predict the col-
l~s~on-~nduced velocit~es wh~ch are ~parted to the fragment and to the affected 
1 
plate segments. The presence of fragment/plate surface frict~on is taken into 
account. The £ollision-~parted-~elocity ~ethod (CIVM) was or~g~ally de-
veloped for use ~ the CIVM-JET series of codes (1, 2, 3, 4]* for the analys~s 
of 2-d r~g structures subJected to fragment ~pacti the CIVM approach has been 
extended to 3-d ~pact analyses for the CIVM-PLATE code. The pert~nent analyti-
cal development and the solut~on methods upon wh~ch the PLATE and CIVM-PLATE 
codes** are based are presented ~n Append~ces A and B, respectively. 
Sect~on 2 contains a general descript~on of the organizat~on and capa-
bilit~es of the PLATE and CIVM-PLATE codes ~ncluding (1) plate geometry, sup-
ports, elast~c restra~ts, and mater~al propert~es, (2) external load~g opt~ons 
and solut~on procedure for the PLATE code, and (3) fragment/plate collis~on ~n­
teract~on analys~s and solut~on procedure used for the CIVM-PLATE code. 
Sect~on 3 conta~ns a descr~pt~on of the ma~n program and subprograms associated 
w~th the PLATE and CIVM-PLATE codes, and a descr~ption of the flow/usage of these 
subprograms. The ~nput data, user-prepared subprograms, and output informat~on 
for the PLATE and CIVM-PLATE codes are presented in Sect~ons 4 and 5, respect~vely. 
A complete FORTRAN IV list~ng of the two codes is g~ven in section 6. Illustra-
t~ve examples, ~nclud~ng ~nput data and the result~ng solution data, using the 
PLATE and CIVM-PLATE codes are g~ven ~n Sect~ons 7 and 8, respectively. Finally, 
Append~ces A and B summar~ze the equations on wh~ch these programs are based. 
* 
** 
Numbers in square brackets [ ] denote references ~ncluded ~n the reference 
l~st. 
Throughout th~s report, the terms PLATE and CIVM-PLATE are used for 
s~plic~ty rather than the~r correct names PLATE 1 and CIVM-PLATE Ii these 
codes accommodate large deflect~ons and elast~c-~nelast~c mater~al 
behavior but various ~mplementat~on features restr~ct the~r appl~cab~lit~es 
to small stra~n. Later, fin~te-strain versions called PLATE 2 and CIVM-PLATE 2 
w~ll be prepared and released. 
2 
SECTION 2 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATE AND 
CIVM-PLATE PROGRAMS 
2.1 Plate Geometry, Supports, Elast~c Restra~nts, 
and Mater~al Propert~es 
The present subsect~on ~s devoted to a general descr~ption of the capa-
b~l~t~es of the PLATE and the CIVM-PLATE program ~ncluding (1) geometry, (2) 
supports, (3) elast~c restra~nts, and (4) mater~al propert~es. It is important 
to note that the capabil~t~es of the PLATE and CIVM-PLATE programs are identi-
cal w~th respect to these categories. Thus, the present discussion w~ll be 
restricted to the PLATE code; any differences between the two codes will be 
noted. D~scuss~ons of those features of PLATE and CIVM-PLATE which differ 
(~.e., solut~on procedure and external load~ng) are g~ven ~n Subsect~ons 2.2 
through 2. s. 
The PLATE computer code treats single layer unstiffened or longeron-
st~ffened initially-flat plates of un~form th~ckness. The Kirchhoff hypothes~s 
~s employed; that ~s transverse shear deformat~on ~s neglected. Thus, the 
total thickness of the plate should be small compared with the spanwise di-
mensions of the plate. A global XYZ rectangular Cartes~an coord~nate system 
w~th assoc~ated unit vectors i, J, k ~s employed. The init~ally-flat plate is 
assumed to lie in a plane wh~ch ~s parallel to the global XY plane. The un~t 
outward-normal vector of the plate, n, ~s def~ned by the r~ght-hand rule as 
n = ~; the un~t-outward normal d~rection of the plate ~s thus ~n the d~rect~on 
of the pos~t~ve z ax~s, and ~s automat~cally chosen once the d~rect~ons of the 
un~t vectors ~ and J (~n the global X and Y d~rect~ons, respect~vely) have been 
chosen. The cho~ce of the pos~t~ve d~rect~on for the unit vector ~ and J also 
serves to def~ne the "~nner" and "outer" surfaces of the plate; the pos~t~ve 
outward-normal of the plate is d~ected toward the "outer" surface of the plate. 
For analyses us~ng the CIVM-PLATE code, the pos~t~ve outward normal d~rect~on 
must be chosen such that fragment ~pact can occur only on the "inner" surface 
of the plate (see Fig. 1). 
3 
In the spat~al fin~te-element analys~s, the plate ~s represented by an 
assemblage of d~screte (or fin~te) elements compat~bly jo~ned at the nodal 
stat~ons. For the present codes, the plate elements are restr~cted to rectangu-
lar planform and un~form th~ckness; the geometry and nomenclature of the present 
four-noded rectangular plate elements are shown ~n F~g. 2, where a local (element) 
xyz coord~nate system has been adopted such that the s~des of the element are 
parallel to the x or y ax~s, the or~g~n of the local xyz system (z=O) ~s located 
at the geometr~c m~dsurface of the plate. The plate structure may conta~n vo~d 
reg~ons (cutouts), but ~n all cases (whether or not cutouts are present) the 
plate structure must be modeled by a ser~es of rectangular elements. Th~s re-
str~ct~on l~~ts the types of plate structures wh~ch can be analyzed us~ng the 
present programs; ~n subsequent vers~ons of the present codes, th~s restr~ction 
could be relaxed by adopt~ng a more general planform for the bas~c plate element. 
The behav~or of each f~n~te element ~s character~zed by a knowledge of 
2 
the s~x general~zed d~splacements: u,v,w, e = dW/dX, W = dW/dY, and X = d W/dXdY 
at each of ~ts four (corner) nodal stat~ons where u, v, and ware the trans la-
t~onal displacements of the reference surface in the x, y, and z direct~ons, 
respectively. The d~splacement behav~or w~thin each f~nite-element ~s repre-
sented by a b~linear interpolat~on ~n x and y for the ~nplane d~splacements u 
and v and a b~cub~c ~nterpolat~on ~n x and y for the transverse d~splacement w, 
anchored to the generalized nodal d~splacements at each node (see Appendix A 
for further details). The geometry of each fin~te-element ~s completely de-
f~ned by the s~de length d~ens~ons and the th~ckness of the element, wh~ch ~s 
assumed to be constant. 
The present analys~s may be appl~ed to ~ntegrally-st~ffened flat plates. 
The st~ffeners must be or~ented ~n the global X and/or Y d~rect~on, are assumed 
to be of constant cross sect~on over each element, and must beg~n and term~nate 
only at an element boundary (~.e., each stiffener must completely span one or 
more rectangular plate element ~n the f~n~te-element mesh). The geometry and 
nomenclature for a typ~cal st~ffened plate element are g~ven ~n F~g. 3. In 
th~s ~llustrat~on, the st~ffener ~s located along the ~nner surface of the plate 
element and ~s or~ented ~n the Y d~rect~on: however, note that st~ffeners may 
also be located on the outer surface of the plate and may also be or~ented ~n the 
X direct~on. 
4 
The formulation of the spat~al propert~es for the X and/or Y direct~on 
stiffeners follows the formulat~on used ~n Ref. 5 ~n wh~ch each st~ffener ~s 
treated as a d~screte structural component, w~th behav~or s~~lar to that of a 
beam element. The follow~ng assumpt~ons have been made concern~ng the geometry 
and deformat~on behav~or of the st~ffeners: 
(1) In general, the st~ffeners may be of mater~al d~fferent from 
that of the plate to wh~ch ~t ~s attached~ however, perfect 
bonding ~s assumed at the st~ffener/plate ~nterface. Thus, 
d~splacements are assumed to be cont~nuous across the ~nter­
faces. 
(2) The st~ffeners are character~zed as be~ng th~n~ that ~s, a 
typ~cal cross-sect~onal dimens~on of the st~ffener ~s 
small compared w~th a typ~cal spanw~se dimens~on of the plate, 
and exh~b~t Bernoull~-Euler behav~or. 
(3) The contr~but~ons of tw~st~ng stra~n of the st~ffener about 
~ts ax~al d~rect~on and bend~ng stra~n of the st~ffener ~n the 
plane parallel to the plate m~dsurface have been neglected. 
Only the normal stra~n of the st~ffener ~n its ax~al direct~on 
is taken ~nto account. 
W~th~n th~s framework and by cons~der~ng the compat~b~l~ty of d~splacements at 
the st~ffener/plate ~nterface, the d~splacement behav~or of the st~ffener can 
be related to the general~zed degrees of freedom at the nodes of the plate ele-
ment to wh~ch ~t ~s attached by employ~ng the d~splacement ~nterpolat~on assump-
t~on of the plate. The spat~al propert~es of the st~ffener are thus def~ned by 
a knowledge of the mater~al propert~es and cross-sect~onal d~ens~ons of the 
st~ffener, and the relat~ve location and or~entat~on of the st~ffener on the 
plate element. The reader ~s invited to consult Append~ A for further deta~ls 
on the formulat~on of st~ffener spatial propert~es. 
Two types of support condit~ons for the structure are ~ncluded ~n the 
present programs: prescr~ed nodal d~splacement cond~tions and l~ne elast~c 
restra~nts. The follow~ng s~x prescribed d~splacement boundary cond~t~on 
opt~ons have been ~ncluded (see F~g. 4a): 
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Elast1c restra~nts are provided in the form of linear elast1c l~ne translation 
and tors10nal restor1ng spr1ngs wh1ch can be spec~f1ed along any element boundary 
or 1nterelement boundary. F1ve spr1ng constants (three translational and two 
rotat10nal) may be specified for each element boundary on wh~ch l~ne restor1ng 
spr1ngs are present (see Fig. 4b). A global effect1ve st1ffness matr~ sup-
plied by the l~near-elastic l~ne restor1ng spr1ngs ~s evaluated, and der1ved 
from the v1rtual-work statement. 
For the present programs, the plate structure and the stiffeners can be 
of d1fferent elastic, or elast1c, perfectly-plast~c, or elast1c-stra1n-
harden1ng behav10r. A max~um of f1ve different mater1al types may be spec1f~ed 
by the user to def~ne the behav~or of the st1ffeners if d1fferent from that of 
the plate. The strain-rate effects of each mater1al can also be taken into 
accoant. In the present analys~s, the stra~n-harden~ng material 1S accounted 
for by uS1ng the "mechan~cal sublayer model" [6,7];* see F1gS. A.la-A.lc. A 
useful feature of th~s model 1S 1tS account~ng for nonl~near strain harden1ng, 
an1sotrop1c stra1n harden1ng, the format1on of corners on the yield surface, 
and the Bauschinger effect -- all of these are features that ductile metals 
exhibit. No other mater1al model appears to represent these features as 
efficiently and fa1thfully as does the mechanical-sublayer model. Strain-rate 
effects are 1ncluded as descr1bed in Subsect10n A.5. 
2.2 External Load1ng Opt1ons 1n the PLATE Program 
The PLATE computer program 1S des1gned to pred1ct the large, elast1c 
plast1c deformat10n responses of st~ffened or unst1ffened flat plates subJected 
* Also, see Subsect10ns 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 of Ref. 14, as well as Refs. 5 and 11. 
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to e~ther a prescr~bed ~n~t~al veloc~ty d~str~but~on or a prescr~ed externally-
appl~ed, t~e-vary~ng force d~str~ut~on. In the present f~n~te-element scheme, 
~nit~al veloc~ty d~str~ut~ons are input as a vector of nodal velocit~es, at 
t~e t=O, correspond~ng to the general~zed nodal degrees of freedom ~n the 
f~n~te-element mesh. Prescr~bed externally-appl~ed force d~str~ut~ons are ~n­
put as a vector of nodal forces corresponding to the generalized nodal degrees 
of freedom ~n the finite-element mesh. In general, the spatial d~str~bution 
of these forces can vary with t~e so that th~s vector of nodal forces must be 
redef~ned at each step of the f~n~te-d~fference temporal solut~on. 
Much of the user ~nterac~on requ~red when us~ng the PLATE code is ~n 
the form of preparat~on of input data cards; wherever poss~ble, internal log~c 
has been ~ncorporated ~nto the PLATE code to m~n~~ze the amount of user-
supplied data. However, for the present plate analys~s, ~t ~s impract~cal and 
computat~onally ~neff~c~ent to attempt to prov~de the user w~th an all-inclu-
s~ve set of ~n~t~al veloc~ty distr~ut~on opt~ons and prescr~ed force distr~­
but~ons (~n both space and t~e). As a result, two computer subrout~nes 
(INCOND and EXTL) have been ~solated as user-interact~ve subroutines for the 
generation of the vector of ~n~t~al nodal general~zed velocit~es and the vector 
of prescr~ed externally-appl~ed nodal forces at each ~e step. The user w~ll 
be requ~red to wr~te (~n FORTRAN IV) the internal log~c for these subrout~nes 
correspond~ng to the particular problem be~ng cons~dered. Clearly, some bas~c 
knowledge of computer programm~ng and the f~n~te-element method is requ~red to 
generate these computer subrout~nes. Gu~del~nes for preparat~on of these sub-
rout~nes, including s~ple example subrout~nes, are g~ven ~n Subsect~on 4.6. 
2.3 Solut~on Procedure for the PLATE Program 
The spat~al fin~te-element approach ~s ut~l~zed ~n conJunct~on w~th the 
Pr~nc~ple of V~rtual Work and D'Alembert's Pr~nc~ple to obtain the equations of 
mot~on of the plate structure wh~ch ~s perm~tted to undergo large, elastic-
plast~c, trans~ent deformat~on. In the ~nterest of conc~seness and conven~ence 
in th~s report, the user ~s ~nvited to consult Ref. 1 and Append~x A for a de-
ta~led der~vat~on and d~scuss~on of the equat~on of mot~on ut~l~zed ~n the 
PLATE code. For present purposes, ~t suff~ces to note that the governing 
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equat~ons of mot~on for the complete assembled discret~zed structure correspond 








[M] {q*} + [K] {q*} + [K ] {q*} = {F} + {FNL} 
s 
are the global generalized displacement vector 
and accelerat~on vector, respectively. 
~s the mass matr~x of the assembled structure. 
is the l~near elast~c st~ffness matr~ of the 
assembled structure. 
~s the global effect~ve st~ffness matr~x 
suppl~ed by the l~near-elastic l~ne 
restor~ng spr~ngs. 
~s the global general~zed load vector corres-
ponding to prescr~ed externally-appl~ed 
forces. 
represent equivalent "general~zed loads" 
ar~s~ng from both large deflect~ons and 
plastic stra~ns. 
(2.1) 
The matr~x equat~ons of mot~on are solved by employing the Houbelt fin~te­
d~fference operator. In the follow1ng, the general solut~on process 1S de-
scr~ed br~efly. 
F~rst, 1nformat10n ~s prov~ded to def~ne the geometry of the plate and 
the location and geometry of the stiffeners (~f any). Material constants for 
the plate and stiffeners are def~ned, and 1nformation related to the struc-
tural d~scretizat~on ~s spec1f1ed. Also defined are the time-step s~ze, ~t, 
the locat~on and elastic constants of the l~ne restor~ng spr~ngs, and the 
prescribed d~splacement boundary condit~ons. Next, the mass matr~ and 
st~ffness matr~ for the entire structure are evaluated by assembl~ng the ele-
ment mass and st~ffness matr~ces. It should be noted that the PLATE program 
prov~des the user w~th the opt~on of select~ng e~ther a lumped (d~agonal 
matr~x) mass model~ng or a cons~stent (fully populated matr~x) mass model~ng. 
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Gauss~an quadrature is used to evaluate these element matrices; the quadrature+ 
rule chosen y~elds an exact integration of these element matrices. Following 
th~s step, the global effect~ve st~ffness matr~x suppl~ed by the l~near-elast~c 
line restor~ng springs ~s evaluated. Then the proper prescribed displacement 
cond~t~ons are ~posed on these assembled mass and st~ffness matr~ces. 
Before beginning the t~ewise,solut~on of the equat~ons of motion, the 
general~zed nodal velocity vector, {q*} , at t~e t and generalized nodal 
o 0 
force vector corresponding to prescribed externally-appl~ed forces {F}l' at 
t~e t l , must be spec~f~ed. From th~s ~nformat~on, the generalized nodal dis-
placements and d~splacement ~ncrements are calculated for the first t~e ~ncre­
ment ~t (~.e., from t~e to to t~e t l ) from Eq. 2.1 wr~tten ~n the f~~te­
d~fference form correspond~ng to the Houbolt operator. From a knowledge of the 
d~splacements, d~splacement ~ncrements, and current states of stress and stra~n, 
one can deter~ne the Stra~n ~ncrements, stress ~ncrements, the stresses and/or 
the plast~c stra~ns and the plast~c strain ~ncrements through the use of the 
pert~nent elast~c-plast~c stress-strain relat~ons ~nclud~ng the plast~c y~eld 
cond~t~on and flow rule. From th~s ~nformat~on, one can calculate the equiva-
lent general~zed load vector aris~ng from large deflect~ons and plastic strains. 
Next, the general~zed nodal load vector {F}2 corresponding to prescribed ex-
ternally-applied forces at t~e t2 ~s formed. Then, the proper recurrence 
equations, wh~ch ~s the finite-d~fference representation of the equat~ons of 
mot~on, are solved to obtain the generalized d~splacements and d~splacement 
increments of the next t~e ~ncrement (~.e., at t~e t2 = tl + ~t). The pro-
cess then proceeds cycl~cally for as many t~e steps as des~red. For present 
purposes, the above general descr~pt~on ~s cons~dered to be adequate; one may 
consult Append~x A for a more deta~led d~scuss~on of the solut~on and evalua-
t~on process. 
In the PLATE code, the user ~s requ~red to spec~fy the t~me-step s~ze, 
~t, to be used ~n the temporal solut~on of the equat~ons of mot~on of the 
structure. The proper cho~ce of the t~e-step s~ze, ~t, requ~res some know-
ledge of the character~st~cs of the Houbolt operator. For l~ear structural 
analysis, the Houbolt operator ~s uncond~t~onally stable; that ~s, no numer~cal 
~nstab~l~t~es w~ll occur regardless of the value of ~t. However, as the t~e 
+Numer~cal ~ntegrat~on (quadrature) is employed for these evaluat~ons s~nce it 
~s much more eff~c~ent and less l~kely to produce errors than if an analyst 
were to carry out and program (lengthy) express~ons obtained by analytical 
evaiuat~ons. 
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step s~ze ~s increased, the solut~on will tend to d~verge from the "exact" 
solut~on because of the presence of false damp~ng and of frequency d~stortion 
contrwuted by the Houbelt operator; th~s ~s a problem of "convergence". 
Usually, it ~s recommended that successive runs of the same problem be made, 
each w~th a time-step size half that of the prev~ous run until the computed 
results of two success~ve runs are suffic~ently close to each other (~.e., 
to represent a converged solut~on). For nonl~near structure analysis, where 
the effects of nonl~near~t~es are ~ncluded as equ~valent loads (and these 
equ~valent loads are obta~ned by extrapolat~on --- (see Append~ A), the 
Houbolt operator becomes cond~t~onally stable [8,9]; that ~s, numerical ~n­
stab~lity w~ll occur ~f the t~e-step s~ze, 6t, ~s too large. At present, no 
r~gorous rules ex~st for determ~n~ng the max~um allowable 6t for nonl~near 
analys~s us~ng the Houbolt operator. Thus, some numer~cal experimentat~on 
may be necessary ~n order to determ~ne an appropr~ate value for 6t. 
To ass~st the user ~n the select~on of a value for 6t, a "reference" 
t~me-step s~ze ~s calculated and output by the PLATE computer program. Th~s 
CD 
reference t~me-step s~ze, tot ,~s equal to the maximum t~me-step size wh~ch 
max 
could be used ~f the Central D~fference t~mew~se operator were employed, and 
CD ~s calculated as 6t = 0.8(2/W ). In th~s express~on, W ~s the largest 
max max - - max 
natural frequency conta~ned ~n the (l~near) mathematical model of the structure, 
and ~t < 2/w ~s the stab~lity cr~ter~on (for the Central D~fference operator) 
- max 
of a correspond~ng linear dynam~c system; the factor 0.8 ~s ~ntroduced, as 
~n Refs. 1 through 3, to account for large-deflection effects. In the PLATE 
+ program, the value of w ~s obta~ned by an ~terat~on process appl~ed to 
max 
CD Hav~ng obta~ned the value of 6t ,the actual t~me-step 
max 
the PLATE program can be taken as some mult~ple of 6tCD 
max 
(2.2) 
s~ze to be used ~n 
(i.e., 6t = f 6tCD ). 
max 
Again, no f~rm rules ex~st for the select~on of the factor f, but results 
presented ~n Ref. 1 suggest that values of up to f = 6 w~ll yield converged 
and stable solut~ons. These results are by no means conclus~ve, but 
do prov~de a reasonable gu~del~ne for the ~n~t~al cho~ce of 6t. To ensure 
+The inverse power method ~s employed to find w 
max 
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convergence and/or to el~~nate ~nstab~l~t~es, subsequent computer runs can 
be made us~ng a value of ~t half that of the prev~ous run. 
2.4 Fragment/Plate Coll~s~on Interact~on Analys~s 
for the CIVM-PLATE Program 
The CIVM-PLATE computer program ~s des~gned to predict the large-deflec-
t~on, elast~c-plastic, transient responses of in~t~ally-flat stiffened or un-
st~ffened plates subJected to Lmpact by a single fragment. For analyz~ng the 
coll~s~on-~nduced trans~ent responses of conta~nment and/or deflector plates 
and fragment mot~ons, the fragment ~s ~deal~zed as a non-deformable fragment 
of spherical configuration (Fig. 5). The modeled-fragment radius, mass, mass 
moment of inert~a, and veloc~ty components are spec~f~ed by the user to cor-
respond with those of the actual fragment. 
The process called the coll~s~on-Lmparted veloc~ty method (CIVM), previ-
ously developed for the 2-d ring/fragment coll~sion interaction analysis of 
Refs. 1 through 4, has been extended for the present 3-d coll~s~on-~nteract~on 
analys~s. In th~s procedure, energy and momentum cons~derat~ons are employed 
to pred~ct the coll~s~on-~nduced veloc~ties wh~ch are imparted to the fragment 
and to the ~pact-affected zone of the plate. Also, the follow~ng s~pl~fy~ng 
assumptions are ~nvoked: 
(1) The coll~s~on process ~s ~nstantaneous and ~nvolves only the 
fragment and the Lmpact-affected zone of the plate. The ~pact­
affected zone ~s defined as the fract~on of the plate that re-
sponds to fragment impact instantaneously w~th momentum changes. 
The size of the impact affected zone ~s est~ated from the speed 
of a long~tud~nal elast~c wave ~n the mater~al and the computa-
t~onal t~e ~ncrement s~ze ~t, or from alternate means (see 
Append~x B). 
(2) In an overall sense, the fragment ~s treated as be~ng r~g~d, 
but at the "~ed~ate contact reg~on" between the fragment 
and the ~pacted plate the collision ~s regarded as act~ng in 
a perfectly-elast~c (e = 1), perfectly-inelast~c (e = 0), or 
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an intermed~ate fash~on (O<e<l), where e represents the 
coeff~c~ent of rest~tut~on. 
(3) The coll~ding surfaces of both the fragment and the plate 
may be either perfectly smooth (~ = 0) or may be "rough" 
(~ ~ 0), where ~ denotes the coeff~c~ent of sl~ding 
fr~ct~on. Hence, respect~vely, force and/or momentum 
(or veloc~~es) are transm~tted only ~n the normal-to-
surface d~rect~on or ~n both the normal and tangent~al 
direct~ons. 
(4) Although fragment/plate coll~s~on w~ll, ~n general, occur 
dur~ng a t~e step, ~t (rather than at the beginn~ng or 
end of a t~e cycle), the ~pact-~nduced veloc~ty changes 
of the fragment and the ~pact-affected zone of the plate 
are ~posed at the beginn~ng of the cycle ~n wh~ch the 
collis~on occurs. Th~s assumption el~~nates the need 
to extrapolate d~splacement and veloc~ty data between 
t~e steps. 
(5) For the purpose of calculat~ng the ~pact-~nduced velocity 
changes of the fragment and the ~pact-affected zone of 
the plate, the contact forces are the only ones considered 
to act on the ~pact-affected zone of the plate and in an 
ant~-parallel fash~on on the fragment. Any internal forces 
wh~ch the plate segments adJacent to the ~pact-affected 
zone may exert on that zone as a result of th~s instantane-
ous coll~s~on are cons~dered to be neglig~le because this 
~pact durat~on ~s so short as to preclude the~r tJeffect~ve 
development". However, these ~nterna1 forces are ~nc1uded 
~n the calculat~on of the post-~pact d~sp1acement of the 
plate. 
(6) To avo~d unduly complicating the analys~s and to ma~ntain 
program eff~ciency, each rectangular plate element ~s 
d~v~ded into two tr~angular plate elements ~n the 
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der~vat~on of the ~pact ~nspect~ons and equations; the 
global coord~nates of the three corners of the tr~angle 
def~ne the plane ~n wh~ch coll~s~on may occur (see Fig. 6). 
However, for trans~ent response pred~ct~ons, the plate con-
t~nues to be modeled as a series of rectangular elements, 
and general 3-d plate deformat~on behav~or ~s assumed. 
(7) For the analysis of st~ffened plates, only the geometry 
of the plate elements is considered ~n the ~pact ~n­
spect~on procedure. If impact occurs at a location on 
the plate occup~ed by a stiffener, the ~pact ~s st~ll 
cons~dered to occur at the ~nner surface of the plate. 
However, st~ffener mass contr~ut~ons have been included 
~n the calculat~on of the post-~pact velocity changes 
of the fragment and ~pact-affected zone of the plate. 
Thus, the subsequent mot~on of the plate and fragment 
~s affected by the presence of st~ffeners. 
(8) To m~n~~ze the special opt~ons ~n ~pact inspection, 
all ~pacts must occur at the ~nner surface of the plate. 
An informat~on flow schemat~c of the CIVM procedure ~s shown ~n F~g. 7. 
Br~efly, the analys~s procedure ~nd~cated in Fig. 7 cons~sts of the following 
pr~nc~pal steps: 
1. Mot~ons and Pos~t~ons of Bod~es 
The mot~ons of the fragment and of the conta~nment and/or deflector 
plate are pred~cted and the (tentat~ve) reg~on of space occup~ed by each body 
at the end of a g~ven t~e cycle is determ~ned. 
2. Coll~s~on Inspect~on 
Next, an inspect~on ~s performed to determ~ne whether a coll~sion has 
occurred dur~ng the small ~ncrement (~t) 1n t~e from the last ~nstant in 
t~e at wh1ch the body locat10ns were known (beg1nn1ng of the present t1me 
cycle) to the present ~nstant ~n t1me at wh1ch the body-locat10n data are 
sought. A collision ~s determ1ned to have occurred if the (tentative) reg~ons 
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of space occup~ed by the plate and the fragment overlap. If a collision has 
not occurred dur~ng this ~t, one follows the motion of each body for another 
~t, etc. However, if a collis~on has occurred, one proceeds to carry out a 
coll~sion-interaction calculat~on. 
3. Collis~on-Interact~on Calculat~on 
In th~s calculat~on energy and momentum conservat~on relat~ons are em-
ployed ~ an approx~te analys~s to compute the coll~sion-~nduced changes ~n 
(a) the velocit~es vfx ' v fy ' vfz (translational) and Wfx ' Wfy ' wfz (rotation-
al) of the fragment and (b) the nodal veloc~t~es of the plate ~pact-affected 
elements. These velocity changes are ~posed at the beg~nning of the 
present t~e cycle ~n wh~ch impact was determ~ned to have occurred. Steps 1 
and 2 are then repeated for the present time cycle unt~l no plate/fragment 
overlap ~s found at the end of the present time cycle~ the result~ng plate 
and fragment locat~ons are then the corrected-for-~pact locat~ons. 
One then returns to step 1, and the process ~s repeated for as many 
t~e increments as desired. The details of th~s analysis procedure as well as 
var~ous cons~derat~ons and s~plify~ng assumpt~ons employed are d~scussed 
further ~n Append~x B. 
2.5 Solut~on Procedure for the CIVM-PLATE Program 
The global solut~on procedure employed ~n the CIVM-PLATE computer pro-
gram is essent~ally the same as that employed ~n the PLATE computer program ex-
cept that ~n~t~al veloc~ty d~str~butions and prescr~ed, externally-appl~ed 
forces are not included ~n the CIVM-PLATE program~ these loading opt~ons are 
"replaced" by the coll~s~on ~nspect~on-~nteraction analys~s. The govern~ng 
equation of mot~on for the complete assembled d~scret~zed plate structure ~s 
thus obta~ned by dropp~ng the external nodal load~ng vector from Eq. 2.1 and 
~s g~ven by 
[M] {q*} + [K] {q*} + [K ] {q*} = {FNL} 
S 
(2.3) 
where the definit~on of the terms ~n Eq. 2.3 are the same as those given in 
Subsect~on 2.3. 
In the present procedure, a d~agonal "lumped" MaSS matr~ ~s employed~ 
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the use of a cons~stent (fully populated) mass matr~x is ~ permitted in the 
CIVM-PLATE program. Lumped mass model~ng ~s chosen as a consequence of the 
present coll~sion-~nteraction analys~s ~n wh~ch the element (and structure) 
mass properties are assumed to be lumped at the nodal points. Thus, for con-
s~stency, the mass properties of the plate structure used ~n the global time-
w~se solut~on procedure should also be nodal lumped masses: the use of a con-
s~stent mass modeling in the global timewise solut~on would result in an 
energy m~smatch follow~ng each ~pact. In add~t~on, the use of a lumped mass 
matr~ results ~n a decrease of the h~ghest natural frequency for the assembled 
structure, compared w~th the use of a cons~stent mass matr~, and thus permits 
one to use a larger t~e step, 6t, for the structural response calculat~ons 
(see discuss~on ~n Subsect~on 2.3). Th~s fact, coupled w~th reduced storage 
requirements and add~t~onal sav~ngs of computation t~e ~n each t~e step be-
cause of the s~ple form of the mass matr~x, makes the use of a lumped matrix 
computat~onally eff~c~ent. 
The equat~ons of mot~on are solved through the use of the Houbolt f~nite­
d~fference operator whereby one obta~ns a recurrence equation wh~ch provides a 
solut~on step-by-step in finite time ~ncrements. The discuss~on of the sta-
b~l~ty of the Houbolt operator g~ven ~n Subsection 2.3 also applies to the 
present ~pact analys~s. However, as w~ll be d~scussed ~n Appendix B, th~s 
operator must be mod~f~ed for t~e cycles ~n wh~ch plate/fragment coll~s~on 
occurs. Exper~ence to date w~th the CIVM-PLATE program suggest that th~s modi-
f~ed operator ~s less stable than the conventional Houbolt operator, and thus 
smaller t~e steps, 6t, must be used. Because (d~agonal~zed) lumped masses 
are used ~n all runs of the CIVM-PLATE program, the reference t~me step s~ze, 
6tCD , discussed in Subsection 2.3 is calculated and output for each execution 
max 
of the program. It ~s recommended that a value of 6t = 2*6tCD be spec~f~ed 
max 
on the in~t~al run of a conta~nment/deflector analys~s. A more detailed d~s-
cuss~on of th~s mod~f~ed operator ~s g~ven ~n Appendix B. 
The general solut~on process employed ~n the CIVM-PLATE program ~s 
essent~ally ~dent~cal to that employed ~n the PLATE program in terms of ~nput 
of geometr~c, mesh, and boundary cond~t~on ~nformat~on, and generat~on of 
the assembled-structure mass (lumped mass model~ng only) and st~ffness matr~ces. 
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Add~tional ~nput ~s requ~red for the CIVM-PLATE program to define the in~t~al 
locat~on and veloc~ty components, geometry, and collision parameters of the 
attack~ng fragment. In the follow~ng, the general tirnew~se solut~on process 
(which d~ffers somewhat from that used in the PLATE program) is described 
briefly. 
The plate structure ~s assumed to be at rest at t~e t , and the pos~­
o 
tion and veloc~ty of the attack~ng fragment are known at t~e t. From th~s 
o 
information the generalized nodal and fragment displacements and displacement 
increments are computed for the f~rst t~me ~ncrement, ~t. Then the fragment-
plate coll~s~on ~nspect~on-and-correct~on procedure is carried out. If one, 
or more, fragment-plate coll~s~ons have occurred dur~ng th~s ~t, the coordi-
nates wh~ch locate the pos~t~on of the fragment and the ~pact-affected nodes 
of the plate are thereby corrected from the~r tentat~ve uncorrected-for-~pact 
locations. Next, the stra~n ~ncrement developed from to to tl at every 
Gauss~an station (or po~nt) required over and depthwise through each fin~te 
element are calculated. From a knowledge of the prev~ous states of stress 
and stra~n, and the strain increments, one can determine the stress ~ncrements, 
the stresses, and/or the plast~c stra~ns and plast~c strain ~ncrements through 
the use of the per~nent elast~c-plast~c stress-strain relat~ons ~ncluding 
+ the plast~c y~eld cond~tion and flow rule. Next, one can calculate the 
equ~valent general~zed load vectors ar~s~ng from large deflect~ons and plast~c 
stra~ns. Then, the proper recurrence equat~ons, which is the fin~te-d~fference 
representat~on of the equat~ons of mot~on, are solved to obtain the plate-nodal 
general~zed displacements and d~splacement ~ncrements of the next time incre-
ment. The pert~nent equations of motion for the fragment are also solved to 
obtain the d~splacements and d~splacement ~ncrements of the next t~e incre-
ment for the fragment. Th~s process then proceeds cycl~cally f?r as many 
t~e steps as des~red. It should be noted that the plate structure rerna~ns 
at rest unt~l the f~rst plate-fragment coll~sion occurs. 
For present purposes, the above general descr~pt~on ~s cons~dered to 
be adequate; one may consult Append~x B for a more deta~led d~scuss~on of the 
solut~on and evaluat~on process, ~nclud~ng flow charts. 
+ 
The mechan~cal-sublayer mater~al model is part~cularly conven~ent and efficient 
for these evalua~ons; see F~gs. A.la through A.lc. 
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SECTION 3 
DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS AND SUBPROGRAMS 
3.1 Organization of the PLATE and CIVM-PLATE Programs 
The PLATE and CIVM-PLATE computer program package cons1sts of two dummy 
ma1n programs (one each for PLATE and CIVM-PLATE) and 34 subprograms. Of 
these 34 subprograms, 5 are used exc1us1ve1y in the PLATE program, 8 are used 
exclusively ~n the CrvM-PLATE program, and the rema~n~ng 21 are used by both 
the PLATE and CIVM-PLATE programs. 









































A descr~pt~on of these main and subprograms ~ncluding the defin~t~ons of 
calling arguments for eacn subprogram is g~ven in Subsect10n 3.2. 
The PLATE program consists, therefore, of a dummy ma1n program (MAIN) and 
26 subroutines. The dummy ma1n program has been 1ncluded only to define array 
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d1mensions which are problem dependent, and to input those parameters used 
~n the d1mensioning process. MAIN then calls subroutine MAINP wh~ch ~s the 
master subrout~ne which controls the flow of the transient nonl~ear analys~s. 
The flow of subroutine MAINP with particular emphasis on subrout~ne usage ~s 
shown in Fig. 8. The information prov~ded ~n Fig. 8 together w~th the descr~p­
t~on of subroutines g~ven ~n Subsection 3.2 and the theoretical developments 
given in Append~x A, is intended to provide the user with a better understand-
~ng of the operat~on and execution of the PLATE program. 
The CIVM-PLATE program cons~sts of a dummy ma~n program (IMAIN) and 29 
subrout~nes. The dummy ma~ program has been provided only to def~e array 
d1mens~ons which are problem dependent, and to ~nput those parameters used ~ 
the d1mens~on~ng process. IMAIN then calls subrout~ne IMAINP wh~ch controls 
the flow of the ~mpact-~nduced trans~ent nonl~near analys~s. The flow of 
subroutine IMAINP w~th part~cular emphas~s on subrout~ne usage ~s shown ~n 
Fig. 9. The ~nformat~on prov~ded ~n Fig. 9, together w~th the descript~on 
of subrout~nes g~ven ~n Subsection 3.2 and theoretical developments given ~n 
Append~x B, is ~ntended to prov~de the user w~th a better understand~ng of the 
operation and execut~on of the CIVM-PLATE program. 
3.2 Program and Subprogram Descr~pt~ons 
In th~s subsect~on, each of the programs/subprograms used ~n the PLATE 
and CIVM-PLATE computer codes ~s descr~bed. The programs/subprograms are 
grouped (and presented alphabet~cally) accord~ng to those used only ~n the 
PLATE code, those used only in the CIVM-PLATE code, and those common to both 
codes. In each case, the subroutine names and argument l~st (as ~t appears 
~n that subrou~ne) are g~ven; each of the subrout~ne arguments ~s defined 
and a descr~pt~on of the overall operat~on of the subrout~ne ~s g~ven. 
No attempt is made to descr~e the prograrnm~ng logic or to descr~be each 
programm~ng step of each subrout~ne. Informat~on of th~s form could be 
generated by a user fac~lity by a careful comparison of prograrnm~ng log~c 
and assoc~ated theory presented in Appendices A and B, as well as var~ous 
programming convent~ons discussed throughout th~s report. Such a deta~led 
understanding of the PLATE and/or CIVM-PLATE codes would fac~l~tate mod~fica­
t~ons and/or addit~ons to the codes, but ~s not necessary for effect~ve use 
of the codes. 
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3.2.1 Ma~n Program and Subrout~nes Un~que to the PLATE Program 
In the following, the ma~n program and subroutines used only in the 
PLATE program are discussed. 
SUBROUTINE CMASSP(NTYPE, XL, YL, TH, XF, SLOe, eSA, SMOI, EM, GEl, DENS) 
Purpose: Th~s subrout~ne computes the cons~stent mass matr~x for a rectangular 
plate element, x-direction st~ffener element, or y-d~rection stiffener 
element. The format~on corresponds to Eqs. A.28 and A.29 (for plate 
elements), Eq. A.9l for x-d~rect~on stiffners, and Eq. A.9lb for 
y-d~rect~on st~ffeners; see F~gs. 10-14. Gaussian quadrature is 













Type of element 
= 1 for plate element 
= 2 for x-d~rect~on st~ffener 
= 3 for y-direction stiffener 
The x-direct~on length of the element 
The y-d~rection length of the element 
The plate element th~ckness 
The st~ffener offset distance (see Fig. 12) 
The locat~on of the stiffener on ~ts correspond~ng element 
(see Fig. 13) 
The st~ffener cross-sect~onal area 
The mass moment of ~nert~a of the st~ffener 
The mass matr~ of the element 
The matrix G -1 g~ven by Eq. A.19 
The ~~t~al mass per un~t volume of the element 
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SUBROUTINE EXTL(ELV,ITT,NP,NODE,XGI,YGIl 
Purpose: This user-prepared subroutine ~s used to generate the nodal 
generalized forces correspond~ng to prescr~bed externally-appl~ed 
forces at time t (= ~t) as descr~ed ~n Subsect~on 4.6.2 and 
m 








The user-def~ned nodal force vector at t~me t = ITT*DELTAT 
(where DELTAT = 6t). ELV(I) ~s the general~zed force 
correspond~ng to the Ith general~zed degree of freedom. 
The cycle number 
The global node number assoc~ated w~th the Ith element 
node of element J. 
The assembly l~st assoc~at~ng element degrees of freedom 
w~th global degrees of freedom. If K is def~ned as 
K=24*(J-l) + I, then NODE(K) ~s the global degree of 
freedom number assoc~ated w~th the Ith degree of freedom 
of element J. 
The global X and Y coord~nates, respect~vely, of the 
Ith global node at time zero. 
SUBROUTINE INCOND(DISP,VEL,NP,NODE,XGI,YGI) 
Purpose: Th~s user-prepared subrout~ne ~s used to spec~fy the ~n~tial (t~e 
zero) cond~tions on the plate nodal displacements and veloc~ties 
q* and q*, respectively, requ~red for the f~n~te-d~fference solut~on 
_0 -0 
of the govern~ng equat~ons of mot~on (see Subsect~on A.3). Instruc-
tions for preparation of th~s subrout~ne are g~ven ~n Subsect~on 
4.6.1. 
Arguments: 
DISP(I) The d~splacement at t~me zero of the Ith general~zed nodal 








The velocity at ~me zero correspond~ng to the Ith 
generalized nodal degree of freedom 
See SUBROUTINE EXTL 
Purpose: The dummy ma~n program of the PLATE computer code. Problem 
dependent array dimensions are specified in th~s dummy ma~n 
program and certa~n of those variables used ~n this dimension~ng 
process are ~nput. Gu~delines for preparat~on of the array 







Purpose: The pr~ary subrout~ne of the PLATE program. Th~s subrout~ne 
controls the flow of program ~nput, structural response predict~on, 







The d~splacement ~ncrement and displacement vectors 
6q* = (q* - q*) q* q* q* q* ~+l - ~+l ~' ~+l' ~' ~-l' ~-2' 
respect~vely (e.g. Eq. A.IIO). The Ith term in 


















Vectors used to accumulate effective nonlinear and 
external nodal forces required to form the right-hand 
side of Eg. A.114 (corresponding to Ith structural 
degree of freedom). 
See Subrout~ne EXTL 
The veloc~ty corresponding to the Ith structural 
degree of freedom 
Vectors conta~n~ng po~nters used to locate 
terms in the assembled st~ffness matr~ wh~ch is 
stored in compacted vector form (see Subsect~on 4.1.5) 
Temporary vector ~n wh~ch the current external force 
vector ~s stored 
Assembled st~ffness matr~x stored ~n compacted vector 
form (see Subsection 4.1.5) 
The assembled (structure) mass matr~x stored either 
~n compacted vector form (if cons~stent mass opt~on ~s 
used) or as a vector of the diagornal terms (~f lumped 
mass ~s used) . 
See Subrout~ne EXTL 
TAUSS(I,J,K)}The stresses cr , cr , cr , respect~vely at the Jth ~ n ~ 
TAUEE(I,J,K) depthw~se/sublayer integration stat~on (J ~s a funct~on 
TAUSE(I,J,K) of both location and sublayer) at the Kth spanw~se 
Gaussian integration stat~on of the Ith plate element 
at the current time. 
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EPSSI (K, I) 
EPEEI(K, I) 
EPSEI(K,I) 
EPSSO (K, I) 1 
EPEEO (K, I) 
EPSEO(K, I) 






} XG(I) YG(I) 
ZG(I) 




The strains E , E , and E , respec~vely, at the 
xx yy xy 
Kth Gaussian integra~on station (K=1,2, .•• 9) 
on the ~nner surface of the Ith plate element. 
As above, at the outer surface of the Ith plate 
element 
A l~st of the NB constra~ned degree-of-freedom numbers 
and corresponding constra~ned values (BC(J) = 0.0 set 
~nternally) 
Matrix used in the calculat~on of the react~on forces 
at constra~ned nodes, and conta~ns the rows of the 
assembled st~ffness matr~x (from the first nonzero term 
to the last nonzero term in that row) corresponding to 
each of the constrained degrees of freedom. 
For row NBC(J) of the assembled st~ffness matr~x, the 
column in which the last nonzero term ~s found. 
Vectors conta~n~ng the r~ght-hand s~de of Eq. A.114 
(pr~or to constraint) corresponding to constrained 
degree of freedom NBC(J) 
The current global (X,Y,Z) coord~nates, respect~vely, 
of structural node I 
See Subrout~ne EXTL 
The normal stress, a , at the Jth depthw~se/sublayer 
xx 
integrat~on stat~on at the Kth spanwise Gaussian integra-




XSPROP (J, I) 
MATS X (I) 
TSGEE(I,J,K) 
LNYS(I) 
YSPROP (J, I) 
MATYS(I) 
LNRS (I) } 
ISRS (I) 







The plate element numbers to wh~ch the Ith indiv~dual 
X-d~rection stiffener ~s attached. 
Geometric and mater~al properties of the Ith indiv~dual 
X-d~rection stiffener. See Cards 28-34 (Subsection 4.2) 
for definition of J = 1,2,3, ••• 6. 
The mater~al type for the Ith individual X-d~rect~on 
soffener. 
The normal stress, cr , at the Jth depthwise/sublayer yy 
~ntegrat~on stat~on at the Kth spanw~se Gauss~an 
integrat~on station of the Ith ~nd~v~dual Y-d~rect~on 
st~ffener. 
Same as above (LNXS,XSPROP,MATXS), now for ~nd~v~dual 
Y-d~rect~on st~ffeners. 
The plate element number and element s~de number, 
respectively, to which the Ith l~near l~ne restor~ng 
spr~ng ~s attached. 
The given (K = 1,2, ••• 5) elast~c spr~ng constant 
(K ,K ,K ,Ko,K,,,) correspond~ng to the Ith l~ne 
u v w \] 't' 
restor~ng spr~ng. 
Problem s~ze and d~mens~on~ng var~ables ~nput by 
the user. See Card 1 (Subsect~on 4.2) for the 





MNSL*4 (maximum number of depthwise/sublayer integration 
stat~ons). 
A l~st of those global node numbers at wh~ch nodal 
average stra~n output is g~ven. 
The element numbers (J = 1,2,3,4 in general) which are 
common to structure node number NVSA(I) • 





Purpose: Th~s subrout~ne controls the calculation (as necessary) and output 
of all quant~t~es (d~sp1acements, stra~ns, energies, etc.) requested 
by the user at regular intervals during the t~ewise solut~on for 
the PLATE program. 
Arguments: The arguments DISP,XG,YG,ZG,EPSSI,EPSSO,EPEEI,EPEEO,EPSEI,EPSEO, 
XGI,YGI,NP,NODE,RFM,NBE,MBWE,ILAST,UCF1,NBC,ICOL,TAUSS,TAUEE, 
TAUSE,MAXEL,LNXS,MATXS,XSPROP,TAGSS,MNXST,LNYS,MATYS,YSPROP, 
TSGEE,MNYST,LNRS,ISRS,SC,AMASS,VEL,FLVM,KROW,NDEX,NVSA, and NCON 
are defined in Subroutine MAINP. 




See Subrout~ne CMASSP. 
The matrix used to calculate strams from d~splacements 
for an element. The rows correspond to the vectors 
T ~1' T ~2· •• T ~9 of Eqs. A.lO evaluated at a spec~fied 
location with~n the element. 
The number of mechan~cal sublayers used to def~ne the 
uniax~al stress-strain curve for mater~a1 type I. 
The sub1ayer we~ght~ng factors Ck (Eq. A.120b) corres-











4*MNSL where MNSL ~s the max~um number of mechanical 
sublayers used to specify a material behavior and 4 
depthwise integration stations are used. 
The actual number of individual X-d~rection stiffeners. 
The actual number of indiv~dual Y-d~rect~on stiffeners. 
The number of element s~des on which linear restor~ng 
spr~ngs are attached. 
The equivalent st~ffness matr~ for an element corres-
pond~ng to line restor~ng springs. The matr~x is used 
here to calculate the energy stored ~n restor~g spr~ngs. 
Indicates the type of mass matrix employed 
= 1 for lumped (d~agonal~ed) mass matrix 
= 2 for consistent mass matrix. 
Current value of the work done by the externally-
applied forces. 
The initial kinetic energy ~mparted to the structure by 
the user-specified initial veloc~ty distribution. 
The number of nodes at which averaged nodal stra~ns 
are to be output. 
3.2.2 Ma~n Program and Subroutines Un~que to the CIVM-PLATE Program 
In the following, the ma~n program and subroutines used only ~ the 
CIVM-PLATE program are discussed. 
SUBROUTINE COLLSN(IOPT,XG,YG,ZG,PEN,RF,THALF,NNSR,XF,YF,ZF,XN,YN,ZN,T,NNl, 
NN2,NN3) 
Purpose: Th~s subrout~ne performs the detailed coll~s~on ~nspection over 
a tr~angular subreg~on of a plate element. If coll~s~on (plate 
fragment overlap) ~s detected, the penetrat~on d~stance, location 
of max~um penetrat~on distance on the element, and appropr~ate 






















A parameter for subrout~ne usage. 
= 1 if the entire check process is to be followed. 
2 ~f the subrout~ne ~s to be terminated after 
calculat~on of the coord~nate transformation matrix 
for the tr~angular subreg~on. 
Current global X,Y,Z coordinates of the Ith structural 
node. 
The penetrat~on distance between the fragment and the 
Ith triangular subreg~on. 
The rad~us of the spherical fragment. 
The plate half th~ckness. 
The current triangular subreg~on being ~nspected. 
The current global X,Y,Z coordinates of the center 
of the spher1cal fragment 
The global locat~on (x ,y,z -- see Eq. B.12) of 
n n n 
the point of max~um penetration for the Ith 
tr~angular subreg~on. 
The coordinate transformat~on matrix used to transform 
from global to local (~pact) coordinates. See 
Eqs. B.7 and B.8. 
The global node numbers of nodes 1, 2, and 3, 
respect~vely of the current tr~angular inspection 
reg~on. 
SUBROUTINE IFRAG (PMASS, AMASS) 
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Purpose: In this subroutine the initial fragment pos~tion and velocity, 
fragment geometr~c properties, contact surface properties and 
any symmetry opt~ons are input and printed for verificat~on. 
The fragment initial kinet~c energy is calculated and the mass 





The lumped (d~agonal terms only) mass matr~x correspond-
ing only to translat~onal degrees of freedom, used ~n 
~pact-~nterac~on calculat~ons. 
The lumped mass matr~x for the complete plate structure. 
Purpose: The dummy ma~n program of the CIVM-PLATE computer code. Problem-
dependent array dimens~ons are specif~ed, and certain of those 
variables used ~n th~s d~mensioning process are ~nput. Guidel~nes 







Purpose: The controll~ng ma~n program for the CIVM-PLATE code. The flow of 





See Subroutine IFRAG 
The translat~onal velocity components ~n the global 
X,Y,Z coord~nates (J = 1,2,3) for the Ith ~mpact­







The translat~onal veloc~ty components in the local 
(~,y,N) impact coordinate system (J = 1,2,3) for the 
lth impact-affected node at the current time ~nstant. 
For the current ~mpact interaction calculation, the 
distance Is I (see Eq. B.l6) from the point of impact 
~ 
to the Ith impact-affected node. 
For the current impact-~nteraction calculation the 
global node number of the lth ~pact-affected node. 
The proportionality factor, ~ (see Eqs. B.l9), for 
~ 
impulse distribution associated w~th the Ith impact-
affected node for the current impact-interaction 
calculation. 
A user estimate of the rnax~mum number of nodes wh~ch 
will be affected by any ~mpact. 
The remaining arguments are as defined for Subroutine MAlNP given in 
Subsection 3.2.1. 
SUBROUTINE IMPACT (XG, YG, ZG , DELD , VEL, NP , VN , VNB , PMASS ,NBC, S I, NEFF, ALPHA, 
IMPCTl,NlAN) 
Purpose: Controlling subroutine for ~pact ~nspection and interaction 
calculat~ons for general (no symmetry) impact cases). For each 
step t~e, this subrout~ne controls ~nspection for maximum plate-
fragment overlap. If impact has occurred, impact-affected nodes 
are identified and their pre-~mpact veloc~ties are updated to post-











The current vector ~q* 1 = q* - q* of nodal 
- m+ - m+l - m 
d~splacement increments. 
The veloc~ty correspond~ng to the Ith degree of 
freedom at the beginn~ng of the current time step 
(from t to t 1). 
m m+ 
Index ~ndicating if ~pact has been detected during 
the current execution of Subrout~ne IMPACT. 
= 0 if no impact has been detected. 
= 1 if impact has been detected. 
The rema~ning variables are as def~ed in Subrout~ne lMAINP. 
SUBROUTINE IMPDS(XG,YG,ZG,DELD,VEL,NP,VN,VNB,PMASS,NBC,SI,NEFF,ALPHA, 
IMPCTl,NIAN) 
Purpose: Controlling subroutine for impact inspection and interaction 
calculat~ons for double-Symmetry impact cases. The underlying 
flow and purpose are the same as Subroutine IMPACT. 
Arguments: All arguments are the same as ~n Subrout~ne IMPACT. 
SUBROUTINE IMPSS(XG,YG,ZG,DELD,VEL,NP,VN,VNB,PMASS,NBC,SI,NEFF,ALPHA, 
IMPCTl,NIAN) 
purpose: Controlling subroutine for impact inspect~on and interact~on 
calculations for s~ngle-symmetry impact cases. 
Arguments: See Subrout~ne IMPACT. 
SUBROUTINE INTRACT(Sl,S2,AO,Bl,B3,COEFR,FRNC,PTILDA) 
purpose: The impulse coordinates p _ ,p _ 'PN at the ~nstant of termination 
x y 
of the coll~sion are calculated ~n th~s subrout~ne. The relations 
used to calculate these values correspond to Cases I through III 











defined by Eqs. B.22. 
The coeffic1ent of rest1tution, e, and coefficient of 
fr1ct10n, ~, respect1vely, between the plate and 
r1g1d spher1cal fragment surfaces. 
The impulse coordinates p , p , and PN (I = 1,2,3, 
x y 






Purpose: Th1s subrout1ne controls the calculat10n and output of all 
quantities (displacement, stra1n, energ1es, etc.) as requested 
by the user at regular 1ntervals dur1ng the timewise solut1on 
for the CIVM-PLATE program. 
Arguments: All arguments are as def1ned 1n Subrout1ne PRINT in Subsect10n 
3.2.1. 
3.2.3 Subrout1nes Used by both the PLATE and the CIVM-PLATE Program 
In the follow1ng, the subrout1nes used by both the PLATE and the 
CIVM-PLATE program are d1scussed. 
SUBROUTINE ARRT(STF,AMASS,F,ICOL,INUM,KROW,NDEX,NODE,NDPE) 
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Purpose: In th~s subrout~ne, the mesh nodal connect~vity data ~n NODE(I) 
~s used to establish the pointer arrays necessary to locate terms 
in the assembled st~ffness matrix (and mass matrix if consistent 
mass is used) stored ~n compacted vector form. The number of 
words of storage required for the assembled stiffness matr~ ~s 
calculated, output, and compared w~th the user est~atei if the 
user estimate is too small, a message is output and the run 
terminated. The assembled stiffness and mass (only for lumped 




A force-type vector of length NDT, where NOT ~s the 
total number of degrees of freedom for the current 
plate structure be~ng analyzed. 
The number of degrees of freedom per element (NDPE - 24 
for the present plate elements). 
All rema~ning arguments are as defined ~n Subrout~ne MAINP of 
Subsection 3.2.1. 
SUBROUTINE ASSEMK(EK,STF,INUM,NDPE,NODE,N) 
Purpose: Perform assembly operat~on of the element stiffness matrix into 








The stiffness matr~x for the current element. 
See Subroutine MAINP of Subsect~on 3.2.1. 
See Subrout~ne ARRT. 
The current element number be~ng assembled. 
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SUBROUTINE BCONMK(STF,BC,ICOL,INUM,NBC) 
Purpose: Imposes the boundary condition constra~nts (zero displacements) 
on the assembled matr~ [~2 M + K] given in Eq. A.ll4, by zero~ng 
(llt) - -
the row and column (not ~nclud~ng the d~agonal terms) correspond~ng 
to each constrained degree of freedom. 
Arguments: See Subrout~ne MAlNP of Subsection 3.2.1. 
SUBROUTINE EAROW(STF,NBC,ICOL,INUM,RFM,ILAST,NBE,MBWE) 
Purpose: 2 Th~s subrout~ne extracts the rows of the assembled matr~x [-----2 M + K] (6t) -(from the f~rst nonzero term to the last nonzero term of that row) 
corresponding to each constrained degree of freedom (pr~or to 
constra~n~ng) and stores these values ~n the matrix RFM(I,J). The 
user estimate of max~ bandwidth at a constrained degree of 
freedom ~s checked1 ~f the user est~te ~s too small, a message 
~s output and the run ~s term~nated. 
Arguments: See Subroutine MAINP of Subsection 3.2.1. 
SUBROUTINE FACT(STlFM,NCOL,KROW,NDEX,lDET,NTAPE6,lC> 
Purpose: Performs tr~ple-factor~zat~on on the 
~n Eq. A.ll4, putting ~t ~n the form 
2 
assembled matr~x [-----2 M 
(6t) -
LTDL where L is a lower 
+ K] 
tr~angular matr~x and D is a diagonal matrix. The orig~nal matr~x 
~s destroyed in th~s operation. Deta~ls of the tr~ple-factor~ng 








These arrays correspond to arrays STF(I),ICOL(I), 
KROW(I),NDEX(I), and lNUM(l), respect~vely, as 




A parameter set equal to the number of negat~ve 
d~agonals in the assembled matrix being factored. If 
the matrix is not pos~tive definite, IDET = -1 is set 
The device number used for pr~nted output. NTAPE6=6 
is used ~n the PLATE and CIVM-PLATE programs. 
SUBROUTINE GAUSS(N,GS,GW) 
Purpose: Th~s subrout~ne def~nes the locat~on of the Gaussian ~ntegrat~on 
stations and the corresponding we~ght~ng factors ~n one d~mens~onal 





The number of Gauss~an stat~ons to be used. 
The locat~on of the N Gaussian stat~ons relat~ve to 
a normal~zed coordinate -1 < s < 1. 
The correspond~ng Gauss~an weights at the N Gauss~an 
stat~ons. 
SUBROUTINE LMASSP(NTYPE,XL,YL,TH,SL,CSA,SMOI,EML,DENS) 
Purpose: Th~s subroutine forms the lumped (d~agonal) mass matrix for a plate 
or st~ffener element. 
Arguments: 
NTYFE Element type 
= 1 for a plate element (unst~ffened) 
= 2 for an x-d~rect~on st~ffener element 
= 3 for a y-d~rect~on st~ffener element 
XL } The x-length, y-length, and th~ckness, respectively, YL of the plate element (if NTYPE=l) , or of the plate TH element to wh~ch the st~ffener ~s attached (if 







If NTYPE=2 or 3, the normalized ~ location (0 2 ~ 2 1) 
of an x-direc~on stiffener on the plate element 
(NTYPE=2), or the normalized n locat~on (0 2 n ~ 1) 
of a y-direct~on st~ffener on the plate element 
(NTYPE=3) . 
The st~ffener cross-sectional area and mass moment of 
~nertia, respect~vely (required only if NTYPE=2 or 3). 
The lumped mass matr~x for the element. 
The or~ginal mass per unit volume for th~s element 
(lb-sec 2/in4) • 
SUBROUTINE MESHPA(NP,NODE,XG,YG,ZG,NBC,BC,LNXS,LNYS,XGI,YGI,XSPROP,YSPROP, 
NXST,NYST,IMESH,MATXS,MATYS) 
Purpose: Th~s subroutine controls input, formation, and output of mesh, 
st~ffener, and boundary cond~t~on ~nformat~on when the auto-mesh 
generation opt~on ~s chosen. A detailed d~scuss~on of th~s 





See Card 2 of Subsection 4.2. 
See Subrout~ne PRINT of Subsect~on 3.2.1. 




Purpose: Mesh generat~on subrou~ne (s~ilar to MESHPA) when the manual 
mesh generat~on option ~s chosen. A detailed d~scuss~on of th~s 
subroutine is given in Subsection 4.1.3. 
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Arguments: Same as Subrout~ne MESHPA. 
SUBROUTINE OMULT(SQVCT,RWVCT,ACC,NCOL,KROW,NDEX) 









A square (nxn) symmetr~c vector stored in lower 
tr~angle compacted vector form, in a fashion cons~stent 
w~th the pointers establ~shed in Subrou~ne ARR. 
A vector of length n of known quantities. 
The vector product (ACC)= (SQVCT)* (RWVCT) of length n. 
Po~nter array correspond~g to ICOL(I) in Subrout~ne 
MAINP. 
See Subrout~ne MAINP ~ Subsect~on 3.2.1. 
SUBROUTINE PRTOP(NNSA,NVSA,NCON,NP) 
Purpose: In this subroutine, the pr~nt opt~ons to be executed at regular 
user-spec~f~ed t~e ~ntervals are established. Relevant data 
correspond~ng to var~ous of these options ~s also def~ned. Those 
opt~ons available and the assoc~ated input are g~ven on Cards 51 






See Card 61 ~n Subsect~on 4.2. 
See Subroutine MAINP ~n Subsect~on 3.2.1. 
SUBROUTINE PSTRN(Gll,G22,G12,S,D) 
Purpose: The max~um princ~pal stra~n and assoc~ated d~rect~on (~n degrees, 
w~th respect to the X ax~s) are calculated. Only pr~nc~pal 








} The stra~n components S ,s , and € , respect~vely, ~ TI xy at a po~nt on the plate structure. 
The max~um principal tens~le stra~n. 
The d~rect~on (degrees) of the max~mum pr~nc~pal 
tens~le strain (w~th respect to the X ax~s) • 
SUBROUTINE RCON(F,NBC) 
Purpose: Subrout~ne wh~ch appl~es boundary constra~nts to the force vector. 
Arguments: 
F(I) 
Terms in the force vector correspond~ng to constra~ned degrees of 
freedom are zeroed (~t is assumed that all prescr~bed d~splacements 
are zero). 
Force vector. 
NBC(I) L~st of those degrees of freedom wh~ch are constra~ned. 
SUBROUTINE RPLATE(NTYPE,ANU,XL,YL,TH,SL,CSA,SLAM,SMOI,KT,GBI,YMOD) 
Purpose: The stiffness matr~x for an unst~ffened rectangular plate element 
(NTYPE=I), or an x-direct~on st~ffener element NTYPE=2), or a 
y-direct~on stiffener element (NTYPE=3) are formed ~n th~s 
subroutine. The pert~nent theoret~cal bas~s for the plate element 
is found ~n Subsect~on A.I.3.3. The theoret~cal basis for 









See Subrout~ne LMASSP. 
Po~sson's rat~o, V, for the element material type. 







The d~stance (in the z direct~on) from the centerl~ne 
of the stiffener to the m~dsurface of the plate (for 
NTYFE=2 or 3) • 
See Subroutine LMASSP. 
The calculated element st~ffness matrix. 
--1 The matrix G relat~ng general~zed d~splacement 
parameters a to normal~zed nodal degrees of freedom 
~; see Eq. A.l9. 
Young's modulus for the element mater~al type. 
SUBROUTINE SFDM(SL,EL, XL, YL, GBI ,STD) 
T T T Purpose: Th~s subrout~ne generates the row matr~ces ~l' ~2' •.• ~9 of 
Arguments: 
SL } EL 
XL } YL 
Eqs. A.lO used to evaluate stra1n components (or 1ncrements 1n 
stra~n) at a spec1fied locat~on with1n an element in terms of 
the element nodal general1zed displacements. 
The normalized locat1on ~ = i' n =~, respect1vely, 
T T T 
at wh1ch ~l' ~2' ~9 are to be evaluated. 
The d1mens10ns a and b of the element 1n the x and 
y d1rect10ns, respect1vely. 
GBI (24,24) See Subrout1ne RPLATE. 
STD (9,24) The strain ~n terms of displacement matr1X. The rows 
T T T 
correspond to ~l' ~2' ••• ~9 of Eqs. A.lO and the 
column correspond to ql' q2' q3' 
genera11zed degrees of freedom). 
q24 (the element 
SUBROUTINE SOLV(STIFM,G,SOL,NCOL,KROW,NDEX) 
Purpose: This subrout1ne performs the forward and backward subst1tut10n 
operat1ons required to complete the Solut1on of a system of l1near 
simultaneous equat~ons by the tr1ple-factoring method. Th1S 









The factored coeff~c~ent matrix obta~ned from 
Subroutine FACT. 
The r~ght-hand side vector (known) of the system of 
equations. 
The solu~on vector of the system of equat~ons. 
See Subrout~ne FACT. 
SUBROUTINE SPRING(EK,SS,ISIDE,XL,YL) 
Purpose: Th~s subrout~ne calculates the effective element st~ffness matr~x 
correspond~ng to l~ne translat~onal and tors~onal l~near restor~ng 
spr~ngs appl~ed along the s~de of a rectangular plate element. 








The effect~ve element st~ffness matr~ correspond~ng 
to l~ne restoring spr~ngs appl~ed to an element. 
The five elastic spr~ng constants (K ,k ,k ,ke,k",) 
u v W 'I' 
of the l~ne restor~ng spr~ngs. 
The element s~de number (1,2,3, or 4) to wh~ch the 
line restoring springs are attached. 
The x and y dimens~ons, respectively, of the plate 
element to wh~ch the l~ne spr~ngs are attached. 
SUBROUTINE STRESA(DISP,DELD,FLVA,ITT,NODE,MAXEL,MAX2,TSGEE,PLASTW,XGI,YGI, 
NP,STDEA,GBI,NMSUB,DSR,PSR,SUBW,SNOM,NXST,XSPROP,LNXS,MATXS,NZS) 
Purpose: Th~s subrout~ne calculates the effect~ve nodal force vector for an 
x-d~rect~on s~ffener element correspond~ng to non11near geometric 
and mater~al effects. The express~on for th~s vector 1S g~ven 










TSGEE (I,J, K) 
PLASTW 
XGI (I) } 
YGI(I) 
NP (I ,J) 








The displacement vector ~+l at the current t~e step 
The vector of d~splacement ~ncrements ~q* 
-1n+l = q* - q* .:m+l -1n 
The vector of equivalent nodal forces for the structure 
correspond~ng to geometr~c and mater~al nonlinear 
effects. 
The current cycle number. 
See Subroutine MAINP in Subsect~on 3.2.1. 
Corresponds to MNXST on Card 1 of Subsect~on 4.2. 
Matr~x to store current stress values at Gaussian 
integration (sublayer stations, corresponding to 
matr~x TAGSS(I,J,K) of Subroutine MAINP ~n Subsect~on 
3.2.1. 
A scalar correspond~g to plast~c work contr1but~ons. 
See Subroutine MAINP in Subsect~on 3.2.1. 
Strains ~n terms of d~splacement matr~ correspond~ng 
to STD(9,24) of Subroutine SFDM. 
See Subrout~ne RPLATE. 
See Subrout~ne PRINT ~n Subsect~on 3.2.1. 
The stra~n-rate parameters, D and p, respect~vely, 
(see Eq. A.122) of the Ith mater~al type. 
See Subrout~ne PRINT ~n Subsect~on 3.2.1. 
The stat~c y~eld stress cr for the kth mechan~cal 
Ok 
sublayer of the Ith mater~al type. 
See Subroutine PRINT of Subsect~on 3.2.1. 
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See Subroutine MAINP 1n Subsection 3.2.1. 
See Subrout1ne PRINT 1n Subsection 3.2.1. 
SUBROUTINE STRESC(DISP,DELD,FLVA,1TT,NODE,MAXEL,MAX2,TSGEE,PLASTW,XGI,YGI, 
NP,STDEC,GBI,NMSUB,DSR,PSR,SUBW,SNOM,NYST,YSPROP,LNYS,MATYS,NZS) 
Purpose: Calculates the effect1ve nodal force vector for a y-d1rection 
st1ffener element correspond1ng to non11near geometr1c and 
mater1al effects (Eq. A.98). 
Arguments: Many of the arguments are 1dent1cal to those of Subrout1ne STRESA. 
Only those wh1ch are d1fferent are defined here. 
MAX 2 
TSGEE ( I , J, K) 
STDEC (9,24) 
NYST 
YSPROP (J, I) } 
LNYS(1) 
MATYX(1) 
Corresponds to MNYST on Card 1 of Subsect10n 4.2. 
See Subrout1ne MA1NP 1n Subsect10n 3.2.1. 
Strains 1n terms of d1splacement matrix correspond1ng 
to STD(9,24) of Subrout1ne SFDM. 
See Subroutine PRINT 1n Subsection 3.2.1. 
See Subrout1ne MA1NP 1n Subsect10n 3.2.1. 
SUBROUTINE STRESP {D1SP,DELD,FLVA, 1TT,NODE,MAXEL,TAUSS,TAUEE,TAUSE,EPS S1, 
EPSSO,EPEE1,EPEEO,EPSEI,EPSEO,PLASTW,XGI,YGI,NP,STDEP,GBI,NMSUB,DSR,PSR, 
SUBW, SNOM, NZS) 
Purpose: Calculates the effective nodal force vector for a plate element 
correspond1ng to geometric and mater1al non11near effects (Eq. A.35). 











TAUEE (I, J, K) 
TAUSE(I,J,K) 
EPSSI(K,I) 
EPSSO (K, I) 
EPEEI (K, I) 
EPEEO (K, I) 
EPSEI (K, I) 
EPSEO(K, I) 
PLASTW 











See Subrout~ne STRESA 
See Subrout~ne MAINP ~n Subsection 3.2.1. 
See Subroutine STRESA. 
See Subrout~ne MAINP ~n Subsect~on 3.2.1. 
Stra~ns ~n terms of d~sp1acernent rnatr~ correspond~ng 
to STD(9,24) of Subrout~ne SFDM. 
See Subrout~ne RPLATE. 
See Subroutine PRINT in Subsect~on 3.2.1. 
See Subroutine STRESA 
See Subroutine PRINT in Subsection 3.2.1. 
See Subrout~ne STRESA. 
See Subroutine PRINT ~n Subsection 3.2.1. 
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SUBROUTINE TSTEP(STF,AMASS,NBC,BC,ICOL,INUM,KROW,NDEX,TRIAL,SOLN) 
Purpose: Subroutine used to calculate a reference time-step bound for the 
Houbolt operator. The maxllnum natural frequency w of the 
max 
system ~s calculated from W2 [M] {q*} = [K]{q*} using an iterative 
+ techn~que. CD The central-d~fference t~me-step bound ~t = 2/w 
max max 
correspond~ng to linear systems ~s calculated and output. To 
account for nonl~near effects, a reference time-step bound of 
O.8(~tCD ) ~s calculated and output. See Subsection 2.3 for a 
max 











TRIAL (I) } 
SOLN (I) 
The assembled st~ffness matr~x stored ~n compacted 
vector form (see Subsect~on 4.1.5). 
The assembled mass matr~x for the structure, 
stored as a vector. 
See Subrout~ne MAINP ~n Subsection 3.2.1. 
Tr~al and updated e~genvector solut~ons used ~n the 
~teration scheme. 




USE OF THE PLATE PROGRAM 
4.1 D~scuss~on of Conventions Adopted ~n the PLATE Program 
The PLATE program is designed to predict the large-deflection, elast~c­
plastic, transient responses of stiffened or unstiffened flat plates sub-
Jected to prescr~ed initial veloc~ty distr~utions and/or prescribed extern-
ally-appl~ed t~e-varying load distributions. The user-interact~on required 
to execute a run of the PLATE code falls ~nto three categories: 
(1) Preparat~on of ~nput data cards 
(2) Assigning of array dimensions ~n the dummy MAIN 
program 
(3) Preparat~on of ~nternal logic for subrout~nes INCOND 
and EXTL. 
Instruct~ons for preparat~on of ~nput cards are given in Subsections 4.2 
through 4.4, for array dimens~on~ng ~n Subsect~on 4.5, and for preparat~on 
of subrout~nes INCOND and EXTL ~n Subsection 4.6. 
The PLATE program prov~des the user w~th the opt~on of generat~ng struc-
tural d~scret~zat~on ~nfor.mat~on by us~ng an automated mesh generat~on pro-
cedure or a manual mesh generat~on procedure. If the automated mesh genera-
t~on procedure ~s employed, substant~ally less ~nput data are requ~red, and 
bookkeeping tasks such as nodal and element numbering, generation of con-
stra~ned degrees of freedom, etc. are performed ~nternally accord~ng to well-
def~ned convent~ons. The purpose of the present subsect~on ~s to define those 
problems for wh~ch automated mesh generation can be employed, and to discuss 
the number~ng conventions used when automated mesh generat~on ~s employed. 
Also d~scussed are the schemes adopted for internal renumber~ng of stiffeners 
and storage of the assembled st~ffness matr~x. 
4.1.1 Use of Auto-Mesh Generat~on vs. Use of Manual 
Mesh Generat~on 
An automated mesh generat~on procedure has been prov~ded ~n the PLATE 
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program in an attempt to simplify the preparat~on of input data; th~s should, 
in turn, result in fewer ~nput data card errors. However, the auto-mesh gen-
eration procedure can be used only when all of the following conditions are 
met: 
(1) The planform of the plate structure must be rectangular 
(or square) 
(2) The plate must have no void regions (or cutouts) 
(3) Prescribed (zero) d~splacement boundary conditions 
must be imposed only along the outer boundaries of 
the rectangular plate structure 
(4) Only one boundary condition option (i.e., free, or 
clamped, etc.) may be specified on each side of the 
rectangular plate structure, and the specified 
boundary condition must apply along the entire side 
of the rectangular plate structure 
If one or more of these condit~ons is not met, then the manual mesh-generation 
procedure must be employed. In e~ther case, ~t should be noted again that the 
bas~c plate element used ~n the PLATE program is of rectangular planformi when 
using either the automated or manual mesh generat~on procedure, the plate 
structure must be modeled by a series of compat~ly-connected rectangular 
elements. 
4.1.2 Conventions Adopted in the Auto-Mesh 
Generation Procedure 
When the auto-mesh generation procedure is employed, the numbering of 
element nodes, global nodes, elements, and plate sides is performed ~nternally 
according to wel1-def~ned conventions; these conventions are ~llustrated in 
Fig. 10. The rectangular plate lies in the global X-Y plane, w~th the X-axis 
to the right and the Y-axis up, so that the global Z-axis would be out of the 
paper. The four sides of the plate structure are numbered sequent~ally in a 
counterclockw~se fashion beginn~ng w~th the s~de of the plate having the 
m~nimum Y=constant value. Note also that the s~des of the plate structure 
and the s~des of all plate elements are parallel to the X or Y axis. Elements 
and nodes are numbered sequent~ally beg~nn~ng at the lower, left-hand corner 
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of the plate; the first row of nodes (elements) is numbered left to right, 
followed by the second row of nodes (elements) numbered left to right, the 
third row of nodes (elements) numbered left to r~ght, etc. until all rows 
of nodes (elements) have been processed. When this process is completed, 
the number ass~gned to the node at the upper r~ght-hand corner of the plate 
structure w~ll be equal to the total number of nodes ~n the finite-element 
mesh. S~ilarly, the number ass~gned to the element in the upper, right-hand 
corner of the plate structure w~ll be equal to the total number of elements 
in the finite-element mesh. 
Once the global node numbers have been assigned, the global degree-of-
freedom numbers are ass~gned by taking (u,v,w,e,~,X) at global node number 1, 
followed by (u,v,w,e,~,X) at global node number 2, etc., unt~l all global 
nodes have been processed. The total number of degrees of freedom in the 
finite-element mesh, NOT, ~s thus given by NDT=6*NNT, where NNT is the total 
number of nodes in the finite-element mesh. As an example of the corres-
pondence between global degree-of-freedom number and displacement parameter, 
the global degree-of-freedom number (NOF) ass~gned to the w displacment 
parameter at global node number 9 would be NDF=(9-l) *6+3=51. In general, the 
global degree-of-freedom number ass~gned to displacement parameter J (J=1,2, 
3, .•• 6 correspond~ng to u, v, w,e,~, and X at a node, respectively) at 
global node number I is g~ven by NDF=(I-l)*6+J. 
For purposes of assembling element matrices (stiffness, mass, loads, 
etc.) ~nto the global (system) matrices, certa~n "nodal connectivity" informa-
tion ~s required. In particular, the auto-mesh procedure determines for each 
element the global node number assoc~ated with each of the four element nodes. 
As shown ~n Fig. 10, the element nodes are numbered counterclockw~se 1 
through 4 beg~nn~ng with the element node in the lower left-hand corner of the 
element. As an example, the nodal connectivity information for element 5 of 
Fig. 10 would be as follows: 











Th~s nodal connect~v~ty ~nformation is ~nternally generated in the auto-mesh 
procedure. However, as w~ll be d~scussed shortly, when the manual mesh gen-
erat~on procedure is employed, the user is requ~red to input th~s nodal con-
nect~v~ty ~nformat~on. 
A thorough understand~ng of the above discussed number~ng conventions 
~s essent~al for the accurate preparat~on of ~nput data cards, d1mens~oning of 
arrays, and preparat~on of subrout~nes INCOND and EXTL. The numbers assigned 
to global nodes, elements, degrees of freedom, plate s~des, etc. are never 
modif~ed ~n the PLATE program. Thus, all ~nput and output refers to th~s 
or~g~nal number~ng scheme. 
Two types of meshes can be generated us~ng the auto-mesh procedure: 
(1) meshes for wh~ch the s~de lengths of elements ~ the mesh d~ffer (non-
uniform mesh), and (2) meshes for wh~ch all elements ~n the mesh have the 
~ s~de d1mens~ons (un~form mesh) • The s~gnif~cance of this "opt~on" ~s ~n 
terms of the generat~on of the global (X,Y) coord~nates of each node, and the 
locat~on of the origin of the global X-Y ax~s system. If a un~form mesh ~s 
employed, the or~g~n of the global X-Y ax~s system is automatically chosen to 
be at global node number 1 (~.e., global node number 1 has (X,Y) coordinates 
of (0,0», and the coord~nates of each node are automat~cally generated by 
know~ng the number of element subdiv~s~ons and the plate d1mensions along 
s~des I and 4 of the plate. If a non-un~form mesh ~s employed, the origin of 
the global X-Y ax~s system ~s chosen by the user, and ~n order to generate 
the global X-Y coord~nates of each node ~n the fin~te element mesh, the user 
~s requ~red to ~nput the global X coord~nate of each node along s~de 1 of the 
plate structure and the global Y coordinate of each node along s~de 4 of the 
plate structure. 
For the auto-mesh procedure, prescr~bed d~splacement boundary cond~t~ons 
are generated by choos~ng a boundary condit~on opt~on (see Subsections 2.1 and 
4.2) for each s~de of the plate. A l~st of constra~ned degrees of freedom 
~s then ~nternally generated by processing each of the plate s~des ~n order 
and ~dent~fy~ng those degrees of freedom at each node of s~de 1, ~nclud~ng 
the end nodes of s~de 1, wh~ch are constra~ned as a result of the boundary 
cond~t~on opt~on selected for s~de 1 of the plate. In general, this l~st of 
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constrained degrees of freedom will conta~ duplicates because the corner 
nodes of the plate are processed tw~ce (e.g., if side 1 of the plate ~s 
~deally clamped and s~de 2 of the plate ~s p~n-fixed, then the degree of free-
dom numbers correspond~ng to d~splacement parameters u, v, w,~, and X at the 
node where sides 1 and 2 meet will appear twice in the list of constra~ned 
degrees of freedom). Thus, a sorting procedure is appl~ed to th~s original 
l~st of constrained degrees of freedom, such that the final list of con-
strained degrees of freedom conta~ns no dupl~cates and the constra~ned degree 
of freedom numbers appear ~n ascending order. 
The prev~ous d~scuss~on pertains to the auto-mesh generation procedure 
only: a s~~lar d~scuss~on perta~ning to the manual-mesh generation procedure 
~s g~ven in the next subsection. Also, no mention has been made of st~ffeners 
~n the present subsection: a d~scuss~on of convent~ons for st~ffeners for both 
auto and manual mesh generat~on procedures ~s given ~ Subsect~on 4.1.4. 
4.1.3 D~scuss~on of the Manual Mesh Generation Procedure 
The manual mesh generation procedure has been ~ncluded ~n the PLATE 
code to accommodate as general a plate structure as poss~le. The only 
restrict~ons are that (1) the plate be of un~form th~ckness, (2) the plate 
be modeled by compat~bly-connected rectangular elements, (3) the plate be 
~n~tially flat, and (4) the plate l~e in~t~ally ~n a plane parallel to the 
global X-Y plane. The price to be pa~d for th~s somewhat more general analy-
sis capabil~ty is the ~ncreased effort requ~red to prepare the ~nput data. 
In part~cular, the user must ass~gn element and global node numbers, ~nput 
the nodal connect~v~ty ~nformation, ~nput the global coord~nates of each node 
~n the mesh, and ~nput each constra~ned degree of freedom. Each of these 
areas will now be discussed. 
The user ~s requ~red f~rst to def~ne the mesh pattern chosen for the 
plate structure under cons~derat~on. Then the elements are numbered (from 1 
to NET, where NET ~s the total number of elements ~n the f~nite-element 
mesh) us~ng any conven~ent scheme. Global node numbers (from 1 to NNT, where 
NNT ~s the total number of nodes ~n the f~n~te-element mesh) are then 
ass~gned to each node on the plate structure. Note that ~n order to min~m~ze 
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the computer core storage requ~rements for the assembled st~ffness matr~ 
and mass matr~x (~f cons~stent mass model~ng ~s chosen), the global nodes 
should be numbered ~n such a way as to min~ize the average semi-bandwidth 
of the assembled stiffness matr~x (see Subsection 4.1.5 for a d~scussion of 
the storage of the assembled st~ffness matr~x). Hav~ng def~ned the element 
and global node numbers, the nodal connect~vity ~nformation for each element 
in the fin~te-element mesh may be prepared; that ~s, the global node number 
associated w~th the Ith element node (I = 1,2,3,4) is defined. It is ~por­
tant to note that the element nodal numbering convent~on d~scussed in Sub-
sect~on 4.1.2 and shown ~ F~g. 10 must be used when the manual mesh genera-
t~on ~s employed. Global degree-of-freedom numbers are assigned ~nternally 
as ~s done in the auto-mesh generat~on procedure; that ~s, by tak~ng (u,v, 
w,e,~,X) at global node 1, followed by (u,v,w,e,~,X) at global node 2, etc. 
until all global nodes have been processed. 
The user ~s also requ~red to ~nput the global X and Y coordinates of 
each global node ~n the f~nite-element mesh. The origin of the global XYZ 
coord~nate system may be conven~ently chosen by the user. The positive 
coord~nate d~rect~ons must be chosen so that (1) when v~ew~ng the fin~te­
element-modeled plate from the top, the global X d~rect~on ~s to the right 
and the global Y direct~on is up and (2) all element s~des are parallel to 
e~ther the global X or Y ax~s. 
Prescr~ed d~splacement constra~nt cond~t~ons on the plate structure 
are def~ned by spec~fy~ng the global degree-of-freedom number assoc~ated 
with each general~zed nodal d~splacement parameter which is to be constra~ned 
(~.e., zero d~splacement). The global degree-of-freedom numbering convention 
~s related to the global node number~g scheme chosen by the user as prev~­
ously discussed. Any degree of freedom at any node of the structure may be 
constra~ned. The l~st of constra~ned d~splacement parameters correspond~ng 
to var~ous phys~cal constraint cond~t~ons, presented ~n Subsect~on 2.1, may 
be of ass~stance to the user. The user ~s requ~red to ~nput the constra~ned 
degree of freedom numbers ~n ascend~ng numer~cal order with no dupl~cates. 
The preced~ng d~scuss~on ~s ~ntended as a general overv~ew of the 
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manual mesh generat10n procedure. Detailed 1nformation regarding the use 
of the manual mesh procedure 1S g1ven in Subsection 4.3. Also, the tOP1C 
of stiffeners has not been d1scussed 1n the present subsection; a un1f1ed 
d1scussion of stiffener convent1ons for both the auto-mesh and manual mesh 
generat10n procedures is presented 1n the next subsection. 
4.1.4 Number1ng Convent1on for St1ffeners 
The PLATE computer program accommodates the analys1s of 1ntegrally-
st1ffened flat plates where the st1ffeners are requ1red to be 1n d1rect1ons 
parallel to the global X or Y aX1S. These st1ffeners are designated as be-
1ng e1ther "complete" or "addit10nal" st1ffeners. Both complete and add1-
t10nal st1ffeners may be spec1f1ed when using the auto-mesh generat10n pro-
cedure, whereas only add1t1onal st1ffeners may be spec1fied when using the 
manual mesh generat10n procedure. 
In order for a st1ffener to be designated a complete st1ffener, 1t 
must (1) span the plate completely, (2) be of un1form cross section, and 
(3) be made of a s1ngle material. Illustrat1ve examples of complete st1ffen-
ers are g1ven 1n F1g. 11. The propert1es of a complete stiffener are charac-
ter1zed by a knowledge of the global locat1on of the centerline of the st1f-
fener, 1tS cross-sect1onal d1mens1ons, the d1stance from the m1dplane of the 
plate to the neutral aX1S of the st1ffener (offset d1stance), and the mater1-
al propert1es of the st1ffener (see F1gS. 3, 11, and 12). In order for a 
st1ffener to be des1gnated an add1t10nal st1ffener 1t must (1) completely 
span one element in the f1n1te-element mesh, (2) be of un1form cross sec-
t10n, and (3) be made of a s1ngle mater1al. Input 1nformat1on requ1red 
for add1t10nal st1ffeners includes cross-sect1onal d1mensions, offset d1S-
tance, mater1al type, element on wh1ch the st1ffener 1S located, and the 
relat1ve pos1t1on of the st1ffener on the element (see F1g. 13). 
In the PLATE program, the number1ng of X-direct10n st1ffeners 1S per-
formed 1ndependently of the Y-d1rect10n st1ffeners; 1.e., the X-d1rection st1f-
feners are numbered from 1 to the total number of X-direction st1ffeners and 
the Y-d1rect10n st1ffeners are numbered from 1 to the total number of Y-
d1rect10n st1ffeners. In subsequent d1scuss10ns in th1s subsection 
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of st~ffener number~ng, conventions for only X-d~rection st~ffeners w~ll be 
cons~dered; however, the user should note that the d~scuss~on applies equally 
to Y-d~rect~on st~ffeners. 
AS d~scussed ~n Subsect~on 2.1, a st~ffener ~s modeled as a beam-type 
"element" compatwly attached to a flat plate element along lines parallel 
to the global X or Y axes. The st~ffness and mass propert~es (as well as 
equivalent loads ~n the t~ew~se solution) of the st~ffeners are obtained by 
evaluat~ng the element st~ffness and mass matr~ces for each ~nd~v~dual stif-
fener spanning a s~ngle plate element. The element matr~ces are then assembled 
~nto the global st~ffness and mass matr~ces. The positioning of the st~ffener 
element matr~ces ~n the global matr~ces corresponds exactly to the pos~t~on~ng 
~n the global matrices of the element st~ffness and mass matr~ces of the plate 
element to which the stiffener ~s attached. 
As a result of the above procedure, all stiffeners (complete and add~­
t~onal) are redefined as "~ndividual" st~ffeners and ass~gned ~ndividual st~f­
fener numbers; th~s redefin~ng and renumber~ng of st~ffeners is performed 
~nternally ~n the PLATE program. The propert~es of an ~nd~vidual stiffener 
are ~dent~cal to those for an add~t~onal st~ffener (~.e., completely span one 
plate element, be of un~form cross sect~on, and be made of a s~ngle mater1al). 
Thus, a complete st~ffener (spann~ng the plate structure) may be cons~dered 
to be a ser~es of ~nd~vidual st~ffeners. The convent~on used for renumber~ng 
st1ffeners as ~nd~v~dual st~ffeners w~ll be d~scussed next, f~rst for the 
auto-mesh procedure and then for the manual mesh generat~on procedure. It ~s 
essent~al that the user understand th~s renumber~ng procedure because subse-
quent 1nput data, var~ous array d~mens~ons, and all program output refers to 
the 1nd~v1dual stiffeners. Aga1n, note that the follow1ng d~Scuss10n refers 
only to X-d1rect10n st1ffeners, but appl~es equally to Y-d~ect10n st1ffeners. 
When uS1ng the auto-mesh generat~on procedure, both complete and ad-
d1t10nal X-d1rect10n st1ffeners may be spec~f1ed. Complete st1ffeners are 
~p11c1tly user-numbered (from 1 to NAST, where NAST 1S the total number of 
complete X-d1rect10n st1ffeners) by the order 1n wh~ch the 1nput data for 
complete st1ffeners are spec1f~ed. S~~larly, add1t~onal st1ffeners are 
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spec~f~ed. SLm~larly, add~t~onal st~ffeners are Lmpl~c~tly user-numbered 
(from 1 to NAXS, where NAXS is the total number of add~t~onal X-d~rection 
st~ffeners) by the order ~n which the ~nput data for addit~onal st~ffeners 
are spec~f~ed. The follow~ng notat~on will be useful ~n the discuss~on of 
the st~ffener renumber~ng procedure: 
CSn = nth complete X-d~rect~on stiffener 
ASn = nth add~t~onal X-d~rect~on st~ffener 
ISn = nth ~nd~v~dual X-d~rect~on st~ffener 
NEAD = total number of plate elements ~n X-d~rection 
The number~ng convent~on for ~nd~v~dual st~ffeners is ~llustrated ~n Fig. 14 
and ~s def~ned as follows. F~rst CSI ~s subd~v~ded ~nto a ser~es of NEAD 
indiv~dual st~ffeners numbered left to right from 1 through NEAD. Next, CS2 
~s subd~v~ded ~nto a ser~es of NEAD ind~vidual st~ffeners numbered left to 
r~ght from (NEAD+l) to 2*NEAD. Th~s process is repeated unt~l each of the 
NAST complete X-d~rection st~ffeners has been subd~v~ded ~nto indiv~dual st~f-
feners. In general, Jth subd~v~s~on (J=1,2,3 NEAD) of the kth complete 
X-d~rect~on st~ffener (k=1,2,3, ... NAST) w~ll be ass~gned the ind~v~dual 
st~ffener number ISn=(CSk-l)*NEAD+J. After the process~ng of all complete 
X-direct~on st~ffeners, ~nd~vidual st~ffener numbers from 1 through (NAST*NEAD) 
will have been assigned. Next, the add~tional X-direct~on stiffeners (recall 
that add~t1onal st~ffeners have the same propert~es as 1nd~v~dual st~ffeners) 
are processed 1n the order 1n wh1ch ~nput data for add1tional st1ffeners 
have been spec~f~ed. That ~s, the number~ng of ~nd1v1dual st~ffeners cont~nues 
beg~nn~ng w~th ASl, then AS2, etc., unt~l all NAXS add~t~onal X-direct10n stif-
feners have been renumbered. In general, the kth add~tional X-d~rection stif-
fener ~s ass~gned the 1ndiv1dual st~ffener number ISn=(NAST*NEAD)+k. The number-
~ng of 1ndiv1dual X-d1rect~on stiffeners ~s completed once all addit~onal X-
d1rect10n st1ffeners have been processed. The total number of ~nd~v1dual X-
d~rect10n st~ffeners (NXST) ~s thus g1ven by NXST=NAST*NEAD+NAXS. 
The above d1Scuss~on app11es equally to Y-d~rect~on st1ffeners w~th 
NEAD replaced by NECD (the total number of plate elements 1n the Y-d~rect~on), 
NAST replaced by NCST (total number of complete st~ffeners in the Y-d~rect~on), 
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and NAXS replaced by NAYS (total number of addit~onal st~ffeners in the Y-
d~rection). Also, CSn, ASn, and ISn are now assumed to correspond to Y-
d~rect~on st~ffeners. The renumbering of Y-d~rect~on stiffeners results ~n 
the ass~gn~ng of ~ndiv~dual Y-direct~on st~ffener numbers from 1 through 
NYST, where NYST ~s the total number of ~ndiv~dual Y-d~rect~on stiffeners and 
~s g~ven by NYST=NCST*NECD+NAYS. 
When the manual ~ generat~on procedure ~s used, only add~tional X 
and/or Y-d~rect~on st~ffeners may be spec~f~ed (~.e., the opt~on for complete 
st~ffeners ~s not ~ncluded ~n the manual mesh generat~on procedure). Also, 
~t should be recalled that the def~n~t~ons of add~t~onal and ~ndividual st~f­
feners are ~dent~cal. As a result, there ~s no need for ~nternal renumbering 
of stiffeners when the manual mesh generat~on procedure is employed. The 
number~ng of ~nd~v~dual X-d~rect~on st~ffeners is ~dent~cal to the user-
number~ng scheme for add~t~onal X-d~rect~on st~ffeners ~pl~c~tly chosen by 
the order ~n wh~ch the data for st~ffeners are ~nput~ the same ~s true for 
~nd~v~dual Y-d~rect~on st~ffeners. Thus, the user ~s d~rectly provid~ng input 
data for the ind~v~dual X and/or Y-d~rect~on stiffeners when us~ng the manual 
mesh generat~on procedure. 
4.1.5 Storage of the Assembled St~ffness Matr~x 
A brief descript~on of the manner ~n wh~ch the assembled st~ffness 
matrix, K ~s stored ~s presented ~n this subsect~on. An understand~ng of 
th~s storage technique ~s requ~red ~n order to prov~de the correct dimens~ons 
for the assembled st~ffness matrix and assembled mass matr~ (~f cons~stent 
mass model~ng ~s chosen). 
The assembled st~ffness matr~x ~s formed ~n such a manner that the ~th 
row of this matr~ corresponds to the ~th global degree of freedom, and the 
]th column of th~s matr~x corresponds to the ]th global degree-of-freedom 
number. In all cases the assembled stiffness matrix is symmetr~C' so that 
only the lower tr~angular port~on of K need be stored. In general, this 
matr~x ~s also banded and sparsely populated. A portion of a hypothetical 
assembled st~ffness matr~ ~s shown ~n F~g. 15a~ the left-hand boundary of 
the shaded area represents the f~rst nonzero entry ~n each row and the 
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right-hand boundary of the shaded area represents the last nonzero in each 
row. For present purposes the total bandw~dth of the ~th row ~n K ~s de-
f~ned as the total number of entr~es ~n the ~th row between the first nonzero 
entry and the last nonzero entry (~nclus~ve), and the semi-bandw~dth of the 
~th row ~n K is def~ned as the total number of entries ~n the ~th row between 
the first nonzero entry and the d~agonal term (~nclusive). In the PLATE pro-
gram, the assembled st~ffness matrix is stored as a vector (one-dimens~onal 
array) by rows, ~n order, beg~nn~ng ~n each row w~th the first nonzero entry 
and end~ng w~th the d~agonal term(~.e., the sem~-bandw~dth entr~es of each 
row are stored, row by row, ~n a vector; the lead~ng zero terms in each row 
are not stored). For example, the storage of the hypothet~cal K matr~x of 
F~g. lsa is shown ~n F~g. lsb. 
In order to dimens~on the vector conta~ning the assembled st~ffness 
matr~x properly, the user must obta~n an est~ate of, for example, the 
average sem~-bandwidth. This requires some knowledge of the "assembly" pro-
cess in the f~n~te-element method (see, for example, Ref. 10). Alternatively, 
an abbrev~ated run of the PLATE program can be made to obta~n the exact stor-
age requ~rements for the assembled st~ffness matr~x; gu~delines are provided 
in Subsect~on 4.8. 
4.2 Input Informat~on and Procedure for the PLATE 1 Code Us~g 
Auto-Mesh Generat~on 
The ~nformation requ~red to punch a set of data cards for a run of the 
PLATE 1 computer program ~s presented ~n a step-by-step manner ~n th~s sect~on. 
The var~ables to be punched on the nth data card are shown, and to the right 
is the format to be used for that card; the defin~tion of and some restric-
t~ons for each var~able are given directly below. This ~s done for each 
card, ~n turn, unt~l all are descr~bed. The notat~on "Card" ~pl~es that 
only one card ~s requ~red to ~nput the data; the notat~on "card(s)" ~pl~es 
that one or more cards may be requ~red to ~nput the data. 
Card I 









The total number of elements ~n the f~n~te-element 
mesh. 
The max~um number of mechan~cal sublayers employed 
to model the material nonlinear behavior. Note 
that the maximum number of mechan~cal sublayers 
perm~tted per mater~al type is 5. 
The max~um number of ~nd~v~dual x-direct~on st~ff­
eners employed. Note that the total number of in-
d~v~dual X-d~rect~on st~ffeners ~s def~ned to be 
the number of X-d~rect~on st~ffeners spann~ng the 
plate t~es the number of elements ~n the X-d~rect~on, 
plus the number of addit~onal X-d~rection stiffeners 
spanning ind~v1dual elements. If no X-direct~on 
st1ffeners are present, set MNXST=l. 
Same as MNXST, except referr1ng to Y-d~rect~on 
st~ffeners. 
NBE If reaction force output ~s requested (~.e., 
IOP5=1 on Card 51), set th~s var~able equal to 
MBWE 
the est~ated total number of constra1ned degrees 
of freedom after all dupl~cates have been el~inated. 
If no react~on force output ~s requested (~.e., 
IOP5=O on Card 51), then set NBE=l. 
If IOP5=1 (on Card 51), set th~s var~able equal 
to the est~ated maximum total bandw~dth of the 
assembled st~ffness matr1X at a constra~ned degree 
of freedom. For a part~cular row of the assembled 
st~ffness matr~x, th1s number ~s equal to the 
number of terms (~nclud~ng zeros) ~n that row 
start~ng w~th the f~rst non-zero term and ending 
w~th the last non-zero term of that row (see Sub-
sect~on 4.1.5). If IOP5=O, set MBWE=l. 
MNC The est~ated total number of words of storage 




stored as the lower tr1angle from the f1rst nonzero 
term to and includ1ng the d1agonal term of each row 
(see Subsect10n 4.1.5). 
IMESH, IMASS, IMCONT, IPUNCH 
IMESH Indicates the type of mesh be1ng employed 
=0 For a structure whose planform 1S rectangu-
lar (W1th no v01ds) and for wh1ch a mesh 
of non-un1form elements is employed. 
=1 For a structure whose planform 1S rec-
tangular (w1th no v01ds) and for which 
a mesh of un1form (equal-s1ze) elements 1S 
employed. 
=2 For all plate structures hav1ng non-rec-
tangular planform and/or conta1n1ng v01ds. 
If IMESH=O or 1 1S spec1f1ed, the automatic mesh-generat10n 
subrout1ne 1S employed, and the following 1nput cards are followed 
(Cards 3 through 43). 
If IMESH=2, the manual mesh-generat10n subroutine 1S employed; 





Ind1cates the type of mass matr1x to be employed 
=1 For lumped (d1agonal) mass matr1x 
=2 For cons1stent (fully populated) mass matr1X. 
Ind1cates whether present run 1S a cont1nuat10n of 
a prev10us run. 
=0 1f present run is not a cont1nuat1on run. 
=1 1f present run 1S a cont1nuat1on run. 
Control parameter wh1ch indicates whether or not a 
ueck of cont1nuat1on cards 1S to be punched follow-








=0 if no continuat1on deck 1S des1red. 




The number of elements 1n the X-d1rect1on 
The number of elements in the Y-d1rect1on 
EPAN, ANUP, DENSP, TH, XDlST 
YDlST, ZPOS 
EPAN SIG(l)/EPS(l) glven on cards 46 and 47 for 
the plate mater1al (pS1). 









Mass per un1t volume of the-plate mater1al (lb-sec 2/in4) 
Total th1ckness of the plate (in) 
The dimens10n of the plate in the X-dlrection (In). 
The dlmension of the plate 1n the Y-direction (In). 
The Z-locat1on of the plate m1dsurface (In) 
If lMESH=l, Sk1P Cards 5 and 6. 
Card(s) 5 
where 
+ XG(I), l=l, (NEAD+l) 
XG (I) The global X coordinates of the f1rst row 
of nodes 1n the X-dlrect1on, left to r1ght 
(plate slde 1). 
Card(s) 6 
5D16.7 
YG(I), I=l,(NECD+l) 5D16.7 
+ The 1nput notat1on XG(l), l=l, (NEAD+l) 1ndicates that Card(s) 5 should con-
ta1n the values of XG(l), XG(2), XG(3) .•. XG(NEAD), XG(NEAD+l). Th1S no-





YG(I) The global Y coordinates of the f~rst column 
of nodes in the Y-direction, bottom to top 
(pla te side 4). 
NCSB(l), NCSB(2), NCSB(3), NCSB(4) 
NCSB(I) The d~splacement boundary condit~on appl~ed to 
the Ith s~de of the plate (s~des are numbered 
counterclockwise beginning with the s~de parallel 
to the X ax~s hav~ng the lowest Y=constant value 
as discussed ~n Subsect~on 4.1.2). 
=0 Free 
=1 Symmetry 
=2 Ideally clamped 
=3 P~nned, f~xed 
=4 P~nned, free sl~d~ng Z-direct~on 
tangent to boundary 
=5 P~nned, free slid~ng normal (~nplane) to 
boundary 
20I4 
A l~st of the nodal degrees of freedom constrained as a result of 




NAST The total number of complete st~ffeners spann~ng 
the plate ~n the X-d~rect~on (a max~um of 30 
such st~ffeners is perm~tted). 
NCST The total number of complete st~ffeners spann~ng 
the plate in the Y duect~on (a max~um of 30 
such st~ffeners ~s perm~tted). 
If NAST=O (no X-d~rect~on st~ffeners spann~ng the plate), sk~p 
Cards 9 through 16. If NCST=O (no Y-d~rect~on st~ffeners spann~ng the 





APCST(I) , I=l, NAST 
APCST(I) The global Y locat1on of the centerline of the Ith 
complete X-direct10n st1ffener which spans the 
plate (subsequently referred to as the Ith complete 
stiffener). Note that if IMESH=l (un1form mesh) 
5016.7 
the or1g1n of the global ax1S system 1S automatically 
located at the first global node of the plate struc-
ture (F1g. 11). 
Card(s) 10 
where 
RHC(I) , I=l, NAST 
RHC(I) The total th1ckness (1n) of the Ith complete 
X-d1rection st1ffener (F1g. 12). 
Card(s) 11 
where 
RWC(I) , I=l, NAST 
RWC(I) The w1dth (1n) of the Ith complete X-d1rection 
st1ffener (Fig. 12). 
Card(s) 12 
where 
ECS(I), I=l, NAST 




ANUCS(I) , I=l, NAST 
ANUCS(I) P01sson's rat10 of the Ith complete X-d1rect1on 
st1ffener 
Card(s) 14 






+The user must for cons1stency and correctness prov1de a value for ECS(I) wh1ch 
equals SIG(l)/EPS(l) for the mater1al of which the st1ffener 1S composed. 
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where 
DENCS(I) The mass per un~t ~n~t~al volume of the Ith complete 
X-direct~on st~ffener (lb-sec 2/in4). 
Card(s) 15 
where 
XFCST(I), I=l, NAST 
XFCST(I) The distance (~n) from the centro~d of the Ith 
st~ffener to the plate m~dsurface. If the 
d~rection of the vector from the st~ffener cen-
tro~d to the plate m~dsurface ~s the same as the 
d~ection of the global Z ax~s, then the s~gn 
of th~s quant~ty ~s pos~t~ve. If the d~rection 
of the vector ~s oppos~te, the s~gn of th~s 
quant~ty ~s negat~ve (Fig. 12). 
Card(s) 16 
where 
MATCS(I), I=l, NAST 
MATCS(I) The material type for the Ith complete X-
d~rect~on st~ffener (an ~nteger value from 
1 through 5). Note that the user w~ll 
spec~fy up to 5 different material types 
(and their assoc~ated l~near or nonlinear 
mater~al behav~or) on Cards 45 through 48; 
the value of MATCS(I) ~nd~cates which of these 
(user-numbered) material descriptions appl~es 
to the Ith complete X-d~rect~on st~ffener. 
Card(s) 17 
APCST(I), I=l, NCST 
Card(s) 18 
RHC(I), I=l, NCST 
Card(s) 19 








ECS(I), 1=1, NCST 
Card(s) 21 
ANUCS(I), 1=1, NCST 
Card(s) 22 
OENCS(I), 1=1, NCST 
Card(s) 23 

















The geometric and mater~al propert~es of 
the Ith complete Y-d~rection st~ffener. 
The def~n~t~ons of these quant~t~es are 
those g~ven ~n Cards 9 through 16, except 
that they now refer to complete Y-d~rect~on 
stiffeners. 
The total number of add~t~onal (see Sub-
sect~on 4.1.4) X-d~rect~on st~ffeners to 
be located on ind~v~dual user-spec~f~ed 
elements. Note that each of these ~nd~v~dual 
x-d~rect~on st~ffeners ~s assumed to span the 
~nd~v~dual user-spec~f~ed element on which ~t 
~s located. 
The total number of add~t~onal Y-d~rection 









If both NAXS and NAYS are greater than zero, Cards 26 through 43 are 
required next. If NAXS=O, then Cards 26 through 34 are skipped. If 
NAYS=O, then Cards 35 through 43 are sk~pped. 
Card(s) 26 
where 
LNXS (I), 1=1, NAXS 
LNXS (I) The element number on wh~ch the !th addi-









MATXS (I), 1=1, NAXS 
MATXS (I) 
28 
XSPROP (1, I) , 
29 








The mater~a1 type for the Ith additional 






XSPROP(6,1), 1=1, NAXS 
Card(s) 34 
where 
XSPROP(7,1), 1=1, NAXS 
XSPROP (J, I) The geometr~c and mater~a1 propert~es for the 





















Mass per unit ~nit~al volume (lb-sec2;in4) 
The normalized locat~on, n , of 
Card(s) 35 
s 
the stiffener centerline on the 
user-spec~fied element (a value 
from 0.0 to 1.0 ~nclus~ve). Note 
that for the present calculat~on a 
local x-y ax~s system ~s chosen whose 
or~g~n ~s at element node number 1. 
The value of n is calculated as the 
s 
locat~on y of the st~ffener center-
s 
l~ne ~n the local x-y system divided 
by the d~ens~on of the element ~n 
the Y-d~rect~on (F~g. 13) 
J=7 The d~stance (~n) from the centroid 
of the Ith add~tional X-d~rect~on 
st~ffener to the plate ~dsurface. 
See Card 15 for defin~t~on of s~gn 
convent~on. 
LNYS(I), I=l, NAYS 
where 
LNYS(I) 
Card (s) 36 
The element number on wh~ch the Ith additional 
Y-d~rection st~ffener ~s located 
MATYS(I), I=l, NAYS 
where 
MATYS(I) The mater~al type for the Ith add~t~onal 
Y-d~rect~on stiffener (see note for Card 16). 





YSPROP(l,I), I=l, NAYS 
Card(s} 38 
SDl6.7 
YSPROP ( 2, I) , 





YSPROP ( 5, I) , 
Card (s) 42 
YSPROP (6, I) , 
Card(s} 43 
YSPROP (7, I), 
where 







The geometr~c and mater~al propert~es for the 
Ith add~t~onal Y-d~rect~on st~ffener. 
J=l Th~ckness (~n) 
J=2 W~dth (~n) 
J=3 Young's modulus (ps~t 
J=4 Po~sson's rat~o 







J=6 Normal~zed locat~on, ~ , of the st~ffener 
s 
centerl~ne on the user-specified element. 
The value of ~s ~s calculated as the loca-
t~on, x , of the stiffener centerl~ne ~n 
s 
the ~ x-y system d~v~ded by the d~en-
s~on of the element in the X-d~rect~on. 
J=7 The d~stance (~n) from the centroid of 
the st~ffener to the plate midsurface. 
See Card 15 for defin~t~on of s~gn con-
vent~on. 










The total number of material types to be 
util~zed in the present run. A maximum of 
5 different mater~als ~s allowed. 
The number of mechan~cal sublayers used to 
model the uniax~al stress-strain behavior 
of the first type of material. A maximum of 
5 mechan~cal sublayers ~s allowed. 
20I4 
20I4 
SIG(J), J=l, NSUB 5D16.7 
Card 47 






DSR (1) , PSR(l) 
DSR(l) } PSR(l) 
The Jth coord~nate pa~r of the stress,cr, and 
stra~n,8, respec~vely, wh~ch ~s used to de-
f~ne the polygonal approx~at~on of the uniax~al 
stress-stra~n d~agram (see Append~x A) for the 
f~st mater~al type. The un~ts for SIG(J) are 
ps~, and for EPS(J) are ~n/~n. The number of 
values appear~ng on each of Cards 46 and 47 should 
be equal to the number of mechanical sublayers, 
NSUB, defined on Card 45. 
5D16.7 
The values of the constants D and p, respect~vely, 
used in the strain-rate sens~t~v~ty formula (see 
Append~x A) for the f~rst mater~al type. If no 
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stra~n-rate sens~t~v~ty ~s required, set these 
parameters equal to zero. 
Cards 45 through 48 are repeated for each of the NMAT (Card 44) materi-
al types to be defined (~.e., rnater~al type number 1 is defined by the f~rst 
set of Cards 45 through 48, mater~al type number 2 is defined by the second 
set of Cards 45 through 48, etc.). It is important to note that the plate 
rnater~al must always correspond to material type number l~ the material 
type of each of the complete and/or ~ndiv~dual st~ffeners ~s specif~ed by the 
user (see Cards 16, 24, 27, and 31). It should also be noted that the value 
of MNSL spec~f~ed on Card 1 ~s equal to the max~um value of NSUB used to 












The t~e-step number (or cycle number) at which 
the present run will terrn~nate. 
The number of cycles between regular pr~ntout 
(~.e., pr~nt every INCRT cycles). 
A pr~nt parameter wh~ch ~s numerically equal to 
the value of INCRT. 
The t~e-step s~ze, ~t (seconds), used in the 
t~ew~se solut~on.+ 




Note that a run of the PLATE computer code w~ll terrn~nate when e~ther 
the cycle number exceeds the value of ITlMEF (Card 49) or the t~e exceeds 
the value of TIMEF (card 50). 
Card 51 
rOP1, rOP2, IOP3, IOP4, rops, IOP6, IOP7, lOPS 2014 
+ See Subsect~ons 2.4 and 4.8.2 for gu~dance ~n selec~ng an appropr~ate ~t. 
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The value of these parameters governs the type of output to be g~ven 
at every regular pr~ntout cycle (~.e., every INeRT cycles). A value of 0 
ind~cates that the particular pr~nt opt~on ~s to be skipped; a value of I 
~nd~cates that a part~cular pr~nt opt~on ~s to be exerc~sed. The output 









Displacements and current (global) X,Y coord~nates 
for each node. 
Stra~n components, pr~ncipal (tensile) stra~n and 
d~ect~on at the upper and lower surfaces evaluated 
at the spanwise centro~d of each element. 
Stra~n components, pr~nc~pal (tens~le) strain and 
d~rect~on at the n~ne Gauss~an spanwise stations 
(evaluated at upper and lower surfaces at each 
spanw~se locat~on) for user-spec~f~ed element 
numbers. 
Stra~n components, pr~nc~pal (tensile) stra~n 
and d~rection, and elongat~ons (in user-spec~­
fied d~rect~ons) at add~t~onal spanwise locat~ons 
(evaluated at upper and-lower surface at each 
spanw~se locat~on) spec~f~ed by the user. 
React~on forces at all nodes where displacement 
constra~t condit~ons have been ~posed. 
Normal stra~n at the upper and lower surfaces 
at the three Gauss~an spanw~se locat~ons for 
user-specif~ed x- and/or Y-direct~on st~ffeners. 
System energ~es (~.e., work ~nput to structure, 
structure k~net~c energy, structure elastic energy, 
structure plast~c energy, and energy stored in 
elast~c restor~ng spr~ngs). 
Stra~n components, pr~nc~pal (tens~le) stra~n and 
d~rect~on at the upper and lower plate surfaces at 
user-spec~f~ed nodes. Note that these quant~t~es 
are calculated by nodal averag~ng. 
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Some or all of Cards 52 through 62 w111 be required if any of options 
IOP3, IOP4, IOP6, or IOP8 are to be exercised (i.e., if any of these parameters 
are input equal to 1). However, Cards 52 and 53 should be sk1pped 1f IOP3=0, 
Cards 54 through 57 should be sk1pped 1f IOP4=0, Cards 58 through 60 should 






The total number of plate elements for which 
Gaussian station strain output is desired. 
The value of NEGS cannot exceed 200. 
20I4 









A vector conta1n1ng the element numbers for wh1ch 
GaUSS1an stat10n stra1n output is desired (NEGS 
element numbers must be specified). 
The total number of add1t1onal spanw1se locat10ns 
on the plate structure where stra1n printout 1S 
requested. A max~um of 50 add1tional spanW1se 
stra1n po1nts 1S perm1tted. 




The element number on wh1ch the Ith add1t1onal 
stra1n po1nt 1S located. 
The ~ and n coord1nates, respect1vely, of the Ith 
add1t10nal stra1n p01nt. The norma11zed coord1nates 
are related to the local coord1nates, x-y (whose 





n = Y.. b 
where a ~s the length of the element ~n the 
X d~rect~on 
and b ~s the length of the element ~n the 
y d~rect~on. 
Card 55 ~s repeated for each add~t~onal stra~n po~nt unt~l all NASP 
add~t~onal stra~n po~nts have been processed. Note that the number~ng of the 
additional strain po~nts follows the order ~n wh~ch their element and coordi-






NASPE The total number of add~t~onal stra~n po~nts at 
wh~ch the d~rect~ons for calculat~on of elongat~on 
are to be spec~f~ed by the user (NASPE < NASP). 
Note that elongat~ons ~n the direct~ons 0° and 90° 
(~n the X and Y direct~ons, respect~vely) are auto-
mat~cally calculated and output for each addit~onal 
20I4 
stra~n po~nt. The purpose of Cards 56 and 57 ~s to 
allow the user to spec~fy other d~rect~ons for elonga-
t~on calculat~on, ~f des~red, at some or all of the 
add~t~onal stra~n po~nts. 
If NASPE=O, sk~p Card 57. 
NSP, DIRl, DIR2 14,2D16.7 
NSP The number of the add~t~onal stra~n po~nt at which 





The two d~rect~ons (degrees) ~n wh~ch elongat~ons 
are to be calculated at the NSPth add~tional 
stra~ po~nt. Angles are measured from the X 
ax~s to the d~ect~on des~red, w~th counter-
clockw~se rotat~ons be~ng posit~ve. 
Card 57 ~s repeated for each of the NASPE add~t~onal stra~n po~nts at 







The total number of ~ndividual X-d~rect~on and 
Y-d~rect~on st~ffeners, respectively, for wh~ch 
Gauss~an stat~on stra~n output ~s des~red. 
(Note: the values of NXSS and/or NYSS cannot 
exceed 200.) 





The X-d~rect~on st~ffener numbers for wh~ch stra~n 
output ~s des~red. 
Card(s) 60 (sk~p if NYSS=O) 
where 
INYSS(I), I=l, NYSS 
INYSS(I) 
Note: 
The Y-d~rect~on st~ffener numbers for wh~ch stra~n 
output is des~red. 
The data ~nput on Cards 58 through 60 must corres-
pond to the st~ffeners as renumbered ~nternally 









plate ~s now treated as a ser~es of ~nd~v~dual 
st~ffeners spann~ng ~nd~v~dual elements). The 
rules used for the Lnternal renumber~ng of st~f­
feners are descr~bed ~ Subsect~on 4.1.4. 
The total number of nodes at wh~ch stra~n 
output ~s des~red. 
20I4 
If the value of NNSA LS set equal to the total number of nodes Ln 
the fin~te-element mesh, NNT, then Card 62 ~s sk~pped. If NNSA ~s 










The global node numbers at wh~ch strain output 
w~ll be g~ven. 
The total number of element boundar~es on wh~ch 
l~near-elast~c l~ne restor~ng spr~ngs are 
located. 





The global element number and local element s~de 
number (see F~g. 10) on wh~ch l~near-elast~c 






SS (1), SS (2), SS (3), SS (4), SS (5) 
where 
SS(I) The f~ve e1ast~c spring constants (k , k , k , 
u v w 
ke,k~) correspond~ng to the l~ne restoring 
spr~ngs located on side ISIDE of element LNUM. 
The d~splacement direct~on and un~ts for each 
of these constants ~s as follows: 
I=l Translat~on u wX d~rect~on (lb/in per 
~n. of span) 
I=2 Trans1at~on v ~n Y direct~on (lb/w per 
~n. of span) 
I=3 Translat~on w ~n Z d~rect~on (lb/~n per 
~n. of span) 
I=4 Rotat~on dW/dX (~n-lb/rad per in. of span) 
I=5 Rotat~on dW/dY (~n-lb/rad per in. of span) 
5D16.7 
Cards 64 and 65 are repeated for each of the NELES element boundar~es 
on wh~ch l~ne restor~ng spr~ngs are located. Note that the distr~ut~on of 
spr~ng st~ffnesses along an element boundary ~s assumed to be constant, and 
that l~ne restor~ng spr~ngs wh~ch span ent~re s~des of the plate, or large 
portions of a s~de (encompass~ng a number of consecut~ve element boundar~es) 
must be treated as a ser~es of restoring spr~ngs spann~ng ~ndiv~dual elements. 
The preceding input cards (1 through 65) apply to plate structures hav~ng 
rectangular planform and no vo~ds, and to runs wh~ch are not continuations of 
prev~ous runs. The ~nput mod~f~cat~ons requ~red for plate structures having 
non-rectangular planform and/or vo~ds ~s g~ven ~n Subsect~on 4.3. The add~­
t~onal ~nput requ~red for cont~nuation runs ~s discussed ~n Subsect~on 4.4. 
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4.3 Mod~ficat~on to Input when Using Manual Mesh Generation 
The descr~ption of ~nput g~ven ~n Subsect~on 4.2 appl~es to st~ffened 
or unstiffened flat plate structures w~th rectangular planform and w~th no 
vo~d reg~ons (e.g. cutouts). For such structures, the generation of mesh, 
geometry, and boundary constra~nt informat~on has been automated (subroutine 
MESHPA) to m~n~~ze the amount of ~nput information which must be prepared by 
the user. However, for flat plate structures hav~ng non-rectangular planform 
and/or conta~ning void reg~ons, an alternate scheme (subrout~ne MESHPM) has 
been employed ~n wh~ch the user ~s requ~ed to ~nput directly nodal connec-
t~v~ty, nodal coordinate, and constrained degree of freedom ~nformat~on. 
Although ~nput preparat~on ~s more cumbersome for such cases, th~s scheme does 
prov~de the user with the flex~b~l~ty to analyze more general plate structures. 
Before prepar~ng the ~nput data, the user ~s requ~red to ass~gn a 
global element number to each element ~n the fin~te-element mesh, and a global 
node number to each node ~n the f~n~te-element mesh. Also, a global XYZ coordi-
nate system should be conven~ently located. The value of IMESH on Card 2 of 
Subsect~on 4.2 should be defined as IMESH=2. The follow~ng ~nput cards 
(3' through 28') replace cards 3 through 43 of Subsect~on 4.2. For convenience, 










The total number of nodes ~n the f~n~te-element mesh 
The total number of elements ~n the f~n~te element 
mesh. 
EPAN, ANUP, DENSP, TH, ZPOS 5D16.7 
EPAN 
ANUP 
SIG(I)!EPS(I) g~ven on cards 46 and 47 for the 
plate mater~al (ps~). 







Mass per un~t ~it~al volume of the plate 
mater~al (lb-sec2/in4). 
Total th~ckness of the plate (~n). 
The Z locat~on of the m~dsurface of the 
plate (~n). 
NP(I,I), NP(I,2), NP(I,3), NP(I,4) 
NP(I,J) The global node number assoc~ated w~th the 
Jth element node (J=I,2,3,4) of the Ith ele-
ment. The convent~on for element node 
number~ng ~s d~scussed ~n Subsection 4.1.3. 
2014 
Card 5' ~s repeated (I=1,2,3 .•. NET) for each of the NET elements, 
~n order, unt~l all elements have been processed. 
Card(s) 6' 
XG(I), I=1, NNT 
Card(s) 7' 









The global X and Y coord~nates, respect~vely, of 
the Ith global node. 
The total number of constra~ned degrees of 
freedom (assum~ng no dup1~cates) . 







NBC (I) A vector contain~ng the global degree of freedom 
numbers wh~ch are to be constra~ned (set equal 
to zero for all time steps). The degree of freedom 
numbers input on Card(s) 9' ~ appear ~n as-






The total number of ~nd~v~dua1 X- and Y-direct~on 
st~ffeners, respect~ve1y, located on ~nd~vidua1 
user-spec~fied elements. 
If NXST=O, Cards 11' through 19' are sk~pped. 
If NYST=O, Cards 20' through 28' are sk~pped. 
Card(s) 11' 
LNXS(I), I=l, NXST 
Card(s) 12' 
MATXS (I) , I=l, NXST 
Card(s) 13' 
XSPROP(l,I), I=l, NXST 
Card(s) 14' 
XSPROP(2,I), I=l, NXST 
Card (s) 15' 
XSPROP(3,I), I=l, NXST 
Card (s) 16' 










XSPROP(5,I), I=l, NXST 
Card(s) 18' 
XSPROP(6,I), I=l, NXST 
Card(s) 19' 
XSPROP(7,I), I=l, NXST 
where 
LNXS(I) The geometr~c and mater~a1 propert~es of the 
MATXS(I) Ith ~nd~v~dua1 X-direct~on st~ffener; the 
XSPROP(J,I) def~n~t~on of these quant~t~es ~s ~dent~ca1 
to that g~ven ~n Subsection 4.2, Cards 26 
through 34. 
Card(s) 20' 
LNYS(I), I=l, NYST 
Card(s) 21' 
MATYS(I), I=l, NYST 
Card(s) 22' 
YSPROP(l,I), I=l, NYST 
Card(s) 23' 
YSPROP(2,I), I=l, NYST 
Card(s) 24' 
YSPROP(3,I), I=l, NYST 
Card(s) 25' 
YSPROP(4,I), I=l, NYST 
Card(s) 26' 













YSPROP(6,I), I=l, NYST 5D16.7 
Card(s) 28' 
where 




The geometr~c and mater~al properties of the Ith 
~nd~vidual Y-d~rect~on st~ffener; the defin~t~on 
of these quantities ~s ~dent~cal to that given 
~n Subsect~ons 4.2, Cards 35 through 43. 
Note: When using the manual mesh generat~on option, all st~ffeners 
are treated as ~nd~v~dual st~ffeners located on ind~v~dual 
user-spec~f~ed elements. As a result, ~ ~nternal renumber-
~ng of st~ffeners ~s done, and any future reference to 
st~ffener numbers should correspond to the number~ng scheme 
chosen by the user ~n preparation of data Cards 11' through 
19' (for X-d~rect~on st~ffeners) and Cards 20' through 
28' (for Y-d~rect~on st~ffeners). 
Th~s completes those input modificat~ons requ~red when us~g the 
manual mesh generation opt~on (IMESH=2). The rema~n~ng cards follow exactly 
those g~ven ~n Subsect~on 4.2 start~ng w~th Card 44. 
4.4 Add~t~onal Input Requ~red for Cont~nuat~on Runs 
An opt~on has been prov~ded ~n the PLATE code wh~ch allows the user to 
term~nate a computer run at a spec~f~ed t~e step, and cont~nue the analys~s 
~n a subsequent computer run beg~nn~ng w~th the time cycle at wh~ch the prev~­
ous run was term~nated. Th~s cont~nuat~on opt~on allows the user to carry 
out long-time analyses in a ser~es of cont~nuat~on runs (without starting 
each run from t~e zero) w~th the opportun~ty to scan the data prov~ded by 
each run before cont~nuing the analys~s, ~f des~red. 
In order to cont~nue a previous run, a deck of cont~nuation cards 
must be punched when the prev~ous run term~nates. Th~s cont~nuat~on deck 
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~s obta~ned by sett~ng IPUNCH=l on input card number 1 (see Subsect~on 4.2), 
and ~s used as ~nput for the cont~nuat~on run (as descr~ed below). The 
parameter IMCONT ~s set to IMCONT=l on ~nput card number 1 to ~nd~cate that 
the present run is a cont~nuat~on of a prev~ous run. 
If a continuat~on run ~s be~ng made, the deck of cont~nuat~on input 
cards should follow immediately after Card 65 of Subsect~on 4.2. It ~s 
~portant to note that ~nput Cards 1 through 65 should be ~dent~cal to those 
used ~n the prev~ous run (wh~ch ~s be~g cont~nued) w~th the follow~ng ex-
cept10ns: 
1. ITIMEF on Card 49 must be set equal to the f~nal cycle 
number for the present cont~uat~on run. Note that the 
cycle number ~s not reset to zero for a cont~nuat~on run, 
but, rather, 1S 1n~t~al~zed to the value at the end of 
the prev10us run. 
2. INCRT and IOUT on Card 49 may be changed to obta~n printout 
at 1ntervals d~fferent from the prev10us run. 
3. TIMEF on Card 50 must be set equal to the f1nal t~e for the 
present cont~nuat1on run. 
4. The parameters on Card 51 wh1ch govern the type of output 
to be g1ven every regular pr1ntout cycle may be redef1ned 
(except for the option IOP5, wh~ch must have the same value 
as 1n the prev~ous run). The ~nformat~on g~ven ~n data 
cards 52 through 62 must also be altered to reflect any 
changes made on Card 51. 




ITT, CINETlj WFORCE, POWMP1 
ITT The cycle number at wh1ch the previous run was 
term1nated. 




prescribed ~nit~al velocity distr~but~on at time zero. 
WFORCE The work input to the structure. 




OIS(I), I=l, NOT 
OIS (I) The total d~splacement (or rotat~on) of 
degree of freedom I at t~e cycle ITT. 
Card(s) 68 
where 
OISP{I), I=l, NOT 
OISP (I) The total d~splacement (or rotat~onal) of 
degree of freedom I at t~e cycle (ITT-l). 
Card(s) 69 
where 
VEL(I), I=l, NDT 
VEL(I) The veloc~ty of the Ith degree of freedom at 
t~e cycle ITT. 
Card{s) 70 
where 
FLVA(I), I=l, NDT 
FLVA(I) The equ~valent load, correspond~ng to nonl~near 
effects, appl~ed to degree of freedom I at t~e 
cycle ITT. 
If IOP5=0, Card(s) 71 are sk~pped. 
Card (s) 71 
where 
UCF2{I), I=l, NB 
UCF2 (I) The force appl~ed to the Ith constra~ned 












The prescribed externally-appl~ed force at 
degree of freedom I at t~e cycle ITT. 






TAUSS (I,J ,K) } 
TAUEE(I,J,K) 
TAUSE(I,J,K) 
The stresses cr ,cr ,cr ,respect~vely at 
xx yy xy 
the Jth depthw~se/sublayer ~ntegrat~on sta-
t~on (J ~s a funct~on of both location and 
sublayer) at the Kth spanw~se Gauss~an 
~ntegrat~on stat~on of the Ith element at 
t~e cycle ITT. 
If no X-d~rect~on st~ffeners are present, Card(s) 76 w~ll not be 
~ncluded. 
Card(s) 76 
TAGSS(I,J,K), (I=l, NXST) , (J=l, MNSLT4), (K=1,3) 
where 
TAGSS (I, J, K) The normal stress, cr ,at the Jth depth-
xx 
w~se/sublayer ~ntegrat~on stat~on at the 
Kth spanw~se Gauss~an ~ntegrat~on stat~on 
of the Ith ~ndiv~dual X-d~rect~on st~ffener 
at t~e cycle ITT. 












(I=l, NYST) , (J=l, MNSLT4) , (K=l,3) 
The normal stress, (J , at the Jth yy 
depthw~se/sublayer ~ntegrat~on stat~on at 
Kth spanw~se Gauss~an ~ntegrat~on station 
of the Ith ind~v~dual Y-d~rect~on st~ffener 
at ~e cycle ITT. 
4.5 Gu~del~nes for User-Prepared Array D~ens~ons 
SDlS.7 
In addition to prov~ding input data cards for the PLATE program, the 
user ~s requ~red to prov~de appropr~ate d~ens~ons ~n the dummy main program 
for a number of vectors and arrays used ~n the program. The sole purpose of 
the dummy ma~n program ~s to prov~de d~ens~ons for those arrays and vectors 
which are var~ably d~ens~oned ~n subrout~nes of the PLATE program. The 
dummy ma~n program then calls subrout~ne MAINP wh~ch ~s the ma~n controlling 
subrout~ne for PLATE program flow. 
The Justificat~on for the var~able d~ens~on~ng of arrays and the cor-
respond~ng need to prov~de f~xed d~ens~ons in the present dummy ma~n program 
~s based on program eff~c~ency. Computer core storage requirements contr~bute, 
along w~th computer execut~on time, to the total cost of a run. In general, 
those vectors and arrays wh~ch contr~ute most to the computer core storage 
requ~rements have d~ens~ons wh~ch are based on certa~n problem parameters 
(e.g. number of elements, number of nodes, number of mechan~cal sublayers, 
etc.) and,thus, are problem dependent. For 3-d plate analyses, where the 
d~ens~ons and thus storage requ~rements grow rap~dly as the number of elements 
is ~ncreased, maximum program eff~c~ency (~n terms of computer core storage) 
~s obta~ned by prov~d~ng dimens~ons for these arrays (vectors) wh~ch correspond 
exactly to the pert~nent parameters of the plate structure be~ng analyzed. 
A complete l~st~ng of the dummy ma~n program for the PLATE program is 
g~ven on the following pages. The user need be concerned only w~th that (first) 
portion of the dummy ma~n program related to array (vector) d~ens~oning. Shown 
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are the names and assoc~ated d~ens~ons (g~ven as var~ables and constants where 
appropr~ate) of those arrays which must be user-d~ens~oned. The def~n~tion 
of each dimension var~able is given directly below the full list of arrays 
(vectors) to be d~ens~oned. 
The user ~s requ~red to prepare a FORTRAN IV DIMENSION statement wh~ch 
contains all of the arrays and vectors shown w~th the appropr~ate numer~cal 
d~ens~ons subst~tuted in place of d~ens~on variables. Th~s DIMENSION state-
ment should be inserted after the l~st of dimens~on variable def~n~tions as 
shown in the program l~st~ng. The d~ens~on var~ables NNT, NPT, MAXEL, MNSL, 
MNXST, MNYST, NRSS, and MNNSA may be determ~ned exactly, whereas the dimension 
var~ables MNC, NB, NBE, and MBWE (wh~ch are more d~ff~cult to determ~ne ex-
actly) may be over-est~ated on the f~rst run of a g~ven problem and then ad-
Justed to the correct values ~n subsequent runs of the same problem. 
In no case may a d~ens~on var~able be set equal to zero; the m~~um 
value for a d~ens~on var~able (all d~ension var~ables are ~ntegers) ~s 1. 
Thus, for example, ~f no X-d~rection st~ffeners are present then the dimension 
var~able MNXST (maximum number of ~ndividual X-d~rection st~ffeners) ~s set 
equal to MNXST=l (rather than zero). There ~s no restr~ction on the max~um 
value wh~ch can be ass~gned to a d~ens~on var~able. 
Seven of the d~ens~on variables, namely MAXEL, MNSL, MNXST, MNYST, NBE, 
MBWE, and MNC, are g~ven as ~nput to the PLATE program (see Card 1 of Subsect~on 
4.2). The values spec~f~ed for these var~ables on Card 1 of the ~nput data 
cards must be the same as the values ass~gned to these var~ables for d~ension­
~ng purposes. 
F~nally, the user should be aware of the fact that ~properly d~ens~oned 
arrays (vectors) can be a ch~ef source of anomalous results for structural re-
sponse. In part~cular, ~f the value of a d~ens~on variable is smaller than 
the correct value, then data from the correspond~ng array or vector may be ~n­
correctly accessed during program execut~on. In such cases, program execution 
often proceeds w~thout apparent error, but response pred~ct~ons w~ll generally 
be ~ncorrect. Thus, great care should be taken by the user ~n prepar~ng the 
DIMENSION statement for the dummy main program. Examples of proper DIMENSION 
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DUMMY MAIN PROGRAM WHICH PROVIDES DIMENSIONS FOR THOSE ARRAYS MAIN0016 
(VECTORS) WHOSE DIMENSIONS ARE PROBLEM DEPENDENT. MAIN0017 
THE FOLLOWING ARRAYS MUST BE DIMENSIONED BY THE USER AS SHOWN: MAIN001S 
DIMENSION DELD(NDT),DIS(NDT)iDISP(NOT),OISM1(NDT),DISM2(NOT). MAIN0019 
FLN(NDT),FLVA(NDT).FLVM(NDT),FLVP(NDT),ELV(NDT),VEL(NDT),ICOl(NDT)MAIN0020 
,INUM(NDT),KROW(NDT),NDEX(NOT),STOR(NDT).STF(MNC),AMASS(MDIM). MAIN0021 
NP(4,MAXEL) ,NODE(24.MAXEL),TAUSS(MAXEL,4.MNSl,9) , MAIN0022 





TSGEE(MNYST.4 t MNSL.J),LNYS(MNYST),YSPROP(7,MNYST),MATYS(MNYST). MAIN0028 
LNRS(NRSS), ISRS(NRSS),SC(S,NRSS),NVSA(MNNSA),NCON(4,MNNSA) MAIN0029 
MAINOOJO 
WHERE. 













• TOTAL NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN THE ASSEMBLED 
FINITE-ELEMENT MODEL. 6+NNT. 
• ESTIMATEO NUMBER OF WORDS OF STORAGE FOR TilE ASSEMBLED 
STIFFNESS MATRIX (LOWER TRIANGLE STORED BY ROWS FROM FIRST 
NONZERO TERM). 
• DIMENSION OF ASSEMBLED MASS MATRIX. 
• NOT IF LUMPED MASS OPTION IS CHOSEN. 
• MNC IF CONSISTENT MASS OPTION IS CHOSEN. 
• NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN FINITE-ELEMENT MODEL. 
• MAXIMUM NUMBER OF MECHANICAL SUBLAYERS EMPLOYED. 












a ESTIMATED NUMBER OF CONSTRAINED DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
TO ELIMINATION OF DUPLICATES. 
PRIOR MAIN0045 
• ESTIMATED NUMDER OF CONSTRAINED DEGREES OF FREEDOM AFTER 
ALL DUPLICATES HAVE DEEN ELIMINATED (IF IOP5 • 1). 
• 1 IF lOPS. 0 
• ESTIMATEO MAXIMUM DANDWIDTH OF ASSEMDLED STIFFNESS MATRIX 
AT A CONSTRAINED DEGREE Of FREEDOM (If lOP5 • 1). 


























• MAXIMUM NUMDER Of X-DIRECTION STIFFENERS. 
• I If NO X-DIR[CTION STIFFENERS. 
,. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF Y-DIRECTION STIFFENERS. 
s 1 If NO V-DIRECTION STIFFENERS. 
p TOTAL NUMDER OF ELEMENT SIDES ON WHICH LINE RESTORING 
SPRINGS ARE LOCATED. 
~ 1 IF NO RESTORING SPRINGS ARE PRESENT. 
4+MNSL 
" MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NODES REQUESTED FOR STRAIN OUTPUT (IF 












IMPLICIT REAL.O(A-H,O-Z) MAIN0064 




5EPSSI (9,46) ,EPSSO(9,40) ,EPEEI (9,48) ,EPEEO(9,4B) ,EPSEI(9,40), MAIN0069 
6EPSEO(9,4S) ,NSC(60),8C(60),RFM(60,60),ILAST(60) ,UCF1(60),UCF2(60),MAIN0070 
7XG(65),YG(65),ZG(65),XGI(65),YGI(65),TAGSS(t,t2,3),LNXS(t), MAIN007t 
BXSPROP(7,1) ,MATXS(I),TSG~E(I,12,3),LNYS(t),YSPROP(7,1),MATYS(t), MAIN0072 
9LNRS( 1),lSRS(t),SC(5,1),NVSA(6 ),NCON(4,6 ) MAIN0073 
COMMON/BAS/NOT,NET,MN,NB,NIRREG,MNC MAIN0074 
COMMON /INOUT/ MREAD,MWRITE,MPUNCH MAIN0075 
C DEFINE CARD READER, LINE PRINTER AND CARD PUNCH UNIT NUMBERS. MAIN0076 
MREAD = 5 MAIN0071 
MWRITE = 6 MAIN0078 
MPUNCH = 7 MAIN0079 
READ(MREAD,500)MAXEL,MNSL,MNXST,MNYST,NBE,MBWE,MNC MAIN0060 
500 FORMAT(8I10) MAINOOOI 
WRITE(MWRITE,600) MAIN0062 
WRITE(MWRITE,6tO) MAXEL MAIN0063 
WRITE(MWRITE,620) MNSL MAIN0004 
WRITE(MWRITE,630) MNXST MAIN0065 
WRITE(MWRITE,640) MNYST MAINOOS6 
WRITE,MWRITE,650) NOE MAIN0061 
WRITE(MWRITE,6GO) MOWE MAINOOOO 
WRITE(MWRITE,670) MNC MAINOOD9 








+ FOR ARRAY-~IMENSIONS') MAIN0091 
FORMAT(' ','MAXEL .. ',110) MAIN0092 
fORMAT(' ','MNSL ,,',110) MAIN0093 
fORMAT (' ','MNXST J:', 110) MAIN0094 
FORMAT(' ','MNYST ,.',110) MAIN0095 
fORMAT(' ','NBE .',110) MAIN0096 
FORMAT(' ','MBWE .',110) MAIN0091 












NOTE: 1. The d1mens1on 6400 for arrays STF and AMASS was obta1ned by the 
procedure descr1bed 1n 1tems 1 through 4 on page 100. Also, see 
F1gS. 16 and l7a. 
2. For deta1led 1nstruct1ons on establish1ng dimensions and input 
data, see the example problems d1scussed 1n Section 7. 
4.6 Gu~del~nes for User-Prepared Subprograms 
The t~ew~se solution of the govern~ng equat~ons of mot~on for the 
structure (Eq. 2.1) ~s accomplished by employing the Houbolt f~n~te-d~fference 
operator. As shown ~n deta~l ~n Appendix A, th~s results ~n the follow~ng 
matr~x recurrence equat~on 
[ 2 
(~t) 2 
NL 2 . 1 
= :m+l + :m+l + ~t ~ (~ + ~t ~) (4.1) 
where M, K, K , F, FNL, and q* are def~ned ~n Subsect~on 2.3, and q_* ~s the 
- -s 
vector of nodal geneal~zed veloc~t~es. The subscr~pts m+l and m refer to 
quant~t~es evaluated at d1screte t~e 1nstants tm+l = (m+l) ~t and t = m~t, 
mNL 
where m ~s the t~e step number. The matr~ces M, K, K , and vector Fare 
-s 
~nternally generated and are assumed to be known7 However, the vector F l' 
-m+ 
wh1ch ~s the vector of prescr~bed externally-app11ed nodal loads at t~e t 1 
m+ 
must be prov~ded by the user to represent the spat~al and temporal d~str~but~on 
of the external load being applied to the plate structure. 
In general, the d1splacement vector ~ ~s known from the solut~on of 
Eq. 4.1 at t~e t
m
, and the veloc~ty vector, ~ ~s calculated frem the 
Houbolt fin~te-difference expression and is thus also known. However, values 
of the d1splacement and veloc~ty vector at t~e zero, q* and q*, required for 
-0 -0 
the solut1on of d~splacements ~i at t~e tl are not known and must be provided 
by the user as ~n~t~al cond~t~ons on the govern~ng matr1x equat10n of motion 
(wh~ch ~s a second-order d1fferent~al equat1on). These ~n~t~al (t~e zero) 
cond~t1ons on the d1splacement and veloc~ty vectors must correspond to the 
spat1al d~str~but~on of d~splacement and veloc~ty for the problem under con-
siderat~on. 
Subrout~nes INCOND and EXTL have been ~ncluded ~n the PLATE program to 




loading vector, F l' at each t~e step. Because of the many feas~ble 
-m+ . 
d~str1but~ons for q*, q*o' and F 1 and temporal d1str1but~on of F, the 
-0 - m+ 
of self-conta1ned, automated lOg1C for subrout1nes INCOND and EXTL has 
been deemed 1neff1c~ent and ~pract1cal. Instead, the user ~s requ~red to 




L and F_m~l) by FNL ~ 2 FNL _ FNL . 
_m+l -m -m-l 
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wr~te the ~nternal log~c for these two subrout~nes corresponding to the problem 
under cons~deration. 
Gu~del~nes for the preparat~on of subrout~nes INCOND and EXTL are g~ven 
~n Subsect~ons 4.6.1 and 4.6.2, respect~vely. Both subrout~nes must be prepared 
for each execut~on of the PLATE program even ~f the values of q*, qo* and/or 
-0 -
F are zero. For the sake of s~pl~c~ty, no READ statements should appear ~n 
e~ther subrout~ne: all data should be spec~f~ed ~n the user-prepared internal 
log~c. FORTRAN IV WRITE statements should, however, be ~ncluded in these sub-
rout~nes to ver~fy ~nput data. A s~ple example of ~nternal logic ~s g~ven ~n 
each of Subsections 4.6.1 and 4.6.2: additional examples may be found ~n the 
sample problem of Sect~on 7. 
It ~s assumed that the user has a work~g knowledge of the FORTRAN IV 
computer language and thus no spec~f~c d~scuss~on of the programm~ng language 
has been ~ncluded. Although max~um flex~~l~ty has been ma~nta~ned by requ~r­
~ng the user to prepare these subroutines, automated versions of subrout~nes 
INCOND and EXTL could be prepared by the user (or programming personnel) to 
accommodate a var~ety of ~n~tial condit~on and external load~ng opt~ons often 
encountered in a g~ven analys~s or design group. 
4.6.1 User-Prepared Subrout~ne INCOND (PLATE Program) 
The user ~s req~~red to wr~te (~n FORTRAN IV) a subrout~ne wh~ch gener-
ates the ~n~t~al velocity for each degree of freedom, VEL(I), I=l, NOT, and 
the ~n~t~al d~splacement, DISP(I), I=l, NDT, for each degree of freedom ~n the 
f~nite-element mesh. Th~s subrout~ne ~s called pr~or to the f~rst t~e cycle 
for each run of the PLATE code. The subrout~ne should be prepared as follows: 
SUBROUTINE INCOND(DISP,VEL,NP,NODE,XGI,YGI) 
IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION DISP(l),VEL(l), NP(4),NODE(1), XGI(l),YGI(l) 
COMMON/BAS/NDT,NET,MN,NB,NIRREG,MNC 






The f~rst four cards and f~nal two cards of subroutine INCOND must be as 
shown. 
The arrays NP, NODE, XGI, and ¥GI, and var~ables NOT, NET are ava~lable 







The global node number assoc~ated with the Ith 
element node of element J. 
The assembly l~st assoc~at~ng element degrees of 
freedom w~th global degrees of freedom. If K ~s 
def~ned as K = 24*(J-l)+I, then NODE (K) ~s the 
global degree of freedom number assoc~ated w~th 
the Ith element degree of freedom of element J. 
The global X and Y coord~nates, respect~vely, of 
the Ith global node at t~e zero. 
The total number of degrees of freedom in the 
f~nite-element mesh. 
The total number of elements ~n the f~n~te-element 
mesh. 
The ~nformat~on ~n these arrays may be used as requ~red but must not be 
altered by the user-suppl~ed internal log~c. 
The user should note that the convent~ons adopted for global node 
numbering are preserved for the present subrout~ne. Also note that ~n most 
cases (such as ~puls~vely-Ioaded plates) the vector DISP(I), I=l,NDT ~s set 
equal to zero (zero ~n~t~al d~splacement) and certa~n of the degrees of free-
dom are g~ven an ~n~t~al veloc~ty. For example, the fol1ow~ng set of state-
ments generates zero ~n~t~al d~splacement for all degrees of freedom, and an 
~n~t~al veloc~ty of 2794 ~n/sec for the transverse w degree of freedom for 
nodes 1 through 9: 
10 
00 10 I=l,NDT 
DISP(I) = 0.000 
VEL(I) = O.ODO 
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4.6.2 User-Prepared External-Load~ng Subroutine EXTL (PLATE Program) 
The user ~s requ~red to wr~te a computer subroutine wh~ch generates the 
vector of prescr~bed externally-applied forces (ELV(I), I=l,NOT) app1~ed to 
each global degree of freedom at t~e t. It should be emphas~zed that th~s 
m 
vector of externally-appl~ed (t~e-dependent) nodal forces corresponds to the 
total load applied at that ~nstant of t~e. Th~s subrout~ne is called for 
each cycle start~ng w~th the f~rst cycle ~n the t~ewise solut~on. Thus, the 
user ~s requ~red to define the spat~al d~str~ut~on of the external forces 
at each t~e ~nstant (~.e., at each t~e t = ITT*DELTAT, where ITT ~s the 
current cycle number and DELTAT is the t~e step s~ze, ~t). The subrout~ne 
should be prepared as follows: 
SUBROUTINE EXTL (ELV,ITT,NP,NODE,XGI,YGI) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION ELV(l), NP(4,l), NODE(l), XGI(l), YGI(l) 
COMMON/BAS/NDT,NET,MN,NB,NIRREG,MNC 
COMMON/TIM/DELTAT,TIMEF, ITIMEF, INCRT, IOUT,TIME, ITIME 
Insert user-code to generate the spat~al d~str~but~on 
of the external forces, ELV(I), I=l, NOT, at t~e 
t=ITT*DELTAT. Note that if no external forces are 
present ~n the current run of the PLATE code, the 
vector ELV(I), I=l, NDT must be set equal to zero. 
RETURN 
END 
The arrays (vectors) NP,NODE,XGI, and YGI, and var~ables NOT and NET 
reta~n the def~n~tions g~ven in Subsection 4.6.1 (it should be emphas~zed, 
however, that XGI(I) and YGI(I) are the global X and Y coordinates, respec-
t~vely, of the Ith global node at t~e zero) and tl1e parameters ITT and DELTAT 
have been def~ned ~n the preceding d~scussion. It should also be noted that 
the contents of the vector ELV(I), I=1, NDT are modif~ed after the call to sub-
rout~ne EXTL. 
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As an example, assume that a nodal force, F, of constant amplitude, but 
vary~ng ~n t~e, of the form 
F = 100 s~n(25t) 
is applied to the transverse w degree of freedom at nodes 1 through 5. The 
following set of statements could be ~serted ~ subrout~ne EXTL to generate 










4.7 Descr~pt~on of the Output 
The pr~nted output beg~ns with a re~teration of the program ~nput which 
def~nes the problem be~ng solved. Although portions of the output associated 
w~th mesh generat~on are d~fferent for the auto-mesh versus manual mesh options, 
suff~c~ent ~nformat~on ~s g~ven so that the user can ver~fy the accuracy of the 
input data prov~ded. The ~n~t~al output wh~ch ~s generated on each run of the 
PLATE program ~s summar~zed ~n the follow~ng categor~es: 
D~ens~on Parameter Data 
The var~ables ~nput on Card 1 are output to ver~fy these d~ens~on 
parameters. 
F~n~te Element Mesh Informat~on (Auto-Mesh Generation) 
Geometr~c and material data for the plate and general mesh subd~v~s~on 
~nformat~on ~s first re~terated. Next, the nodal connect~v~ty ~nformat~on 
(wh~ch ~s the set of global node numbers ass~gned to the 4 nodes of each 
element) ~s output. The user-selected boundary cond~t~on for each s~de of 
the plate ~s then pr~nted, and the spec~f~c constra~ned degrees of freedom 
are output ~n ascend~ng order w~th no duplicates. F~nally, ~f X and/or Y 
d~rect~on st~ffeners are present, data for each st~ffener are pr~nted. These 
data are g~ven ~n terms of each ~nd~v~dual (as renumbered -- see Subsect~on 4.1.4) 
+ . Th~s ~nformat~on could be suppl~ed in any other allowable FORTRAN form. 
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st~ffener and ~nclude the element number on wh~ch the st~ffener ~s located, 
mater~al type, thickness, w~dth, Young's modulus, Po~sson's ratio, mater~al 
dens~ty, normalized location on the element, and the offset distance of the 
st~ffener. 
F~n~te-Element Mesh Informat~on (Manual-Mesh Generat~on) 
Th~s output is sirn~lar ~n form to that obta~ned when the auto-mesh 
generat~on procedure ~s employed. In th~s case, however, most of the output 
~s s~ply a re~terat~on of data ~nput by the user. Th~s output should be 
used to ver~fy the accuracy of the user-prepared ~nput data. 
Mass Model~ng Chosen 
A message ~s pr~nted ind~cat~ng which mass model (lumped or cons~stent) 
has been chosen by the user. 
Storage of Global St~ffness Matr~x 
The actual number of words of storage requ~ed for the assembled st~ff­
ness ~s output. If too l~ttle storage has been allowed by the user, the run 
~s term~nated and a message ~nd~cat~ng th~s ~s pr~nted. 
Stress-Stra~n Data for Each Mater~al Type 
The total number of mater~al types selected by the user ~s output and 
the follow~ng data are then pr~nted for each mater~al type: the coordinate 
pa~rs (stress, strain) wh~ch def~ne the p~ecew~se linear approx~mation to the 
actual stress-stra~n curve, the y~eld stress of each mechan~cal sublayer, and 
the stra~n rate parameters for that material type. 
T~e-Step Informat~on 
The t~e-step s~ze, ~t, final t~e and f~nal ~crement number, and the 
number of cycles between regular pr~ntouts for the present run are output. 
Pr~nt Opt~ons 
A l~st ~s pr~nted of those quant~t~es wh~ch w~ll be output at each 
regular pr~nt cycle. Th~s informat~on corresponds to those pr~nt options 
exerc~sed by the user as well as all pert~nent data necessary for any g~ven 
option. For example, ~f opt~on IOP3 ~s exerc~sed, a l~st ~s pr~nted of 
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plate element numbers for wh~ch Gauss~an station stra~n output is requested. 
L~ne Restoring Spr~ng Data 
If l~ne restor~ng spr~ngs are present, ~nput data correspond~ng to 
each linear-elast~c l~ne restor~ng spr~ng ~s re~terated. These data include 
the element number and element s~de number on wh~ch the l~ne restor~ng spr~ng 
~s located, and the f~ve spring constants ~nput by the user. 
Reference Time-Step Size 
An e~gen-analysis ~s performed and the follow~ng reference data are 
generated and output: the h~ghest natural frequency, w , for the eq~valent 
max 
l~near f~n~te-element model, a reference t~me step s~ze, (~t) = 2/w 
Ref. max 
(wh~ch ~s the stab~l~ty cr~ter~on for the Central D~fference operator) of 
a correspond~ng l~near dynam~c system, and f~nally a reference t~me-step 
size, (~t~~x)Ref = 0.8(~t)Refi the factor 0.8 ~s introduced to account for 
large-deflect~on effects when us~ng the Central D~fference operator [1-3]. 
The PLATE program, however, util~zes the Houbolt f~n~te-d~fference operator, 
and th~s f~nal reference time step s~ze, (~tCD) ,may be used to choose 
max Ref 
the actual t~me-step S~ze as d~scussed ~n Subsect~ons 2.3 and 4.8.2. 
D~ensions Related to React~on Force Output (If Appl~cable) 
If react~on force output has been selected (IOPS), an operat~on ~s 
performed wh~ch extracts and stores ~n array RFM the rows of assembled st~ff­
ness matr~x corresponding to the constrained degrees of freedom. Dur~ng th~s 
operat~on, the extracted row of the assembled st~ffness matr~ wh~ch has the 
largest bandw~dth ~s ~dent~fied. Th~s row number (wh~ch must correspond to 
a constra~ned degree of freedom number) and the corresponding bandw~dth are 
printed. If the calculated max~um bandw~dth at a constra~ned degree of 
freedom (pr~nted) ~s larger than the user est~ates (MBWE on data input 
Card 1; also used to dimens~on array RFM) of th~s quant~ty, the run is term~­
nated and a message to th~s effect ~s pr~nted; the user should make appro-
pr~ate changes to MBWE on Card 1 of ~nput data and to the d~mension of RFM. 
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Th~ completes the ~n~t~al output generated by the PLATE program. All 
other output ~s ~n the form of structural response data at user-spec~fied 
~ntervals: these data are also output prior to the f~rst t1me cycle to verify 
~n~t~al geometry and d~splacement cond~tions, and at the end of the f~rst time 
cycle. The data output corresponds to those output opt~ons selected by the 
user, and only that output selected by the user will appear. However, for 
the sake of completeness, the output generated by each of the pr~nt opt~ons 
~s shown. The follow~ng output ~s generated every INCRT t1me cycles: 







w PSIX PSIY 





RX (LBS) RY(LBS) RZ(LBS) 
SEC. 
TWIST X-POSe Y-POS. Z-POS. 
MX(LBS-IN) MY (LBS-IN) MXY (IN-IN -LBS) 
+Note that the "reaction force" MXY multipl~ed by its associated generalized 
displacement :t results ~n a quant~ty w~th units of energy:IN-LB. 
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'ST!<AIN COMPONENTS, PRINCIPAL (TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION AT CENTROID OF EACH ELEMENT 
EPS-X STRAIN EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAR STRAIN I PRINC.STRAIN (T) DIRECTION (DEG) 




INNER OUTER INNER OUTER 
STRAIN COMPONENTS, PRINCIPAL (TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION AT USER-SPECIFIED NODE~ 






INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER 
STRAIN COMPONENTS, PRINCIPAL (TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION AT GAUSSIAN STATIONS 
FOR SELECTED ELEMENTS 
RESULTS FOR ELEMENT NUMBER [LNUM] 
EPS-X STRAIN EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAR STRAIN PRINC. STRAIN(T) DIRECTION(DEG.) 




INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER 
(Th~s set of statements ~s repeated for each user-spec~f~ed element.) 
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- i 
STRAIN COMPONENTS, PRINCIPAL (TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION, AND ELONGATIONS AT SPECIFIED ADDITIONAL POINTS 







STRAIN, EPS-XX, AT GAUSSIAN STATIONS ON SPECIFIED X-DIRECTION STIFFENERS 
STIFFENER 
NUMBER 
STATION 1 STATION 2 














STATION 1 STATON 2 STATION 3 
INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER 
SYSTEM ENERGIES (IN-LB) 
WORK INPUT TO STRUCTURE = [EWORK] 
STRUCTURE KINETIC ENERGY = [CINET] 
STRUCTURE ELASTIC ENERGY = [ELAST] 
STRUCTURE PLASTIC ENERGY = [PLASTW] 




















= Current cycle number 
= Current time ~ seconds 
= Global node number at wh~ch the quantity ~s being 
evaluated. For d~splacement output, all nodes all 
processed; for reaction force output, those nodes 
wh~ch are constra~ned are processed; and for nodal-
average stra~n outpu~only those nodes spec~f~ed 
by the user are processed. 
= The current d~splacement u, v, w, e = dW/dX, ~ = dW/dY, and 
2 X = d W/dXdY, respect~vely, at the node. 
= The current global X, Y, and Z coord~nates of a node. 
= The general~zed react~on forces, R , R , and R , and moments, 
x y z 
M , M , and M at a constra~ned node. 






PRINC. STRAIN (T) 





= The stra~n components E , 
xx 
E ,and € ,respectively; yy 'X'f 
the printed shear strain E 
'X'f 
is the engineering value 
-- wh~ch ~s tw~ce ~ts tensor~al counterpart. 
The (maximum) pr~ncipal tens~le strain component. 
If all princ~pal stra~ns are compress~ve, a value 
of 0.0 ~s pr~nted. 
= The d~rect~on ~n degrees, measured from the pos~tive 
global X direction, of the max~um principal tensile 
stra~n. 
= Ind~cates stra~n component ~s evaluated at the ~er 
surface of the plate (or stiffener). 
= Indicates stra~ component is evaluated at the outer 
surface of the plate (or stiffener). 
= Element number for wh~ch Gauss~an stat~on strain 
output ~s g~ven. 
= Gauss~an stat~on number at wh~ch strain data is 
output. A 3 by 3 spanwise Gauss~an integrat~on rule 
~s used and the stra~ns are pr~nted at each of these 
n~ne Gauss~an stat~ons. The locat~on of these sta-
t~ons on an element ~s g~ven ~n terms of normalized 
coord~nates ; and n and the local (element) x, y 
coord~nate locat~ons (assum~ng element node number 1 
has local coord~ates (x,y) = (0,0) can be obta~ned 
from the formulas 
x = a(l+;)/2 
y = b(l+n)/2 
where a and b are the x and y d~ens~ons of the ele-















STATION NUMBER ~ VALUE n VALUE 
} 
1 -0.774597 -0.774597 
2 0.0 -0.774597 
3 0.774597 -0.774597 
4 -0.774597 0.0 
5 0.0 0.0 
6 0.774597 0.0 
7 -0.774597 0.774597 
8 0.0 0.774597 
9 0.774597 0.774597 
= The number of the add~t~onal stra~n po~nt; th~s number 
is ~pl~c~tly ass~gned by the user by the order in 
which add~t~onal-strain po~nt information ~s ~nput. 
The relat~ve elongat~on ~n the two user-spec~f~ed 
d~rect~ons 
= The user-specified ~div~dual X or Y-d~rect~on stiffener 
number for wh~ch stra~n data are output. 
= Spanw~se Gauss~an stat~on on the X or Y-d~rect~on 
st~ffener at wh~ch stra~n ~s calculated. 
= Work ~nput to the structure. 
= Current k~netic energy stored in the structure. 
= Current elast~c stra~n energy stored ~n the structure 
= Total plast~c work done on the structure (mechan~cal 
work d~ss~pated dur~ng plast~c flow). 
= Total energy stored ~n linear elast~c restor~ng 
spr~ngs. 
If cont~nuat~on cards have been requested, a message ~s pr~nted at the 
conclus~on of the run ind~cat~ng that a cont~nuat~on deck has been punched and 
also ~nd~cat~ng the cycle number at wh~ch the cont~nuat~on w~ll beg~n. 
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4.8 Guides and Restrictions for Code Usage 
The sequence of steps necessary to run the PLATE program (~.e., prepara-
t~on of ~nput data cards, d~ens~on~ng of arrays ~n the dummy main program, and 
wr~t~ng of ~nternal log~c for subrout~nes INCOND and EXTL) have been d~scussed 
earl~er ~n th~s sect~on. 
cute the PLATE program. 
In pr~nc~ple, th~s ~nformat~on ~s suff~c~ent to exe-
However, ~n pract~ce, use of the PLATE program may be 
unnecessar~ly costly unless the opt~ons and features of the PLATE program are 
used eff~c~ently. 
The purpose of the present subsect~on ~s twofold: f~rst, to d~scuss 
var~ous techn~ques for eff~c~ent code usage ~n terms of computat~on t~e, com-
puter core storage, and program cost, and second, to d~scuss the proper ~nter­
pretat~on of program output. The present discuss~on ~s ~ntended only to point 
out certa~n key areas for eff~c~ent code usage; add~t~onal areas will be ident~­
f~ed by the user through exper~ence. 
4.8.1 D~ens~on of the Assembled Stiffness Matr~x 
The largest s~ngle block of storage requ~red ~n the PLATE program ~s for 
the assembled st~ffness matrix, K. If consistent mass modeling ~s employed, 
an add~tional block of storage equal to that requ~red for K, is also requ~red 
for the assembled mass matr~, M. 
The manner ~n wh~ch the assembled st~ffness matrix ~s stored has been 
d~scussed in Subsect~on 4.1.5. The total storage requ~rements for K are di-
rectly proport~onal to the total number of nodes ~n the finite-element mesh 
and the average sem~-bandw~dth of the assembled st~ffness matr~x. The total 
number of nodes can be reduced by us~ng fewer elements ~n the mesh; generally, 
the mesh s~ze w~ll be d~ctated by geometry and accuracy cons~derations. How-
ever, the user should be alerted to the fact that an excess~vely-ref~ned mesh 
w~ll lead to excess~ve computer core storage requ~rements and computat~on t~e 
(the amount of computat~on t~e per t~e cycle ~s d~rectly related to the 
total number of elements). 
For a fixed mesh arrangement, the total storage requ~rements for K can 
be reduced by m~nimiz~ng the average sem~-bandw~dth of K. For a rectangular 
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plate, th~s ~s accompl~shed by number~ng the global nodes so that the d~ffer­
ence between the lowest and h~ghest global node number ass~gned to any g~ven 
element ~s m~n~~zed. When the auto-mesh generat~on rout~ne is used, global 
nodes are numbered sequent~ally left to right for the f~rst row of nodes, then 
left to r~ght for the second row of nodes, etc. Thus, the global nodes are 
numbered "fast" ~n the X-d~rect~on and "slow" ~n the Y-d~rect~on. The average 
sem~-bandw~dth w~ll be m~n~~zed ~f the "fast" number~ng d~rect~on has fewer 
nodes than the "slow" number~ng d~rect~on. When us~ng the auto-mesh genera-
t~on rout~ne, the side of the rectangular plate having the fewest nodes should 
always be al~gned parallel to the global X-d~rect~on (the fast number~ng d~-
+ rect~on). A s~~lar argument can be made when us~ng the manual mesh generat~on 
rout~ne; number global nodes sequent~ally choos~ng the d~rect~on w~th fewest 
nodes as the "fast" number~ng d~rection.+ 
The d~ens~on, MNC, of K (vector STF ~n the PLATE program) can be est~­
mated if the user has a knowledge of the assembly process ~n the finite-
element method. Alternately, the PLATE program can be used d~rectly to obta~n 
the exact value of MNC for each new analys~s as follows: 
1. Prepare all ~nput data, ~nternal log~c for subrout~nes INCOND 
and EXTL, and d~ensions ~n the dummy main program for the 
analys~s be~ng considered, except 
2. Set the value of MNC on ~nput Card 1 equal to 1 and dimens~on 
STF(l) (and AMASS(l) ~f consistent mass modeling ~s elected). 
3. Next run the PLATE program. The exact value of MNC w~ll be 
calculated and output, and the run w~ll term~nate s~ce the 
correct value of MNC is larger than the spec~f~ed value (of 1 
as per step 2) of MNC. 
4. Change the value of MNC on Card 1 and the d~ens~on of STF 
(and AMASS ~f cons~stent mass model~ng ~s elected) to the 
correct value as calculated on the abbrev~ated run. Then 
proceed w~th the des~red analys~s. 
If the user provides an est~ate of MNC wh~ch ~s larger than the correct 
value, the analys~s w~ll proceed and the run w~ll not be term~nated. However, 
+ These gu~del~nes have been followed in the present examples; see, for example, 
F~gs. 17 and 19. 
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the correct value of MNC will always be calculated and printed as output so 
that the value of MNC used on Card 1 and for the dimens~on of STF (and AMASS 
~f IMASS = 2) can be adJusted to the correct value for subsequent runs. Use 
of the correct value for MNC ~s adv~sed to m~n~~ze storage requ~rements. 
4.8.2 Select~on of T~e-Step Size 
The total computat~on t~e ~s d~rectly related to the number of time 
cycles, which ~s ~n turn related to the t~e step s~ze 6t; as 6t ~s decreased, 
more t~e cycles w~ll be required to obta~ solut~ons up to a g~ven f~nal 
t~e. Alternat~vely, the value of 6t cannot be set arb~trar~ly large because 
of solut~on convergence and stab~l~ty cons~derat~ons (see Subsect~on 2.3). 
To a~d the user ~n the select~on of 6t, the PLATE program will calculate 
and output a reference value for 6t. For each new structural analysis or each 
new mesh arrangement of the same structure, ~t ~s recommended that an abbrev~ated 
run of the PLATE program be made to obta~n the reference 6t as follows: 
1. Prepare all ~nput data cards, ~nternal log~c for subrout~nes 
INCOND and EXTL, and dimensions ~n the dummy ma~n program for 
the actual analys~s, except 
2. Set ITIMEF=1 on Card 49 so that the program will terminate 
after one cycle of execu~on. The value of 6t (DELTAT on 
Card 50) can be set equal to any value. 
3. When the PLATE program ~s run, the reference value of 6t 
w~ll be calculated and pr~nted as output. In subsequent 
runs, th~s value of 6t can be used as a reference; ITIMEF 
on Card 49 and DELTAT on Card 50 should be set equal to 
the des~red values for the actual analysis. 
The s~gn~ficance of the calculated reference ~t and ~ts relat~on to 
"allowable" values of ~t has been d~scussed ~n Subsect~on 2.3. For in~t~al 
runs of a g~ven problem, ~t ~s recommended that the actual value of 6t used 
be between 2 and 6 t~es the reference ~t. In most cases, some numer~cal 
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exper~entat~on w~ll be necessary to determ~ne ~f the solut~on has converged. 
It ~s recommended that the larger factor be used on the ~n~t~al run, followed 
by a run us~ng half the prev~ous value of ~t. Th~s process ~s repeated unt~l 
the solut~on has converged. Th~s convergence check can be carr~ed out over 
only a por~on of the des~red analys~s t~e to save computing costs, and the 
full t~e analysis can be carr~ed out once a su~table value of ~t has been 
found. 
Experience ga~ned by the user w~th the PLATE program w~ll help to mini-
m~ze the amount of numer~cal experimentat~on necessary in later analyses. It 
~s recommended that a record be kept of calculated vs. converged (allowable) 
~t values. For example, exper~ence ga~ned to date suggests that for ~puls~vely­
loaded plates, a value of ~t four t~mes the reference value w~ll y~eld converged 
solut~ons. 
4.8.3 Use of Lumped Mass vs. Use of Cons~stent Mass 
The PLATE program prov~des an opt~on for us~ng e~ther lumped or con-
sistent mass model~g. The cho~ce of mass model~ng ~s not arb~trary and the 
user should understand the relat~ve advantages and disadvantages of each. 
Cons~stent mass model~ng ~s, as ~nd~cated by ~ts name, the more cons~stent 
approach from a var~at~onal standpo~nt. The k~net~c energy of the plate ele-
ment ~s approx~ated by employ~ng an ~nterpolation polynom~al for the nodal 
veloc~t~es wh~ch ~s ~dentical to that used for the nodal d~splacements. As 
shown ~n Append~x A, th~s approach leads to an element mass matr~x wh~ch ~s ~n 
general fully populated; ~.e., the k~netic energy includes coupling effects be-
tween var~ous nodal veloc~t~es. The ~portant fact ~s that the k~netic energy 
~s based on an interpolat~on of veloc~ties wh~ch ~s consistent w~th the ~nter­
polat~on of d~splacements used to def~ne the potential energy. 
On the other hand, lumped mass model~ng ~s based on average element 
veloc~t~es rather than on ~nterpolated element veloc~t~es. The average ele-
ment veloc~ties are calculated from a we~ghted average of the nodal velocit~es 
and a lumped (d~agonal) mass matr~x result. In effect, the total mass and 
mass moment of ~nert~a of the element are calculated and then lumped at each 
node, the proport~ons go~ng to each node be~ng determ~ned generally by element 
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geometry. For the present un~form-th~ckness, rectangular plate elements, 
equal port~ons (one-quarter of the total) are g~ven to each node (see Append~ A 
for a deta~led der~vat~on). 
The more ~portant cons~derat~ons, however, are computational eff~c~ency 
and accuracy. The computer core storage requ~rement for an assembled cons~stent 
mass matr~x ~s ~dent~cal to that of the assembled st~ffness matrix (~.e., MNC 
words of storage) whereas the assembled lumped mass matr~ requ~res only NDT 
words of storage to store the d~agonal entr~es. 
In terms of computat~on t~e, slightly more t~e ~s requ~red to perform 
operat~ons with the banded assembled cons~stent mass matrix than is required 
w~th the d~agonal assembled lumped mass matr~x. Also, the reference 6t ~s ~n­
versely proport~onal to the maximum frequency in the assembled fin~te-element 
model. The max~um frequency when using cons~stent mass modeling ~s larger 
than that calculated when using the present lumped mass modeling.+ This 
could, in effect, reduce the maximum allowable time-step s~ze for convergence 
and/or stab~l~ty and thereby ~ncrease computat~on costs. 
Because of ~ts relative eff~c~ency, lumped mass modeling ~s often used 
and comparat~ve studies (e.g., Refs. 1 and 19-23) suggest that little or no loss 
~n solut~on accuracy will be observed. Generally, computer core storage limita-
tions dictate that lumped mass model~ng be used. Theoret~cal-exper~mental corre-
lat~on stud~es carr~ed out us~ng the PLATE program suggest that lumped mass 
model~ng is both accurate and adequate when us~ng relat~vely refined meshes. How-
ever, ~f computer storage l~m~tations perm~t, the user may w~sh to carry out a 
ser~es of comparat~ve stud~es to assess the relat~ve merits of the two mass models. 
4.8.4 Select~on of Output Opt~ons 
Numerous useful opt~ons have been prov~ded for the user wh~ch calculate 
and pr~nt d~splacement, strain, react~on force, and system energy ~nformat~on 
at user-spec~f~ed ~ntervals. The def~n~t~on of these e~ght opt~ons (IOPl, 
IOP2, ... rOP8) ~s g~ven on Card 51 of Subsect~on 4.2. Each opt~on ~s useful, 
but not always necessary, and the user should be aware of the cost vs. value 
of each opt~on before ~t ~s specified. The purpose of the present subsect~on 
~s to d~scuss the ~pl~cat~ons of each opt~on in terms of lines of output, 
+ See Subsect~on 2.5.3 of Ref. 11 and Refs. 19-23. 
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computat~on t~e, and core storage. The question of the relat~ve value of 
the output options (~n part~cular for stra~n output) w~ll be taken up in the 
next subsect~on. 
In some ~stallations, a portion of the cost of computing is related 
to the number of l~nes (or pages) of printout generated. In the follow~ng 
table, the number of l~nes of output generated by each output opt~on at each 











Nodal d~splacements and 
current locat~on 
Element centro~dal stra~ns 
Gauss~an stat~on stra~ns on 
user-spec~f~ed elements 
Stra~ns at user-spec~f~ed loca-
tions 
Reaction forces at constra~ned 
nodes 
Gaussian station strains on 
user-spec~f~ed stiffeners 
System energ~es 










In terms of computer core storage requlrements, only Optlons lOPS and 
lOPS requ~re addlt~onal storage (see Subsect~on 4.5); Opt~on lOPS requlres 
S*MNNSA addltional words of storage and Optlon lOPS requ~res NBE*(MBWE+3) ad-
dlt~onal words of storage, where the var~ables MNNSA, NBE, and MBWE are de-
flned·in Subsect~on 4.5. The use of Opt~on lOPS w~ll requ~re slgn~flcantly 
more add~tlonal core storage than the use of Optlon lOPS. 
The ~nformatlon pr~nted when Optlons IOPl, IOP2, and IOP3 are exerclsed 
~s avallable at the t~e of output and no add~t~onal computatlons are requlred. 
However, the ~nformat~on requlred for Optlons IOP4 through rops must be calcu-
lated at each pr~ntout cycle before ~t can be pr~nted; thus, addlt~onal com-
putation t~e w~ll be required ~f any of these optlons ~s exerclsed. 
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Exper~ence to date suggests that these options do not add a sign~f~cant amount 
of computat~on t~e, part~cularly ~f the number of pr~ntout cycles ~s only a 
small percentage of the total number of cycles (e.g. I pr~ntout cycle every 
5 time cycles). 
Total l~nes of printout and total add~t~onal computat~on t~e w~ll be 
dependent on both the op~ons selected as well as the total number of pr~ntout 
cycles requested. Both w~ll often be dictated by the type of response ~nforma­
t~on be~ng sought and the degree of def~n~t~on requ~ed ~n the t~e response. 
In general, it ~s recommended that d~splacement (IOPl) and system energy (IOP7) 
output be obta~ned for each run of the PLATE program. In view of ~ncreased 
storage and computat~on t~e, react~on force output (rOPS) should be sought 
only when necessary. Some form of stra~n output (IOP2, IOP3, IOP4, IOP6, 
and lOPS) should be obtained for each run of the PLATE program. A d~scuss~on 
of strain calculat~on and ~nterpretation ~s g~ven ~n the next subsec~on~ ~t 
~s ~portant that the user understand these areas so that eff~c~ent use may be 
made of the stra~n output opt~ons. 
4.8.5 Comments on Stra~n Calculat~on 
The PLATE program prov~des opt~ons wh~ch allow the user to obta~n stra~n 
output at element centro~ds, element Gauss~an stat~ons, nodal po~nts, st~ffener 
Gauss~an stat~ons, as well as other user-specif~ed locat~ons. Th~s flex~b~l~ty 
can be of great value to the user but care should be taken ~n the select~on and 
~nterpretat~on of these stra~n results. 
The strain-d~splacement relation employed for the present rectangular 
plate elements ~s given ~n Append~ A. Some nonl~near terms have been 1ncluded ~n 
the membrane strains, but only l~near terms are ~ncluded 1n the bending be-
hav~or. Thus, the membrane nonl~near~t~es have been assumed to be more s1gn~f~­
cant than bend~ng nonl~nearit~es. The calculated d~str~ut~on of stra~n may be 
qu~te d1fferent from element to element and in general will be d~fferent than 
the "exact" d~str~but~on; ~n the present f~n~te-element model the predicted 
stra~n d1stribut~on approx~ates the actual stra~n d~str~ut~on in an average 
(integral) sense, and not 1n a po~ntw1se sense. Although the calculated stra1n 
d~str1but10n may agree w~th the exact d~str~but~on at one or more po~nts w~th~n 
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an element, the locat~on of these "best" po~nts for mon~tor~ng stra~ns cannot 
be read~ly deterrn~ned. Also, stra~ns w~ll not be cont~nuous along ~nterelement 
boundar~es or at nodes where two or more elements are Jo~ned. 
Because of these facts, certa~n precaut~ons should be taken by the user 
when assessing straind~str~butions~n space and/or t~e. The type and amount 
of stra~n output w~ll depend on the problem be~ng considered and the reg~on of 
the structure under closest scrutiny. If general stra~n d~stribut~on ~nforrna-
t~on ~s sought over a large port~on of the structure. If deta~led stress 
d~str~bution ~nformat~on at var~ous time ~nstants ~s sought over a small 
reg~on of the structure, then both nodal average stra~ns and Gauss~an 
stat~on stra~ns for elements ~n th~s small reg~on could be employed. In 
e~ther case, when these calculated values are plotted, the analyst can 
then make a reasonable "fa~red" est~mate of the "proper" distr~but~on. It 
should be noted that severe stra~n grad~ents w~th~n an element do not 
necessar~ly ~nd~cate poor behav~or of the solution; however, ~t is ~n these 
reg~ons where the analyst must excercise the greatest caution in making a 
reasonable fa~red est~mate of the proper d~str~but~on. 
If stra~n t~e-h~story ~nformat~on ~s requ~red at var~ous po~nts on the 
structure, these po~nts may be spec~fied as add~t~onal stra~n po~nts (~f the 
po~nt does not already fall at or near a nodal po~nt or element centro~d) and 
the t~e h~stor~es can be obtained d~rectly. Two recommendat~ons should, 
however, be followed whenever stra~n t~e-h~story data are sought. F~st, it 
~s recommended that spat~al d~stributions near these po~nts of interest be 
obta~ned at several t~me ~nstants to assess whether or not the stra~n at the 
po~nt of ~nterest ~s ~n reasonable agreement w~th the curve-fitted (or fa~red) 
d~str~ut~on ~n that reg~on of the structure. Second, ~f a po~nt of ~nterest 
falls near a node, nodal average stra~n ~nformat~on at that node should be 
preferred over the stra~n ~nformat~on obta~ned near the node (wh~ch ~s not 
averaged); ~n general, for elements (such as those ~n the PLATE program) ex-
h~b~t~ng discontinuous stra~ns at ~nterelement boundar~es (and therefore also 
at nodes), average stra~n values at nodes (or ~nterelement boundar~es) should 
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be preferred over the stra~n values evaluated near the node (or ~nterelement 
boundary) us~ng only the stra~n d~str~but~on from one element. If these steps 
are followed, a reasonable eng~neering assessment of stra~n informat~on should 
be obta~ned. 
The equat~ons ~n Append~x A have been developed w~th~n the assumption of 
large deflect~ons but small strains. Thus, reliable results may not be obtained 
~n local~zed reg~ons where large stra~ns are pred~cted. The actual strain level 
at wh~ch the "small stra~n" assumpt~on becomes invalid has been ex~ned and 




USE OF THE CIVM-PLATE PROGRAM 
5.1 Introduct~on 
The CIVM-PLATE computer program ~s des~gned to pred~ct the large-
deflect~on, elast~c-plast~c, trans~ent responses of ~n~tially-flat st~ffened 
or unst~ffened plates subJected to impact by a single ~dealized rig~d 
spher~cal fragment. Much of the programm~ng log~c used ~n the CIVM-PLATE 
computer program ~s ~dent~cal to that used in the PLATE program, as ev~denced 
by the large number of computer subrout~nes common to both programs (Sect~on 3). 
The two key d~fferences between the PLATE code and the CIVM-PLATE code 
are: (1) the PLATE program ~s des~gned to pred~ct trans~ent responses of 
in~t~ally-flat plate structures subJected to prescr~bed ~n~t~al veloc~ty 
distr~butions and/or prescr~bed externally-appl~ed forces, whereas the 
CIVM-PLATE program ~s des~gned to pred~ct trans~ent responses of init~ally­
flat plates subjected only to s~ngle fragment ~pact, and (2) the PLATE 
program allows the user to choose e~ther cons~stent or d~agonal~zed lumped 
mass modelling, whereas the CIVM-PLATE program uses only a d~agonal~zed 
lumped mass model. 
User ~nteract~on w~th the CIVM-PLATE program ~s reduced (by compar~son 
w~th that requ~red for the PLATE program) to the follow~ng two tasks: 
(1) Preparat~on of ~nput data cards 
(2) D~ens~on~ng of arrays ~n the dummy ma~n program. 
These two tasks are essentially ~dentical to the correspond~ng tasks requ~red 
when us~ng the PLATE program. In the PLATE program, the user ~s required to 
prepare internal log~c for subrout~nes INCOND and EXTL to def~ne the ~n~t~al 
veloc~ty distribut~on and externally-appl~ed force d~str~bution. These types 
of load~ng are not included in the CIVM-PLATE program and thus no preparation 
of ~nternal log~c ~s requ~red to use the CIVM-PLATE program; ~nstead, the 
user ~s requ~red to prepare additional ~nput data cards (as descr~bed in 
Subsect~on 5.2) to def~ne the geometry, ~n~t~al pos~tion, and ~n~t~al veloc~ty 
components of the r~g~d spherical fragment, and several coll~s~on parameters. 
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W~th respect to structural geometry, nomenclature, and number~ng conven-
t~ons, mater~al propert~es, t~e-step information, and output opt~ons, the 
CIVM-PLATE program is ~dent~cal to the PLATE program. The discussions ~n 
Subsect~on 4.1 on the use of auto-mesh generation versus the use of manual 
mesh generat~on, conventions adopted in the auto-mesh and manual-mesh genera-
t~on subrout~nes, number~ng convent~on for st~ffeners, and storage of the 
assembled stiffness matr~x apply equally to the CIVM-PLATE program; the user 
may w~sh to rev~ew th~s ~nformat~on before attempt~g to run the CIVM-PLATE 
code. Also, a general overv~ew of the coll~sion-~nteract~on analysis and 
solut~on procedure ~s g~ven ~n Subsect~ons 2.4 and 2.5, and the equations on 
wh~ch the CIVM-PLATE program ~s based are developed and d~scussed in 
Append~x B. 
5.2 Input Informat~on and Procedure 
The structural geometry, nomenclature, mater~al propert~es, output 
opt~ons and time step ~nput requ~red for a run of the CIVM-PLATE code ~s 
ident~cal to that requ~red for a run of the PLATE code. For a run of the 
CIVM-PLATE code us~ng the auto-mesh generat~on procedure, cards 1 through 65 
of Subsect~on 4.2 are input exactly as g~ven ~n Subsect~on 4.2 with the 
follow~g mod~f~cat~ons/add~tions: 
(1) Cards 1 and 2 of Subsect~on 4.2 are modif~ed as shown below. 
(2) Cards 66 through 72 are added follow~ng card 65 of Subsect~on 4.2 
If the manual mesh generat~on procedure ~s used, the ~nput data presented ~n 
Subsect~on 4.2 are mod~f~ed exactly as descr~bed in Subsect~on 4.3; the above 
mod~ficat~ons/add~t~ons requ~red for the CIVM-PLATE program st~ll apply. The 
var~ables to be punched on the nth data card are shown, and to the r~ght ~s 
the format to be used for that card; the def~n~tion of and some restr~ct~ons 
for each var~able are g~ven below. 
Card 1 (Replaces Card 1 of Subsect~on 4.2) 



















Array d~ension parameters as defined on Card 1 
of Subsect~on 4.2 
An array dimension parameter used in the dummy 
ma~ program and defined as the estimated 
max~um number of nodes wh~ch w~ll be affected 
by a s~ngle impact. 
2 (Replaces Card 2 of Subsect~on 4.2) 20I4 
IMESH, IMCONT, I PUNCH 
IMESH } Mesh, cont~nuat~on, and punched output opt~ons as IMCONT def~ed on Card 2 of Subsect~on 4.2 IPUNCH 
66 (Follows Card 65 of Subsect~on 4.2) 










VF (2) , 
} 
5D16.7 
The global X, Y, and Z coord~nates respect~vely, of 
the centro~d of the spher~cal fragment at t~e zero. 
These coord~nates must be chosen so that no plate/ 
fragment overlap occurs at t~e zero. 
VF (3) 5D16.7 
The translat~onal veloc~ty components (~n/sec) of 
the fragment ~n the global X, Y, and Z d~rect~ons, 
respect~vely, at time zero. 
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Card 68 
OMEGF(l), OMEGF(2), OMEGF(3) 5D16.7 
where 
OMEGF(l) } OMEGF (2) OMEGF (3) 
Card 69 











The rotat~onal veloc~ty components (rad/sec) of the 
fragment about the global X, Y, and Z direct~ons, 
respect~vely, at t~e zero. 
5D16.7 
The rad~us of the spher~cal fragment (~n). 
2 The total mass of the spher~cal fragment (lb-sec I~n). 
The mass moment of ~ert~a of the fragment about its 
2 
c.g. (lb-sec -~n). 
5D16.7 
The coeff~cient of rest~tution between the fragment 
and the impacted plate ~nner surface: O~COEFR~l, 
1 for perfectly elast~c, 0 for perfectly ~nelast~c, 
O<COEFR<l for ~ntermediate. 
The coeffic~ent of fr~ct~on between the fragment 
and the plate inner surface. 
The rad~us of a c~rcle from the point of ~pact on 
the plate by the fragment to the "boundary of the 
~pact-affected reg~on for a s~ngle ~pact". 
= 0 means that Leff ~s assumed to be [ E 2 Jl / 26t 
P (l-\I ) 
= 
o 
and is calculated internally, where E ~s the elast~c 
modulus, \I ~s the Po~sson rat~o, Po ~s the mass per 
un~t ~n~t~al volume of the plate mater~al, and 6t 
~s the t~me-step s~ze. 
a spec~fied value that ~s used in place of and 
supersedes the above est~mate for L
eff : as argued 
~n Subsect~on 2.5.2 of Ref. 11, a phys~cally 
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Card 71 





plaus~ble value ~s Leff = nh ~ndependent of the 
t~e step s~ze, where h ~s the plate th~ckness 
and n may be spec~f~ed as some pos~t~ve number 
such as 2, 2.5 ••• or some other selected value 
(n=2 is often used). Any other prescr~ed value 
could be selected by the user. 
20I4 
A parameter which ~nd~cates the type of symmetry 
option elected for the present ~pact analys~s 
= 0 ~f no symmetry opt~on is employed. 
= I ~f the s~ngle symmetry opt~on 1.S employed. 
= 2 if the double symmetry opt~on is employed. 
A parameter used in conJunct~on W1.th the s~ngle 
symmetry opt~on (1.f NSYM=I) to denote the plate 
s~de number wh~ch 1.5 a line of symmetry. 
= 0 if NSYM=O or NSYM=2 is employed 
= I if plate s1.de number I (i.e. the global X-axis) 
~s the l~ne of single symmetry. 
4 ~f plate s~de number 4 (~.e. the global Y-ax~s) 
~s the l~ne of s~ngle symmetry. 
A parameter wh~ch 1.nd~cates whether or not ~pact 
inspection and correct~on ~s to be followed for the 
ent1.re response h~story. 
= 0 if impact inspection and correct1.on 1.5 to be 
followed at all t~e 1.nstants. 
= I if ~pact 1.nspect~on and correction 1.S to be 
term~nated once the fragment k~net~c energy 1.5 
less than a spec~fied fract1.on of the fragment 
k1.net~c energy at t~e zero. 
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The single symmetry option (~.e. NSYM=l) can be exerc~sed only when the 
follow~ng cond~t~ons are sat~sfied: 
(1) The plate ~s rectangular (or square) w~th no cutouts, and half 
of the plate ~s modeled (~.e. the analys~s is carr~ed out for 
one half of the plate w~th one boundary of the half-plate model 
be~ng a symmetry boundary). 
(2) In~tial and subsequent fragment/plate coll~s~ons occur along the 
line of symmetry (plate s~de 1 if IPSS=l, or plate side 4 ~f 
IPSS=4). 
(3) The ~nitial posit~on and veloc~ty components for the fragment must 
be spec~fied ~n a fashion cons~stent w~th the assumpt~on of mot~on 
wh~ch ~s symmetr~c w~th respect to the global X ax~s (~f IPSS=l) 
or w~th respect to the global Y ax~s (~f IPSS=4). 
These cond~t~ons and other convent~ons adopted ~n the CIVM-PLATE code dictate 
some of the ~nput which must be spec~fied as follows (~f NSYM=l on Card 71): 
(1) IMESH on Card 2 must be set equal to 0 or 1 so that the auto-mesh 
generat~on subrout~ne ~s exerc~sed. 
(2) If IMESH=O is specified, then the global X and Y coordinates of 
node 1 of the structure must be specif~ed to be 0.0 (locat~ng the 
or~gin of the global X-Y system at node 1). Th~s ~s accompl~shed 
by sett~ng XG(l)=O.O on Card 5 and YG(l)=O.O on Card 6. 
(3) The symmetry boundary condit~on must be chosen for the plate s~de 
wh~ch ~s the l~ne of symmetry. Th~s ~s accomplished by setting 
NCSB(l)=l on Card 7 ~f IPSS=l (global X ax~s ~s the l~ne of 
symmetry) or by sett~ng NCSB(4)=1 on Card 7 ~f IPSS=4. 
(4) The centro~d of the fragment must be located along the l~ne of 
symmetry. Thus, YF=O.O must be specif~ed on Card 66 ~f IPSS=l 
or XF=O.O must be spec~fied on Card 66 ~f IPSS=4. 
(5) The translat~onal veloc~ty components of the fragment must be 
cons~stent w~th the s~ngle symmetry opt~on. If IPSS=l (global 
X ax~s ~s the l~ne of symmetry) then the Y-component must be zero; 
th~s ~s accompl~shed by sett~ng VF(2)=0.0 on Card 67. If IPSS=4 
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(global Y axis ~s the line of symmetry) then the X-component must 
be zero; this is accompl~shed by setting VF(l)=O.O on Card 67. 
(6) The rotat~onal veloc~ty components of the fragment must also be 
consistent w~th the s~ngle symmetry opt~on. If IPSS=l then the 
components of angular velocity about the X and Z axis must be 
zero -- set OMEGF(l)=O.O and OMEGF(3)=0.0 on Card 68. If IPSS=4 
then the components of angular velocity about the Y and Z axes 
must be zero -- set OMEGF(2)=0.0 and OMEGF(3)=0.0 on Card 68. 
It should be noted that the fragment mass, FMASS, and fragment mass 
moment of ~nert~a, FMOI, ~nput on Card 69 st~ll correspond to the whole 
fragment. If NSYM=l, FMASS and FMOI are ~nternally reduced for the half-
plate (single symmetry) ~pact analys~s. 
The double-symmetry opt~on (~.e. NSYM=2) can be exerc~sed only when 
the follow~ng cond~t~ons are sat~sf~ed: 
(1) The plate ~s rectangular (or square) w~th no cutouts, and a 
quarter of the plate is modeled (~.e. a doubly-symmetr~c fin~te­
element mesh ~s used to model the plate). 
(2) In~t~al and subsequent fragment/plate coll~s~ons occur at the 
center of the plate. 
(3) The only nonzero veloc~ty component of the fragment ~s the 
translat~onal veloc~ty in the global Z d~rect~on. 
These cond~t~ons and other convent~ons adopted in the CIVM-PLATE code 
d~ctate some of the ~nput wh~ch must be spec~f~ed (when NSYM=2) as follows: 
(1) IMESH on Card 2 must be set equal to 0 or 1 so that the auto-mesh 
generat~on subroutine ~s exerc~sed. 
(2) If IMESH=O ~s spec~f~ed, then the global X and Y coord~nates of 
node 1 of the structure must be spec~f~ed to be 0.0 (the or~g~n 
of the global X-Y coord~nates must be located at node number 1, 
wh~ch ~s the center of the plate). Th~s is accompl~shed by 
sett~ng XG(l)=O.O on Card 5 and YG(l)=O.O on Card 6. 
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(3) The symmetry boundary cond~t~on opt~on must be chosen for plate 
s~des land 4; th~s ~s consistent w~th the convention of choos~g 
node number 1 as the center of the plate. Th~s ~s accompl~shed by 
setting NCSB(l)=l and NCSB(4)=l on Card 7. 
(4) The global X and Y coord~nates of the fragment centro~d at t~e 
zero (XF, YF on Card 66) must be set equal to zero (i.e. the 
fragment is located d~rectly below structural node number 1). 
(5) The translat~onal velocity components of the fragment ~n the X 
and Y d~rect~ons (~.e. VF(l) and VF(2) on Card 67) must be set 
equal to zero; the only nonzero component of velocity ~s VF(3) 
~n the Z-direct~on. 
(6) The rotat~onal veloc~ty components of the fragment, OMEGF(l) , 
OMEGF(2), and OMEGF(3) on Card 68 must be set equal to zero. 
It should be noted that the fragment mass, FMASS, ~nput on Card 69 
st~ll corresponds to the whole fragment. If NSYM=2, FMASS ~s ~nternally 
reduced for the quarter model (doubly symmetr~c) ~pact analys~s. 





A factor which, when mult~pl~ed t~es the ~n~t~al 
fragment k~net~c energy, determ~nes when the ~pact 
~nspect~on and correct~on process ~s to be term~nated. 
That is, when the fragment kinet~c energy at a 
particular ~nstant of t~e ~s less than CUTR t~es 
the ~n~t~al fragment k~net~c energy, then no further 
~pact inspect~on/correct~on calculat~ons w~ll be 
made. Note, however, that trans~ent structural 
response calculat~ons may be cont~nued beyond final 
~pact ~nspect~on/correct~on (add~t~onal d~scuss~ons 
of th~s feature ~s g~ven ~n Subsect~on 5.5.2). 
The above ~nput ~s complete for runs of the CIVM-PLATE wh~ch are not 
a cont~nuat~on of a prev~ous run (~.e. for cases when IMCONT=O ~s spec~f~ed 
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on Card 2). For runs wh~ch are a continuat~on of a previous run (~.e. 
IMCONT=l ~s spec~fied on Card 2), the punched deck of cont~nuat~on cards 
from the previous run (obta~ned by sett~g IPUNCH=l on Card 2 for the 
prev~ous run) follows ~ed~ately after Card 72 (or Card 71 ~f ICUT=O ~s 
spec~f~ed on Card 71). 
Some add~t~onal comments related to cont~nuat~on runs should be 
observed. The d~scuss~on (~n Subsect~on 4.4) of ~nput data wh~ch must (or 
may) be changed for cont~nuation runs of the PLATE code should also be 
followed for cont~nuation runs of the CIVM-PLATE code. In add~t~on, the 
follow~ng rules should be observed when prepar~ng ~nput data Cards 66 
through 72 for cont~nuat~on runs of the CIVM-PLATE program: 
(1) Input data on Cards 66 through 70 must be ~dent~cal to that used 
on the ~n~t~al run of the present analys~s (~n wh~ch the deck 
of cont~nuat~on cards was punched). Th~s ~s necessary so that 
the ~n~t~al (t~e zero) k~net~c energy of the fragment may be 
calculated correctly. Input data prov~ded ~n the deck of 
cont~nuat~on cards w~ll then update the fragment posit~on and 
veloc~ty components to the correct values prior to the f~rst 
solut~on time cycle of the cont~nuation run. 
(2) The values of NSYM and IPSS on Card 71 must not be altered for 
cont~nuat~on runs. 
(3) The value of ICUT on Card 71 and/or the value of CUTR on card 72 
may be changed for cont~nuat~on runs. The ~pl~cat~ons of and 
poss~ble reasons for such a change are d~scussed in Subsec-
t~on 5.5.2. 
5.3 Gu~del~nes for User-Prepared Array Dimensions 
The second (and f~nal) task required to run the CIVM-PLATE program ~s 
the ass~gn~ng of f~xed dimens~ons to arrays ~n the dummy ma~n program 
assoc~ated with the CIVM-PLATE code. Th~s task ~s essent~ally ~dent~cal to 
the d~ens~on~ng task assoc~ated w~th the PLATE code, and the user should 
consult Subsect~on 4.5 for a general d~scuss~on of gu~del~nes to be followed 
~n the preparat~on of array dimens~ons. 
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A l~st~ng of a dummy ma~n program for the CIVM-PLATE program ~s 
g~ven on the next page. The arrays to be d~ens~oned are shown and the~r 
d~ens~ons are g~ven ~n terms of a set of problem-dependent parameters. The 
def~n~t~ons of these parameters are also shown ~n the l~st~ng. The user ~s 
requ~red to prepare a FORTRAN IV DIMENSION statement ~nc1uding all arrays 
shown ~n the sample DIMENSION statement; problem dependent parameters are 
replaced by the f~xed value of each parameter for the problem be~g cons~dered. 
The user will note that all parameters, except NIAN, have also been used 
~n the dummy ma~n program associated w~th the PLATE program (aga~n as a 
result of the general similarity between the two codes). Some addit~ona1 
discussion of the parameter NIAN ~s perhaps necessary. As ~nd~cated ~n the 
l~sting,the parameter NIAN ~s def~ed as the est~ated max~um number of nodes 
wh~ch will be affected by a s~ng1e ~pact, and may be est~ated as follows. 
When plate/fragment impact occurs, the coord~nates of the po~nt of ~pact on 
the plate are determined. The ~pact-affected reg~on of the plate ~s then 
def~ned as that reg~on falling w~th~n a c~rcle of radius L
eff • All nodes 
wh~ch fall w~th~n th~s c~rc1e of rad~us Leff are cons~dered to be ~pact­
affected nodes (see Append~x B for add~t~ona1 details). 
In general, the prec~se locat~on of all ~pacts ~s not known a pr~or~. 
Thus, the user should first select Leff (see Card 70) and then assume that 
an ~pact will occur ~n the reg~on of the plate having the most dense popu1a-
t~on of nodes (~.e. that region hav~ng the most h~gh1y refined mesh). The 
number of nodes fal1~ng w~th~n the impact-affected region for this hypothetical 
(worst-case) plate/fragment impact may be used as a base value for NIAN. 
Those nodes fa11~ng near to the ~pact-affected reg~on could also be ~nc1uded 
in the est~ate of NIAN to prov~de a 1~bera1 est~ate of th~s parameter; ~n 
all cases, the value of NIAN should be overest~ated. Dur~ng each cycle ~n 
wh~ch ~pact occurs, the value of NIAN ~s checked aga~nst the actual number 
of ~pact-affected nodes. If the value of NIAN ~s less than the actual 
number of nodes affected, a message is pr~nted and the run ~s term~nated; 
the actual number of ~pact-affected nodes (for the cycle ~n which the run 

























































CIVM-PLATE 1 COMPUTER CODE. IMANOOOO 
IMANOOOI 
IMANOOO: HI I S DUMM Y MA I N P flOt. II I\M 
HIESE SUlllmUTlNES: 
lOr! lIlE CIVM PLATE PHUGnAM IIEQUIRt:S 
AnnT,ASSCMK,OCONMK,COLLSN,CAROW.FACT,GAU5S,IFRAG, 
IMAINP,I~PACT,lMPDS, IMP~S, INrRAC,lPRINl,LMASSP, 
ME SHIlA, MESIIPM. OlilULT , PRO TOP ,PS TBN ,BeaN, RPLATE ,SFDM, 
so LV, SPR INC, STIlLSA, S TrH:SC. STilESI' , 1 STEP. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE FOR CIVM PLATE PROGRAM - FULL MODEL. 
S~ALL STRAIN FORMULATION VERSION WRITTEN BY R. L. SPILKER 
ASRL TR t54-14 .••••.. 0RIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 














DUMMY MAIN PROGRAM WHICH PROVIDES DIMENSIONS FOR THOSE ARRAYS IMAN0016 
(VECTORS) WHOSE DIMENSIONS ARE PROBLEM DEPENDENT. IMAN0017 
THE FOLLOWING ARRAYS MUST BE DIMENSIONED BY THE USER AS SHOWN; IMAN0018 
DIMENSION DELD(NDT),DIS(NDT),DISP(NDT),DISM1(NDT),DISM2(NDT). IMAN0019 
FLN(NOT),FLVA(NDT),FLVM(NDT),fLVP(NDT),VCL(NDT),ICOL(NDT), IMAN0020 
















TOTAL NUMBER OF NODES IN THE ASSEMBLED FINITE-ELEMENT MODELIMAN0033 
TOTAL NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN THE ASSEMBLED FINITE-IMAN0034 
ELEMENT MODEL = 6*NNT. IMAN0035 
= ESTIMATED NUMBER OF WORDS OF STORAGE FOR THE ASSEMBLED IMAN0036 
STIFFNESS MATRIX (LOWER TRIANGLE STORED BY ROWS fROM FIRST IMAN0037 
NONZERO TERM). IMAN0038 
MAXEL = NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN FINITE-ELEMENT MODEL, IMAN0039 
MNSL ; MAXIMUM NUMDER OF MECHANICAL SUBLAYERS EMPLOYED. IMAN0040 
NOTE-- MNSL MUST BE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 5. IMAN0041 
NB = ESTIMATED NUMBER OF CONSTRAINED DEGREES OF FREEDOM PRIOR IMAN0042 
TO ELIMINATION OF DUPLICATES, IMAN0043 
NilE ~ ESTIMATED NUMBER OF CONSTRAINED DEGREES OF FREEDOM AFTER JMAN0044 
ALL DUPLICATES HAVE BEEN ELIMINATED (IF IOP5 = I), IMAN0045 
1 IF IOP5 : 0 IMAN0046 
MB~JE = ESTIMATED MAXIMUM BANDWIDTH OF ASSEMBLED STIFFNESS MATRIX IMAN0047 
AT A CONSTRAINED DEGREE OF fREEDOM (IF lOPS ~ 1). IMAN004B 
~ 1 IF lOPS. 0 IMAN0049 
MNXST = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF X-DIRECTION STIFFENERS. JMAN0050 
= 1 IF NO X-DIRECTION STIFFENERS. IMAN0051 




C 1 IF NO Y-DIRECTION STIFFENERS. IMAN0053 
C NRSS TOTAL NUMOER OF ELEMENT SIDES ON WHICH LINE RESTORING IMAN0054 
C SPRINGS ARE LOCATED. IMAN0055 
C 1 IF NO RESTORING SPRINGS ARE PRESENT. IMAN0056 
C MNSLT4 4.MNSL IMAN0057 
C MNNSA MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NODES REQUESTED FOR STRAIN OUTPUT IMAN0056 
C (IF IOPS=I) IMAN0059 
C NIAN ESTIMATED MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NODES WHICH WILL BE AFFECTED IMAN0060 
C OY A SINGLE IMPACT. IMAN0061 
IMPLICIT REAL+S(A-H,O-Z) IMAN0062 
DIMENSION DELD(450),DIS(450),DISP(450),DISM1(450),DISM2(450), IMAN0063 
2FLN( 4 50) ,FL VAl 450) ,FLVM (450) , F LVP( 4 50) ,VEL (450) , ICOL( 450) , IMAN0064 
3INUM(450),KROW(450),NDEX(450),STF(16335),AMASS(450), IMAN0065 
4NP(4,56),NODE(1344),TAUSS(56,12,9),TAUSE(56,12,9),TAUEE(56,12,9), IMAN0066 
5EPSSI (9,56) ,EPSSO(9,56) ,EPEEI (9,56),EPEEO(9,56) ,EPSEI(9,56), IMAN0067 
6EPSEO (9,56) ,NBC(60), OCt 60), RFM( 1 ,I) ,I LAST( 1) ,UCFl (1) ,UCF2( 1), IMAN0068 
7XG(75),YG(75),ZG(75),XGI(75),YGI(75),TAGSS(I,12,3),LNXS(l), IMAN0069 
OXSPROP (7,1) ,MATXS ( I) , TSGEE( 28,12,3) , LNYS (28) ,YS PROP( 7,28) ,MATYS(28IMAN0070 
9) , LNR S (28) , I SRS (28) ,SC ( 5,28) , NVSA( 8) ,NCON (4,8) , PMASS (75) ,VN (3,75) , IMAN0071 
A VNB(3,75),SI(75),NEFF(75),ALPHA(75) IMAN0072 
COMMON/8AS/NDT,NET,MN,N8,NIRREG,MNC IMAN0073 
COMMON /INOUT/ MREAD,MWRITE,MPUNCH IMAN0074 
C DEFINE CARD READER, LINE PRINTER AND LARD PUNCH UNIT NUMBERS. IMAN0075 
MREAD = 5 IMAN0076 
MIJIH T E = 6 IMAN0077 
MPUNCH = 7 IMAN007B 
READ(MREAD,500)MAXEL,MNSL,MNXST,MNYST,NBE,MBWE,MNC,NIAN IMAN0079 
500 FORMAT(8IIO) IMAN0080 
WRITE(MWRITE,600) IMANOOBI 
WRITE(MWRITE,610) MAXEL IMANOOB2 
WRITE(~WRITE,620) MNSL IMANOOB3 
WRITE(MWRITE,630) MNXST IMANOOB4 
WRITE(M~RITE,640) MNYST IMANOOB5 
WRITE(MWRITE,650) NOE IMANOOB6 
~RITE(MWRITE,660) MBWE IMANOOB7 
WRITE(MdRITE,610) MNC IMANOOBB 
WRITE(MWRITE,680) NIAN IMANOOB9 
600 FORMAT('1 CIVM-PLATE 1 COMPUTER CODE (SMALL STRAIN THEORY) USER IMAN0090 
+INPUT FOR ARRAY DIMENSIONS') IMAN0091 
610 FORrMT(' ','MAXEL =',110) IMAN0092 
620 FORMAT(' ','MNSL =',110) IMAN0093 
630 FORMAT(' ','MNXST =', I 10) IMAN0094 
640 FOR~.lA T (' ',' MNYST =', I 10) IMAN0095 
650 FORMA T (' ',' NBE =' , 110) IMAN0096 
660 FORrMT(' ','MB\~E =',110) IMAN0097 
670 FORrM T(' ','MNC =', I 10) IMAN009B 
680 FORr.1AT(' ','NIAN .. ', I 10) IMAN0099 
MNSlT4-MNSl*4 IMANOIOO 
CALL IMAINP(DELD,DIS,DISP,DISMI,DISM2,FLN,FLVA,FLVM,FLVP, IMAN010l 
2VEL,ICOL,INUM,KROW,NDEX, STF,AMASS,NP,NOOE,TAUSS,TAUSE,TAUEE, IMAN0102 
3EPSSI,EPSSO,EPEEI,EPEEO,EPSEI,EPSEO,NBC,6C,RFM,ILAST,UCF1,UCf2, IMAN0103 
4XG,YG,ZG,XGI,YGI,TAGSS,LNXS,XSPROP,MATXS,TSGEE,LNYS,YSPROP,MATYS, IMAN010~ 









NOTE: 1. The d1mens10n 3000 for array STF and the dimens10n 84 for 
AMASS were obta1ned by the procedure descr1bed 1n 1tems 
1 through 4 on page 100. Also, see F1gS. 19a and 19b. 
2. For deta11ed 1nstruct10ns on estab11sh1ng d1mensions and 
1nput data, see the example problems discussed in Sect10n 8. 
5.4 Descr~pt~on of the Output 
The pr~nted output generated by the CIVM-PLATE program (as w~th the 
PLATE program) falls into two general categories: (1) ~nit~al output which 
re~terates user-suppl~ed ~nput and def~es addit~onal ~nternally-generated 
data regard~ng geometry, mater~al properties, boundary cond~tions, output 
opt~ons, and t~mew~se solut~on parameters, and (2) solut~on output generated 
at user-spec~f~ed t~e ~ntervals and correspond~ng to those output opt~ons 
exerc~sed by the user. In both of these categor~es, the output generated ~s 
essent~ally ~dent~cal to that generated by the PLATE program; only those 
d~fferences between the output generated by the two codes w~ll be d~scussed. 
All of the in~t~al output generated by the PLATE program ~s also auto-
mat~cally generated by the CIVM-PLATE program. The reader should refer to 
Subsect~on 4.7 for a complete descript~on of th~s ~n~t~al output. In 
addit~on, the ~n~t~al output now reiterates the data suppl~ed for the fragment 
geometry, propert~es, ~n~t~al locat~on, and ~n~t~al veloc~ty components, as 
well as the coll~s~on parameters spec~fied by the user. Also, the ~n~t~al 
kinetic energy of the fragment is calculated and output. The user should 
note that a reference t~me step s~ze w~ll always be calculated and output 
because the CIVM-PLATE code always uses a d~agonalized lumped mass model. 
Solut~on data output at user-spec~f~ed t~e intervals and cons~st~ng of 
that data requested by the user through the appropr~ate select~on of output 
opt~ons ~s also essent~ally ~dentical to that generated by the PLATE program; 
the user should consult Subsect~on 4.7 for a description of th~s output. In 
addit~on to the user-selected output data, the follow~ng data are printed at 
each regularly-scheduled pr~nt cycle: 






Z-LOC VEL-X VEL-Y VEL-Z OMEGA-X OMEGA-Y OMEGA-Z 
[ZF] [VF(l)] [VF(2)] [VF(3)] [OMEGF(l)] [OMEGF(2)] [OMEGF(3)] 
The current global X, Y, and Z components, respec-
t~vely, wh~ch locate the c.g. of the spherical 
fragment. 
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VF(l) } The current translat~onal velocity components in the VF(27 global X, Y, and Z d~rect~on, respect~vely, of the VF(3) fragment. 
OMEGF(l) } The current angular veloc~ty components about the OMEGF(2) global X, Y, and Z axes, respect~vely, of the OMEGF(3) fragment. 
The system energy output generated by the CIVM-PLATE code ~s slightly 
d~fferent from that generated by the PLATE code and appears as follows: 
SYSTEM ENERGIES (IN-LB) 
FRAG TRANSLATIONAL KINETIC ENERGY 
FRAG ROTATIONAL KINETIC ENERGY 
WORK INPUT TO STRUCTURE 
STRUCTURE KINETIC ENERGY 
STRUCTURE ELASTIC ENERGY 
STRUCTURE PLASTIC ENERGY 








The parameters EWORK, CINET, ELAST, PLASW, and SPREN are def~ned ~n 
Subsect~on 4.7, and the parameters CINFTN and CINFRT are def~ned, respec-
t~vely, as the translat~onal and the rotat~onal k~net~c energy of the fragment 
at the current t~rne. Note that for the present ~rnpact analys~s the current 
total work ~nput to the plate structure ~s the d~fference between the 
~n~t~al (t~rne zero) k~net~c energy of the fragment and the current k~net~c 
energy of the fragment. Also the total plastic work done on the structure 
~s calculated ~ndirectly by PLASW = EWORK - (CINET + ELAST + SPREN). Thus, 
~f the coeff~c~ent of rest~tut~on, e, has been ass~gned a value in the range 
~e<l (correspond~ng to an ~nelast~c coll~s~on), then the energy loss ~n 
each ~nelastic coll~s~on w~ll be included ~n the total plast~c work wh~ch 
~s output. 
In add~t~on to the above ~nformat~on which ~s pr~nted at each des~red 
t~rne cycle, whenever there ~s an ~mpact the follow~ng ~nforrnat~on ~s pr~nted 
out: 
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IMPACT IT = [ITIME) ELEMENT = [LNMP) SUBREGION = [NSR) 
GLOBAL IMPACT LOCATION (XN, YN,ZN) = [XN) 
PENETRATION DISTANCE (IN.) = [PEN) 
[YN) [ZN) 















Time cycle number dur~ng wh~ch th~s ~pact 
occurred. 
Element number ~n wh~ch ~pact occurred. 
Tr~angular subregion of element LNMP ~n which 
~pact occurred (equal to 1 or 2 --- see Fig. 6). 
The global X, Y, and Z coord~nates, respect~vely, 
wh~ch locate the po~nt of plate/fragment ~pact. 
Penetration distance which is the amount of 
plate/fragment overlap prior to ~pact correction. 
= The total number of plate/fragment impacts, 
~nclud~ng the present ~pact, wh~ch have occurred. 
If the full model vers~on of the ~mpact subrout~ne ~s be~ng used and ~f 
more than one penetrat~on has occurred, the penetrat~on d~stance (l~ne #3 above) 
w~ll not be pr~nted out because the scheme wh~ch averages the ~mpact locat~on 
does not average the penetrat~on d~stance. 
If one of the symmetry ~pact options has been elected, th~s pr~nted 
output also will include a message ~nd~cating which of the symmetry opt~ons 
is in effect. 
5.5 Guides and Restr~ct~ons for Code Usage 
5.5.1 General Gu~delines 
As a result of the s~~lar~ty between the CIVM-PLATE and PLATE codes, 
most of the d~scuss~on of gu~del~nes for use of the PLATE code (Subsect~on 4.8) 
also apply to the CIVM-PLATE code. In part~cular, the d~scuss1ons on select10n 
of output opt10ns, stra~n calculat10n, and d~ens~on~ng of the assembled st~ff­
ness matr~x apply d~rectly to the CIVM-PLATE program and will be commented 
upon only briefly 1n th~s subsect1on. The selection of a t~e-step S1ze, 6t, 
for the CIVM-PLATE program ~s somewhat more ~nvolved and w~ll be d~scussed ~n 
Subsection 5.5.2. 
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The output options ava~lable ~n the CIVM-PLATE code are ~dent~cal to 
those ava~lable ~ the PLATE program. The d~scuss~on of output opt~ons 
presented ~n Subsect~on 4.8.4 should be followed ~n the select~on of output 
opt~ons for the CIVM-PLATE program. It ~s recommended that d~splacement, 
system energy, and some form of strain output be selected for each run. 
Strain calculat~on ~n the CIVM-PLATE program ~s ~dentical to that of 
the PLATE program and the d~scuss~on ~n Subsect~on 4.8.5 should be followed. 
The recommendat~ons ~n Subsect~on 4.8.5 should be followed more carefully 
when stra~n data are sought near the reg~on of plate/fragment ~pact. Severe' 
strain grad~ents will generally be found ~n th~s reg~on; stra~n d~str~but~ons 
in this reg~on at var~ous t~e ~nstants should be used to supplement stra~n 
t~e-h~story data sought at locat~ons ~n th~s reg~on. 
The techn~que outl~ned in Subsect~on 4.8.1 for determ~n~ng the d~ens~on, 
MNC, of the assembled st~ffness matr~, STF, should aga~n be used w~th the 
CIVM-PLATE program. Note, however, that th~s d~ension now applies only to 
the assembled st~ffness matr~x (array STF) and does not apply to the assembled 
mass matr~ s~nce only lumped mass model~ng ~s used ~n the CIVM-PLATE program. 
5.5.2 Select~on of a T~e-Step Size 
The select~on of a suitable t~e-step s~ze, 6t, ~n the CIVM-PLATE 
program ~s somewhat more ~nvolved as a result of the process used to ~pose 
~pact-~nduced veloc~ty changes on the plate structure and on the fragment. 
S~nce it ~s the veloc~ty changes ~posed on the structure wh~ch affect the 
cho~ce of 6t, attention will be restr~cted to the plate structure ~n the 
present discuss~on. 
As shown ~n Append~x B, the CIVM-PLATE program, 1n effect, employs two 
different t~ew1se operators. For t~e cycles ~n which no plate-fragment 
~pact occurs, the Houbolt operator ~s employed. For t1me cycles ~n which 
plate-fragment impact does occur, the nodal veloc~t1es ~n the 1mpact-affected 
reg10n of the plate are redef1ned to be the post-1mpact veloc1ties (calculated 
by us~ng 1mpulse-momentum -- see Append~x B) and a modif~ed operator ~s used; 
th~s mod1f~ed operator may be v~ewed as a vers~on of that in the Generalized 
Accelerat10n Method. In both cases, the equ~valent loads correspond~ng to 
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large deflection and plast~city effects are approxlmated by using a linear 
extrapolat~on of the~r values at the prev~ous two time ~nstants. 
To assess the stability of th~s modif~ed operator compared w~th that 
of the Houbolt operator, a s~mple one degree-of-freedom cub~c-hardening 
spr~ng-mass system subJected to a prescr~ed init~al velocity was analyzed 
us~g each of these operators1 linear extrapolation was used to est~te 
the nonlinear equ~valent loads. For the part~cular problem being cons~dered, 
the solut~on obta~ned by us~ng the modif~ed operator became unstable for a 
~t value approxlmately half that of the ~t value at wh~ch the solution using 
+ the Houbolt operator became unstable. Quant~tat~vely, these results suggest 
that for the same plate structure, an analys~s by the CIVM-PLATE program will 
requ~re a smaller ~t than an equ~valent analys~s by the PLATE program. 
Problems of stabil~ty of the mod~f~ed operator are most l~kely to occur 
~f the modif~ed operator ~s used every cycle for many cycles (~.e. ~f lmpact 
occurs on many success~ve cycles). Such ~nstab~l~t~es have been observed 
dur~ng theoret~cal-experlmental correlat~on studies us~ng the CIVM-PLATE 
code. Spur~ous osc~llat~ons ~n the predicted stra~n tlme-h~stor~es at 
several locat~ons along a narrow plate subJected to normal impact at ~ts 
center were observed at a tlme Just pr~or to fragment rebound. In this case, 
lmpacts had occurred dur~ng each of approxlmately 200 tlme cycles pr~or to 
~nstabil~ty. Once lmpacts stopped (follow~ng fragment rebound), the strain 
tlme-h~stories stab~l~zed, probably as a result of the lmproved stab~l~ty 
of the Houbolt operator. 
Add~t~onal study of the probable sources of th~s ~nstab~l~ty ~s needed. 
Although not conclusive, experience to date suggests that a value of ~t no 
larger than twice the reference tlme step s~ze wh~ch ~s calculated and output 
w~ll y~eld stable solut~ons (recall that lumped mass model~ng ~s used ~n the 
CIVM-PLATE program, and thus a reference t~me step s~ze ~s calculated and 
output on each run of the program). However, the user should mon~tor the 
solut~on output, part~cularly stra~n data, to determ~ne ~f an ~nstab~l~ty 
has occurred. If so, a smaller value of ~t should be used, until the 
~nstabil~ty ~s removed. 
+ Note, however, that no ~terat~ons are be~ng carried out w~thin a g~ven t~me 
step ~t to ach~eve convergence. 
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An alternate, but less appeal~ng, approach for el1minating this 
~nstability has also been included ~n the CIVM-PLATE program. If desired, 
the parameters ICUT on Card 71 and CUTR on Card 72 (see Subsect~on 5.2) can 
be specified such that 1mpact ~spection and correction w~ll be term~nated 
(also terminat~ng the use of the mod~f~ed operator) once the fragment k~net~c 
energy ~s less than CUTR t1mes the ~n~t~al fragment k~net~c energy. Th~s 
approach ~s based on exper~ence to date ~n wh~ch ~nstabil~t~es are generally 
found to occur when only approx1mately 5% of the ~n~t~al k~net~c energy ~s 
left in the fragment (Just pr~or to fragment rebound). In princ~ple, it 
could be argued that one ~s neglect~ng only 5% (for example) of the energy 
~nput to the plate structure and that, ~n fact, a port~on of this energy ~s 
returned to the fragment as the plate and fragment rebound and the plate 
1mparts k~net~c energy to the fragment. However, when a value of CUTR = 0.05 
was used on the prev~ously-ment~oned ~pact analys~s where ~nstab~l~ty was 
observed, it was found that the pred~cted permanent strain levels, although 
stable, were substant~ally less than the experimentally determ~ned stra~n 
levels; when a stable ~t value was used instead of the cut-off opt~on, 
predicted stra~n levels were found to be ~n essent~al agreement with exper~­
mentally-determ~ned stra~n levels. 
As a general rule, ~stab~l~t~es should be el1minated by reduc~ng the 
value of ~t. As a last resort, the cut-off opt~on can be exerc~sed to 
advance the solution beyond the po~nt of ~nstab~l~ty; however, ~n th~s case 
the analyst should be alerted to the poss~le error ~n pred~cted trans~ent 
strain levels (after the opt~on ~s ~posed in the t1mew~se solut~on) and 
permanent stra~n levels. 
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SECTION 6 
COMPLETE FORTRAN IV LISTING OF THE 
PLATE AND CIVM-PLATE PROGRAMS 
6.1 Subprograms Common to both Codes 
The follow~ng 21 subprograms (or subroutine~are common to both the 





























IMPLICIT REAL 6 8(A-H,O-Z) 
ASRL TR 154-14 ...... ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 












DIMENSION STF(I),F(I),ICOL(l), INUM(I),KROW(l),NDEX(l),NODE(l) 
COMMON/BAS/NDT,H~T,MN,NBD,NIRREG,MNC 
COMMON /INOUT/ MAEAD,M~RITE,MPUNCH 
C IN THIS SUBROUTINE, THE MESH NODAL CONNECTIVITY DATA IN NODE(I) IS 
C USED TO ESTABI ISH TH~ POINTER ARRAYS NECESSARY TO LOCATE TERMS IN 
C THE ASSEMBLED STIFFNESS MATRIX (AND MASS MATRIX IF CONSISTENT MA~S 
C I~ USED) STOREO IN COMPACTED VECTOR FORM THE NUMBER OF WORDS OF 
C STORAGE P~QUIREO FOR rHE ASSEMBLRD STIFFNESS MATRIX IS CALCULATED, 
C OUTPUT, AND COMPARED WITH THE USER ESTIMATE, IF THE USER ESTIMATE IS 
C TOO SMALL, A MESS~GE IS OUTPUT AND THE RUN IS TERMINATED 
C THE ASSEMBLED STIFFNESS AND MASS (ONLY FOR LUMPED MASS) MATRICES AND 

















DO 598 I=I,NDT 
ICOL( I );NDT 
DO 500 I=I,NET 
NA=NDT 
11.;\ 1-1 ),.NDPE 
DO 5300 J=I,NDPE 
IIJ.;II+J 
NZ,-NODE(IIJ) 
IF(NA .GT. NZ) NA=NZ 
00500 J;l,NDPE 
I!J=II+J 
.... .,. ,..._,... I .,.,. ~ 
I" ... .I. t.J-a'tvut-\ • .&. U I 
IF( ICO l (NI IJ). GT.NA) ICOL(NIIJ )=NA 
INUM( 1 )=1 
DO 599 I=2,I';DT 
WUI';'\ I );l-ICOL( 1-1 )+INUr~ (1-1) 
DO 591 1=I,NDT 
II';UM(1 )=INUM(I)-ICOL(I) 
MI~; IN'JMUWT) +NDT 
,:RITE(1.H,RI'C,515) r.1N 
FORMATU2X, , MAX SIZE IS ',16) 
IF(MN-MNC) 521,521,5211 
WRITE(M~RITE,520) ~N 
FORMAT(/2X, 'M~=' ,16,' THE DIM OF STIF IS TOO SMALL') 

















































.,..."' ......... "" ...... 





























DO 20 I=l,WlN 
STF(I)=O.O 





SUBROUTINE ASSEMK(EK, STF, 
IMPLICIT REAL.8(A-H,O-Z) 
INUM,NDPE,NODE,N) 
A!>RL TR 154-14 •••••• ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 
COPYRIGHT (e) MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 1980 
e THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED BY BOTH THE PLATE AND THE eIVM PLATE 
C 
C 
























e THIS SUBROUTINE AS!>EMBLES THE ELcMENl ~TIF~NE~~ MATRIX INIU lH~ 































DO 100 I=l,NDPE 
KMA=NO DE l NN+ I ) 
DO 1 00 I I = 1 , I 










ASRL TR 154-14 ..... ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 
COPYRIGHT (C) MASSACHU!>ETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 1980 
C THIS SJBROUTINE IS USED 8~ BOTH THE PLATE AND TME CIv~ ~LMT~ 
C 







e THIS SUBROUTINE l'lPOSES THE BOUNDARY CONDITION CONSTRAINTS (ZERO 
C DISPLACEMENTS) ON THE ASSEMBLED MATRIX (2M/(DELTA T SQUARED)+K) 
C GIVEN IN EQUATION A 114, BY ZEROING THE ROW AND COLUMN (NOT 
C INCLUDING THE DIAGONAL TERM) CORRESPONDING TO EACH CONSTRAINED 
C DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
C 
IF(NB EO O)RETURN 




























IF«NBC(I).LE.l) OR.(ICOL(K).GT.KA»GO TO 100 
MCO=ICOL(K) 












C ASRL TR 154-14 ....•. ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 























DIr.:ENSION STr(l),rIBCtl), ICOL(1 ) ,I:'-IJr.:(l),lL:"::;T(l) ,RFr.1(NLlL:,:'~G':::) ::r.C\:~CO~ 
Cm'~ON/B~S/NDT,NET,MN,NB,NIRREG.MNC EROW0009 
CO~MON /INOUT/ M~EAD.MWRITE.MPUNCH EROW0010 
C EROW0011 
C THIS SUBROUTINE EXTRACTS THE ROWS OF THE ASSEMBLED MATRIX, STF EROW0012 
C (STORED BY ROWS FROM THE FIRST NONZERO TERM TO THE DIAGONAL) EROW0013 
~ C CORRESPOI'.DING TO EACH CONSTRAINED D.O.F .• THE MATRIX RfM(K,J) EROW0014 ~ C CONTAINS THE K-TH ROW OF STF, AND IS USED TO COMPUTE REACTION FORCESEROW0015 
C IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE CONSTRAINED D.O.F. LIST CONTAINS NO EROW0016 
C DUPLICATES EROW0017 
C EROW0018 
IF(NB EQ.O)RETURN EROW0019 
~~w·O EROW0020 
LNI~=O EROW0021 
DO 50 INS=l,NS EROW0022 
K=NSC( INS) EROW0023 
NN=O EROW0024 
C EXTRACT TERMS IN K-TH ROW FROM FIRST NONZERO TERM TO DIAGONAL TERM. EROW0025 
KA~ICOL(K) EROW0026 
DO 10 J=KA,K EROW0027 
NN=~N+l ~onwnn?8 
KK-J+INUMIK) EROW0029 
10 RFM(INS,NN)=STF(KK) EROW0030 
C FIND ROW WHICH HAS LAST NONZERO TERM IN COL. K. EROW0031 
lL=K EROW0032 
IF(K.EQ NDT)CO TO 30 EROW0033 
KA-K+1 EROW0034 
DO 20 I=KA.NDT EROW0035 
IF(K GE.ICOL(I»IL=I EROW0036 
20 CONTINUE EROW0037 
30 lLAST ( INS) = I L EROW0038 
Mr~= I LA STl INS) -ICOL (K )+1 ERO\~0039 
If(""II. LT , .. alH JGO TO 32 ERO..J0040 
MBW=M~ EROW0041 
LNM=K EROW0042 
32 CONTINUE EROW0043 







EXTRACT TERMS IN K-TH COL. FROM (K+l)ST ROW TO LAST NONZERO TERM 
IN K-TH COL.. 
0040I=KA,!L 
NN=NN+l 
IF(K GE ICOL(I»GO TO 35 
RFM(INB,NN)=O.O 






















600 FORM_T('O' ,'MAXIMUM BAND~!DTH OF',I6,2X,'IS FOUND FOR 
2) DEGREE-OF-FREEDO~ NUMBER' ,16) (CONSTRAINEDEROW0059 
610 FORMAT('O',' ••• USER ESTIMATE OF MAX. BANDWIDTH AT A CONSTRAINED 













C ASRL TR 154-14 .... ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM FA('T0003 
C COPYRIGHT (C) MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 1980 FACT0004 
C FACT0005 










THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS TRIPLE-FACTORIZATION ON THE ASSEMBLED 
MATRIX (2M/(DELTA T SQUARED)+K) IN EQUATION A.114, PUTTING IT IN THE 
FORM (L TRANSPQSE).D~L WHERE L IS A LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIX AND 0 IS 
C ;.. ::;r;'uC"AL :,,;..r;;I ". "';"01: ORIGWAL r,::'TRIX IS DESTROYED IN THIS OPERATION. 
C DETAILS OF THE TRIPLE-FACTORING OPERATION MAY BE FOUNO IN NUMEROUS 







PROCESS COLUMN 1 
1=1 
lUET=O 







DO 103 I=2,NROWS 
KN=KN+I-NCOL(I) 
IF (NCOL(I)-1) 103,102,103 
102 STIFM(hN)=STIFM(KN)/STIFM(1) 
103 COI~TlNUE 



































































IF (I M 1 - I' I \ , 50 , 140,140 
DIAGONAL TERMS 
DO 104 J=III,IMl 
IJ=INDEX+J 
ICJJ=IC(J)+J 









STI FM{ I I) =SUM 
OFF Dl~GONAL TERMS 
If (I-NRDl~S) 10B,121,121 
KNDEX=INDEX 




IF (KK-III) 110,130,130 
KK=III 
IF (IM1-KK) 112,131,131 




Su,~=suril+STI F M ( I J). ST I FM( KJ) +S T IFM(ICJJ) 
IF (I - K~) 11 4, 115, 115 
IF{NIRREG .LE 0) GO TO 121 
IF{~I~REG .GT. NROWS/2) GO TO 116 




GO TO 121 
NCK=NCK+l 
IF(NIRREG LT. NCK) GO TO 121 
IPl =KRO''i(~:CK) 
IF(I LT r,COL(Ipl» GO TO 190 
IF ( I P 1 L T K) GO TO 190 
KNDEX= NDEX (N CI{) 
GO TO 109 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(NTAPE6,1000) IROW,TEST,IDET 
FeRMAT (42HOROUNDING ERROR PARAMETER IN FACTORING ROW, 14,2H 




FORMAT (37Hl MATRIX NOT POSITIVE DEFINITE IN ROW,I4) 
WRITE(NTAPE6,1002) SUM 
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ASRL TR 154-14. .. ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 


















THIS SUBROUTINE DEFINES THE LOCATIO~ OF THE GAUSSIAN INTEGRATION 
STATIONS AND THE CORRESPONDING WEIGHTING FACTORS IN ONE DIMENSIONAL 







GO TO( 10,20, :;0,40,50,60) ,N 
GS (1) = 0 000 

























G\J ( 1 ) = G\~ 1 
C\'J(2)=G\J2 




































































































ASRL TR 154-14 .... ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 
COPYRIGHT (C) MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 1980 
THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED BY BOTH THE PLATE AND THE CIVM PLATE 
































C THIS SUBROUTINE FOR~S THE LUMPED (DIAGONAL) MASS MATRIX FOR A PLATE 











uO TO( 10,50.70"NTYPE 
LUMPED MASS FOR PLATE 




DC 20 J=I,3 
JJ=INC+J 
HII l ( J u ) = M.I I / 4 • 0 
DO 30 J=4,5 
JJ=INC+J 
Er,Il (JJ ) =AM2/ 4.0 
H1l( Ir~C+6)=0 0 
GO TO 90 
LUMPED MASS FOR X-DIRECTION STIFFENER 
AMI =CSA*XL 
Ar.12=SMOI*XL 
01 =1 O-SL 
D2=SL 
DO 60 1=1,4 
FCT=D2 












































EI.1L( INC+6)=O 0 
GO TO 90 
LUMP~D MASS FOR Y-DIRECTION STIFFENER 
AMI =CSA~YL 
AM2=SMOI*YL 













MULTIPLY BY DE~SITY FOR THIS ELEMENT. 
DO 100 1=1,24 







ASRL TR 154-14 .. . ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 
















































DWENS ION r'>? (4,1 ) ,NODE ( 1 ) ,XG( 1 ) , YG( 1 ) ,ZG( 1 ) ,NBC ( 1 ) ,BC ( 1 ) ,NCSB( 4) , 
2NC(6),XSPROP(7,1) ,YSPROP(7,1) ,NSC(6,5),NEC(6,5),NBCSC(5), 
3NBCEC( 5) ,XGI (1), YCI (1) ,LNXS( 1) ,LNYS( 1) ,RHC(30) ,RWC(30) ,ECS(30), 
4ANUCS(30),DENCS(30),SLCS(30),XFCST(30),APCST(30) ,MATCS(30), 
5~'ATXS( 1) ,MATYS( 1) 
DATA NSC/1,4,6,3<O,1,2,3,4,5,6,1,2,3,5,6,O,1,2,5,6,2*O,2,3,5,6, 
rn·o/ 








COMMON /INOUT/ ~qEAD,MWRITE,MPUNCH 
THI~ ROUTINE FORMS ~ESH, BOUNDARY CONDITION, AND STIFFENER 
INFO?~~TISN FOR FL~T PL'TE PROBLEM. THE STIFFENERS ARE 
ASSUMED TO BE ORIENTED IN THE X AND Y DIRECTIONS, SPANNING THE 
ENTIRE PLATE AT PRES~NT A MAXIMUM OF 30 STIFFENERS IN EACH 
DIRECTION IS PEPMITTED THE MESH IS MADE UP OF RECTANGULAR 
















































PLATE IS OF UNIFORM THICKNESS. 
IF IMESH=O , A NONU~IFOPM MESH IS A55U~ED. 
IF IMESH=1 , A UNIFORM MESH IS ASSUMED. 













FORM NP( I ,J), I=lOCAL NODE NUMBER, J=ELEMENT NO. 
X-DIR FIRST, Y-OIR. NEXT 
lNU'll=O 
DO 10 NE=I,N[CD 
INCE=(NE-l)*NEADl 
DO 10 NS=I,N:oAD 





fORM NODE VECTO~--- ASSEMBLY LIST 
00301=I,NET 
INCI=( 1-1 ) .. NDPE 
DO 30 J=I,4 
INCJ=( J-I )¥tlDPN 
DO 30 K=I,f'lDPN 
INCIJK=INCI+INCJ+K 
NOOE(INCIJK)=NP(J,I)*NDPN-NDPN+K 
SPACE COORDINATES OF NODES. 
IF( W'=-SH EO. 1 )GO TO 32 
FOR NONUNIFOR~ MESH, READ Y=O NODAL COORDS. AND X.O NODAL COORDS. 
READ(MREAD,510) (XG(!), I=1,NEADt) 
I2=NECD~NEAD 1+1 
READ(MREAO,510) (YG(I), I=I,12,NEADt) 
GO TO 38 
FOR UNIFORM MESH GENERATE THIS INFO AUTOMATICALLY 
ASSUMING FIRST NODE AT (0,0) 
DX=XDI ST /NEAD 
DY=YDIST/NECD 
HXL=DX/2 0 
HYL=DY /2 0 
DO 34 I=I,N[ADI 
l'G(I)=(I-t) .. OX 
DO 36 I=I,NECOI 
12=NEA01 .. I-NEAD 
YG( (2) =( I-I) "OY 
C!:...:... ~!..!T XG, y~, ZG 
DO 40 IY=I,NECDI 
INCY= ( I Y-l ) .. NEAD1 

































































DO 41 I=I,NNT 
XGI(I);XG(I) 
41 YGI(I)=YG(I) 
C BOUNDARY CONDITICNS 
C CONVENTION FOR ~LAT-PLATE BOUNDARY CONDITION OPTIONS, NCBS(SlOE) 
C 0 - FREE 
C 1 - SYt.l,,'E TRY 
C 2 - IDEALLY CLAMPED 
C 3 - PIN~ED-FIXED 
C 4 - PINNED-FREE SLIDING Z-DIRECTION 
C 5 - PINNED-FREE SLIDING/NORMAL (INPLANE) 
REIID("iIRfoAD,5(l0) (NCSB(I). 1;1,4) 
NBT=O 
C SIDE l---Y;O, VARY X 
IF(NCSB(I).EQ 0) GO TO 50 
MM=NCSB(I) 
NIJ=NBC EC (MM) 
DO 42 NS=I.NEADI 
INS=(NS-l )*NDPN 
DO 4'2 I=I,NN 
N6T=NBT+l 
42 N6C(NBT)=I~STNEC(I,MM) 
C SIDE 2--- X=ADIST, VARY Y 
50 IF(NCSB(2) EO.O)GO TO 60 
MM=NCSB(2) 
NIJ=NBC SC (MM) 
5 ~~E~~E~:;!b7~~g~N-NDPN 
DO 52 1=1. NN 
NBT=NBT+l 
52 NBC(NBT)=INE+NSC(I,MM) 
C SIG~ ~--- {-IDIST, ~~R\ X 
60 IF(NCSB(3) EQ O)GO TO 70 
Mr.1=NCS B( 3) 
NN=NBCEC(MM) 
DO 1:'2 NS= 1 ,N EA[)1 
IrlS=N E ADI +r~E CD*NDPN+ (NS-l ) .. NDP N 
DO 62 I=I.NN 
NBT=NBT+l 
62 1~6C(NBT)=WSTNEC(I.M.1) 
C SIDE 4--- X=O. VARY Y 
70 IF(NCSB(4).EQ.0)GO TO 80 
MM=NCS6(4) 
NN=NBCSC(~lIA) 
DO 72 NE=I,NECDI 
INE=(NE-l )*NEAD1*NDPN 




C SORT CONSTRAINED D O.F., LOWEST TO HIGHEST, ELIMINATING DUPLICATES. 
IF(NBT EQ.O)ND=O 
IF(NBT.EQ.O)GO TO 850 
C REMOVE DUPLICATE CONSTRAINED D.O.F. 
NB=1 









































































DO 81 0 J; 1 ,N 6 

















IF(MBT LT NB)GO TO 830 
DO 845 I;I,NB 
845 BC(l);O.ODO 
850 CONTINUE 
INFORMATION FOR STIFFENERS. FOR PRESENT ANALYSIS, EACH AXIAL AND/ 
OR CIRC STIFFENER SPANS ENTIRE DIMENSION OF STRUCTURE. 
READ(MR[AD,500)NAST,NCST 
INFORMATION FOR X-DIRECTION STIFFENERS SPANNING PLATE. 
IF(NAST EO O)GO TO 100 
READ(MREAD,510)(APCST(I) ,I.:l,NAST\ 
READ(MREA:,510) (RHC( I) ,1;1 ,NAST) 
READ(MREAD,510)(RWCII),I;I,NAST) 
READ(MQEAD,510)(ECS(I).I;l,NAST) 
READ(MREAD,510) (AfIUCS(I I. I;l.NAST) 
READ (M READ, 5 10) (DENCS( I ) • 1=1 ,N AST) 
READ\MREAD.510J(XFC~T(I) ,I=l,NAST) 
READ(MREAD, 50») (W,ATCS( I) .I=l.NAsT) 
NII.;O 
DO 115 NES;1 ,NAST 
DO 105 I=l.NECD 
I2;NEADI * 1+1 
AP OS=YG(I2) 
IF(AP05 GE APCST(r~ES»NROW=1 




SLCS(NES)=(2 D04APCST(NES)-YG( Il)-YG(I2»/(YG(I2)-YG(Il» 
DO 115 NS= 1 • N':AD 
!'<N;NN+ 1 
115 LNXS(NN )=(NROW-l).NEAD+NS 
NN=O 
DO 116 I=I,NAST 
DO 116 J.:l,NEAD 
rl~=NN+ 1 
~ATXS(~N);~'TCS(I) 



















































































DO 95 NES=l,NCST 
DO 85 I=I,NEAD 
POS=XG(I+l) 
IF(POS.GE.APCST(NES»NCOL=I 













DO 96 1=I,NCST 
DO 96 u=I,t/ECU 
NN=NN+l 
MATYS(NN)=MATCS(I) 











INFORMATION FOR ADDITIONAL STIFFENERS 
READ(MREAD,500)NAXS,NAYS 
IF\NAXS.EO OIGO TO 125 
READ(MREAD,5DO)(LNXS(u),J=ul,u2) 
READ(MREAD,500) (MATXS(u) ,u=ul, u2) 
DO 122 1=1,7 
READ(I,IREAD,5 10) (XSPROP( I ,u) ,uo: ul • u2) 




READ(rAREAD,500) (MATYS(u) • u=ul. u2) 
~c 127 ! -=1 7 
127 READ(MREAD,510)(YSPROP(I.u).u=ul.u2) 
128 NXST=NXST+NAXS 
NYST=N YST+NA YS 
ON INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS. 











































































00 135 I'<SIOE-I,4 
NN=NCS B (NSI 0 E) 
IF(NN [0.0)WRITE(~~RITE,900)NSIDE 
IF(NN EO.l)WRrTE(M~RITE,901)NSIDE 
IF(NN EO 2\WRITE(MWRITE,902)NSIDE 
IF(NN EQ.3)WRITE(hlWRITE,90J)NSIDE 
IF(NN.EO 4)WRITE(MWRITE,9C4)NSIDE 
IF(NN EO 5)WRITE(MWRITE,905)NSIOE 
IF(NN .EO. 1) 1=1+1 
135 CONTI N LIE 
IF( I EO 0) GO TO 13503 
NO=2*1 
IF(T .EO 2) GO TO 13501 
TY=TYl 
PE=PEl 
GO TO 13502 
13501 TY=1Y2 
PE=PE2 
13502 WRITE(MWRITE,G34) NO,TY,PE 
13503 COtITINUE 
IF(NB EO O)GO TO 136 
WRITE(MWRITE,635)NB 
~JRITE(MI'I!RITE ,636)(NBC(I) ,I"l,NB) 
136 COtHINUE 
IF('~"51.[Q O)G:: TO 150 
WRITE(M~RITE.650) 
WRITE(MWRITE,651) 
00 140 l=l,NXST 
140 WR IT E ( M'IIR 1 T E ,655) I • LNXS ( I) ,MA T XS (I) , (XSPROP (J, 1) ,J= 1 ,7) 
150 IF(N)ST.EQ OIGO TO 170 
WR!TE(M~qITE,660) 
WRITE(M~RITE,661) 




510 FOR~AT(5D16 7) 
600 FORMAT('O', 'AUTO-GENERATED FINITE-ELEMENT MESH INFORMATION FOR 




45X,'Z-POSITION(IN) ,,',015 7/ 
55X, 'TH ICKNESS( IN) ,,',015.7/ 
65X, "OUt~CS MCDULUS(PSI) ,,' ,015.7/ 
75X,'POISSONS RATIO ,,',015.7/ 
85X, 'DEt-.SITY( LB-SEC**2/IN h 4) =',015.7/ 
95X,'NO. OF ELEM. IN X-DIRECTION =',115/ 











































... ,-,.. . ,.. ..... ~ 


















65X,'NO OFDOF/ELEM "',115/ M5PA0328 
C5X,'TOTAL NO. OF ELEMENTS ,,',115/ MSPA0329 
05X,'TOTAL~JO CF8CF :1,I15,' u~o"'03:!~ 
E5X,'NO. OF X-DIR STIFFENERS ,,' ,115/ MSPA0331 
F5X,'NO. OF Y-DIR. STIFFENERS ,,',115) MSPA0332 
















2RE AS FOLLOWS ') MSPA0334 
FORMA q' '.5 X, 'ElE:AErH' • 5X, 'GLOBAL NODE NUMBERS') MSPA0335 
fORI'.AT(' ',5X,I6,5>..,416) MSPA0336 
FORIAAT ('0',' BOUllDARY CONDITIONS (SEE \~RITEUP FOR CONVENTION FOR SIMSPA0337 
2DE NUMBER AND 80U~DARY CONDITION)') MSPA033B 
FORMA T ( '0' , ' S I DE Nur.1EJER' ,5X, ' BOUNDARY COND IT ION' ) MSPA0339 
FORMAT(' ',I6,10X,'fKE[') MSPA0340 
FORrM T (' ',16,1 OX, ' SYWAE TRY' ) MSPA0341 
FLlRI'IIAT(' ,I6,10X.'IDEALLY CLAMPED') MSPA0342 
FORMAT(' ',I6,10X,'PINNED-FIXED') MSPA0343 
FOflMAT (' ',I 6,10X, 'PINNED-fREE SLIDING Z-DIRECTION') MSPA0344 
FOR~IAT(' ',IG,10'(,'PItJtJED-FREE SLIDING/NORMAL (INPLANE)') MSPA0345 
FORMAT ('0',' INFO,NATION FOR X-DIRECTION STIFFENERS') MSPA0346 
FORMAT('O','STIFF NO.',2X,'llN ELEM '.1X,'MAT. NO.',3X,'THICKNESS'I.1SPA0347 
2,l()X,'WIDTH' ,4X,'YOUtJGS MOD.',2X,'POISSON RATIO',8X,'DENSlTY',7X, MSPA034B 
3' El A-LOC.' ,6X, 'OFFSET ,ZF') MSPA0349 
FURMAT(' ',I7,tJX,15,I6,3X,7D15.~) 11,;,,,,,0';:>11 
FOHMAT('O','INFORMATlON FOR Y-DIRECTION STIFFENERS') MSPA0351 
FORMAT('O','STIFF. NO ',2X,'ON ELEM.',lX,'MAT. NO.',3X,'THICKNESS'MSPA0352 
2,10X,' ~JIDTH' ,4X,'YOUNGS MOD.', 2X,'POISSON RATIO' ,BX,'DENSITY',7X, MSPA0353 
3' PSI-LOC.' ,6X, 'OFFSET ,ZF') MSPA0354 
634 FORMAT(3X, '(SYSTEM ENERGIES ARE 1/' ,11,' THEIR ACTUAL VALUES BECAUMSPA0355 
+SE OF THE',2A4, 'SYMMETRY CONDITIO~)') MSPA0356 
635 FORMAT('O','THE FOLLOWING',I6,2X,'DEGREES OF FREEDOM ARE CONSTRAINMSPA0357 ~ 2ED') MSPA035B 







SLUROUiINE MESHFM(NP,NODE,XG,YG,ZG,NBC,BC,LNXS,LNYS,XGI,YGI. MSPMOOOO 
2XSPROP,VSPROP,NXST,NYST,IMESH,MATXS,MATYS) MSPM0001 
IMPLICIT REAL-B(A-H,O-Z) MSPM0002 
ASRL TR 1501-14.. • ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 





PROGRAMS. MSPM0007 C THIS SUBROUTI~E IS USED BY BOTH THE PLATE AND THE CIVM PLATE 
C r_iSi=ulvu(iS 





2 L"IYS ( 1 ) ,XGI ( 1 ) , YG! ( 1 ) ,)(S ?ROP (7 , 1 ) , YSPROP (7, 1 ) ,MA T XS ( 1 ) ,MA TYS( 1 ) MSPI.l00 10 
COMMON/BAS/NDT,NET,MN,NB,NIRREG,MNC MSPMOOll 
cor,1,~OrJ /PLA TE / XDI ST , YDI ST , TH, HX L ,HYL, NEAD, NEeD, DENSP, EPAN, ANUP, MSPI,I0012 
2THALF MSPM0013 
CO~~~N /INOUT/ M~EAD,M~AITE,MPUNCH MSPM0014 
MANU\L MESH GEhERATION FOR FLAT-PLATE STRUCTURES HAVING NON-RECTANG-HSPM0015 
ULAR PLANFORM, VOIDS, OR REQUIRING SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS NOT MSP~0016 
INCLUDED IN AUTO- GENERATION ROUTINE. MSPM0017 
READ(MAEAD,500)NNT,NET 
READ(~READ.51C)EPAN,ANUP,DENSP,TH,ZPOS 



































READ IN NODAL CONNECTIVITY INfORMATION. 
DO 10 1=I,NET 
READ(M READ, 5 OG) (I~P (J, I) , J= 1 ,4) 
D0201=I,NET 
INCI= ( I-I ).NDPE 
DD20J=I,4 
INCJ=( J-l )*NDPN 
DO 20 1(=I,NDf.'N 
INCIJK=INCI+INCJTK 
NODE(INCIJK)=hP(J,I)*NDPN-NDPN+K 
READ IN N09AL X AND V COORDINATES. 
REAO(MREAD. 510) (XG( 1),1= 1 ,NNT) 
READ (M READ, 5 10) ( (G (I) , 1=1 ,NNT) 




READ Ih CONSTRAINED DEGREES Of fREEDOM IN ASCENDING ORDER, NO 
DUPliCATES 
READ(MREAD.500)NB 
If(l<B E.O O)GO TO 45 
READ(MREAD,500) (NBC{ 1),1=1 ,NB) 
DO 40 I=I,r!e 
BC ( 1 )" 0 0 
CONTINUE 
READ IN INFORMATION fO~ STIffENERS. 
READ(~READ.500)NXST,NVST 
PROPERTIES 'OR X-DIRECTION STIfFENERS. 
IF(NXST EQ.O)eC TO 60 
REAO( M PE)'D. 5 00 ) (Lh XS ( I ) , 1=1 ,NX ST) 
REAO(MRi:AD.500)(MATlI.S(I) ,I=I.NXST) 
GO 50 1=1,7 
READ(MREAD,510)(XSPROP(I,J),J=I,NXST) 
CONT INUE 
PRocERTlfS FOR V-DIRECTION STIffENERS. 
IF(NVST.EQ 0 ICO TO 80 
REAO(MREAD,500)(LNVS(I) ,I=I,NYST) 
RE)'O ( .~ READ, 5 00 ) (1,1,\ TV S ( I ) , 1=1 ,N V S T) 
00 70 I = I ,7 
REALJ (M READ, 5 10) (YS PROP ( I ,J) ,J= 1 ,NYST) 
CONTINUE 





DO 130 1=1, NET 
\~R I T [( IAwR IT E ,627) I , (NP ( J , I ) ,J= 1 ,4) 
IF{NB EO O)GO TO 130 
WRITE(M~RITE.535)NB 
\~R ITE ( M''iR ITE ,636) ( NBC( I) , 1=1 ,N B) 
CONTINUE 
IF(NYST.EQ oleo TO 150 
WRITE(MWRITE,650) 
~tCj,IE{;.,,,,,f\:LIC .oj1) 
DO ," 0 1=1, N AS T 
WRITE(M~RITE,655)I,LNXS(I),MATXS(I).{XSPROP(J.I).J=I.7) 




... _ ............ "" .... -











































































DO 160 l=l,NYST MSPMC085 
WR lTE ( r~"'lR I IE ,655) I , UIYS ( I) ,Mt. T YS ( 1) , (YSPROP (J, I ) ,J= .. , -: ) :::;,:,::;:;GC 
CONTINUE MSPM0087 
FORMAT(2014) MSPM0088 
FORMAT(5D16 7) MSPM0089 
FORMAT('O' ,'UStR-GENERATED FINITE-ELEMENT MESH INFORMATION FOR STIMSPM0090 
2FFENED OR UNSTIFFENED FLAT-PLATE PROBLEM') MSPM0091 
FORMAT (/// MSPM0092 
65X,'YOU~GS MODULUS(PSI) =',DI5.7/ MSPM0093 
75~,'POISSONS RATIO =',015.7/ MSPM0094 
85X, 'DENSITY( LB-SEC.*2/IN**4) .',015.7/ MSPM0095 
5SX,'THICKNESSIIN) .',015.7/ MSPM0096 
45X,'Z-POSITION(IN) =',015.7/ MSPM0097 
e5X,'~'0 OFDOF/ELUI. =',115/ MSPM0098 
CbX,'TOTAL NO. OF ELEMENTS =',115/ MSPM0099 
OSX,'TOTAL NO. OF 0 0 F. =',115/ MSPM0100 
ESx,'~J. OF X-OIR. STifFENERS .',115/ MSPM0101 
FSX,'NO, OF Y-DIR. STIFFENERS .',115) MSPM0102 
FORMAT(' ',' THE GLOBAL NODE NUMBERS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH ELE~ENT AMSPM0103 
2RE AS fOLLOWS.') MSPM0104 
FORMAT (' ',5X,' ELEMENT', 5X, 'GLOBAL NODE NUMBERS') MSPM0105 
FOP~\AT (' ',5X, !S.5 Y ,4!6) I.Ac:c .. n'0~ 
FORrMT ('0',' WFORMATION FOR X-DIRECTION STIFFENERS') MSPM0107 
FORMAT('O',' STIFF NO' ,2X,'ON ELEM.' ,1X,'MAT. NO.' ,3X,'THICKNESS'MSPM0108 
2,10X,'WIDTH' ,4X,'YOUNGS MOO.',2X,'POISSON RATIO',8X,'OENSITY',7X, MSPM0109 
3'ETA-LOC.',6X,'OFFSET,ZF') MSPM0110 
FORMAT(' ',I7,5X,16,3X,7D15.5) MSPMOlll 
FORMAT('O','INFOR'~ATION fOR Y-DIRECTION STIFFENERS') MSPMOl12 
FORMAT('O','STIFF NO.',2X,'ON ELEM.',lX,'r~AT. NO.',3X,'THICKNESS'MSPMOI13 
W 635 
2,lOX,' WIDTH' ,4X, 'YOUNGS MOD.', 2X,'POISSON RATIO' ,8X,'OENSlTY',7X, MSPM0114 
3'PSI-LOC.',6X,'OFFSET,ZF') MSPM0115 







FUKIMT I' ',:!vl:» MSPM0118 
RETURN MSPM0119 
END MSPM0120 
SUeROUTINE O~ULT(SQVCT,RWVCT.ACC,NCOL,KROW,NOEX) OMLTOOOO 
IMPLIC IT REA L¥O(A-H,O-Z) OMLTOOOl 
ASRL TR 154-14 .... ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 















DIMENSION SQVCT(l ),RWVCT(I),NCOL(I),ACC(l ),KROW(1),NDEX(1) 
COMMON/BAS/NROWS,NET,MN,NB,NIRREG,MNC 
COIMON /INOUT/ MREAO,M~RITE.MPUNCH 
TO FIND ACC OF (SQVtT)*(RWVCT)=(ACC) 
INDEX=O 
tJROWM =NRO~~S-1 
IF (NIRREG .GT 0) 
rliGh S?EED F~ODUCT 




GO TO 200 

































DO 101 KPL=KST,NN 
IJ=INDEX-tI'PL 
SUM=SUM+SQVCT(IJ)*RWVCT(KPL) 
NOW FOR THE COLUM~ ELEMENTS 
JNDEX=IJ 
DO 102 KPL=IP1,NROWS 













MEDIUM SPEED PRODUCT FOR NIRREG .LE. NROW5/2 
IF (NIRREG .GT. NROWS/2) GO TO 201 










DO 108 KPL=IP1,NROWS 
IF(NN .LT. NCOL(KPL» GO TO 109 
JNDEA=uNDEA+KPL-NCOL(KPL) 
S~~=SUM+SQVCT(JhDEX)*RWVCT(KPL) 
GO TO 105 
NCK=NCK+l 
IF (NCK .GT.NIRREG) GO TO 105 
IF (KPL GE KROW(NCK» GO TO 109 
IP1=KPO"J(NCh) 
JNDEX=NDEX(NCK)+NN 
GO TO 107 
ACCINN)=ACC(NN)+5UM 
GO TO 104 









DO E04 ~QX=JP1,NROWS 
h=NCO L (KPX) 
JNDEX=JNDEX+KRX-K 










































































ASRL TR 154-14. . .ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 
COPYRIGHT (C) MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 1980 
OMLT0081 
OMLTOOB2 
........ ,., ........ -










































COIM,10N /BAS/N DT ,tiE T ,MN, NB, N I RRE G,MNC 
COMMON / ASP/S LAS? (50) ,HASP (50) ,EDIR (2,50) ,NASP, LNASP(50) 
COMMON/PRNT/IOP1,IOP2,IOP3,IOP4,IOP5,IOP6,IOP7,IOPB 
Cor.1,,10N/GSOUT /NEGS, LtIGS(200) 
CmIMOr~ /SSOuT /t,XSS, NYSS, I NXSS (200) , INYSS (200) 
COMMON /INOUT/ MR£AD,MWRITE,MPUNCH 
PRINT COhTROL FOq PROGPAM (O=NO, I=YES) 
10Pl NODAL DISPLACEMENTS AND LOCATION 
IOP2 ELEMENT C~NTROID STRAINS, PRINCIPAL STRAIN AND OIRECTION. 
IOP3 STRAINS, FRINCIPJ.L STRAIN A'le OIR:::::T!Ct! AT G.~. C" :;r:c. 
EL EMEIHS. 
IOP4 STRAINS, PRINC STRAIN AND DIR., AND ELONGATION IN SPECIFIED 
DIRECTIONS AT ADDITIONAL LOCATIONS 
IOP5 REACTION FORCES AT CONSTRAINED NODES. 
IOP6 STRAIN AT GA~SSIAN STATIONS FOR SPECIFIED X- AND/OR Y-
DIRECTION STIFFENERS. 











IOP8 STR_IN COMPO~ENTS, PRINCIPAL STRAIN AND DIRECTION AT 
NODES (USI~G NO)AL AVERAGING). SPECIFIEDPRT00026 PRT00027 
PRT00028 
READ(rilREAD, 5 00) lOP 1, IOP2 , IOP3, IOP4, IOP5, IOP6, IOP7 • IOPB 
IF IOP3=I, RfAD TN ELEMENTS SPECIFIED FOR G.S. STRAIN OUTPUT. 
IF(IOP3 EQ.OlGO TO 10 
READ(MREAD,500)NEGS 
READ(',1READ, 500) (LNGS( I), 1=1.NEGS) 
CO~TI N UE 
IF IOP4=I, READ IN INFO FOR ADDITIONAL POINTS, 
IF(IOP4 EQ OIGO TO 50 
READ(MREAD,500)NASP 
DO 20 I=l.~IASP 
READ(MREAD,520)L~ASP(I).SLASP( I),ELASP(I) 
DO 30 1=1,'IASP 
EDIR( 1 ,11=0 ('[,l) 
EDIR(2, I )=90 .CDO 
READ(MRE~D.500)NASPE 
IF(NASPE EQ.OlGO TO 50 
00 40 1=1 ,NAS;::~ 
READ(MREAD,520)NSP,DIR1,DIR2 
EDIR( 1 ,NSP)=DIRI 
EDIR(2.NSP)=DIR2 
CONTINUE 
IF IG~b~l. ~EMG IN STifFENE~ hu~SERS FOR STRAIN our~UT. 























































CONTI N UE 
IF IOPS=I, READ IN NODE NOS. FOR NODAL AVERAGE STRAIN CALCULATION. 
IF(IOP8 EQ.O)CO TO G8 
READ(MREAD,500)NNSA 
IF NNSA-NNT, THEN ALL NODES ARE INCLUDED AUTOMATICALLY 
NNT=NDT /6 
IF(NIISA EQ.NNT)CO TO 53 
READ{MREAD, 50 fl ) (NVSA{ 1). I-I ,NNSA) 
GO TO 55 
CONT 1 N UE 
DO 54 l=l,NNT 
NVSA{I)=I 
CONTINUE 
DEFINE ELEMS. CONNECTED AT EACH REQUESTED NODE. 
DO 57 I = I ,NN SA 
NN=NVSA( 1) 
DO 57 J=I,4 
NeON{ J ,I )=0 
e.o 56 K=I,NET 
IF(NP(J,K) NE.NN)GO TO 5& 
NCON(J,l)=K 
GO TO 57 
CO"lTINUE 
COtH I N UE 
CONTINUE 
~/RITE( I1WRITE ,600) 
WRITE(MvRITE,610) 
IF(IOPI EQ 1 HJRITE(MWRlTE,620) 
IF( IOP5 EO 1 j\_RIT[(MI'iRITE,625) 
IF(IOP5 EQ.2)WRITE(MWRITE,630) 
IF(IOP8 EQ.O)GO TO 59 
WRITE(MwRITE,635)NNSA 
\,RI TE{ 1t../RI TE ,650) (NVSA{ I) ,1=1, NNSA) 
CONTINUE 








WH IT E ( r .. ~ n;: iE, 680 ) i , LNAS P ( 1 ) , S L. AS;: ( 1) , E L;'SP ( i) ,E<l I n \ • , ;: I • Ev.;:; \ ~. i I 
CDtHINUE 
IF(IOP6.EQ O)GO TO 84 
IF(NXSS EO O)GO TO 82 
WRITE(MWRITE,700)NXSS 
WRITE( I,II'JRI TE ,650) (INXSS( J) ,.1=1 ,NXSS) 
CONTINUE 
IF(N)~S.EQ O)GO TO 84 
WRITE{MWRITE ,710)NY~S 
WRITE( ~I\-JRITE ,1350) (INYSS( J) ,J=I ,NYSS) 
CONT I N UE 
IF(IOP7.EQ I )wRITE(M~/RITE,690) 
Fc~,r.:" T (:::014) 
FCRMAT(14,2016.7) 
FORMAT('O',' ***¥. OUTPUT CONTROL INFORMATION ••••• ') 


































































FOR'IIAT l' ',5X, 'NODAL D!SPLACEMENTS AND LOCATION') 
FORMAT(' ',SX,'REACTION FORCES AT CONSTRAINED NODES') 
PRT00114 
PRT00115 
FO~'4AT(1 1.5v~,I£T~~!~1 CC"jlOC"'IE"IT~. PP!"I-:!O.\!.. STP"!'" "t..I~ ~!"'~,:,T'!~.I ,"OOT'.:''.:'i.e 
2T CENTROID OF EACH ELEt.'ENT') PRT00111 
635 FORMAT (' ',5X, 'STRAIN COMFONENTS, PRINCIPAL STRAIN AND DIRECTION APRTOOl18 
2T THE FOLLOWING' ,IS,2X, 'NODES (OBTAINED BY NODAL AVERAGING):') PRT00119 
640 FORMAT (' ',5X, 'STRA!N COMPONENTS, PRINCIPAL STRAIN AND DIRECTION APRT00120 
2T EACH GAUSSIAN STATION FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING' ,I5,2X,'ELEMENTSPRT00121 
3 ') PRT00122 
650 FORMAT(' ',10X,20I5) PRT00123 
660 FORMAT (' ',5X, 'STRAIN COMPONENTS, ELONGATION IN SPECIFIED DIRECTlOPRT00124 
2NS, PRINCIPAL STRAIN AND DIRECTION AT THE FOLLOWING' ,IS,2X, 'ADDTL.PRTOOI25 
3 POINTS ') PRT00126 
670 FO~MAT(' ',5X,'AODTL POINT',2X,'ON ELEM.',4X,'PSI-LOCATlON',4X, PRT00121 
2 E1A-LOCA1WN',U,'ELlJNG. DlfL-qDEG)',2X,'ELONG. DIR.-2(OEG)') PRT00128 
680 FORMAT (' ',SX, 19, 5X, 16, 2X ,2D16. 7 ,4X, 016.7, 4X,D16. 7) PRT00129 
·690 FORMAT(' ',5Y,'SYSTEr~ ENERGIES') PRT00130 
700 FORMAT(' ',5X,'STRAIN AT GAUSSIAN STATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING',IS, PRT00131 
22X,'X-OIRECT lOti STIFFENERS.') PRT00132 
710 FORr,;A T (' ',5 X, 'STRAIN AT GAUSS IAN STATIONS FOR THE FOL LOWING' ,15, PRT00133 
22X,'Y-DIRECTION STIFFENERS,') PRT00134 
RETURN PRT0013S 
END j:oK'UV'.;IO 
SUBROUTINE PSTRN(Gl1,G22,GI2,S,D) PSTNOOOO 
IMPLICIT REAL'8(A-H,O-Z) PSTNOOOI 
C PSTN0002 
C ASRL TR 154-14.. .ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM PSTN0003 
C COPYRIGHT (C) MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 1980 PSTN0004 
C PSTN0005 
~ C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED BY BOTH THE PLATE AND THE CIVM PLATE PROGRAMS.PSTN0006 








DIRECTION WITH RESPECT TO X-AXIS (IN DEGREES). PSTN0009 
C;DSQRT«Gl1-C22)**2+GI2*G12) PSTN0010 
A1 ;(Gl1+G2::+Cj.0 5 PSTN0011 
P2;(Gl1+G22-C).0.5 PSTN0012 
S;O.O PSTN0013 
IF(Al.GT S)S;Al PSTN0014 
IF(A2.GT.S)S;A2 PSTNOOIS 
IF(Gl1 .NE G22)GO TO 10 PSTN0016 
0;45 0 PSTN0011 
RETURN PSTNOO 1 6 
COHTIIWE ;:::;T •• CC,S 
Xl;Gl1-G22 PSTN0020 
D;DATAN2(GI2,Xl) PSTN0021 
DIVISION OF 0 By 2 AND CONVERSION TO DEGREES PSTN0022 
0;0-26.647890+00 PsrN0023 





ASRL TR 154-14.. ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 

















C HHS SUSROUTIt'!: ApOL!!:S aOUIlDARY CC':STIV'H'TS T(I THE "(l0C= ":::CT~n 








C FREEDOM ARE ZEROED (IT IS ASSUMED THAT ALL PRESCRIBED DISPLACEMENTS 
C ARE ZERO). 
C 
C ZEROING OF RHS ASSUMING FIXED CONDITIONS RCON0016 
IF(NBD EO O)RETURN RCON0017 
00 100 I=l,NBu RCON0018 
NN=N8C(I) RCON0019 




IMPLlC IT REA L¥8(A-H,O-Z) RPLTOOOl 
DOUBLE PRECISION KT RPLT0002 
C RPLT0003 
C ASRL TR 154-14.. . .ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM RPLT0004 
C COPYRIGHT (C) MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 1980 RPLT0005 
C RPLT0006 














DIMENS ION GB 1(24,24) ,KTLXS( 10) ,KTLYS( 10) ,CBl (4,4) ,01 (4,13) ,as(6). RPLT0009 
2GW(6),STOR1(4,13),STOR2(24,24),KT(24,24),T(24) RPLT0010 
THE STIFFNESS MATRI~ FOR AN UNSTIFFENED RECTANGULAR PLATE ELEMENT 
(NTYPE=l), OR AN X-DIRECTION STIFFENER ELEMENT (NTYPE=2), OR A 
Y-DIRECTION STIFFENER ELEMENT (NTYPE=3) ARE FORMED IN THIS 
SUBROUTINE THE PERTINENT THEORETICAL BASIS FOR THE PLATE ELEMENT 
IS FOUND IN SUBSECTION A 1 3 3. THE THEORETICAL BASIS FOR STiFFENER 
ELEMENTS IS tOuND IN SUBSECTION A.2.3. 
DATA KTLXS/2,4,13,15,17,18,20,22,23,24/ 
DATA KTLYS/7,8,14.16,17,19,21,23,22,24/ 
DO 5 1=1,24 
00 5 J=l ,24 
In(I,J)=O.O 
FOR~ATION OF K-TILDA FOR PLATE 
IF(lHYPE NE 1 )GO TO 160 
INPLANE CONTRIBUTIONS TO K-TILDA 
FORM C-BAR 
DO 10 1=1,4 
DO 10 J=l,4 






































C!31 (2, 1 ) =CB 1 ( 1 .2) 
CSl (2,2)=1 O/(YL>rYL) 
CB1(3,3)=(1 0-AtJU)/(2.0.YL*YL) 
CB1(3,4)=CB1 (3,3)*YL/XL 
CBl (4, 3)=C81 (3,4) 
CB1(4,4)=(1 Q-ANU)/(2.0·+-XL*XL) 
DO 20 1=1,4 
,....n "1'\ 1_'4 ... 
........ _"'" l.i-., 1 
CB1(I,J)=CBl (I,J)*TH/(l 
t~GS=2 
DO 30 1=1,4 










DO 35 I 1=1 ,tl GS 
GS(II)=(1.0+GS(IIj)/2.0 
GI~(II) =GW(II )/2.0 
lOOP OVER GAUSS STATIONS 
0070 NY=l,NGS 
DO 70 NX=l, NG5 
01(1,2)=1.0 
01 (1,4 )=GS(NY) 
01(2,7 )=1 0 
01 (2,8 )=GS(NX) 
01(3,3)=10 




DO 4(' v=l,8 
STOR1( I,v)=O.O 
DO 40 K=l,4 
S TOR 1 ( I , V ) = S TOR 1 ( I ,v) +CB 1 ( I , K) * 0 1 (K, J ) 
DO 50 1=1,8 
DO 50 J=l,8 
STOR2( I,J)=O 0 
DO 50 K= 1,4 
STOR2( I ,J)=5 TOR2( I ,J)+Dl (K, I) * STORt (K,v) 




CO 60 v=l,B 
KT(I,v)=KT(I,J)+STOR2(I,v)*GW(NX)*GW(NY) 
CONTINUE 
BENDING CONTRIBUTIONS TO K-TILOA 
DC) 00 1=1,3 w 
80 
DO 80 J=l,3 
C01(I,v)=0 0 
Cu1\1.~}..;:1 G/XL+.t'; 
C51 (1, 2) =~NU/I XL>tXL .. YL*Y L) 
C81(2,l)=C81 (1,2) 
C81 (2,2)=1 0/YLH4 
CS1(3,3)=(1.0-ANU)/(2.0-XL*XL*YL*YL) 
DO 90 1=1,3 
0090 J=l,3 
90 CBl (I, v)=CBl (I ,J)-TH**31 (12.0* (1.0-ANU*ANU» 
NGS-4 
DO 100 1=1,3 
DO 100 J=1.13 
100 Dl(1,v)=O 0 
CALL GAUSS(NGS,GS,GW) 
DO 105 11=1, tJGS 
GS (1 I ) = ( 1 .0- GS 1I I) ) /2.0 
105 moJ(I I) -GI'( I 1)/2.0 
C lOOP OVER GAUSS STATIONS 
DO 140 NY=l, r~GS 










































































Dl (2,11 )=01 (2.6)~CS(HX) 
Dl(2,12)=Dl(2.10)*GS(NX) 







D 1 ( 3. 1 1 ) = 0 1 ( 3 • 9 ) ~ 2 .0 .. GS ( I J Y) 
01(3.12)=Dl(3.10)"20*GS(N.<) 
Dl(3.13)=01(39)"Dl(3,10}/2.0 
DO 110 1= 1,3 
DO 110 J=I.13 
STOR1{I.JJ=0 0 
DO 110 h=I.3 
110 STOR1( I.J)=STOR1(I,J)+CB1(I,K)*OI{K,J) 
DO 120 1=1,13 
DO 120 J= 1 ,1 3 
5 TOR2 ( 1 , J ) = 0 0 
DO 120 K=I. 3 
120 STOR2( 1,1.l)=STOR2(I,I.l)+Ol (K,I)"STO~I(K,J) 
f-' DO 130 1=1,1 3 
~ DO 130 J=I,13 
0130 KT{I+ll,J+l1 )=KT(I+l',J+l,)+STOR2(I,J)oI<GW(NX)"GW(Ny) 
140 CONTINUE 
DO 150 1 = 1 ,24 
DO 150 J=l,24 
150 KT{I.J)=KT{I,J}*XL*YL 
C THIS COMPLETES FORMATION OF K-TILOA FOR PLATE 
GO TO 270 
160 CONTINUE 
C FOR"l BASIC BLOCK (10 BY 10) FOR K-TILOA OF STIFFENERS 
DO 170 1 = 1 • 1 0 
DO 170 J = 1 • 1 0 
'70 STOR2( I,J)=O 0 
STOR2( 1.1 }=1 0 
STOR2( 1,:;')=5L 
STOR2(l,3}=20 
STOR2( 1 ,4)=2 O*SL 
STOR2( 1,5)=2 "*SL .. SL 
STOR2( 1 ,6)=3 0 
STCq2(l,7)~3 O*SL 
STOfl2{ 1.8)-3 O*SL+SL 
STOR2( l,9)=-STDR2( 1 ,5)*SL 
STOR2(l,10)=30-SL u 3 
DO 180 J=I,10 
STOQ2(2,J)=STCR2(l,.J)'~L 









































































STOR2{ 10,10) =STOR2(8,10) "'SL 
DO 2 0 0 1= 1 , 1 0 







DO 210 1 = 1,2 
DO 210 u=I, 2 
210 STOR2( I,J)=STCR2(I,J)*Cl 
DO 220 1=1,2 




DO 230 J=3,10 
230 STOR2{ I,JI=STOR2(I,J)*C3 
C EXPAND TO K-TILDA FOR X-DIRECTION STIFFENERS 





DO 240 1=1,10 




GO TO 270 
THIS COMPLETES FORM~TION OF K-TILDA FOR X-OIR. STIFFENER. 
250 corn 1 N UE 
C EX~AND TO K-TILDA FOR Y-DIRECTION STIFFENERS 
DO 260 1=1,10 
DO 260 J= 1 ,1 0 
NI=KTL~SII) 
NJ=KTL YS (J) 
260 KTINI,NJ)=STOR2(I.J) 
C THIS COMP~ETES FORMATION OF K-TILDA FOR Y-OIR. STIFFENER 
270 CONTINUE 
C FOR~ K-BAR FOR ELEMENT 
DO 280 1=1,24 
DO 280 J=I,24 
STOR2( 1 ,J)=O.O 
DO 280 K'-I,24 
280 STOR2( l,u)=STCR2(I,J)+KT(I,K)"'GBI(K,J) 
DO 290 1=1, ~ 4 
DO 290 J=I,24 
KT(I,J)=O 0 
DO ~~O I~=~ .~.!l 
290 KT(I,J)=KT{I,u)+GBl{I\,I)+STOR2(K,J) 
C FORM SCALING VECTOR FOR NODAL DOF 


































































DO 300 1=1,6 
T ( 1+6) = T( I ) 
T(I+12)=T(I) 
300 T(I+18)=T(I) 
C SCALE STIFFNESS MATRIX 





DO 310 J = 1 ,24 
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C THIS SUBROUTINE 15 USED BY BOTH THE PLATE AND THE CIVM PLATE 
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THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS fHE FORWARD AND BACKWARD SUBSTITUTION 
OPERATIONS REQUIRED TO COMPLETE THE SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF LINEAR 
SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS BY THE TRIPLE-FACTORING METHOD. THIS 




























SOLVE (LL*)(SOL)=(FORCE) FOR DISPLACEMENTS (SOL) 
INTERMEDIATE SOLUTION USING THE LOWER TRIANGLE 
INDEX= 0 
SOL(l)=G(l) 





IF (Ir.11-K) 103,101,101 





SOLI I) =G( 1)- SUM 
SOL CONTAINS THE INTEPMEDIATE SOLUTION 
COMPLETE THE SOLUTION USING THE UPPER TRIANGLE 
SOL(NROWS)=SOL(NROWS)/STIFM(II) 
INDEX=INDEX-NROWS+NCOL(NROWS) 
IF(NIRREG GT 0) GO TO 111 




.J'WEX= INDEX+ I 
DO 107 J=IP1,WIOI'JS 
K=NCOL(J) 
Ii' (i-K) 108,106,106 
1'"'1"'\1 ,."' .... ",,... 

























SOLe I) ;SOl( I )/ST! FM( I I)-SUM 
109 INDEX;INDEX-I+NCOL{I) 
RETURN 
111 IF(NIRREG-NRm,'S/2) 116,116,112 
C TOO MANY IRREGULAR ROWS FOR ACCELERATED SOLUTION 





JNuEx= I NDI:.X+ I 
DO 114 J=IP1,NROWS 
K=NCOl(J) 
JNDEY; JNDEX+ J-K 





SOLe I) =SOl( I )/ST! FM{ II) -sur~ 
115 INDEX=INDEX-I+NCOL(I) 
PETURN 
C ACCElEqATED SOLUTION FOR CASE WITH IRREGULAR ROWS 
C 





JNDEX= I NDEX+ I 
117 DO 119 J=IP1,NRo\~S 
K=NCOl(J) 




CO TO 124 
120 NCK=NCK+l 
IF(NIRREG-IJCI{j 124,121,121 
121 IPI =r<RO • .(NCK) 
IF (I-NCOl(IP1) 120,122,122 
122 IF (IP1-J) 120,123,123 
123 JNDEX=NDEX(NCK)+[ 






SUBROUTINE SPRING(EI\,SS, ISIDE, Xl,Yl) 
IMPLICIT REAl.8(A-H,O-Z) 
C ASRl TR 154-14 •... ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 
C COPYRIGHT (C) fl"SSACHUSETT S INST ITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 1980 
C 























































































l)~ TAL 1ST /1 • 2.3 14,5.6.7,13.9,10 , ~ ~ t ~ 2.7,0, ~ • ~ 0, 1 ~ I ! ~, .::! , ~ ~. ~:. ~ ~. 
B 17,18, 19,20, 21 ,22,23,24, 13,14, 15,16,17,18, 1 ,2,3,4,5,6, 19,20,21, 
C22,23,24/ 
SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE EFFECTIVE ELEMENT STIFfNESS MATRIX, 
EK(24,24), CORRESPO~OING TO LINE TRANSLATIONAL AND TORSIONAL LINEAR 
RESTORING SPRINGS APPLIED ALONG THE SIDE (ISIOE) OF THE RECTANGULAR 
PLATE ELEMENT, RPLATE. 
THE SPRING CONSTANTS, 55(1 ),I=I,S CORRESPOND, RESPECTIVELY, TO 
TRANSLATIONAL SPRINGS (LB/IN) IN THE U, V, AND W DISPLACE~ENT 
DIRECTIONS AND ROTATIONAL SPRINGS (IN-LB/IN) IN THE W,X AND W,Y 
ROTATION DIRECTIONS 
SIDE NOTATION, 
ISIOE=1 ALON~ SIDE Y=O. 
1510[=2 ALO~G SIDE X-XL. 
ISIOE=3 ALONG SIDE Y=YL. 
15IOE=4 ALO~G SIDE X.O. 
DO 10 1-1,12 
0010 J=l,12 
SK(I,J)=O.O 
DO 20 1=1,24 
00 20 J=I,24 
EI« I , J )" 0 • 0 
ASSIGN TERMS WHICH ARE COMMON TO ALL SIDES. 
SK(l,l )=55(1 )/3 0 
SK{2,2)=SS(2)/30 
Sh(7,l )-55(1 )/6 0 
SK(7,7)=SS(1 )/3 0 
SK(8,2)=SS(2)/6.0 
SK(S,8)=SS(2)/3.0 
ASSIGN TERMS FOR SlOES 1 OR 3. 
IF(ISIOE.EQ 2 OR ISIDE EQ 4)GO TO 30 
SL=XL 














SK(11,6)=13 0.55(5)/(420 O*Yl*Yl) 
S'«11,11)=SK(5,5) 
Sh( 12, 5)=-SK (11,6) 
SK ( 12, 6) =-SK ( 11 ,5) /2.0 
3,,( I~, 1; J--Sh(6,S) 
SK(12,12)=SK(6,6) 
GO TO 40 












































































SK(4,4)=13 0+SS(4)/(35 O'XL*XL) 
Sh(5,3)=11.C'SS(3)/210 0 SS(~)/(~O Oi<YL*Y~) 
S~(5,5)~SS(3)/105 O+2.0*SS(5)/(15.0*YL*YL) 
SK(6,4)=11 0.SS(~)/(210.C*XL*XL) 
SK(6,6 )=55(41/( 105.0*XL*YL) 
SK(9,3)=SS(3\/70 0-6 O.SS(5)/(5.0*YL*YL) 
5h(9,5)=13 0.<;S(3)/420 0-5S(5)/(10.0.YL¥YL) 
SK(9,9)=SK(3,3) 
SK(10,4)=SS(4)/(70.0.XL*XL) 




SKill, 9)=-SI( (5, 3) 
Sh(11,11)=SI«5,5) 
SK ( 12 , 4) =-SK (1 0 ,6) 
SK(1~,6)=-SS(4)/(140.0*XL*XL) 
SK(12,10)=-SK(6,4) 
SKI 12, 12)=SK (6,6) 
CONTINUE 
FORM UPPER TRIANGLE AND MULTIPLY BY SIDE LENGTH. 
no 50 1=1,12 
DO 50 J-l, I 
Sh(I,J)=SK(I,J)+SL 
SK(J, I )=SK( I ,J) 
ASSE~BLE INTO APPROPRIATE LOCATIONS IN 24 BY 24 STIFFNESS MATRIX. 
DO €O 1=1,12 
IR=LIST(I,ISIDE) 
DO 60 J= 1,12 
IC=LIST(J,ISIOE) 
Eh(IR,IC)=SK(I,J) 
FOPM TRANSFORMATION VECTOR. 
DO 70 1=1,24 
I \ ~ J -I . ~ 
DO 80 1=4,22,0 
T(I)=XL 
T(I+1)=YL 
T( 1+2) =XL.YL 
SCALE STIFFNESS MATRIX. 
00901=1,24 
DO 90 J=l,24 
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C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED BY BOTH THE PLATE AND THE CIVM PLATE 









SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE MATRIX WHICH DETERMINES STRAIN 
CO~PONENTS FROM NODAL DISPL .. ORDER IS U,X V,Y U,Y+V,X 
W,yy 2*W,XY W,X W,Y 0.5*(U,Y-V,X) 
DO 10 1=1,9 












O( 4,17) =o( 4, 15) .. EL 
0(4,18)=6.0"~L 
0(4,20 )=D(4, 18)*EL 
D(4,22)=D(4,20)*EL 
































,.. ......... ,..,...",.. 












































































0(8,20 )=0(8, 15)*SL 
D(8,21 ).:D(S,19)*SL 













DO 30 1 =, ,9 
D030J=l,24 
STD(I,J)=O.O 
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SMALL STRA IN FORMULATION VERSION WRITTEN BY R. L. SPILKER 
01 MENS ION 01 SP ( 1 ) ,OELD( 1 ) ,FLV,\ ( 1 ) ,SN L (9) ,EQNL (36) ,EP (9) ,DEP (9) , 
2ELFP(3G),NODE(I), TSGEE(MAX2,NZS,3) 
OIMENS ION XC I (1), YGI (1), NP(4,l ) ,STOEA(9,24) ,GBI (24,24) 
OWENS ION Nt.1 sua ( 1 ) ,DSR (1 ) ,PSR ( 1 ) ,suaw (5,1 ) ,SNOM (5,1) ,ZGAUS (6) • 
2ZGAUW(6),AGAUS(G),AGAU~(6),RFL(4),RZETA(4) ,RWEGH(20),SNO(5). 
3XS?ROP (7 ,1), U~XS( 1) ,MATX5( 1) 
COMMON/PLATE/X01ST,YDIST,TI1,SLE,ELE,NEAO,NECD,OENSP,EPAN,ANUP, 
2 T .... I\L:: 
COMMON/BAS/NDT,NET,MN,NB,NIRREG,M~C 
COMI.10N/T IM/D Ell AT, TIMEF, TIME, IT HIEf, INCRT , lOUT, IT IME 















C X-DIRECTION STIFFENER ELEMENT CORRESPONDING TO NONLINEAR GEOMETRIC 
C AND MATERIAL EFFECTS THE EXPRESSION FOR THIS VECTOR IS GIVEN 

























DO 10 l Z = 1 ,N Z 
RFl(lZ)=O 5.RH*ZGAUW(LZI 
RlETA( LZ)=0.5~RHrZGAUS(LZ)-XF 
DO 11 lZ= 1 N Z 
0011 LS=l,NSUBL 
JZ=lZ+ (lS-1) ~NZ 
RUEGH(JZ)=RFL(lZ).SUBW(MAT,LS) 




IF(D EO.O.OIGO TO 13 
CC5=1.0!P 




I'<NN2=N P (2, LN U~I) 
~~NNol=UP(4,lNur~) 
SLE=(XGI(NNN2)-XGI(NNN1) )/2.0 
ELE=(YGI (NNN4)-(GI (NNN1) )/2.0 
XL=2 0 *SLE 
YL=2 O*EL!:: 
CO 99 J=I,24 
ELFP(J)=O 0 
PLAST2-,0.0 
lJO 100 KS=l,l 
SW=RW 






DO 60 J=1,9 
E?(J) =0.0 
OEP(J)=O 0 
DO 60 K=I.24 























































































PLASTI =0 0 




PTEE= 0 0 
fACTOR=I. 
IF(O EO 0.0) GO TO 152 
FACTOR=I.+\CC6.0ABS(OEPEEZ»**CC5 
00 155 LS=l ,NSUBL 
JZ=LZ+(LS-l )*NZ 
SNY=SNO(LS).FACTOR 
TAEE=TSGEE( LNUM ,JZ,JA) 
DSNEE=YOUNG.DE?EEZ 





















00 163 J=I, 9 
SNL(J)=O 0 
SNL ( 1 ) = VOliN G*RH- EP (7) ** 2/2. -B PNEE 
SNL(4)=YOUNG'RH~XF*EP(7)**2/2.-BPMEE 
SNL(7)=(YOUN~.RH'(EPEEM+XF*EP(4»-BPNEE)*EP(7) 
DO 164 J=I,9 
SNL(J)=SNL(J).SWEW 
00 165 J=I, 24 
EQNL(J)=O.O 
DO 16~ K=I,9 
EQNL(J)=EQNL(J)+STOEA( 
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SMALL STRAIN FORMULATION VERSION WRITTEN BY R. L. SPILKER 
DIMENSION DISP(I),DELD(1 ),FLVA(1),SNL(9),EQNL(36),EP(9),DEP(9), 
2ELFP(36) ,tIODE( 1), TSGEE(II1AX2,NZS,3) 
DIMENSION XGI(1),YGI(I),NP(4,1 ),STDEC(9,24),GBI(24,24) 
DIMENSION NMSl'9(1),DSR(I),PSR(I),SIJB\~(5,1),SNOM(5 1),ZG"US(6), 
2ZGAUW(6),AGAUS(6),AG~UW(6),RFL(4),RZETA(4),RWEGH(20),SNO(5), 





THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE EFFECTIVE NODAL FORCE VECTOR FOR A 
Y-DIRECTION STIFFENER ELEMENT CORRESPONDING TO NONLINEAR GEOMETRIC 
AND MATERIAL EFFECTS. THE EX?RESSION FOR THIS VECTOR IS GIVEN 




















DO 10 LZ;j ,NZ 
RFL(LZ);O 5 o RH'ZGAUW(LZ) 
~::~~(LZ}:O.Sf~:~-ZCAU~(LZ)-XF 
DO 11 LZ;I,NZ 
DO 11 LS;I,NSUBL 



































































XL=2 0 *SLE 
YL=2 O>t-ELE 
DO 99 J=I,24 
ELFP(J)=O 0 
PLAST~=O 0 
DO 100 KS=I,1 
S~J=RW 






DO 60 J=I,9 
EP(J)=O.O 
DEP(J)=O 0 
DO 60 1\=1,24 
NI'<N=(LNUMR-l )>t-24+K 
I NDEX= NODE (N NN) 
EP(J)=EP(J)+STOEC( J,K)>t-OISP(INOEX) 
OEP(J)=OEP(J)+STOEC( J,K)>t-OELO(INDEX) 






DO 150 LZ=I,NZ 
EPEEZ=EPEEM~RZETA(LZ).EP(5) 
DEPEE Z=:J[ "E D1-:-!ZE T A (LZ) *DEP (5 } 
G~EE=YOUNG.EPEEZ 
PTEE= 0 0 
FALTOR=I. 
IF(O.EO.O 0) GO TO 152 
FACTOR=l +(CC6*OABS(OEPEEZ»**CC5 
DO 155 LS=1 ,NSU6L 




TMEE= T AEE+O StiEE 
IF(T~[E-SNY) 20,45,21 
T AEE-= SNY 
PSS1=(T~EE-SNY)/YOUNG 
PLAST1=PLAST1+P5S1*TAEE~RWEGH(JZ) 
















































































GO TO 156 
CONTINUE 
TAEE" H1EE 








DO 163 J=l, 9 
SNL(J)=O 0 
SNL(2)=YOUNG.RH<E P l8).*2/2.-BPNEE 
SNL(5)=YOUNG'RH<XF.EP(8)~~2/2.-BPMEE 
SNL(8)=(YOUNG-RH-(EPEEM+XF*fP(5»-BPNEE)*EP(8) 
DO 164 J=I, 9 
SNL(J)=SNL(J)*SWEW 
DO 165 J=l, 24 
EQNL(J)=O 0 
DO 165 K=l, 9 
EQNL(J)=EQNL(J)+STOEC( K,J)*SNL(K) 
DO 166 J=l ,24 
ELFPIJ)=ELFP\J)+EQNL(J) 
PLAST2=DLAST2+PLAST1.SWE~ 
CONT I fluE 
DO 201 J= 1 , 24 




















































IMPLICIT REALoS(A-H,O-ZI STRP0003 
C STRP0004 
C ASRL TR 154-14 •••••• ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM STRPOOOS 
C COPYRIGHT (CI MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 19S0 STRP0006 
C STRP0007 
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED BY BOTH THE PLATE AND THE CIVM PLATE PROGRAMS.STRPOOOS 
C STRP0009 
C SMALL STRAIN FORMULATION VERSION WRITTEN BY R. L. SPILKER STRPOOIO 
C STRPOOII 
C 
DIMENSION OISP(II,OELD(1 I,FLVA(II,SNL(9I,EQNL(36I,EP(9I,OEP(9I, STRPOOl2 
2ELFPI36I,NODE(I),TAUSS(MAXEL,NZS,9I,TAUEE(MAXEL,NZS,9I,TAUSE(MAXELSTRPDOI3 
3, NZS. 9 ) ,EPSS I (9, I I ,EPSSO 19, II, EPEEl( 9, I I ,EPEEO (9, II, EPSEl( 9, I I, 5 T RPOO 14 
4EPSEO(9,11 STRPOOIS 
DIMEtlSION XGI(I),YGI(lI,NP(4,II,STDEP(9,24I,GBI(24,241 STRPOOl6 
DIMENS ION NMSUB( II ,DSR( I I, PSR( II,SUBW(5,1) ,SNOM( 5 ,11, lGAUS(6), STRPOO 17 
2ZGAUW(6),GFL(4),GZETA(4),GWEGH(20),SNO(SI,AGAUS(6I,AGAUW(6) STRPOOl6 
COMMON/PLATE/XOIST,YOIST,TH,SLE,ELE,NEAO,NECD,OENS,YOUNG,HNU,THALfSTRPOOl9 
COMrION/BAS/NDl,NET ,MN,NB,NIRREG,MNC SIRP0020 
COMMON ITIM/D EL T AT, TlMEF , TIME, I TlMEF , INCRT , lOUT, I TIME S T RP0021 
COMMON IINOUTI MREAO,MWRITE,MPUNCH SIRP0022 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE EFFECTIVE NODAL fORCE VECTOR FOR A 
C PLATE ELEMENT CORRESPONDING TO NONLINEAR GEOMETRIC ANO MATERIAL 
C EFFECTS THE THEORETICAL BASIS FOR THESE CALCULATIONS IS GIVEN IN 























































00 10 LZ-I,NZ 
GFL(LZI'O 5.THoZGAUW(LZ) 
GZETA(LZl aO.5'TH'ZGAUS(LZI 
DO 20 LZal,NZ 
00 20 LSal,NSUBL 









EE3 a'OUIlG/2 Of( I.O+HNU) 
HNU1=( I 0-2.0'HNU)/3.0/(I,O-HNUI 
00 35 lSal.NSUBL 
SNO(LS)=$NOM(I,LSI 
00 50 LNUM=I,NET 
NNNI=NP( I,LNUMI 
NNN 2. N P I 2, Lh UM) 
NNN4=N 1'( 4 ,lNUM) 
SLE=(XGl(NNN2)-XGI(NNN1»)/2,ODO 
ELE-(YGI(NNN4)-YGI(NNNtll/2.000 
00 99 J=I,24 
ELfP( J).O 0 
! I 
00 100 KS.I ,NA STRP0063 
SW.SLEoAGAUW(KS) STRP0064 
00 100 KE-I ,NA STRP006S 
SL.(AGAUS(KS)+1.0)/2.0 STRP0066 
Et- (AGAUS(KE )+1.0)/2.0 STRP0067 
Xl=2 OOSlE STRPOOGB 
Yl-2 OoELE STRP0069 
CALL SfOM(Sl,EL,XL,Yl.GBl,STOEP) STRP0070 
EW=ElEtAGAUW(KE) STRP0071 
SWEW=SwoEW STRP0072 
PlAST3=O 0 STRP0073 
..rA=KE+(KS-I )oNA STRP0074 
00 60 ..r. 1,9 S TRP007S 
EP(..r) =0.0 STRP0016 
OEP(..r)=O.O STRP0077 
00 60 K= 1.24 STRP001B 
NNN=(lNUM-I)'24+K STRP0079 
INOEX-NODE(NNN) STRPOOBO 
EP(..r)=EP(J)+STDEP( J,K)'OISP(lNOEX) STRPOOBI 
OEP(..r)=OEP(J)+STOEP{ J.K)oOElO{INOEX) STRPOOB2 






OEPSSM=OEP( 1}+EP(7)'OEP(7)-OEP{7)oo2/2, STRP0089 





EPSSI(JA,LN)=EPSSM+THALf oEP(4) STRP009S 
~ EPEEI(JA.lN).EPEEM+THALf'EP(S) STRP0096 




61 BPNSS=O 0 STRPOIOI 
BPNEE=O 0 STRPOI02 
BPIISE=O 0 STRPOI03 
BPMSS=O 0 STRPOI04 
BPMEE=O 0 STRPOIOS 
BPMSE=O.O STRPOI06 











PTSS=O 0 STRPOll8 
PTEE=O 0 STRPOl19 
PTSE=O 0 STRPOl20 
fACTOR=I. STRPOl21 
If(O EQ.O.O) GO TO IS~ STRP0122 
SECINV.OEPSSZ,02+0EPEEZO'2-0EPSSZ'OEPEEZ+.75DOoOEPSEZ''2 STRP0123 
SECINV=SECINV o2 00/3.00 STRPOl24 
IF(SECINV .IT. 0.000) WRlTE(MWRlTE,ISI) NNC,ITT STRPOl2S 
151 FORMAT(IHO,'SECOND INVARIANT OF OEVIATORIC STRAIN RATE IS NEGATIVESTRPOl26 
+ AT SUBINCREMENT',13.' AT TIME STEP',lI0/20X,'STOP IN SUBROUTINE SSTRPOl27 
:!TRESP. ' ) S TRPO 128 
IF(SECINV.LT.O.O) CALL EXIT STRPOl29 
FACTOR·'.+(CC6·OSQRT(SECINV)) •• CC5 STRPOl30 
152 00 ISS lS'1 ,NSUBL STRPOl31 




40 CONTINUE STRP01J6 
PlAST1=0 0 STRPOl37 
NNC'I STRPOl3B 
TASS.TAUSS(lNUM ,JZ,JA) STRPOl39 
TAEE.TAUEE(lNUM .JZ,JAI STRPOl40 








CZ. TMSS' -2+ TMEE •• 2-TMSS HMEE+ 3 •• TMSE"2-S IGMSQ S T IlPO 149 
IF(CZ LE. 0.0) GO TO 45 STRPOl50 








Jf(OI seR LT 0 0) GO TO 157 STRP0159 
HLAM02.BZ+OSQRT(OISCR) STRPOl60 
IF(ULAM02 • LE 0.0) GO TO 157 STRPOl61 
..... HlAMOA=CZ/HLAMD2 STRPOl62 ~ PSSI=HLAMOA.CONI.(2 O.TASS-TAEE) STRPOl63 
PSS2=H LA11DAo CON I. (2. O. TA EE-TAS 5 1ST RPO 164 





GO TO 46 STRPCI70 
45 TASS=TMSS SlRPOl71 
lA(E=lMEE STRPOl72 
TASE.TMSE STRPOl73 
46 IF(NNC.EQ NNN) GO TO 156 STRPOl74 
NNC·NNC., STRPOl75 
GO TO 41 STRP0176 
157 NNN=NNNtl STRPOl77 
SNN=NNN STRPOl7B 
If(NNN-99) 40.40,44 STRPOl79 
44 WRI1E(MIIRITE ,4911TT STRPOIBO 
49 fORMAl(' SUBINCREMENT IN PLASTICITY RELATION .GT.99 AT IT.',15ISTRPOIBI 
CALL EXIT STRP0102 
156 TAUSS(LNUM ,JZ,JA)'TASS STRP01S3 
TAUEE(LNUM ,JZ,JA).TAE~ STRPOIB4 
TAUSEILNUM ,JZ,JA).TASE STRPOIB5 
PlASS=GPSS-TAUSS(LNUM ,JZ,JAI STRPOIU6 
PlAEE=GPEE-TAUEE(LNUM ,JZ,JAI SlRPOIB7 
PLASE=GPSE-TAUSE(LNUM ,JZ,JA) STRPOIOB 
PTSS=PTSS+PlASS'GWEGH(JZ) STRPOI09 
PIEE=PTEE.PlAEE·GWEGH(JZ) STRPOl90 
Pl SE- PT SEt P lASE'GWEGfl( JZ) SlRPO 191 
PLAST2=PlAST2.PlAST1·GWEGH(JZ) STRP0192 



















SNL(l )=(EE1.EP(7) .. 2/2.+EE2.EP(B) .... 2/2.).TH-BPNSS 
.+«EE1+EE2)*EP(9)*.2/2.)·TH 














DO 165 J=l, 24 
EQNL(J)=O 0 
DO 165 K=I, 9 
EQNL(J)=EQNL(J)+STDEP( K,J).SNL(K) 




DO 201 J= 1 ,24 












































SUBROUTINE TSTEP(STF,AMASS,NBC,BC,ICOl,INUM,KROW,NDEX,TRIAl,SOlN) TSTPOOOO 
IMPLICIT REAloB(A-H,O-Z) TSTPOOOI 
C TSTP0002 
C ASRl TR 154-14 •••••• ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM TSTP0003 
C COPYRIGHT (C) MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 19BO TSTP0004 
C TSTP0005 










OIMENS ION 5T F ( I ) • AMASS( I ) ,BC( 1 ) ,NBC ( I ) , ICOL( I ) ,I NUM( I) ,KROW( I), 
2NOEX( I ), TRI A l( 1), SOLN( I) 
CO~.MON/BAS/NDT ,NET ,MN ,NB ,NIRREG,MNC 
CrnWON/PlATE/XO,YD,TH,HX,HY,NEA,NEC,DENS,EPAN,AN,THF 
COf.l\ION /INOUT/ MREAO,MWRITE,MPUNCH 
COMMON IMASSMI IMASS 
SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE CENTRAL-OIFFERENCE TIME-STEP BOUND. 
ITERATION IS USED TO CALCULATE THE HIGHEST NATURAL FREQUENCY OF THE 
ASSEMBLED STRUCTURE. NOTE-- HOUBOlT OPERATOR 
USED IN PRESENT PROGRAM. CALCULATED BOUND SERVES ONLY AS A 
REFERENCE NO 
GENERATE INITIAL GUESS 
00 20 1'I,NOT 
20 TRIALI 1)=1 000 
C CONSTRAIN ASSEMBLED STIFFNESS MATRIX 
CALL BCONMKISTF,BC,ICOl,INUM,NBC) 






KK=NBC I I) 
TRIALIKK)=O 000 
DO 27 1=I,NoT 
IF(ArlASS(I) EO.O.OlTRIAL(I).O.ODO 
CONTI NUE 
GO TO 29 
C CONSTRAIN CONSISTENT MASS MATRIX. 
28 CALL BCONMK(AMASS,BC,ICOl,INUM,NBC) 
C NORMALIZE SO TRIAL VECTOR IS A UNIT VECTOR 
29 SUM=O 000 
30 
35 
DO 30 1=I,NDT 
SUM=SUMtTRIAL(I).TRIAL(IJ 
SUrl=OSQRT(SUM) 
DO 35 I=I,NOT 




C FOR CONSISTENT MASS MATRIX, REPLACE M BY FACTORED M, 
IF(IMASS .EO. 2) CALL FACT(AMASS,lCOL,KROW,NOEX,IOET,MWRITE,lNUM) 
C BEGItI ITERATION LOOP 
DO 100 ITER z l.200 
NNN=NNN+I 
C ZERO OUT SOLUTION VECTOR 
DO 40 I'I,NOT 
10 SOLN( I) -0 000 
C MULTIPLY STIFFNESS TIMES TRIAL 
CALL OMULT(STF,TRIAL,SOLN,ICOL,KROW,NOEX) 
If( IMASS EQ 2) GO TO 46 
C MULTIPLY PROO~CT BY MASS-INVERSE 
00 45 I-I,NOT 
IF(AMASSII).EO O.O)GO TO 45 
lRIAL(I)~SOLN(l)/AMASS(l) 
45 CONTi NUE 

























































46 CALL SOLV(AMASS,SOLN,TRIAL,ICOL,KROW,NDEX) 
47 BNE'~=-1 DO 
C SEARCH FOR MAX VALUE IN TRIAL VECTOR. 
IHOLD=O 
DO 4~ 1=I,NDT 
CHlCK=DABS(TRIAL( I» 
IF(BNEW .GT. CHECK) GO TO 48 
BNEW=CHECK 
I HOLD= I 
48 CONTINUE 
!F(IHOLD .NE. 0) BNEW=TRIAL(IHOLD) 
C NORMALIZE SO TRIAL VECTOR IS A UNIT VECTOR 
DO 55 I=I,NDT 
I F(TRI AL( I) . EQ. 0.00) GO TO 55 
I F(DABS( 10.ODO+TRIAL( I )/BNEW) .GT. 1.0-76) GO TO 55 
TRIAL( 1)=0.00 
55 TRIAL(I)=TRIAL(I)/BNEW 
C IF THIS IS FIRST ITERATION, SKIP CONVERGENCE CHECK 
IF(ITER EQ I )GO TO 100 
CRATIO~OABS( 1.0DO-BNEW/BOLD) 
IF(CRATIO.LE.EPS)GO TO 110 
C IF NOT CONVERGED CONTINUE ITERATION 
BOLD=BNEW 
100 CONTINUE 




C PRINT OUT FINAL VALUE OF EIGENVECTOR. 
NNT=NOT/6 
WRITE(MWRITE,114) 
DO 112 NN=I,NtH 
JI =(NN-I) +6+ 1 
J2=JI +5 
112 WRITE( MWRITE ,116) NN, (TRIAL(J) ,..1=..11,..12) 
114 FORMATlIHO,23X,'HIGHEST EIGENVECTOR NORMALIZED BY LARGEST VALUE'/ 
1 lHO,10X, 'NODE' ,6X, 'U', 12X, 'V' ,12X, 'w' ,llX, 'PSIX' ,9X, 'PSIY' ,9X, 







600 FORMAT('O','HIGHEST NATURAL FREQUENCY(RAD/SEC)",',DI5.7) 
610 FORMAT(' ','AFTER',I4,2X,'lTERATlONS, CONVERGENCE RATlO,,',015.7) 
620 FORMAT (' ',' CENTRAL-DIFFERENCE BOUND ON TlME-STEP(SEC) FOR LINEAR 
2SYSTEM=' ,015.7) 






















































6.2 Subprograms Unique to the PLATE Code 








These spec~f~c vers~ons of Subprograms EXTL, INCaND, and MAIN g~ven ~n th~s 
subsect~on are pr~nc~pally for ~llustrat~on, but are also those used for the 
~llustrat~ve example g~ven in Subsection 7.2.1 for the complete plate. The 
user must wr~te h~s own vers~ons of these programs consistent w~th h~s problem 
data ~f he w~shes to analyze any other example problem. 
A FORTRAN IV l~st~ng of these 6 subprograms follows. 
169 
C 
SUBROUTINE CMA5SP(NTYPE,XL,YL, TH,XF,SLOC,CSA,SMOI,EM,GBI,DENS) 
IMPLICIT REALtB(A-H,O-Z) 
C ASRL TR 154-14... ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 
C COPYRIGHT (C) MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 1980 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE PLATE PROGRAM. 
C 
DWE.NS ION EM (24 ,24) ,GBI (24,2';) ,AMTl5 ,5) ,GS (6) ,GW(6), P( 5,24), 
2STORI (5,24), STOR2(24,24), T(24) 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CO~PUTES THE CONSISTENT MASS MATRIX FOR A 
C RECTANGULAR PLATE ELE~ENT, X-DIRECTION STIFFENER ELEM~NT, OR 
C V-DIRECTION STIFFENER ELEMENT. THE FORMULATION CORRESPONDS TO 
C EQUATIONS A 2~ AND A 29 (FOR PLATE ELEME~TS), EQUATION A.91A FOR 
C X-DIRECTION 5TIFFENERS, AND EQUATION A.91B FOR V-DIRECTION 





DO 5 I=l,NGS 
CS(I)=(10+CSl!»/2.0 
J G\~( I )=GW(I )/2.0 
NGX=NGS 
IlGY=NGS 
DO 10 1=1,5 
DO 10 J=l, 5 
10 AMT ( I , J) =0.0 
~ DO 20 1=1,5 
a DO 20 J=l,24 
20 P(I,J)=O 0 
DO 25 1=1,24 
DO 25 J=l,24 
25 EM(I,J\=O.O 
GO TO(30,40,40),NTVPE 
C M-TILDA FOR PLATE ELEMENT 
30 Ar,T(l,l)=TH 
M.1T (2, 2) = TH 
AMT(3,3)=TH 
AMT(4,4)=TH**3/(12.000*XL*XL) 
AMT(5,5)=TH •• 3/(120DO*YL*VL) 
GO TO 50 
C M-TILDA fOR STIFFENERS. 





AMT(4, 1 )~-CSA*XF/XL 
ArH (1,4) =AMT (4, 1 ) 
AfH{5,2)=-CSA.XF/YL 
AMT(2,5)=AMT(5,2) 
IFlNTYPE EQ 2)NGY=1 
:~\~:TYr~.E~.:)~~GX~1 
50 CCNTlNUE 
C LOOP OVER GAUSS STATIONS. 
DO 100 Nb'l, NGY 





















































































P{3, 14 )=EL¥EL 
P(3,15)=SL~SL~EL 
P(3,16)=SL¥EL¥EL 
P(3, 17 )=SL*S L"EL<EL 
P(3, 18 )=SL.*3 
P(3,19):EL**3 
P{3,20 )=P{3, 18)*EL 
P(3,21 )=SL*P (3,19) 
P(3,22)=P(3,20)*EL 




n I 1 ~ ") '-'l "'" C'. 





P(4,20 )=P{4, 18)"EL 
P(4,21 )=P{4, 16)*EL 
P{4,22)=P{4,20)*EL 









P(!5,20 )=P(5, 15)*SL 
P{5,21 )=P(5, 19)"'SL 




00 60 J=1,24 
































































DO 60 1\=1,5 
60 STORI( I,J)=STORI(I,J)+AMT(I,K)*P(K,J) 
CJ ., \) I.: I ,2'; 
DO 70 J=I,24 
STOR2( I ,J)=O.O 
DO 70 K=1,5 
70 STOR2(I,J)=STOR2(I,J)+P(K,I)*STOR1(K,J) 




DO 1 1 0 I = 1 , 2 4 
DO 110 J.: 1 , I 
EM(I,J)=EM(I,J)*XL+YL 
110 EM (J , I ) = EM ( I ,J) 
C PRE- AND POST-MULTIPLY BY G-BAR-INVERSE MATRIX. 
DO 120 1=1,24 
DO 120 J=I,24 
STOR2( I ,J)=O.O 
DO 120 K=I, 24 
120 STOR2(I,J)=STOR2(I,J)+EM(I,K)*GBI(K,J) 
DO 130 1=1,24 
DO 130 J=l,24 
EM(I,J)=O 0 
DO 1 30 K = 1 , 2 4 
130 E"'(I,J)=EM(I,J)+G81(K,I)*STOR2(K,J) 
C FOR~ SCALING MATRIX FOR NODAL D.O.F •• 
DO 140 1=1,24 
140 T(I )=1.0 
DO 150 1=4,22,6 
T(I)=XL 
T( 1+1) =YL 
150 T(I+2)=XL*YL 
C SCALE MASS MATRIX. 
DO 160 1=1,24 
DO 160 J= 1 ,24 





~. ~~_4 __ 































































ASRL TR 154-14.. ..ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 
COPYRIGHT (C) M~SSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 1980 
THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE PLATE PROGRAM. 
THIS VERSION IS FOR THE EXAMPLE OF A RECTANGULAR PLATE, CLAMPED 
ON THE TOP ~NO BOTTOM EDGES, FREE ON THE OTHER TWO EDGES WITH AN 
IMPULSIVE LOAD APPLIED SY~METRICALLY TO ITS CENTRAL REGION. 
DIMENSION ELV(1),NP(4,1) ,NODE( 1),XGI(1),YGI(I),GBI(24,24) 
THIS USER-PREPARED SUBROUTINE IS USED TO GENERATE THE NODAL 
GENE~ALIZED F01C[S CORRESPOllDING TO PRESCRIBED EXTERNALLY-APPLIED 
FORC~S AT TIME T SUB M (=M.OELTA T) AS DESCRIBED IN SUBSECTION 4.6.2 
AND CORRESPDN~ING TO THE DEVELOPMENT IN SUBSECTION A.l.3.4. 
EXTLOOOO 
EXTLOOOl 
















EXTL0018 DEFINE SIZE OF VECTOR CONTAINING UNIT LOAD OVER ALL DOF IN CENTRAL 
REGION OF PLATE. ~IDTH OF LOADED REGION IS 1.497 IN. ,LENGTH IS 1.8 
DIMENSION ALOAO(150),AL1 (72),AL2(78) 




C¥Tln" .... " _ "_\01 .... __ 
CO~MON /OAS/ NoT,NET,MN,NB,NIRREG,MNC EXTL0023 
COM~ON/TIM/DELTAT,TIMEF,TI~E,ITIMEF,INCRT,IOUT,ITIME EXTL0024 
COrAMON /INOJT/ MREAO,,,,\JRITE,MPUNCH ExrL0025 
DEFINE TIME AT WHICH LOAD DROPS TO ZERO AND MAX VALUE OF IMPULSE. EXTL0026 
DATA TEND/25.D-6/AMAXP/21934.4001 EXTL0027 
DEFINE FIRST AND LAST OOF IN LOADED REGioN. EXTL0028 
DATA IOOF/121/,LOOF/270/ EXTL0029 
DEFINE VALUES OF UNIT LOAD AT EACH oOF IN LOADED REGION EXTL0030 
DATA A Ll/2*0 .00, 42103120-1, .26261620-2, .31577340-2, • 19696370-3EXTL0031 
1 ,2·0.00, 8420625D-1, .OOOOOOOD+O, .63154680-2, .00000000+OEXTL0032 
2 ,2*0. DO, .84206250-1, .00000000+0, .63154680-2, • 00000000+0 ~XTL0033 
3 ,2*0 DO, 84206250-1, .00000000+0, .63154600-2, .00000000+OEXTL0034 
4 ,2*0. DO, 42103120-1, -.26261820-2, .31577340-2, -. 19696370-3 EXTL0035 
5 ,2*0 ~O, .84206250-1, .52523650-2, .000000')0+0, .00000000+OEXTL0036 
6 ,2*0.00, • 168412~0+O, 00000000+0,.00000000+0, .00000000+0 EXTL0037 
7 ,2* 0 • DO, • 16841250+0, • 00000000+0, .00000000+0, .00000000+0 EXTL0038 
8 ,2' 0 DO, 1684125 D+O, • 00000000+0, .00000000+0, .00000000+0 EXTL0039 
9 ,2"0. ~O, • 84206250-1,-.52523650-2, .00000000+0, .00000000+0 EXTL0040 
A ,2*0 DO, 84206250-1, • 52523650-2, .00000000+0, .00000000+0 EXTL0041 
8 ,2*0 ~O, 113841250+0, oonnOlJOO+O, ooooooon+o nnonnnnr ... l'I/l'lCTI004? 
OAT A A L2/2* 0 00,.1 (;841250+0, • OOOOOOOD+O, .00000000+0, .00000000+0 EXTL0043 
1 ,2<0.00, • 168412!:;D+O, 00000000+0, .00000000 ... 0, .00000000+OEXTL0044 
2 ,2" 0 • CO, 84206250-1, -. 52523650-2, .00000000+0, .00000000+0 EX TL0045 
3 ,2* 0 • DO, .34206250-1, • 52523650-2, .00000000+0, .00000000+0 EX TL0046 
4 ,2 "'0 • DO, • 1 68~ 125 D+O, • OOOOOOOD,.O, .00000000+0, .00000000+0 EXT L0047 
5 ,2- 0 00,.168 .. 1250+0, • 00000000+0, • 00000 000+-0, .00000000+0 EX TL0048 
6 ,2"'0. DO, • 1 684125D+O, .00000000+0, .00000000+0, • 00000000+0 EXTL0049 
7 .2--0.00, 84200250-1,-.52523650-2, • OOOOOOOD+O, .0000000o+OEXTL0050 
8 ,2*0. DO, 42103120-1, .26261820-2, -.31577340-2, -.19695370-3 EXTL0051 
9 ,2"0 DO, .8420625D-l, • OOOOOOOC+O,- .63154680-2, .00000000+OEXTL0052 
A ,2·0.00, 84206250-1, .00000000+0,- .63154680-2, .000COOOo+OEXTL0053 
U ,2~ V • uv, • o~2002::; 0-1, • vvvC000G.,.O, -.63154680-2, • 0000000D+O E"TL0054 
C ,2 .. 0 ~O, 42103120-1,-.26261820-2,-.31577340-2, .1969637D-3/EXTL0055 
C ZERO OUT LOAD VECTOR. EXTL0056 
DO 1 I=1,NDT EXTL0057 
1 ELV(I)=O.OoO EXTL0058 
PAGE 0001 
C IF THIS TIME STEP IS BEYOND LAST TIME OF IMPULSE RETURN WITH EXTL0059 
C EXTERNAL LOAD "ECTO~ SET TO ZERO. EXTL0060 
TYM=(ITT-l)-DELTAr EXTIOOfil 
IF(nM Gr. TEND) RETURN EXTL0062 
C INTERPOLATE TO FIhD MAGNITUDE OF IMPULSE AT THIS TIME. EXTL0063 
AMULT=AMAXP*(TEND-TYM )/TEND EXTL0064 
C FILL IN VALUES OF LOAD IN CENTRAL REGION OF PLATE. EXTL0065 
DO 2 I=IDOf,LDOF EXTL0066 
J=I-IDOF+l EXTL0067 
2 ELV(I)=A'11ULT'>ALOAD(J) EXTL0066 
C OUTPUT .lOADS IF THIS IS A REGULAR PRINTING CYCLE. EXTL0069 
III=ITIME/INCRT*INCRT-ITIME EXTL0070 
IF(IlI.NE.O) RETURN EXTL0071 
NNT=NDT/6 EXTL0072 
WRITE(MWRITE 100) TYM ,(J,J=l,6) EXTL0073 
100 FO~MAT(lHO/l~O,10X,'TIME=' ,016.6,' SEC.'/1H ,33(lH.), 'EXTERNALLY AEXTL0074 
















& 11,3X)/8X,3(10X,' (LBS)' ),lX,3(7X,'(IN-LBS)'» EXTL0076 
11 = 1 EXTL0077 
DO 3 I=l,NNT EXTL007B 
12=6*1 EXTL0079 
WRITE(MWRITE,101) 1,(ELV(J),J=Il,I2) EXTL0080 
11=12+1 EXTLOOBl 
3 CONTINUE EXTLOOB2 
101 FuR,,1AT (6X, 13 ,2X,6D15.6) EXTLOOB3 
RETURN EXTLOOB4 
END EXTLOOB5 
SUBROUTINE INCOND{DISP,VEL,NP,NODE,XGI,YGI) INCDOOOO 
IMPLIC IT REA L'8(A-H,O-Z) INCDOOOl 
A5RL TR 154-14 .... ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 
COPYRIGHT (C) MASSAC~USETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 1980 
THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED EXCLUSiVELY BY THE PLATE PROGRAM. 
DIMENSION DISP(l),VEL(l) .NP(4, l),NODE(l),XGI(l),YGI(l) 
CO~MON/BAS/NDT,NET.MN,NB.NIRREG,MNC 
THIS USfR-PREPARED SUBROUTINE IS USED TO SPECIFY THE INITIAL (TI~E 
ZERO) CONDITIONS ON THE PLATE NODAL DISPLACEMENT AND VELOCITIES, 
(Q ZERO). AND (0 DOT ZERO)*, RESPECTIVELY. REQUIRED FOR THE FINITE-
DIFF~RENCE SOLUTION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF MOTION (SEE 
SUBS~CTIO~ A 3). 
10 
DUMMY ROUTINE - SETS VELOCITY AND DISPLACEMENT TO ZERO INITIALLY. 




















































AsnL TR 154-14 ••••• ~,ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 
C COPYRIGHT (el MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 1980 
C 















































ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE Fon PLATE PROGRAM - FULL MODEL. 
THIS DUMMY MAIN PROGRAM FOR THE PLATE PROGRAM REQUIRES SUBROUTINES' 
ARRT,ASSEMK,BCONMK,CMASSP,EAROW, EXTL.FACT,GAUSS, 
INCOND. LMASSP ,MAINP, MESHPA, MESHPM ,OMULT ,PRINT, 
PRTOP,PSTRN,RCON.RPLATE,SFDM.SOLV.SPRING,STqESA, 
STRESC,STRESP,TSTEP, 
DUMMY MAIN PROGRAM WHICH PROVIDES OIMENSIONS FOR THOSE ARRAYS MAtN0016 (V(CTORS) WHOSE DIMCNSIONS ARE PROBLEM DCPENDENT. MAIN0017 
THE FOLLOWING ARRAYS MUST BE DIMENSIONED DY THE USER AS SHOWN; MAtNOOtD 
DIMENSION OELD(NDT),DIS(NDT)fOISP(NDT),DlSM1(NDT),DISM2(NDT). MAIN0019 
FLN(HOT),FLVA(NDT),FLVM(NDT),FLVP(NOT),ELV(NDT),VEL(NDT),ICOL(NDT)MAIN0020 
,INUM(NDT),KROW(NDT),NDEX(NOT),STOR(NDT),STF(MNC).AMASS(MDIM), MAIN0021 





TAGSS(MNXST.4 t MNSL,3),LNXS(MNXST),XSPROP(7,MNXST),MATXS(MNXST), MAIN0027 








• TOTAL NUMBER OF NODES IN THE ASSEMBLED FINITE-ELEMENT MAIN0032 
MODEL. MAIN0033 
• TOTAL NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEOOM IN THE ASSEMBLED MAIN0034 
FINITE-ELEMENT MODEL. 6.NNT. MAIN0035 
• ESTIMATEQ NUMBER OF WORDS OF STORAGE FOR TilE ASSEMBLED MAIN0036 
STIFFNESS MATRIX (LOWER TRIANGLE STORED BY ROWS FROM FIRST MAIN0037 
NONZERO TERM). MAIN0030 
MDIM • DIMENSION OF ASSEMBLED MASS MATRIX. MAIN0039 
• NOT IF LUMPED MASS OPTION IS CHOSEN. MAIN0040 
• MNC IF CONSISTENT MASS OPTION IS CHOSEN. MAIN0041 
MAXEL • NUMD~R OF ELEMENTS IN FINITE-ELEMENT MODEL. MAIN0042 
MNSL • MAXIMUM NUMBER OF MECHANICAL SUBLAYERS EMPLOYED. MAIN0043 
NOTE-- MNSL MUST BE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 5. MAIN0044 
NO • ESTIMATEO NUMBER OF CONSTRAINED DEGREES OF fREEDOM pRIOR MAIN0045 
TO ELIMINATION OF DUPLICATES. MAIN0046 
NOE • ESTIMATED NUMOER OF CONSTRAINED DEGREES OF FREEDOM AfTER MAIN0047 
ALL DUPLICATES HAVE OEEN ELIMINATED (IF lOPS. 1). MAIN004D 
• 1 IF lOPS • 0 MAIN0049 
MDWE • ESTIMATED MAXIMUM DANDWIDTH OF ASSEMDLED STIFFNESS MATR1X MAIN0050 
AT A CONSTRAINED DEGREE OF FREEDOM (IF lOPS. 1). MAIN0051 





























• , If NO X-DIRECTION STlFFENERS. 
~ MAXIMUM NUMBER OF Y-DInECTION STIFFENERS, 
s 1 IF NO Y-DIRECTION STIFFENERS. 
f TOTAL NUMDEn OF ELEMENT SIDES ON WHICH LINE RESTORING 
SPRINGS AnE LOCATED. 
~ I IF NO RESTOnlNG SPRINGS ARE PRESENT. 
II ".MNSL 
• MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NODES REQUESTEO Fon STRAIN OUTPUT (IF 
IOPO=1). = 1 IF IOPB • 0 
IMPLICIT REALtD(A-H,O-Z) MAIN0064 
DIMENSION DELO(390),DIS(390),DISP(390),DISMI(390),DlSM2(390), MAINOOG5 
2FLN( 390) ,FL VAt 390' ,FLVM (390) , fLVP (390) ,ELV (390) ,VEL(390) , leoL( 390) MA 1II006G 
3.INUM(390),KROW(390),NDEX(390),STOn(390),STF(14037"AMAS5(14037), MAINOOG7 
4NP(4.4D).NOOE(1152"TAUSS(4D.12.9),TAUSE(4D,12,9),TAUEE(40,12,9), MAINOOGO 
5[PSSt(9.40) .tPSSO(9,4D) ,EPEEl(9.40) .EPEEO(9,40) ,EPSEl(9.40), MAlNOOG9 
GEPSEO(9.40, .NOC(60"DC(GO).nFM(GO.60),ILAST(GO),UCF1(50).UCF2(60),MAIN0070 
7XG(65),YG(65),ZG(G5),XGI(GS),YGI(65),TAGSS(I,'2,3),LNXS(I), MAIN0071 
OXSPROP(1,') ,MATXS(I),TSG~E(I,12,3),LNYS(1).YSPROP(7,1),MATYS('), MAIN0072 
9LNRS(I),ISRS(I),SC(5,1),NVSA(G ),NCON(4,6 ) MAIN0073 
COMMON/DAS/NOT,NET,MN,ND,NIRRCG,MNC MAIN0074 
COMMON /INOUTI MREAD,MWRlTE,MPUNCH MAIN0075 
C DEFINE CARD READER, LINE PRINTER AND CARD PUNCH UNIT NUMBERS. MAIN0076 
MREAO c 5 MAIN0077 
MWRITE c 6 MAIN007D 
MPUNCH : 7 MAIN0079 
READ(MREAD,500)MAXEL,MNSL,MNXST,MNYSt,NBE,MB~E,MNC MAtNOOOO 
500 FORMAT(BIIO) MAtNOOOI 
WRITE(MWRITE,600) MAtNooa2 
WnITE(MWnITE,610) MAXEL MAIHooa3 
WRITE(MWRITE,620) MNSL MAINOOB4 
WnITE(MWRITE,630) MNXST MAINOOBS 
WRITE(MWnITE,640) MNYST MAIN0006 
WRITE(MWnITE,G50) NOE MAtH0007 
WnITE(MWnITE,6GO) MOWE MAINoooe 
WnlTE(MWRlTE.G70) MNe . MAIN0009 
600 FORMAT('1 PLATE 1 COMPUTER COOE (SMALL STRAIN THEORY) US~R INPUTMAIN0090 
+ fOR AnnAY -O-lMENSIONS') MAIN009' 
610 FORMAT(' ','MAXEL .",110) MAlN0092 
620 FORMAT(' ','MNSL .',110) MAIN0093 
630 FORMAT(' ','MNXST D',li0) MAIN0094 
640 FORMAT(' I, 'MNYST a',110) MAIN0095 
650 FonMAT(' ','NOE .',110) MAIN0096 
660 FORMAT(' 1,'Mn\~E s',I10) MAIN0097 
670 FORMAT(I I,IMNC a l ,110). MAtN0090 

















IMPLICIT REAL.B(A-H,O-Z) MANP0005 
ASRL TR 154-14 •••••• ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 
COPYRIGHT (CI MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 1960 
























THIS SUBROUTINE IS USEO EXCLUSIVELY BY tHE PLATE PROGRAM 
DIMENS ION DE LO( I), DIS( I) ,DISP( I I ,DISMI I I I, DISM21 I I, FLN I I) ,FLVAI t), MANPOOl4 
2fLVMII l,fLVPIII,ELV(II,VEllll, ICOLIII,INUM(I),KROW(I),NOEXIII, MANPOOl5 
3STOR( I I, STf( 1 I, AMASSI 1), NP(4, I ) ,NOOEI I I, TAUSS(MAXEL,MNSL T4, 91, MANPOOl6 
4TAUSE(MAXEL,MNSLT4 ,9),TAUEE(MAXEl,MNSLT4,9),EPSSI(9,1 ),EPSSO(9,IIMANPOOI7 
5,EPEEI 19,II,EPEEO(9,1),EPSEI(9,II,EPSEO(9,II,NBC(I),BC(II,RFM(NBE,MANPOOI9 
6MOWEI, ILAST( I I ,UCFI( I I,UCf2( I) ,XG( I 1 ,YG(I 1 ,ZG(I 1 ,xG11 I) ,YGI (I), MANPOOl9 
7TAGSS(MNXST,MNSLT4,3I,LNXS(II,xSPROPI7,II,MATXS(I),TSGEE(MNYSt, MANP0020 
8MNSLT4 ,31 ,lNYS( I I, YSPROP (7,1), MATYS( I) ,LNRS( I) ,I SRS( I) ,SC(5,1) MAUP0021 
9,NVSA(I),NCONI4,11 MAtIP0022 
MAUP0023 
tHE fOLLOWING DIMENSION STATEMENtS ARE fiXED FOR ALL COMPUTER RUNS, MANP0024 
DIMENSION SIG(5),EPS(5I,OSR(5) ,PSR(5),ES(6),SUBW(5,5I,SNO(5,~), MAUP0025 
2N~SUB(5I,EK(24,24),GBI(24,24),EML(24I,STDE(9,24),EM(24,24),55(5) MANP0026 
DATA GBI/I 0,-1 0,-1 0,1.0,24'0.0,1 0,-1 0,-1.0,1 0,24'0 0,1.0, MAUP0027 
23'0 0,-3 0,-3 0,2'0 0,9.0,2 0,2 0,2,0 0,-6.0,-6 0,4 0,9'0 0,1.0, MANP0028 
32.0 0,-2 0.2'0 0,-3 0,6.0,1 0,2'0 0,2 0,-3.0,-4 0,2.0,10'0.0,1.0, MANP0029 
42'00,-2.0,-30,0.0,60,0 0,1.0,2.0,0.0,-4.0,-3 0,20,11'0.0,1.0. MANP0030 
52'0.0,-20,-20,40,2'0.0.2'10,-2.0,-2.0,1 0,0.0,1.0,00,-10, MANP0031 
C25'0 0,1 0,0 0,-1 0, MANP0032 
626'0 0,3 0,3'0.0,-9 0,-2.0,3'0 0,6.0,6 0,-4 0,12'0.0,-1 0,3'0.0, MANP0033 
73 0,1.0,3'0 0,-3 0,-2.0,2.0,14'0 0,3 0,0 0,-6 0,2'0 0,-2 0,0 0, MANP0034 
8i1 0,3.0,-20,14'0 0,-1.0,00,2 0,2'0 0,1 0,0 0,-2.0,-1.0,1.0,3'0 OMANP0035 
9,1.0,27,00,10,32'00,9 0,4'0.0,-6 0,-6.0,4 0,16'0.0,-30,4'00, MANP0036 
A3 0,2.0,-20,16<0 0,-3 0,4<0 0,2.0,3 0,-2,0,16+0 0,1 0,4+0 O,-I.O,MANP0037 
B-1 0,1 0,2'0 0,1 0,-1.0,26'0 0,1.0,-1.0,29'0.0,3.0,2'0.0,-9 O,O.O,MAUP0038 
C-2 0,2'0 0.6 0,6 0,-4 0,15·0.0,3 0,-6 0,3'0 0 ,-2.0,3.0,MANP0039 
Oil 0,-2 0,13'0 0,-1 0,2'0.0,3 0,0 0,1.0,2'0.0,-2 0,-3 0.2.0,15'O,O,MANP0040 
E-I 0.2 0,3'0.0,1 0,-1.0,-2 0,1.01 MAUP0041 
COMt.ION IPLA I E I XDI S r , YOI S t ,TH ,H XL ,HYl, !iEAO, NECO, OENSP, E PAN, ANUP. MAUr0042 
2THALF MAUP0013 
COW,ION/BAS/NOT ,NET ,MN,NB,NIRREG,MNC MAUP0044 
CO~IMON/TlM/DEL TAT, t IMEF, TIME ,I TIMEr, INCRT, lOUT, I TIME MANP0045 
CO'.IMON/PRNT / 10PI, IOP2,IOP3, IOP4, lOPS, IOP6, IOP7 ,IOPB MANP0046 
COrlt.ICJN IINOUT/ MREAO,MwRITE,MPUNCH MANP0047 
COM~ON /MASSM/ IMASS MANP0048 
PLATE COMPUTER CODE. 
CONIROLLI~G ROUTINE FOR ELASTIC-PLASTIC, LARGE OEFLECTION TRANSIENT 





IF(IMESH EQ.O OR.IMESH EQ.l)CALL MESHPA(NP,NOOE,XG,YG,ZG,NBC,BC, 
2LNXS,LNYS,XGl,YGI,XSPROP,YSPROP,NXST,NYST,IMESH,MAtXS,MAiYS) 

















I F( IMASS. EO. 1)WRIT E (MWRITE, 700 ) 
IF(IMASS.EO.2)WRITE(MWRITE,710) 
700 FORMAT('O','PRESENT RUN USES LUMPED MASS MATRIX') 
710 fORMAT('O','PRESENT RUN USES CONSISTENT MASS MATRIX') 
C 
C SETUP OF STORAGE 
CAll ARRT(STF,AMASS,fLVA,ICOL,INUM,KROW,NDEX,NODE,NDPE) 
IF(IMASS.EQ.1)GO TO 8 
DO 7 I -I ,MNC 
7 AMASS( 1)-0.0 
B CONTINUE 
C 
C STRESS-STRAIN INFORMATION fOR EACH MATERIAL. 





CONI=2 00'(1 DO.ANUP)/3,DO 
CON2=2.00'(0.SOO-ANUP)/3.DO 





ESI I )=SIG( I) IEPS( I) 







If(1 EO I) EPAN=ES(t) 
IF(NSUB-I)30,30,10 
DO 20 lS.2.NSUa 
ES ( lS) • (S IG( lS )-S I G( LS-I ) )/( EP S( LS)-EPS( LS-O) 









SUB~( 1 ,lS)=A I 
ESUM=ESUM+El 
IF(lS NE NSUB) EI.(I.DO-ES(LS+t)/ES(I»'(EPS(LS+l)-EPS(LS» 









NMSUB ( 1) =NSU B 
WRITE(MWRITE,610)1 
WRITEIMWRITE,6IS) 
00 SO J=I,NSUB 
WRITE(MWRITE,620)J,SIG(J),EPS(J),SNO(I,J),SUBW(I,J) 
WRITE(MWRITE,630)DSR(I),PSR(I) 
CONT I NUE 
FORMAT(2014) 
FORMAT (SOI6 7) 
FORMAT('O','PROPERTIES fOR USER-SPECIFIED MATERIALS') 
FORMAT('O','PROPERTIES fOR MATERIAL NUMBER',13) 
fOr-I.1AT(' ',' SUBlAVER' ,5X, 'STRESS POINT' ,5X,'STRAIN POINT' ,5X, 
2'VIHD STRESS' .2X, 'WEIGHTING FACTOR') 
620 fORMAT(' ',I5,4X,016 7,IX,Dt6.7,IX,OI6.7,tX,DI6.7) 
630 fORMAT(' ','STRAIN RATE PARAMETERS: D.',D16.7,2X,'P.',DI6.7) 





























































































FORMAT('O','TIMEWI5E SOLUTION PARAMETERS') 




FORMAT (' ',' RUN Will TERMINATE AT TIME .',DI6.7,2X, 'SEC. 
2lE NU\10ER' ,181 




FORMAT(' ','REGULAR PRINTOUT WilL BE GIVEN EVERY',15,2X,'CYCLES') 
ESTABLISH PRINT OPTIONS 
CALL PRTOPINNSA,NVSA,NCON,NPI 
IFIMN .GT MNCI WRITE(MWRITE,67S) MN,MNC 
FORMAT(IHO,10(IH o l,'A5SEMBlEO K REQUIRES',I7,' 
oMENSIONEO FOR ONlY',17,'. CALL EXIT,') 
IF(MN GT MNCICALL EXIT 
INITIALI ZATION 
NZSUBl -NZ'MN Sl 
NASQ-NA-NA 
DO 200 1'1,9 
00 200 J'I,NET 
EPSSI (1,..1)-0.0 
EPSSO( 1,..1)'0,0 
EPEEI (1,..1)'0 0 
EPEEO( 1,..11=0.0 
EPSEI (1,..11=0.0 
EPSEO( 1 • ..1):0 0 
DO 201 I'I,NET 
DO 201 JZ"I,NZSUBL 




DO 301 I=I,MNYST 
DO 301 JZ-I,NZSUBL 
DO 301 JA"I,NA 
TSGEE(I,JZ,JA).O,O 
DO 303 l-l,MNX5T 
DO 303 JZ-I,NZSUBL 
00 303 JA'I,NA 
TAGSS( I,JZ,JA)=O,O 
PlASTW-O 0 








































C FORMATION AND ASSEMBLY Of STiffNESS AND MASS MATRICES 





















Xl-XGI (t-NN2) -lIGI (NNNI) 
Yl.YGI (NNN4)-YGI(NNNI) MANP0186 
C If DURING THIS PASS ONLY THE CONSISTENT MASS MATRIX IS BEING 
C BYPASS OTHER UNNECESSARy CALCULATIONS, 
REFORMED,MANPOI87 
IF(IPASS ,EQ 2) GO TO 214 
CAll RPlATE(NTVPE,ANUP,XL,YL,TH,SL,CSA,SLAM,SMOI,EK,GBI,EPAH) 
CAll ASSEMK( EK,STf,INUM,NOPE,NOOE,LNUM) 
GO TO(204,214),IMASS 
204 CALL lMASSP(NTYPE,Xl,VL,TH,SL,CSA,SMOI,EML,DENSP) 








DO 210 1-1.24 
LU-LL+I 
NN=NOD E( LUI 
210 AMASS(NNI-AMASS(NN)+EML(I) 
GO TO 220 
214 CALL C~ASSP(NTYPE.XL,YL,TH,XF,SL,CSA,SMOI,EM,GBI,DENSP) 
CAll ASSEMK(EM,AMASS,INUM,NOPE,NOOE,LNUM) 
220 CONTINUE 
C FOR X-OIRECTION STIFFENERS 
IF(NXST EO O)GO TO 250 
NTYPE= 2 










S~10 I =RII.RW' X F' XF+RW.RH" 3/12,0 
XL= XGI (NP( 2, lNUMI ) -XGI(N P ( I, LNUMI) 

























C IF DURING THIS PASS ONLY THE CONSISTENT MASS MATRIX IS BEING 
C BYPASS OTHER UNNECESSARY CALCULATIONS, 
REFORMEO,MANP0219 
IF(IPASS EO 21 GO TO 234 
CALL RPlATE(NTYPE,ANUS,XL,YL,RH ,SL,CSA,XF ,SMOI,EK,GBl,YMJ 
CALL ASSEMK(EK,STF,INUM,NDPE,NODE,LNUM) 
GO TO(224,234),IMASS 
224 CALL LMASSP(NTVPE,XL,YL,RH ,SL,CSA,SMOI,EML,DEN) 
Ll=(LNUM-I)'NDPE 
DO 230 1=1,24 
..... NNN=NODE(ll+!) 
~ 230 AMASS( NNN)=AMASS(NNN)+EML( I) 
GO TO 240 




C FOR Y-OIRECTION STIFFENERS 
IF(N'ST EO OIGO TO 260 
NTYPE=3 
DO 270 NN.I,NYST 






XF=YSPROP( 7, NN) 
CSA=RW'Rti 
SMOI=RH,RW'XF'XF+RW.RH·.3/12,O 
LNUM= lNYS(NN I 
NNNI =NP( I ,lNUMI 
NNN2=N P( 2, IN UM I 
NNN4=N P( 4 ,lNUMI 
XL=XG I (NNN2) -XG I (NNNI ) 



































C IF DURING TtilS PASS ONLY THE CONSISTENT MASS MATRIX IS BEING 
C BYPASS OTHER UI/NfCESSARY CALCULATIONS. 
REfORMEO,MANP0254 
IF(IPASS EO, 21 GO TO 264 
CALL RPlATE(NTYPE,ANUS,Xl,Yl,RH ,SL,CSA,XF ,SMOI,EK,GOl,YM) 
CAll ASSEMK(EK,STf,INUM,NDPE,NOOE,LNUM) 
GO TO(254,2641,IMA5S 








LL- (LNUM-l ). NOPE 
DO 260 1-1,24 
NNN=NO DE (LL+ II 
260 AMASS(NNNI=AMASS(NNN)+EML(I) 
GO TO 210 
264 CALL CMASSP(NTYPE,XL,YL,TH,XF,SL,CSA,SMOI,EM,GBI,DEN) 
CALL ASSEMK(EM.AMASS,INUM.NDPE,NODE,LNUM) 











C IF DURING THIS PASS ONLY THE CONSISTENT MASS MATRIX IS BEING 
C BYPASS OTHER UNNECESSARY CALCULATIONS. 
IF(IPASS .EO 21 GO TO 920 








IF(IPASS EQ 31 GO TO 141 
FORMA110N AND ASSEMBLY OF EQUIVALENT STIffNESS MATRIX FOR LINE 
TRANSLATIONAL AND TORSIONAL LINEAR RESTORING SPRINGS APPLIED TO 
SIDES OF ElHlENTS 
REAO(MREAO.5001 NELES 
IF(NElES EO OIGO TO 2B9 
WRITE(M~RI1E.1201 
WRI1E(MWRITE.1301 
00 20B I=I.NELES 
REAOIMREAD.500)LNUM,ISIDE 
REAOIMREAO.5101(SS(~),~.I,5) 
lNRS( I )=LtIUM 
ISRS( I ),ISIOE 
00 205 K=I.5 
2B5 SC(K.I )=SSIK) 
WRITE(~~RITE.740)LNUM,ISIOE,(SS(~),~-I,5) 






XL=KGI (NNN2) -XGI(NNN1) 
YL=YGI(NNN4)-YGI(NNN1) 
CALL SPRING(EK.SS,ISIOE,XL,YL) 
























720 FORMAT('O','lOCATION AND PROPERTIES OF LINE TRANSLATIONAL AND 
2TIONAl LINEAR RESTORING SPRINGS') ROTAMAUP0297 
730 FORMAT('O'.'ELEM NO ',2X, 'ELEM. SIDE',BX,'KX(LB/IN/IN)',8X, 
2'KY(lB/IN/IN)',OK, 'KZ(LB/IN/IN)',2X,'K-THETA(IN-LB/RAD/IN)',2X, 
3 'K-PSI (IN-LO/RAOIIN)') 
740 FORI.1AT (' ',15,6K,15,5X,5020.7) 
GO TO 2B9 
C RESTORE THE SPRING STIFNESS MATRICES, 
141 DO 143 1'I,NELES 
LNUr1= L NRS ( I ) 
ISIOE= ISRS( I) 





XL-KGI (NNN2) -)\01 (NNN1) 
VL=YGI (NNN41-YGI(NNN1) 
CALL SPRING(EK,SS,ISIDE,XL,YL) 
743 CALL ASSlMK(EK,STF,INUM,NOPE,NODE,LNUM) 
2B9 CONT INUE 
IF(I~CONT EO I)GO TO 334 
IF ( I PA SS GT 1) GO TO 920 
C GENERATE PLATE INITIAL CONDITIONS (POS. AND VELOCITY) 
CALL INCONO(OISP,VEl.NP,NOOE,XGI,YGI) 































CAll RCON(OISP,NBC) MANP0324 
C CALCULATE KINETIC ENERGY IMPARTED TO PLATE BY INITIAL VELOCITY MANP0325 
C DIS1RIBUTION, MANP0326 
CINETI·O 0 MANP0327 
GO TO (291,293),IMASS MANP032B 
291 CONTINUE MANP0329 
00 292 I-I,NOT MANP0330 
292 CINETloCINETI+AMASS(I).VEL(l).VEL(l)/2.0 MANPOJJI 
GO TO 296 MANP0332 
293 corHINUE MANP0333 
00 294 I-I, N OT MAUP0334 
294 fLVM(1 ,.0 0 MANP0335 
CALL OMUL T( AMASS, VEL, FLVM,ICOL,KROW,NOEX) MANP0336 
00 295 I-I,NOT MANPOJ37 
295 CINETI·CINETI+VEL(I).FLVM(I)/2,O MANP033B 
C WORK AT INITIAL TIME IS ZERO. MANP0339 
296 WfORCE'O.O MANP0340 
334 CONTINUE MANP0341 
1I0T.0 500'OE LTAT MANP0342 
C CALCULAT E TIME STEP BOUND. MANP0J.13 
If(IPAS5 EQ I)CALL TSTEP(STF,AMASS,NBC,BC,ICOL,INUM,KROW,NOEX, MANP0344 
1 fLN.OELO) MANP0345 
IF(IPA5S EQ 3 .ANO. IMCONT.EQ.I) GO TO 290 MANP0346 
IF( IMCONT EQ 1) GO TO 2B91 MANP0347 
C CALCULATE USER EXTERNAL LOAD VECTOR AT INITIAL TIME. MANP034B 
ITT·I MANP0349 
CALL EXTL(ELV,ITT,NP,NOOE,XGI, YGI,GBI) MANP0350 
C CALCULATE POWER AT INITIAL TIME STEP. MANP0351 
POWMP-O DO MANP0352 
00 B999 1.1, NOT MANP0353 
B999 PO~MP.POW~P+ELV(I).VEl(l) MANP0354 
C SET UP EQ A 117 FOR THE INITIAL TIME AND SOLVE FOR ACCELERATIONS, MANP0355 
C ALSO SET INITIAL EQUIVALENT fORCES TO ZERO. MANP0356 
00 900 I-I,NOT MAUP0357 
STOR(I ).0 00 MAUP035B 
fLN (I )'0 00 MANP0359 
900 fLVM( I ).ElV( I)+FLN( I, MANP0360 
CALL OMULT(STf,VEl,STOR, ICOl,KROW,NOEX) MANP0361 
C FINISH fORMING R H 5 OF EQUATION MANP0362 
DO 902 I.'.NOT MANP0363 
902 fLVM( I ).fLVM I I )-STORI I) MANP0364 
C SOLVE FOR ACCELERATIONS AT INITIAL TIME, MAUP0365 
GO TO (904.9 OB) , IMASS MANP0366 
C FOR LUMPED MASS MATRIX OPTION MANP0367 
904 00 906 I",NOT MANP036B 
IF(AMASSII) .EQ. 0 DO) STOR(I)-O.OO MANP0369 
IF(AMASSII) EO 0 DO) GO TO 906 MANP0370 
STORI I )'fLVM(l)/AMASS( I) MANP0371 
906 CONTINUE MANP0372 
GO 10 !l10 MANP0373 
C FOR CONSISTErlT MASS MATRIX OPTION. MANP0374 
90B CALL SOLVIAMASS,fLVM.STOR,ICOL,KROW,NOEX) MANP0375 
910 CONTINUE MANP0376 
C PRINTOUT fOR INITIAL VALUES MANP0377 
IfllOP5 EQ O.OR.NB EQ.O)GO TO 320 MANP037B 
00 319 I-I,NB MANP0379 
3'9 UCFI (I ).0 0 MAtJP0360 
320 CONTI N UE MANP03B I 
C ZERO OUT VECTOR fLVM fOR USE IN PRINT. MANP0362 
00911 I",NOT MANP03B3 
911 FLVM( 1)'0 00 MANP0384 




SAMAS5, VEL,flVM,KROW,NOEX,WfORCE,CINETI,NNSA,NVSA,NCON) MANP0369 
IF(IMASS.EQ.l) GO TO 920 
C MUST RECREATE THE CONSISTENT MASS MATRIX. 
I PASS. 2 
DO 914 I-l.MN 
914 AMASS(I)-ODO 
GO TO 304 
920 CONTINUE 
IF(lPASS EO 3) GO TO 290 
ITT'ITT+I 
C CALCULATE USER EXTeRNAL LOAD VECTOR AT SECOND TIME STEP. 
CALL EXTL(ELV,ITT.NP,NODE.XGI,YGI,GBI) 
ITT=ITT-I 
C fINO DISPLACEMENTS AT SECOND TIME STEP BY SOLVING EQ. A.116. 
CONA=6 DO/DELTAT 
CoNO=CONA/DE l TAT 
DO 922 I-I.NDT 
FlVM( 11=2 DO 'STOR( II+CONA'VEL( I )+CONII'DISP(I) 
922 FlVA(II=ELV( II+FLN(I) 
GO TO (924.930), IMASS 
C LUMPED MASS 
924 00 926 I-I.NII 
KK=NtlC (II 
926 AMASS(KK)'O DO 
DO 928 I-I.NOT 
L-I+INUM( II 
FlVA( I I·FLVA (I )+AMASS( I) 'FLVM( I) 
928 STF(L)=STF(LI+CONB'AMASS(I) 
GO TO 938 
930 CALL BCON~K(AMASS.IIC,ICOL,INUM,NBC) 
CALL O~ULT(AMASS.FLVM,FLVA,ICOL,KROW,NDEX) 
DO 932 I=I,MN 
932 STF(I)=STf(1 )-CONB'AMASS(I) 
93B CALL FACT(STF,ICOL,KROW,NoEX,IDET,MWRITE,INUM) 
~ CALL SOLV(STF,FLVA,DIS,ICOL,KROW,NOEX) 
m DT2=oELTAT"2 
w COhC=O 500/0ELTAT 
C EVALUATE LEFT SIDE OF EQS. A.115C AND OF A.118. 
00 940 I=I,NOT 
DIsr~l( 1)=OT2'STOR(I)+2 000'D15P(II-DlS(1) 
940 VEL(II=CONC'(3 00'015(1)-4 OOQ.oISP(I)+DISMI(I)) 
C CALCULATE POWER fOR SECOND TIME STEP. 
POI,r.IP I - 0 • DO 
DO 942 I=I,NOT 
942 POW~rl'POWMPI+ELV(I)'VEL(I) 
WtORLE=WFORCEtHoT.(POWMP+POWMPI) 
C GO IIACK AND RECREATE ASSEMBLED M AND ASSEMIILED K. 
2891 00 2892 1",MNC 
2892 STF(II=O 000 
IPASS= 3 
C DEFINE NUMOER OF TERMS IN MASS MATRIX. 
2893 IF( lMASS EO. I) IMENDaNOT 
IF ( IMA SS EQ 2) IMEND=MNC 
DO 2094 I-I, IMEND 
2894 AMASS( 11=0 000 
GO TO 304 
290 CoNT INUE 
DO 333 1=I,NoT 
333 STOR( I ).ElV( II 
IF(lMASS.EQ 2)GO TO 322 
DO 321 I-I ,NOT 
321 FlVM(1 )aElV(I)+2.0'AMASS(I)'(VEl(I)+DISP(I)/DELTAT)/DElTAT 
GO TO 325 
322 CONTINUE 























































































00 324 I-I,NOT 
fLVM( I ).ELV( I) 
Cr,I'HINUE 
IF(IOPS EQ.0.OR.N8.EQ.O)GO TO 329 
00 327 1-I,N8 
I I.NBC ( I ) 
UCf2( I )-FLVM(II) 
00 330 I-I.NOT 
FlVA( 1)=0.0 




00 307 II - I , NOT 
l=lhINUM(ll) 
STf(L)=STF(l)+CONO'AMASS(II) 
GO TO 316 
eGr T !'WE 
00 31 5 II = I , II.N 
STf( II ).STF( II )tCONO'AMASS(ll) 
CONTINUE 
If( lOPS. EO. I )CALl EAROW( STF ,N8C, ICOl, INUM, RFM,HAST ,N8E,MBWE) 
CONSTRAIN lHS 
CAll BCONMK(STF,BC.ICOl, INUM,NBC) 
FACTOR lHS 
CAll FACT(STF,ICOl,KROW.NOEX,IDET,MWRITE,INUM) 
If(IMCONT ED 0) GO TO 340 




335 READ(MREAD.800) ITT,CINETI,WFORCE,POWMPI 
READ (MREAD, 810) (DIS( I), I-I ,NOT) 
READ (MREAD,BIO)(DISP(l),l-I,NOT) 
READ (MREAD,BIO)(VEl(I), I-I ,NOT) 
READ (MREAD,BIO)(FlVA(l) ,I'I,NDT) 
If(IOPS EQ I AND N6 GT O)READ (MREAD,810)(UCF2(1),I'I,NB) 
READ (MREAD,810)(STOR(I) ,I=I,NDT) 
R(AD (MREAD,BI0)((TAUSS(I,J,K),I_I,NET),J'I,MNSlT4),K'I,9) 
READ (MREAD,810)«(TAUEE(I,J,K),I-I,NET),J.I,MNSLT4I,K_I,9) 
READ (MREAD,BI0)«(TAUSE(I,J,KI,I'I,NET),J a l,MNSLT4I,K.t,9) 
If(NXST ED O)GO TO 336 
READ (MREAD,810)«(TAGSS(I,J,KI,I_I,NXST),J_I,MNSLT4I,K_I,3) 
336 CO.H IN UE 
IF(NYST EO O)GO TO 337 
READ (IIREAD, BIO) « (TSGEE (I,J,K I ,1-1 ,NYST), J-I ,MNSLT4), K-t ,3) 
337 Nr.T=NDT/6 





C BEGIN lOOP OYER TIME STEPS 
340 ITT=ITTtl 
DO 350 J=I,NDT 
DElD(J)~DIS(J)-DISP(JI 
DIS'~I (J)=DISP(J) 
DISP(J )=DIS( J) 
fLN(J) =FlVA( J) 
flVM(J ).0.0 
350 FLVA(J )=0.0 
POWM=POlt.\'P1 
NNT=NDT/6 






































































~51 ZC(J).ZG(J)+OELO(NN+3) MANP0524 
IF(lOP5.EQ O.OR.NB.EQ.O)GO TO 353 MAflP0525 
00 352 1-1, N B MANP0526 
352 UCFI(I )=UCf2(11 MANP0527 
353 CONTINUE MANP052B 




POWMPI'O 00 MANP0530 
DO 355 I-I, NOT MANP053t 
355 POI'~lPI-POWMPI+STOR(I).VEl(1) MANP0532 
WFORCE=WFORCEtHDT.(POWM+POWMPI) MANP0533 
CALCULATE EOUIVALENT LOAOS MANP0534 
FOR PLAT E ElEMENT MANP0535 
CALCULATE EOUIVALENT LOADS FOR PLATE ELEMENT MANP0536 
CALL S TRESP( OISP, DElO, FLVA ,ITT ,NOOE,MAXEL, TAUSS, TAUEE, TAUSE, MANP0537 
2EPSSI,EPSSO,EPEEI,EPEEO,EPSEI,EPSEO,PLASTW,XGI,YGI,NP,STOE,GOI, MANP0538 
3NMSU6,OSR,PSR,SUBW,SNO ,NZSUBl) MANP0539 
C FOR X-DIRECTION STIFFENERS MANP0540 
IF(NXST EO 0 )GO TO 360 MANP0541 
CALL STRES~(DISP,OELD,FLVA,ITT,NOOE,MAXEL,MNXST,TAGSS,PLASTW,XGI, MANP0542 
2YGI,NP,STDE,GBI,NMSUB,OSR,PSR,SUOW,SNO ,NXST,XSPROP,LNXS,MATXS, MANP0543 
3NZSUUL) MANP0544 
360 CONTINUE MANP0545 
C fOR Y-OIRECTION STifFENERS MANP0546 
If(NYST.EQ O)GO TO 370 MANP0547 
CALL STRESC(DISP,DELD,fLVA,ITT,NODE,MAXEL,MNYST,TSGEE,PLASTW,XGI, MANP0548 
2YGI,NP,STDE,GBI,NMSUB,DSR,PSR,SUBW,SNO ,NYST,YSPROP,lNYS,MATYS, MAN P0549 
3NZSU6L) MANP0550 
370 CO'lTItW. M~"P05~1 
C PRII'T CUTPUT MAIlP0552 




TIME:I TUIE-DELTAY MANP0554 
CALL PRINT\DISP,XG,VG,ZG,EPSSl,EPSSO,EPEEJ,EPEEO,EPSEI,EPSEO,XGI. M~NP0555 




C CALC EXTERNAL LOAJING VECTOR MAN?0560 
CALL EXTLIElV, ITf+I.NP,NODE,XGI,VGI ,GBI) MAN?0561 
DO 375 I ~ I, N;)T MANP0562 
375 STOR( I)·ELV( I) MANP0563 
~ fQR~ RH~ MANP05G4 
IF ( IMA 5S EO 2) GO TO 382 MAtlP0565 
DO 380 I;I,NDT MANP0566 
380 fLVM(1 )--(2.0·FlVA(I)-fLN(I)I+ELV(II+2.0oAMASS(I)o(VEL(II+OISP(I) MANP0567 
2/CElT.\. TI/DEL TAT MA~P056B 
GO TO 397 M~NP0569 
382 COtHINUC MANP0570 
00 J04 I'I,NDT MANP0571 
FlVM(1 )-2 OO(VEL(II+DISP(I)/OELTATI/OELTAT MANP0572 
394 ElV(I)=ElV(II-(2.0 0 fLVA(I)-fLN(I)) MANP0573 
CAll OMUlT(AMASS,flVM,ELV,ICOL,KROW,NDEX) MANP0574 
00 306 I~I,NOT MANP0575 
386 HilMI I ):ELV( I) MANP0576 
387 CONTINUE MANP0577 
If(IOP5 EQ 0 OR.NB.EQ.OIGO TO 3B9 MANP057B 
DO JU8 I·I,NB M~NP0579 
II :NOC (I I MANP05UO 
3B8 UCf2( I )=fLVM (II I MIINP0501 
C CONSTRAIN RHS MAN?05U2 
389 CAll RCON(flVM,NBC) MANP0583 
C SOLliE FOR DISPLACEMENTS MANP0584 
CAll SOLV(STf,FlVM.OIS,ICOL,KROW,NOEX) MANP0505 
C CAlCUlAT E VElOCITY MANP05B6 
DO 390 lel,NOT MANP0587 
390 VEl\I)=(3 0+OIS(I)-4.0+0ISP(I)+OISM1(I»/(2.0.0ELTAT) MANP0588 
C CHECK fOR CONTINUATION MANP0589 
Ir(ITIME IT ITIMEf.ANO.TIME.lT.TIMEF)GO TO 340 MANP0590 
If(IPUNCH EQ.O)GO TO 420 MANP0591 
WRITE(MPUNCH,800) ITT,CINETI,WFORCE,POWMPI MANP0592 
WRITE(MPUNCH,810)(OIS(I) ,I=I,NOT) MANP0593 
WRITE(MPUNCH,810)(OISP(I),I=I,NOT) MANP0594 
WRITE(MPUNCH,Bl0)(VEl(l) ,1=I,NOT) MANP0595 
WRITE(MPUNCH,Bl0)(flVA(I ),I=I,NOT) MANP0596 
If(IOP5.EQ 1 AND NB.GT 0)WRITE(MPUNCH,810)(UCF2(1),l=1 ,NB) MANP0597 




If(NXST EQ O)GO TO 400 MANP0602 
WRITE(MPUNCH,810)«(TAGSS(I,J,K),l=I,NXST),J=l,MNSLT4) ,Kal,l) MANP0603 









If(NYST EQ.O)GO TO 410 MANP0605 





fORMAT('O', 'CONTINUATION CARDS HAVE BEEN PUNCHED AT ITT.',17) MANP0611 
END MANP0612 





ASRl TR 154-14... . .ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 








































THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED EXCLUSIVELY 8Y THE PLATE PROGRAM. 
IMPLICIT REAL.S(A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENS ION D I SP ( 1 ) , XG ( 1 ) , YG( 1 ) , ZG( I ) ,EPSSI ( 9, I ) , EPSSO( 9, I ) ,EPEE I (9 
2,1 ) ,EP EEO (9. 1 ) , EPSt' I (9, I ) , EPSE 0 (9, I ) ,XGI ( I ) , YGI ( 1 ) ,NP ( 4, I ). GBI (24 
3,24), S TOEf'( 9,24), NODE( 1) ,EP( 9) ,,,LONG( 2), RFM(NBE ,M9IvE) , I LAST (1), 
4UCfl ( 1 ) ,NBC ( 1 ) , ICO L( 1 ) ,R f (6) ,NMSUB( 1 ) ,AGAU S (6) ,AGAUW (6) ,ZGAUS (6) , 
5ZGAUW(6) SU8W(5,l\ TAU5SIMAXEL,NZS,q\,TAUfFIMAXEL NZS q\ TAU5F 
6 (tMXE L ,NZS, 9) . LN~5 ( 1 ) ,MA T XS ( 1 ) ,XSPROP (7,1 ) , T AGSS (MNXST ,NZS, 3) , 
7 LNY S (I ) ,r.1A TY 5 ( 1 ) , Y SPROP ( 7 , 1 ) , T SGEE (MNYST ,NZS, 3) , Lt.GS ( 1 ) , I SRS ( 1 ) , 
SSC (5, I ) ,S5 (5 ) ,EK (24,24) , EO (2l'.) ,STOR (24) ,AMASS ( I ) , VEL( 1 ) ,FlVM( 1 ) , 








\:::' .... ~I~ /:i~~vi/ j.'PE,....O,;:..,~~IT:::,~?:.;,.C~: 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CON1ROLS THE CALCULATION (AS NECESSARY) AND OUTPUT 
C OF ALL QUANTITIES (DISPLAC~MENTS, STRAINS, ENERGIES, ETC.) REQUESTED 
C BY THE USER AT REGULAR INTERVALS DURING THE TIMEWISE SOLUTION fOR 
PAGE 0009 





















IF(ITIME LE.1 )GO TO 10 
111=ITI~E/INeRT*INCRT-ITIME 
IF(III NE.O)GO TO 500 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(MWRITE,600)ITIME,TIME 
NODAL DISPLACE~~NTS AND LOCATION. 
IF(IOP1.EO.0)GO TO 30 
~RITE(MWRITE,610) 
NNT=-NDT/6 
DO 20 NN=I,NNT 
JJ=-(NN-l )*6 




REACTIC~ FORCES AT CONSTRAINED NODES. 
IFllOPS EO O.OR NB.EO.O)GO TO 39 
~RITE(W~RITE,550) 
WRITE(M~RITE,560) 
DETERMINE NODE NO. OF FIRST CONSTRAINED D.O.F •• 
NC=-NBC 1 l) 
,ml=(NC-l )/6+1 
DO 31 1=1,5 
RFlI)=O 0 
LOOP OVER CONSTRAINED D.O.F •• 
DO 38 INS=I,NS 
DETE~MINE NODE NO. OF PRESENT CONSTRAINED D.O.F •• 
NC=-tJBC l INa) 
NN2=(NC-l )/6+1 
IF NN2 NE.NN1, CALC. OF RF FOR NODE NNI IS COMPLETE--PRINT OUT 
VALUES 
IF(NN2 EO.NN1)GO TO 33 
""iiE\,,"wnliE ,5iOJr'I~1,(RF(J) ,J= 1,6) 
NN1=NN2 
DO 32 1=1,6 
RF(I )=0.0 











CON r I N UE 
CENTROIDAL STRAIN INFORWATION. 





















































































NOD~L AVERAGE STRAINS. 











tmur.l=NVSA( 1 I) 
DENOr.l- 0 000 
DO 52 JJ-l, 4 










IF(JJ.EQ.2.0R JJ EQ.3)SL=1.0 
IF(JJ EQ 3.0R.JJ EO 4)El=1.0 
CALL SFDM(SL,EL,Xl,Yl,GBI,STDEP) 
DO 51 J=l,9 
EP(J)=O.O 
DO 51 K-l,24 
NNN-(LNUM-l)*2..J+K 












GIl L=G 11 L/DENOM 
GIl U-=G 11 U/OE t~cr.1 
G22 L;G 2~ L/fG E r.Of." 














































































GAUSS STATION STRAIN PRINTOUT. 
IF(IOP3.EQ.0)GO TO 70 
WRITE(M~RITE,660) 














~JR I TE: \ MlmlTE .650 )UG, EPSS I (NG, LNUM) ,EPSSO(NG, LNUM) ,EPEE I (NG, LNUM) , 
2EDEEO(N3,LNUrI'),EDSEI(NG,LNUM),EPSEO(NG,LNUM),5I,SO,DIq!.~!DO 
CONTINUE 
ADDITIONAL STRAIN POINTS. 
IF(IOP4.[Q O)GO TO 110 
WRITE(MWRITE,690) 
WRITE\MWRITE,695) 
DO 100 KK;I.NASP 
LNUM; LtlASP ( I" ... ) 
SL;SlASD(KK) 
El;ElASP(KK) 
tJNNI;N P( 1, LNUM) 
NNN2;NP(2,lNUM) 
Nt.N4;N P (4, LtJ U~l) 
XL;XGI (NNN2) -XGI (NNN1) 
YL;~GI(NNN4)-YGI(NNN1) 
CALL 5FDM(SL,EL,Xl,YL,GBI,STDEP) 
DO 80 J=I,9 
EP(J);O 0 
DO 80 K=I,24 
NI\N;(LNUM-l) *24+K 





DO 100 II = 1 , 2 
FCT=1 000 
IF(II.EQ 2)FCT=-1 000 
GII=EPssr:+FCT*THALF"EP(4 ) 
G22=EPEEM+tCT*THAlF*EP(5) 
GI2=EP SEt1+FC T. THAL F*EP( 6) 
CALL PSTAN(Gll,G22,GI2,SI,DIRI) 








































































lCO CONTINUE PRNT0218 
110 CONTINUE PRNT0219 
CALCULATIO~ AND PRINTOUT OF GAUSS STATION STRAINS ON STIFFENERS. PRNT0220 
IF(IOP6.EQ O)GO TO 190 PRtH0221 
NA=3 PRNT0222 
CALL GAUSS(NA,AGAUS,AGAUW) PRNT0223 
FOR X-OI RECTION STIfFENERS PRNT0224 
IF(NXSS.EQ O)GO TO 150 PRNT0225 
WRITE(~~RITE,780) PRNT0226 
''IR!TE(I,''''H TE, 785) PRNT0227 
WRITE(MWRITE,790) PRNT0228 
DO 140 NX-l,NXSS PRNT0229 





XL-XCI (,,\ .. ~ ... t~) -XC!(~!~!tl1) nn"I"'""~:!~~ 
YL=YGI(NNN4)-YGI(NNN1) PRNT0236 
EL-XSPROP(6,NST) PRNT0237 
DO 130 IlG= 1 , NA PRNT0238 
S L- (1 O+AGAU S (NG) ) /2 0 PRNT0239 






EP(7)=0 a PRNT0243 
DO 120 K=1,24 PRNT0244 
NNN=(LNUM-l).24TK PRNT0245 
NN=NODE(NNN) PRNT0246 
~P(lJ=tPtl,+STUEP( I,K)*OI~P(NNJ PRNT0247 
EP(4)=EP(4)TSTDEP(4.h)*OISP(NN) PRNT0248 
120 EP(7)=EP(7)+STOEP(7,K)-OlSP(NN) PRNT0249 
NN=(NG-l)*2+1 PRNT0250 




130 CONTINUE ~"NIV~OO 
140 WRI1E(~WRITE,800)NST,(STOR(J),J-l,6) PRNT0256 
150 CONTINUE PRNT0257 
C fOR '(-0 I RECT I ON STI f FENERS . PRNT0258 










,,!.-XGI (tmN2) -'(GI (tINN') PRNT0269 
YL=YGI (NNN<l) -yGI (NIIIN1) PRNT0270 
SL=YSPROP(6,NST) PRNT0271 
PAGE 0013 
DO 170 NG=l,NA PRNT0272 
EL=( 1 O+AGAUS(NG) )/2.0 PRNT0273 




DO 160 K=l,24 PRNT0278 
NNN=(lNUM-l)*24+K PRNT0279 
NN=NODE(NNN) PRNT0280 
EP(2) = EP(2)+STDEP( 2, K)*O ISP(NN) PRNT0281 
EP(5)=EP(5)+STOEP(5,K)*0ISP(NN) PRNT0282 





2. EP (5) PRNT0288 
170 CONTINUE PQNT0289 
180 WRITE(MWRITE,800)NST,(STOR(J),J=l,6) PRNT0290 
190 CONTINUE PRNT0291 






IF(IOP7.EQ.O)GO TO 440 PRNT0293 
£lASI IC STRAII~ ENEHuY STORED IN STfnJCTURE. ;:"",~,,;; .. 
FOR PLATE E lEM ENTS. PRNT0295 
NA=3 PRNT0296 
NZ=4 PRNT0297 
NSUBL=NMSU8( 1) PRNT0298 
CALL GAUSS(NA,AGAUS,AGAUW) PRNT0299 
CALL GAUSS(NZ,ZGAUS,ZGAUW) PRNT0300 
ELAST=O 0 PRNT0301 
51=1 O/EPAN PRNT0302 
S2=-AN UP*S 1 PRNT0303 
53=2.0 4 (1 O+ANUP)/EPAN PRNT0304 
DO 240 LNUM=l,NET PRNT0305 
N,ml =NFll, LNUM) PRNT0306 
NNN2=NP(2,LNU~) PRNT0307 
NNN4=NP(4,lNUM) PRNT0308 
H)(L=(XGI (NIIN2)-XGI (NNN1) )/2.0 PRNT0309 
HYl=(YGI(N~N4)-YGI(NNN1»/2.0 PRNT0310 
DO 240 KS=I,NA PRNT0311 
SW=HXL*AGAUW(KS) PRNT0312 
DO 240 KE=I,NA PRNT0313 
EW=H,l· :'G:.Uw (KE) :-R .. 'O::;: ~ 
JA=KE+(KS-1 )*NA PRNT0315 
STOR1=0 0 PRNT0316 
DO 230 LZ=1,NZ PRNT0317 
ST1=0 0 PRNT0318 
ST2=0.0 PRNT0319 
ST3=0 0 PRNT0320 




220 ST3=ST3+SU8W(1,LS).TAUSE(LNUM,JZ,JA) PRNT0325 
oDQ~=Sl*(Sr1*ST1~ST2*ST2)i2 0.S2*ST1.ST2+S3*ST3*ST3 PRNT0325 
230 STOR1=STOR1+PROD~0.5.TH.ZGAUW(lZ) PRNT0327 
240 £lAST=ELASTi STOR"'S~J*EW/2.0 PRNT0328 
C ELASTIC ENEkGY III X-DIRECT ION ST IFFENERS. PRNT0329 







DO 270 N5T=1 ,NX5T 








DO 270 KE=I, NA 
SW=HXL~AGAUW(KE) 
5TOR1=0 0 
DO 260 LZ=I, NZ 
5Tl=0.0 
DO 250 L5=I,NSUBL 
JZ= LZ+ (LS-l ) 4 NZ 
250 5Tl=5T1T5UBW(MAT,LS).TAGSS(N5T,JZ,KE) 




ELASTIC ENERGY STORED IN Y-DIRECTION STIFFENERS. 
IF(NY5T.EQ O)GO TO 320 









DO 310 K5=I,NA 
EW=HYL.AGAUW(KS) 
5TOR1=0 0 
DO 300 LZ=I,NZ 
STI =0 0 
DO 290 LS=I,NSUBL 
JZ=LZ+ (LS-l) "IJZ 
290 ST1=ST1+5U5W(MAT,LS)*TSGEE(NST,JZ,KS) 
PROD=S I"ST1 .. 5Tl 
300 ~TOR1=STOR1+PRODtO.5~YSPROP(1 ,NST)*ZGAUW(LZ) 
310 ELA5T=ELA5T+STOR1-EW*SW/2.0 
320 COtJTINUf: 
CALCULATION OF ENERGY STORED IN ELASTIC RESTORING SPRINGS. 
SPREN= 0.0 
IF(NELES EQ.O)GO TO 380 
DO 370 NS=I,NELES 
UJUM-UJRS(NS) 
I5IDE= ISRS(NS) 
NNIH =N P (1, LNUM) 
NNN2=", P( 2, LNUr.1) 
NNN4=NP(4,LNUM) 
XL=XGI (NNN2)-XGI(NNN1) 
vl.=yr.! (NNtI.1) -YG! ( .. NN1) 
































































DO 340 1=1,24 PRtH0390 
LL=NODE(L+I) PRNT0391 
140 EQ(I)=DISP(LL) PRNTO~q2 
DO 350 1=1,24 PRNT0393 
STOR(I )=0 0 PRNT0394 
DO 350 K=I,24 PRNT0395 
350 STOR(I )=STOR(I)+EK(I,K)*EQ(K) PRNT0396 
STOR1=0.0 PRNT0397 
DO 360 1=1,24 PRNT0398 
360 STOR1=STOR1+EQ(I)*STOR(I) PRNT0399 
370 SPREN=SPREN+STORI/2.0 PRNTD400 
380 CONTINUE PRNr0401 
C CALCULATE KINETIC ENERGY OF THE STRUCTURE. PRNT0402 
CINET=O 0 PRNT0403 
G:J TO(390,410),IMASS PRNT0404 
390 CONTINUE PRNT0405 
DO 400 1=1, tl DT PRNT0406 
400 CINET=CINET+AMASS(I)*VEL(I)*VEL(I)/2.0 PRNT0407 
GO TO 430 PRNT0408 
410 CALL OMULT(AMASS,VEL,FLVM,ICOL,KROW,NDEX) PRNT0409 
DO 420 I=I,NDT PRNT0410 
420 CINET=CINET+VEL(I)*FLVM(I)/2.0 PRNT0411 
C CALCULATE WO~K INPUT TO STRUCTURE AS SUM OF CURRENT ~ORK OF EXTER- PRNT0412 
C NAL FORCES PLUS kINETIC ENERGY OF INITIAL VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION. PRNT0413 
430 EWORK=WFORCE+CINETI PRNT0414 
C CALCULATE PLASTIC WORK BY SUBTRACTION. PRNT0415 
PLASTW=E~ORK-ELAST-SPREN-CINET PRNT0416 
C PRINTOUT ENERGIES PRNT0417 
WRITE(~WRITE,720) PRNT0418 
WRITE(MWRITE,730) E~ORK PRNT0419 
WRITE(MWqITE,740) CINET PRNT0420 
~ WRITE(MWRITE,750) ELAST PRNT0421 ~ WRITE(M~RITE,760) PLASTW PRNT0422 
WRITE(MWRITE,770) SPREN PRNT0423 
~10 C~~!T!·:UE PRNT0424 
500 CONTINUE PRNT0425 
550 FORMAT('O','REACTION FORCES AT CONSTRAINED NODES') PRNT0426 
560 FORMAT('O',2X,'NOOE',4X,'RX(LBS)',8X,'RY(LBS)',BX,'RZ(LBS)',7X, PRNT0427 
2'MX(LBS-IN)',5X,'MY(LBS-IN)',5X.'MXY(LBS-IN-IN)') PRNT0428 
570 FORMAT (' ',16,6015 5) PRNT0429 
600 FORMAT('O',''''''*H INCR. NO =',I5,2X,'TIME:',D12.4,1X,'SEC.') PRNT0430 
610 FORMAT('O','NODE',6X,'U',12X,'V',12X,'~I',11X,'PSIX',9X,'PSIY',9X, PRNT0431 
2'T'JIST' ,7X,' "-POS ',7X,' Y-POS. '.7X, 'Z-POS.') PO"Tntl~:! 
620 FORMAT (' ',14,9013 5) PRNT0433 
630 FORMAT('O', 'STRAIN COMPONENTS, PRINCIPAL(TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECPRNT0434 
2TION AT CENTROID OF EACH ELEMENT') PRNT0435 
640 FOR~AT('O',14X,'E?S-X STRAIN', 12X,'EPS-Y STRAIN' ,12X, 'SHEAR STRAINPRNT0436 
2',12X, 'PRINC. STRAIN(T)',10X,'DIRECTION(DEG.)') PRNT0437 
644 FCRMA T (' ',' E LEM. ' ,5 ( 7 X, ' INNER' , 7X, 'OUTER' ) ) PRrH0438 
645 FORfI1AT(' ','STA. ',5(7X,'INNER',7X,'OUTER'» PRNT0439 
650 FORMAT(' ',I4,lX,10D12 4) PRNT0440 
660 FORMAT('O', 'STRAIN COMPONENTS, PRINCIPAL(TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECPRNT044t 
2TION AT GAUSS STATIONS FOR SELECTED ELEMENTS') PRNT0442 
670 tORMAT('O','RESULTS FOq ELEMENT NUMBER' ,15) PRNT0443 
690 FORMAT ( '0',' STRAIN Cor~pONErITS, PRINCIPAL(TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECPRNT0444 
2TION, AND ELONGATIONS AT SPECI FlED ADDITIONAL POINTS') PRNT0445 
695 FORMAT('O', 'POINT NO.',2X,'SURFACE' ,2X, 'EPS-X STRAIN' ,2X,'EPS-Y STPRNT0446 
2RAIN',2X,'S'-IEAR STRAIN',IX,'ELONG.(DIR.l)',lX,'ELONG.(DIR.2)'.lX, PRNTO"'47 




















FORMAT (' ',17 ,5X, 'INNER' ,lX, 7014.5) 
FORMAT (' ',17 ,5X, 'OUTER' ,lX, 7014.5) 
FcrMAT('O','SYSTE~ ENERGIES(!~-L3)') 
FORMAT (' ',5X, 'WORK INPUT TO STRUCTURE 
FORMAT(' ',5X,'STRUCTURE KINETIC ENERGY 
FORMAT(' ',5X,'STRUCTURE ELASTIC ENERGY 
FORMAT(' ',5X, 'STRUC1URE PLASTIC ENERGY 
FORMAT(' ',5X,'ENERGY STORED IN ELASTIC 
FORMAT('O', 'STRAIN, EPS-XX, AT GAUSSIAN 
2RECTION STIFFENERS') 
=' ,015.7) 




STATIONS ON SPECIFIED 
FORMAT('O','STIFFENER',14X,'STATION l',15X,'STATION 2' .15X, 
2 ' S T A TI ON 3') 
FORMAT (' ',' NUMBER' ,5X, 3(7X,' INNER', 7X ,'OUTER'» 
FORMAT(' ',I5,7X,6012.4) 
FORMAT ( '0', 'ST~AIN, EPS-YY, AT GAUSSIAN STATIONS ON SPECIFIED 
2RECTION STIFFENERS') 
FORMAT('O',' STRAIN COMPONENTS, PRINCIPAL (TENSILE) STRAIN AND 
2CTlON AT USER-SPECIFIED NODES') 

























6.3 Subprograms Un~que to the CIVM-PLATE Code 











Th~s version of IMAIN ~s prov~ded pr~nc~pally for illustrat~on, but also ~s 
appropr~ate for the ~llustrat~ve example g~ven in Subsect~on 8.2.1 for the 
complete plate. The user must wr~te his own vers~on consistent w~th his 
part~cular problem data ~f he w~shes to analyze any other example problem. 





SUBROUTINE COLLSN(IOPT,XG,YG,ZG,PEN,Rf,THALf,NNSR,Xf,Yf,Zf,XN,YN, CLSNOOOO 
2ZN,T,NN1,NN2,NN3) CLSNOOOI 
H~PLICIT F'~AL*8(A-:i,O-ZI ':!.~ .. ~~~~ 
c 
C ASRL TR 154-14 ...... ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 
C COPYRIGHT (C) MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 1980 
C 
















THIS ROUTINE PERFORMS DETAILED COLLISION INSPECTION OVER A 
TRIANGULAR SUBREGION OF THe PLATE, CALCULATING THE PENETRATION 
DISTANCE, PEN(I), AND LOCATION, XN(I), YN(I), ZN(I), Of THE 
CONTACT POINI, ON THE SURFACE, If COLLISION OCCURS WITHIN THE 
TRIANGULAR SUBREGION 
If IOPT=I, THE ENTIRE CHECK IS fOLLOWED. 
If IOPT=2, THE PRGCESS IS TERMINATED AFTER CALCULATION OF THE 
COORDINATE TRANSfORMATION MATRIX FOR THE TRIANGULAR 
SUBREGION. 
FOR PRESE~T, UNIFORM THICKNESS IS ASSUMED IN THE TRIANGULAR REGION. 
























CALCULATE DISTAtKE BEn.[EN fRAGMENT CENTROID AND PLATE MIDSURFACE. 
If DFP IS NEGATIVE FRAGMENT CENTROID IS BELOW MIDSURFACE. 
DFP=(A.(XF-1G(~Nl»TB*(YF-YG(NN1»+C*(ZF-ZG(NN1»)/AL3 
CALC. PENETRATION DISTANCE (ASSUMING UNIFORM THICKNESS AND 
PENETRATION IN DIRECTION OF NORMAL FROM fRAGMENT CENTROID TO 
REFERENCE SURFACE) 
PEN(N~SR)=RF+THALF+DFP 
IF PENETRATION OIST. IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO ZERO, RETURN TO 
CALLING RGUTIN E 
IF(PEN pmSR) LE 0 O)RETURN 
FIND COORDS OF INTERSECTION OF NORMAL (FROM FRAG TO SURFACE) WITH 




ESTABLISH TRANSFORMATION MATRIX; (SAR)=T*(GLOBALl. 
I-BAR IS NORMAL TO THE PLANE AND DIRECTED TOWARD THE OUTER SURFACE 
OF THE PLATE X-BAR IS IN rhE DIRECTION FROM TRIANGLE NODE 1 TO 









































































IF THIS ROUTINE HAS BEEN CAllED ONLY TO CALCULATE T, RETURN 
IF{IOPT EQ.2)RETURN 
FIND X-Y COORDS OF NODES ANO INTERSECTION POINT IN BARRED SYSTEM 
XB1=XG{NN1)*T{I,1)+YG{NN1)*T{I,2)+ZG(NN1)oI<T(I,3) 
Y61=XG{NN1)*T{2,1)+YG(NN1)*T(2,2)+ZG{NN1)*T(2,3) 
X£l2=XG{NN2)*T{ 1,1 )+YG{NN2).T{ 1 ,2)+ZG{NN2)*T{ 1,3) 
YB2=XG{NN2)*T{2,1)+YG{NN2)*T{2,2)+ZG{NN2)*T(2,3) 
XB3=XG(Nfl3).T(1.1 )+YG{NN3)*T{1 ,2)+ZG{tJN3)*T{I,3) 
YB3=XG{NN3)*T(2,1)+YG{NN3).T(2,2)+ZG{NN3)*T{2,3) 
XBN=XN (NNSR) q{ 1,1 )+YN(NNSR)*T (I ,2)+ZtJ{NNSR)*T( 1,3) 
YBN=XN (NNS'l) q(2 ,1 )+' NlflNSR).T (2 ,2)+ZN(NNSR)*T(2 ,3) 











EVALUATE TRIANGULAR COORDS (L1, l2, l3) AT FRAGMENT/NORMAL 




~ C FOR CONTACT POINT TO LIE IN TRIANGULAR SUBREGION, Cll, Cl2, AND Cl3 
C MUST ALL BE BETWEEN 0 AND 1 (INCLUSIVE). IF NOT, SET PENETRATION 
C DISTANCE TO A lARGE NEGATIVE hUMBER. 
C USE A rlECATIVE EPSILON AND 1 - EPSILON INSTEAD OF AN EXACT O. AND 1. 




IF{Cll . LT.ZI P.OR Cl2. IT. ZIP.OR .Cl3 IT .ZIP.OR.CL1 .GT .ONE.OR.Cl2. 





C ASRl TR 154-14 ..... ORIGINAl REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 
C COPYRIGHT IC) MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 1980 
C 






COMMON /PROPC! COEFR,FRNC,USEF,NSYM,IPSS,IUSEF 
:~'D~~/rL~TE/X~,YD,THP,~\L,HVL,~EAD,NECD,DE~SP,EPAN,ANUP,THAlF 
COMMON/BASjNDT,NET,MN,NB,NIRREG,MNC 
COMMON jINOUT/ MREAD,MWRITE,MPUNCH 





























































C FRAGMENT GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES, CONTACT 
C AND ANY SUM~ETRY OPTIONS ARE INPUT AND 
C THE FRAGMENT INITIAL KINETIC ENEPGY IS 
C USED IN IMPACT INTERACTION CALCULATION 
C 
SURFACE PROPERTIES 
PRINTED FOR VERIFICATION. 












READ IN FRAGMENT INITIAL LOCATION, VELOCITIES, AND PROPERTIES 




READ IN CONTACT SURFACE PROPERTIES 
READ(MREAO,500)COEFR,FRNC 
READ(MREAD,510)NSYM,IPSS,ICUT,IUSEF 
IFlNSYM EO 2)~MASS=FMASS/4 000 
IF(Nsyr,1.EO.l) FMASS=Frv,ASS/2.0DO 
IF(NSYM EO. 1 ) FMOI=FMOI/2.000 
CUTR""'J.ODO 
IF(ICUT EO.l )READ(rv:RE:.AO,500)CUTR 
IF(IUSEF.!:Q.l) READ(MREAD,500) USEF 
FRAGMENT INITIAL KINETIC ENERGY 
FKEO=O.O 
DO 15 1=1,1 
FKEO=FKEO+O 5-(FMASS*VF(I)*VF(I)+FMOI*OMEGF(I)*OMEGF(I» 
FKEC= F KEO*CU TR 















OIV,EGF ( 2) 
OMEGF(3) 
RF 










IF(NSYM EO.l AND IPSS EO 1) WRITE(MWRITE,617) 
IF(NSYM EO.l A~D.IPSS EQ.4) WRITE(MWRITE,618) 
IF(NSYM.EO 1) ~IRITE(M~.RITE,619) 
IF(NSYM EO 2) WRITE(MWRITE,620) 
IF(ICUT £0 O)GO TO 18 
WRITE(MWRITE,640) 




IF(IUSEF EQ.C) WRITE(~WRITE,700) 
IF(IUSEf.EQ 1) WRITE(MWRlTE,710) USEF 












































y_r-o,... .......... ,.. ..... 


















600 FORMAT('O',' FRACMENT LOCATION, ~ELOCITY, AND PROPERTIES AT TIME .. O. lFRG0075 
PAGE 0003 
20 SEC. ' ) lFRG0076 
bOl FORMAT(' ',5X,'X-LoCAiIoN(IN) "',015.7) IFRG0077 
602 F(lqr,l6T(' ',5X,'Y-lnrATION(IN\ :' n1O:; 7\ T~~wn/)7p 
(;03 FORMAT(' ',5X,'Z-LoCATIOIj(II'» :',015.7) IFRG0079 
(,04 FOR~.AT(' ',5X,'X-VELoCITY(IN/SEC) ,.',015.7) IFRG0080 
605 FoRMAT(' ',5X,'Y-VELUCITY(IN/SEC) :',015.7) IFRG0081 
606 FOr/MAT(' ',5X,'Z-'1ELoCITY(IN/SEC) ::',015.7) IFRG0082 
607 FORIMT(' ',5X,'OMECA-X(RPD/SEC) :',015.7) IFRG0083 
608 FoRMAT(' ',5X,'OMEGA-Y(RAO/SEC) :',015.7) lFRG0084 
609 FORrt.AT(' ',5(,'QC.1EGA-Z(RAD/SEC) ::',015.7) IFRG0085 
bl0 FORrMT(' ',5X,'FRAG'.1ENT RADIUS(IN) ,.',D15.7) IFRG0086 
611 FoR~lAT(' ',5X,'FRAGMENT r.1ASS(LB-SEC*SEC/IN) ",',015.7) IFRG0087 
612 FORMAT(' ',5X,'FRAG.MOM INERT(IN-LB-SEC*SEC) ;::',DI5.?) IFRG0088 
613 FORMAT('O','CoNT~CT SURFACE PROPERTIES') IFRG0089 
01 .. rUKIV,J-1ll' ',5A,'COa:t. 00= RESTiIUTIOI'I:',D15.7) IFRG0090 
615 FORM.!\T(' ',5X,'FRICTlDrJ COEFFICIENT:',015.7) IFRG0091 
616 FORIw1AT(' ',5X,'NO. OF syr.1METRIES :',14) IFRGC092 
617 FoRMAT(' ',5X,'THE GLOBAL X AXIS IS THE LINE OF SYMMETRY') lFRG0093 
61B FORMAT(' ',5X,'THE GLOBAL Y AXIS IS THE LINE OF SYMMETRY') IFRG0094 
619 FoRMAT(' ',5X,'(FRAGMENT MASS, MASS MOMENT OF INERTIA AND KINETIC IFRG0095 
1ENERGY ARE ONE-HALF THEIR ACTUAL VALUES BECAUSE OF SINGLE SYMMETRYIFRG0096 
1)') IFRG0097 
620 FOmMT(' ',5X,'(FKAG~lE,H r,lASS A,." "i!-,ETI': E"ERG{ "i\:: ;:;"E-';v";'IE~ vil~~;:;;:;;o 
lF THEIR ACTUAL VALUES BECAUSE OF DOUBLE SYMMETRY)') IFRG0099 
630 FoRI.1AT(' ',5X,'t<INETIC ENERGY(IN-LB) :',D15.7) IFRG0100 
640 FoP~,lAT('O','IMPACT INSPECTION/CORRECTION WILL BE TERMINATED ~IHEN')IFRG0101 
650 FORMAT(' ',5X,'THE CURREIJT FRAGMENT KINETIC ENERGY IS LESS THAN', IFRG0102 
2D16.7,2X,'TIMES THE INITIAL FRAG~ENT KINETIC ENERGY.') IFRG0103 
660 FoRMAT(' ',5A,'THIS CUT-UFF POINT CORRESPONDS TO A FRAGMENT KINETIIFRG0104 
2C ENERGY OF' ,016 7,2X,' IN-LB.' ) IFRG0105 
t!; 670 FORMAT (' ',5X. 'NOTE THAT STRUCTURAL RESPONSE CALCULATIONS WILL CONIFRG0106 
~ 2TINUE BEYOND T[R~INATIO~ OF IMPACT INSPECTION/CORRECTION.') IFRG0107 
700 FORMAT('O',' EFFECTIV~ LENGTH WILL BE CALCULATED INTERNALLY') IFRG010B 
710 FoRMAT('O','USER SPECIFIED EFFECT!VE LENGTH:',D15.7) IFRG0109 
C CALCULATE NODAL POINT MtoSSES FOR I~IPACT/INTERACTION USE. THIS lFRG0110 
C EXrGACTED FROM SYSTEM LUMPED MASS VECTOR BY NEGLECTING ROTARY IFRG0111 
C INERTIA CONTRIBUTIONS. EFFECTS OF POSSIBLE NONUNIFORM MESH IFRG0112 
C AND STIFFENERS INCLUDED AUTOMATICALLY. FOR PLATE ANALYSIS ONLY IFRG0113 
NDPN=6 IFRG0114 
DO 20 I=',NNT IFRG0115 
20 PIASS(I}=O 0 IFRG0116 
DO 30 I: 1 ,NN T IFRGO 117 
II~C'-(1-1 )'tJePNr1 ::-r:C01~C 
,j0 PMASS(I)=Ar~ASS(INC) IFRG0119 







SUBROUTINE IMPACT(XG,YG,ZG,OELO,VEL ,NP,VN,VNB,P~ASS,NBC,SI,NEFF, 
2ALPHA, IMPCTI ,NIAN) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
ASRL TR 154-14 •..•.•• ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 



































DIMENSION XG(I),YG(I),ZG(I),DELO(I),VEl(I) ,NP(4,1),LNC(4),PEN(B),IMPT0009 
2 XN (8) • YN (B) • ZN (8) , T (3,3) ,S I ( 1 ) ,NEFF ( 1 ) ,ALPHA (1) , VN( 3,1 ) ,VNB( 3, 1), IMP TOO 1 0 




COMMON /PROPC/ COEFR,FRNC,USEF,NSYM,IPSS,IUSEF IMPT0015 
COMMON/FRAG/XF,YF,ZF,DELF(3),VF(3),DTHETF(3),OMEGF(3),RF,FMASS, IMPT0016 
2FMOI,FKEO.FKEC IMPT0017 
COMMON /INOUT/ MREAD,MWRITE,MPUNCH IMPTOOIB 
CONTROLLING ROUTINE FOR COLLISION INSPECTION/IMPACT INTERACTION 
ANALYSIS INCLUDING FRICTION. IF IMPACT HAS OCCUREO, THE NODAL 
VELOCITIES, VEL, AND FRAGMENT VELOCITIES, VF AND OMEGF, ARE UPDATED 
TO THEIR POST-IMPACT VALUE. NODAL AND FRAGMENT DISPLACEMENTS AND 
LOCATIONS ARE NOT MODIFIED IN THIS SUBROUTINE. 
PRESENT ANALYSIS ASSUMES UNIFORM THICKNESS PLATE, AND SINGLE 
FRAGMENT. EFFECTS OF MAXIMUM PENETRATION ONLY ARE INCLUDED. 
UPDATE GLOBAL COORDINATES TO TRIAL VALUES 
IMPCT 1 =0 
NDPN=6 
NNT=NDT /6 



























00 7 1=1,3 
OTHETF(I)=OELTAT*OMEGF(I) 






DELF( I )=OELT AHVF( I) 
FINO MINIMUM DISTANCE SQUARED FROM FRAGMENT TO NOOE 
OMIN=I.0010 
DO 10 1= 1 ,NN T 




SEARCH NODAL CONNECTIONS FOR ELEMENTS CONNECTED TO NOOE NC 
NEC=O 
DO 20 I=I,NET 
DO 20 1.1=1,4 
IF(NP(J,I).EQ.NC)NEC:NEC+l 
IF(NP(J,I).EQ.NC)LNC(NEC)=I 
IF(NEC.EQ.4)GO TO 30 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CHECK FOR PENETRATION IN 
NRP=O 




























00 50 I-I.NEC 
lNUM'lNC( I) 
00 50 NSR-I,2 






If(PEN(NNSR) lE.O.O) GO TO 50 
NRP:NR Ptl 











C SKIP OUT If NO PENETRATION 
IF(NRP EO 0) GO TO 300 
C CALC RADIUS OF REGION OF INFLUENCE, EFLN 







CALCULATlOtIOf TRANS. AND EFFECTIVE POINT OF IMPACT WHEN MORE THAN 
ONE OVERLAP IS FOUND. 





T ( I , I I • I 0/ A L1 
T(I ,21:1 O/All 











65 COfn INUE 
C DETERMINE WHICH NODES fALL IN THIS CIRCULAR REGION 
NK=O 
70 
DO 10 I-I,NNT 
DIST=DSQRT«(XN(lSP)-XG(I» •• 2+(YN(LSP)-YG(I»·.2+(ZN(LSP)-ZG(I» 
2"2 I 
IF(DIST.GT.EFlN)GO TO 70 
NK-NKt I 







































































C IF USER ESTIMATE OF NK IS TOO SMA~~t T~RMINATE RUN, 












IF(NK GT 0) GO TO 74 
NN3=NP(lNMP,3) 
NN I=NP ( lNMP, I ) 




GO 10 65 
CONTINUE 
CALC CONSTANT, CaNST, ASSUMING TOTAL IMPULSE APPLIED TO NODES IS 
EQUAL 10 10TAL IMPARTED IMPULSE. 
FOR PRESENT, ASSUME IMPULSE IS ZERO AT EFLU. 
CONSI-O.O 
00 60 I=I.NK 
BO CONSr:CONSI+AlPHA(I) 
CONSI.IO/CONST 
C CALC ALPHA(I)=CONST'ALPHA(I) 









ALPHA( I )'AlPHA(I)'CONST 
ESTABLISH IRANSFORMATION MATRIX, T,CORRESPONDING TO TRIANGULAR 
SUBREGION WHERE IMPACT HAS OCCUR ED. 
NOIE TIlA T TRANS IS IN THE FORM XVZ-BARaT'XVZ 
IF MORE IHAN ONE OVERLAP, SKIP (USE T ABOVE). 





NN2=I~P (NSR+ I ,LNMP) 
NN3=NP(NSR+2,LNMP) 
CALL COllSN(2,XG,YG,ZG,PEN,RF,THALF,LSP,XF,VF,Zf,XN,VN,ZN,T, 
2NN I ,NN 2 ,NN3) 
95 CONIINUE 
C EXTRACI NODAL VELOCITIES IN IMPACT AFFECTED REGION. 
00 100 I'I,NK 
NNI=(NEFf(I)-I).NOPN 
00 100 .1=1,3 
K=NNI+J 
100 VN(J,I)=VEL( K) 
C TRANSFORM NODAL VELOCITIES INTO BAR SYSTEM 
00 110 I'I,NK 
00 110 .1=1,3 
VNB(J, 1)=0.0 
00 110 K=I,3 
110 VNB(J,I)=VNB(J,I)+T(J,K)'VN(K,l) 
c: CALC. ASSUMED PRE-IMPACT VELOcn IES OF FRAGMENT 
C TRANSFORM IHESE QUANTITIES INTO BAR SYSTEM 
00 130 1=1,3 
Ot.1EGFB(I)=O ° 
VFB( II =0 ° 
00 130 K:1 ,3 
O.1EGFB(I)=OMEGFB(I)+T(I,K).OMEGF(K) 
130 VFB(I)=VFB(I)+T(I,K).VF(K) 















































































C IF AO LE 0 0, NO COLLISION CAN OCCUR 
IF(AO LE 0 OOO)GO TO lOO 
C SET IMPACT INDEX TO INDICATE IMPACT HAS OCCURED. 
IMPCTI·I 
C CALC POST-IMPACT MOMENTUM COORDINATES IN BAR SYSTEM 
CALL INTRAC(SI.S2,AO.BI,Bl.COEFR,FRNC,PTILOA) 
C CALC POST-IMPACT VELOCITY DIFFERENCES OF NODES IN BAR SYSTEM 
C (I E. V-PRIME MINUS V) 
DO 180 I.I.NK 
K.NEFF(I) 
AM=PMASS(K) 
DO 160 J=1.l 
180 VNB(J,I)=ALPHA(I).PTILDA(J)/AM 
C CALC. POST-IMPACT VELOCITY DIFFERENCES OF FRAGMENT IN BAR SYSTEM 
DO 190 1~I,3 
190 VFB(I).-PTILOA(I)/FMASS 
OMEGFB(I).PTILDA(2).RF/FMOI 
OMEGFB(2)'-PTlLDA( I ).RF/FMOI 
OMEGFB(31'0 DO 
C TRANSFORM POST-IMPACT NODAL VELOCITY DIFFERENCES BACK TO XYZ SYSTEM 
DO 200 I·I.NK 
DO 200 J~I.3 
VN(J,II=O 0 
DO 200 K=I,l 
200 VN(J.II=VN(J,I)+T(K,J).VNB(K,I) 
C TRANS. POST-IMPACT VELOCITY DIFFERENCES OF FRAGMENT TO GLOBAL 
C SYSTEM AND ADD TO PRE-IMPACT VELOCITIES TO GET POST-IMPACT FRAG. 
C VELOCITIES 
~ DO 210 1·1,3 
W DO 210 Kal.3 
OMEGF ( II .OME GF ( 1) +T (K ,I) oOMEGF B(K) 
210 VF(II.VF(I)+T(K,I).VFB(K) 
C UPDATE NODAL VELOCITIES TO POST-IMPACT VALUES. 
DO 230 I",NK 
NNI=(NEFF(II-I)·NDPN 
DO 210 J'I,3 
K.NNI+J 
210 VEL(K)=VEL(K)+VN(J,I) 
C CONSTRAIN VEL 
CALL RCON(VEL ,NBCI 
H(NRP EO.I) GO TO 250 
WRITE(MWRITE,7001 ITIME 
WRITE(MwRITE ,710) (LRP(I ),lat,NRP) 
WRITE(MWRITE,720) XN(LSP),YN(LSP),ZN(LSP) 
GO TO 300 
250 WRITE(M~RITE,6001ITIME,LNMP,NSR 
WR ITE (M\,RITE ,610) XN( LSP) ,YN( LSP) ,ZN( LSP) 
WRllE(MWRIlE,620)PEN(LSP) 
300 CONTINUE 




C REDUCE NODAL COORDS. TO PRE-IMPACT VALUES 
DO 220 I",NNT 
NN 1= (1-1) oND PN 






































































YG( 1)= YG( I )-DELD(NNI+2) IMI'TO~60 
220 ZG(I)=ZG(I)-DELD(NNI+3) IMPT0261 
600 FORMAT('O',10X,'IMPACT CYCLE:' ,ll0,2X,'ELEMENT=',15,2X,'SUBREGlON IMPT0262 
2=',13) IMPT0263 
610 FORMAT(' ',10X,'GLOBAL IMPACT LOCATION (XN,YN,ZN)=',3D15,7) IMPT0264 
620 FORMAT(' ',10X,'PENETRATJON DISTANCE(IN.):',DI5.7) IMPT0265 
640 FORMAT('O',' ••••• USER ESTIMATE OF NUMBER OF IMPACT-AFFECTED NODESIMPT0266 
1 TOO SMALL AT CYCLE NUMBER',17) IMPT0267 
650 FORMAT ( , ',5X,'USER ESTIMATE (PARAMETER NIAN IN DUMMY MAIN PROGRAMIMPT0266 
1)=',15) IMPT0269 
660 FORMAT(' ',5X,'ACTUAL NUMBER OF IMPACT AFFECTED NODES=',I7) IMPT0270 
670 FORMAT(' ',5X,'RUN HAS BEEN TERMINATED') IMPT0271 
700 FORMAT('O',10X,'IMPACT CYCLE=' ,110) IMPT0272 
710 FORMAT('O',10X,'SUBREGIONS PENETRATED:',BI4) IMPT0273 
720 FORMAT('O',10X,'POINT OF EFFECTIVE IMPACT(XA,VA,ZA)=' ,3015,7) IMPT0274 
730 FORMAT('O',' •• TEMPORARY UPDATE OF EFFECTIVE LENGTH AT CYCLE' IMPT0275 
2,15) IMPT0276 











\ALPHA. IMPCTt ,NIAN) 
IMPLICIT REAL'B(A-H,O-Z) 
ASRL TR 154-14 ••••• ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 
COPYRIGHT (C) MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 19BO 











DIMENSION XG(I).YG(I).ZG(I).DELD(I).VEL(I) .NP(4,1).LNC(4).PEN(a),IMDS0009 
2XN(B). YN(B). ZN(B). T (3.3) • S I( I) .NEFF( I) .ALPHA( I). VN(3.1 ). VNB( 3.1), IMDSOO I 0 
30MEGFB (3). VF B(3). PMASS( I ). PTILOA(3) • NBC( I) IMDSOOII 
COMMON/PLATE/xD.YD.THP.HXL.HYL.NEAD.NECD.DENSP.EPAN.ANUP,THALF IMDSOOl2 
CorWON/BAS/NDT. NE T .MN. NB. NIRREG.MNC IMOSOO 13 
CQ'.1I.lON/T IMlo Ell AT, TlMEF. TIME. I T IMEF. INCRT • lOUT. IT IME IMOSOO 14 
COMMON IPROPCI COEFR,FRNC.USEF.NSYM,IPSS.IUSEF IMOSOOl5 
COMMON/FRAG/XF.Yf,lF,OELF(3),Vf(3),DTHETF(3),OMEGF(3),RF,FMASS, IMOSOOIS 
2FMOI,FKED,FKEC IMDSOOl7 
COMMON /INOUT/ MREAO,MWRITE,MPUNCH IMDSOOtB 
C 
C CONTROLLING ROUTINE FOR COLLISION/IMPACT INTERACTIONS 
C ANALYSIS INCLUDING FRICTION, ASSUMING DOUBLE-SYMMETRY 
C OPTION IS EXERCISED. 
C IMPACT CAN OCCUR ONLY WITH ELEMENT NUMBER ONE (IMPACT IS 









00 I Izl,NNT 






















50 CALL COLLSH( I.XG,YG.ZG.PEN,RF,THALF,NNSR,XF,YF,~F,XN,YN. 
IZH.T,NNI.NN2,NN3) 
SEARCH FOR MAXIMUM PENETRATION 
PENIA=O .OEO 
IF (PEN(I).GT.O 0) LSP.l 
IF (PEN(I) GT.O.O) PENM,PEN(t) 
IF (PEN(2).GT .PENM) LSP.2 
IF (PEN(2).GT.PENM) PENM.PEN(2) 
SKIp OUT IF NO PENETRATION. 



















































IF(IUSEF.EQ. I) EFLN-USEF 
C IMPACT IS ASSUMED CENTERED AT X.O, y.O. 





00 70 I : I ,NN T 
DIST:DSQRT(XG(I)'XG(I)+YG(I).YG(I)+(ZG(I)-ZG(I)).'2) 



















TEMPORARY UPDATE OF EFLN IF NK.O. 
IF(NK GT 0) GO TO 74 
NNJ:NP ( LNMP, 3) 
NNI:NP (LN\IP. I) 












NECOI: NECD+ I 
DO 75 I.I,NK 
NN=NEFf(1) 
If (NN EO I) GO TO 75 
NROW=(NN-II/NEADI 
IF (NROW EO.O) ALPHA(I).2.0DO.ALPHA(I) 
NCOLM:NN-NROWtNEADI-I 
If (NCOLM EO 0) ALPHA(J).2.0DO.ALPHA(I) 
IF (NROW GT.O.AND.NCOLM,GT.O) ALPHA(I).4.0DO.ALPHA(J) 
75 COIHINUE 
CONST.O 000 
DO 80 I-I,NK 
60 CONST:CONST+ALPHA(I) 
CONST-I OOO/CONST 
DO 90 1=I,t,K 
90 ALPttA( I ).ALPttA( I)'CONST 
C EXTRACT NODAL Z-DIRECTION VELOCITES IN IMPACT-AFFECTED REGION. 
C 
C 
00 100 l-t,NK 
NNlc(NEFf(I)-I).NDPN 




















































































(AO.LE.O 000) NO COLLISION CAN OCCUR. 
IF (AO LE 0.000) GO TO 300 







CALCULATE Z-DIRECTION IMPULSE. 
PTILDA(3)-(I.ODO+COEFR).AO/B3 
C CALCULATE POST-IMPACT Z-DIRECTION VELOCiTIES AT IMPACT 
C AFFECTED NODES. 
C 


















WRITE (MWRITE.600) ITIME.NSR 
WRlTE(MWRlTE,610)XN(I),YN(I),ZN(I) 
WRITE (MWRITE,620) PENM 
WRITE (MWRITE,630) 
CONTINUE 
REDUCE FRAGMENT Z-POSITION TO PRE-IMPACT VALUE. 
ZF=ZF-DELF(3 ) 
REDUCE NODAL COORDINATES TO PRE-IMPACT VALUES, 
DO 220 I-I,NNT 
NNI=( I-I)'NOPN 
XG(I).XG(I)-OELO(NNl+l) 
YG( I)-YG( 1)-OELD(NNI+2) 
220 ZG(I).ZG(I)-OELD(NNI+3) 
600 FORMAT ('0', lOX, 'IMPACT n.' .I10,2X, 'ELEMENT.I, 
I SUBREGION.' ,13) 
610 fORMAT(' ',IOX,'GLOBAL IMPACT LOCATION (XN,YN,ZN).',3015.7) 
620 FORMAT(' ',IOX,'PENETRATION DISTANCE(IN.)-',DI5.7) 
630 fORIIAT (' ',lOX, 'DOUBLE SYMMETRY OPTION IN EFFECT') 
640 FORM.\T ('0',' ••••• USER ESTIMATE Of NUMBER OF IMPACT-AFFECTED' 


























































650 FORMAT (' " 5X,'USER ESTIMATEIPARAMETER NIAN IN DUMMY 
IM)= ',15) MAIN PROGRAIMOSOI06 
660 fORMAT I' ',5X,'ACTUAL NUMBER OF IMPACT AFFECTED NODES. ',(7) 
670 FORMAT (' ',5X,'RUN HAS OEEN TERMINATED') 
730 FORMAT('O','" TEMPORARY UPDATE OF EFFECTIVE LENGTH AT CYCLE' 
2,15) 











SLJ!3ROU T Ir~E 'i r·PSS( XG, VG, ZG, DELD ,VEL, N?, vr~, VNB, PMASS, NBC, 51, NEFF, H~SSOOOO 
lALPt-.A, H'PCTI ,rHAN) IMSS0001 
lrI1PLI C IT REA L*8 (A-H, O-z) IMSS0002 
C IMSS0003 
C ASRL TR 154-14. • •• ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM IMSSO()04 
C COPYRIGHT (C) MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 1980 IMS30005 
N C IMSS0006 
o C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE CIVM PLATE PROGRAM. IMSS0007 
(X) C IMSSOOOB 
DIME~lSlOrl XG(lJ,YG(I),ZG(I),DELD(1),VEL(I) ,NP(4,1),LNC(4),PEN(S),IMSS0009 





























COMt"ON ITIM/D E L TAT, T Ir.1EF , TIME, I TIMEF , INCRT , lOUT, I TIME 
COrl1r"QU /PDC!0 C/ CO~f 0, FP.r: C, USEr- • "I~y'~. ! P~S. ! l':EF 
COMMON/FRAG/XF,YF,ZF,DELF(3),VF(3),OTHETF(3),OMEGF(3),RF,FMASS, 
2FMOI,FKEO,rI(EC 
COMMON /INOUT/ UREAO,M~RITE,MPUNCH 
CONTROLLING ROUTINE FDR COLLISION INSPECTION/IMPACT INTERACTION 
ANALYSIS INCLUDING FRICTION, ASSU~ING SINGLE-SYMMETRY OPTION IS 
EXERCISED. IMPACT CAN OCCUR ONLY ALONG PLATE SIDE NUMBER 1 IF 
IPSS=l, OR PLATE SIDE NUMBER 4 IF IPSS=4 
UPDATE NODAL GLOBAL COORDINATES TO TRIAL VALUES. 
1IV1f'1. r 1 =u 
NEADI = NEAD+ 1 
N[CDI = NECDtt 
NDPN=6 
NNT=NDT/6 





UPDATE FRACMENT POSITION. 
DO 7 1=1,3 
DTHETF(I)=O~EGr(I).DELTAT 
7DElF(I)=VF(I)"OELTAT 
XF:.XF+DELF( 1 ) 
YF=YF+DELF(2 ) 
ZF=ZF+DELF(3 ) 
DETERt,lINE WHICH ELEr.lENTS ARE TO BE CHECKED FOR POSSIBLE IMPACT. 
IF (IPSS.EQ 4) GO TO 14 
FOR CASE \~HEFlE SIDE 1 (X-AX 1 S) I S LINE OF SYMMETRY, 
FIND MINIMUM DISTANCE SQUARED FROM FRAGMENT TO NODE. 
DMIN=1 0010 
DO 10 I=l,l~EADI 
OIST=(XF-XG( I»'~2+(YF-YG(I».*2+(ZF-ZG(I»**2 
IF (DIST.LT.OMIN) NC-I 
IF (DIST LT DMIN) DMIN=DIST 
10 CONTINUE 
DETERMINE ELEMENT NUMBERS CONNECTED TO NODE NC. 
NEC:.O 




IF (NC EO NEAD1) GO TO 20 
NEC:.NEC+l 
LNCU ::C)=NC 



































































DO 16 l=l,NNT,NEAOl 
OIST=(XF-XG( 1».~2+()F-YG(I» •• 2+(ZF-ZG(I»**2 
IF (OIST.LT.DMIN) NC=I 
IF (DIST.LT.DMIN) DMIN=DIST 
16 CONTINUE 









IF (NRC'W.EQ NECD1) GD TO 20 
NEC=NEC+l 
LNC(NEC)=(NROW-l)*NEAD+1 
20 COt:TI N UE 
C CHECK FOR PENETRATION IN EACH TRIANGULAR SUBREGION OF 






DO 50 l=l,NEC 
LNU(~;LNC(I) 
DO 50 NSR=l,2 
NNSR=( 1-1 )¥2+NSP 
t-.Nl =NP (1, LNUM) 
NN2=NP (NSR+1 ,LNUM) 
NN3=NP(NSR+2,LNUM) 
50 CALL COLLSN( 1 ,XG,YG,ZG,PEN,RF,THALF,NNSR,XF,YF,ZF,XN,YN,ZN,T,NN1, 
lNN2,NN3) 





DO 60 l=l,NEC2 
IF (PFN(I) C,LP!:Nr'-l LSP=J 
IF (PEN(I).GT.PENM) PENM=PEN(I) 
60 CONTINUE 
C SKIP OUT IF NO PENETRATION 
C 
IF (PENM EQ.O 0) GO TO 300 
C 





C POINT OF CONTACT MUST FALL ON LINE OF SYMMETRY. 
C 
IF (1">SS.EQ.1) YN(LSP)=O 000 
If (IPSS.EQ.4) XN(LSP)=O.ODO 
IMSS0072 
IMSS0073 

































































DO 70 I;I,NNT 
DIST;DSQRT«XN(LSP)-XG(I»**2+(YN(LSP)-YG(I»**2 
l+lZN(lSP)-ZG(I»~*2) 
IF (DIST GT.EFLN) GO TO 70 
NI\;NK+ 1 




C IF USER ESTIMATES OF NK IS TOO SMALL, TERMINATE PROGRAM. 
C 







C TEMDORARY UPDATE OF EFlN IF NK=O. 
IF(NK GT 0) GO TO 74 
tJN3;tJP (LNMr', 3) 
tJNl =N? (LNMP. 1) 
EFLN=DSQRT«XG(N~3)-XG(NN1»**2+(YG(NN3)-YG(NN1»**2 
2+(ZG(NN3)-ZG(NN1» •• 2) 
WRITE(MWRITE,730) ITIME 
N WRITE(~WRITE,740) EFlN 
t:; GO TO 65 
74 CONTINUE 
C 
C CALCULATE A~D SCALE ALPHAS FOR PRESENT SINGLE SYMMETRY ANALYSIS. 
C 
C 
DO 75 1=I.NK 
NN=f'JeF F( I) 
NROW=(NN-l)/hEADl 
NCOlM;NN-NROW.~EAD1-1 
IF (IPSS EQ.l AND.NROW.EQ.O) GO TO 75 
IF (I?SS EQ.4 .;tlD.NCOlM.EQ.O) C:::: T:l 75 






DO 90 1=I.NK 
90 AlPHA( IJ;AlPHA(l)*CONST 
C ESTABLISH COORDI~ATE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX, T, IN 
C FORM (XYZ-BAR)=T*(XYZ). 
C 





















































































IF (IPSS EO 4) GO TO 94 
TRANSFORMATIO~ WHEN X-AXIS IS LINE OF SYMMETRY. 
NN1=NP(l,LNMP) 






T ( 2 ,2) = 1 .000 
1\3,1 J =-S:;,,5 
T(3,3)=COSB 
co TO 96 
94 CONTI N LIE 
TRANSFORMATION WHEN Y-AXIS IS LINE OF SYMMETRY. 
NN 1 = N P ( 1 , LNr~ P ) 










EXTRACT NODAL VELOCITIES IN IMPACT-AFFECTED REGION. 
DO 100 I=l,Nt< 
NNI=(NEFF(I)-l)*NDPN 
CO 100 J=l, 3 
K=NNI+J 
100 ItN(J, I )=VEL( K) 
TRANSFOR~ NODAL VELOCITIES INTO BAR SYSTEM. 
03 11 0 I = 1 ,tJ K 
DO 110 J=l, 3 
IttlEl(J,1)=O.ODO 
DO 110 K=l,3 
110 VrJB(J. I)=VN8(J.I)+T(J.K)*VN(K. 1) 
TRANSFORM FRACMENT VELOCITIES INTO BAR SYSTEM 
r,o 130 1=1.3 
O'IIEGFB (I) =0 000 
VFB(I)=O 000 
DO 130 K=1.3 
Q~~GFB(I)=OMEGFS(T)+T(I.K).OMEGF(K) 
130 VFB(I)=VF6(I)+T(I.K).VF(K) 
CALCULAT~ IMPULSE INTERACTION CONSTANTS. 
IMSS0190 
IMSS0191 
































































DO 140 l=l,NK 




140 B3=B3+ALPHA( I )*ALPHA( I )/PMASS( J) 
Bl=B3+RF*RF/FMOI 





IF (AO.LE.O.O) GO TO 300 
C 




C MODIFY 51 OR 52 FOR SINGLE SYMMETRY IMPACT. 
C 
C 
IF (IPSS.EQ.l) 52=0.000 
IF (IPSS.EQ.4) 51-0.000 




C CALCULATE POST-IMPACT VELOCITY DIFFERENCE OF NODES AND FRAGMENT 




DO lBO l-l,NK 
K-NEFF (I) 
AM=PMASS(K) 
00 160 J-l,3 
lBO VNB(J, I )-ALPHA( I )*PTILDA (J)/AM 





TRANSFORM POST-IMPACT NODAL VELOCITY DIFFERENCE BACK TO XYZ SYSTEM. 
DO 200 l-l,NK 
D0200J-l,3 
VN(J, 1)=0.000 
00 200 K=l,3 
200 VN(J,I)=VN(J,I)+T(K,J)*VNB(K,I) 
C TRANSFORM POST-IMPACT VELOCITY DIFFERENCE OF FRAGMENT TO GLOBAL 
C SYSTEM AND ADD TO PRE-IMPACT VELOCITIES TO GET POST-IMPACT 
C FRAGMENT VELOCITIES. 
C 
DO 210 1-1, J 












































































00 230 I=l,NK 
NNI=(NEFF(I)-I).NOPN 








\~RITE( MWRI TE .610 )~N( lSP) ,YN( lSP) ,ZN( lSP) 
~qITE(MWPITE,620~EN(LSP) 
IF (IPSS EO. 1) ~IfUTE(M\1RITE,630) 
IF (IPSS.EQ.4) ~~ITE(MWRITE,640) 
CONTINUE 
REDUCE FRAGMENT POSITION TO PRE-IMPACT VALUE. 
XF=XF-OELF( 1 ) 
YF=YF-DELF(2 ) 
ZF=ZF-DELF(3 ) 
REDUCE NODAL COORDINATES TO PRE-IMPACT VALUES. 




N 220 ZG(I)=ZG(I)-DELO(NNI+3) ~ 600 FORMAT('0',10X,'IMPACT IT=' ,Il0,2X,'ELEMENT=',I5,2X, 'SUBREGIONa', 
113) 
e,G FGni,l,,", ',iG),.,'UL06AL Ir.~PACi LGCATION(XN,YN,ZN)=',3015.7) 
620 fORMAT(' ',10X,'PENETRATION OISTANCE(IN.)=',DI5.7) 
630 FORMAT(' ',10X,'SINGLE SY''''I1ETRY OPTION IN EFFECT ALONG X-AXIS') 
640 FORMAT(' ',10X,'SINGLE S'iW!.ETRY OPTION IN EFFECT ALONG Y-AXIS') 
650 FORr,oAT ('0', '.**n USER E:STl~~ATE OF NUMBER OF IMPACT-AFFECTED' 
















































67C FORM"T (' ',5X, 'ACTuAL Nl,;r.1CE" 0;: ~i,:F:'~T ;.rFi:CTEC i.OG::::: _ " :7, 
€SO FOR'M T (' ',5X,' RUN HAS BEEN TERMINATED') 
730 FORMAT('O',' •• TEMPORARY UPDATE OF EFfECTIVE lENGTH AT CYCLE' 
2, IS) 
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THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE POST-IMPACT MOMENTU~ COORDINATES 
IN 3-D MOMENTUM SPACE A GRAPHICAL SOLUTION TECHNIQUE WAS USED TO 
DETERMINE THE ANALYTIC EX?RESSI~~!~ l!~E~ !~I Tl-'!S PC'JT!"'=:. ~lJ~ 
PARAMETERS 51, 52, AND B1 DEFINE THE LINE OF NO SLIDING, AND AO 
AND B3 DEFINE THE PLANE OF MAXIMUM APPROACH. COErR IS THE 
COEFFICIENT OF RESTITUTION AND FRNC IS THE COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION 
BETWEEN THE CONTACTING SURFACES. PTILDA(I) IS THE VECTOR OF 
POST-IMPACT MOMENTUM COORDlNATES (OUTPUT) IN THE X-BAR, Y-BAR, 




CONSIDER PERFECTLY SMOOTH CONTACT SURFACES 
IF(FRNC.Gl O.O)GO TO 10 
PTI LDA ( 1 ) =0. 000 
PT I LOA (2) =0. 000 
PTILDA (3)=( 1 .ODO+COEFR) .AO/B3 
RETURN 
CONTWUE 
IF(FRNC.GE.TANL)GO TO 20 









CASE WHERE FRNC GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO TANL 
ALSO CASE OF PERFECTLY ROUGH CONTACT SURFACES 
PTILDA(3)=(1.0DO+COEFR)*AO/63 






, .. tT,.."n4.., 
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SMALL STRAIN fORMULATION VERSION WRITTEN BY R. L. SPILKER 
DIMENSION DELD(I).DIS(I).DISP(I).OISMI(I).OISM2(1).fLN(I).fLVA(1).IMNPOOIS 
2FlVM( I). flVP (I). VEL( I). ICOL( I) .INUM( I) .KROW( I). NDfX( I). IMNPOOl6 
3 STf( I) .AMASS( I). NP(4.1 ) .NOOEI I). TAUiSIMAXEl.MNSLT4.91. IMNPOOI7 
4 TAUSE (MAXEL. MNSLT4 .9). T AUEE(MAXEL.MNSL T4. 9'. lPSSI (9. I ). EPSSO( 9.1) IMliPOOl8 
5.EPEEI (9.1). EPEEOI9.1) .EPSEI(9 ,I) .EPSEO(9.1 ).NBC( I ).BC( I) .RfM(NBE.IMNPOOI9 
6MBI'E). ILAST( I) .UCFI( 1) .UCF2(1) .XG( I) .YG( I) .ZG(I) .XGI( I) .YGI( I), IMNP0020 
7T AGSS( MNXST • MNSLT 4.3) .LNXS( I). XSPROP( 7. I). MATXS( I). TSGfE (MNYST • IMNP0021 
8 ~NSLT 4 .3) • LN YS( I ) • YSPROP ( 7 • I ) • MATYS( I ) • LNRS ( I ), I SRS ( 1 ) ,SC( 5, I ) I MNP0022 
9. NVSA I 1 ) .NCON (4. II • PMASS ( 1 ) • VN (3, I ) • VNB( 3,1) .51 ( 1 ) .NEff ( I ) • IMNP0023 
IALPHA( 1) IMNP0024 
IMNP0025 
THE fOLLOWiNG DIMENSION STATEMENTS ARE fiXED fOR ALL COMPUTER RUNS. IMNP0026 
DIMENSION SIG(5).EPSI5),DSR(5) .PSR(S) .ES(6) .SUBW(5.S). SNO(S.S), IMUP0027 
2NMSUEl(5).EK( 24.24) .GBI(24.24). EML(24) .STOE(9.24) ,55(5) IMNP0028 
DATA GBI/I 0.-1 0.-1 0.10.24'0.0.1.0.-10,-10.10.24'0.0.1.0, lMNP0029 
23 0 0.0.-3 0.-3.0.2 00 0,9 0.2 0.2 0.2'0 0,-6.0,-6.0.4 0,9'0 0.1 O. IMNP0030 
32'0 0.-2 0.200 0.-3 0.6 0.1 0,2100.2 0.-3 0,-4 0.20.10'0.0.1.0. IMUP0031 
42'0.0.-2 0.-3 0.0 0,6 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.-4.0,-3.0.2.0.11'0.0.1.0. IMNP0032 
52.00.-20.-20.40.2'00.2110.-20.-2.0.10.0.0.10.0 0.-1.0, IMNP0033 
C25'0 0.1 0.0.0.-1 O. IMNP0034 
62600 0.3 0.3'0 0.-9 0,-2 0.310.0.6.0.6 0.-4.0.12 10 0,-1 0.3'0 O. IMNP0035 
73 0.1 0.3 0 0.0.-3.0.-2 0.2 0,1410.0.3 0.0 0.-6 0.2 0 0.0,-2 0.0.0. IMNP0036 
84 0.3.0.-2 0.14 0 0 0.-1 0.0 0.2.0.2 10 0.1 0.0 0.-2 0.-1.0,1 0.J'O.0IMNP0037 
9.1 0.27 10 0.1.0.32'0.0,9.0.4 00.0.-6 0.-6 0.4 0.16'0.0.-3 0,410.0. lMNP0038 
A3 0.2 0.-2 0,16 10 0.-3.0.4'0 0.2.0.3 0.-2 0,1600 0.1 0.4'0 0.-t.O,IMNP0039 
B-1 0.10.2.00.10.-10.26'00.10,-10.29'0 0.3 0.2'0.0.-9.0.0.0.IMNP0040 
C-2 0.2 10 0.6.0.6 0.-4 0.15'00.30,-60.3'0 0 ,-2.0.3.0.1MNP0041 
040.-20.13'00.-1.0.2'00.3 0.0.0.1.0.2 10.0.-2 O,-3.0,2.0.IS'0.O.IMNP0042 
E-I 0.2 0.3 0 0 0.1 0.-1 0.-2 0.1 0/ IMNP0043 
COMMON/PLATE/XD1ST .YDIST. TH .HXL.HYL.NEAD.NECD,DENSP,EPAN .... NUP. IMNP0044 
2THALf lMNP0045 
CmUAON/BAS/NDT ,NET .MN.NB.NIRREG.MNC IMNP0046 
COMMON/TIM/DELTAT.TIMEF.TIME.1TIMEF.INCRT.IOUT.ITIME IMNP0047 
COMMON/PRNT / lOP I. IOP2 .IOP3, IOP4. lOPS. IOP6. IOP7 .IOP8 IMNP004B 
COMr,lON/fRAG/ XF, YF. ZF. DEl f I 3). V F (3). DTHETf( 3) ,OMEGF( 3). Rf, FM ... SS. IMNP0049 
2fMOI,fKEO.fKEC IMUP0050 
CO\lr.10N /PflOPC/ COEfR.fRNC.USEf .NSYM.IPSS,IUSEf IMNP0051 
COMI.10N /INOUT/ MIlEAD.M"RITE,MPUNCH lMUP0052 
CO~1~10N /t.1ASSr.1/ IMASS IMNP0053 
CIVM-PLATE I COMPUTER COOE IMNPOOS4 
CONTflOLLING ROUTINE fOR ELASTIC-PLASTIC, LARGE DEfLECTION TRANSIENT IMNP0055 
ANALYSIS Of STiffENED AND/OR UNSTlffENED FLAT PL ... TES SUBJECTED TO IMNP0056 











C MESH GENERATION 
C 
IFIIMESH EQ O.OR.IMESH.EO.l)CAll MESHPA(NP,NOOE,XG,YG,ZG,NBC,BC. 
2lNXS,lNYS,XGI,YGI,XSPROP,VSPROP,NXST,NVST,IMESH,MATXS,MATYS) 
IFIIMESH.EO 21CAll MESHPM(NP,NOOE,XG,YG,ZG,NBC,BC,lNXS,lNVS,XGI, 
2YGI,XSPROP,YSPROP,NXST,NYST,IMESH,MATXS,MATYS) 
C SETUP Of STORAGE 
CALL ARRTISTf,AMASS,FlVA,ICOl,INUM,KROW,NOEX,NOOE,NDPE) 
C 
C STRESS-STRAIN INFORMATION FOR EACH MATERIAL. 





CONI;2 00'(1 00+ANUP)/3.00 
CON2·2.00'(0 SOO-ANUP)/3.00 
DO 60 I • I ,NM A T 
READ(MREAo,SOO)NSUB 











IF(I EO II EPAN'ES(I) 
IF(NSUD-l)30.30,10 























NMSU[l( I ).NSUB 
WIlITE(MWRITE,610) I 
WRITE(M~RITE,615) 






FORMAT('O','PROPERTIES FOR USER-SPECIFIED MATERIALS') 
FOflrIAT('O','PROPERTIES FOR MATERIAL NUMBER',Il) 
FORM"T(' ','SUBlAYER',S)(,'STRESS POINT',5X,'STRAIN POINT',5X, 
2'YIELO STRESS',2X, 'wEIGHTING FACTOR') 
620 FORMAT(' ',15,4X,D16 7,IX,OI6.7,IX,OI6.7,IX,OI6,7) 
630 FORMAT(' ','STRAIN RATE PARAMETERS: 0",Ot6.7,2X,'P.',OtB.7) 





WRITE(MiloRITE ,660) TIMEF,ITlMEF 
WRITE(MWRITE,670) INCRT 








































































fORMAT ( , ',' TIME-STEP SIZE.' ,D16.7,2X, 'SEC.') 






















ESTABLISH PRINT OPTIONS 
CALL PRTOP(NNSA,NVSA,NCON,NP) 
If(MN .GT. MNC) WRITE(MWRITE,675) MN,MNC 
FORMAT(IHO,IO(IHo),'ASSEMBLED K REQUIRES',I7,' 
°MENSIONED FOR ONLY',17,'. CALL EXIT.') 









EPEED( 1,.1)'0 0 
EPSEI (1,.1)=0.0 
EPSEO( 1,.1)-0 0 
DO 201 I'I,NET 
00 201 JZ.I,NZSUBL 
DO 201 JA=I,NASQ 
TAUSS( I,JZ,JA).O.O 
TAUEE( I,JZ,JA)=O.O 
TAUSE( I,JZ,JA)-O 0 
DO 301 1.I,MNrST 
DO 301 JZ-I,NZSUBL 
DO 30 I Jh I , NA 
TSGEE( I,JZ,JA)-O.O 
DO 303 l.l,MNXST 
DO 303 JZ.l,NZSUBL 






C fORMATION AND ASSEMBLY OF STIffNESS AND MASS MATRICES 
C FOR PLATE ELEMENTS 
304 NTYPE.I 
DO 220 lNU~'I,NET 













C fOR X-DIRECTION STifFENERS 
IF(NXST EO O)GO TO 250 
NTYPE=2 








































































NNI =NP I I, LNUM) 
NN2=NP(2,LNUM) 
NN4'NP (4, LNUM) 
XL=XGI (NN2)-XGI(NNI) 
Yl=YGI (NN4)-YGI(NN1) 
CAll RPlATE(NTYPE,ANUS,Xl.YL,RH ,SL,CSA,XXF .SMOI,EK,G8I,VM) 
CAll ASSEI1K( EK, STF ,INUM, NDPE,NOOE,LNUM) 
CALL LMASSP(NTYPE,XL,YL,RH ,SL,CSA,SMOI,EML,DEN) 
LL=(lNUM-l ).NOPE 






C FOR Y-DIRECTION STIFFENERS 
























NNN4·N P( 4, LNUM) 
XL=XGI (NNtl2) -xOI (NNN1) 
Yl=YOI (WN4) -YOI(NNNI) 
CAll RPlATE(NTYPE,ANUS,XL,Yl,RH ,SL,CSA,XXF ,SMOI,EK,G8I,YM) 
CAll ASSEMKIEK,STF,INUM,NDPE,NODE,LNUM) 
CAll lMASSP(NTYPE,XL,YL,RH ,SL,CSA,SMDI,EMl,OEN) 
lL= (lNUM-I). UOPE 






IF(IPASS .EO. 3 AND. NElES .EQ. 0) GO TO 290 
IF(JPASS EQ. 2) 00 TO 741 
FORMATION AND ASSEMBLY OF EQUIVALENT STIFfNESS MATRIX FOR LINE 
TRANSLATIONAL AND TORSIONAL LINEAR RESTORING SPRINGS APPLIED TO 
SIDES OF ELEMENTS 
REAOIMIlEAD.500)NELES 
IFINElES EQ 0)00 TO 2B9 
WRI TE( MWRITE, 720) 
WRITE(MWRITE,730) 
DO 206 l'I,NElES 
READ(MREAD,500)lNUM,ISIOE 
READ(MREAD,510)(SS(J),.J a l,5) 







































































DO 2B5 Kal,S 
2B5 SC(K,l)aSS(K) 
WRITE(MWRITE,740)lNUM,ISIOE,(SS(J),J-I,5) 
NNNI.NP( I ,lNUM) 
NNN2=NP( 2 ,LNUM) 
NNN4=NP( 4 ,lNUM) 
Xl=XGI(NNN2)-XGI(NNN1) 
Yl=YGI (NNN4) -YGI(NNNl) 
CALL SPRING( EK,SS,ISIOE,Xl,Yl) 












720 fORMAT('O',' lOCATION AND PROPERTIES Of lINE TRANSLATIONAL AND 
2TIONAl liNEAR RESTORING SPRINGS') 
ROTAIMNP0272 
730 FORMAlI'O','ELEM. NO ',2X, 'ElEM. SIOE',8X,'KX(lB/IN/IN)',8X, 
2'KY(lB/IN/IN)',OX, 'KZ(LB/IN/IN)',2X,'K-THETA(IN-LB/RAD/IN)',2X, 
3'K-PSI (IN-lB/RAO/IN)') 
740 FORMAT(' ',15,6X,I5,5X,S020,1) 
GO TO 2B9 
741 DO 743 I·I,NUES 
lNUM=lNRS( I) 
ISIOE=ISRS( I) 
DO 742 KAY=l,5 
742 SSIKAY),SCIKAY,I) 
NNNI =NP( I,LNUM) 
NNN2.N P (2 ,LNUrA) 
NNII4=NP( 4 ,lNUM) 
Xl=XGI(NNN2)-XGIINNN1) 
YL=YGIINNN-1) -YGI (NNNI) 
CAll SPRING(EK,SS,ISIOE,Xl,YL) 
743 CAll A SSEMK( EK, STf ,INUM, NDPE,NODE,lNUM) 
GO TO 290 
2B9 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE TIME STEP BOUND (fOR REfERENCE ONLY). 
CALL TSTEP(STF,AMASS,NBC,BC,ICOl.INUM.KROW,NDEX,DI5P.DELD) 
IF(IOP5 EO 0 .OR. NB .EQ. 0) GO TO 290 
I PASS= 2 
2B91 DO 2892 I-I,MNC 
2892 STF(I)'O 000 
DO 2894 I.I,NOT 
2894 AMASS( 1)'0 000 
GO TO 304 
290 COIHINUE 




DO 291 I-I ,NOT 
OIS(1) =0.0 
OISP( 1).0 0 
FLVA( 1)'0.0 
291 VElll).O 0 
C fORM LIIS 
DO 307 11.1, NOT 
L.lI+INUM(1I ) 
307 STf(L)=STf(l)+2.000. AMASS( II)/(OELTAT.OELTAT) 
IF(IOP5 EO I )CALL EAROW(STf,N8C,ICOl,INUM,RFM,ILAST.N8E,MBWE) 
C CONSTRAIN LHS 
CALL BCONMK(STf,BC,ICOl.INUM,NBC) 
C FACTOR LHS 
CALL FACTISTf,ICOl,KROW.NOEX.IOET.MWRITE,INUM) 
IF (IMCONT EQ J)GO TO 335 
C PRINTOUT FOR INITIAL VALUES 
IF(IOP5 fO O.OR.NB.EQ.O)GO TO 320 
DO 319 I.I,NB 

























































GO TO 340 
C INPUT FOR CONTINUATION RUN 
335 REAO(MREAD,8001ITT,NIMPCT 
READ (MREAD, 810){DIS( II, lal,NDT) 
READ (MREAD,8101(DISP(l) ,lal,NDT) 
READ (MREAD,BIOI(VEl(II,lal,NDTI 
READ (MREAD,810)(FlVA(II,lal,NDTI 
IF(IOP5 EO I AND NB GT OIREAO (MREAO,810)(UCF2(1),lal,N8) 
READ (MREAD,OI01(I(TAUSS(I,J,K),lal,NETI,J a l,MNSLT4I,K a l,9) 
READ (MREAD,BIO)((TAUEE(I,J,K),I.',NETI,J a l,MNSLT4),Ka',9) 
READ (MREAD, BIOI « (TAUSE (I,J,K I ,1-1 ,NET) ,Jal ,MNSLT4) ,Kal ,9) 
IF(NXST EO OIGO TO 336 
READ «(IREAD, BI 0)( ( IT AGSS (I,J ,K) ,I-I ,NXST), J-I ,MNSLT41, K., ,3) 
336 CONTINUE 
IF(N\ST EO OIGO TO 337 
READ (MREAD,OI01«(TSGEE(I,J,K),I-l,NYST),Jal,MNSLT4),Kal,3) 
337 READ(MREAD,BI0IXF,YF,ZF,(VF(J),Ja l,3),(OMEGF(11),lla"3) 
NNT.NDT/6 







00 339 1",3 
339 FKE=FKE+0.5DOo(FMASSoVF(I).VF(I)+fMOloOMEGF(I).OMEGF(1I) 
IF(FKE LT.FKECINOCHK'I 




NS INC. 0 





FlVM(J 1.0 0 












IF(IOP5 EQ O.OR NB.EQ.O)GO TO 353 
DO 352 I=I,NB 
352 UCF I I1I·UCF2 111 
353 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE EQUIVALENT LOADS 




~ FOR X-DIRECTION STIFFENERS 









































































If(NYST.EQ O)GO TO 370 IMNP0393 
CALL STRESC(DISP.DELD.FLVA.ITT.NODE.MAXEL.MNYST.TSGEE.PLASTW.XGI. IMNP0394 
2YGI.NP.STDE.GBI.NMSUB.DSR.PSR.SUBW.SNO .NYST.YSPROP.LNYS.MATYS. IMNP039S 
3NZSUBl) IMNP0396 
370 CONTINUE IMNPOJ97 




2YGI,NP,GBI.STDE .NOOE,RfM.NBE,MBWE,llAST,UCF1,NBC,ICOL.NMSUB,SUBW, IMNP0402 
3lAUSS, TAUEE. TAUSE,MAXEL,NZSUBL,NXST,lNXS.MATXS,XSPROP.TACSS,MNXST, IMNP0403 
4NYST,LNYS,MATYS,VSPROP,TSGEE,MNVST,NElES.LNRS.1SRS,SC,EK. IMNP0404 
5AhlASS,VEl,NNSA,NVSA.NCON) IMNP040S 
C FORM RHS IMUP0406 
372 CONTINUE IMNP0407 
NSINC=NSINC+I IMNP0406 
IF(NSINC GT 20)WRITE!MWRITE,900) IMNP0409 
IFIUSINC GT 20lRETURN IMNP0410 
900 FORnAT ( '0' , 'MORE THAN 20 ITERA TlONS REQUIRED TO CONVERGE AN IMPACTlMNP041\ 
2 SOlUTION--RUN HAS BEEN TERMINATED') IMUP0412 
DO 390 I=I,NOT IMNP0413 
380 flVMI I 1=-(2.000 oFLVA(I)-FLN(I)) .:Z.ODOoAMASS(l)o(VEL(l)+DJSP(l) IMNP0414 
2/DElTAT)/OElTAT ' IMNP041S 
IF(IOP5 EO 0 OR NB EO.O)GO TO 369 IMNP0416 
DO 39B I-I,NB IMNP0417 
II=NBCII) IMNP0418 
3B6 UCF2( I )-fLVM(I1) IMNP0419 
C CONSTRAIN RHS IMNP0420 
369 CALL RCON(FlVM,N6C) IMNP0421 
C SOLVE FOR DISPLACEMENTS IMNP0422 
CALL S OLY 1ST f ,F LVM, 01 S, I COL, KROW .NOEX) IMNP0423 
DO 390 1= I,NOT IWIP0424 
390 OELO! I I-OIS( I )-OISP( I) IMNP0125 
C CHECk FOR SKIP OF IMPACT INSPECTION/CORRECTION ROUTINE. IMNP0426 
..., IMPeT 1·0 IMNP0427 ~ IFINOCHK EO I)GO TO 394 IMNP0428 
C CHECK FOR IMPACT IMNP0429 
IF(NSYM EO O)CAll IMPACT(XG,YG.ZG.OELD,VEL.NP.VN.VNB,PMASS,NBC,SI,IMNP0430 
1 N~Ff,ALPHA,IMPCT1.NIAN) IMNP0'l31 
IF(NSYM EO 1) CALL IMPSS(XG,YG,ZC.DELO.VEL,NP,VN.VN6,PMASS,NBC, IMNP0432 
ISI,NEFF,ALPHA.IMPCTI,NIAN) IMNP0433 
IF(NSYM ~Q 2) CALL IMPDS(XG,YG.ZG.DELD.VEL.NP,VN,VNB,PMASS,NBC, IMNP0434 
lSI ,NEF F ,ALPHA ,IMPCTI ,NIAN) IMNP0435 
C IF IMPC1I.I, IMPACT HAS OCCURED. CALCULATE NEW TRIAL DISPLACEMENT, IMNP0436 
C DIS IMNP0'l37 
IF! IMPCTI EQ I)CO TO 372 IMNP043B 
C IF IMPCTI=O, THEN NO IMPACTS. TRIAL DIS IS CORRECT. PROCEED TO IMNP0439 
C NEXT TIME IMNP04'l0 
If (NSI NC .GT • I )NIMPCT -NIMPCl+l IMtlP0441 
IF(NSINC GT 1)WRITE(MWRITE,630)NIMPCT IMIIP04'l2 
If(NSINC EO. 1 )GO TO 394 IMNP044] 
C SPECIAL CALCULATION Of VELOCITY IF IMPACT HAS OCCURED. IMNP0444 
00 392 I·',NOT IMNP0445 
392 YEL(I}=2000'(DIS(I)-0ISP(I))/DELTAT-VEL(I) IMNP0446 
GO TO 390 IMtlP0447 
394 CONTINUE IMNP044a 
C NORMAL UPOATE OF VELOCITY. IMNP0449 
00 396 I=I,NDT IMtlP0450 
396 VEL(I)=(] OOO'0IS(I)-4.000 oDISP(I)+OISMI(I))/(2.000 oDElTAT) IMNP0451 
39B CONTINUE IMNP0452 
FKE=O.O IMNP0453 
DO 399 1=1.3 IMNP0454 
399 FKE.fKE+O 500 o(fMASSoVF(I)oVf(J)+FMOI.OMEGF(1)oOMEGf(1)) IMNP0455 
IF(FKE .LT.fKEC)NOCHK-l IMNP0456 
C CHECK fOR CONTINUATION IMNP0157 













IF(IPUNCH.EQ.O)GQ TO 420 IMNPO~59 
WRI TE (MPUNCH, 800) ITT, NIM PCT IMNP0460 
WRITE(MPUNCH,810)(DIS(I) ,1=I,NOT) IMNP0461 
WRITE(MPUNCH,810)(OISP(I ),1=1 ,NOT) IMNP0462 
WRITE( MPUNCH, 810) (VEl( I) ,1=1 ,NOT) IMNP0463 
WRITE( MPUNCH ,810) (FLVA( 1),1=1, NOT) IMI~P0464 




IF(NXST.EQ.O)GO TO 400 IMNP0469 
WRITE(MPUNCH,810)«(TAGSS(I,J,K),I=I,NXST),J=I,MNSLT4),Kal,3) IMNP0470 
CONTINUE IMNP0471 
IF(N)ST.EQ.O)GO TO 410 IMNP0472 






FORMAT('O', 'CONTINUATION CARDS HAVE BEEN PUNCHED AT ITTa',I7) IMNP0479 
FORMAT(' ',10X,'THIS IS IMPACT NUMBER',17) IMNP0480 
END IMNP0481 
SUBROUTINE IPRINT(CISP,XG,iG,ZG,EPSSI,EPSSO,EPEEI.EPEEO,EPSEI, IPRTOOOO 
2EPSEO, XGI , YG I, NP, GBI ,STO EP, NOD E, RFM, NSE ,MBWE, ILAST ,UCF 1, NBC .ICOL, I PRTOOOI 
3NMSUB,SUBW,TAUSS,TAUEE,TAUSE,MAXEL,NZS,NXST,LNXS,MATXS,X5PROP, IPRT0002 
4TAGSS,MNXST,NYST,LNYS,MATYS,YSPROP,TSGEE,MNYST,NELES,LNRS,ISRS,SC,IPRT0003 
5EK, AMA SS, VEL ,'H~5A, NVSA, NCON) I PRT0004 
IMPLIC IT ~EA L*8(A-H,0-Z) IPRT0005 
ASRL TR 154-14 ....•. OR!GINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 
COPYRIGHT (C) MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 1980 








IPR r0012 W C SM~LL STRAIN FORMULATION VERSION WRITTEN BY R. L. SPILKER C IPRT0013 
DIMEN3IO~ DISP(I),XG(1),YG(I),ZG(I),EPSSI(9,1),EPSSO(9,1),EPEEI(9 IPRT0014 





3,24),STDEP(9,24),NODE(1) ,EP(9) ,ElONG(2),RFM(NBE,MBWE), llAST(1), 
4UCF 1 (1 ) ,NBC ( 1 ) , ! CO L ( 1 ) ,R;: (6) ,NMSUB ( 1 ) ,AGAU S (6) ,AGAUW (6 ) ,ZGAUS (6) , 
5ZCAUW ( 6) ,S~8~! (5 t 1 ) , T hUSS (~" "',XE L ,~.:~, ~) • T !'~E E ~ ~1.AX!;!... "'Z~. ~ ~ , T A ~~:: 
6 (MAXE L ,t.ZS, 9) , LNXS ( 1 ) ,MA T XS ( 1 ) ,XSPROP (7,1 ) , TAGSS (MNXST ,NZS, 3) , 
7LNYS( 1) ,rlATYS( 1), YSPRDP( 7,1), TSGEE(MNYST ,NlS,3), LNRS( 1), ISRS( 1), 









CO"''.'Qtl /FRAG/ XF, YF, ZF, DEL F (3) ,V F (3) ,OTHETF (3) ,OMEGF(3) ,RAOF, FMASS. 
2F~'01, FKEO, FKEC 
COMMON /INOUT/ MREAD,MWRITE,MPUNCH 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CONTROLS THE CALCULATION AND OUTPUT OF ALL QUANTITIES 
C (DISPLACEMENTS, STRAINS, ENERGIES, ETC.) AS REQUESTED BY THE USER AT 











rF(!TIf'v'E LE.1)GO TO 10 
III-iTIME/INCRT*INCRT-ITIME 
IF(lII.NE.O)GO TO 500 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(MWRITE,600)ITIME,TIME 
NODAL DISPLACEMENTS AND LOCATION. 
IF(IOP1.EQ.O)GO TO 30 
WRITE(MWRITE,610) 
NNT=NDT/6 









REACTION FORCES AT CONSTRAINED NODES. 
IF(10P5.EQ.0 OR Ne.EQ.O)GO TO 39 
~RITE(MWRITE.5501 
WRITE(MWRITE,560) 
DETERMINE NODE NO. OF FIRST CONSTRAINED D.O.F •• 
NC=NBC ( 1 ) 
rm1- (r~ C-1 )/6.,.1 
DO 31 1=1,6 
R F ( I ) - 0 • 0 DO 
LOOp OVER CONSTRAI~ED D.O.F .• 
DO 38 INB=1, NB 
DETERMINE NODE NO. OF PRESENT CONSTRAINED D.O.F •• 
NC=NBC ( INB) 
NN2-(NC-1 )/6.,.1 
!r ~~~~2.~~:.·~·!~, ::.LC. CF RF FOR r:oo~ tJN1 IS CCMPLETE--PRINT OUT 
C VALUES 











































































DO 32 1=1,6 
RF ( I) = 0.000 












CENTROIOAL STRAIN INFORMATION. 




DO 40 LNUM= 1 ,NET 
Gl1=EP551(5, UJUM) 







11R ITE { MWRITE .650 l LNUM, EP 551 (5, LNUM) ,EPSSO( 5, LNUM) ,EPEE I (5, LNUM) • 
2EPEEC(5,LNUM),EP5El(5,LNUM),EPSEO(5,LNUM),SI,SO,DIRI,DIRO 
COlHlNLlE 
NODAL AvERAGE STRAINS. 












DENor~= O. ODO 
DO 52 JJ= 1,4 










IF(JJ EO 2 OR.uJ.EQ 3)SL=I.0DO 












































T .............. 4._ 





























DO 51 J= 1,9 
EP(J)=O.ODO 
DO 51 K=I,24 
NNN=(LNUM-l)*24+K 












GIl L=G 11 L/DEf>.:OM 
Gl1U=G l1U/DU.OM 
G22 L=G 22 L/DE NOM 





WRITE(MWRITE,650)NNUM,Gl lL,Gl1U,G22L,G22U,G12l,G12U,SI ,SO,DIRI, 
+ DIRO 
CONTINUE 
GAU~S STATION STRAIN PRINTOUT. 
IF(IOP3 EQ.O)GO TO 70 
WRITE(MWRITE,bGO) 
DO 60 NN=' ,NEGS 
LNUr.1=LNGS(NN) 
1','11 T E ( r.'\~R I TE ,670) L'jUM 
~RITE(M~RITE,e40) 
WriITE( ~'W;(ITE ,645) 
DO 60 NG= 1,9 
Gl1=EPSSI(NG,LNUM) 
G22=EPEEI(NG,LNUM) 









ADDITIONAL STRATN POINTS. 
IF(IOP4.EQ.0)GO TO 110 
~~RITEU1'~RITE ,690) 
ImI TE( r1'~RlTE ,695) 
DO 100 Ki(=l, NASP 
LNUM=LNASP(KI() 
SL=SLA SP (KiO 
EL=EU'SP("'<) 
Nf>.:Nl=NP(l,LNUM) 
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YL=YGI (NNN4) -YGI (IINN1) 
CAllSFDM(SL,EL,Xl,Yl,GBI,STDEP) 
DO eo J=l,9 
EP(J)=O.DO 







DO 100 II = 1 , 2 
F(.T=l 000 




CAll PSTRN(Gl1 ,G22,G12,SI,DIRI) 
uO 90 1=1,2 
THET=EOIR(I,~K).O 17~5329251994D-Ol 
CT=OCOS( THET) 
ST -DSI N( THET ) 
ElO'lG( I )=Gll "CT*CT+G22*S T*ST+G12*CT*ST 
ELONG( l);-DSQRT(l 0+2.0.ElOI~G(I »-1.0 






CALCULATION AND PRINTOUT OF GAUSS STATION STRAINS ON STIFFENERS. 
IF(IOP6.EQ O)GO To 190 
IJA=3 
CALL GAUSS(NA,AGAUS,AGAUW) 
FOR X-DIRECTION SfIFFENERS. 
I~(NXSS EO O)GO TO 150 
WRITE(MWRITE,7S0) 
'lR lTE ( ~l\'JRI TE ,785) 
WRITE(M~RITE,790) 
DO 140 NX=I, NXSS 
NST=INXSS(rJX I 
UWI.l=lNXS(NS T) 












~~ 120 V-4,::!t) 
NNN=(lNUM-1)*24+k 
flN=NODE(NNN) 






























































120 EP(1);EP(1)+STOEP(1,K)+DISP(NN) IPRT0252 
NN=(NG-l)~2+1 IPRT0253 




130 CONTINUE IPRT0258 
140 WRITE( r,'WRITE ,800)NST, (STOR(J), J=l ,6) IPRT0259 
150 CO~TINUE IPRT0260 
C FOR Y-OIRECTIO~ STIFFENERS. IPRT0261 




00 180 NY=l,NYSS IPRT0266 
NST;INYSS(NY) IPRT0261 
LNU~=LNYS(NST) IPRT0268 






00 170 NG=l,NA IPRT0215 
EL;(1.0+AGAUS(NG»/2.0 IPRT0216! 
CALL SfDM(SL,EL,XL,YL,GBI,STOEP) IPRT0211 
EP(2)=0 0 IPRT0218 
EP(5);0 0 IPRT0219 
EP(8);0 0 IPRT0280 














170 CONTINUE IPRT0292 
180 WRITE(MWRITE,800)NST,(STOR(J),J=l,6) IPRT0293 
190 <"OI~TlNJE ir:n7~;:;'; 
C CALCULATION AND PRINTOUT OF SYSTEM ENERGIES. IPRT0295 
c 
c 
IF(IDP7 EO O)GO TO 440 IPRT0296 
ELASTIC STRAIN ENERGY STORED IN STRUCTURE. IPRT0297 
FOR PLATE ELEMENTS. IPRT0298 
NA=3 IPRT0299 
NZ=4 IPRT0300 
NSU8L=NMSUB( 1) IPRT0301 
CALL GAUSS(NA,AGAUS,AGAUW) IPRT0302 
CALL GAUSS(NZ,ZGAUS,ZGAUW) IPRT0303 
ELAST;O 0 IPRT0304 
Sl;1.0/EPAN IPRT0305 
S2=-A~UP~Sl IP1T0306 
S3=2 0 .. ( 1.0+ANUP)/EPAN IPRT0301 








HYL .. (YGI (f,',f;o;) ·YGI (t;NN:) )/2.C;}C 
DO 240 KS:l, NA 
SW=HXL*AGA~W(KS) 
DO 240 KE=l,NA 
EW=HYL.AGAUW(KE) 
JA=I(E+ (KS-l) *NA 
STOR1=0.0 




DO 220 LS=l,NSUBL 







C ELASTIC [NERGY IN X-DIRECTION STIFFENERS. 
IF(NXST EO.O)GO TO 280 
DO 270 tiST:l ,NXST 
LNUrv1= L NXS (NS T) 
NM~ 1 = N P ( I , Lt. UM) 
NtH~2=NP(2, LNUM) 
HXL=(XGI(NNN21-XGI(NNN1) )/2.000 
MAT=MA TXS(NS T) 
NSUBL=NMSUB(MAT) 
SI=1 0/XSDROP(3,NST) 
t:5 EW=XSPROP(2, NST) 
w DO 270 KE=I,NA 
SW=HXL·AGAUW(KE) 
STOR1=0 0 
DO 260 LZ=I,NZ 
5T 1 =0 0 
DO 250 LS=l,NSUBL 
JZ=LZ+(LS-l).NZ 
250 ST1=ST1+SUBW(MAT,LS)*TAGSS(NST,JZ,KE) 
PROO=S I"STI * STl 
200 STOR1=STOR1+PROO'0.5*XSPROP(I,NST)*ZGAUW(LZ) 
'70 ELAST=ELASI+STOR1*EW¥SW/2.0 
260 CONTI N UE 
C ELASTIC ENERGY STORED IN Y-DIRECTION STIFFENERS. 
IF(NYS1.EQ OlCO TO 320 
DO 310 NShl,NYST 
WUM=LNYS(NS T' 
flNfJ4=NP(4, LNuM) 
hYL=(YGI (NNN4)-)GI(NNN1) )/2.000 
IfAT=MA TYS(tiS 11 
NSUBL= Nt1SUB(!M T) 
Sl=1.0/YSPROP(3,NST) 
SW=YSP~OP(2,NST) 
CO 31 0 ~<~:::1. tJ" 
EW=HYL*AGAUWlkS) 
STOR1=0 0 






























































DO 290 LS=I,NSUBL 






C CALCULATION OF ENERGY STOR[D IN ELASTIC RESTORING SPRINGS. 
SPREN"O.O 
If(NELES.EQ.O)GO TO 380 
DO 370 NS=l,NELES 
LNUM=LNRS(NS) 
ISIDE= ISRS(NS) 
NNtJl =N P( 1, LNU~l) 
N~:rl2 =N P (2, LNU~l) 
NNN4-=NPi4,LNUM) 
XL=,(GI (NNN2) -XGI (NNN1) 
YL=YGI (NNN4) -YGI (NNN1) 
DO 330 1=1,5 
330 SS(I)=SC(I,NS) 
CALL SPRING(EK,SS,ISIDE,XL,YL) 
L= (LNUM-l ).24 




DO 350 1=1,24 
STORe 1)=0.0 
DO 350 n=l,24 
350 STOR(I )=STOR(I)+EK(I,K)*EQ(K) 
~ STOR1=0 0 
w DO 360 1-=1,24 
o 360 STOR1=STOR1+EQ(I).STOR(I) 
370 SPREN=SPREN+STORI/2 ° 
.380 CONT INUE 
C CALCULATE KINETIC ENERGY Of THE STRUCTURE. 
CINET=O.O 
DO 401) I=I,NDT 
400 CINET=CINET+AMASS(I)*VEL(I)*VEL(I)/2.0 
C CALCULATE KINETIC ENERGY OF THE FRAGMENT. 
CINFRT=O.DO 
ClNFTN=O.DO 
DO 420 1=1.3 
CINFRT=CINFRT+O 5DOOFMOI*OMEGF(I)*OMEGF(I) 
420 CINFTN=CINFTN+O 5DO*FMASS.VF(I )*VF(I) 
C WORK INPUT TO STRUCTURE EQJAL TO DIFFERENCE 8ETWEEN INITIAL 
C AND CURRENT FRAC~ENT ~NERGIES. 
ElJORK= FKEO-C 1I,FRT-CINFTN 
C CALCULATE PLA~TIC ~OR~ BY SUBTRACTION. 
PLASTW=EWORK-ELAST-S~REN-CINET 




,~~~TL:( '.~~ :4!-:-C, 7:'0) ::::~'GRt< 
~RITE(MWRlrE,740) CINET 







































































































FOR~AT('O',' qEACTION FORCES AT ~QN5TRA!NEO MODES" IPQTn4~~ 
FORl1AT ('0' ,2X, 'NODE' ,4X, 'RX(LBS) ',8X, 'RY(LBS) ',8X, 'RZ( LBS) ',7X, IPRT0433 
2'MX( LOS-IN)' ,5X, 'MY( LBS- IN)' ,5X, 'M,(Y( LBS-IN-IN)' ) IPRT0434 
FORMATl' ',16,6015.5) IP~T0435 
FORMAT('O',''''*''~ INCR NO.=',I5,2X,'TIME=',D12.4,lX,'5EC.') IPRT0436 
FORMAT (' 0',' NODE', 6X, 'u' ,12X,' V' ,12X, 'w' ,11X, 'PSIX' ,9X, 'PSIY' ,9X, IPRT0437 
2'TWIST',7X,'X-POS ',7X,'Y-POS.',7X,'Z-POS,') IPRT0438 
FORMAT (' ',14,9013 5) IPRT0439 
FORIII!l.T('O' , ' STRAItl COlllpm~ENTS, PRINCIPAL(TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECIPRT0440 
2 T IOt~ A T CENT RO ID OF EACH E LHIE NT' ) I PRTO~41 
FORMAT('O' ,14X,'EPS-X STRAIN', 12X,'EPS-Y STRAIN' ,12X,'SHEAR STRAINIPRT0442 
2',12X,'PRINC. STRAIN(T)',IOX,'OIRECTION(OEG.)') IPRT0443 
FORMAT(' ','ELEM ',5(7)(,'lIiNER',7X,'OUTER'» IPRT0444 
FORMAT(' ','STA. ',5(7X,'INNER',7X,'OUTER'» IP~T0445 
FORI.1AT(' ',I4,IX,10012 4) IPRT0446 
FORM~T('O',' STRAIN COMPONENTS, PRINCIPAL(TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECIPRf0447 
2TION AT GAUSS STATIO~S FOR SELECTED ELEMENTS') IPRT0448 
FORMAT('O',' RESULTS FOR ELEMENT NUMBER' ,IS) IPRT0449 
FORMAT('O',' STRAIN COMPONENTS, PRINCIPAL(TENSILE) STRAIN AND OIRECIPRT0450 
2TION, AND ELONGATID"lS AT SPECIFIED ADDITIONAL POINTS') IPRT0451 
FORMAT('O',' POINT NO.' ,2X,'SURFACE' ,2X.'EPS-X STRAIN' ,'X 'EPS-Y STIPRT0452 
2RAIN' ,2X,' SHEAR STRAIN', IX, 'ELONG, (DIR.l)' ,IX,' ELONG. (OIR.2)' ,IX, IPRT0453 
3' PRINC. STRIJ (T)' ,I X, 'DIRECTION (DEG.)') IPRT0454 
FORMAT(' ',17,5X,'INNER',lX,7014.5) IPRT0455 
FORMAT(' ',I7,5X,'OUTER',IX,7DI4 5) IPRT0456 
FORMAT('O','SYSTEM ENERGIES(IN-LB)') IPRT0457 
FORMAT(' ',5X,'FRAG. TRAtISLATIONAL 1{It.ETIC ENERGY =',015.7) IPRT0458 
~ORMAT(' ',5X,'FRAG ROTATIONAL KINETIC ENERGY =',015.7) IFRT0459 
FORMAT(' ',5A,'I-JORK INPUT TO STRUCTURE =',015.7) IPRT0460 
FORrllAT(' ·,5.(,'STRUCTURE KINETIC ENERGY =',015.7) IPRT0461 
FORMAT(' ',5X,'STRUCTURE ELASTIC ENERGY =',015.7) IPRT0462 
FORMAT(' ',5X,'STRUCTURE PLASTIC ENERGY "",015.7) IPRT0463 
;-C;-:',:;'-:-(' ',:;X,'ENCRGY STORED It: ELASTIC RESTRAINTS=',D15,7) IPRT0464 
FOR~AT('O',' STRAIN, EPS-XX, AT GAUSSIAN STATIONS ON SPECIFIED X-DIIPRTC465 
2RECTION STIFFEN~RS') IPRT0466 
FORMAT (' 0' , ' STIFFENER' ,14X,' STATION I' ,15X, 'STATION 2' ,15X, IPRT0467 
2'STPTION 3') IPRT0468 
FORr.1AT(' ',' NUr.1BER',5X,3(7X,'INNER',7X ,'OUTER'» IPRT0469 
FORMAT(' ',I5,7X,6D12 4) IPRT0470 
FCR~AT('O',' STRAIN, EPS-YY, AT GAUSSIAN STATIONS ON SPECIFIED Y-DIIPRT0471 
2:1ECT I ON ST I F rEr~EPS' ) ! nn-rn ~1",.n 
FORMAT('O',' STRAIN COMPONENTS, PRINCIPAL (TENSILE) STRAIN AND OIREIPRT0473 
2CTION AT USER-SPECIFIED NODES' ) IP'H0474 
FOP~lAT(' ','NODE ',5(7X,'INNER',7X,'OUTER'» IPRT0475 
FORMAT('O',' FRAG~ENT GL~3AL LOCATION AND VELOCITY COMPONENTS') IPRT0476 
FORMA T (' ',9 X, ' x- LOC' ,9X , 'Y-LO C' ,9X, 'Z- LOC ' ,9X, , VEL-X' ,9X, 'VEL-Y' , I PRT04 77 
29X, 'VEL-Z' ,7X, 'OMEGA-X', 7X,'OMEGA-Y' ,7X, 'OMEGA-Z') IPRT0478 
FORMAT(' ',9014 6) IPRT0479 
RETuRN IPRT04BO 


























































CIVM-PLATE 1 CO~PUTER CODE. IMANOOOO 




ME SHPA. MCSII .. M, OMUL T ,pnOTOP, PS TfIN ,RCON, RPLATE ,SFDM, 
SOLV,SPRING,STRLSA,STRESC,STnESP,lSTCP. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE FOR CIVM PLATE PROGRAM - FULL MODEL, 
S~ALL STRAIN fORMULATION VERSION WRITTEN BY R. L. SPILKER 
ASRL TR 154-14 .••••.. 0RIGINAL REPORT VERSION Of PROGRAM 
















DUMMY MAIN PROGRAM WHICH PROVIDES DIMENSIONS FOR THOSE ARRAYS JMAN0016 
(VECTORS) WHOSE DIMENSIONS ARE PRODLEM DEPENDENT. IMAN0017 
THE FOLLowING ARRAYS MUST BE DIMENSIONED BY THE USER AS SHOWN; IMANOOIB 
DIMENSION DELD(NDT),DIS(NDT),DISP(NDT),OISM1(NOT),DISM2(NDT), IMAN0019 
FLN(NOT),fLVA(NDT),FLVM(NDT),FLVPINOT),VCL(NDT),ICOL(NOT), IMAN0020 
















• TOTAL NUMBER OF NODES IN THE ASSEMOLEO FINITE-ELEMENT MODELIMAN0033 
; TOTAL NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN THE ASSEMBLED fINITE-IMAN0034 
ELEMENT MODEL = 6.NNT. IMAN0035 
= ESTIMATED NUMBER OF WORDS OF STORAGE FOR THE ASSEMBLED IMAN0036 
STIFFNESS MATRIX (LOWER TRIANGLE STORED 6Y nows FROM fIRST IMAN0037 
NONZERO TER~). IMAN003B 
MAXEL = NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN FINITE-ELEMENT MODEL, IMAN0039 
MNSL : MAXIMUM NUMOER OF MECHANICAL SUBLAYERS EMPLOYED, IMAN0040 
NOTE-- MNSL MUST BE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 5. IMAN0041 
NO ~ eSTIMATED NUMBER OF CONSTRAINED DEGREES OF fREEDOM PRIOR IMAN0042 
TO ELIMINATION Of DUPLICATES, IMAN0043 
NDE 5 ESTIMATED NUMBER Of CONSTRAINED DEGREES OF fREEDOM AfTER IMAN0044 
ALL DUPLICATES HAVE BEEN ELIMINATED (IF lOPS. 1), ·IMAN004S 
.. 1 1 FlOPS s: 0 IMAN0046 
MB~IE • ESTIMATED MAXIMUM BANDWIDTH OF ASSEMBLED STIFFNESS MATRIX IMAN0047 
AT A CONSTRAINED DEGREE OF FREEDOM (IF lOPS = 1). IMAN0048 
~ t IF lOPS .. 0 IMAN0049 
MNXST ~ MAXIMUM NUMBER OF X-DIRECTION STIFfENERS. IMAN0050 
= 1 IF NO X-DIRECTION STIffENERS. IMANOOSl 






C .. \ IF NO V-DIRECTION STIFFENERS. IMAN0053 
C NRSS "TOTAL tlUMIlEI1 OF ElEMENT SIDES ON WHICH LINE IlESTORING IMANOOS4 
C SPRINGS ARE LOCATED. IMANOOS5 
C = I IF NO RESTORING SPRINGS ARE PRESENT. IMANOOS6 
C MNSLT4 = 4+MNSL IMANOOS7 
C MNNSA a MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NODES REQUESTED FOR STRAIN OUTPUT IMANOOS8 
C : (IF IOPB:l). IMANOOS9 
C NIAN ESTIMATED MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NODES WHICH WILL BE AFfECTED IMANOOGO 
C DY A SINGLE IMPACT. IMAN0061 
IMPLICIT REAL+O(A-H,O-Z) IMAN0062 
DIMENSION DELD(450),DIS(450),DISP(450),DISM1(4S0),DISM2(450). IMAN0063 
2FLN(450),fLVA(450),FLVM(450),FLVP(450),VEL(450) ,ICOL(450). IMAN0064 
3INUM(450),KIlOW(450),NDEX(450),STF(16335),AMASS(450). \ IMAN0065 
4NP(4,S6),NODE(1344),TAUSS(56,12,9),TAUS~(56,12,9),TAUEE(56.1~.9). IMAN0066 
5EPSSI (9,56) ,EPSSO(9,56) ,EPEEI (9.56) .EPEEO(9,56) ,EPSEI(9,56), IMAN0067 
6EPSEO(9,56) ,NBC(60),BC(60),RFM(I,I).lLAST(I),UCFI(I),UCF2(1). IMAN0060 
7XG( 75 J , YG( 7 5) ,ZG (75) ,XG I (75) , VO 1 (75) , T AGSS (1 ,12,3) ,LNXS (1) • IMAN0069 
OXSPROP( 7 ,I) ,MATXS( 1), TSGEE(2B ,12,3) ,LNVS(2B), VSPROP(7, 2B) ,MATYS(2BIMAN0070 
9),LNRS(20), ISRS(20),SC(5,20),NVSA(Bl,NCON(4,B),PMASS(75),VN(3,75),IMAN0071 
A VNB(3,75),SI(75),NEFF(75),ALPHA(75) IMAN0072 
CDMMON/BAS/NDT,NET,MN,NB,NIRREG,MNC IMAN0073 
COMMON /IUOUT / MREAD,MWRlTE ,MPUNCH IMAN0074 
C DEFINE CARD READER, LINE PRINTER AND LARD PUNCH UNIT NUMBERS. IMAN0075 
MI1EAD " 5 IMAN0076 
MllRlTE " 6 IMAN0077 
MPUNCH " 7 IMAN007B 
READ(MREAD,500lMAXEL,MNSL,MNXST,MNVST,NBE,MBWE,MNC,NIAN IMAN0079 
500 fORMAT(Ol\O) IMANOOBO 
WI1ITE(~WRITE,600) IMANOOBI 
WRITE(MWRITE,6\O) MAXEL IMAN0002 
WRITE(MWI1ITE,620) MNSL IMAN0003 
WRITE(MWI1ITE,630) MNXST IMAN0004 
\<J/11TE(IoI\IRIH .• 640l MIlVST IMAN0005 
WI1ITE(MW~ITE.650l NOE IMAN0086 
WI11TE(MVRITE.660) MOWE IMAN0007 
WRITE(hlWRITE.6/0) MNC IMANOOOO 
WI1ITEIMWRITE,680) NIAN IMAN0009 
600 FORMAT('l CIVM-PLATE 1 COMPUTER CODE (SMALL STRAIN THEORY) I USER' IMAN0090 
tillPUT FOR ARIIAV DIMENSIONS') • . -.- - .--- ------- 'IMAN"0091 
610 fORrAAT(' ','~lAXEL :',110) IMAN0092 
620 FORMAT(' ','MNSL ",',110) IMAN0093 
630 fORMAT(' ','MNXST .',110) IMAN0094 
640 FORMAT(' ','MNVST "',110) IMAN0095 
650 FORMAT(' ','NSE ,.',(10) IMAN0096 
660 FORMAT (' ',' MEl\~E :;' , I 10) JMAN0091 
670 FORMAT(' ','MNC ,,',110) Jt.1AN009B 
600 FORrlAT(' ','NIAN ,,',110) JMAN0099 
MN5LT4;MNSLt4 JMAN0100 
CALL IMAINP(OELD,DIS,DISP,DISM1,DISM2,FLN,FLVA,FLVM,FLVP. JM~N0101 
2VEL. J COL. lIlUr.I, KROll, NDEX, STF, AMASS, NP, NODE, TAUSS, TAUSE, TAUEE, IMANO 1 02 
3EPSSl,EPSSO.E?EEJ,EPCEO,EPSEI,EPSfO,NBC,eC,RFM,ILAST,UCF1,UCf2, IMANOI03 
4XG.VG,ZG.XGI,VGJ,TAGSS,LNXS,XSPROP,MATXS,TSGEf,LNVS,YSPROP,MATYS, IMAN010~ 




































PLATE 1 CODE EXAMPLE: TRANSIENTLY-LOADED 
NARROW RECTANGULAR PLATE 
To illustrate the use of the PLATE 1 computer program, a narrow 
rectangular plate with both ends clamped is analyzed~ The plate is subJected 
to a prescribed distr~uted vert~cal-direction transient external loading. 
Three alternate fin~te-element modelings are descr~bed, and the assoc~ated 
~nput data for each are shown. However, for conc~seness, solut~on output 
data are g~ven for only one of these models; these results can be employed 
by the user to check the adaptat~on of PLATE 1 to h~s part~cular computing 
fac~l~t~es. 
7.1 Problem Descr~ption 
A narrow rectangular un~form-thickness aluminum plate w~th both ends 
ideally clamped and both s~des free ~s 
tr~angular t~e-pulse pressure load~ng 
25-mcrosecond durat~on, as depicted ~n 
subJected to a un~form w-d~rection 
FA = P = Po = 21,934.4 ps~ for a 
z z 
F~g. 16. Th~s pressure loading 
covers the entire width of the plate and a 1.BO-in spanw~se reg~on centered 
at the m~dspan stat~on. This plate ~s of 0.102-~n th~ckness, 1.497-~n 
w~dth, and B.OO-~n span. 
The ~itial mass per un~t volume p of th~s plate mater~al ~s assumed 
-3 2 4 0 
to be 0.25384 x 10 (lb-sec }/in. The un~ax~al stress-strain (0,£) 
propert~es of the plate material are represented by a 3-sublayer version 
of the mechan~cal-sublayer mater~al model, defined by 01 '£1 = 44,200 ps~, 
0.00442 ~n/in; O2'£2 = 49,200 ps~, 0.0760; and 03 '£3 = 76,400 psi, 0.615; 
th~s behavior is descr~bed as elast~c, strain harden~ng (EL-SH). In add~tion, 
~t ~s assumed that th~s mater~al y~elds ~n a rate-dependent fashion w~th the 
-1 stra~n-rate constants assumed to be d = 6500 sec and p = 4; this material 
~s thus described concisely as of EL-SH-SR type where SR denotes that the 
material ~s stra~n-rate sens~tive. Also, ~t ~s assumed that th~s ~n~t~ally-
6 ~sotropic mater~al has an elastic (Young's) modulus of 10 x 10 ps~ and a 
Po~sson rat~o of 1/3. 
* Add~t~onal examples and trans~ent response predict~ons obta~ned by us~ng the 
PLATE 1 program are described ~n Subsect~on 7.2 of Ref. 14 as the "small 
stra~" calculations. 
235 
The generalized nodal loads for a plate element of dimensions 
(x,y) (a,b) subjected L L FL = FB = FB = = to externally-appl~ed loads F = F = 
x Y z x Y FB = FA A A 
= F =OandF :: p (psi) -- (see Subsect~on A.l.3.4 and Eqs. A.54) 
z x y z 0 
can be shown for the present LLC plate element to be: 
Degree of Freedom (DOF)+ 
dW dW d2W 
u v W dX dy dXdY 
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 0 0 ab a
2b ab2 a 2b 2 
4 24 2'4 144 
2 0 0 ab a
2b ab2 a 2b 2 
---4 24 24 144 
3 0 0 ab a
2b ab2 a 2b 2 
4 24 24 144 
ab a 2b ab2 2 2 4 0 0 a b ---4 24 24 144 
These values apply for a un~t value of un~form pressure load~ng p ; hence, 
o 
~f p = p (t), the appropr~ate corresponding element nodal loads are 
o 0 
obta~ned by mult~ply~ng the above values by p (t). 
o 
For each of the three modelings employed, ~t ~s necessary to prov~de 
a spec~f~c vers~on each of subrout~nes EXTL (prescr~bed trans~ent external 
load~ng) and INCOND (init~al condit~ons). A lis~ng of the subrout~nes for 
each of these three example model~ngs follows. 
+ See Fkg. 2 for def~n~t~ons and s~gns of these generalized displacements; 









j 1 1 j 1 
Subrout1nes for the Full-Plate Model 
SUBROUTINE EXTL(ELV,ITT,NP,NOOE,XGI,YGI,GBI) 
IMPLICIT REAL*B(A-H,O-Z) 
ASRL TR 154-14 ••••••• ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 
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THIS VERSION IS FOR THE EXAMPLE OF A RECTANGULAR PLATE, CLAMPED 
ON THE TOP AND BOTTO~ EDGES, FREE ON THE OTHER TWO EDGES WITH AN 
IMPULSIVE LOAD APPLIED SYMMETRICALLY TO ITS CENTRAL REGION. 
DIMENSION ELV(1),NP(4,l) ,NODE( 1),XGI(1),YGI(1),GOI(24,24) 
C THIS USER-PREPARED SUBROUTINE IS USED TO GENERATE THE NODAL 
C GENERALIZED FOqC[S CORRESPO~OI~G TO PRESCRIBED EXTERNALLY-APPLIED EXTL0014 
EXTL0015 
EXTL0016 
C fORCES AT TIME T SUO M (=M*DELTA T) AS DESCRIBED IN SUBSECTION 4.6.2 




DEFINE SiZE OF VECTOR CONTAINING UNIT LOAD OVER ALL DOF IN CENTRAL 
REGION OF PLATE. WIDTH OF LOADED REGION IS 1.497 IN. ,LENGTH IS 1.8 
DIMENSION ALOAO(150),AL1(72),AL2(78) 







CO~MON /OAS/ NOT,NET,MN,NB,NIRREG,MNC EXTL0023 
COM!~ON/TIM/O EL T AT, TIMEF, TIME, 1 TlMEF, INCRT , lOUT, I TIME EXT L0024 
COMMON /INOUT/ MREAD,MWRITE,MPUNCH EXTL0025 
C DEFINE TIME AT WHICH LOAD DROPS TO ZERO AND MAX VALUE OF IMPULSE. EXTl0026 
DATA TEND/25.D-6/,AMAXP/21934~DO/ EXTL0027 
C DEFINE FIRST AND LAST DOF IN LOADED REGION. EXTL0028 
DATA IDOF/121/,LOOF/270/ EXTL0029 
C DEFINE VALUES OF UNIT LOAD AT EACH OOF IN LOADED REGION. EXTl0030 
DATA AL1/2*0 .00, .42103120-1, .26261820-2, .31577340-2, • 19696370-3EXTL0031 
1 ,2*0. ~O, .84206250-1, .00000000+0, .63154680-2, .00000000+0 EXTL0032 
2 ,2*0.00, .84206250-1, .00000000+0, .63154680-2, .00000000+OEXTL0033 
3 ,2.0.00, .B42D6250-1, .00000000+0, .63154680-2, .00000000+OEXTL0034 
4 ,2*0. ~O, .42103120-1, -.26261820-2, .31517340-2, -.19696370-3 EXT l0035 
5 ,2.0.00, .84206250-1, .52523650-2, .00000000+0, .00000000+OEXTL0036 
6 ,2"0.00, .16841250+0, • 00000000+0, .00000000+0, .00000000+OEXTL0037 
7 ,2*0.00,.16841250+0, .00000000+0, .00000000+0, .00000000+OEXTL0038 
8 ,2+0.00,.16841250+0, .00000000+0, .00000000+0, .00000000+OEXTL0039 
9 ,2*0.00, .84206250-1 ,-. 52523650-2, .00000000+0, .00000000+OEXTL0040 
A ,2"0. ~O, • 84206250-1, • 52523650-2, • 00000000+0, • 00000000+0 EXTL0041 
B ,2"0.00,.16841250+0, .00000000+0, .onoooooo+o. nnnononn.O/FXTI004? 
DATA A L2/2.0 • DO, • 16841250+0, .00000000+0, .00000000+0, .00000000+0 EXTL0043 
1 ,2*0.00, .16841250+0, .00000000+0, .00000000+0, .00000000+OEXTL0044 
2 ,2*0.00, .84206250-1,-. 52523650-2, .00000000+0, .00000000+OEXTl0045 
3 ,2·0. DO, .84206250-1, .52523650-2, .00000000+0, .00000000+0 EXTL0046 
4 ,2*0.00, .16041250+0, .00000000+0, .00000000+0, .00000000+oEXTl0047 
5 ,2.0. ~O, • 16841250+0, .00000000+0, .00000000+0, .00000000+0 EXT L0048 
6 ,2* 0 • ~O, • 16841250+0, .00000000+0, .00000000+0, .00000000+0 EXT L0049 
7 ,2.0. DO, .84206250-1, -.52523650-2, .00000000+0, .00000000+0 EXTL0050 
o ,2.0.00,.42103120-1, .26261820-2,-.31577340-2,-.1D696370-3EXTL0051 
9 ,2·0. ~O, .84206250-1, .00000000+0, -.63154680-2, .00000000+0 EXT L0052 
A ,2.0. DO, .84206250-1, .00000000+0, -.63154680-2, .00000000+0 EXTL0053 
6 ,2·0. DO, • a4206250-1, .0\)000000+0, -. 63154G80-2, .00000000+0 EXTL0054 
C ,2.0.00,.42103120-1,-.26261820-2,-.31577340-2, .19696370-3/EXTl0055 
C ZERO OUT LOAD VECTOR. EXTL005G 
00 1 I=l,NOT EXTl0057 




C IF THIS TIME STEP 15 BEYOND LAST TIME OF IMPULSE RETURN WITH EXTL0059 
C EXTERNAL LOAD VECTOR SET TO ZERO. EXTL0060 
TYM=(ITT-l)*DELTAT EXTL0061 
IF(TYM .GT. TEND) RETURN EXTL0062 
C INTERPOLATE TO FINO MAGNITUDE OF IMPULSE AT THIS TIME. EXTL0063 
AMULT=AMAXP*(TEND-TYM )/TEND EXTL0064 
C FILL IN VALUES OF LOAD IN CENTRAL REGION OF PLATE. EXTL0065 
DO 2 I=IOOF,LDOF EXTL0066 
J=I-IOOF+l EXTL0061 
2 ELV(I)=AMULT.AlOAD(J) EXTL0066 
C OUTPUT LOADS IF THIS IS A REGULAR PRINTING CYCLE. EXTL0069 
III=ITIME/INCRT.INCRT-ITIME EXTL0070 
IF(III.NE.O) RETURN EXTL007l 
NNT=NDT/6 EXTL0072 
WRITE(MWRITE\'00) TYM ,(J,J=l,6) EXTL0073 
100 FORMAT(lHO/1HO,10X,'TIME=',016.6,' SEC.'/1H ,33(lH.),'EXTERNALLY AEXTL0074 
+PPLIEO USER SPECIFIED LOADING' ,33(lH.)/1H ,6X,'NOOE 1 ,6(7X,'OOFM', EXTL0075 
8. 11 ,3X )/ax, 3 (lOX,' (LBS)' ) ,lX,3 (7X, I (IN-LBS) I» . EXTL0076 
It .. 1 EXTL0077 
DO 3 I=l,NNT EXTL007B 
12=6* I EX TL0079 
WRITE{MWRITE,101) 1,(ELV(J),J=It,12) EXTLOOBO 
1':;:12+1 EXTL008t 
3 CONTINUE EXTLOOB2 
lOt FORMAT(6X,I3,2X,60t5.6) EXTLOOB3 
RETURN EXTL0084 
END EXTLOOB5 
SUBROUTINE INCONO(DISP,VEL,NP,NOOE,XGI,YGI) INCOOOOO 
IMPLlC IT REA L.a(A-H.O-Z) INCDOOOl 
C 




























THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE PLATE PROGRAM. 
DIMENSION OISP(I),VEL(1),NP(4,I),NOOE(1),XGI(1),YGI(t) 
COMMON/BAS/NDT,NET,MN,NB,NIRREG,MNC 
C THIS USfR-PREPAREO SUBROUTINE IS USED TO SPECIFY THE INITIAL (TIME 
C ZERO) CONDITIONS ON THE PLATE NODAL DISPLACEMENT AND VELOCITIES, 
C (Q ZERO). AND (Q DOT ZERO)., RESPECTIVELY, REQUIRED FOR THE FINITE-
C DIFFERENCE SOLUTION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF MOTION (SEE 





DUMMY ROUTINE - SETS VELOCITY AND DISPLACEMENT TO ZERO INITIALLY. 















C ASRL TR 154-14 ••••••• ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM EXTLI003 
C COPYRIGHT (C) MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE Of TECHNOLOGY 1980 EXTL1004 
C EXTLI005 
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE PLATE PROGRAM. EXTLI006 
C EXTLI007 
C THIS VERSION IS fOR THE EXAMPLE Of A RECTANGULAR PLATE. CLAMPED EXTLI008 
C O~ THE TOP ANO BOTTOM EDGES, fREE ON THE OTHER TWO EDGES WITH A~ EXTLI009 
C lIdPULSIVE LOAD APPLIED SYMr.1ETRICALLY TO ITS CENTRAL REGION. EXTLIOIO 
C EXTLIOll 
C ONLY THE RIGHT HALF OF THE PLATE IS MODELLED USING THE SYMMETRY EXTLIOl2 
C CONDITION ON THE LEfT EDGE. THIS IS THE SINGLE Snl\lETRY CASE. EXTLIOl3 
O:MENSION ELV(I),NP(4,1),NOOE(I),XGI(I),YGI(I),GBI(24,24) EXTLtOl4 
C EXTLI015 
C THIS USER-PREPAREO SU9ROUTINE IS USED TO GENCRATE THE NODAL EhTL1016 
C GENERALIZED FORCES CORRESPONDING TO PRESCRICEO EXTERNALLY-APPLIED EXTLI017 
C fORCES AT TIME T SUB M (aM-OElTA T) AS OESCRI8ED IN SUBSECTION 4.6.2 EXTL1018 
C AND CORRESPONDING TO THE DEVELOPMENT IN SUBSECTION A.I.3.4. EXTLIOl9 
C EXTLI020 
C DEFINE SIZE OF VECTOR CONTAINING UNIT LOAD OVER ALL oOf IN CENTRAL EXTLI021 
C REGION OF PLATE. WIDTH OF LOADED REGION IS .1485 IN, LENGTH IS 1.6 IN.EXTLln22 
DIMENSION ALOAO(90) EXTLI023 
CO~.~.ON /BAS/ NOT ,NET ,loiN, NB,NI R REG,MNC EXTLI 024 
COM~10N/TIM/0 EL TAT, T IIIEF , TIME, I Tl~lEF ,I NCRT , lOUT, I TIME EXTl 1025 
COMMON /INOUT/ MREAO,MWRllE,MPUNCH EXTLl026 
C EXTL1027 
C USE DATA STATEMENTS FOR VALUES WHICH WIll NOT CHANGE THROUGHOUT RUN. EXTLI028 
C EXTLI029 
C DEFINE TIME AT WHICH LOAD DROPS TO ZERO AND MAX VALUE OF IMPULSE. EXTLt030 
DATA TEND/25.D-6/,AMAXP/21934.400/ EXTLI031 
C DEfINE FIRST AND LAST UOF IN LOADED REGION. EXTLI032 
DATA IOOF/13/, LOOF/162/ EXTL1033 
C OEFINE VALues OF UNIT LOAD AT EACH OOF IN LOADED REGION. EXTLI034 
DATA ALOAO/2'0 00 •• 42103120-1, 26261020-2,.31511340-2, .19696370-3 EXTLI035 
1 ,2'0 CO, .84206250-1, .00000000+0, .63154600-2, .00000000+OEXTLl036 
2 ,2-0 DO, 42103120-1,-. 26261020-2, .31577340-2,-.1969G370-3EXTLI037 
3 ,2'0.00, .84206250-1 , 525236S0-2, .00000000+0, .OOOOOOOO+OEXTL 1030 
4 ,2'0 DO,. 16841250+0, 00000000+0,.00000000+0, .00000000+0 EX TL 1039 
5 ,2-0 DO, .84206250-1 ,-. 525:!36S0-2, .00000000+0, .00000000+OEXTLt040 
6 ,2-0 DO, 04206250-1, .52523650-2, .00000000+0, .00000000+0 EXTL 1041 
1 ,2'0.00,.16041250+0, .00000000+0. 00000000+0 •• 00000000+OEXTLI042 
8 ,2-0.00, 84206250-1,-. 52523S50-2, .00000000+0, .000CJOOO+OEXTLI043 
9 ,2'0 DO, 0<::06250-1, .52523.350-2, OOOOOOOOtO, .00000000+OEXTLI044 
A ,2'0.00, 1 6B 11250tO, • OOOOOOOotO, .00000000+0, .000000(;0+0 EX T LI 045 
6 ,2'0 CO,. 84206250-1 ,-. 52523650-2, 000000"0+0, • 00000000+0 EX T 1I 046 
C ,:!-O.OO, 42103120-1, 2626IB20-2,~.31577340-2,-.19b9G370-3EXTLI047 
o ,2-0 ~O, 04206250-1, 00000000+0,- 63154680-2, .00000000+OEXTlI048 
E ,2' 0 00 •• 42103120-1, -.26261820-2, -.31511340-2, .19696370-3/ EXTL 1049 
C ZERO OUT LOAD VECTOR. EXTLI050 
00 1 l-I,NDT EXTLI051 
1 ELV(I)aO 000 EXTLI052 
TYMa(ITT-I)'OCLTAT EXTLI053 
C Ir 1'1l:$ TI::: $r::r IS :::EYOUO LA$T T::~E OF I'4PULSE RETURN ~IlTH E)lTL1054 
C EXTERNAL LOAD VECTOR SET TO ZEnO. EXTLI055 
Jf(TYrA GT. TEND) RETURN EXTLI05G 
C INrERPOLATE TO FINO IIAGNITUDC OF IMPUlSE AT THIS TIME. EXTlI057 





C FILL IN VALUES OF LOAD IN CENTRAL REGION OF PLATE. EXTL1059 
DO 2 I~lOOF,LOOF EXTL1060 
J=I-IOOF+l EY.TL10S1 
2 ELV(I)=AMULT.ALOAO(J) EXTL1062 
C OUTPUT LOADS IF THIS IS A REGULAR PRINTING CYCLE. EXTL1063 
III.ITIME/iNCRT.INCRT-ITIME EXTL1064 
IF(IIl.NE.OJ RETURN EXTL1065 
NNT=NOT/6 EXTL1066 
WRITE(MWRITE,100) TYM ,(..1,..1=1,6) EXTL1067 
100 FORMAT(lHO/1HO,10X,'TIME=',016.6,' SEC.'/1H ,33(lH.),'EXTERNALLY AEXTL1068 




& 11 ,3X )/aX,3 (lOX,' (L6S) I), tX,3 (7X,' (IN-LBS)'» EXTL1070 
11.1 EXTL1071 
00 3 I=l,NNT EXTL1072 
I2:6q EXTL1073 
WRlTE(MWhlITE,101) I.(ELV(J),..J=I1,I2) EXTL1074 
11=12+1 EXTL1075 
3 CONTINUE EXTL1076 
101 FORMAT (6X,13 ,2X,6D15.G) EXTll071 
RETURN EXTL1 07B 
END EXTL1079 
SUBROUTINE INCOND(OISP,VEL,NP,NODE,XGI,YGI) INCD1000 
IMPLICIT R-:AL .. a{A-H,O-Z) tt-lrOl0nl 
ASRL TR 154-14 .•••••• 0RIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 
























THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE PLATE PROGRAM. 
DIMENSION DISP(l),VEL(1) ,NP(4, 1),NOOE(l),XGI(1),YGI(1) 
COMMON/BAS/NDT,NET,MN,NB,NIRREG,MNC 
C THIS USER-PREPARED SUBROUTINE IS USED TO SPECIFY THE INITIAL (TIME 
C ZERO) CD~DiiIG~S ON THE PLATE NODAL DISPLACEMENT AND VELOCITIES, 
C (Q ZERO). AND (Q DOT ZERO)., RESPECTIVELY, REQUIRED FOR THE FINITE-
C DIFFERENCE SOLUTION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF MOTION (SEE 





DUMMY ROUTINE - SETS VELOCITY AND DISPLACEMENT TO ZERO INITIALLY. 
00 10 I=l,NOT 




.. _ .... ,. ....... 












subroutines for the Quarter-Plate Hodel 
SU8ROUTINE EXTL(ELV.ITT.NP.NOOE.XGI.YGl.G&l) 
IMPLICIT REAL'8(A-H.0-Z) 
ASRL TR 154-14 ••••••• 0RIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 
COPYRIGHT (el MISSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE Of TECHNOLOGY 1980 
THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED EXCLUSIVELY 8Y THE PLATE PROGRAM. 
C THIS VERSION IS fOR THE EXAMPLE OF A RECTANGULAR PLATE, CLAMPED 
C ON THE TOP AND BOTTOM EDGES, fREE ON THE OTHER TWO EDGES WITH AN 
C IMPULSIVE LOAD APPLIED SY~METRICALLY TO ITS CENTRAL REGION. 
EXTL2000 
EXTL2001 












ONLY THE UPPER RIGHT QUADRANT IS MODELLED USING THE SyrMETRY CONOITIONEXTL2012 
ONE 60TH THE EOTTO~ AND LEfT EOGES. THIS IS THE DOUBLE S'hlMETRY CASE. EXTL2013 
Dlr/ENSIDN ElV(I).NP(4.1) .NODE( I).XGI(I).YGI(1).GDI(24.24) EXTL2014 
C 
C TillS USER-PREPARED SUOROUTINE IS USED TO GENERATE THE NODAL 
C CENERALIZED fORCES CORRESPONDING TO PRESCRIBED EXTERNALLY-APPLIEO 
C fORC[S AT TIM( T Suo M (-M-D(lTA TI AS OESCRIO(D IN SUOSECTION 4.6.2 






DEfINE SIZE Of VECTOR CONTAINING UNIT LOAD OVER ALL ODF IN CENTRAL 
REGION OF PLATE UIOTH OF LOADED REGION IS .7465 IN. ,LENGTH IS .9 IN. 
DIMENSION ALOAD(54) 
CO~'MON IBASI NDT .NET ,MN. N6,NIRREG,MNC 
cor~lON/TlM/DELTAT, TlMEF. T1ME,ITU1EF,INCRT, lOUT, [TIME 
COMrt.DN /INOUTI MREAO,MwRlTE,MPUNCH 

















C DEfINE TIME AT WHICH LQAO DROPS TO ZERO A~O MAX VALUE Of IMPULSE. EXTL2031 
DATA TI:ND/25.O-6/ ,MIAXP/21934. 4001 EXTL2032 
C DEfiNE fIRST AND LAST OOf IN LOADED REGION. EXTL2033 
DATA IOOf/l/.LOOf/5'l1 EXTL2034 
C DEFINE VALUES Of UNIT LOAD AT EACH OOf IN LOADED REGION. EXTL2035 
DATA ALOAOl2 0 0 00,.42103120-1, .26261820-2,.31577340-2, .19696370-3 EXTL2036 
1 ,2'0.00 •• 8420625 D-l, • OOOOOOOD+O, .63 15460D-2, • OOOOOOOD+O EX TL2037 
2 ,2'0.00, 4210312 D-l.-. 26261820-2, .31577 34D-2, -. 19696J7D-3EXTL203B 
3 ,2'0 .DO, .042(,625D-l, .52523650-2, .00000000+0, .0000000D+OEXTL2039 
4 ,2'0 .DO, .16!l41250+0, .000(H)OO:JtO, OOOOOOOD+O, .0000000D+OEXTL2C40 
5 ,2' 0 • DO, • B420625D-l ,-. 5252365D-2, .00000 OOD+O, • OOOOOOOD+O EXT L2041 
6 ,2 t O DO, 42103120-1, .262GI82D-2,-.31577340-2.-.1969G370-3EXTL2042 
7 ,2'0 DO, 84206250-1. • OOOOOOOD+O. -. 631546BD-2. .00000000+0 EXTl2043 
8 • 2t O. 00, .4210312D-l .-.2 6:;!61 B20-2. -. 31571340-2. .19696370-31 EXTL2044 
C ZERO OUT LOAD vECTOR. EXTL2045 
DO 1 1-1 ,NOT EXTL2046 
1 CLV(I).O ODO EXTL2047 
C IF THIS TIME STEP IS BEYOND LAST TIME OF IMPULSE RETURN WITH EXTL2048 
C EXTERNAL LOAD VECTOR SET TO ZERO. EXTL2049 
TY~·(ITT-ll·DELTAT EXTL2050 
If(:yrM GT. TEND) RETURN EXTL2051 
C INTERPOLATE TO FIND MAGNITUDE Of IMp~LSE AT THIS TIME. EXTL2052 
AMULTaAMAXPt(TENO-TYM )/TENO EXTL2053 
C FtLl !"I ""ll'~S OF ~O"D 1"1 CENTRAL REGION OF PLATE. EXTL2054 
DO 2 1-IOOf. LOOf EXTL2055 
J-I-IOOF+1 EXTL2056 
2 ELV(I)-AMULT'ALOAO(J) EXTL2057 





IF(III.NE.O) RETURN EXTL20GO 
NNT=NDT/6 £XTL~~~l 
WRITE(MWRITE,100) TYM ,(J,J:l,6) EXTL2062 

















+PPLlED USER SPECIFIED LOADING' ,33(lH.)/lH ,6X,'NODE 1 ,6(7X,'DOfl
'
• EXTL2064 
& Il,3X )/6X,3 (lOX,' (LBS)' ), lX,3 (7X.' (IN-LBS) I» EXTL2065 
11=1 EXTL2066 
DO 3 I=l,NNT EXTL20G7 
12=6*1 EXTL2066 
WRITE(M~RITE,101) I,(ELV(J),J=Il.12) EXTL2069 





SUBROUTINE INCOND(DISP,VEL,NP,NODE,XGI,YGI) INCD2000 
IMPLI': IT REA L*6(A-U,O-Z) INCD2001 
ASRL TR 154-14 .••.••. ORIGINAL REPORT VERSION OF PROGRAM 






















THIS SUD~OUTINE IS USED EXCLUSIVELY ~v THE PLATF PROGRAM 
DIMENSION DISP(l),VEL(I) ,NP(4,l),NODE(1),XGI(1),YGI(I) 
COMMON/BAS/NDT,NET,MN,NB,NIRREG,MNC 
THIS USER-PREPARED SUBROUTINE IS USED TO SPECIFY THE INITIAL (TIME 
ZERO) CONDITIONS ON THE PLATE NODAL DIsoLACEMENT AND VELOCITIES, 
(0 ZERO). AND (Q DOT ZERO)., RESPECTIVELY, REQUIRED FOR THE FINITE-
DIFFERENCE SOLUTION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF MOTION (SEE 
SUBSECTION A.3). 
10 
DUMMY ROUTINE - SETS VELOCITY AND DISPLACEMENT TO ZERO INITIALLY. 
lJO 10 1£ I ,1~uT 
DISP(I )=0.000 




The FORTRAN l~st~ng of the main program for the full plate example ~s 
g~ven on pages 175 and 176. For the half plate and the quarter plate 
models, the assoc~ated ma~n programs are the same except for the follow~ng 
DIMENSION statement: 
DIMENSION DELD(390),DIS(390),DISP(390),DISM1(390),DISM2(390), MAIN0065 
2FLN(390),FLVA(390) ,FLVM(390),FLVP(390J,ELV(390),VEL(390),ICOL(390)MAINOO66 
3, I NU'" ( 390) ,K ROW( 390) ,NDEX (390) ,STOR (390) ,STF( 14037) ,AMASS( 14037), MAIN0067 
4NP (4,48) ,NOD E ( 1152 ) , TAUS 5 (48, 1 2,9) , T AUSE (48,12,9) , TAUE E (48,12,9), MA IN0068 
5EPSSI(9.48), EPSSO(9,48),EPEEI(9,48) ,EPEEO(9,48),EPSEI(9,48), MAIN0069 
6EPSEO(9,48),NBC(60).BC(60),RFM(60,60).ILAST(60),UCF1(60),UCF2(60),MAIN0070 
7XG(65) ,YG(65),ZG(65),XGI(65),YGt(65).TAGSS(l,1:2,3),LNXS(1), MAIN0071 
8XSPQOP (7,1 ) , MA TXS ( 1 ) , TSG EE (1 ,1 :2,3) , LNYS ( 1 ) , YSPRO P (1,1 ) ,MA TYS ( 1 ) , MA IN007:2 
9LNRS(1 ),ISRS(1).SC(5.ll,NVSA(6 ),NCON(4,6 ) MAIN0073 
For the half-plate example, replace the or~g~nal above DIMENSION 
statement w~th th~s DIMENSION statement: 
DIMENSION DELD(234),DIS(234),DISP(:234),DISM1(234),DISM2(234), MAIN1067 
2FLN(234),FLVA(234) ,FLVM(234),FLVP(234),ELV(234),VEL(234),ICOL(234)MAIN1068 
3,INUM(234),KRo\~(234),NDEX(234) ,STOR(234),STF(5643).AMASS(5643), MAIN1069 
4NP (4,:2 4) ,NOD E (576) , TAUSS (24.12 ,9) , TAUSE (24,12,9) , TAUEE (24,1:2,9) , MA IN 1070 
5EOSSI(9,24).EPSSO(9,24),EPEEI(9,24),EPEEO(9,24),EPSEI(9,24), MAIN1071 
6EP5EO(9,24),NBC(iS).8C(75),RFM(69.48),lLAST(69),UCF1(69),UCF2(69),MAIN1072 
7XG(39) ,YG(39) .ZG(39) ,XGI (39), YGI(39), TAG5S( 1,12,3) ,LNXS( 1), MAIN1073 
BXSPROP (1,1 ) , MA T XS ( 1 ) , T5G EE ( 1 , 1 :2.3) , LNY5 ( 1 ) • YSPROP (7,1 ) • MA TYS ( 1 ) , MA INI 074 
9LN;<S(1 ),ISRS(1).SC(5,1),NVSA(6 ),NCON(4, 6) MAIN107S 
For the quarter-plate example, replace the or~g~nal DIMENSION statement 
w~th th~s DIMENSION statement: 
DIMENSION DELD(126),DIS(126),DISP(126).DISM1(126).DISM2(126), MAIN2065 
2 F LN ( 126) , FL V A ( 126) ,FL VM ( 126) , F LVP ( 126) ,EL V ( 126) , VEL ( 126) • I COL ( 126) MA IN2066 
3, INUM( 126), KROI'/( 126) ,NDEX( 126) ,STOR (126), STF(2889) ,AMASS(2889), MAIN2061 
4NP (4,1 2) ,NOD E (288) , T AUSS ( 12,12 ,9) , T AUSE ( 12 , 12,9) , TAUEE ( 12,12,9) , MA IN2068 
SEPSSI(9,12),EPSSO(9,12),EPEEI(9,12),EPEEO(9,1:2),EPSEI(9,12), MAIN2069 
6EPSED(9,:24),NBC(15).8C(75).RFM(44.48),ILAST(44).UCF1(44),UCF2(44),MAIN:2010 
7XG( 21 ) • YO( 21 ) • ZO( 21 ) ,XGI (21) , Y GI (21 ) ,TAGSS ( 1 ,12,3) • LNX S ( 1 ) • MA IN2071 
8XSPROP (7,1 ) • MATXS ( 1 ) , TSGEE ( 1 ,1 :2 ,3) ,LNYS( 1 ) ,YSPROP (7,1 ) ,:.1ATYS ( 1 ) , MAIN:2072 
9LNRS(1),ISRS(I),SC(S,1),NVSA(6 ),NCON(4, 6) MAIN:2073 
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7.2 Modeling and Input Data 
For illustrative purposes, three different structural models of the 
narrow-plate specxmen depicted in F1g. 16 are described in the following. 
F1rst, the ent1re plate is modeled by 48 LLC plate elements as shown 1n 
Fig. 17. Next, since symmetry exists about the y axis, the half-plate is 
modeled w1th the same bas1c f1n1te-element breakdown, with symmetry about 
the y aX1S invoked; this results in a 24-element model (Fig. 17). Finally, 
advantage 1S taken of the fact that there are, in fact, two axes of symmetry: 
hence, the third model 1S the l2-element quarter-plate model shown also 1n 
F1g. 17. For each of these three models, the selected number1ng of elements 
and nodes 1S shown in Fig. 17. 
P1lot calculations show that the largest natural frequency 1n the 
l1near-system mathemat1cal model of the whole plate 1S W = 3,052,755 
max 
rad/sec. Hence, 1f the t1meW1se central-difference model were used to 
pred1ct the l1near transient response of th1S model, a 6t not exceed1ng 
6t = 2/w = 0.655 ~sec would be requ1red. However, S1nce the PLATE 1 
max 
program employs the Houbolt operator, a reasonable ch01ce is 6t = 2.5 ~sec, 
as d1scussed 1n Subsect10n 4.8.2; reasonable behav10r for 6t $ 6[0.8(2/w )J 
max 
• 3.14 ~sec would be expected. 
Solut10n output data w1ll be requested at the end of every 10 txme 
steps or cycles; however, for conC1seness these data w1ll be included here 
only for the end of time cycles (or t1me steps) 0, 1, 2, 10, 20, 140, and 
150 (last). The deS1red solut1on output data are 1nd1cated as the follow1ng 
pr1nt opt10ns (Card 51 of Subsect10n 4.2): 
IOPI D1splacements and current (global) X,Y,Z coord1nates for 
each node. 
IOP2 Stra1n (Green) components as well as pr1nc1pal (tensile) 
stra1n and direct10n at the upper and lower surface 
evaluated at the centroid of each element. 
IOP4 Stra1n (Green) components, pr1nc1pal (tens1le) strain and 
d1rect10n, and elongat1ons (1n user-spec1f1ed direct1ons) 
at add1tional spanwise locations (evaluated at both upper 
and lower surfaces at each spanW1se location) as spec1f1ed 
by the user. 
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rOP5 React~on forces at all nodes where d~splacement constra~nt 
conditions have been ~posed. 
rOP7 System energ~es (i.e., work input to structure, structure 
kinetic energy, structure elastic energy, structure plastic 
energy, and energy stored in elast~c restor~g springs). 
rOP8 Strain (Green) components, principal (tensile) strain and 
direction at the upper and lower plate surfaces at user-
specif~ed nodes (by nodal averag~ng) . 
Print opt~ons rOP3 and rOP6 are not des~red; hence, set these quant~t~es 
equal to 0 on Card 51 (of Subsection 4.2). Summar~zed concisely as follows 
are the affected element or node numbers for each of the three fin~te-














26,34,38,42 and 46 
Degrees of Freedom 
1 through 30 








11,17,19,21 and 23 
Degrees of Freedom 

















9 and 11 
























The assoc~ated ~nput data on each card are described for the full-plate, the 
half-plate, and the quarter-plate model ~n Subsect~ons 7.2.1, 7.2.2, and 
7.2.3, respectively. However, solution output data are presented in 
Subsect~on 7.3 only for the full-plate model. 
7.2.1 Input Data for the Full-Plate Model 
The values to be punched on the data cards are as follows (see F~g. 17a): 
Card 1 8IlO 
MAXEL = 48 
MNSL = 3 
MNXST = 1+ 
MNYST = 1+ 
NEE = 1+ 
MBWE = 1+ 
MNC = 14037 
Card 2 20I4 
IMESH = 0 
IMASS = 2 
IMCONT = 0 
IPUNCH = 0 
Card 3 20I4 
NEAD = 4 
NECD = 12 
Card 4a 5016.7 
EPAN = 0.108 
ANUP = .333333300 
+ As noted on page 82, these quant~t~es must be set equal to 1 ~n accordance 
w~th FORTRAN rules because they are used as d~mens~oning var~ables; they 
must not be set equal to zero. 
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DENSP = 0.253840-3 
TH = 0.102DO 
XOIST = 1.4970DO 
Card 4b 5D16.7 
YDIST = 8.0DO 
ZPOS = O.ODO 
Card 5 5D16.7 
XG(l) = O.ODO 
XG(2) = .37425DO 
XG(3) = • 7485DO 
XG(4) = 1. 12275DO 
XG(5) = 1. 4970DO 
Card 6a 5D16.7 
YG(l) = O.ODO 
YG(2) = • 775DO 
YG(3) = 1.55DO 
YG(4) = 2.325DO 
YG(5) = 3.1DO 
Card 6b 5D16.7 
YG(6) = 3.55DO 
YG(7) = 4.0DO 
YG(8) = 4.45DO 
YG(9) = 4.9DO 
YG(lO) = 5.675DO 
Card 6c 5D16.7 
YG(ll) = 6.45DO 
YG (12) 7.225DO 
YG(13) = 8.0DO 
Card 7 2014 
NCSB (1) = 2 
NCSB (2) = 0 
NCSB (3) = 2 
NCSB (4) = 0 
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Card 8 2014 
NAST = 0 
NCST = 0 
Card 25* 2014 
NAXS = 0 
NAYS = 0 
* Card 44 20I4 
NMAT = 1 
Card 45 20I4 
NSUB = 3 
Card 46 5016.7 
SIG(l) = 44.203 
SIG(2) = 49.203 
SIG(3) = 76.403 
Card 47 5016.7 
EPS (1) = .0044200 
EPS (2) = .076000 
EPS (3) = 0.61500 
Card 48 5016.7 
DSR(l) = 6500.00 
PSR(l) = 4.000 
Card 49 20I4 
lTIMEF = 150 
INCRT = 1 
lOUT = 1 
Card 50 5016.7 
DELTAT = 2.50-06 
TlMEF = 3.750-04 
Card 51 2014 
lOP1 = 1 
IOP2 = 1 
* For onu.tted cards, see page 251. 
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IOP3 = 0 
IOP4 = 1 
IOP5 = 1 
IOP6 = 0 
IOP7 = 1 
IOP8 = 1 
* Card 54 20I4 
NASP = 11 
Card 55a I4,2016.7 
LNASP (1) = 2 
SLASP(l) = 1.000 
ELASP (1) = 0.000 
Card 55b I4,2016.7 
LNASP(2) = 2 
SLASP (2) = 1.000 
ELASP(2) = .258064500 
Card S5c I4,2016.7 
LNASP(3) = 6 
SLASP (3) = 1.000 
ELASP(3) = .290322600 
Card 55d I4,2016.7 
LNASP(4) = 10 
SLASP(4) = 1.000 
ELASP(4) = .322580600 
Card 55e I4,2016.7 
LNASP(5) = 14 
SLASP(5) = 1.000 
ELASP (5) = .354838700 
Card 55f I4,2016.7 
LNASP (6) = 26 
SLASP(6) 1.000 
ELASP (6) = 0.000 
* For om~tted cards, see page 25l. 
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Card 55g I4,2016.7 
LNASP(7) 34 
SLASP(7) = 1.000 
ELASP (7) = .645161300 
Card 55h I4,2016.7 
LNASP(8) = 38 
SLASP (8) = 1.000 
ELASP (8) = .677419400 
Card 55i I4,2016.7 
LNASP(9) = 42 
SLASP (9) = 1.000 
ELASP (9) = .709677400 
Card 55J I4,2016.7 
LNASP(10) = 46 
SLASP (10) = 1.000 
ELASP(lO) = .741935500 
Card 55k I4,2016.7 
LNASP(ll) = 46 
SLASP(ll) = 1.000 
ELASP(ll) = 1.000 
Card 56 20I4 
NASPE = 0 
Card 61* 20I4 
NNSA = 6 
Card 62 20I4 
NVSA (1) = 33 
NVSA(2) 35 
NVSA(3) = 38 
NVSA(4) = 40 
NVSA (5) = 48 
NVSA(6) = 50 
Card 63 20I4 
NELES = 0 
* For om~tted cards, see page 251-
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Cards 9 through 16 are om~tted because NAST on Card 8 is zero (that ~s, there 
are no complete X-d~rection st~ffeners). 
Cards 17 through 24 are o~tted because NCST on Card 8 ~s zero (that is, there 
are no complete Y-d~rection st~ffeners). 
Cards 26 through 34 are om~tted because NAXS on Card 24 ~s zero (that ~s, there 
are no additional X-direct~on st~ffeners). 
Cards 35 through 43 are om~tted because NAYS on Card 24 ~s zero (that ~s, there 
are no add~t~onal Y-d~rec~on st~ffeners). 
Cards 52 and 53 are o~tted because rOP3 = 3 on Card 51. 
Card 57 is o~tted because NASPE = 0 on Card 55. Cards 58 through 60 are 
om~tted because rOP5 = 0 on Card 51. 






























































































* 7.2.2 Input Oata for the Half-Plate Model 
The values to be punched on the data cards are as follows (see Fig. 17b): 
Card 1 8IlO 
MAXEL = 24 
MNSL = 3 
MNXST = 1 
MNYST = 1 
NBE = 1 
MBWE = 1 
MNC = 5643 
Card 2 20I4 
IMESH = 0 
IMASS = 2 
IMCONT = 0 
Il?UNCH = 0 
Card 3 20I4 
NEAD = 2 
NECO = 12 
Card 4a 5016.7 
El?AN = 0.108 
ANUl? = .333333300 
OENSl? = 0.253840-3 
TH = 0.10200 
mIST = 1.497000 
Card 4b 5016.7 
YOIST = 8.000 
Zl?OS = 0.000 
Card 5 5016.7 
XG(l) = 0.000 
XG(2) = .3742500 
XG (3) = .748500 
* Certa1n 1nput cards are om1tted; see page 25l. 
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Card 6a 5016.7 
YG(1) = 0.000 
YG(2) = .77500 
YG(3) = 1.5500 
YG(4) = 2.32500 
YG(5) = 3.100 
Card 6b 5016.7 
YG(6) = 3.5500 
YG(7) = 4.000 
YG(8) = 4.4500 
YG(9) = 4.900 
YG(10) = 5.67500 
Card 6c 5016.7 
YG(ll) = 6.4500 
YG(12) = 7.22500 
YG (13) = 8.000 
Card 7 20I4 
NCSB (1) = 2 
NCSB (2) = 0 
NCSB (3) = 2 
NCSB (4) = 1 
Card 8 20I4 
NAST = 0 
NCST = 0 
Card 25 20I4 
NAYS = 0 
NAYS = 0 
Card 44 20I4 
NMAT = 1 
Card 45 20I4 
NSUB = 3 
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Card 46 5016.7 
SIG (1) = 44.203 
SIG(2) = 49.203 
SIG(3) = 76.403 
Card 47 5016.7 
EPS (1) = .0044200 
EPS(2) = .076000 
EPS (3) = 0.61500 
Card 48 5016.7 
OSR(l) = 6500.00 
PSR(I) = 4.0DO 
Card 49 2014 
ITHIEF = 150 
INCRT = 1 
lOUT = 1 
Card 50 5016.7 
OELTAT = 2.50-06 
TlMEF = 3.750-04 
Card 51 2014 
IOPI = 1 
IOP2 = 1 
IOP3 = 0 
IOP4 = 1 
IOP5 = 1 
IOP6 = 0 
IOP7 = 1 
lOPS = 1 
Card 54 2014 
NASP = 11 
Card 55a 14,2016.7 
LNASP(I) = 1 
SLASP (1) 0.000 
ELASP (1) = 0.000 
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Card 55b I4,2D16.7 
LNASP(2) = 1 
SLASP (2) = O.ODO 
ELASP (2) = .258064500 
Card 55e I4,2D16.7 
LNASP(3) = 3 
SLASP(3) = 0.000 
ELASP (3) = .290322600 
Card 55d I4,2016.7 
LNASP (4) = 5 
SLASP (4) = 0.000 
ELASP(4) = .322580600 
Card 55e I4,2D16.7 
LNASP(5) = 7 
SLASP (5) = 0.000 
ELASP (5) = .354838700 
Card 55f I4,2016.7 
LNASP (6) = 11 
SLASP (6) = O.ODO 
ELASP(6) = 1.000 
Card 55g I4,2016.7 
LNASP(7) = 17 
SLASP (7) = O.ODO 
ELASp(7) = .645161300 
Card 55h I4,2D16.7 
LNASP(8) = 19 
SLASP (8) = 0.000 
ELASP(8) .677419400 
Card 55i I4,2016.7 
LNASP (9) = 21 
SLASP (9) = 0.000 
ELASP(9) = .709677400 
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Card 55j I4,2016.7 
LNASP (10) = 23 
SLASP(10) = 0.000 
ELASP(10) = .741935500 
Card 55k I4,2016.7 
LNASP(ll) = 23 
SLASP(ll) = 0.000 
ELASP(ll) = 1.000 
Card 56 20I4 
NASPE = 0 
Card 61 20I4 
NNSA = 6 
Card 62 20I4 
NVSA(l) = 19 
NVSA(2) = 21 
NVSA(3) = 22 
NVSA(4) = 24 
NVSA(5) = 28 
NVSA(6) = 30 
card 63 20I4 
NELES = 0 
256 
The follow~ng ~s the complete ~nput deck for th~s example: 
24 3 5643 
0 2 0 0 
2 12 
0.108 .333333300 




0.000 .775000 1.5500 2.32500 3.100 
3.55DO 4.000 4.4500 4.900 5.67500 
6.4500 7.22500 8.000 





44 203 49.203 76.403 
00442DO .076000 0.61500 
6500.00 4.000 
150 1 
2.5 0-06 3.750-04 
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 
11 
1 .000 0.000 
1 .0;:)0 .258064500 
3 .000 .290322600 
5 .000 .322580600 
7 000 .354638700 
11 .000 1 000 
17 .000 645161300 
19 .000 .677419400 
21 .000 .709677400 
23 .000 .741935500 
23 .000 1.000 
0 
6 
19 21 22 24 28 30 
0 
257 
7.2.3 InEut oata for the Quarter-Plate Mode1* 
The values to be punched on the data cards are as follows (see Fig. 17c) : 
Card 1 8IlO 
MAXEL = 12 
MNSL = 3 
MNXST = 1 
MNYST = 1 
NBE = 1 
MBWE = 1 
MNC = 2889 
Card 2 20I4 
IMESH = 0 
IMASS = 2 
IMCONT = 0 
IPUNCH = 0 
Card 3 20I4 
NEAD = 2 
NECO = 6 
Card 4a 5016.7 
EPAN = 0.108 
ANUP = .333333300 
OENSP = 0.253840-3 
TH = 0.10200 
XDIST = .7485000 
Card 4b 5016.7 
YDIST = 4.000 
ZPOS = 0.000 
Card 5 5016.7 
XG(1) = 0.000 
XG(2) = .3742500 
XG(3) = .748500 
* Certa~n ~nput cards are orn~tted; see page 251. 
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Card 6a 5016.7 
YG(l) = 0.000 
YG(2) = .450000 
YG(3) = 0.9000 
YG(4) = 1.67500 
YG(5) = 2.4500 
Card 6b 5016.7 
YG(6) = 3.22500 
YG(7) = 4.000 
Card 7 20I4 
NCSB (1) = 1 
NCSB (2) = 0 
NCSB (3) = 2 
NCSB (4) = 1 
card 8 20I4 
NAST = 0 
NCST = 0 
Card 25 20I4 
NAXS = 0 
NAYS = 0 
Card 44 20I4 
NMAT = 1 
Card 45 20I4 
NSUB = 3 
Card 46 5016.7 
SIG(l) = 44.203 
SIG (2) = 49.203 
SIG(3) = 76.403 
Card 47 5016.7 
EPS (1) .0044200 
EPS (2) = .076000 
EPS (3) = 0.615DO 
259 
Card 48 5016.7 
OSR(I) = 6500.00 
PSR(I) = 4.000 
Card 49 2014 
IT1MEF = 150 
INCRT = 1 
lOUT = 1 
Card 50 5016.7 
OELTAT = 2.50-06 
TlMEF = 3.750-04 
Card 51 2014 
IOPI = 1 
IOP2 = 1 
IOP3 = 0 
IOP4 = 1 
IOP5 = 1 
IOP6 = 0 
IOP7 = 1 
IOP8 = 1 
card S4 2014 
NASP = 6 
Card 55a 14,2016.7 
LNASP (1) = 1 
SLASP(I) = 0.000 
ELASP(I) = 0.000 
Card 55b I4,2016.7 
LNASP(2) = 5 
SLASP (2) = 0.000 
ELASP (2) = .645161300 
Card 55e I4,2016.7 
LNASP(3) = 7 
SLASP(3) = 0.000 
ELASP(3) .677419400 
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Card 55d 14,2016.7 
LNASP(4) = 9 
SLASP(4) = 0.000 
ELASP (4) = .709677400 
Card 55e 14,2016.7 
LNASp(5) = 11 
SLASP (5) = 0.000 
ELASP(5) = .741935500 
Card 55f 14,2016.7 
LNASP(6) = 11 
SLASP (6) = 0.000 
ELASP (6) = 1.000 
Card 56 2014 
NASPE = 0 
Card 61 2014 
NNSA = 6 
Card 62 2014 
NVSA(I) = 1 
NVSA(2) = 3 
NVSA(3) = 4 
NVSA(4) = 6 
NVSA(5) = 10 
NVSA(6) = 12 
Card 63 2014 
NELES = 0 
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7.3 Solution Output Data for the Full-Plate Model 
The following is the output for 150 cycles (375 ~sec) of response of 
the transiently-loaded narrow plate specimen dep~cted in Fig. 16, for the 
full-plate fin~te-element model shown ~n F~g. 17. 
The first segment of the output descr~es the ~n~~al geometry, material 
propert~es and boundary cond~t~ons of the plate as well as element numbers 
and global node numbers of the finite elements used to model the structure. 
Noted also are the constra~ned degrees of freedom and the properties of each 
sublayer of the mechan~cal-sublayer mater~al model: (a) stress, (b) strain, 
(c) y~eld stress, and (d) we~ght~ng factor. 
The next segment descr~bes the output to be g~ven at every regular 
pr~ntout cycle. This output consists of (a) the general~zed d~splacements 
of and the global locat~on of each nodal stat~on, (b) the react~on forces 
at each constr~ned node, (c) the stra~ components as well as the pr~nc~pal 
(tens~le) stra~n and d~rect~on at the centro~d of each element, (d) stra~ 
components as well as pr~nc~pal stra~ns and assoc~ated d~rect~on at 6 nodes 
as descr~bed, (e) stra~n components, elonga~ons ~n spec~f~ed d~rect~ons, 
and pr~nc~pal stra~n and assoc~ated d~rect~on at each of 11 ~dent~f~ed 
"add~t~onal locat~ons", and (f) a tabulat~on of the var~ous energies of the 
system. Also given are the general~zed nodal forces from the externally-
appl~ed loading whenever those forces are non-zero. 
In the ~nterest of conc~seness, only a port~on of the called-for output 
~s shown. Included are: (1) all ~nput-ver~f~cat~on ~nformat~on and (2) 
+ 
scheduled output at the end of t~e cycles 0, 1, 2, 10, 20, 14~ and 150 (last). 
Th~s output l~st~ng ~s ~ntended for use ~n ver~fy~ng the (successful) adapta-
t~on of the PLATE 1 program to a user's comput~ng fac~l~ty. 
+ An aux~liary comnuter run was made with pr~ntout every cycle to g~ve the 




















AUTO-GENERATED FINITE-ELEMENT MESH INfORMATION fOR STIFFENED OR UNSTIFFENEO fLAT-PLATE PROBLEM 
X-LENGTH (IN) O. t 4970000+0 1 
Y-L[NGTH (IN) 0.60000000+01 
Z-POSITION(IN) 0.0 
THICKNESS! IN) 0.10200000+00 
YOUNGS MOOUlUS(PSl) 0.10000000+08 
PO I SSONS flA TI 0 0.33333330+00 
OE,~SITY( LB-SEC oo2/1N"4) 0.25364000-03 
NO CF E L[t1 IN X-OI RECTI ON • 4 
NO OF E lE'1 IN V-DIRECTION a 12 
NO Of 0 0 F /ELE~I 24 
TOr Al NO OF ELEMENTS 46 
TOTAL flO OF [/ a F 390 
1'<0 Of X-OIR STiffENERS 0 
NO Of Y -OIR STIffENERS 0 
THE GLOEAL NODE NUMoERS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH ELEMENT ARE AS FOLLOWS I 
ELE~1ENT GL05AL ~OD~ NUMBERS 
1 1 2 7 I) 
2 2 3 B 7 
3 3 4 9 8 
4 4 5 10 9 
~ 6 7 12 11 
6 7 6 13 \2 
7 tl 9 14 13 
8 9 10 15 14 
9 11 12 17 16 
1,) 12 13 18 17 
11 13 14 19 16 
12 14 15 20 19 
13 16 17 22 21 
14 17 18 23 22 
15 18 19 ?4 23 
16 19 20 25 24 
17 21 22 27 26 
IS 22 23 26 27 
19 23 24 29 26 
20 24 25 30 29 
21 26 27 32 31 
22 27 28 33 32 
23 28 29 34 33 
24 29 30 35 34 
25 31 32 37 36 
26 32 33 36 37 
27 33 34 39 38 
2~ 34 35 40 39 
29 36 37 42 4\ 
30 37 33 43 42 
31 39 39 44 .13 
32 39 '::0 45 44 
33 41 42 47 46 
34 42 43 48 47 
35 43 44 49 46 
36 44 45 50 49 
37 46 47 52 51 
38 47 48 53 52 
39 48 49 54 53 
40 49 50 55 54 
41 51 52 57 56 
42 52 53 58 57 
43 53 54 59 56 
44 54 55 60 59 
45 56 57 62 61 
46 57 58 63 62 
47 58 59 64 63 
48 59 60 65 64 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS (SEE WRITEUP FOR CONVENTION FOR SIDE NUMBER AND BOUNDARY CONDITION) 
SIDE NUMBER BOUNDARY CONDITION 
I 10 EALL Y CLAMPE 0 
2 FR EE 
3 IOEI\lLY CLAMPED 
4 FREE 
THE fOLLOWING 60 DEGREES Of fREE~OM ARE CONSTRAINED 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
371 372 373 374 375 376 377 376 
PRESENT RUN USES CONSISTENT MASS MATRIX 
MAX SIZE IS 14037 








FOR MATERIAL NUMBER 1 
STRESS POINT STRAIN POINT 
o 44200~00+05 0.44200000-02 
o 49200000+05 0.76000000-01 
o 76400000+05 0.61500000+00 
PARAMETERS O. 0 65000000+04 
TIMEWISE SOLUTION PARA~ET£RS 





10 11 12 
30 361 362 





13 14 IS 
363 364 365 









RUN WILL TERMINATE AT TIME. 0 37500000-03 SEC. OR AT CYCLE NUMOER 150 
REGULAR PRINTOUT WILL BE GIVEN EVERY 10 CYCLES 
••••• OUTPUT CONTROL INFORMATION ••••• 
THE FOLLOWING RESULTS wiLL BE GIVEN AT EVERY REGULAR PRINTOUT CYCLE: 
NODAL OISPLACU1HHS AND LOCATION 




18 19 20 
368 369 370 
388 389 390 
STRAIN COMPONENTS, PRINCIPAL STRAIN AND DIRECTION AT THE FOLLOWING 6 NODES (06TAINED BY NODAL AVERAGING)! 
33 35 38 40 49 50 
STRAIN COMPONENTS, ELONGATICN Ih SPECIFIED DIRECTIONS, PRINCIPAL STRAIN ANO DIRECTION AT THE FOLLOWING " ADDTl. POINTSI 
AOOTL. POlhT ON ELEM. PSI-LOCATION ETA-LOCATION ELONG OIR.-l(DEG) ELONG. OIR -2(OEG) 
1 2 0 10000000+01 0 0 0 0 0.90000000+02 
2 2 0.10000000+01 0.25B06450+00 0 0 0 90000000+02 
3 6 0 10000000+01 0 29032200+00 0 0 0 90000000+02 
4 10 0 10000000+01 0 32250060+00 ~ 0 0 90000000+02 
5 14 0.10000000+01 0 35403870?00 0 0 0.90000000+02 
6 26 0 1000000JTOI 0 0 0 0 0.90000000+02 
1 34 0 10000000+01 0 64516130+00 0.0 0 90000000T02 
8 38 0 10000000+01 0 67741940+00 0 0 0.90000000+02 
9 42 0 10000000+01 0.70967740TOO 0 0 0 90000000+02 
10 46 0.10000000+01 0 74191550+00 0 0 0.90000000+02 
11 46 0.10000000+01 0 10000000+01 0.0 0.90000000+02 
SYSTEM ENERGI ES 
ROUNDING ERROR PARAMETER IN FACTORING ROW 150 - 0.11560149 NO OF NEGATIVE OIAG- 0 
HIGHEST NATURAL FREQUENCY(RAO/SEC)- 0.30527550+07 
HIGHEST EIGENVECTOR NORMALIZED BY LARGEST VALUE 
NODE U V W PSIX PSIY TWIST 
1 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
2 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 
3 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
4 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
5 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
6 o 337850-39 -0 150590-39 -0 143960-04 0.426610-03 -0.167970-03 0.497780-02 
7 -0 323740-39 o 495960-40 -0 190320-05 0.189680-03 -0 222060-04 o 220190-02 
B o 322020-39 0.912150-52 -0 203350-10 0.152940-03 -0.237330-09 0.178490-02 
9 -0 323740-39 -0 495960-40 o 190310-05 O. 108680-03 o 222050-04 0.220190-02 
10 o 337850-39 o 15059[1-39 o 143960-04 o 426b10-03 o 167970-03 o 497780-02 
11 -0 100740-38 0.381190-39 -0 365400-04 o 100420-02 -0 628170-03 0.106240-01 
12 Q 106230-38 -0 126260-39 -0 482990-05 o 480670-03 -0 830310-04 o 024630-02 
13 -0 105330-38 ~O 370170-51 -0 510920-10 o 309940-03 -0 089450-09 0.660690-02 
14 0 IOG230-38 o 126260-39 o 482900-05 o 480660-03 0.1l30290-04 o 824620-02 
15 -0 100740-38 -0 381190-39 o 36541J0-04 0.100420-02 (I 628160-03 o 186240-01 
16 o 302340-39 -0 814180-39 -0 1118bO-03 o 332050-02 -0 194940-02 o 570400-01 
17 -0 299770-39 o 269050-39 -0 147810-04 0.147120-02 -0 257620-03 o 256500-01 
III 0.239.00-38 o 119170-50 -0 159310-09 o 1196~0-02 -0 276970-00 o 200110-01 
19 -0 299770-30 -0 269050-39 o 147800-04 o 147420-02 o 257620-03 o 256500-01 
20 o 302940-38 o 814180-39 o 1111l50-03 o 332050-02 o 194940-02 o 578390-01 
21 -0 611710-38 o 151~70-38 -0 573850-03 0.170210-01 -0 733020-02 0.217460+00 
22 o 010670-38 -0 504J90-39 -0 756510-04 o 754360-02 -0 960700-03 o 9G4410-01 
N 23 -0 IlIC600-38 -0 3500bO-50 -0 014100-09 o 611880-02 -0 104130-07 o 702430-01 
Cl'I 24 o 010b-0-38 o 504390-39 o 751l490-04 o 754350-02 o 968750-03 o 91>4·100-01 
Cl'I 25 -0 81171[1-39 -0 151570-30 o 573840-0J o 170210-01 o 733010-02 0.217100+00 
26 0 105100-37 -0 165020-30 -0 454690-03 o 134740-01 -0 258680-01 o 7(;7050>00 
27 -0 106420-37 o 553090-39 -0 601320-04 o 5958~0-02 -0 341980-02 o 339710+00 
28 o 196550-37 o 851920-50 -0 641890-09 o 482920-02 -0 366410-07 o 27540g>00 
29 -0 186420-37 -0 553090-39 o 601310-04 o 595040-02 o 341970-02 o 33971 +00 
30 0 185400-37 o 165020-38 o 4546110-03 0.134740-01 o 250680-01 o 767040.00 
31 -0 226250-37 -0 072980-50 o 163100-12 -0 400160-11 -0 337290-01 o 100000.01 
32 O. 22'30 I 0-37 o I 00~50-49 o 214200-13 -0 2IJ~50-11 -0 445950-02 o 442720+00 
33 -0 228~GO-37 -0.106040-49 o 320500-15 -0 172040-11 -0 477370-07 0.3~U970.00 
34 o 2~0010-37 o 100720-49 -0 203120-13 -0 210700-11 o 445940-02 o 442720+00 
35 -0 226250-37 -0 877590-50 -0 157750-12 -0 460090-11 o 337290-0 I o 999990+00 
36 0 105-100-37 o 165020-J8 o 454690-03 -0 134740-01 -0 250600-01 o 767050tOO 
37 -0 106420-37 -0 553090-39 o 601320-04 -0 595840-02 -0 34190D-02 0.339710+00 
38 0 186550-37 o 8~830 0-50 o 641890-0~ -0 4C292~-02 -0 366410-07 o 275400>00 
39 -0 186420-37 o 553090-39 -0 601310-0' -0 595040-02 o 341910-02 0.33971'HOO 
40 0 165400-37 -0 165020-30 -0 .54600-03 -0 13-17~0-01 o 258600-01 o 767040.00 
41 -0 0111l0-~8 -0 151570-38 o 57JOr,0-03 -0 170210-01 -0 733020-02 o 217-100.00 
42 o 0 I CG70-30 o 50-1390-39 o 750510-04 -0 754360-02 -0 968.00-03 o 964410-01 
43 -0 810600-38 -0 346720-50 0814100-09 -0 b11U60-02 -0 104130-07 o 702430-01 
44 o 810670-38 -0 504390-39 -0 758490-04 -0 7543~O-02 o 968750-03 o 964400-01 
45 -0 811710-38 o 1~1570-30 -0 573840-03 -0 I/O~IO-OI o 733010-02 o 217480.00 
46 o 302910-30 o O14100-J9 o 1110bO-03 -0 332050-02 -0 194~10-02 o 571Jo100-01 
47 -0 29'J770-38 -0 2b9'.50-39 a 147010-04 -0 147120-02 -0 2~7b20-03 o 25G500-01 
40 o 29"400-38 o 117310-50 o 159310-09 -0 119b50-02 -0 276970-08 o 200110-01 
49 -0 299770-38 o 269950-33 -0 147000-04 -0 14742D-C2 o 25762D-03 o 25G500-01 
50 o 302940-38 -0 EI419D-;9 -0 111050-03 -0 332050-02 o 194910-02 o 5/0390-01 
51 -0 100740-30 -0 301190-39 o 365400-04 -0 100420-02 -0.620170-03 o 101>240-01 
52 0 106230-38 o 126260-39 o 482990-05 -0.400670-03 -0.030310-04 0.824630-02 
53 -0 105930-~0 -0 360610-51 o ~10920-10 -0 309940-03 -0 089440-09 o 660690-02 
54 0 106230-38 -0 126260-39 -0 402~UO-05 -0 4006bD-03 o OJ0290-04 o 0246:lD-02 
55 -0 1087·10-30 o 301190-39 -0 31>5400-04 -0 100120-02 o 620160-03 o 101>240-01 
56 o 33785C-39 o 150~90-39 o 143960-04 -0 426610-03 -0 167970-03 o 4!l7700-02 
57 -0.323740-39 -0 495960-40 o 190320-05 -0 16e60D-03 -0.222060-04 0.220190-02 
56 0.322020-39 o 666670-52 0.203350-10 -0.152940-03 -0.237330-09 0.176490-02 
59 -0 323740-39 o 495960-40 -0.190310-05 -0.166660-03 0.222050-04 0.220190-02 
60 o 337650-39 -0.150590-39 -0 143960-04 -0 426610-03 o 167970-03 0.497760-02 
61 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
62 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
63 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
64 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 
65 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
AFTER 106 I TERATlOtIS. CONVERGENCE RAllO. o 95394020-07 
CENTRAL-DIFFERENCE BOUND ON TIME-STEP(SEC) FOR LINEAR SYSTEM- 0.65514600-06 
ACTUAL TIME-STEP BOUND (SEC) WOULD 6E- o 52411660-06 
TIME- 0.0 SEC • 
....... . •••••••• ••• EXTERNALLY APPLIED USER SPECIFIED LOADING ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
NODE OOFNI OQF'2 OOfM3 OOFN4 OOFN5 OOFI6 
( LOS) (LaS) ( LaS) (IN-LOS) (IN-LBS) (IN-lBS) 
1 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
2 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
3 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
4 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
5 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
6 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
7 0.0 o 0 o rio o 0 0.0 o 0 
a o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
9 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
10 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
11 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
12 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
13 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
14 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
'" 15 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0\
-J 16 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
17 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
16 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
19 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
20 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 
21 o 0 0.0 o 9235070+03 0.5760370+02 o 6926300+02 0.43202BO+Ol 
22 0.0 0.0 o 1647010+04 o 0 o 1365260+03 o 0 
23 o 0 o 0 0.1647010+04 o 0 o 1365260+03 o 0 
24 o 0 o 0 o 1647010+04 o 0 o 1365260+03 o 0 
25 0.0 0.0 o 9235070+03 
-0 5760370+02 o 6926300+02 -0 4320280+01 
26 o 0 o 0 o 1647010+04 o 1152070+03 o 0 o 0 
27 0.0 o 0 o 3694030+04 o 0 o 0 o 0 
20 o 0 0.0 0.369'1030+04 o 0 o 0 o 0 
29 o 0 o 0 o 3694030+04 0.0 o 0 o 0 
30 o 0 0.0 o 1847010+04 
-0 1152070+03 o 0 o 0 
31 o 0 0.0 o 1647010+04 o 1152070+03 o 0 0.0 
32 o 0 o 0 o 36940:;0+04 o 0 o 0 o 0 
33 0.0 o 0 o 3694030+04 o 0 o 0 o 0 
34 0.0 o 0 o 369403D+04 o 0 o 0 o 0 
35 o 0 0.0 o 1647010+04 
-0 1152070+03 0.0 o 0 
36 o 0 o 0 o 1647010+04 0.1152070+03 o 0 o 0 
37 o 0 0.0 o 3694030+04 0.0 o 0 0.0 
39 0.0 o 0 0.3694030H'4 o 0 o 0 o 0 
39 o 0 0.0 o 3G94030+04 o 0 o 0 o 0 
40 0.0 o 0 o 1047010 .. 04 
-0 1152070+03 o 0 o 0 
41 o 0 0.0 o 9235070.03 o 5760370+02 -0 6926300+02 -0 4320280+01 
42 0.0 0.0 o 1647010+04 o 0 
-0.1365260+03 o 0 
43 o 0 0.0 o 1641010+04 o 0 
-0 1365260+03 0.0 
44 o 0 o 0 o 1647010+04 o 0 -0 1365260+03 o 0 
45 o 0 0.0 o 923~010+03 
-0 5760370+02 -0 6926300+02 0.4320280+01 
46 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
47 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
46 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
49 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
50 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
51 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
52 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
53 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
54 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 
55 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 
56 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
57 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
58 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
59 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
60 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 
61 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
62 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
63 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 
64 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
65 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
••••• INCR. NO.- 0 TIME- 0.0 SEC. 
NOOE U V W PSIX PSIY TWIST X-POS. Y-POS. Z-POS. 
1 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.374250+00 0.0 0.0 
3 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.748500+00 0.0 0.0 
4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.112270+01 0.0 0.0 
5 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.149700+01 0.0 0.0 
6 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.175000+00 0.0 
7 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.374250+00 0.175000+00 0.0 
8 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 748500+00 o 175000+00 0.0 
9 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.112270+01 o 775000+00 0.0 
10 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.149700+01 o 775000+00 0.0 
11 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 155000+01 0.0 
'" 12 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 374250+00 o 155000+01 0.0 0\ 
(Xl 13 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.740500tOO o 155000+01 o 0 
14 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 112210+01 o 155000+01 0.0 
15 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 149700tOl o 155000+01 0.0 
16 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 232500+01 o 0 
17 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 374250+00 o 232500tOl 0.0 
18 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 740500tOO o 232500+01 0.0 
19 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 112270tOl o 232500tOl 0.0 
20 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 149700+01 o 232500+01 0.0 
21 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 310000tOl 0.0 
22 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 374250+00 o 310000tOl 0.0 
23 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 740500+00 o 310000+01 o 0 
24 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 112270+01 0.310000+01 o 0 
25 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 149700tOl o 310000+01 o 0 
26 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 355000+01 0.0 
27 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.374250+00 o 355000+01 0.0 
28 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 I o 748500+00 o 355000+01 0.0 
29 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 112270+01 o 355000+01 0.0 
30 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.149700+01 o 355000+01 0.0 
31 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 400000+01 o 0 
32 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 374250+00 o 400000+01 0.0 
33 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.740500+00 o 400000>01 0.0 
34 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0":0 0.0 o 112270tOl o 400000+01 0.0 
35 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.149700+01 o 400000tOI o 0 
36 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 445000>01 o 0 
37 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 374250+00 o 445000101 0.0 
30 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.740500+00 o 445000+01 0.0 
39 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 112270tOI o 44'5000+01 0.0 
40 o 0 :l 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.149700+01 o 4450QOtOl 0.0 
41 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 490000tOl 0.0 
42 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 374250+00 o 490000+01 0.0 
43 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 748500+00 0.490000+01 0.0 
44 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.112270+01 0.490000tOI 0.0 
45 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.149700+01 0.490000+01 0.0 
46 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.567500+01 0.0 I ' 
47 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.374250+00 0.567500+01 0.0 
48 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.748500+00 0.567500+01 0.0 
49 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.112270+01 0.567500+01 0.0 
50 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.149700+01 0.567500+01 0.0 
51 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 645000+0 I 0.0 
52 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 374250+00 o 645000+01 0.0 
53 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.748500+00 0.645000+01 0.0 
54 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 O. I 12270+01 o 645000+01 o 0 
55 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.149700+0 I 0.645000+01 o 0 
56 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 722500+01 o 0 
57 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 374250+00 0.722500+01 o 0 
58 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.748500+00 o 722500+01 0.0 
59 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 112270+01 o 722500+0 I 0.0 
60 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 149700+01 0.722500+01 0.0 
61 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.800000+01 0.0 
62 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 374250+00 o 800000+01 0.0 
63 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.748500+00 0.800000+01 0.0 
64 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 112270+01 0.800000+01 0.0 
65 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.149700+01 0.800000+01 0.0 
REACTION fORCES AT CONSTRAINED NODES 
NODE RX (L8S) RY(lBS) RZ(lBS) MX(LBS-IN) MY(l8S-1N) MXY(L8S-IN-IN) 
I 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 
4 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
61 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 
62 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 
t-l 63 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
'" 
64 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
\I) 65 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
STRAIN COMPONENTS, PRINCIPAL(TENSllE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION AT CENTROID Of EACH ELEMENT 
EPS-X STRAIN EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAR STRAIN PRINC. STRAIN(T) OIIlECTlON(OEG. ) 
HEM INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER 
I 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.45000+02 o 45000+02 
2 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
3 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
4 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
5 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 45000+02 0.45000+02 
6 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 45000+02 0.45000+02 
7 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 45000+02 0.45000+02 
8 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 45000+02 o 45000+02 
9 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 45000+02 o 45000+02 
10 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
II o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 45000+02 o 45000+-02 
12 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 45000+02 o 45000+02 
13 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.45000+02 o 45000+02 
14 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.45000'02 o 45000+02 
15 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 45000+02 o 45000+02 
16 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 45000+02 o 45000+02 
17 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
18 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 45000+02 0.45000+02 
19 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
20 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
21 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.45000+02 o 45000+02 
22 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
23 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
24 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.45000+02 o 45000t02 
25 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
26 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4~000+02 0.45000+02 
27 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
28 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.45000+02 0.45000t02 
29 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.45000t02 0.45000t02 
30 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
31 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
32 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.45000+02 o 45000+02 
33 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 45000+02 0.45000+02 
34 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.45000+02 o 45000+02 
35 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 45000+02 0.45000+02 
36 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
37 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
38 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 45000+02 o 45000+02 
39 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.45000+02 o 45000+02 
40 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 45000+02 o 45000+02 
41 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.45000+02 o 45000+02 
42 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.45000+02 o 45000+02 
43 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 45000t02 0.45000+02 
44 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 45000+02 0.45000+02 
45 o 0 o 0 C 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0:45000+02 0.45000+02 
46 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.45000+02 o 45000+02 
47 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.45000+02 o 45000t02 
46 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 45000+02 0.45000+02 
STRAIN COMPONENTS. PRINCIPAL (TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION AT USER-SPECIFIED NODES 
EPS-X STRAIN EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAR STRAIN PRINC. STRAIN(T) OIRECTlOIl(OEG. ) 
NODE INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER 
33 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.45000+02 o 45000+02 
35 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.45000+02 o 45000+02 
36 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.45000+02 o 45000+02 
40 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 45000+02 o 45000+02 
4S o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
50 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
N 
o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.45000+02 0.45000t02 
ZSTRAIN CO~PONENTS. PRINCIPAL(TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION, AND ELONGATIONS AT SPECIFIED ADDITIONAL POINTS 
POINT NO. SURFACE EPS-X STRAIN EP S-Y STRAIN 
1 INNER o 0 
1 OUTER o 0 
2 I~NER o 0 
2 OUTER o 0 
3 INNER o 0 
3 OUTER o 0 
4 INNER o 0 
4 OUTER o 0 
5 HmER o 0 
5 OUTER o 0 
6 INNER o 0 
6 OUTER 0.0 
7 INNER o 0 
7 OUIER o 0 
6 INNER o 0 
6 OUTEfl o 0 
9 INNER o 0 
9 OUTER o 0 
10 INNER o 0 
10 OUTER o 0 
11 \I,NER o 0 
11 OUTER 0.0 
SYSTEM ENERGIES(:N-L6) 
WORK INPUT TO STRUCTURE 
STRUCTURE KINETIC ENERGY 
STRUCTU~E ELASTIC ENERGY 
STRUCTURE PLASTIC ENERGY 































SHEAR STRAIN ELONG (OIR.l) ELONG.(DIR.2) PRINC. STRN(T) OIRECTION(OEG.) 
o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 450000+02 
o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.450000+02 
o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 450000t02 
0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 450000+02 
0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 4!>0000+02 
o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 4!>OOOO+02 
o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 'l!j )00+02 
o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 4~oOOO+02 
o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 450000t02 
o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 450000+02 
o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 450000+02 
o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.450000+02 
o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 450000+02 
o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.450000+02 
o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 450000+02 
o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.450000+02 
o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 450000+02 
o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.450000+02 
o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.450000+02 
o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.450000+02 
o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.450000+02 
o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.450000+02 
TIME- 0.2500000-05 SEC • 
........................ ........ • EXTERNALLY APPLIED USER SPECIfIED LOADING ................................. 
NODE OOFNI 00FN2 OOFN3 00FN4 OOFNS OOf'S 
( lBS) (LBS) ( L8S) (IN-L8S) (IN-LBS) (IN-LBS) 
I o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
:2 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 
4 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
5 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
6 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
7 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
8 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
9 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
10 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
11 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
12 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
13 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
14 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
15 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
16 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
17 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
18 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
19 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
20 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 
21 o 0 o 0 o 8311560+03 o 5184340+02 o 6233670+02 o 3888250+01 
22 0.0 0.0 o 1662310+04 o 0 0.1246730+03 o 0 
23 o 0 o 0 o 1662310+04 o 0 o 1246730+03 o 0 
24 0.0 o 0 o 1662310+04 o 0 o 1246730+03 o 0 
25 o 0 0.0 o 8311560+03 
-0 5184340+02 o 6233670+02 -0 31l89250+01 
26 0.0 0.0 o 1662310 .. 04 o 1036870+03 0.0 o 0 I\J 27 o 0 0.0 o 3324620+04 o 0 o 0 o 0 
-..I 
.... 29 o 0 o 0 o 3321620 .. 04 o 0 0.0 o 0 
29 o 0 0.0 o 3324620+04 o 0 o 0 o 0 
30 o 0 0.0 o 1662310+04 
-0 1036870+03 o 0 o 0 
31 0.0 o 0 o 1662310+04 o 1036970+03 o 0 o 0 
32 o 0 o 0 o 3324620+04 o 0 o 0 o 0 
33 o 0 o 0 o 3324620 .. 04 o 0 o 0 o 0 
34 o 0 0.0 o 3324620.04 o 0 o 0 o 0 
3~ o \) o 0 o 1662J10 .. 04 
-0 1036670+03 o 0 o 0 
36 o 0 0.0 o 11.162JIO+04 o 1036970+03 o 0 0.0 
37 0.0 0.0 0.3324620 .. 04 0.0 o 0 o 0 
38 o 0 o 0 0.33246:?0+04 o 0 o 0 0.0 
39 0.0 o 0 o 3324u20+04 0.0 o 0 o 0 
40 o 0 0.0 o 1662310+04 
-0 1036970+03 0.0 o 0 
'II o 0 0.0 o 9311560 .. 03 o ~184340+02 -0.6233670+02 -0 3899250+01 
42 o 0 o 0 o 1662310+04 o 0 -0 1246730+03 o 0 
43 o 0 0.0 o 1062310 .. 04 o 0 -0 1246730+03 o 0 
44 0.0 0.0 o 16b2310+04 o 0 -0 1246730+03 o 0 
45 o 0 0.0 o 831156:),,03 
-0 5164340+02 -0 6233670+02 a 3899250+01 
46 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
47 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
48 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
49 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
50 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
51 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
52 o 0 o 0 o 0 Ci 0 o 0 0.0 
53 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
54 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
55 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
56 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
57 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
58 0.0 o (,\ o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
59 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 
60 0.0 0.0 c 0 o \) 0.0 0.0 
61 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
62 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
63 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
64 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
65 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ROUNDING ERROR PARAMETER IN FACTORING ROW 150 - 0.28916102 NO OF NEGATIVE 01AG- 0 
MAXIMUM 5ANOWIOTH OF SO 15 FOUND fOR (CONSTRAINED) OEGREE-OF-FREEOOM NUM8ER 372 
ROUNDING ERROR PARAMETER IN fACTORING ROW 150 - 0.34295915 NO OF NEGATIVE OIAG- 0 
••••• INCR. NO.- TIME- 0.25000-05 SEC. 
NODE U V W PSlX PSIY TWIST x-poS. Y-POS. Z-POS. 
I o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.374250+00 0.0 0.0 
3 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.748500+00 0.0 0.0 
4 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.112270+01 0.0 0.0 
5 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 149700+01 0.0 0.0 
6 o 0 0.0 0.515190-05 -0.145190-04 o 554510-04 -0.161300-03 0.0 0.775000+00 0.515190-05 
7 0.0 o 0 o 439620-05 -0 143710-05 o 471450-04 -0.165380-04 0.374250+00 o 175000+00 o 439620-05 
8 o 0 0.0 o 433750-05 0.441700-16 o 464170-04 0.513870-15 0.748500+00 0.175000+00 0.433750-05 
9 o 0 o 0 o 439620-05 0.143710-05 o 471450-04 0.165390-04 o 112270+01 0.175000+00 0.439620-05 
10 o 0 o 0 0.515190-05 o 145190-04 0.554510-04 0.161300-03 0.149700+01 o 175000+00 0.515190-05 
II o 0 o 0 o 199220-04 -0.464610-04 o 271210-03 -0.697380-03 o 0 0.155000+01 0.199220-04 
12 o 0 o 0 0.174310-04 -0.389370-05 0.234480-03 -0.644090-04 o 374250+00 0.155000+01 o 174310-04 
13 o 0 o 0 0.172620-04 0.133650-15 o 231790-03 o 214060-14 o 748500+00 o 155000+01 o 172620-04 
14 o 0 o 0 o 174310-04 o 389370-05 0.234480-03 0.644090-04 0.112270+01 o 155000+01 0.174310-04 
15 o 0 o 0 0.199220-04 o 464610-04 o 271210-03 0.69731l0-03 o 149700+01 0.155000+01 o 199220-04 
16 o 0 0.0 o 991790-04 -0 190270-03 0 12~240-02 -0 270660r02 o 0 o 232500tOl 0.991190-04 
17 o 0 o 0 0.885370-04 -0 123700-04 o 110500-02 -0 200Gl0-03 o 374250+00 o 2J2500+01 0.885370-04 
18 o 0 o 0 0.879820-04 o 426990-16 o 109590-02 0.533000-14 0.740500+00 o 232500+01 o 879820-04 
N 19 o 0 o 0 o 085370-04 o 123700-04 o 110500-02 o 200610-03 o 112270tOl 0.232500+01 0.885370-04 
.... 20 o 0 o 0 0.991790-04 o 190270-03 0.125240-02 0.270660-02 o 149700tOl o 232500tOl 0.991790-04 N 
21 o 0 0.0 o 134790-02 -0 149590-03 o 108970-01 -0 945150-02 o 0 o 310000tOl 0.134790-02 
22 o 0 o 0 o 134000-02 -0 127650-04 o 103650-01 -0 509440-03 0.374250+00 o 310000.01 o 134000-02 
23 o 0 o 0 o 133950-02 o 645910-15 o 103410-01 0.774730-14 0.740500+00 o 310000+01 0.133950-02 
24 o 0 o 0 0.134000-02 o 127650-04 o 10366D-01 o 509440-03 o 112270+01 o 310000.01 0.131000-02 
25 o 0 o 0 o 1347"0-02 o 149590-03 o 10U;n0-01 0.945150-02 o 149700,01 o 310000.01 o 134790-02 
26 o 0 o 0 o 2509JO-02 -0 452650-04 -0 51,400-03 O. '247bO-02 o 0 0.3!J5000tOI 0.2511930-02 
27 o 0 0.0 o 258570-02 o ,,5360-04 -0 425940 03 -0 54027u-04 0.374250+00 o 355000tOl o 251l~70-02 
28 o 0 o 0 o 2506'0-02 o 296260-'5 -0 426290-03 o 271360-'3 o H0500.00 o 355000+01 o 250610-02 
29 o 0 o 0 0250570-02 -0 "5060-04 -0 425940-03 o 540270-04 o 112270tOI o 355000.01 0.250570-02 
30 o 0 o 0 o 250930-02 o 452650-04 -0 5'1400-03 -0.124760-02 0.149700tOI 0.355000+01 0.250930-02 
31 o 0 o 0 o 2565'0-02 -0 237950-04 -0 2'0680-'4 o 6010,0-13 o 0 o 400000tOl o 256510-02 
32 o 0 o 0 o 256370-02 -0 184780-05 -0 54G440-16 o 3011200-,3 o 374250tOO o 400000+01 0.256370-02 
33 o 0 0.0 o 256360-0~ -0 957350-'6 -0 255870-15 o 3,66'0-13 o 748500tOO o 400000tOl 0.256360-02 
34 o 0 o 0 o 2563.0-02 o 104700-05 -0 3~Cd40-'5 o 2053JO-13 0.11 .. 270+01 o 400000+01 0.256370-02 
35 o 0 o 0 o 256~IO-02 o 2379:;D-04 o (,00';"0-'5 o 2516'0-13 o 149700tOl o 400000+01 o 2565,0-02 
36 o 0 o 0 o 250930-02 -0 452(,50-04 o ~1'400 03 -0 1247GO-02 o 0 0.445000+01 o 2511~J10-02 
37 o 0 0.0 0.250570-02 o "506D-OII o 42~,910 03 o 540270-04 o 374250.00 o 44500D+01 o 250570-02 
38 0.0 o 0 0.258610-02 -0 812180-,5 o 420290-03 0.1902,0-13 o 740500.00 o 445000+01 o 250610-02 
39 o 0 o 0 0250570-02 -0 ,,5860-04 o 425940-03 -0.540270-04 o 112270+01 o 445000+01 o 2511570-02 
40 o 0 o 0 o 258930-02 o 452650-04 o 5. 1400-03 o 124/60-02 o 149700.01 0.445000+01 0.258930-02 
4. o 0 o 0 o '34790-02 -0 '~9~90-03 -0 '06~iO-Ol o 945'50-02 o 0 o 490000.01 o 134790-02 
42 o 0 o 0 o 134000-02 -0 127050-04 -0 103G60-01 o 509440-03 o 374250+00 o 490000.01 0.134000-02 
43 o 0 o 0 o '33950-02 o 2053'0-'5 -0 1034'0-01 -0 162530-'3 0.740500.00 o 490000tOl 0.133%0-02 
44 o 0 o 0 0.134000-02 o ,27650-04 -0 103660-0, -0.509440-03 0.112270+01 0.490000tOl 0.134000-02 
45 o 0 0.0 o '34790-02 o ,49590-03 -0 .~a970-01 -0 945'50-02 o 149700+01 o 490000tOl 0.134790-02 
46 o 0 0.0 0.9917~0-04 -0 190270-63 -0 '2~240-02 o 270660-02 o 0 o 56751>0+01 0.991790-04 
47 o 0 o 0 o 885370-04 -0 123700-04 -0 11050D 02 0.208b'0-03 0.374250+00 0.567500.01 o 805370-04 
48 o 0 o 0 0.879020-04 o 324990- I 5 -0 lOS~90-02 -0.234330-'4 o 740500+00 0.567500+01 0.879020-04 
49 o 0 o 0 o 005370-04 o 123700-04 -0 110500-02 -0 20U6'0-03 0.112270.01 o 567500+01 0.685370-04 
50 o 0 o 0 o 9917'30-04 o .90270-03 -0 125240-02 -0 2706~0-02 o 149700tOl o 567500+01 0.99'790-04 
51 o 0 o 0 0.199220-04 -0 46~610-04 -0 2712'0-03 0.697380-03 0.0 0.645000+01 0.199220-04 
52 0.0 0.0 0.174310-04 -0.389370-05 -0 234480-03 0.644090-04 o 374250+00 0.645000+01 0.174310-04 
53 0.0 o 0 0.172620-04 o 161210-16 -0 231790-03 -0 544270-15 0.748500+00 0.645000+01 0.172620-04 
54 o 0 o 0 o 174310-04 o 389370-05 -0 234480-03 -0.644090-04 0.112270+01 0.645000+01 0.174310-04 
55 0.0 0.0 0.199220-04 o 464610-04 -0 271210-03 -0 697380-03 0.149700+01 0.645000+01 0.199220-04 
56 0.0 o 0 0.515190-05 -0.145190-04 -0.554510-04 o 161300-03 o 0 o 722500+01 0.515190-05 
57 o 0 o 0 o 439020-05 -0.143710-05 -0 471450-04 o 165300-04 o 374250+00 0.722500+01 0.439620-05 
58 o 0 o 0 0.4337~0-05 o 123400-16 -0 464770-04 -0 018100-16 o 740500tOO 0.722500+01 0.433750-05 
59 o 0 o 0 o 439620-05 o 143710-05 -0 4714:0-04 -0.165360-04 0.112270+01 0.722500+01 o 439620-05 
60 o 0 o 0 o 515190-05 o 14519~-04 -0 554510-04 -0.161300-03 o 149700+01 0.722500+01 0.515190-05 
61 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 600000+01 0.0 
62 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 374250+00 o 000000+01 0.0 
63 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 746500+00 o 000000+01 0.0 
64 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 112270+01 0.600000+01 0.0 
65 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 149700+01 0.600000+01 0.0 
REACTION FORCES AT CONSTRAINED NODES 
NODE RX (L8S) RY(LOS) RZ( LOS) MX(L6S-IN) M¥(LBS-IN) MX'I(LBS-IN-IN) 
I 0.0 0.0 o 191060+01 0.129290+00 o 336970+00 0.225660-01 
2 o 0 0.0 o 365670+01 0.601310-02 0.643900+00 o 131070-02 
3 0.0 o 0 0.369470+01 -0.363100-14 o 650010+00 -0 204560-14 
4 o 0 0.0 o 365670+01 
-0 601310-02 o ('43900+00 -0 131070-02 
5 o 0 o 0 o 191060+01 
-0 129290+00 0.336970+00 -0 225660-01 
61 o 0 0.0 0.191080TOI 0.129290+00 
-0.336970+00 -0.225660-01 
62 0.0 0.0 o 365670+01 0.601310-02 -0 643900+00 -0.131070-02 
63 o 0 o 0 0.36!J470+01 0.330050-13 -0.650010+00 -0.603920-14 
64 o 0 0.0 o 3(;5670+01 -0 001 310-02 
-0.643900+00 0.131070-02 
65 0.0 o 0 0.191060+01 
-0 129290+00 -0.336970+00 0.225660-01 
STRAIN COMPONENTS, PRINCIPAL(TENSILE) STRAIN AN~ DIRECTION AT CENTROID OF EACH ELEMENT 
EPS-X STRAIN EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAR STRAIN PRINC. STRAIN(T) OIRECTlON(OEG, ) 
'" ElEM. INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER 
-.J 1 -0. 10200-05 o 10200-05 0.29300-05 -0 29300-05 -0 95210-07 0.95210-07 0.29310-05 o 10200-05 -0.69310+02 0.69050+00 
w 2 
-0.12040-06 o 12040-06 0.30300-05 -0 30300-05 -0.12640-07 0.12640-07 0.30300-05 0.12040-06 -0 89690+02 0.11500+00 
3 -0 12040-06 0.12040-06 0.30300-05 -0 3030~-05 o 12640-07 -0.12640-07 0.30300-05 o 12040-06 0.69690+02 -0.11500+00 4 
-0 10200-05 o 10200-05 0.29300-05 -0 29300-05 o 95210-07 -0 95210-07 0.29310-05 o 10200-05 o 69310+02 -0.69050+00 
5 -~ 2S!> 3D-OS o 20530-05 0.11760-04 -0 11760-04 -0.1062~-05 o 10620-05 0.11780-04 o 26730-0~ -0.87690+02 0.21070+01 
6 -0 26860-06 o 23660-06 o 12110-04 -0 12110-04 -0 13000-06 o 13800-06 0.12120-04 o 26910-06 -0 69600+02 o 31930+00 
7 -0 26860-06 o 26800-06 o 12110-04 -0 12110-04 o 13600-06 -0 13600-06 o 12120-04 o 26910-06 o 69660+02 -0 31930+00 
0 -0 26530-05 o 2G530-05 o 11760-04 -0 11760-04 o 10620-05 -0.10620-05 o 11700-04 o 26731)-05 o 07090+02 -0 21070+01 
9 -0 95900-05 o 95~[j0-05 o 55200-04 -0 55170-04 -0 35~40-05 o 35550-05 o 552!>0-04 o 96470-05 -0 66430+02 o 15710+01 
10 -0 79550-06 o 79550-06 o 56650-04 -0 56610-04 -Q 42190-06 o 42200-06 o 566~0-04 o 79630-06 -0 69790+02 o 21060+00 
t1 -0 79550-06 o 79550-06 o 5e650-04 -0 56610-04 o 42190-06 -0 42200-06 o 56650-04 o 79630-06 o 89790+02 -0.210bOtOO 
12 
-0 95900-05 o 95'JIl0-05 o 55200-04 -0 55170-04 o 35540-05 -0 35550-05 o 55250-04 o 96470-05 o 60~30t02 -0 15710tOl 
13 -0 63630-04 o 63630-04 o 60230-03 -0 60210-03 -0 12500-04 o 12590-04 0.60240-03 o 63690-04 -0 69460+02 o 54170+00 
14 
-0 22= 91:'-05 o 2::'590-05 o 60010-03 -0 60790-03 -0 101l5D-05 0.10050-05 o 60610-03 o 22590-05 -0 89950+02 o 50940-01 
15 
-0 225£'0-05 0.22590-05 o 60810-03 -0 60790-03 o 10SS0-05 -0 10050-05 o 60610-03 o 22590-03 o 69950+02 -0 50940-01 
16 -0 63630-04 0.63630-04 o 60230-03 -0 60210-03 o 12500-04 -0 12590-04 o 60210-0 .. o 63690-04 o 69460+02 -0 54170tOO 
17 o 91720-04 -0 91720-04 -0 1202~-02 o 1?0~0-02 -0 15300-04 0.15440-04 o 91760-04 o 12050-02 -0 34040+00 o 69660+02 Ie o 35710-05 -0 35710-05 -0 12160-02 o 12210-02 -0.19210-05 o 19230-05 o 35720-05 o 12210-02 -0 450~0-01 o 699£;0.02 
19 0.35710-05 -0 35710-05 -0 12160-02 o 12210-02 o 19210-05 -0 19230-05 o 35720-05 o 12210-02 o 45050-01 -0 099bOt02 
20 o 91720-04 -0 91720-04 -0 12020-02 o 12050-02 o 15300-04 -0 15440-04 o 91760-04 0.12050-02 0.34040+00 -0 69660t02 
21 
-0 ':6000-05 o 46080-05 o 4G2~0-04 -0 ':6210-04 o 11200-05 -0 11200-05 o 46220-04 o 46140-05 o 89360+02 -0 63500+00 
22 -0 24941:'-06 o 24940-06 o 4~560-04 -0 4S51l0-04 o 22630-06 -0 22630-06 o 465!l0-04 o 24960-06 o 69670+02 -0 13200+00 
23 -0 2494D-013 o 24940-06 o 405BO-04 -0 46500-04 -0 22b3~-06 o 22630-06 o 485AO-04 o 24960-06 -0.69670+02 o 13200+00 
24 -0 4G01l0-05 o 4u01l0-05 o 46220-04 -0 46210-04 -0 11200-05 o 11260-05 o 46220-04 o 46140-05 -0 89360+02 o 63580+00 
25 -0.46080-05 o 4G060-05 o 46220-04 -0 46210-04 -0.11200-05 o 11200-05 o 46220-04 o 46140-05 -0 69360+02 o 63500+00 
26 -0 21910-06 0.24940-06 o 48500-04 -0 40580-04 -0 22630-06 0.22630-06 o 4051l0-04 o 249GO-06 -0 69070+02 o 132110+00 
... 27 -0 24940-06 o 24'.140-06 o 41l580-04 -0 485JO-04 o 226JO-OG -0 226JO-06 o 405110-04 o 24%0-06 o 09070t02 -0.13200+00 
26 -0 460BO-05 o 4u OBO-05 0.46220-04 -0 46210-04 0.11200-05 -0 11200-05 o 46220-04 0.46140-05 0.09360+02 -0.63500+00 
29 o 91720-04 -0 91720-04 -0 12020-02 o 12050-02 o 15300-04 -0 15440-04 o 91760-04 o 12050-02 0.34040+00 -0 696GO+02 
30 o 35710-05 -0 35710-05 -0 12100-02 0.12210-02 0.19210-05 -0 19230-05 o 3~720-05 0.12210-02 0.450~0-01 -0.69960+02 
31 o ~5710-05 -0 3~710-05 -0 12160-02 o 12210-02 -0.1~210-05 o 19230-05 o 35720-05 o 12210-02 -0 45050-01 0.69960+02 
32 0.91720-04 -0.91720-04 -0 12020-02 o 1205~-02 -0.15300-04 0.1~440-04 0.91760-04 0.12050-02 -0.34040+00 0.09660+02 
33 -0.63630-04 0.63630-04 o 60230-03 -0 60210-03 0.12500-04 ·0 1~590-04 0.60240-03 o 63690-04 0.09460+02 -0.54170+00 
34 -0 22590-05 0.22590-05 a 60810-03 -0 60790-03 0.10850-05 -0.10850-05 0.60810-03 0.22590-05 o 89950+02 -0.50940-01 
35 -0 22590-05 o 22590-05 0.60610-03 -0.60790-03 -0.10850-05 0.10850-05 0.60810-03 0.22590-05 -0.89950+02 0.50940-01 
36 -0 63630-04 o 63630-04 0.60230-03 -0 60210-03 -0 12560-04 0.12590-04 0.60240-03 o 63690-04 -0.89460+02 0.54170+00 
37 -0 959 BO-05 o 959BO-05 o 55200-04 -0.55170-04 o 35540-05 -0 35550-05 0.55250-04 o 96470-05 o 88430+02 -0.15710+01 
36 -0 79550-06 0.79550-06 0.56650-04 -0 56610-04 o 42190-06 -0.42200-06 0.56650-04 0.79630-06 o 89790+02 -0.21060+00 
39 -0 79550-06 o 79550-06 o 56650-04 -0 56610-04 -0 42190-06 o 42200-06 o 56650-04 o 79630-06 -0.89790+02 o 21060+00 
40 -0. 9!;9 BO-05 o 95900-05 0.55200-04 -0 55170-04 -0 35540-05 o 35550-05 o 55250-04 o 96470-05 -0 8B430+02 0.15710+01 
41 -0 26530-05 o 26530-05 o 11760-04 -0 11760-04 0.10620-05 -0 10620-05 o 11700-04 0.26730-05 o 07B90+02 -0 21070+01 
42 -0 26880-06 o 260BO-06 0.12110-04 -0 12110-04 0.13800-06 -0 13800-06 o 12120-04 o 26910-06 o 89660+02 -0 31930+00 
43 
-0 26880-06 o 26880-06 o 12110-04 -0 12110-04 -0 13800-06 0.13800-06 o 12120-04 o 26910-06 -0 69680+02 0.31930+00 
44 -0 26530-05 o 26530-05 o 11760-04 -0 11760-04 -0.10620-05 o 10620-05 0.11780-04 0.26730-05 -0.87690+02 0.21070+01 
45 
-0 10200-05 o 10200-05 o 29300-05 -0 29300-05 o 95210-07 -0 95210-07 o 29310-05 0.10200-05 o 69310+02 -0 69050+00 
46 -0 12040-06 o 12040-06 o 3030~-05 -0 30300-05 o 12640-07 -0 12640-07 o 30300-05 0.12040-06 o 89690+02 -0.11500+00 
47 -0 12040-06 o 12040-06 0.30300-05 -0 30300-05 -0 12640-07 o 12640-07 o 30300-05 0.12040-06 -0 69690+02 0.11500+00 
46 -0 10200-05 0.10200-05 o 29300-05 -0 29300-05 -0 95210-07 o 95210-07 o 29310-05 0.10200-05 -0 69310+02 0.69050+00 
STRAIN COMPONENTS. PRINCIPAL (TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION AT USER-SPEClfIEO NOOES 
EPS- X STRA IN EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAR STRAIN PRINC. STRAIN(T) OIRECTlON(OEG.) 
NODE INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER 
33 -0.24360-06 o 2~360-06 -0 62640-04 o 62640-04 o 32500-14 -0 32500-14 o 0 0.62640-04 o 0 -0.90000+02 
3S 0.10370-04 -0.10370-04 -0 79350-04 o 79350-04 o 256~0-14 -0.25660-14 0.10370-04 o 79350-04 0.81960-09 -0.90000+02 
36 o 24450-05 -0 24450-05 o 21330-03 -0 21310-03 o 19400-14 -0 19410-14 o 21330-03 o 0 0.90000+02 0.0 
40 o 13700-04 -0.13700-04 o 27890-03 -0 27860-03 o 12730-03 -0 12720-03 0.29340-03 o 76510-06 0.77180+02 -0.12630+02 
46 
-0 21600-05 o 21600-05 -0 36390-03 o 36510-03 -0 23940-15 o 23870-15 0.0 o 36510-03 0.0 0.90000+02 
50 o 63650-04 -0 63820-04 -0.40050-03 0.40210-03 -0.27630-03 0.27500-03 0.12050-03 o 43650-03 -0.14050+02 0.75210+02 
STRAIN COMPONENTS. PRINCIPAL(TENSILE) STRAIN ANO DIRECTION. AN~ ELOhGATIONS AT SPECIfiED AOOITIONAL POINTS 
POINT NO. SURFACE EPS-X STRA IN EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAR STRAIN ELONG (OIR I) ELONG (OIR 2) PRINC STRN(T) OIRECTION(OEG.) 
1 H.NER o 0 -0 390720-05 o 0 o 0 -0 390720-05 o 0 o 0 
1 OUTER o 0 o 390720-05 o 0 o 0 0.390720-05 o 390720-05 0.900000+02 
'" 2 INNER o 731240-07 -0 311950-06 -0 990240-17 o 731240-07 -0 311950-06 0.731240-07 -Q.736710-09 ....
~ 2 OUTER -0 731240-07 o 312010-06 0.990260-17 
-0 lJ1240-07 o 312010-06 o 312010-06 0.900000+02 
3 INNER -0 155750-06 -0 807990-05 -0 522110-16 
-0 1'.5750-06 -0 007990-05 o 0 o 0 
3 OUTER o 155750-06 0.00b250-05 o 522090-16 o 1 '.5750- 06 0.600240-05 o 608250-05 o 900000+02 
4 INNER -0 370690- 06 -0 233290-04 -0 192240-15 
-0 3.0G60-06 -0 233290-04 o 0 o 0 
4 OUTER o 370600-06 o 233070-04 o 192210-15 o 370(>60-06 o 233070-04 o 233870-04 o 900000+02 
5 H.NER -0 109690-05 0.130790-03 -0 176320-15 
-0.109690- 05 0.136780-03 0.136790-03 -0.900000+02 
5 OUTER o 109690-05 -0.137200-03 o 175460-15 o 10'1690-05 -0.137210-03 o 109690-05 0,363470-10 
6 IhNER -0 243610-06 -0.626360-04 o 324960-14 
-0 21\3610-06 -0.62638()-04 o 0 o 0 
6 OUTER o 243610-06 o 626360-04 -0 324980-14 o 213Gl0-06 o 626340-04 o 626360-04 -0 900000t02 
7 INt.ER -0 10:1690-05 0 139790-03 o 566()30-15 
-0 100(;90-05 0.136700-03 0.138790-03 o 900000+02 
7 OUTER o 10%90-05 -0.137200-03 -0 560050-15 o 10"(,90-05 -0 137210-03 o 109690-05 -0 117670-09 
8 INNER -0 370660-06 -0 233290-04 o 250990-16 
-0 3/0(;60-06 -0 233290-04 0.0 o 0 
8 OUTER o 370680-06 o 2330;0-04 -0 250000-16 o 3/0(,00-06 o 233670-04 o 233670-04 -0 900000+02 
9 INNER -0 15575D-06 -0 607990-05 o 16Bll0-16 -0.1~5750-06 ,-0.607990-05 o 0 o 0 
9 OUTER o 155750-06 o 606250-0S -0 166 I 10-16 0.155750-06 0.606240-05 o 608250-05 -0.900000+02 
10 /t:NER o 731240-07 -0 311950-06 o 775920-16 o 731240-07, -0 311950-06 o 731240-07 0.577260-10 
10 OUTER 
-0 731240-07 o 312010-06 -0 775940-10 
-0.731240-07 o 312010-06 0.312010-06 -0.900000+02 
11 INNER -0 124400- 22 -0.3'lC720-05 o 069100-21 0.0 -0.390720-05 o 0 0.0 
11 OUTER o 124400-22 o .390720-05 -0 Ob9100-21 0.0 0.390720-05 0.390720-05 -0.900000t02 
SYSTEM ENERGIES(IN-LB) 
WORK INPUT TO STRUCTURE 0.40116400+03 
STRUCTURE KINETIC ENERGY o 14566890+03 
STRUCTURE ELASTIC ENERGY 0.11276710+01 
STRUCTURE PLASTIC ENERGY 0.25436750+03 
ENERGy STORED IN ELASTIC RESTRAINTS. o 0 
TIME- 0.5000000-05 SEC. 
..... ........ .. ...... EXTERNALLY APPLIED USER SPECIfIED LOAOING ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
NOOE OOF.l 00F.2 00FN3 00F~4 OOF.S OOFN6 
(LBS) (L6S) (LBS) (IN-L8S) (IN-L6S) (IN-L6S) 
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 
3 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 
4 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
5 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
7 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
8 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
9 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
10 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
11 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
12 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
13 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
14 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 
15 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
16 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 
17 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
18 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
19 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
20 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
21 o 0 0.0 0.7388050+03 0.4608300+02 0.5541040+02 o 3456220+01 
22 o 0 o 0 o 1477610+04 0.0 o 1108210+03 o 0 
23 o 0 0.0 0.1477610+04 o 0 o 1108210+03 o 0 
24 o 0 o 0 0.1477610 .. 04 o 0 o 1108210+03 o 0 
25 o 0 o 0 o 7300050+03 
-0 460830D+02 o 5541040+02 -0 3456220+01 
26 o 0 0.0 0.1477610+04 o 9216600+ 02 0.0 o 0 
27 o 0 o 0 o 2')5~2:!0+04 o 0 o 0 o 0 
20 o 0 0.0 o 295!:-220+04 o 0 o 0 o 0 
29 o 0 0.0 o 2955220+04 o 0 o 0 o 0 
30 o 0 0.0 0.1477610+04 
-0 9216600+02 o 0 0.0 
31 0.0 o 0 o 1477610+04 o 9216600+02 o 0 o 0 
32 o 0 0.0 o 2955220+04 o 0 0.0 o 0 t.) 33 o 0 0.0 0.2955:!20.04 o 0 o 0 o 0 o.J 
UI 34 o 0 o 0 o 2955220.04 o 0 o 0 o 0 
35 o 0 0.0 o 14771>10+04 
-0 9216600+02 o 0 0.0 
36 o 0 o 0 o 1411610.04 o 9216600+02 0.0 o 0 
37 0.0 o 0 o 2955220+04 o 0 o 0 o 0 
30 o 0 0.0 o 2955220.04 o 0 o 0 o 0 
39 o 0 o 0 0.2955220+04 o 0 o 0 o 0 
40 0.0 0.0 o 1471610+04 
-0 9216600+02 o 0 o 0 
41 o 0 0.0 o 7366050+03 o 4608300+02 -0 5541040+02 -0 3456220+01 
42 o 0 o 0 o 1477610.0'; o 0 
-0 1108210+03 o 0 
43 0.0 0.0 o 1471610+04 o 0 
-0 1106210+03 o 0 
44 0.0 0.0 0.1477610+04 o 0 
-0 1100210+03 o 0 
45 o 0 o 0 o 1380050+03 
-0.4608300+02 -0 5541040+02 o 3456220+01 
46 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
47 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
40 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o q 0.0 
49 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
50 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
51 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 
52 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
53 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
54 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0,0 o 0 
55 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
56 0.0 o 0 0.0 ., 0 0.0 o 0 
57 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
50 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
59 o 0 o 0 C 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
60 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
61 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 
62 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
63 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 
64 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
65 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
I' 
••••• INCR. NO.- 2 TIME- 0.50000-05 SEC. 
NOOE U V W PSIX PSIY TWIST X-POS. Y-POS. Z-POS. 
1 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
:2 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.374250+00 0.0 0.0 
3 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.748500+00 0.0 0.0 
4 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.112270+01 0.0 0.0 
5 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.149700+01 0.0 0.0 
6 -0 320550-07 o 174510-07 o 750920-08 -0 144770-04 -0 449670-05 -0 151870-03 -0.320550-07 0.775000+00 0.750920-08 
7 o b93230-08 -0 136930-07 -0 472000-06 -0 266690-05 -0 903740-05 -0 301240-04 0.374:250+00 o 775000+00 -0.472000-06 
8 -0 471200-21 o 66f600-06 -0 b41300-06 -0 110250-17 -0 106750-04 -0 361940-16 0.748500+00 o 775000+00 -0.641300-06 
9 -0 693230-08 -0 136930-07 -0 472000-06 o 266890-05 -0 903740 05 o 301240-04 0.112270+01 0.715000+00 -0.472000-06 
10 o 3:!0550-07 o 174510-07 o 150920-08 o 144770-04 -0 449670-05 0.151670-03 0.149700+01 0.775000+00 0.150920-08 
11 o 267450-06 o 106130-06 o 967130-05 -0.716060-04 o 636720-04 -0 664320-03 o 267450-06 o 155000+01 o 987130-05 
12 o 296500-07 o 175360-06 o 655690-05 -0 836950-05 o 292900-04 -0 127220-03 0.374250000 0.155000001 0.655890-05 
13 o 191160-20 o 12084()-06 o 5907:<0-05 o 120390-16 o 203940-04 o 379370-16 0.74B500+00 0.155000+01 0.590730-05 
14 -0 2!J6600-07 o 175300-06 o 6558g0-05 o 836950-05 o 292500-04 o 127220-03 0.112270+01 o 155000+01 o 655890-05 
15 -0 267450-06 o 106130-0b o 587130-05 o 718060-04 o GJb720-04 o 864320-03 o 149700+01 0.155000 .. 01 0.987130~05 
16 -0 361600-03 o 219930-05 o 16e670-03 -0 554830-03 o 129040-02 -0 562780-02 -0 361600-06 o 232500+01 0.160670-03 
17 o 275000-06 o 185330-05 o 132470-03 -0.344720-04 o 976510-03 -0 490990-03 o 374250+00 o 232500+01 0.132470-03 
18 -0 879130-20 o 195840-05 o 129400-03 o 256250-16 o 930670-03 o 616060-15 o 748500+00 0.232500+01 0.129460-03 
19 -0 2i5000-08 o lU5330-05 0.132470-03 o 344720-04 o 978510-03 o 490990-03 o 112270+01 o 232500+01 o 132470-03 
:20 o 3B1600-06 o 219930-05 o 160670-03 o 554030-03 o 129040-02 o 562780-02 o 149700+01 o :232500+01 0.168670-03 
21 o 339720-05 o 22B3S;O-06 o 49U340-02 -0 219070-03 o 3~5040·01 -0 330450-01 o 339720-05 0.310000+01 o 490340-02 
22 o 83C890-06 o 217070-06 o 4971~0-02 -0 103100-04 o 320720-01 -0 183300-03 o 374250+00 o 310000+01 0.497150-02 
23 o 4957UO-19 o 206950-06 o 497030-02 o 296640-15 o 321190-01 o 321100-14 o 74U500+00 o 310000tOl 0.497030-02 
24 -0 8360 '10-06 o 217070-06 o ·197150-02 o 103100-04 o n0720-01 o 11l3J:l0-03 0.112270+01 o 310000tOl 0.497150-02 
25 -0 3J9720-05 o 228390-06 o 498310-02 o 219070-03 o 345040-01 0.330450-01 o 149700101 o 310000tOl 0.490340-02 
26 o 181290-07 -0 299430-05 0.103050-01 -0 106640-02 -0 306500-02 0.114450-01 o IB1290-07 o 355000tOl 0.103050-0 I 
27 o 221l260-06 -0 2~3710-05 0.102060-01 o 944120-04 -0 217040-02 -0.149220-0J o 374250'00 o 355000+01 0.102060-01 
28 -0 286240-19 -0 262170-05 o 102190-01 o 413b80-15 -0 2Z0010-02 0.100140-13 o 74U500+00 o 355000+01 0.102190-01 
29 -0 228260-06 -0 248710-05 o 1020bO-01 -0.944120-04 -0 217040-02 0.149220-03 0.112270+01 o 355000+01 o 102060-01 
!:::: 30 -0 1812 ~0-07 -0 289430-05 o 103050-01 o 10664u-02 -0 3eB500-02 -0.114450-01 o 149700+01 o 355000+01 0.103050-01 
0\ 31 0 762710-06 0.3~05:;0-19 o 983030-02 o 709540-04 -0 UG3020-15 0.345140-13 o 760140-06 0.400000+01 0.983080-02 
32 0,767260-07 o U4.13"0-20 o 984000-02 -0 794700-05 o 641650-16 0.273150-13 o 374250+00 o 400000+01 0.984000-02 
33 o 173330-19 o 5U6310-20 o 983950-02 o 640350-16 -0 161330-15 o 247030-13 o 748500+00 o 400000+01 0.983950-02 
34 -0 i87230-07 o 118320-19 o 984000-02 o 794780-05 -0 400720-15 0.145640-13 o 112270+01 o 400000+01 0.984000-02 
35 -0 769740-06 0.181320-20 o 9830DO-02 -0 709540-04 o 867360-17 0.100640-13 o 149700+01 o 400000tOl 0.983080-02 
36 o 101290-07 o 2b'J430-05 o 1030~0-01 -0 106610-02 o 308500 02 -0 111150-01 o 181290-07 o 445000+01 o 103050-01 
37 o nU2 GO-06 o 218710-05 o 1020IJO-01 o 94-1120-04 o 217040-02 0 149220-03 o 374250+00 o 445000+01 0.102060-01 
:;8 -0 191810-19 o 262170-05 o 1021'J0-CI -0 240690-15 o 220010-02 0.216470-13 o 74ll500+00 o 445000tOl o 102190-01 
39 -0 228260-06 C 2413710-05 o 1020LO-01 -0 914120-04 o 217040-02 -0.1492~0-03 o 112270+01 o 445000+01 o 102060-01 
40 -0 1812£10-07 o 283130-05 o 103050-01 o 106640-02 o 308500-02 0.114450-01 o 149700+01 o 44~000tOI 0.103050-01 
41 o 339720-05 -0 2283~0-06 o 498340-02 -0 219070-03 -0 345040-01 o 330450-01 o 339720-0S o 490000+01 0.49IJ)40-02 
42 o 83C090-06 -0 217070-06 o 497150-02 -0 183100-04 -0 32072D-01 0.163300-03 o 374250100 o 490000101 0.49715·0-02 
43 o 152840-18 -0 206950-06 o 49i030-02 -0 235810-IS -0 321190-01 -0.388400-14 0.748500+00 o 490000101 0.497030-02 
44 -0 036890-06 -0 217070-06 o 497150-02 0.183100-04 -0 3Z0720-01 -0 183300-03 0.112270+01 o 490000+01 o 497150-02 
45 -0 33972D-05 -0 22e3 u O-06 o 4963~0-02 o 219070-03 -0 315040-01 -0.3304GO-01 0.14971')0+01 o 490000tOl 0.498.340-02 
46 -0 381600-00 -0 219~JO-05 o If867D-03 -0 5~4B30-03 -0 129840-02 o 5b~7BO-02 -0 381bOO-06 o 567500+01 0.168670-03 
47 o 2;5000-09 -0 165330-05 o 1324-0-03 -0 344720-04 -0 97b510-03 o 490~90-03 o 374250+00 o 567500+01 o 132470-03 
48 -0 36~000-19 -0 195o~0-05 o 129-100-03 o 563890-16 -0 938670-CJ o 320<)60-15 o 740500+00 o 567500+01 o 129460-03 
49 -0 275000-08 -0 165330-05 o 132-170-03 o 344720-04 -0 970510-03 -0 490990-03 o 112270.01 o 567500+01 0.132470-03 
50 o 381600-06 -0 219930-05 o 1606.0-03 o 5~4U30-03 -0 129840-02 -0 562780-02 o 149700+01 o 567500+01 0.168670-03 
51 o 267450-06 -0 106130-06 o 967130-05 -0 710060-04 -0 636720-04 o 664320-03 o 267450-06 o 645000+01 0.987130-05 
52 o 296600-07 -0 175360-06 o 655090-05 -0 636~5U-05 -0 292900·04 0 127220-03 0.374250-+00 o 645000+01 0.655890-05 
53 o 77U4bO-20 -0 12084D-06 o 590730-05 -0 109630-16 -0 203940-04 0.336300-15 o 748500+00 o 645000+01 0.590730-05 
5( -0 29(6CD-07 -Q.175JGO-06 o c,s !.'a'l0-05 o 036950-05 -0 292900-04 -0 1272~0-O3 o 112270+01 o 645000+01 o 655090-05 
55 -0 25;4~O-06 -0 10b130-06 o 957130-05 o 71806D-04 -0,636720-04 -0 864320-03 0.149700+01 o 645000tOl 0.987130-05 
56 -0 3205~0-07 -0 174GIO-07 o 750920-08 -0 144770-04 o 449670-05 o 151B70-03 -0 320550-07 0.722500+01 0.750920-08 
57 0.693210-08 o 13b930-07 -0 472000-06 -0 266090-05 o 903740-05 o 301240-04 o 374250100 o 722500+01 -0.472000-06 
56 -0.254990-20 -t 865600-08 -0 641300-06 -0 B10900-17 0.108750-04 o • S77720-16 0.746500+00 o 722500+01 -0.641300-06 
Sq -0 693230-08 o 136930-07 -0 472000-06 o 266890-05 o 903740-05 -0.301240-04 o 112270+01 0.722500tOI -0.472000-06 
60 o 320550-07 -0.174510-07 o 750920-08 o 144710-04 o 449670-05 -0 151670-03 o 149100tOl o 722500tOl 0.750920-08 
61 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o \) o 0 o 0 o 800000+01 0.0 
52 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.374:<50tOO 0.600000+01 0.0 
63 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.741;1500+00 0.800000+01 0.0 
64 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00112270+01 0.800000 .. 01 0.0 
65 0.0 a 0 a a 0.0 a 0 0.0 0.149700+01 0.800000+01 0.0 
REACTION fORCES AT CONSTRAINEO NODES 
NODE RX (LBS) RY(LBS) RZ(LBS) MX(L8S-IN) MY( lBS-IN) MXY(lBS-IN-IN) 
1 -0 148900 -0 1 0.2181~0-02 0.342600+01 o 222190+00 o 597550+00 0.390430-01 
2 o 197120-01 -0 125i60-01 o 657870+01 o 123190-01 0.114440+01 0.214940-02 
3 -0 866490-15 0.825240-02 o 663550+01 o 211570-12 0.115480+01 o 379840-13 
4 -0.197120-01 -0 125760-0 I 0.6578iO+01 -0.123190-01 0.114440+01 -0.214940-02 
5 0.148900-01 0.2181~0-02 o 342600+01 -0.222190+00 0.597550+00 -0.390430-01 
61 -0.140900-01 -0 218190-02 o 342600+01 0.222190+00 -0.597550+00 -0 390430-01 
62 o 197120-01 o 125780-01 o 657070+01 o 123190-01 -0 114440+0 I -0 214940-02 
63 -0.364780-14 -0 825240-02 0.663550+01 o 576680-13 -0.115400+01 -0.110000-13 
64 -0.197120-01 0.1257ilO-01 o 657870tOl -0 123190-01 -0.114440+01 0.214940-02 
65 0.146900-01 -0 216190-02 o 342600+01 -0.222190+00 -0.597550+00 0.390430-01 
STRAIN COMPONENTS. PRINCIPAL(TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION AT CENTROIO OF EACH ELEMENT 
EPS- X STRA IN EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAR STRAIN PRINC. STRAIN(T) DIRECTlON(OEG. ) 
ELEM. INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER 
1 -0.75060-06 o 85480-06 -0 81770-06 o 02250-06 -0.20710-06 o 17150-06 0.0 o 92590-06 0.0 0.39680+02 
2 -0 225 10-06 o 20660-06 -0.75120-06 o 74470-06 o 27860-07 0.40830-07 o 0 o 74540-06 0.0 0.87830+02 
3 -0 22510-06 0.20660-06 -0 75120-06 o 74470-06 -0 270uO-07 -0 40830-07 o 0 o 74540-06 0.0 -0.87830+02 
4 -0.75060-06 o 85400-06 -0 81770-06 o 82250-06 o 28710-06 -0.17150-06 o 0 o 92590-06 o 0 -0 39680+02 
5 -0 32620-05 o 27310-05 0.17890-05 -0 14300-05 -0.237~0-05 o 28930-05 o 20540-05 o 31840-05 -0.77410+02 0.17400+02 
6 -0 57C 50-06 o 4dJOO-06 o 21850-05 -0 17970-05 -0 34600-07 -0 21900-07 o 21860-05 0.48080-06 -0.89640+02 -0.27650+00 
7 -0 57050-06 o 4eOUO-06 o 21850-05 -0 17970-05 o 34600-07 o 21900-07 o 21860-05 o 48080-06 o 89640+02 0.27650+00 
8 -0 32620-05 o 27310-05 o 17890-05 -0 14300-05 o 23i50-05 -0 28930-05 o 20540-05 o 31040-05 o 77410+02 -0.17400+02 
9 -0 18110-04 O. Ul500-04 o 60750-04 -0 55880-04 -0 lC620-04 o 92030-05 o 61120-04 o 18780-04 -0 86100+02 0.35210+01 
10 -0 19270-05 o 19400-05 o 62550-04 -0 58060-04 o 51200-06 -0 41170-06 o 62600-04 o 18410-05 o 89770+02 -0.19690+00 
II -0 19270-05 0.18400-05 o 62590-04 -0 58060-04 -0 51200-06 o 41170-06 o 62600-04 0.18410-05 -0.89770+02 0.19690tOO t-) 12 -0 18110-04 0.18500-04 o 60150-04 -0 55800-04 0.10020-04 -0 92030-05 o 61120-04 o 18700-04 o 86100+02 -0.35270tOI 
-..J 
-..J 13 -0 31980-03 o 31400-03 0.20290-02 -0 20320-02 0.350bO-04 -0 29650-04 o 20290-02 o 31410-03 o 89570+02 -0.36210+00 
14 o 65370-05 -0 8700D-05 o 20480-02 -0 20520-02 -0 302~0-05 6 50890-05 0.20400-02 o 0 -0.89950+02 0.0 
15 o 65370-05 -0 87800-05 o 20480-02 -0 20520-02 o 38220-05 -0 50890-05 o 20480-02 o 0 o 89950+02 0.0 
16 -0 31900-03 o 3140D-03 o 20290-02 -0 20320-02 -0 35060-04 o 29650-04 o 20290-02 o 31410-03 -0.89570+02 o 36210+00 
17 o 43040-03 -0 43670-03 -0 37910-02 o 38790-02 -0 45120-04 o 34920-04 o 43060-03 o 39790-02 -0.31700+00 o 89770+02 
18 -0 63470-05 o 35010-05 -0 3~~10-C2 o 39290-02 o 41600-05 -0 52970-05 o 0 o 39290-02 0.0 -0.89960t02 
19 -0 63410-05 o 35010-05 -0 38410-02 o 39290-02 -0 41bOO-05 o !>2970-05 p.O o 39290-02 o 0 o 89960+02 
20 o 43000-03 -0 43670-03 -0 31910-02 o 30190-02 o 46720-04 -0 34920-04 o 43060-03 o 38790-02 o 31700+00 -0.69770t02 
21 -0 15000-04 o 14520-04 o 24250-03 -0 23010-03 o 39020-04 -0 36570-04 o 24400-03 o 15880-04 o 85110+02 -0 42520tOl 
22 -0 51500-05 0.43370-05 o 25440-03 -0 24250-03 -0 68690-05 o 61660-05 o 25440-03 o 43760-05 -0 89240+02 o 71550+00 
23 -0 51580-05 o 43370-05 o 25440-03 -0 24250-03 o 68690-05 -0 61660-05 o 25440-03 o 43760-05 o 89240+02 -0 71550tOO 
24 -0 15800-04 0.14520-04 o 24250-03 -0 23010-03 -0 39020-04 o 36570-04 0.24400-03 o 15880-04 -0 85710+02 0.42520tOI 
25 -0 15~' 00-04 o 14=20-04 o 24250-03 -0 23010-03 -0.39020-04 o 3\>570-04 o 24400-03 0.15800-04 -0 8~110t02 o 42520tOl 
26 -0 51500-05 o 43370-05 o 25440-03 -0 24250-03 o 60690-05 -0 61G60-05 o 25440-03 o 43760-05 o 89240+02 -0.71550+00 
21 -0 51500-05 o 43370-05 o 25440-03 -0 242!>0-03 -0 60690-05 o 616GO-05 o 25440-C3 0.43760-05 -0.89240+02 o 71550_00 
::8 -0 158()0-O4 o 14520-04 o 24250-03 -0 23010-03 o 3~020-04 -0 ~~~70-04 o 24400-03 o 15000-04 o 85110t02 -0.42520+01 
29 o 43040-03 -0 43b70-03 -0 37910-02 o 38190-02 o 46120-04 -0 31920-04 o 43060-03 o 38790-02 o 31100+00 -0.89770+02 
30 -0 63470-05 o 35010-05 -0 38410-02 o 39290-02 -0 41600-05 o 52970-05 o 0 o 39290-02 o 0 o 89960t02 
31 -0 63470-05 o 35010-05 -0 38410-02 o 39290-02 o 41600-05 -0 52970-05 o 0 o 39290-02 o 0 -0 09960+02 
32 o 43040-03 -0 43670-03 -0 37910-02 o 36790-02 -0 46720-04 o 34920-04 0.43060-03 o 38790-02 -0 31700tOO o 89770t02 
33 -0 31980-03 o 31400-03 o 20290-02 -0 20320-02 -0 35060-04 o 2\J6~0-04 o 2021)0-02 o 31410-03 -0 89510+02 0.362'0tOO 34 o 65370-05 -0 97800-05 o 20480-02 -0 20520-02 o 30220-05 o 50890-05 o 20480-02 o 0 o 89950+02 o 0 
35 o 65370-05 -0.87600-05 o 20400-02 -0 2C5~0-02 -0 382::0-05 o 50090-05 o 20400-02 o 0 -0 89950+02 0.0 
36 -0 31980-03 o 31400-03 o 20290-02 -0 20320-02 o 350bO-04 -0 29650-04 o 20290-02 o 31410-03 0.69570+02 -0 36210+00 
37 -0 10110-04 0.10500-04 o 60750-04 -0 55000-04 o 10020-04 -0 92030-05 o 61120-04 o 18780-04 o 86100+02 -0.35210+01 
38 -0 19270-05 o 18100-05 o 62590-04 -0 50060-04 -0 51200-06 o 41110-06 o 62600-04 0.18410-05 -0 89170+02 0.19690tOO 
39 -0.19270-05 o 18400-05 o 62590-04 -0 50060-04 o 51200-06 -0 41170-06 0.62600-04 0.10410-05 o 89770+02 -0.19690+00 
40 -0 18110-04 0.le500-04 o 60750-04 -0 550bO-04 -0 10820-04 o 920'30-05 o 61120-04 o 18160-04 -0 86100+02 0.35270+01 
41 
-0 326:W-05 o 27310-05 o 17890-05 -0 14300-05 o 23750-05 -0 20930-05 o 20540-05 0.3184D-05 0.77410+02 -0.17400+02 
42 -0 57050-06 o 4uOOO-06 o 21950-05 -0 17970-05 o 34600-01 0.21900-07 o 21860-05 0.48000-06 o 89640+02 0.27650+00 
43 -0 57850-06 o 4~ObO-OG o 21850-05 -0 11910-05 -0 31000-07 -0 21900-07 o 21860-05 o 48000-06 -0 89540+02 -0.27650+00 
44 -0 32620-05 o 21310-05 0.17690-05 -0 14300-05 -0 237~0-05 o 20930-05 o 20540-05 0.31640-05 -0.77410+02 0.17400t02 






48 -0 75060-06 
o 20660-06 -0.75120-06 
o 20660-06 -0 75120-06 
o 85480-06 -0.81770-06 
0.74470-06 -0 2~ebO-07 -0.40830-07 
o 74470-06 0.27860-07 0.40830-07 




STRAIN COMPONENTS. PRINCIPAL (TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION AT USER-SPECIFIED NOOE~ 
EPS-X STRAIN 
INNER OUTER 
-0 10970-05 0 6767D-06 
-0 10260-04 0 14580-04 
-0 13380-05 0.11eOO-06 
EPS-Y STRAIN 
INNER OUTER 
o 80080-04 -0.68430-04 
0.24190-04 -0 11320-04 
-0 60950-03 0 61390-03 
-0.46460-03 0.47360-03 
-0.91020-0J 0 91110-03 
SHEAR STRAIN 
INNER OUTER 
o 25200-14 -0.25200-14 
0.10260-14 -0.10260-14 
0.22080-14 -0.22080-14 



























0.34070-03 -0 33340-03 
-0 28280-05 0 2a130-05 






0.29380-03 0.11410-02 -0.11800+02 0.78180+02 







































































WORK IN~UT TO STRUCTURE 
STRUCTURE KINETIC ENERGY 
ST~UCTURE ELASTIC ENERGY 





-0 . 153910-06 
C .2UI340-05 
-0.2S2400-05 












o . 176280-06 














































O. E12450- 06 


























































































































4 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 O. 112270+01 o 0 0.0 I ' 
5 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0 0 0.0 o 149700+01 0.0 0.0 
6 o 375390-03 o 110170-02 -0.535390-03 o 697020-03 -0 6B1630-b2 0.1I17Bo-01 0.375390-03 0.776100+00 -0 535390-03 
7 0.172900-03 o 100750-02 -0.4375BO-03 o 339B50-04 -0 531110·02 0.970210-03 0.374420+00 o 776010+00 -0 437580-03 
8 o 328310-17 o 9)7010-03 -0 43B050-03 o 253970-16 -0 519300·02 o 123930-14 0.74B500.00 o 776000+00 -0.43B050-03 
9 -0 172900-03 o 100750-02 -0 437580-03 -0.339850-04 -0.531110 02 -0.970210-03 o 112260+01 o 776010+00 -0 437580-03 
10 -0 375390-03 o 110170-02 -0 535390-03 -0 697020-03 -0 6el630-02 -0 111780-01 0.149660+01 0.776100+00 -0 535390-03 
11 o 518930-03 o 255610-02 o 291390-02 -0 427250-02 o 601~90-02 -0.155080-01 o 510930-03 0.155260tOI 0.291390-02 
12 o 221410-03 0.250250-02 o 223860-02 -0 569460-03 o 357790-02 -0.334840-02 o 374470+00 0.155250+01 0.223060-02 
13 o 235310-16 o 241810-02 o 214250-02 -0 291770-15 o 282330-02 0.423670-15 o 748500+00 0.155240+01 0.214250-02 
14 -0 221410-03 o 250250-02 o 2236"0-02 o 5G9460-03 o 357190-02 o 334040-02 o 112250+01 0.155250+01 0.223860-02 
15 -0 516910-03 o 255610-02 o 291390-02 o 42i250-D:! o 607490· 02 o 155000-01 O. 149650+01 o 155260+01 0.291390-02 
16 o 620000-03 o 479300-02 -0 121310-01 o 214740-01 -0 166070-02 o 649640-01 o 628800-03 o 232900+01 -0.121310-01 
17 o 375400-03 o 432610-02 -0 830~iO-02 o 301500-02 o 066200-(12 0.9720 I 0-02 o 374630.00 o 232930+01 -0.830970-02 
18 o 229750-16 o 426700-02 -0.802370-02 -0 820760-15 o 980360·02 -0 934410-14 o 748500+00 o 232930+01 -0.002370-02 
19 -0 375480-03 o 432610-02 -0 630970-02 -0 301580-02 0.OG6200-02 -0 972010-02 o 112240,01 0.232930+01 -0 830970-02 
20 -0 626800-03 o 479300-02 -0 121310-01 -0 214740-01 -0 186070-02 -0 649640-01 o 149640+01 o 232900+01 -0.121310-01 
21 o 249810-02 o 317330-02 o 050740-01 o 376440-02 o 226320100 -0 957070-01 o 249810-02 0.310320+01 0.B50740-01 
22 o 972690-03 o 272BOO-02 o 857520-0 I o 454030-03 o 209970100 -0.115090-01 o 375220+00 0.310270+01 o 857~20-01 
23 -0 8S0370-16 o 273140-02 o 057580-01 -0 291780-14 o 208100,00 -0 407040-13 o 748500tOO o 310270+01 o 657560-01 
24 -0 97269D-03 C 272000-02 o 057520-01 -0.454030-03 o 209970100 0.115090-01 o 112100+01 o 310270+01 0.057520-01 
25 -0 24!l81O-02 o 317JJO-02 o 050740-01 -0 376440-02 o 22(321). 00 o 957070-01 o 149450+01 0.310320+01 0.850740-01 
26 o 152110-02 -0 2~6570-02 o 172650'00 -0 299630-01 o 12132~100 -0.129690-01 o 152110-02 o 354750+01 o 172650tOO 
27 o 82G480-03 -0 181160-02 o 167750+00 -0 3~q610-02 0.11660~·00 -0 259970-02 o 375000+00 o 354020+01 0.167750+00 
26 -0 506250-16 -0 195840-02 o 167330tOO o 185790-14 o 117070,00 -0 574570-13 0.740500+00 o 354800+01 0.167330tOO 
29 -0.026400-03 -0 161160-02 o 167750+00 o 394610-02 o 116800.00 o 259970-02 o 112190+01 0.354020+01 0.167750+00 
30 -0 152110-02 -0 24G570-02 o 172650+00 o 299630-01 o 12132')'00 o 129690-01 o 149550+01 0.354750+01 o In650+00 
31 o 133160-02 o 28341>0-15 o 195460+00 -0 236350-01 o 247440-13 -0 337060-12 o 133160-02 o 400000+01 0.195460+00 
32 o 553160-03 o 126200-15 0.190690.00 -0 290960-02 o 259510-14 -0 275340-l3 o 374000+00 o 400000+01 0.190090+00 
33 o 407320-16 o 473250-16 o 190750tOO o 332~00-14 o Cu613a-I5 -0 271170-13 o 740500+00 o 400000+01 0.190750+00 
34 -0 ~5316D-03 -~ 872760-17 o 19011~0.00 o 290900-02 -0 0~~910-15 -0 535130-13 o 112220+01 o 400000+01 0.190690+00 
I\l 35 -0 133160-02 -0 107010-15 o 195400.00 o 236350-01 -0 148910-13 -0 250070-12 0.149570+01 o 400000+01 0.195460+00 
-.I 36 0 152 110-02 0 246570-02 o 172650+00 -0 299630-01 -0 121320,00 o 129690-01 o 152110-02 o 445250+01 0.172650+00 
\0 37 o 626400-03 o 181160-02 o 167750+00 -0 394610-02 -0 116000,00 o 259970-02 o 375000+00 o 445100tOI o 167150tOO 38 o 15~2UO-15 o 195840-02 o 167330+00 o 12r.510-14 -0 117070100 o 636990-14 o 740500100 o 445200+01 0.167330tOO 39 -0 826400-03 0.181160-02 0.167750+00 0.394610-02 -0 116000'00 -0.259970-02 0.112190+01 o 445180+01 0.167750+00 
40 -0 152110-02 o 21<;570-02 o 172650+00 o 299630-01 -0 121320 00 -0 129690-01 o 149550+01 o 445250+01 o 172650+00 
41 o 249810-02 -0 317330-02 o 650740-01 o 376440-02 -0 226J20,00 o 957070-01 o 249010-02 o 489600+01 0.850740-01 42 o 972690-03 -0 2~2UOD-02 o 'J57~20-01 o 4~~030-03 -0 209370.00 0.115090-01 o 375220tOO o 489730tOI 0.657520-01 
43 -0 101860-15 -0 213140-02 o 0~7580-01 -0 602~60-14 -0 208100.00 o 80G020-13 0.748500+00 o 409730+01 o 857580-01 
44 -0 ~72S90-03 -0 27~600-02 o 057520-01 -0 4~4030-03 -0 209970.?0 -0.115090-01 o 112100.01 o 409730tOI o 857520-01 
45 -0 2~geI0-02 -0 317J30-02 o 850740-01 -0 376440-02 -0 226320*00 -0.957070-01 o 149450+01 o 409600+01 o 850740-01 
46 o 629000-03 -0 479300-02 -0 121310-01 o 214740-01 o 106070-02 -0 649640-01 0.6211000-03 o 567020+01 -0 121310-01 47 o 37~4110-03 -0 432610-02 -0 830970-02 o 301580-02 -0 U['6200-02 -0.972010-02 o 374630+00 o 567070+01 -0.030970-02 48 o 419790-17 -0 426700-02 -0 802370-02 -0 940170-15 -0 9&0360-02 o 654220-14 0.740500+00 o 567070+01 -0 002370-02 
49 -0 375400-03 -0 43:610-02 -0 830970-02 -0 301500-02 -0 Ob&200-02 0.972010-02 0.112240,01 o 567070+01 -0.830970-02 
50 -0 620BOD-03 -0 47~3CO-02 -0 121310-01 -0 21474D-01 o H1C01:)· 02 o 649640-01 o 149640+01 o 567020+01 -0.121310-01 
51 o 5109JO-03 -0 255610-02 o 2913~0-02 -0 427250-02 -0 &0749D-02 0.155060-01 o 51fJ930-03 o 544740+01 o 291390-02 52 o 221410-03 -0 250250-02 0.223&60-02 -0 569480-03 -0 357790-02 o 33 ~040-02 o 374470<00 o 6<14750tOI o 223660-02 53 o 3869~0-17 -0 2~II110-02 o 214250-02 -0 417420-16 -0 262330-02 o 270670-14 o 740500,00 o 6<1<1760+01 o 214250-02 
54 -0 221410-03 -0 2502~0-02 o 223800-02 o 569400-03 -0 35779D-02 -0 334040-02 o 112250'01 o 644750.01 o 223060-02 
55 -0 511>930-03 -0 255610-02 o 291390-02 o 427250-02 -0 607491-02 -0 155080-01 0.149650+01 o 644740+01 o 291390-02 56 o 375390-03 -0 110170-02 -0 535J~D-03 o 6~7020-03 o (;01630·02 -0 111700-01 o 375390-03 o 722390.01 -0.535390-03 
57 o 172900-03 -0 100750-02 -0.4375110-03 o 339(;50-04 o 531110-02 -0 970210-03 0.37442D+00 o 722400.01 -0.437580-03 58 o 344230-17 -0 997810-03 -0 430030-03 -0 603770-16 o 5193C')-02 o 592520-15 0.748500+00 0.722400+01 -0.430050-03 
59 -0 172900-03 -0 100750-02 -0 437~80-03 -0 339850-04 o !>311 1 0-02 o 970210-03 o 112260+01 o 722400+01 -0 437580-03 
60 -0 375390-03 -0 110170-02 -0 535390-03 -0 697020-03 o 601630-02 0.111780-01 o 149660.01 o 7223!l0+01 -0.535390-03 61 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 800000+01 0.0 62 o 0 o 0 C 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 374250.00 o 000000+01 0.0 63 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 740500.00 o 600000tOI 0.0 (;4 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.112270+01 o 000000+01 0.0 65 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.149700+01 0.600000tOI 0.0 
REACTION FORCES AT CONSTRAINED NCOES 
NODE RX(LBS) R't'( LBS) RZ(LDS) MX(LBS-IN) M't'( LBS-IN) MX't'(LB5-IN-IN) 
-------
, / 
1 -0. 135440 +03 -0.299650+03 -0 312380+02 -0.247130+01 -0.592160+01 -0 424640+00 I' 
2 -0.161630+02 -0.471270+03 -0.513040+02 -0 137650+01) -0.101600+02 -0.942230-02 
3 0.166980-12 -0.457290+03 -0.533120+02 -0 336180-13 -0 103160+02 -0 223260-13 
4 0.18163:>+02 -0 471270+03 -0.513040+02 0.137650+00 -0 101600+02 0.942230-02 
5 0.135440+03 -0 299650+03 -0 31236:>+02 o 24713:>-01 -0 592160+01 o 424640+00 
61 -0.135440+03 o 299050+03 -0.312300+02 -0 247130+01 o 5921bO+Ol o 424640+00 
62 -0.1611;30+02 o 471270_03 -0.5131)40+02 
-0 137 85:>+0') o 101600+02 o 942230-02 
63 -0 659761)-12 0.457290+03 -0 533120+02 o 257520-12 o 103160+02 -0 373190-13 
64 o 161630+02 o 471270+03 -0 513040.02 0.137650+00 o 101600+02 -0 942230-02 
65 o 135440 '03 o 299G50+03 -0 3123130+02 o 247130+01 0.592160+01 -0 424640+00 
STRAIN COMPONENTS. PRINCIPAL(TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION AT CENT~OIO OF EACH ELEMENT 
EPS-X STRAIN EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAR STRAIN PRINC. STRAIN(T) OIRECTlON(OEG. ) 
HEM. INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER 
1 -0.18090-03 -0 36010-03 o 99330-03 0.17290-02 o 19270-03 o 26200-03 o 10010-02 0.17370-02 0.65340+02 0.66410+02 
2 -0.22050-03 -0 24150-03 o 95120-03 o 16360-02 o 90650-04 o 10650-03 o 95300-03 o 16360-02 0.07790+02 0.06380+02 
3 -0 22050-03 -0 24150-03 o 95120-03 o 16360-02 -0 90650-04 -0 10650-03 o 95300-03 o 16380-02 -0 07790+02 -0.06380+02 
4 -0 1809:>-03 -0 36010-03 o 99330-03 o 17290-02 -0 19270-03 -0 26200-03 0.10010-02 0.17370-02 -0.65340+02 -0.B6410t02 
5 -0.75610-03 -0 57900-03 o 25680-02 o 12720-02 -0 35070-03 o 20540-03 o 25770-02 0.12700-02 -0 06990t02 o 866,10+02 
6 -0 54730-03 -0 50630-03 o 24390-02 o 13530-02 -0 69000-04 -0 97760-04 o 24400-02 o 13550-02 -0 89140+02 -0 60500+02 
7 -0 54730-03 -0 50630-03 o 24390-02 o 13530-02 o 69000-04 o 91760-04 o 24400-02 0.13550-02 o B9140t02 0.08500t02 
8 -0.75610-03 -0 57QOO-03 o 25660-02 o 12720-02 o 35Q70-03 -0 20540-03 0.25770-02 o 12700-02 0.86990+02 -0 86840t02 
9 -0.85000-03 -0 61970-03 o 30540-02 o 20270-02 o 10940-02 -0 219130-02 o 31290-02 o 31470-02 o B2170t02 -0 73740t02 
10 
-0 79150-03 -0 80320-03 o 30820-02 o 22070-02 o 68700-04 -0.10410-03 o 30820-02 o 22100-02 0.89490t02 -0 80250+02 
1\ -0 79150-03 -0 80320-03 o 30820-02 o 22070-02 -0 68780-04 o 18410-03 o 30820-02 0.22100-02 -0 89490+02 o 86250+02 
12 
-0 8500:>-03 -0 61970-03 o 30540-02 o 28270-02 -0 10910-02 o 21900-02 o 31290-02 o 31470-02 -0 82170t02 0.73740+02 
13 -0 56340-02 o 10140-02 o 19910-01 -0 74~90-02 o 147~10-03 o 29460-02 o 19910-01 o 12620-02 o 89160+02 o 95440+01 
14 -0 231 10-02 -0 1:040-02 o 19110-01 -0 70530-02 o 40090-03 o 47160-03 0.19120-01 o 0 0.89450.02 o 0 
15 
-0 23110-02 -0 12~40-02 o 19110-01 -0 70530-02 -0 4009D-03 -0.47100-03 o 19120-01 o 0 -0 89450t02 o 0 
16 -0 56340-02 o 10140-02 o 19910-01 -0 74990-02 -0 74790-03 -0 29460-02 o 19910-01 o 12620-02 -0 89160+02 -0 95440+01 
17 
-0 833130-03 -0 50?00-02 -0.31660-02 o 18510-01 -0 51710-02 o 84640-03 o 83650-03 o 18520-01 -0.32860t02 o 88910t02 
'" 
18 -0 20970-02 -0 27100-02 -0 24820-02 o 18300-01 -0 62030-03 -0 36950-03 o 0 o 18300-01 o 0 -0 89500+02 
IX) 19 
-0 20910-02 -0 27100-02 -0.21820-02 o 18300-01 o 62030-03 o 36950-03 o 0 o 10300-01 o 0 o 89500t02 0 20 
-0 83300-03 -0 50600-02 -0 31660-02 o 18510-01 o 51710-02 -0 04640-03 o 83650-03 o 18520-01 o 32860+02 -0 88910+02 
21 o 13710-02 -0 51570-02 -0 7~450-02 o 19330-01 -0 47470-04 -0 40100-03 o 13710-02 o 19330-01 -0 15250+00 -0.89530.02 
22 -0 13560-02 -0 23300-02 -0 78710-02 o 16610-01 -0 26140-03 -0 75330-03 o 0 o 16610-01 o 0 -0 80910t02 
23 
-0 13560-02 -0 23300-02 -0 10110-02 o 18610-01 o 26140-03 o 75330-03 o 0 o 10610-01 o 0 o 88910.02 
24 o 13710-02 -0 51570-02 -0 15450-02 o 19330-01 o 47410-04 o 40160-03 o 13710-02 0.19330-01 o 15250tOO o 89530t02 
25 0.13110-02 -0 51570-02 -0 75450-02 o 19330-01 o 47470-04 o 40160-03 o 13710-02 o 19330-01 o 15250tOO o 89530t02 
26 -0 13560-02 -0 23300-02 -0.70710-02 o 18610-01 o 26140-03 o 75330-03 o 0 o 18610-01 o 0 0.80970+02 
27 -0 13560-02 -0 2330a-02 -0 78710-02 o 18610-01 -0 261QO-03 -0 1~330-03 o 0 o 16610-01 0.0 -0 80910t02 
20 o 13710-02 -0 51570-02 -0 75450-02 o 19330-01 -0 47470-04 -0 40160-03 o 13710-02 o 19330-01 -0 15250tOO -0 89530+02 
29 -0 83360-03 -0 50600-02 -0 31660-02 o 18510-01 o 51710-02 -0 84040-03 o 83650-03 0.18520-01 0.32860+02 -0.88910+02 
30 -0 20970-02 -0 27100-02 -0 24820-02 o 18300-01 o 62030-03 o 36950-03 o 0 o 18300-01 0.0 o 69500.02 
31 
-0 20970-02 -0 27100-02 -0 24320-02 o 16300-01 -0 62030-03 -0 36950-03 o 0 o 16300-01 0.0 -0 89500t02 
32 -0 83380-03 -0 50600-02 -0 31660-02 o 10510-01 -0 51710-02 o 841340-03 o 63650-03 o 18520-01 -0.32660+02 o 88970t02 
33 -0 56340-02 o 10140-02 o 19910-01 -0.749QO-02 -0 74790-03 -0 29460-02 o 19910-01 o 12620-02 -0 89160+02 -0.95440+01 
34 
-0 23110-02 -0 12840-02 o 19110-01 -0 70530-02 -0 40090-03 -0 47100-03 o 19120-01 o 0 -0 89450t02 o 0 
35 -0 23110-02 -0 12040-02 o 19110-01 -0 70530-02 o 40'390-03 o 47160-03 o 19120-01 o 0 o 89450t02 o 0 
36 -0 563 10-02 o 10140-02 o 19910-01 -0 74990-02 o 7419D-03 o 29460-02 o 19910-01 o 12620-02 o 89160+02 o 95440tOl 
37 -0 85000-03 -0 61010-03 o 30540-02 o 28210-02 -0 10Jl0-02 o 21900-02 o 31290-02 o 31470-02 -0 82170t02 o 73740+02 
38 
-0 79150-03 -0 80J20-03 o 30a 20-02 o 22070-02 -0 60700-04 o 184\0-03 o 30620-02 o 22100-02 -0 89490t02 o 88250t02 
39 -0 79150-03 -0 803.;10-03 o 30':! 20-02 o 22070-02 o 607UO-04 -0 10410-03 o 30820-02 o 22100-02 0.89490+02 -0 88250t02 
40 
-0 05080-03 -0 61970-03 o 30540-02 o 2')270-02 o 10940-02 -0 21900-02 o 31290-02 o 31470-02 o 82170t02 -0 73740+02 
41 
-0 75610-03 -0 579BO-03 o 25660-02 .' 1 ~7:lD-02 o 35070-03 -0 20540-03 o 25770-02 o 12760-02 o 86990+02 -0 86840t02 
42 -0 54730-03 -0 50630-03 o 24390-02 o 13!:>30-02 o 89800-04 o 91760-04 o 24400-02 0.13550-02 o 89140+02 0.88500t02 
43 
-0 54730-03 -0 50630-03 o 24390-02 o 13530-02 -0 89800-04 -0 97760-04 o 24400-02 o 13550-02 -0.89140+02 -0.88500t02 
44 
-0 75610-03 -0 57~00-03 o 25600-02 o 12720-02 -0 35070-03 o 20540-03 o 25710-02 o 12780-02 -0.86990t02 o 86040+02 
45 
-0 IS090-03 -0 36010-03 o 99330-03 o 17290-02 -0 19~70-03 -0 26280-03 o 10010-02 o 17370-02 -0.85340+02 -0 86410+02 
46 -0 220~0-03 ·0 24150-03 o 95120-03 o 16360-02 -0.906~0-04 -0.10650-03 o 95300-03 o 16380-02 -0 87790+02 -0.88300+02 
47 -0 22050-03 -0 24150-03 o 95120-03 o 16360-02 o 90650-04 o 10650-03 o 95300-03 0.16380-02 0.67790+02 o 88300+02 
46 
-0 18090-03 -0 36010-03 o 99330-03 o 17290-02 o 19270-03 0.26280-03 o 10010-02 0.17370-02 0.65340-.02 0.86410+02 
STRAIN COMPONENTS, PRINCIPAL (TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION AT USER-SPECIFIED NODES 










-0.19700-02 -0 98630-03 
0.18810-02 -0.54820-02 
-0.23770-02 -0 20390-02 
0.53010-02 -0 81120-02 
-0 B0610-03 -0.12000-02 
-0 "16230-02 0 37330-02 
EPS-Y STRAIN 
INNER OUTER 
-0.4"1990-02 0 13200-01 
-0 15000-02 0.12"160-01 
-0 165"10-01 0.24170-01 
-0.19~40-01 0 27110-01 
o 13220-01 -0 12720-01 




-0 26030-13 0 25140-13 
0.50480-15 -0.79420-15 
-0 45060-02 -0.18610-02 
o 66040-15 -0 66620-15 





























STRAIN COMPONENTS. PRINCIPAL(TENSILE) STRAIN ANO OIRECTION. ANO ELUNGATIONS AT SPECIFIED ADDITIONAL POINTS 
POINT NO. SURFACE EPS-X STRAIN EPS-Y STR~IN SHEAR STRAIN ELO~G (OIR 1) ELONG (OIR 2) PRINC STRN(T) DIRECTION(OEG.) 
1 INNER o 224320-35 o 174780-02 o 423630-17 o 0 o 174630-02 o 11"1780-02 o 900000+02 
1 OUTER o 224320-35 o .827200-03 o 423630-17 o 0 0.826860-03 0.827200-03 0.900000+02 
2 INNER -0 117160-03 o • 133430-02 -0 668030-05 
-0 117170- 03 o 133340-02 o 133430-02 -0 890680+02 
2 OUTER -0 120690-03 0 124160-02 -0 668030-05 -0 1;>0690-03 o 124090-02 o 124170-02 -0 898600+02 
3 INNER -0 513l-6o-03 o 311130-02 -0 838300-04 
-0 513790-03 o 310650-02 o 311180-02 -0 893380+02 
3 OUTER -0 ~6~580-03 o 561250-03 -0 838300-04 
-0 41)5700-03 0.561090-03 0.562920-03 -0 871110+02 
4 INt,ER -0 5!>8750-03 o 356000-03 -0. 186450-03 
-0 5'.8910-03 o 3565"10-03 o 366000-03 -0 842440+02 
4 OUTER -0 890050-03 o 486270-02 -0 186450-03 
-0 8904010- 03 o 487080-02 o 488420-02 -0 890750+02 
5 INNER -0 144010- 02 o 171020-01 -0 642700-04 
-0 144120-02 o 169580-01 o 171020-01 -0 899010+02 
5 DurER -0 169890-02 -0 111600-01 -0 642700-04 
-0 170030- 02 -0 11 830 0-0 1 o 0 0.0 
6 INtIER -0 196980-02 -0 449980-02 -0 272440-14 
-0 '''711J0-02 -0 450900-02 o 0 o 0 
6 OUTER -0 98629D-03 o 132030-01 o 21J0750-14 
-0 911G180- 03 O. 1311 7 0-0 1 o 132030-01 o 900000t02 
7 INNER -0 144010-02 0.171020-01 o 642700-04 
-0 1114120-02 o 169580-01 0.171020-01 o 899010+02 
7 OurER -0 I (,U89D-02 -0 117600-01 o 642700-04 
-0.170030-02 -0 118300-01 o 0 o 0 
8 INNER -0 558150-03 o 356600-03 o I S6 150-03 
-0 5' 8910-03 o 356540-03 o 366000-03 o 8424"10+02 
8 OUTER -0 890050-03 o 48()270-02 o lil6'150-03 
-0 890440-03 0.487080-02 o 488420-02 o 890750+02 
9 INNlR -0 513660-03 0.311130-02 o 838300-04 
-0 513790-03 o 310650-02 o 31111J0-02 0.893380+02 
9 OUTER -0 4U5580-03 o 561250-03 o 838300-04 
-0 4U5700-03 0.561090-03 o 562920-03 o 877110+02 
10 INNER -0 117760-03 a • 13J430-02 o 660030-05 
-0 117770-03 o 133340-02 0.133430-02 o 898600+02 
10 OUTER -0 120690- 03 0.124160-02 o 668030-05 
-0 120690-03 0.124090-02 0.124170-02 0.898600+02 
11 WNER o 298810-20 0.174780-02 -0 449270-17 o 0 a 174630-02 0.174780-02 -0.900000+02 
'" 
11 OUTER -0 290810-20 0.827200-03 -0 439070-17 o 0 0.826860-03 0.627200-03 -0.900000+02 (Xl 
.... 
SYSTEM ENERGIESIIN-LB) 
WORK INPUT TO STRUCTURE o 38488320+04 
STRUCTURE KINETIC ENERGY o 33017230+04 
STRUCTURE ELASTIC E~ERGY o 12309500+03 
STRUCTURE PL4STIC ENERGY o 42401360+03 
ENERG, STORED IN ELASTIC RESTRAINTS~ o a 
••••• I~CR. NO.- 20 TIME- 0.50000-04 SEC. 
NOOE U v W PSlX PSIY TWIST X-POS. Y-POS. Z-POS. 
1 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
2 a 0 a 0 o a o 0 0.0 0.0 a 37"1250+00 o 0 0.0 
3 o a a 0 o 0 o a 0.0 0.0 o 748500+00 0.0 0.0 
4 o 0 o 0 o 0 a 0 o 0 0.0 o 112270+01 0.0 0.0 
5 o a o 0 0.0 o 0 o a o a 0.149700+01 o 0 0.0 
6 a 282990-02 ? 7045"10-02 o 381470-02 -0 365810-02 0.254340-01 -0.458870-01 0.282990-02 0.182050+00 0.361470-02 
1 0.137570-02 o 622460-02 o 299970-02 -0 900200-03 0.181500-01 -0.640430-02 a 375630+00 o 781220+00 0.299970-02 
8 -0 221720-16 o 607130-02 o 296210-02 -0 397200-15 0 170360'01 -0 100360-13 0.748500+00 o 781070+00 0.286210-02 
9 -0 137570-02 o 622480-02 o 299970-02 o 900200-03 o 181500-01 o 640430-02 o 112140+01 o 781220+00 o 299970-02 
10 -0 282990-02 0.704540-02 0.381470-02 o 365810-02 o 254340' 01 o 458()70-01 o 149420tOI o 782050tOO 0.381470-02 
11 o 376010-02 a 144700-01 -0 1350JO-Ol o 931010-02 -0 61J5110 01 O. 118400+00 o 376070-02 o 156450+01 -0 135030-01 
12 o 176010-02 o 14b710-01 -0 107070-01 o 459300-02 -0 4S8S9~-01 o 230920-01 o 376010+00 o 156410+01 -0.107070-01 
13 -0 101430-15 o 145500-01 -0 989220-02 o 100400-15 -0 422090-01 -0 202000-13 o 748500+00 o 156460tOI -0.989220-02 
14 -0 116010-02 o 146710-01 -0 107070-01 -0.4593BO-02 -0 458890'01 -0.230920-01 o 112100.01 o 156470+01 -0.107070-01 
15 -0 376070-02 o 144700-01 -0 135030-01 -0 937010-02 -0 685170-01 -0.118400+00 o 149320+01 0.156450+01 -0.135030-01 
16 o 402930-02 o 268910-01 o 122020-01 o 355730-01 0.192710'00 -0.647810-01 0.402930-02 0.235190+01 0.122020-01 
17 o 189490-02 o 252420-01 o 2066UO-Ol o 124210-01 o 18J500'00 -0.101030-02 o 376140+00 0.235020+01 0.206600-01 
18 -0 196U90-15 o 24bJ70-01 o 22 £lO90- 0 I o 16BOOO-14 o IUJI7~.00 -0 281010-13 0.74fJ500'00 o 234900+01 0.220090-01 
19 -0. 189490-02 o 2524:0-01 0.20GGUO-0' -0 124210-01 0.163501).00 o 701U30-02 o 112090.01 o 235020+01 0.20bGOO-01 
20 -0 402930-02 o 208910-0. o 122020-01 -0 355130-01 o 192710.00 0.647810-01 o 149300+01 0.235190tOI 0.122020-01 
21 0.616090-02 0.167560-01 o 214260+00 a 184290-01 0.374000TOO -0.117920+00 0.616090-02 0.311600+01 0.214260+00 
22 0.276260-02 
23 -0.326450-15 
24 -0 276260-02 
25 -0 616090-02 
26 0 604050-02 
27 0 275590-02 
28 0 733040-16 
29 -0 27559;)-02 
30 -0 60405D-02 
31 0 712320-02 
32 0 267690-02 
33 0 420620-15 
34 -0 267690-02 
35 -0 712320-02 
36 0 (;04050-02 
37 0 275590-02 
38 0 ~91 8 10-15 
39 -0 27~590-02 
40 -0 601050-02 
41 0 61(,090-02 
42 0 2/b260-02 
43 -0 697090-15 
44 -0 27626[1-02 
45 -0 6160 9D-02 
46 0 40293D-02 
47 0 189490-C2 
48 -0 370060-15 
49 -0 109490-02 
50 -0 402930-02 
51 0 376070-02 
52 0 176010-02 
53 -0 It'S300-IS 
N 54 -0 176010-02 
<Xl 55 -0 3713070-02 
N 56 0 ~329 9l>-02 
57 0 1 :175 7"-02 
53 -0 !lOJ500-17 
59 -0 137570-02 
60 -() 282990-02 
61 0 0 
62 0 0 
63 0 0 
64 0 0 



























-0 2:0370-0 I 
-0 2521120-01 
-0 200910-01 








































































































o 3~'00I)l 00 
o 34'1730.00 
o 34100')' 00 





o 3S41!l1lt 00 







-0 30C730- 00 
-0 J13110,00 
-0 35.1180.00 
-0 314000' 00 
-0 347000' 00 












































































































































































































































SHE~n STRAIN PRINC. 




















































-0.22140-0:1 -0 16080-02 
-0.16610-02 -0 16150-02 
-0.18610-02 -0.18150-02 
o 9~770-0l 0 72520-02 
o 90120-02 0 67960-02 
0.90720-02 0 67960-02 
o 11>090-02 0 16260-02 0 99300-02 
o 69110-03 061400-03 0.90830-02 













































































































































































o 217 00-01 



















































































































































































































































































































































-0 56770-02 -0 86280-02 
0.82330-02 -0 22240-01 
-0 62530-02 -0 84740-02 
-0 2Q750-02 -0 '26~0-01 
-C 63510-02 -0 37720-02 
-0 934Uo-02 -0 78J20-03 
EPS-Y STRAIN 
IN~ER OUTER 
-0 14480-01 0 42300-01 
-0.14600-01 0 54350-01 
o 62460-03 0 81300-01 
o 13090-01 0 75130-01 
o 32770-01 0 40540-03 
o 35850-01 0 42470-02 
SHEAR STRAIN 
INNER OUTER 
-0 14330-13 0.15020-13 
-0 13640-12 0 12070-12 
o 21460-14 -0 31720-14 
-0 2I20C-01 0 121GO-01 
-0.19100-14 0 18500-14 

































































ELONG. (OIR. I) 
0.0 
o 0 
-0 9' 6310-03 



























4 INNER -0 575910-02 0.241650-01 -0.567940-03 
4 OUTER -0 387930-02 o .2-12150-02 -0 567g'1O-03 
5 INNER -0 693990-02 o 213500-01 -0.9053bO-03 
5 OUTER -0 483180-02 o .266030-02 -0 905360-03 
6 INNER -0 56772D-02 -0.144830-01 -0 141950-13 
6 OUTER -0 862800-02 0.422950-01 o 151490-13 
7 INNER -0 693990-02 o 213500-01 o 905360-03 
7 OUTER -0 483180-02 0.26603U-02 0.905360-03 
8 INt~ER -0.575910-02 o .2.:J165!)-01 o 567940-03 
0 OUTER -0 387930-02 o .2--12150-02 0.56794D-03 
9 INNER -0 387900-02 0.641320-02 0.3847'U-03 
9 OUTER -0 406930- 02 o . 154920-01 o 384'170-03 
10 INNER -0 965840-03 o .803380-02 o 105880-03 
10 OUTER -0 931420-03 0.763530-02 o 105880-03 
11 INNER o 138440-18 0.704990-02 0.691170-17 
11 OUTER -0 138440-18 0.861790-02 0.623860-17 
SYSTEM ENERGIES{IN-L8) 
WORK INPUT TO STRUCTURE 0.38488320+04 
STRUCTURE KINETIC ENERGY 0.23814370+04 
STRUCTURE ELASTIC ENERGY 0.27360410+03 
STRUCTURE PLASTIC ENERGY o 11937910+04 
ENERGY STORED IN ELASTIC RESTRAINTS= 0.0 
-0.5.7580-02 0.238600-01 0.241680-01 -0.894560+02 
-0.JI.8('90-02 0.241860-02 0.243430-02 -0.874250+02 
-0. G<lfJ 42D- 02 0.211270-01 0.213570-01 -0.890840+02 
-0 4B4350-02 o 265680-02 0.268760-02 -0.865550+02 
-0 569340-02 -0.145890-01 0.0 0.0 
-0 866560-02 0.414370-01 0.422950-01 0.900000+02 
-0 G~IG42o- 02 0.211270-01 0.213570-01 0.890840+02 
-0.404350-02 0.265680-02 0.268760-02 0.865550+02 
-0 577580-02 0.238800-01 o 241680-01 0.894560+02 
-0.3[18690-02 0.241860-02 o 243430-02 0.874250+02 
-0.388650-02 0.639270-02 0.641680-02 0.889300+02 
-0.407760- 02 0.153740-01 0.154940-01 0.894370+02 
-0.%6310-03 0.800180-02 0.803410-02 0.896630+02 
-0.931850-03 0.760640-02 0.763560-02 0.896460+02 
0.0 0.702520-02 0.704990-02 0.900000+02 
0.0 0.858110-02 0.861790-02 0.900000+02 
****. INCR. NO.= 140 TIME= o 35000-03 SEC. 
NOOE U V W PSIX PSIY TWIST x-pas. Y-POS. Z-POS. 1 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.374250+00 0.0 0.0 3 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.748500+00 0.0 0.0 4 o 0 v 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.112270+01 0.0 0.0 5 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.149700+01 0.0 0.0 N 6 o 111680-01 -0 160630-01 o 224560+00 -0.383880-02 o 35040~. 00 0.206500-01 0.111680-01 0.758940+00 0.224560+00 ()) 1.11 7 0.539350-02 -0.168820-01 o 223730tOO -0.145330-02 o 3b099 .00 0.130460-01 0.379640+00 o 758120+00 0.223730+00 8 0.392180-12 -0 169380-01 0.223410+00 -0 541970-12 o 362610.00 -0.211210-11 o 748500+00 0.758060+00 0.223410+00 
9 -0 539350-02 -0 168820-01 o 223730+00 0.145330-02 0.360990+00 -0.130460-01 0.111740+01 0.758120+00 0.223730+00 
10 -0 111680-01 
-0 160630-01 o 224560+00 0.3B3880-02 0.350400,00 -0.206500-01 0.148580+01 0.758940+00 0.224560+00 11 o 104820-01 
-0 475610-01 o 512250+00 -0 986380-02 o 392660.00 -0 626000-01 0.104820-01 0.150240+01 0.512250+00 12 o 535090-02 -0 462370-01 o 510970+00 -0.235900-02 o 389570'00 0.816120-03 o 379600+00 0.150380+01 0.510970+00 13 o 105980-11 -0 459740-01 o 510630+00 -0 225150-11 o 389470fOO -0.313440-11 0.748500+00 0.150400+01 0.510630+00 
14 -0 535090-02 -0.462370-01 0.510970+00 o 235900-02 o 389570+00 -0.816120-03 0.111740+01 0.150380+01 0.510970+00 
15 -0.104820-01 -0.475610-01 0.512250+00 0.986380-02 o 392660.00 o 626000-01 0.148650+01 0.150240+01 0.512250+00 16 0.997640-02 -0.497290-01 0.751110+00 -0 200500-01 o 337550+00 -0.133260+00 0.997640-02 0.227530+01 0.751110+00 17 o 485270-02 -0 47/600-01 o 745550+00 -0 996190-02 o 324120fOO -0 644960-02 0.379100+00 0.227720+01 0.745550+00 18 0.124650-11 -0 469770-01 0.743620+00 o 273220-11 o 322570+00 -0.952710-11 o 748500+00 0.227800+01 0.743620+00 
19 -0 485270-02 -0 477COO-Ol o 745550+00 o 996190-02 o 324120.00 o 644960-02 0.111790+01 0.227720+01 0.745550+00 
20 -0 997640-02 -0 497290-01 0751110+00 o 200500-01 o 337551). 00 o . 133260+00 0.148700+01 0.227530+01 0.751110+00 
21 o 820920-02 -0 311630-01 0.892830fOO -0 620940-02 0.245660fOO -0.175560+00 0.820920-02 0.306820+01 0.892830+00 22 o 388310-02 -0 313070-01 o 889730+00 -0 820740-02 o 214800+00 -0.363510-01 0.378130+00 0.30~70+01 0.889730+00 23 o 901100-12 -0 308980-01 o 88810D+00 o 695540-12 o 208970.00 -0.425410-12 0.748500+00 0.30G 10+01 0.888100+00 
24 -0 388310-02 -0 313070-01 0.889730+00 0.820740-02 0.214800+00 0.363510-01 0.111890+01 0.306970+01 0.999730+00 
25 -0 820920-02 -0.31 7 &30-01 o 892830tOO 0.620940-02 o 24566tH 00 o . 175560+00 0.148880+01 0.306820+01 0.892830+00 
26 0.854450-02 -0.214970-01 0.956260+00 -0 309290-01 0.1 3937D' 00 -0.141550+00 0.854450-02 0.352850+01 0.956260+00 
27 o 439430-02 -0.21~07D-01 0.948160+00 -0.125690-01 0.112100.00 -0 222800-01 0.378640+00 0.352950+01 0.948160+00 
28 o 47549D-12 -0 213140-01 o 94563D+00 -0.957750-12 O. 1 0868!). 00 -0 927130-12 0.748500+00 0.352870+01 0.945630+00 
29 -0.439430-02 -0 215070-01 o 948160+00 0.125690-01 0 112100100 0.222800-01 0.111840+01 0.352850+01 0.948160+00 
30 -0 854450-02 -0.214970-01 o 956260tOO 0.309290-01 0 139370+00 0.141550+00 0.148850+01 0.352850+01 0.956260+00 31 0.122520-01 -0.128280-11 o 962310+00 -0 178670-01 0.925880-10 -0.544990-09 0.122520-01 0.400000+01 0.962310+00 
32 o 460560-02 o 198150-11 o 953650+00 -0 207400-01 O. 195220-10 (}.191400-09 0.378860+00 0.400000+01 0.953650+00 
33 o 181580-12 o 973870-11 0.950400+00 -0.285190-12 -0.198810-10 -0.266750-10 0.749500+00 0.400000+01 0.950400+00 
34 -0.460560-02 0.193620-11 o 953650+00 0.207400-01 0 126200-10 -0.188110-09 0.111810+01 0.400000+01 0.953650+00 
35 -0.122520-01 -0 260070-12 0.962310+00 0.178670-01 0.66454:)-10 0.390310-09 0.148470+01 0.400000+01 0.962310+00 36 o 854450-02 0.214970-01 0.956260+00 -0.309290-01 -0.139370.00 0.141550+00 0.854450-02 0.447150+01 0.956260+00 
37 0.439430-02 0.215010-01 o 948160+00 -0.125690-01 -0.11210DfOO 0.222800-01 0.378640+00 0.447150+01 0.948160+00 
38 -0 138220-12 0.213140-01 0.945630+00 O. 117660- 1 1 -0 108680+00 0·958830-12 0.748500+00 0.447130+01 0.945630+00 
39 -0 439430-02 0.215070-01 0.948160+00 0.125690-01 -0. 112100fOO -0.222800-01 0.111840+01 0.447150+01 0.948160+00 
40 -0 854450-02 o 214970-01 o 956260+00 0.309290-01 -0 139310100 -0.141550+00 o 148850+01 0.441150+01 0.956260+00 
'41 0.820920-02 o 311630-01 0.892830+00 -0.620940-02 -0 245660'00 o • 115560+00 0.820920-02 0.493180+01 0.892830+00 
42 O. JBBl 10-02 o 313070-01 0.Q89730+00 -0 820140-02 -0 214800.00 0.363510-01 0.318130+00 0.493130+01 0.889130+00 
43 -0 787990-12 o 309980-01 o 888100+00 o 381510-12 -0 208g70100 0.489700-11 o 148500+00 0.493090+01 0.888100+00 
44 -0. 30B3 10-02 0.3'3070-01 o tHl9730+00 o 820140-02 -0 214~00100 -0 363510-01 o 1118!l0+01 0.493130+01 0.889130+00 
45 -0 620920-02 o 3';630-01 o 892630+00 o 620940-02 -0 24566D'00 -0.175560+00 o 148080+01 o 493180+01 0.892830+00 
46 o 997640-02 o 497290-01 o 151110+00 -0 200500-01 -0 331550'00 o 133260+00 0.991640-02 o 512410+01 0.751110+00 
41 o 485210-02 o 417600-01 o 745550+00 -0 996190-02 -0 324120.00 o 644960-02 0.379100+00 0.572260+01 o 745550+00 
46 -0 111210-11 o 469170-01 o 743620.00 -0 634370-12 -0 322510.00 -0 222170-10 o 740500.00 o 512200+01 0.743620+00 
49 -0 465210-02 0.471600-0 I 0.145550.00 o 996190-02 -0 324120+00 -0 644960-02 o 111190.01 o 512280+01 0.745550+00 
50 -0 9n640-02 o 497290-01 0751110+00 o 200500-01 -0 3~1550100 -0 133260+00 o 148700+01 o 572410+01 0.751110.00 
51 o 1011820-01 o 47!)610-01 o 512250+00 -0 966300-02 -0 39266~100 o 626000-01 o 104820-01 o 649160'01 o 512250.00 
52 o 535090-02 o 462310-01 o 510970TOO -0 235900-02 -0 3~9570.00 -0 816120-03 o 319600+00 o 649620+01 0.510910+00 
53 -0 169770-11 o 459740-01 0.510630+00 o 372650-11 -0 389470100 -0 694040-11 o 146500+00 0.649600+01 0.510630+00 
54 -0.535090-02 o 462310-0~ o 510910tOO o 235900-02 -0 3u9570'00 0.816120-03 0.111140101 o 649620+01 0.510910+00 
55 -0 104620-01 o 475610-01 o 512250+00 o 986380-02 -0 3926?O'00 -0 626000-01 o 148650+01 0.649160+01 o 512250+00 
56 o 111680-01 o 160630-01 o 224560100 -0.383080-02 -0 350400.00 -0 206500-01 o 111680-01 o 124110+01 0.224560+00 
51 o 539350-02 o 160820-01 o 223130+00 -0 145330-02 -0.360990.00 -0 130460-01 0.379640+00 0.724190101 0.223730+00 
58 -0 496910-12 o 169300-01 o 223410100 o 211860-12 -0 362610.00 -0.392240-11 o 140500,00 o 124190101 o 223410100 
59 -0 539350-02 o 160020-01 o 223130+00 o 145330-02 -0 360990+00 o • 130460-01 o 111140101 0.124190+01 o 223730 .. 00 
60 -0 111680-01 o '60630-01 o 224560+00 0.383880-02 -0 350400'00 0.206500-01 o 148500101 0.724110101 0.224560+00 
61 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.800000+01 0.0 
62 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 374250100 0.000000+01 0.0 
63 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 740500tOO o 800000+01 0.0 
64 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.112270tOl o 800000+01 0.0 
65 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 149700+01 0.800000+ot 0.0 
REACTION fORCES A' CONSTRAINED NODes 
NODE RX(LBS) RY(LBS) RZ(lBS) MX(LBS-IN) MY(LBS-IN) MXY(L8S-IN-IN) 
1 -0 200510+?3 
-0.557110+03 -0 19G600+03 -0.173130+02 -0 391410+02 -0 257090101 
2 -0 582130 +02 -0 672760103 -0 359160+03 o 196490100 -0 672130+02 -0.392300-01 
3 -0 118350-01 -0 656540+03 -0 3~8820103 o 206920-09 -0.600030+02 o 971450-10 
t-l 4 o 502130+02 -0 6127!l0103 -0 359760t03 
-0.196490100 -0.672130+02 o 392300-01 (D 5 o 200510103 -0 551170+03 -0.196600103 0.113130102 
-0.391410102 o 257090101 Q\ 
61 -0 :108510103 o 551110+03 -0 196600103 -0.113130102 o 391410102 0.257090101 
62 -0 592130102 o 612780103 -0 359760+03 o 195490+00 0.672130+02 o 392300-01 
63 0 142400-08 o 656540103 -0 358820103 o 910570-09 o 680030+02 -0 230370-10 
64 o 582130+02 o 6721&0103 -0 359760+03 -0 196490+00 0.672130102 -0 392300-01 
65 o 208510+03 0.551170103 -0 196600+03 0.173130102 o 391410+02 -0.257090+01 
STRAIN COMPONENTS. PRINCIPAL(TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION AT CENTROID Of EACH ELEMENT 
EP~-X STRAIN EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAR STRAIN PRINe STRAIN(T) OIRECTlON(OEG. ) 
ElEM. INNER OUTER INNER OUTER IN'lER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER 
I -0 74250-02 -0 79510-02 o 61510-0' o 14110-01 o 60110-02 o 93130-02 o 61740-01 o 15640-01 0.87170+02 0.78760+02 
2 -0 69310-02 -0 74750-02 0.60510-01 o 12010-01 o 28830-02 0.34040-02 o 60540-01 o 12950-01 0.88780+02 0.85240+02 
3 -0 693JO-D2 -0 14750-02 060510-01 0.12010-01 -0 2U030-02 -0 34040-02 o 60540-01 0.12950-01 -0 88780+02 -0.85240+02 
4 
-0 742~0-02 -0 19510-02 o 61570-0' o 14710-01 -0 60410-02 -0 93730-02 o 61740-01 o 15640-01 -0.87170+02 -0.78160+02 
5 -0 14830-01 
-0 14300-01 (' 31260-01 o 27030-01 -0 3~€bO-03 o 15150-02 0.31260-01 o 27050-01 -0.89150+02 0.08950102 
6 -0 142bO-01 
-0 1·14~D-Ol o 31780-ill o 20200-01 o 2!l')~0-04 0.11010-03 o 31780-01 o 20200-01 o 89980+02 o 89920102 
7 -0 14260-01 -0 III~'O-Ol o 3170D-Ol o 29200-01 -0 29)~0-04 -0 11070-03 o 31700-01 o 28200-01 -0 89900102 -0 8!l920+02 
8 -0.1483D-OI -0 14300-01 o 3'260-01 o 27tJJO-OI C J9GGO-03 ·0 15150-02 o 31260-01 o 27050-01 o 89150102 -0 88950102 
9 -0 13310-01 -0 14040-01 () 32570-01 o 408!l0-01 -0 12410-03 0.40900-02 o 32510-01 o 40970-01 -0 89920+02 o 81870102 
10 -0 12880-01 -0 11370-01 0.31130-01 o 40190-01 -0 38/20-03 o 11040-02 0.31430-01 o 40190-01 -0 09750102 o 89420102 
II -0 12880-01 
-0 14310-01 o 31430-01 o 40190-01 o 30120-03 -0 11040-02 o 31430-01 0.40190-01 o 89150102 -0 89420102 
12 -0 13310-01 -0 14040-01 o 32570-01 o 40890-01 o 12410-03 -0 40980-02 o 32510-01 o 40910-01 o 89920102 -0 07810102 
13 -0 12210-01 -0 1299~-01 o 25140-01 o 30150-01 o 39750-02 '0 29440-02 o 25540-01 o 30800-01 o 86990102 -0 08370102 
14 -0 10020-01 -0.12!:10-Ol o 24250-01 o 39100-01 o 10300-02 -0 23920-03 0.24260-01 o 39100-01 o 89160+02 -0 89810+02 
15 -0 10020-01 
-0 12~10-01 o 242~0-01 o 39'00-01 -0 10100-02 o 23920-03 o 24260-01 o 39100-01 -0 89160102 o 89070102 
16 -0 1 n 10-01 -0 129<)0-01 o 2~440-01 C 38750-01 -0 39750-02 o 29440-02 o 25540-01 o 38800-01 -0 06990+02 0.88370102 
17 
-0 993DD-02 -0 12170-01 o 17050-01 o 40530-01 -0 IC020-02 o 51400-03 o 11060-01 o 40530-01 -0.88940102 o 89690t02 
18 
-0 9~170-02 -0 12560-01 o 16460-01 o 39320-01 o 3R790-03 o 90450-03 0.16460-01 o 39320-01 0.69510+02 o 89460+02 
19 -0 95.7~-02 -0 12560-01 0.16460-01 o 39320-01 -0.30/90-03 -0 90450-03 o 16460-01 0.39320-01 -0 89570102 -0 89460102 
20 
-0 99390-02 -0 12470-01 o 1705D-OI o 40530-01 0.10020-02 -0.57400-03 0.17060-01 0.40530-01 0.08940+02 -0 89690+02 
21 

































-0 \3'; 20-01 
-0 17360-01 
-0 95520-02 -0 14·130-01 
-0 95520-02 -0.14130-01 
-0. 134 20- 0 I -0 17J6!)-01 
-0 9"390-02 -0 12470-01 
-0 9:;170-02 
-0 12:60-01 
-0 95170-02 -0 12560-01 
-0 99390-02 -0 
-0 12210-01 -0 
-0 10820-01 -0 
-0 10620-01 -0 
-0 12210-01 -0 
-0 13310-01 -0 
-0 12880-01 -0 
-0 12800-01 -0 
-0 13310-01 -0 
-0 11J1['-01 -0 
-0 14260-01 -0 
-0 14260-01 -0 
-0 14830-01 -0 
-0 74250-02 -0 
-0 69330-02 -0 
-0 69330-02 -0 




















































































































































































STRAIN COII"O"ENTS, PRINrlf'.aL (TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION AT USER-SPECIFIED NODES 
NODE 
33 






-0.10850-01 -0.137 70-01 
-0 23790-01 -0 10740-01 
-0.96320-02 -0 13050-01 
-0 00250-02 -0 13190-01 
-0 11470-01 -0.14~60-01 
-0.12000-01 -0 14910-01 
EPS-Y STRAIN 
INNER OUTER 
o 64790-01 0 29940-01 
0.70230-01 0 25330-01 
o 24060-01 0 56410-01 
o 2q~90-01 0 60520-01 
o 51060-01 0 72420-01 
o 52100-01 0 82240-01 
SHEAR STRAIN 
I~NER OUTER 
-0.34b30-11 0 19700-11 
0.30410-10 -0 41210-10 
-0 2~820-12 -0 44380-12 
-0 14280-01 0 14590-01 
-0 83440-12 0 36980-11 
-0 16570-01 0 10620-01 
PRINC. STRAIN(T) 
INNER OUTER 
o 64790-01 0 29940-01 
o 70230-01 0.25330-01 
o 24060-01 0 56410-01 
o 30010-01 0.61240-01 
o 51000-01 0.72420-01 

























































-0 90000t02 0.90000+02 
0.90000+02 -0.90000t02 
-0 90000+02 -0.90000+02 
-0.79500+02 0.84400+02 
-0 90COO+02 0.90000+02 
-0 82750+02 0.06880+02 
























































-0 105' 60-01 
-0 134970- 0 I 
-0 108470-01 
-0 I 37G60- 0 I 

























































HONG (OIR. I) 
o 0 
o 0 






-0 I OG530- 0 I 
-0 I J5~00-01 
-0 I 09C'GO- 0 I 
-0 I lUG:20- 0 I 
-0 101)530- 0 1 






-0 3/7400- 02 
o 0 
o 0 






































































WORK INPUT TO STRUCTURE 0.38488320+04 
STRUCTURE KINETIC ENERGY 0.87946300+02 
STRUCTURE ELASTIC ENERGY 0.67419080+02 
STRUCTURE PLASTIC ENERGY 0.36934660+04 
ENERGy STORED IN ELASTIC RESTRAINTS- 0.0 
••••• INCR. NO.- 150 TIME- 0.37500-03 SEC • 
NODE U V W PSIX PSIY TWJST X-POS. V-POS. Z-POS. 
1 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.374250+00 0.0 0.0 
3 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.748500+00 0.0 0.0 
4 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.112270+01 o 0 0.0 
5 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.149700+01 0.0 0.0 
6 0.105770-01 -0 154720-01 o 218550+00 -0.625830-02 0.337560+00 o 157680-01 0.105770-01 0.759530+00 0.218550+00 
7 o 510890-02 -0.159570-01 o 217090+00 -0.262100-02 o 347610.00 0.131240-01 0.379360+00 0.759040+00 0.217090+00 
8 o 170670-12 -0 159160-01 o 216550+00 -0 857200-12 o 349260+00 -0 293450-11 0.748500+00 0.759080+00 0.216550+00 
9 -0 510890-02 -0 159570-01 o 217090+00 o 262100-02 o 347610.00 -0.131240-01 0.111760+01 0.759040+00 0.217090+00 
10 -0 105170-01 -0 1~4720-01 o 218550+00 o 625830-02 o 331560100 -0.157680-01 o 146640+01 0.759530+00 o 218550+00 
11 o 991640-02 -0 425~60-01 o 490510+00 -0.985160-02 o 311090+00 -0.662970-01 0.991640-02 0.150740+01 0.490510+00 
12 o 506320-02 -0 412450-01 o 489220+00 -0 236590-02 o 374390+00 0.243230-02 0.379310+00 o 150880+01 o 489220+00 
13 o 809720-12 -0 409760-01 o 488870+00 -0 231430-11 0.314600100 -0.230260-11 0.748500+00 0.150900+01 o 481l810+00 
14 -0 506320-02 -0 412450-01 o 489220+00 o 236590-02 o 314390+00 -0.243230-02 0.111770+01 o 150880+01 o 489220+00 
15 -0 991640-02 -0 425560-01 o 490510+00 o 985160-02 0.311090+00 0.662970-01 o 148710+01 o 150740+01 0.490510+00 
16 o 946300-02 -0 424520-01 o 717070+00 -0.152070-01 o 333670.00 -0.131430+00 0.946300-02 o 228250+01 0.117070+00 
17 o 461010-02 -0 407970-01 0.712430+00 -0 883800-02 o 320490.00 -0.581650-02 o 378860+00 o 228420+0 I 0.712430+00 
18 o 100400-11 -0 400750-01 o 710670+00 o 233170-11 o 31V06~.00 -0.109140-10 o 748500+00 o 228490+01 0.710670+00 
19 -0 461010-02 -0 407970-01 0.712430+00 o 883800-02 o 320';90.00 o 501650-02 o 111810+01 0.220420+01 0.712430+00 
20 -0 946300-02 -0 424520-01 o 717070+00 o 152070-01 o 333670.00 o 131430+00 0.148750+01 o 221l250+01 0.717070+00 
21 o 789790-02 -0 280010-01 0.1l70380+00 -0 570920-02 o 270500+00 -0 178120+00 o 709790-02 o 307200+01 0.870380+00 
22 o 370510-02 -0 27~120-01 o 867040+00 -0 919650-02 o 237840.00 -0 397520-01 0.317960100 o 307250.01 0.867040+00 
23 o 742220-12 -0 270.60-01 o 865190+00 -0 779610-12 o 231350.00 o 393820-11 0.748500+00 o 307290101 0.865190+00 
24 -0 370510-02 -0 275120-01 o 067040+00 o 919650-02 o 237840100 o • 397520-0 I o 111900+01 o 307250+01 o 867040+00 
~ 25 -0 789780-02 -0 280010-01 0.870300+00 o 570920-02 o 2705!l0100 0.176120+00 o 148910tOl o 307200~01 o 870300+00 
00 26 0 622570-02 -0 20GB30-01 o 941l590+00 -0 363490-01 o 170720100 -0.161770'00 o 822570-02 o 352930+01 o 940590+00 
00 27 o 419500-02 -0 203510-01 o 938430+00 -0 163920-01 o 139050'00 -0 206220-01 o 378440tOO o 352960tOl o 930430+00 
26 o 331510-12 -0 201120-01 o 935170+00 -0 260750-12 o 134430+ 00 o 208160-11 o 748500+00 o 352990+01 0.935170+00 
29 -0 419500-02 -0 20J510-01 o 930430+00 o 163920-01 o 139050000 o 266220-01 o 111660'01 o 352960+01 0.936430+00 
30 -0 622570-02 -0 206830-01 o 940590+00 o 363490-01 o 170720.00 o 161170+00 0.146080+01 o 352930~01 o 948590+00 
31 o 110710-01 o 47JIIO-13 o 961~70+00 -0 299930-01 o 127270-09 -0.592000-09 0.1187\0-01 o 400000+01 0.961970+00 
32 o 43G070-02 o 209480-11 o 950080+00 -0 263950-01 o !i712!l0-10 O. 1800 I 0-09 o 378610tOO o 400000+01 0.950080+00 
33 o 162440-12 o 102(.60-10 0.945750+00 -0 422500-13 o 240?30-10 -0 274190-10 o 748500+00 0.400000+01 o 945750+00 
34 -0 436070-02 o 191350-11 o 950)!l0.00 o 263950-01 o 4!l7G30-10 -0 1!l9040-09 o 1I1640tOl o 400000+01 0.950000+00 
35 -0 118710-01 o 701)150-12 o 961970+00 o 299990-01 o 901540-10 o 429410-09 o 140510101 o 400000,01 o 961970+00 
36 o 022570-02 o 20G830-01 o 946590+00 -0 303490-01 -0 170720'00 0 161770+00 o 822570-02 o 447070+0 I 0.94U590tOO 
37 o 419500-02 o 20J~IO-01 o 9381130+00 -0 163920-01 -0 13Q050'00 o 286220-01 o 378440,00 0.4-170110.01 o 930430+00 
38 o 893240-14 o 201120-01 o 935170+00 o 273280-11 -0 13443~.00 o 959340-11 o 748500+00 0.447010+01 o 935170+00 
39 -0 419500-02 o 203510-01 o 938430~00 o 163920-01 -0 139050.00 -0 28&220-01 o 11I~60+01 o 447040+01 0.930430+00 
40 -0 822570-02 o 206030-01 o 948590+00 o 3U3~90-01 -0 170720'00 -0 161770+00 o 148880+01 o 447070+01 0.940590+00 
41 o 789790-02 o 21>0010-01 o 870330+00 -0 570920-02 -0 270580100 o 178120+00 o 789790-02 o 492000+01 0.870360+00 
42 o 3705 10-02 ') 275120-01 o 867040+00 -0 919650-02 -0 237840'00 o 397520-01 o 377960100 0.492750+01 o 867040+00 
43 -0 410370-12 o 270760-01 o 865190+00 o 601150-11 -0 231350.00 0.101830-10 o 748500+00 o 492710+01 0.865190+00 
44 -0 3705 10-02 o 275120-01 o 867040+00 o 919650-02 -0 237040.00 -0 397520-01 o 111900+01 o 492750+01 0.867040+00 
45 -0 789790-02 o 280010-01 o 870380tOO o 570920-02 -0 270580100 -0 178120+00 o 148910+01 o 492800+01 o 870360+00 
46 o 946300-02 o 424520-0 I o 717070+00 -0 152070-01 -0 333670'00 0.131430+00 o 946300-02 0.571750+01 0.717070+00 
47 0461010-02 o 407),0-01 o 712430+00 -0 803660-02 -0 320490100 o 581&50-02 o 378860+00 o 571580+01 0.712430+00 
48 -0 1025!>0-11 o 401.750-01 o 710670+00 o 264250-11 -0 319060'00 -0 2~06BO-10 o 740500+00 o 571510+01 0.710670+00 
49 -0 461010-02 o 1107970-01 o 71 243D+00 o 88~800-02 -0 3~0490'00 -0 58165D-02 0.111810+01 o 571580+01 0.712430+00 
50 -0 946300-02 o 421!:>20-01 o 717070~00 o 152070-01 -0 333670,00 -0 131430+00 o 148750.01 o 571750+01 0.717010+00 
51 o 991640-02 o 42'0560-01 o 490510+00 -0 905160-02 -0 377090100 o 662970-01 0.991640-02 o 649260,01 0.490510+00 
52 0.506320-02 Q 412450-01 o 489220+00 -0 236590-02 -0 374390.00 -0.243230-02 o 379310,00 o 649120+01 0.489220+00 
53 -0 110430-11 0.409760-01 o 460070+00 o 631940-11 -0 31460D'00 -0 815920-11 0.748500+00 o 649100+01 0.480870+00 
54 -0 50u320-02 o 412450-01 o 46922D+00 o 23u590-02 -0.3743~0'00 0.243230-02 0.111710+01 0.649120+01 0.48!J220+00 
55 -0.991640-02 o 425560-01 o 49C510+00 o 9U5160-02 -0 J77090100 -0 6u2970-01 0.148710.01 0.649260+01 0.490510+00 
56 o 105710-01 0.15 .. 720-01 o 2Ib5~0+00 -0 62!:>03D-02 -0 ~3/~&o.00 -0.157680-01 o 105710-01 0.7240!>0+01 0.210550+00 









































o 625830-02 -0.337560+00 
62 0 0 
63 0.0 
64 0 0 













































































































































EPS- X STRA IN 
INNER OUTER 
-0 69950-02 -0 75610-02 
-0 64720-02 -0.71750-02 
-0 6~720-02 -0 11750-02 
-0 69950-02 -0 75610-02 
-0.13970-01 -0 13000-01 
-0.13390-01 -0 13790-01 
-0 13390-01 -0 13790-01 
-0.13970-01 -0 13600-01 
-0 12760-01 -0 13150-01 
-0 12270-01 -0.13570-01 
-0 12270-01 -0 13570-01 
-0 12760-01 -0 1315~-01 
-0120-10-01 -012100-01 
-0 10320-01 -0 11600-01 
-0 10320-01 -0 11060-01 
-0 12040-01 -0 12100-01 
-0 95230-02 -0 12120-01 
-0 86990-02 -0.12360-01 
-0 06990-02 -0 12360-01 
-0 95230-02 -0 1212~-01 
-0 1205~-01 -0 175S0-01 
-0 0.410-02 -0 14510-01 
-0 62410-02 -0 14510-01 
-0 12050-01 -0 175uO-01 
-0 12050-01 -0 17~OO-01 
-0 82410'02 -0 14510-01 
-0 824 10-02 -0 I 1510-0 I 
-0 12050-CI -0 17~aO-Ol 
-0 952JO-02 -0 12'20-01 
-0 8b9~0-02 -0 1236~-Ol 
-0 8b9l0-02 -0 12360-01 
-0 95210-02 -0 12'20-01 
-0.12040-01 -0 12100-01 
-0 IOJ20-01 -~ "SbD-Ol 
-0.10320-01 -0 IILCO-OI 
-0 120'10-01 -0 12'00-01 
-0 12760-01 -0 131 !;O-Ol 
-0 12210-01 -0 13570-01 




















o 1~9 10-01 
o 14910-01 






























































o 62270-02 0 93480-02 
o 26180-02 0 33150-02 
-0 2b180-02 -0 33750-02 
-0.62270-02 -0 934BO-02 
-0 76'40-04 0 12630-02 
o 13050-03 0 46850-04 
-0.13050-03 -0 46850-04 
o 76'40-04 -0 12630-02 
o 32920-03 0 37870-02 
-0 27490-03 0 11110-02 
o 27~90-03 -0 11110-02 
-0 32920-03 -0 31070-02 
o 31200-02 -0 25920-02 
o B'240-03 -0 11990-03 
-0 81240-03 0 11990-03 
-0 34200-02 0 25920-02 
-0 25790-02 0 12670-02 
-0 21350-03 0 10260-02 
o 213~0-03 -0 10260-02 
o 25790-02 -0 12670-02 
o 42240-02 0 46140-02 
o li990-03 0 73390-03 
-0 17990-03 '0 19390-03 
-0 42J40-02 -0 46140-02 
-0.42210-02 -046140-02 
-0 11990-03 -0 79390-03 
o 17990-03 (I 79390-03 
o 4224D-02 0 46140-02 
o 25790-02 -0 12670-02 
o 21350-03 -0 l02bO-02 
-0 21350-03 0.10260-02 
-0 257"0-02 0 "670-02 
-0 31200-02 0 2~92D-02 
-0 01210-03 0 11990-03 
o 01240-03 -0 11990-03 
o 31JOD-02 -0 25920-02 
-0 JJ)j~-C3 0 37B/0-02 
o 21190-03 -0 11110-02 























































o 35040 .. 01 
o 35640.01 
0.3564DrOl 







o 603\0 .. 01 


























-0.69950+02 0 89050+02 
0.89910+02 0.69970+02 
-0.89910+02 -0 89970+02 
o 89950+02 -0 89050+02 
0.09790+02 0.87800.02 
-0 89810+02 0.89300+02 
o 89010+02 -0 89380+02 
-0 89190+02 -0 87880+02 
o 87390+02 -0 80420.02 
o 89330+02 -0 89930+02 
-0 89330+02 0 89930+02 
-0 87390.02 0 88420+02 
-0 87060+02 0 89200+02 
-0.89740+02 0.89400+02 
o 89740+02 -0 89400+02 
o 87060+02 -0 89200+02 
o 87050+02 0 80350+02 
o 89860+02 0 89700+02 
-0 8~060+02 -0 89700+02 
-0 87050+02 -0 B0350+02 
-0 81050+02 -0 00350+02 
-0 891JGO.02 -0 89100+02 
o 898GO.02 0 89700.02 
0.87050.02 0 803~0+02 
o 81060+02 -0 89200+02 
o 89740+02 -0 89400.02 
-0 89140.02 0 89400+02 
-0 87060+02 0 892UO+02 
-0 01390.02 0 004~0.02 
-0 89330.02 0 0993D'02 
o 89330+02 -0.89930+02 
o 87390+02 -0.08420+02 




40 -0 12760-01 -0 13150-01 o 31290-01 o 38040-01 o 3~<J :W-03 o '>7870-02 o 31290-01 0.38110-01 0.89790+02 0.87880t02 
41 
-0 13tt70-01 -0.13('00-01 021-3510-01 o 24')90-01 o 7014D-04 -0 12&30-0~ o 28510-01 0.24600-01 0.89950+02 -0.89050+02 
42 -0 lJ3~0-01 -0.I:P90-01 o 29060-01 o 25690-01 -0 130~0-03 . 0 468~0-04 o 29060-01 0.25690-01 -0.89910+02 -0.89970+02 
43 -0 13390-01 -0 11790-01 o :!'Hl60-01 o 25690-01 o 1305D-03 o 4&850-04 0.29060-01 0.20690-01 0.89910+02 0.89970+02 
44 -0.13970-01 -0 13(~CO-0' o ~,J'jlD-Ol o 2~590-01 -0 76140-04 o 12630-02 o 28510-01 0.24600-01 -0.89950+02 0.89050+02 
40 -0 6')9 ::'D-02 -0 7'),; 1 0-02 o 58'3 CO-Ol o 13490-01 -0 62270-02 -0.93480-02 0.56740-01 o 14480-01 -0.87290+02 -0.78030+02 
46 -0 &472D-02 -0 71750-02 o 5/570-01 o 11630-01 -0 26180-02 -0 33150-02 o 51600-01 0.11180-01 -0.88830+02 -0.84910+02 
47 
-0 647~0-C2 -0.717~D-02 C 51510-01 o 11630-01 o 26180-02 o 33750-02 0.51600-01 0.11780-01 0.88830+02 0.84910+02 
48 -0 69950-02 -0.7~bl0-02 o 58600-01 o 13490-01 0.62270-02 o 93480-02 0.58740-01 0.14480-01 0.87290+02 0.78030+02 
SJRAIN COMPONENTS, PRII~r:IPAL (TEI'\~ILE) STRAIN AND OIRECTION AT US~I'-SPECIFIEO NODES 
[PS-X GTR,\lN EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAH STRAIN PRINC. STRAIN(T) OIRECTION(OEG. ) 
NOOE I N',E R OUTER lNi~Eq OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER 
33 -0 93950-02 -0 13~10-01 0.59160-01 o 30220-01 -0 317 10-11 o 22230-11 0.59160-01 0.30220-01 -0.90000+02 0.90000+02 
35 -0 22030-01 -0 17190-01 o 6l450-01 o 27490-01 o 44950-10 -0.42650-10 o 64450-01 0.21490-01 0.90000+02 -0.90000+02 
313 -0 85460-02 -0 13870-01 o 20470-01 o 57770-01 o 82710-12 -0 11~00-11 0.20470-01 0.51770-01 0.90000+02 -0.90000+02 
40 -0.68470-02 -0 11~20-01 o 27170-01 o 64000-01 -0.1775D-Ol o 15250-01 0.29540-01 o 64750-01 -0.76290+02 0.84410+02 
48 -0.10880-01 -0 137t>0-01 o ~2160-01 o 67580-01 -0 12<.)10-11 o 37820-11 o 52160-01 0.61580-01 -0.90000+02 0.90000+02 
50 -0 12280-01 -0 13420-01 o 5311D-OI o 76110-01 -0 15360-01 0.11450-01 0.54300-01 0.77070-01 -0.83420+02 0.86380+02 
STRAIN COMPONENTS, PRINCIPAL(TENSILE) STRAIN AND OIRECTION, ANO ElI,NGATIONS AT SPECIFIEO ADDITIONAL POINTS 
POINT NO. SURFACE EPS-X STRAIN 
1 INNER o 606180-:>6 
1 OUTER o 1,06180-26 
2 INNER -0 344690-02 
2 OU1ER -0 359870- 02 
3 IMlER -0 ,32410-01 
3 OUTER -0 I 3990D- 0 1 
4 INNER -0 127560-01 
4 OUTER -0 135200- 0 1 
N 5 WNER -0.100310-01 
U) 5 OUTER -0 120090-01 
0 6 INNER -0 ,'39550-02 
6 OUTER -0 1 390BO- 0 1 
1 It'llER -0 10:)310-01 
7 OUTER -0 128890-01 
8 INNER -0 12756D-Ol 
8 OUTER -0 135200- 0 1 
9 INliER -0 132410-01 
9 OUTtR -0 139900-01 
10 INNER -0 344690-02 
10 OUTER -0.359810- 02 
11 HHlER o 597350-18 
11 OUTER -0 597350-18 
SYSTEM ENERGIES(1I1-LB) 
WORK INPUT Te. STRUCTURE 
STRUCTURE KINfTIC ENERGY 
STRUCTURE ELASTIC ENERG) 
STRUCTURE PLASTIC [NERGY 
EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAR STRAIN ELONG.(DIR.l) ELONG.(OIR 2) PRINC. STRN(T) OIRECTION(OEG.) 
0.438230-01 0.220210-12 o 0 o 429030-01 0.438230-01 0.900000+02 
-0 848980-01 o 220210-12 o 0 -0.888440-01 0.0 0.0 
o 446210-01 o 281110-04 -0.31~29D-02 0.436730-01 0.446270-01 0.899830+02 
-0.413830-01 0.281110-04 -0.31,05:'>0- 02 -0.422760-01 0.0 0.0 
0.266060-01 0.285840-03 
-0.1 'J300-01 0.262620-01 0.266070-01 0.897950+02 
o 267650-01 o 285840-03 -0.1,10900-01 0.264160-01 0.267650-01 0.891990+02 
o 274260-01 0.110900-02 
-0 1:>0390-01 0.270600-01 0.274340-01 0.892100+02 
o 517280-01 o 110900-02 -0 l'IGI30-01 0.504550-01 o 517330-01 0.895130+02 
0.192000-01 o 16585D-02 
-0.100020-01 0.190190-01 0.192230-01 0.883760+02 
0.481250-01 0.165850-02 
-0 1:'9730-01 0.410200-01 0.481370-01 0.892210+02 
0.591640-01 0.187010-10 
-0 9'14000-02 o 575110-01 0.591640-01 0.900000+02 
').302210-01 0.242940-10 -0.110060-01 0.291180-01 0.302210-01 0.900000+02 
0.19200D-Ol -0 165850-02 -0.100820-01 0.190190-01 0.192230-01 -0.883760+02 
o 481250-01 -0.16585[1-02 
-0. 1.'9730- 0 1 0.470200-01 0.481370-01 -0.892210+02 
o 274260-01 -0.110900-02 
-0.1:'8390-01 0.270600-01 0.274340-01 -0.892100+02 
o 511280-01 -0.110900-02 
-0 l:i6130-01 o . 504550-01 0.517330-01 -0.895130+02 
o 266060-01 -0.285840-03 
-0.1 13300-01 o . 262620-01 0.266070-01 -0.897950+02 
o 267650-01 -0 285840-03 
-0.1"0900-01 0.264160-01 0.267650-01 -0.897990+02 
o 446270-01 -0.281110-04 
-0 3 1:5290- 02 0.436130-01 0.446270-01 -0.899830+02 
-0.413830-01 -0.281110-04 -0.3(,0520- 02 -0.422760-01 0.0 0.0 
0.438230-01 0.223240-12 0.0 0.429030-01 0.438230-01 0.900000+02 
-0.848980-01 o 223240-12 0.0 -0.888440-01 0.0 0.0 







CIVM-PLATE 1 CODE EXAMPLE: 
FRAGMENT-IMPACTED NARROW RECTANGULAR PLATE 
To ~llustrate the use of the CIVM-PLATE 1 computer program, a narrow 
rectangular plate w~th both ends ideally clamped and ~ts two sides restrained 
by only z-d~rect~on l~ne elastic spr~ngs ~s analyzed.* The plate ~s subJected 
only to l.IDpact by a s~ngle non-deformable spher~cal "fragment". TWo alternate 
f~n~te-element model~gs of the plate are descr~ed, and the assoc~ated ~put 
data for each are shown. However, for conc~seness, solut~on output data are 
given for only one of these modelingsi these results can be employed by the 
user to check the adaptat~on of CIVM-PLATE 1 to h~s particular comput~ng 
fac~l~t~es. 
8.1 Problem Descr~pt~on 
A narrow rectangular un~form-th~ckness alum~num plate (0.200 x 1.60 x 
6.80 ~n) w~th an al~num st~ffener of 0.1 by 0.2 ~n cross sect~on "~tegrally 
attached", located at the plate's m~dw1dth upper-surface stat~on, and extend-
1ng for the full 6.80-1n span -- as dep1cted 1n F~g. 18 -- 1S the example 
structure. Its two ends are ~deally clamped. Along ~ts other two s~des 
there are only z-direc~on l~ne spr1ngs of k = 3,000 lb/(~n-1n of span); 
z 
hence, k = k = k = k = O. 
x y e ~I 
Th~s plate 1S l.IDpacted by a sol~d (non-deformable) steel sphere of l-~nch 
d~ameter; the ~n~t~al p01nt of l.IDpact 1S near the ~dw1dth-~dspan stat~on of 
the plate. The pre-1mpact l~ne of fl~ght of the sphere ~s 1n the y,z 
"symmetry" plane and ~s approaching along a l~ne at 60° from the y (spanwise) 
ax~s as shown ~ F1g. 18. Pr~or to l.IDpact the sphere is assumed to have a 
translat~onal veloc~ty of 2794 ~n/sec and to be rotat~ng about the x ax~s 
w1th Wfx = 1650 rad/sec; hence, ~n~t~ally wfy = wfz = O. Also, ~t ~s 
assumed that a f~xed value of the coeff~c1ent of fric~on ~ = 0.20 appl~es 
* Add~t~onal examples and trans1ent response pred~ct~ons obta~ned by us~ng the 
CIVM-PLATE 1 program are descr~bed 1n Subsect~on 7.6 of Ref. 14 as the 
"small strain" calculat~ons. 
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dur~ng ~mpact-~nteract~on between the fragment and the plate. Fragment-plate 
~pact is assumed to be perfectly-elast~c~ hence, e = 1 ~s used for the 
coeff~cient of rest~tut~on. Hence, the pert~nent fragment data are: 
Vfx = 0 wfx = 1650 rad/sec 
Vfy = 1397.0 ~n/sec Wfy = 0 




mf = 0.3815 x If = 0.3816 x 10 ~n-1b-sec ~n 
Also, dur~ng an ~mpact, the value of the impact-affected "circle radius" L 
eff 
~s assumed to be Leff = 0.42 ~nch wh~ch ~s sl~ghtly greater than tw~ce the 
th~ckness (h = 0.20 in) of the un~form plate. 
Both the plate and the snffener are assumed to cons~st of the same type 
of al~num. Its mass per un~t volume ~s assumed to be 0.25384 x 10-3 
2 4 (lb-sec )/~n. The un~~al stress-stra~n (a,s) propert~es of th~s mater~al 
are represented by a 3-sublayer vers~on of the mechan~cal-sublayer mater~al 
model, def~ned by al ,E1 = 44,200 ps~, 0.00442 ~n/~n~ a2,s2 = 49,200 ps~, 
0.0760~ and a3 ,s3 = 76,400 psi, 0.615. For th~s example, the material ~s 
assumed to be ~nsens~nve to stra~n rate~ hence, ~t ~s spec~fied that 
D = P = O. The mater~al's elasnc modulus and Po~sson rat~o are assumed 
6 to be, respect~vely, 10 x 10 ps~ and 1/3. 
8.2 Model~ng and Input Data 
For illustrat~ve purposes, two d~fferent structural models of the 
st~ffened-plate spec~en dep~cted ~n F~g. 18 are descr~bed ~n the follow~ng. 
F~rst, the ent~re plate ~s modeled by 56 LLC plate elements as shown ~n 
Fig. 19. Next, since this problem involves symmetry only about the y,z 
plane, a 28-e1ement half-plate model w~th symmetry ~nvoked along the plate's 
~dw~dth stat~on is used. The two models otherw~se employ the same bas~c 
f~n~te-element layout. For each of these models, the selected number~ng 
of elements and nodes ~s shown ~n F~g. 19. 
P~lot calculat~ons showed that the largest l~near-system natural 
7 frequency of the full-plate structural model ~s W = 0.1748 x 10 rad/sec. 
max 
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Hence, ~f the t~mew~se central-d~fference model were used to predict the 
l~near trans~ent response of th~s model, a ~t not exceed~ng ~t = 2/w = 1.14 
max 
~sec would be req~red. However, s~nce the CIVM-PLATE 1 program uses the 
Houbolt (and a mod~f~ed Houbolt) operator, a reasonable choice is ~t = 2.0 
~sec, as ~scussed in Subsect~on 5.5.2. 
Solution output data w~ll be requested at the end of every 10 t~e steps 
or cycles; however, for conciseness, these data w~ll be ~ncluded here only 
at the end of t~me cycles (or time steps) 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 140, and 
150 (last); The des~red solu~on output data are ~nd~cated as the follow~g 





D~splacements and current (global) X,Y,Z coord~nates of 
+ 
each node • 
Stra~n (Green) components, pr~nc~pal (tens~le) stra~ and 
d~rec~on, and elongation (in user-specified d~rect~ons) 
at add~t~onal spanw~se locat~ons (evaluated at both upper 
and lower surfaces at each spanw~se locat~on) as spec~f~ed 
by the user. 
System energ~es (~.e., work ~nput to structure, structure 
k~net~c energy, structure elast~c energy, structure plast~c 
energy, energy stored in elast~c restor~ng spr~ngs, and 
fragment translat~onal and rotat~onal kinet~c energ~es) 
Stra~n (Green) components, pr~c~pal (tens~le) strain and 
d~rection at the upper and lower plate surfaces at user-
spec~f~ed nodes (by nodal averag~ng). 
Pr~nt opt~ons IOP2, IOP3, and IOP5 are ~ des~red; hence, set these 
quant~t~es equal to zero on Card 51 (of Subsect~on 4.2). Summar~zed conc~sely 
as follows are the affected element or node numbers for each of these two 
f~n~te-element models (see F~g. 19): 
+ Automat~cally at each pr~ntout t~me, one obta~ns the global X,Y,Z locat~on 
of the fragment as well as its translat~onal and rotational veloc~ty 
components. 
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Output Full-Plate Half-Plate 
Opt~on Model Model 
IOPI All Nodes All Nodes 
IOP4 Elements 30,31,34,35 Elements 15 and 17 
IOP7 Entire System Ent~re System 
IOP8 Nodes 38,39,43,44, Nodes 22,23,25,26 
48,49,53,54 28,29,31,32 
The assoc~ated ~nput data on each card are descr~ed for the full-plate and 
the half-plate model ~n Subsections 8.2.1 and 8.2.2, respect~vely. However, 
solu~on output data are presented ~n Subsection 8.3 only for the full-plate 
model. 
8.2.1 Input Data for the Full-Plate Model 
The values to be punched on the data cards are as follows (see F~g. 19a): 
Card 1 8IlO 
MAXEL = 56 
MNSL = 3 
MNXST = 1 
MNYST = 28 
NBE = 1 
MBWE = 1 
MNC = 16335 
NIAN = 75 
Card 2 20I4 
IMESH = 0 
IMCONT = 0 
I PUNCH = 0 
Card 3 20I4 
NEAD = 4 
NECD = 14 
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Card 4a 5016.7 
EPAN = 0.108 
ANUP = .333333300 
OENSP = 0.253840-3 
TH = 0.20000 
XDIST = 1.60000 
Card 4b 5016.7 
YOIST = 6.800 
ZPOS = 0.000 
Card 5 5016.7 
XG(l) = 0.000 
XG(2) = .40000 
XG(3) = .80000 
XG(4) = 1.20000 
XG(5) = 1.60000 
Card 6a 5016.7 
YG(l) = 0.000 
YG(2) = 0.4000 
YG(3) = 0.8000 
YG(4) = 1.40DO 
YG(5) = 2.000 
Card 6b 5016.7 
YG(6) = 2.6000 
YG(7) = 3.000 
YG(8) = 3.400 
YG(9) = 3.800 
YG(10) = 4.200 
Card 6c 5016.7 
YG(ll) = 4.80DO 
YG(12) 5.4000 
YG(13) = 6.000 
YG(14) = 6.400 
YG(15) = 6.800 
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Card 7 2014 
NCSB (1) = 2 
NCSB (2) = 0 
NCSB (3) = 2 
NCSB (4) = 0 
Card 8 2014 
NAST = 0 
NCST = 2 
Card 17* 5016.7 
APCST(l) = 0.77500 
APCST(2) = 0.82500 
Card 18 5016.7 
RHC(l) = 0.200 
RHC(2) = 0.200 
Card 19 5016.7 
RWC(l) = 0.0500 
RWC(2) = 0.0500 
Card 20 5016.7 
ECS (1) = 0.108 
ECS (2) = 0.108 
Card 21 5016.7 
ANUCS (1) = 0.333333300 
ANUCS (2) = 0.333333300 
Card 22 5016.7 
OENCS (1) = 0.253840-3 
OENCS (2) = 0.253840-3 
Card 23 5016.7 
XFCST (1) = -0.200 
XFCST (2) = -0.200 
* For orn~tted cards see page 308. 
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Card 24 2014 
MATCS (1) = 1 
MATCS(2) = l' 
Card 25 2014 
NAXS = 0 
NAYS = 0 
Card 44* 2014 
NMAT = 1 
Card 45 20I4 
NSUB 3 
Card 46 5016.7 
SIG(l) = 44.203 
SIG(2) = 49.203 
SIG(3) = 76.403 
Card 47 5016.7 
EPS (1) = .0044200 
EPS (2) = .076000 
EPS (3) = 0.61500 
Card 48 5016.7 
DSR(l) = 0.000 
PSR(l) = 0.000 
Card 49 20I4 
ITIMEF = 150 
INCRl.' = 1 
IOUT = 1 
Card 50 5016.7 
OELTAT = 2.00-06 
TIMEF = 3.000-04 
* For om~tted cards see page 308. 
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Card 51 2014 
lOP1 = 1 
lOP2 = 0 
lOP3 = 0 
lOP4 = 1 
lOPS = 0 
lOP6 = 0 
lOP7 = 1 
lOP8 = 1 
Card 54* 2014 
NASP = 4 
Card 55a l4,2016.7 
LNASP(l) = 30 
SLASP (1) = 0.500 
ELASP (1) = 0.500 
Card 55b I4,2016.7 
LNASP(2) = 31 
SLASP (2) = 0.500 
ELASP (2) = 0.500 
Card SSe I4,2016.7 
LNASP (3) = 34 
SLASP (3) = 0.500 
ELASP (3) = 0.500 
Card 55d l4,2016.7 
LNASP(4) = 35 
SLASP (4) = 0.500 
ELASP (4) = 0.500 
Card 56 2014 
NASPE = 2 
* For om1tted cards see page 308. 
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Card 57a I4,2D16.7 
NSP = 1 
DIRl = 45.0DO 
DIR2 = 135.0DO 
Card 57b I4,2D16.7 
NSP 2 
DIRl = 45.0DO 
DIR2 = 135.0DO 
card 61* 20I4 
NNSA 8 
Card 62 20I4 
NVSA(l) = 33 
NVSA(2) = 35 
NVSA( 3) = 38 
NVSA(4) = 40 
NVSA(5) = 48 
NVSA(6) = 50 
Card 63 20I4 
NELES = 28 
Card 64a 20I4 
LNUM = 4 
ISIDE = 2 
Card 65a 5D16.7 
SS (1) = O.ODO 
SS (2) = O.ODO 
SS (3) = 0.3000D+04 
55 (4) O.ODO 
SS (5) = O.ODO 
Card 64b 20I4 
LNUM = 8 
ISIDE = 2 
* For onutted cards see page 308. 
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Card 65b 5016.7 
55 (1) = O.ODO 
5S (2) = 0.000 
5S (3) = 0.30000+04 
5S (4) = 0.000 
5S (5) = 0.000 
Card 64c 20I4 
LNUM = 12 
ISIDE = 2 
Card 65c 5016.7 
5S (1) = 0.000 
5S (2) = 0.000 
5S (3) = 0.30000+04 
55 (4) = 0.000 
5S (5) = 0.000 
Card 64d 20I4 
LNUM = 16 
ISIDE = 2 
Card 65d 5016.7 
55 (1) = 0.000 
5S(2) = O.ODO 
5S (3) = 0.30000+04 
5S (4) = O.ODO 
5S (5) = 0.000 
Card 64e 20I4 
LNUM = 20 
I5IDE = 2 
Card 65e 5016.7 
5S (1) = 0.000 
55 (2) = O.ODO 
5S (3) = 0.30000+04 
5S (4) = 0.000 
55 (5) = 0.000 
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Card 64f 20I4 
LNUM = 24 
ISIDE = 2 
Card 65f 5016.7 
SS (1) = O.ODO 
SS (2) = 0.000 
SS (3) = 0.30000+04 
SS (4) = 0.000 
SS (5) = 0.000 
Card 64g 20I4 
LNUM = 28 
IS1DE = 2 
Card 65g 5016.7 
SS (1) = 0.000 
SS (2) = 0.000 
SS (3) = 0.30000+04 
SS (4) = 0.000 
SS (5) 0.000 
Card 64h 2014 
LNUM = 32 
IS1DE = 2 
Card 65h 5016.7 
SS (1) = 0.000 
SS (2) = 0.000 
SS (3) = 0.30000+04 
SS (4) = 0.000 
SS (5) = 0.000 
Card 64~ 20I4 
LNUM = 36 
ISIDE = 2 
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Card 65l. 5016.7 
55 (1) = O.ODO 
55(2) O.ODO 
55 (3) = 0.30000+04 
55 (4) = 0.000 
55 (5) = 0.000 
Card 64J 2014 
mUM = 40 
15IOE = 2 
Card 65J 5016.7 
55 (1) = O.ODC 
55(2) = 0.000 
55 (3) = 0.30000+04 
55 (4) = 0.000 
55(5) = 0.000 
Card 64k 2014 
mUM = 44 
15IOE = 2 
Card 65k 5016.7 
55 (1) O.ODO 
55 (2) = 0.000 
55 (3) = 0.30000+04 
55 (4) = O.ODO 
55 (5) 0.000 
Card 64J1. 2014 
mUM 48 
15IOE = 2 
Card 6SJI. SD16.7 
55 (1) = 0.000 
55 (2) = O.ODO 
55 (3) 0.30000+04 
55 (4) = 0.000 
55(5) 0.000 
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Card 64m 20I4 
LNUM = 52 
I5IDE = 2 
Card 65m 5D16.7 
55 (1) = O.ODO 
55 (2) = O.ODO 
55 (3) = 0.30000+04 
55 (4) = O.ODO 
55 (5) = O.ODO 
Card 64n 20I4 
LNUM = 56 
I5IDE = 2 
Card 65n 5D16.7 
55 (1) = O.ODO 
SS (2) = O.ODO 
SS (3) = 0.30000+04 
SS (4) = O.ODO 
S5 (5) = O.ODO 
Card 640 20I4 
LNUM = 1 
I5IDE = 4 
Card 650 5D16.7 
S5 (1) = O.ODO 
S5 (2) = O.ODO 
S5 (3) = 0.30000+04 
SS (4) = O.ODO 
S5 (5) = O.ODO 
Card 64p 20I4 
INUM = 5 
ISIDE = 4 
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Card 65p 5016.7 
ss (1) = O.ODO 
ss (2) = 0.000 
SS (3) = 0.30000+04 
ss (4) = 0.000 
ss (5) = 0.000 
Card 64q 2014 
LNUM = 9 
1S1OE = 4 
Card 65q 5016.7 
ss (1) = 0.000 
SS (2) = 0.000 
SS (3) = 0.30000+04 
ss (4) = 0.000 
ss (5) = 0.000 
Card 64r 2014 
LNUM = 13 
1S1OE = 4 
Card 65r 5016.7 
SS (1) = 0.000 
SS(2) = 0.000 
ss (3) = 0.30000+04 
ss (4) = 0.000 
ss (5) = 0.000 
Card 645 2014 
LNUM = 17 
1S1OE = 4 
Card 655 5016.7 
ss (1) = 0.000 
ss (2) = 0.000 
SS (3) = 0.30000+04 
SS (4) = O.ODO 
SS(5) 0.000 
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Card 64t 2014 
!.NUM = 21 
1S1DE = 4 
Card 65t 5D16.7 
SS (1) = O.ODO 
SS (2) = O.ODO 
SS (3) = 0.3000D+04 
SS (4) = O.ODO 
SS (5) = O.ODO 
Card 64u 2014 
!.NUM = 25 
1S1DE = 4 
Card 65u 5D16.7 
SS (1) = O.ODO 
SS (2) = O.ODO 
5S (3) = 0.3000D+04 
SS (4) = O.ODO 
SS (5) = O.ODO 
Card 64v 2014 
!.NUM = 29 
1S1DE = 4 
Card 65v 5D16.7 
5S (1) = O.ODO 
SS (2) = O.ODO 
SS (3) = 0.3000D+04 
SS (4) = O.ODO 
S5 (5) = O.ODO 
Card 64w 2014 
!.NUM = 33 
IS1DE = 4 
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Card 65w 5016.7 
55 (1) = 0.000 
SS (2) = 0.000 
55 (3) = 0.30000+4 
55 (4) = 0.000 
55 (5) = O.ODO 
Card 64x 2014 
LNUM = 37 
151DE = 4 
Card 65x 5016.7 
55 (1) = 0.000 
S5 (2) = 0.000 
55 (3) = 0.30000+4 
55 (4) = 0.000 
55 (5) = O.ODO 
Card 64y 2014 
LNUM = 41 
151DE = 4 
Card 65y 5016.7 
55 (1) = 0.000 
55 (2) = 0.000 
55 (3) = 0.30000+4 
55 (4) = 0.000 
55(5) = O.ODO 
Card 64z 2014 
LNUM = 45 
151DE = 4 
Card 65z 5016.7 
55 (1) = 0.000 
55 (2) = O.ODO 
S5 (3) = 0.30000+4 
55 (4) = 0.000 
55 (5) = 0.000 
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Card 64aa 20I4 
LNUM = 49 
ISIDE = 4 
Card 65aa 5016.7 
SS (1) = 0.000 
SS (2) = O.ODO 
SS (3) = 0.30000+4 
SS (4) = 0.000 
55 (5) = O.ODO 
card64bb 20I4 
LNUM = 53 
I5IDE = 4 
Card 65bb 5016.7 
5S (1) = O.ODO 
SS (2) = 0.000 
55 (3) 0.30000+4 
55 (4) = 0.000 
55 (5) = 0.000 
Card 66 5016.7 
XF = 0.800 
YF = 3.3944120+00 
ZF = -0.60987870+0 
Card 67 5016.7 
VF(1) 0.000 
VF (2) = 1397.00+00 
VF (3) = 2419.6750+00 
Card 68 5016.7 
OMEGF (1) = 1650.000 
OMEGF(2) = 0.000 
OMEGF(3) = 0.000 
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Card 69 5016.7 
RF = 0.500 
FMASS = 0.381530-03 
FMOI = 0.381600-04 
Card 70 5016.7 
COEFR = 1.000 
FRNC = 0.200 
Card 71 2014 
NSYM = 0 
IPSS = 0 
ICUT = 0 
IUSEF = 1 
Card 73* 5016.7 
EFFL = 0.4200 
Cards 9 through 16 are o~tted because NAST on card 8 is zero (that ~s, there 
are no complete X-d~ect~on st~ffeners). 
Cards 26 through 34 are o~tted because NAXS on Card 25 ~s zero (that ~s, 
there are no add~t~ona1 X-d~rec~on st~ffeners). 
Cards 35 through 43 are o~tted because NAYS on Card 25 ~s zero (that ~s, 
there are no add~~ona1 Y-direct~on st~ffeners). 
Cards 52 and 53 are om~tted because IOP3 on Card 51 ~s zero. 
Cards 58 through 60 are o~tted because IOP6 on Card 51 ~s zero. 
Card 72 ~s om~tted because ICUT on Card 71 ~s zero. 
The follow~ng is the computer ~nput deck for th~s example: 
* For om~tted cards see page 308. 
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56 3 28 16335 75 
0 0 0 
4 14 
0.108 .333333300 
.253840-3 .20000 1.60000 
6.800 o 000 
0.000 .4000000 
.BOOOO 1.200 1.600 
o 000 0.400 0.800 1.400 2.000 
2.600 3.000 3.400 3.800 4.200 
4.800 5 400 6.000 6.400 6.800 





0.10B 0.1 DB 
0.3333333 000.33333333 DO 






44 203 49 203 76.403 
w 
.0044200 .076000 0.61500 0 
~ 0.000 0.000 
150 1 
2.00-06 3.00-04 
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
4 
30 0.500 p.500 
31 0.500 f).500 
34 0.500 0.500 
35 o 500 0.500 
2 
1 45.000 135.000 
2 45 000 135.000 
8 
38 39 43 44 48 49 53 54 
28 
4 2 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
8 2 
0.000 o 000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
12 2 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
16 2 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
20 2 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
24 2 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
28 2 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
32 2 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
36 2 
0.000 o 000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
40 2 
0.000 o 000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
44 2 
0.000 o 000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
48 2 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
52 2 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
56 2 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
4 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
5 4 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
9 4 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
13 4 
w 0.000 o 000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 I-' 
0 17 4 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
21 4 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
25 4 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
29 4 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
33 4 
0.000 o 000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
37 4 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
41 4 
0.000 o 000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
45 4 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
49 4 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
53 4 
0.000 o 000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
o BOO 3.394412 0+00 -0.6098737 0+0 
0.000 1397 00+00 2419.675 0+00 
1650.0 0+00 o 000 0.000 
0.500 0.381513 0-03 0.38160 0-04 
1.000 0.200 
0 0 0 1 
0.42DO 
8.2.2 InEut Oata for the Half-Plate Mode 1* 
The values to be punched on the data cards are as follows (see Flog. 19b) : 
Card 1 BIlO 
MAXEL = 28 
MNSL = 3 
MNXST = 1 
MNYST = 14 
NEE = 1 
MBWE = 1 
MNC = 6561 
NIAN = 45 
Card 2 20I4 
IMESH = 0 
IMCONT = 0 
IPUNCH = 0 
Card 3 20I4 
NEAO = 2 
NECO = 14 
Card 4a 5016.7 
EOAN = O.lOB 
ANUP = .333333300 
OENSP = 0.253840-3 
TH = 0.20000 
XDIST = 0.80000 
card 4b 5016.7 
YOIST = 6.8DO 
ZPOS = O.ODO 
Card 5 5016.7 
XG(1) = O.ODO 
XG(2) = .4000000 
XG(3) = .800DO 
* Certain input cards are omitted; see page 308. 
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Card 6a 5016.7 
YG(I) = 0.000 
YG(2) = 0.400 
YG(3) = 0.800 
YG(4) = 1.400 
YG(5) = 2.000 
Card 6b 5016.7 
YG(6) = 2.600 
YG(7) = 3.000 
YG (8) = 3.400 
YG(9) = 3.800 
YG(10) = 4.200 
Card 6c 5016.7 
YG (11) = 4.8000 
YG(l2) = 5.4000 
YG(13) = 6.000 
YG(14) = 6.400 
YG(15) = 6.800 
Card 7 2014 
NCSB(l) = 2 
NCSB (2) = 0 
NCSB (3) = 2 
NCSB(4) = 1 
Card 8 2014 
NAST = 0 
NCST = 1 
Card 17 5016.7 
APCST(I) = 0.02500 
Card 18 5016.7 
RHC(I) = 0.200 
Card 19 5016.7 
RWC(l) = 0.05DO 
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Card 20 5016.7 
ECS (1) = 0.108 
Card 21 5016.7 
ANUCS (1) = 0.333333300 
card 22 5016.7 
OENCS (1) = 0.253840-3 
Card 23 5016.7 
XFCST (1) = -0.200 
Card 24 20I4 
MATCS (1) = 1 
Card 25 20I4 
NAXS = 0 
NAYS = 0 
card 44 20I4 
NMAT = 1 
Card 45 20I4 
NSUB = 3 
Card 46 5016.7 
SIG(l) = 44.203 
SIG(2) = 49.203 
SIG(3) = 76.403 
Card 47 5016.7 
EPS (1) = .0044200 
EPS(2) .076000 
EPS (3) = 0.61500 
Card 48 5016.7 
DSR(1) = O.ODO 
PSR(1) = 0.000 
20I4 
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Card 49 2014 
ITlMEF = 150 
INCRT = 1 
lOUT = 1 
Card 50 5016.7 
OELTAT = 2.00-06 
TlMEF = 3.00-04 
Card 51 20I4 
IOPI = 1 
IOP2 = 0 
IOP3 = 0 
IOP4 = 1 
IOP5 = 0 
IOP6 = 0 
IOP7 = 1 
IOPS = 1 
Card 54 2014 
NASP = 2 
Card 55a I4,2016.7 
LNASP(l) = 15 
SLASP (1) = 0.500 
ELASP (1) = 0.500 
Card 55b I4,2016.7 
LNASP(2) = 17 
SLASP (2) = 0.500 
ELASP (2) = 0.500 
Card 56 2014 
NASPE = 1 
Card 57 14,2016.7 
NSP = 1 
OIRl = 45.000 
OIR2 = 135.000 
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Card 61 20I4 
NN5A = 8 
Card 62 20I4 
NVSA(l) = 22 
NV5A(2) = 23 
NV5A( 3) = 25 
NV5A(4) = 26 
NV5A(5) = 28 
NV5A(6) = 29 
NV5A(7) = 31 
NV5A(8) = 32 
Card 63 20I4 
NELE5 14 
Card 64a 20I4 
LNOM = 2 
I5IDE = 2 
Card 65a 5D16.7 
55 (1) = O.ODO 
55 (2) = O.ODO 
55 (3) = 0.3000D+04 
55 (4) = O.ODO 
55 (5) = O.ODO 
Card 64b 20I4 
LNUM = 4 
I5IDE = 2 
Card 65b 5D16.7 
55 (1) = O.ODO 
55 (2) = O.ODO 
55 (3) = 0.3000D+04 
55 (4) = O.ODO 
55 (5) = O.ODO 
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Card 64c 20I4 
LNUM = 6 
ISIDE = 2 
Card 65c 5D16.7 
SS (1) = O.ODO 
SS (2) = O.ODO 
S5 (3) = 0.3000D+04 
S5 (4) = O.ODO 
S5 (5) = O.ODO 
Card 64d 20I4 
LNUM = 8 
I5IDE = 2 
card 65d 5D16.7 
SS (1) = O.ODO 
55 (2) = O.ODO 
55 (3) = 0.3000D+04 
SS (4) = O.ODO 
55 (5) = O.ODO 
Card 64e 20I4 
LNUM 10 
I5IDE 2 
Card 65e 5D16.7 
S5 (1) = O.ODO 
55(2) = O.ODO 
55 (3) = 0.3000D+04 
55 (4) = O.ODO 
55 (5) = O.ODO 
Card 64f 20I4 
LNUM = 12 
I5IDE = 2 
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Card 65f 5016.7 
ss (1) = 0.000 
ss (2) = 0.000 
ss (3) = 0.30000+04 
ss (4) = 0.000 
ss (5) = 0.000 
Card 64g 20I4 
LNUM = 14 
ISIOE = 2 
Card 65g 5016.7 
ss (1) = 0.000 
ss (2) = O.ODO 
SS (3) = 0.30000+04 
ss (4) = 0.000 
ss (5) = 0.000 
Card 64h 20I4 
LNUM = 16 
ISIOE = 2 
Card 65h 5016.7 
SS (1) = 0.000 
SS (2) = 0.000 
ss (3) = 0.30000+04 
ss (4) = 0.000 
ss (5) = 0.000 
Card 64~ 20I4 
LNUM = 18 
ISIOE = 2 
Card 65~ 5016.7 
ss (1) = 0.000 
ss (2) = 0.000 
SS (3) = 0.30000+04 
ss (4) = 0.000 
ss (5) = 0.000 
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Card 64J 20I4 
LNUM = 20 
ISIDE = 2 
Card 6Sj SD16.7 
5S (1) = O.ODO 
55 (2) = 0.000 
5S (3) = 0.30000+04 
55 (4) = 0.000 
5S (S) = O.ODO 
Card 64k 20I4 
!.NUM = 22 
I5IDE = 2 
Card 6Sk SD16.7 
55 (1) = O.ODO 
55 (2) = O.ODO 
5S (3) = 0.30000+04 
55 (4) = O.ODO 
5S (S) = 0.000 
Card 64~ 20I4 
!.NUM 24 
I5IDE = 2 
Card 6S~ SD16.7 
5S (1) = 0.000 
55 (2) = 0.000 
55 (3) = 0.30000+04 
SS (4) = 0.000 
SS (S) = 0.000 
Card 64m 20I4 
!.NUM = 26 
I5IDE = 2 
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Card 65m 5016.7 
SS (1) = 0.000 
S5 (2) = 0.000 
55 (3) = 0.30000+04 
55 (4) = 0.000 
55(5) = 0.000 
Card 64n 20I4 
LNUM = 28 
I5IOE = 2 
Card 65n 5016.7 
55 (1) = 0.000 
55 (2) = 0.000 
55 (3) = 0.30000+04 
55 (4) = 0.000 
S5 (5) = 0.000 
Card 66 5016.7 
XF = 0.800 
YF = 3.3994120+00 
ZF = -0.60987870+0 
Card 67 5016.7 
VF(l) = 0.000 
VF (2) = 1397.00+00 
VF (3) = 2419.6750+00 
card 68 5016.7 
OMEGF (1) = 1650.000 
OMEGF (2) = 0.000 
OMEGF(3) = 0.000 
Card 69 5016.7 
RF = 0.500 
FMAS5 = 0.381530-03 
FMOI = 0.381600-04 
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Card 70 5016.7 
COEFR = 1.000 
FRNC = 0.200 
Card 71 2014 
NSYM = 0 
IPSS = 0 
I cur = 0 
IUSEF = 1 
Card 73 5016.7 
EFFL = 0.4200 
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The following ~s the complete input deck for th~s example: 
28 3 14 6561 45 
0 0 0 
2 14 
0.108 .333333300 .253840-3 .20000 0.80000 
6.800 0 000 
0.000 .4000000 .80000 
0.000 0.4DO 0.800 1.400 2.000 
2.6CO 3 000 3.400 3.800 4.200 
4.800 5.400 6.000 6.400 6.800 












44.203 49.:03 76.403 
• a 044200 .076000 0.61500 
0.000 C 000 
1S0 1 
2.00-06 3.00-04 
1 0 a 1 0 0 1 1 
2 
1 S 0.5DO 0.500 
17 o 500 0.5UO 
1 45.000 135.000 
8 
22 23 25 .,~ _0 28 29 31 32 
14 
2 2 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0-+-04 0.000 0.000 
4 2 
O.COO O.COO 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
6 2 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
8 2 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
10 2 
a 000 a aDO 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
12 2 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
. , ,.., 2 
0.000 o.oco 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
16 :2 
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0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
18 2 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
20 2 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
22 2 
O.CDO 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 O. 000 
24 2 
0.000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
26 2 
o 000 0.000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
28 2 
0.000 0 000 0.3000 0+04 0.000 0.000 
a 000 3.394412 0+00 -0.6098787 0+0 
a 000 1397.00+00 2419.675 0+00 
1650.0 0 ... 00 0 COO 0.000 
0.500 0.381513 0-03 0.38160 0-04 
1.000 0.200 
4 a 1 
O.42DO 
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The FORTRAN listing of the main program for the full CIVM plate example 
~s g~ven on pages 232-234. For the half-plate model, the associated ma~n 
program ~s the same except for the following DIMENSION statement: 





6EPSEO ( 9,56) , NBC (60 ) ,BC (60) ,RFM ( 1 ,I) , I LAST ( 1 ) ,UCF 1 ( 1 ) ,UCF2 ( 1 ) , IMAN006B 
7XG(75} ,~G(75) ,ZG( 75) .XGI (75), YGI(75), TAGSS( 1,12, 3), LNXS( 1), IMAN0069 
BXSPQOP{7,l).MATXS(I),TSGEE(28. 12,3},LNYS(28},YSPROP(7.26},MATYS(28IMAN0070 
9),LNRS(2B).ISRS(2B},SC(5.28},NVSA(8),NCON(4,8),PMASS(75),VN(3,75), IMAN0071 
A VNB(3,75),Sl(75},NEFF(75),ALPHA(75) lMAN0072 
For the half-plate example, replace the original above DIMENSION 
statement w~th th~s DIMENSION statement: 
DIMENSION DELD(270).DIS(270),DISP(270),DISM1(270).DISM2{270). IMAN1064 
2 F LN (270 I • FL V A (270) , FLVM ( 270) , F LVP( 270) ,VE L (270) , lCOL (270) IMAN1065 
3, lNUM( 270) ,KROW(270) .NDEX(270) ,STF(6561) ,AMASS(270), IMAN1066 
4NP (4.28) • NOD E (672) , TAUSS (28.12 .9) , TAUSE (2B , 12,9) , TAUEE ( 28,12,9) , IMAN1067 
5EPSSI(9,26),EPSSO(9.26),EPEEI(9,26).EPEEO(9,26),EPSEI(9.28), IMAN1068 
6 EPSEO ( 9, 2B) , NBC (81 ) ,BC( 61 ) • RFM ( 1 ,1 ) , I LAST ( 1 ) ,UCF 1 ( 1 ) ,U CF2 ( 1 ) , IMAN1069 
7 XG (45) ,YG (45 ) . ZG( 45) • XG I (45) , Y GI (45) , T AGSS ( 1 .12,3) • LNX S ( 1 ) • IMAN1070 
8XSPROP (7,1 ) , MA TXS ( 1 ) , TSG EE ( 14, 12,3) , lNYS ( 14) , YSP ROP (7, 14) ,MA TYS ( 14 IMANI 071 
9),LNRS(14).ISRS(14).SC(5.14),NVSA(6),NCON(4,8),PMASS(45),VN(3,45},IMAN1072 
A VNB( 3, 45), 5 I (45) ,NEFF( 4 5) ,ALPHA(45) IMAN1073 
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8.3 Solut~on Output Data for the Full-Plate Model 
The follow~ng ~s the output for 150 cycles (300 ~sec) for the fragment-
~pacted narrow plate spec~en dep~cted ~n Fig. 18: the assoc~ated fin~te­
element model is shown in F~g. 19. 
The f~rst segment of the output describes the ~n~t~al geometry and 
mater~al propert~es of the basic plate and the integrally attached stiffener. 
The element numbers and global node numbers of the f~ite-element model of 
the structure are shown. The boundary cond~tions employed and the assoc~ated 
constra~ned degrees of freedom are identif~ed. Next, pertinent geometr~c 
and mater~al properties for the st~ffener are l~sted. Then, the propert~es 
for each sublayer of the mechan~cal-sublayer material model are g~ven: 
(a) stress, (b) stra~n, (c) y~eld stress, and (d) sublayer we~ght~ng factor. 
F~nally, the ~e-step s~ze used and the ~ntended calculat~on run t~me and 
per~od~c printout ~es are ~dent~fied. 
The next segment descr~bes the output to be given at every pr~ntout 
cycle, the propert~es of all elast~c restor~ng spr1ngs, all pre-~pact 
fragment data, and the selected coeff~cient of restitut~on and fr~ct~on 
coeff~c~ent for ~pact. Th~s output cons~sts of (a) the general~zed displace-
ments at and the global locat~on of each node, (b) the global location of 
as well as the components of the translat~onal and rotational veloc~t~es of 
the fragment, (c) stra~n components as well as pr~nc~pal (tens~le) stra~n 
and direct~on at 8 spec~fied nodes, (d) stra~n components, princ~pal (tens~le) 
stra~n and d~rect~on, and relat~ve elongat~ons at 4 spec~f~ed add~t~onal 
stat~ons, and (e) a tabulat~on of the var~ous energ~es of the system. Also 
noted are the number of ~mpacts wh~ch have occurred and the current effect~ve 
~pact locat~on. 
In the ~nterest of conc~seness, only a port~on of the called-for output 
is shown. Included are: (1) all ~put-ver~f~cat~on ~nformat~on and (2) 
scheduled output at the end of t~e cycles 0, 1, 2, 3,140, and 150 (last(. 
Th~s output l~sting ~s ~ntended for use ~n ver~fy~ng the (successful) adapta-
t~on of the CIVM-PLATE 1 program to a user's computer fac~l~ty. 
+ I' An aux~ ~ary computer run was made with pr~ntout every cycle to g~ve the 




















USER INPUT fOR ARRAY DIMENSIONS 
AUTO-GENERATED FINITE-ELEMENT MESH INFORMATION FOR STIFFENED OR UNSTlffENEO fLAT-PLATE PROBLEM 




YOUNGS MOOULUS(PSI) 0.10000000+06 
POISSONS RATIO 0.33333330+00 
OENSITY(LB-SEC'·2/IN •• 4) 0.25364000-03 
NO. OF ELE~. IN X-DIRECTION. 4 
NO OF E lEM IN V-DIRECTION. 14 
NO OF 0 0 F /ELEM. 24 
TOTAL NO or lLEME"lTS 56 
TOTAL 1<0 OF 0.0 F 450 
NO Of X-DJR ~TlFFENERS 0 
NO OF Y-OIR STIFFENERS 26 
THE GLOBAL NODE NUfAIJEIlS ASSOCI ATEO WITH EACH ELEMENT ARE AS fOLLO\llS I 
ELEMEUT GLOBAL NOOE NUMBERS 
1 1 2 7 6 
w 2 2 3 6 7 ...., 
3 3 4 9 8 U1 
4 4 5 10 9 
5 6 7 12 11 
6 7 6 13 12 
7 B 9 14 13 
8 9 10 15 14 
9 11 12 17 16 
10 12 13 18 17 
11 13 14 19 18 
12 14 15 20 19 
13 16 17 22 21 
14 17 18 23 22 
15 18 19 24 23 
16 19 20 25 24 
17 21 22 27 26 
18 22 23 :18 27 
19 23 24 29 26 
20 24 25 30 29 
21 26 27 32 31 
22 27 28 33 32 
23 28 29 34 33 
24 29 30 35 34 
25 31 32 37 36 
26 32 33 36 37 
27 33 34 39 38 
26 34 35 40 39 
29 36 37 42 41 
30 37 38 <:3 42 
31 38 39 <:4 43 
32 39 40 45 44 
33 41 42 47 46 
34 42 43 48 47 
35 43 44 49 48 
36 44 45 50 49 
37 46 47 52 51 
38 47 48 53 52 
39 48 49 54 53 
40 49 50 55 54 
41 51 52 57 56 
42 52 53 58 57 
43 53 54 59 58 
44 54 55 60 59 
45 56 57 62 61 
46 57 58 63 62 
47 56 59 64 63 
46 59 60 65 64 
<19 61 62 67 66 
50 62 63 68 67 
51 63 64 69 66 
52 64 65 70 69 
53 66 67 72 71 
54 67 68 73 72 
55 68 69 74 73 
56 69 70 75 74 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS (SEE WRITEUP fOR CONVENTION FOR SIDE NUMBER AND BOUNDARY CONDITION) 
SIDE NUM6ER 80UNOARY CONDITION 
1 IDEALLY CLAMPED 
2 fREE 
3 IDEAllY CLAMPED 
4 fREE 
THE FOLLOWING 60 DEGREES OF FREEDOM ARE CONSTRAINED 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
w 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 421 422 423 424 4;25 426 427 428 429 430 
~ 
0\ 
431 432 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 443 444 445 446 447 448 449 450 
INFORMATION FOR Y-DIRECTION STifFENERS 
STIFf. NO. ON ELEM. MAT. NO. THICKNESS WIDTH YOUNGS MOD. POISSON RAllO DENSITY PSI-LOC. OFfSET,Zf 
1 2 I o 200000+00 o 500000-01 0.100000t06 o 333330+00 0.253840-03 0.937500+00 -0.200000+00 
2 6 1 o 200000+00 o 500000-01 0.100000.08 0.333330+00 o 253840-03 0.937500+00 -0.20000D+00 
3 10 1 o 200000+00 o 500000-01 0.100000+08 o 333330+00 0.253840-03 0.937500+00 -0.200000+00 
4 14 1 o 200000.00 o 500000-01 o 100000.06 0.333330+00 o 253840-03 o 937500+00 -0.200000+00 
5 18 1 o 200000+00 o 500000-01 0.10001'0,06 0.33J330+00 0.253840-03 o 937500+00 -0.200000+00 
6 22 I o 20CO OD+CO o 500000-01 o 100000.08 o 333330+00 0.253840-03 0.937500+00 -0 200000+00 
7 26 1 o 200000+00 o 500000-01 o 1000COI08 o 333330+00 o 253840-03 0.931500+00 -0 200000+00 
8 30 1 o 200000+00 o 500000-01 0.100000108 o 333330+00 0.253840-03 o 937500+00 -0 200000+00 
9 34 1 o 20000C+00 o 500000-01 o 1000~0.08 o 333330+00 o 253040-03 o 937500+00 -0 200000+00 
10 36 1 o 200000+00 o 500000-01 o 100000t08 o 333330+00 o 253640-03 o 937500+00 -0 200000+00 
11 42 1 o 200000+00 o 500000-01 o 1000(10.08 o 333330+00 o 253040-03 o 937500+00 -0 200000+00 
12 46 1 0.20000C+00 o 500000-01 o I OOOCl!H 08 o 333330+00 o 253040-03 o 937500+00 -0 200000+00 
13 50 1 o 20000C+00 o 500000-0 I o 100000.08 o 333330.00 o 253040-03 o 931500+00 -0 200000+00 
14 54 1 o 200000 ... 00 o 500000-01 o 10000').06 o 333330+00 o 253040-03 o 931500+00 -0 200000+00 
15 3 1 o 20000C+00 o 500000-01 o 10000:)0 00 o 333330+00 o 253040-03 o 625000-01 -0 200000.00 
16 7 1 o 20000C+00 o 500000-01 o 100000t08 o 333330+00 0.253040-03 o 625000-01 -0.200000+00 
11 11 1 o :WOOOO+OO o 500000-01 0.100000.08 o 333330+00 o 253040-03 o 625000-01 -0.200000+00 
18 15 I o 200000+00 o 500000-01 o 100000t08 o 333330+00 o 253040-03 o 625000-01 -0 200000+00 
19 19 1 o 200000 .. 00 o 500000-01 o 100000100 o 33~J30+00 o 253040-03 o 625000-01 -0 200000+00 
20 23 1 o 20000C.00 0.500000-01 o 100000108 o 333330.00 o 253040-03 o 625000-01 -0.200000+00 
21 21 1 o 200000.vO o 500000-01 o 100000.08 o 333330+00 0.253040-03 o 625000-01 -0.200000tOO 
22 31 1 o :!OOO 01:+00 o 500000-01 o 100000t06 o 333330.00 o 253640-03 0.625000-01 -0 200000tOO 
23 35 1 o :?OIlO OC+OO o 500000-01 o ICOOOOtOO o 333330tOO o 253040-03 0.625000-01 -0.200000+00 
24 39 1 o 200000+00 o 500000-01 o 1000t'OtOU o 33J330tOO o 253040-03 o 625000-01 -0 200000tOO 
25 43 1 0.2000 OOtOO o 500000-01 0.100000tOe o 333330+00 o 253040-03 0.625000-01 -0.200000+00 







MAX SIZE IS 16335 







FOR MATERIAL NUMBER I 
STRESS POINT STRAIN POINT 
0.44200000+05 0.44200000-02 
0.49200000+05 0.76000000-01 
o 76~00000t05 0.61500000+00 
PARAMETERS. O. 0 0 
TIMEWISE SOLUTION PARAMETERS 
















RUN WILL TERMINATE AT TIME. 0 30000000-03 SEC. OR AT CYCLE NU~DER 150 
REGULAR PRINTOUT WILL BE GIVEN EVERY 10 CYCLES 
••••• OUTPUT CONTROL INFORMATION ••••• 
THE fOLLOWING RESULTS WILL BE GIVEN AT EVERY REGULAR PRINTOUT CYCLE. 







STRAIN COMPONENTS. PRINCIPAL STRAIN AND DIRECTION AT THE FOLLOWING 8 NODES (OBTAINED BY NODAL AVERAGING,. 
38 39 43 44 4B 49 53 54 




AOOTL. POINT ON ELEM PSI-LOCATION ETA-LOCATION 
1 30 0 50000000+00 0.50000000+00 
2 31 0.50000000+00 0 50000000+00 
3 34 0 50000000.00 0 50000000+00 
4 35 0 50000000+00 0.50000000+00 
SYSTEM (NERGIES 
ELONG OIR.-l(OEG) ELONG. 0IR.-2(0£G) 
0.45000000+02 0.13500000+03 
o 45000000+02 0.13500000+03 
o 0 0.90000000+02 
0.0 0 90000000+02 
LOCATION AND PROPERTIES OF LINE TRANSLATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL LINEAR RESTORING SPRINGS 
ELEN'. NO. HEM. SIDE KX(LB/IN/IN) KY(L9/IN/IN, KZ( LB/IN/IN) K-THETA(IN-LB/RAD/IN, 
4 2 0.0 o 0 o 30000000+04 0.0 
8 2 0.0 o 0 o 30000000+04 0.0 
12 2 0.0 o 0 0.30000000+04 o 0 
16 2 o 0 o 0 0.30000000+04 o 0 
20 2 o 0 o 0 o 30000000+04 o 0 
24 2 o 0 o 0 o 30000000+04 o 0 
2B 2 0.0 o 0 o 30000000+04 o 0 
32 2 o 0 o 0 o 30000000+04 o 0 
36 2 o 0 o 0 o 30000000+04 o 0 
40 2 0.0 o 0 o 30000000+ 04 0.0 
44 2 o 0 0.0 o 30000000+04 o 0 
48 2 0.0 o 0 o 30000000+04 o 0 
52 2 0.0 o 0 o 30000000+04 o 0 
56 2 o 0 o 0 o 30000000-04 o 0 
1 4 o 0 o 0 o 30000000t04 o 0 
5 4 o 0 o 0 o 30000000+04 0.0 
9 4 0.0 o 0 0.30000000+04 o 0 
13 4 o 0 o 0 o 30000000+01\ o 0 
17 4 0.0 o 0 o 30000000+04 o 0 
21 4 o 0 0.0 o 30000000+04 o 0 
25 4 o 0 0.0 o 30000000+04 0.0 
29 4 o 0 o 0 o 30000000+04 o 0 
33 4 o 0 o 0 o 30000000.04 o 0 
37 4 0.0 o 0 o 30000000+04 o 0 
41 4 0.0 o 0 o 300000CO+04 o 0 
45 4 o 0 o 0 . o 30000000+04 o 0 
49 4 0.0 o 0 o 30000000+04 o 0 
53 4 0.0 o 0 o 30000000+04 0.0 






























HIGHEST EIGENVECTOR NORMALIZED BY LARGEST VALUE 
NODE U V W PSIX PSIY TWIST 
1 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 
2 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
4 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 
5 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
6 -0.351390-08 o .442380-07 o 606260-02 o 354440+00 0.404510-01 0.0 
7 -0. 135760-06 o 211640-05 -0 196160-02 o 185900+00 -0 587770-01 0.0 
8 o 378050-08 o 420800-04 -0 544130-03 o 170670-01 -0 104360-01 o 0 
9 O. 136000-06 o 213750-05 o 958790-03 o 971520-01 o 254370-01 0.0 
10 -0 622930-08 o 501750-07 -0 313070-02 o 182440+00 -0 216660-01 o 0 
11 o 291330-07 -0 529830-07 o 119990-01 o 780120+00 o 290440+00 o 0 
12 o 618140-06 -0 263640-06 -0 366300-02 0.442700+00 -0 116440+00 o 0 
13 -0 158800-08 0.794650-05 -0 550010-03 o 289990-01 -0.904830-02 o 0 
14 -0 618110-06 -0.534020-06 o 180470-02 o 2215eo+00 o 548410-01 0.0 
15 -0 251100-07 -0.;98770-07 -0 595630-02 o 387vJO+00 -0 144420+00 0.0 
16 o 125720-06 o 112630-06 o 133340-01 o 800380+00 o 799730-02 o 0 
17 -0 372650-06 -0 699870-06 -0 433680-02 o 50a 250+00 0611800-02 o 0 
18 -0 967710-09 -0 321130-05 -0 877990-03 o 371410-01 -0 207460-02 o 0 
19 o 372630-06 -0 535000-06 o 206070-02 o 249450+00 -0 479810-02 0.0 
20 -0 12:!200-06 o 122050-06 -0 648370-02 o 421920+00 -0 164860-03 o 0 
21 -0 104050-06 -0 319090-06 o 145760-01 o 961340+00 o 299070-01 0.0 
22 -0 2096QO-05 -0 108320-05 -0 413620-02 0.55GO~0+00 -0 220950-01 o 0 
23 -0 191450-08 o 360910-04 -0 092100-03 o 399 )SO-C I o 37 ']3130-02 o 0 
24 o 209680-05 -0 125620-05 o 2168,)0-02 o 261' 50+00 o 114020-01 0.0 
25 o 108940-06 -0 330920-06 -0 668130-02 o 44J250+00 -0 252390-02 0.0 
26 -0 -'55730-06 o 134320-06 o 153940-01 o 100000+01 -0 326750tOO o 0 
27 o 310600-05 0.104140-04 -0 445920-02 o 56631>0+00 0.144210tOO o 0 
w 28 o 961820-09 0.184250-03 o 633890-03 o 3131'..00-01 o 360170-01 o 0 
~ 29 -0 31 0€~O-05 0.108170-04 o 200230-02 o 262710+00 -0 149110-01 o 0 
CO 30 o 35J210-06 o 151180-06 -0 581540-02 o 417 JOO+OO 0.205740+00 o 0 
31 -0 540570-06 -0 523910-06 o 135550-01 o 7931190.00 o 6522<10-01 o 0 
32 o 754110-05 -0.910650-05 -0 332600-02 o 407920tOO 0.133330tOO o 0 
33 o f,IB310-0B -0 IB1890-03 o 126230-02 0.361120-01 0.121270+00 o 0 
34 -0 754070-05 -0.936800-05 o 256900-02 o 2377(;OtOO o 125020+00 o 0 
35 o 535330-06 -0.549110-06 -0 565970-02 o 303020tOO o 206050+00 0.0 
36 o 134810-07 o • 139900-05 o 878340-02 o 556140tOO o 207800+00 o 0 
37 -0 967BaO-07 -0 361040-05 -0 264400-02 o 315no+00 o 160G40tOO o 0 
36 -0 722570-08 -0 232120-03 -0 753100-04 o 32.H>oO-01 o 155590+00 o 0 
39 o 957600-07 -0 361040-05 o 250600-02 o 300(,<;0+00 0.168640+00 o 0 
40 o 510720-08 0.139900-05 -0 037470-02 o 5300;0+00 o 207000+00 o 0 
41 o 544750-06 -0 552160-06 o (;13930-02 o 412420tOO o 209460tOO o 0 
42 -0 757310-05 -0 9111>40-05 -0 272490-02 o 253~70+00 0.124100+00 0.0 
43 o 510310-08 -0 176550-03 -0 140780-02 o 36 I 120-01 0.119330+00 0.0 
44 o 757300-05 -0 e85500-05 o 317010-02 o 392110+00 o 132490.00 o 0 
45 -0 557 Q 9D-06 -0 5~6q50-06 -0 130750-01 o 761080+00 o 66(;440-01 o 0 
46 o 3515~0-06 o 143320-06 o BJ1~20-02 o ';5.01"+00 o 219770+00 0.0 
47 -0 301720-05 0.IC8050-04 -0 279160-02 o 2~IJ~DtOO -0 19~300-01 o 0 
48 o 961820-09 0.1~5970-03 -0 755190-03 o 384 ',SO-O I o 346920-01 o 0 
49 o 301750-05 o 104320-04 o 426990-02 o 544730+00 0.139620+00 o 0 
50 -0.354110-06 o 126760-06 -0 148310-01 o 9611190+00 -0 312720+00 o 0 
51 o 1016JO-06 -0 329130-06 o 725570-02 o 4009~U+00 -0 331110-02 o 0 
52 o 210790-05 -0 132160-05 -0 235940-02 o 2IJJlvDtOO o 122100-01 o 0 
53 -0 191450-00 o • 350 ~4 0-04 o 7446ilO-03 o 39J9~0-01 o 357410-02 o 0 
54 -0 210810-05 -0 115170-05 o 454570-02 o 531150+00 -0 212860-01 o 0 
55 -0 967370-07 -0.317300-06 -0 1400Ju-01 o 921>070+00 o 291200-0. o 0 
56 -0 132500-06 o 118010-06 o 702050-02 o 4hJ4~0.00 -0 256120-03 o 0 
57 o 379010-06 -0.474040-06 -0 223970-02 o 269760+00 -0 508680-02 o 0 
50 -0 967710-09 -0 219220-05 o 739550-03 0.371410-01 -0 174700-02 o 0 
59 -0.379040-06 -0 638100-06 o 415700-02 o 4137940tOO o 502930-02 o 0 
60 o 135020-06 0.109180-06 -0 127970-01 o 04-10bO+00 o 790(,00-02 o 0 
61 -0 273600-07 -0.474160-01 o 644060-02 o 419u30+00 -0 156220+00 o 0 
62 -0.503930-06 -0.467730-06 -0 195620-02 o 239500tOO o 598200-01 0.0 
63 -0. lS08S0-08 0.674280-05 o 461020-03 0.28g9~0-01 -0 759160-02 
64 0.503970-06 -0 1~6550-06 o 351230-02 o 42~680+00 -0.111450+00 
65 0.313840-07 -0.405230-07 -0 115060-01 0.748130+00 o 278640+00 
66 -0.688920-08 o 496~4 0-07 o 337720-02 0.196900+00 -0.231860-01 
67 0.115710-06 0.177700-05 -0 104250-02 o 10~610+00 o 281850-01 
68 o 376850-08 0.350110-04 o 453990-03 o 170670-01 -0 B72110-02 
69 -0 115400-06 o 175600-05 o 187790-02 0.178440+00 -0 560290-01 
70 -0.285400-08 0.357070-07 -0 561610-02 o 339960+00 o 389320-01 
71 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
72 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
73 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
74 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
75 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
AfTER 158 ITERATIO~S. CONVERGENCE RATIO. o 96230890-07 
CENTRAL-DIFFERENCE 80UNO ON TI~E-STEP(SEC) FOR LINEAR SYSTEMa 
,o.CTUAL TlME- STEP BOUND (SEC) WOULD 8E. 0.gI499050-06 




X-LOCAT ION( IN) 
V-LOCAT 10N( IN) 




O'~EGA-X (RAO/S EC) 
0\1EGA-Y (RAO/S EC) 
O'olEGA-Z (RAO/S EC) 
FRAGMEN T RAOI US(JN) 
FRAGMENT MASS(L8-SEC.SEC/IN) 















CDNTACT SURFACE PROPERTIES 
con OF RESTITUTION_ 0.10000000+01 
FRICTION COEFFICIENT- o 20000000+00 
NO. OF SYMMET RIES 0 















ROUNDING ERROR PARAMETER IN fACTORING ROW 390 • 0.52440101 NO OF NEGATIVE DIAG-
••••• INCR. NO.- 0 TIME- 0.0 SEC. 
NODE U V w PSIX PSlY TWIST 
1 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
2 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
4 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
5 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
6 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
7 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 
8 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
9 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
10 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
1\ o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
12 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
13 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
14 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
15 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
16 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 
17 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
19 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
19 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
20 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
21 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 
22 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 
0 
X-POS. V-POS. Z-POS. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.400000+00 0.0 0.0 
0.800000+00 0.0 0.0 
0.120000+01 0.0 0.0 
0.160000+01 o 0 0.0 
o 0 0.400000+00 0.0 
o 400000+00 0.400000+00 o 0 
0.800000+00 0.400000+00 0.0 
o 120000+01 o 400000+00 o 0 
o 160000+01 0.400000+00 0.0 
o 0 o 800000+00 0.0 
o 400000+00 o 800000+00 0.0 
o 000000+00 o 800000+00 0.0 
0.120000+01 o 800000+00 0.0 
0.160000+01 0.800000+00 0.0 
0.0 0.140000+01 0.0 
o 400000+00 o 140000+01 0.0 
o 800000+00 o 140000+01 0.0 
0.120000+01 0.140000+01 0.0 
0.160000+01 o 140000+01 0.0 
0.0 0.200000+01 0.0 
0.400000+00 0.200000+01 0.0 
.- --- ---.----.. _----
23 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.800000+00 0.200000+01 0.0 
24 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.120000+01 0.200000+01 0.0 
25 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o a 0.0 0.160000+0 I 0.200000+01 0.0 
~6 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 a a 0.0 a a 0.260000+01 0.0 
27 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 Q.400000+00 0.260000+01 0.0 
20 0.0 o a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 800000+00 0.260000+01 0.0 
29 a 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.120000+01 0.260000+01 0.0 
30 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 160000tOl 0.260000+01 0.0 
31 0.0 o 0 a a 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.300000tOI o 0 
32 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o a 0.0 o 400000+00 o 300000+01 0.0 
33 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 a 800000+00 o 300000+01 o a 
34 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 120000+01 o 300000tO 1 0.0 
35 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 160000+01 o 300000tOl 0.0 
36 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 340000tOl 0.0 
37 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 400000+00 o 340000tO 1 0.0 
30 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 800000+00 o 340000tOl 0.0 
39 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 120000+01 0.340000+01 0.0 
40 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.160000+01 o 340000+01 0.0 
41 a 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 380000+01 0.0 
42 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 400000+00 o 300000tOl 0.0 
43 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 800000tOO o 380000+0 I 0.0 
44 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 120000tOI o 380000tOl 0.0 
45 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 160000+01 o 380000tOl 0.0 
46 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 420COO~01 0.0 
47 0.0 o a 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 400000+00 0.420000tOI 0.0 
48 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 800000+00 o 420000tOl 0.0 
49 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 120000~01 a 420000+01 0.0 
50 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 160000+01 o 420000tOI 0.0 
51 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 480000tOI 0.0 
52 0.0 o 0 o 0 o a a 0 0.0 a 400000,00 o 400000+01 0.0 
53 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 800000+00 0.400000+01 0.0 t! 54 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 120000tOI 0.480 OOOtO I 0.0 
o !5 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 160000+01 o 480000tOl a 0 
56 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 540000+01 0.0 
57 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 400000+00 o 540000+01 0.0 
50 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.800000tOO o 540000+01 0.0 
59 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 a 120000+01 o 540000+01 0.0 
60 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 160000tOl a 540000+01 0.0 
61 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 600000tOl 0.0 
62 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 400000+00 o 600000+01 0.0 
63 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 800000+00 o 600000,01 0.0 
64 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 120000+01 o 600000tOl 0.0 
65 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 160000tOI o 600000+01 o 0 
66 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 640000tOl 0.0 
67 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 400000+00 o 640000+01 0.0 
60 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 800000+00 o 640000+01 0.0 
69 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 120000tOl o 640000+01 0.0 
70 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 160000+01 o 640000+01 o 0 
71 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 680000+01 o 0 
72 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.400000+00 o 680000tOl 0.0 
73 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 800000+00 o 680000+01 0.0 
74 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.120000+01 o 680000+01 0.0 
75 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 160000+01 o 600000+01 0.0 
FRAGMENT GLOBAL LOCATION AND VELCCITY CO~PONENTS 
X-Loe Y-LOC Z-LOC VEL-X VrL-Y VEL-Z OMEGA-X OMEGA-Y OMEGA-Z 
o 8000000+00 0.3394410+01 -0.6098790+00 o 0 0.1397000+04 0.2419670+04 o 1650000t04 0.0 0.0 
STRAIN COMPONENTS, PRINCIPAL (TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION AT USER-SPECIFIED NODES 
EPS-X STRAIN EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAR STRAIN PRINe. STRAIN( T) OlREeTlON(OEG. ) 
NODE INNER OUTER INIlER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER 
38 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
39 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
43 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 




48 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
49 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
53 o a 0.0 0.0 0.0 a 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
54 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
STRAIN COMPONENTS. PRINCIPAL(TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION. AN~ ELONGATIONS AT SPECIfIEO ADDITIONAL POINTS 
POINT NO. SURFACE EPS-X STRAIN EP S-Y STRAIN SHEAR STRAIN ELONG (oIR.l) ELONG.(01R.2) PRINC. STRN(T) OIRECTION(oEG.) 
1 INNER o 0 0.0 
1 OUTER a 0 0.0 
2 INNER 0.0 0.0 
2 OUTER 0.0 o 0 
3 INNER a a 0.0 
3 ouTER o 0 0.0 
4 INNER o 0 o 0 
4 OUTER o 0 0.0 
SYSTEM ENERGIES(IN-LB) 
FRAG. TRANSLATIONAL KINETIC ENERGY -
FRAG. ROTATIONAL KINETIC ENERGY 
W~RK INPuT TO STRUCTURE 
STRUCTURE KINETIC ENERGY 
STRUCTURE ELASTIC ENERGY 
STRUCTURE PLASTIC ENERGY 
















••••• INCR. NO.* TIME- 0.20000-05 SEC. 
NODE U V W PSIX 
1 0.0 a 0 o 0 o 0 
2 o 0 :I 0 o 0 o 0 
3 o a 0.0 0.0 o 0 
~ o a a a o a o 0 
5 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
6 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 
7 o 0 o 0 o a o 0 
8 o 0 
" 0 o 0 0.0 9 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 
10 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 
11 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 
12 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 
13 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
14 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
15 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
16 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
17 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
10 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
19 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 
20 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
21 o a 0.0 o 0 o 0 
22 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
23 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
24 a 0 0.0 o a o 0 
25 0.0 o a 0.0 o 0 
26 o 0 o 0 o 0 a a 
27 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 
28 0.0 o a 0.0 o 0 
29 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 
30 a a o 0 o 0 o 0 
31 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
32 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
33 o a a 0 o 0 o 0 
34 0.0 a a 0.0 a a 
35 0.0 0.0 0.0 a 0 
36 0.0 0.0 a a 0.0 
37 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 
a 0 0.0 0.0 o 450000+02 
0.0 0.0 a 0 0.450000+02 
o 0 0.0 0.0 o 450000+02 
o a 0.0 0.0 0.450000+02 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.450000+02 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.450000+02 
o 0 0.0 0.0 0.450000+02 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.450000+02 
PSIY TWIST X-POS. Y-POS. Z-POS. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.400000+00 0.0 0.0 
a a 0.0 0.800000+00 a a 0.0 
o 0 0.0 0.120000+01 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.160000+01 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 o 0 o 400000+00 0.0 
0.0 o 0 o 400000+00 o 400000+00 0.0 
o 0 0.0 o 800000+00 o 400000+00 0.0 
a a 0.0 o 12000otOl 0.400000+00 0.0 
o 0 0.0 o 16000otOl o 400000+00 a a 
o 0 o 0 o 0 o 800000+00 0.0 
o 0 0.0 o 400000+00 o 800000+00 0.0 
0.0 0.0 o OOOOOOtOO o 800000+00 0.0 
o 0 0.0 o 120000tOl o 000000+00 o 0 
o 0 0.0 o 16000otOl o 800000tOO 0.0 
o 0 0.0 o 0 o 1<\0000.01 0.0 
o 0 0.0 0.400000tOO o 140000+01 o a 
o 0 0.0 o OOOOOotOO o 14000otOl o 0 
o 0 0.0 o 120000tOl o 140000tOl o 0 
a 0 o 0 o 160000tOl o 14000otOI 0.0 
o 0 0.0 o a o 20000otOl o 0 
o 0 0.0 o 400000tOO o 200000tOI o 0 
o 0 o 0 o OOOOOOtOO o 200000+01 0.0 
o a 0.0 a 120000tOl o 200000tOl o a 
o 0 o 0 0.160000tOI a 200000tOI 0.0 
o 0 0.0 o 0 o 260000+01 a a 
0.0 0.0 o 400000+00 o 260000tOl 0.0 
o 0 0.0 o 000000+00 0.260000+01 0.0 
o 0 0.0 o 120000tOl a 260000+01 a 0 
o 0 o 0 o 160000tOI o 26000otOl 0.0 
o 0 0.0 a 0 o 300000tOl 0.0 
o 0 0.0 o 400000+00 a 300000tOl 0.0 
:I 0 0.0 o OOOOOotOO o 30000otOI 0.0 
a 0 a 0 0.120000tOI 0.300000tOl 0.0 
o 0 o 0 0.160000+01 o 300000tOl 0.0 
o 0 0.0 0.0 0.340000+01 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.400000+00 0.340000+01 0.0 
38 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.600000+00 0.340000+01 0.0 
39 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 120000+01 0.340000+01 0.0 
40 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.160000+01 0.340000+01 0.0 
1\1 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.380000+01 0.0 
42 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 400000+00 0.380000+01 0.0 
43 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 800000+00 0.380000+01 0.0 
44 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.120000+01 0.380000+01 0.0 
45 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.160000+01 0.380000+01 0.0 
46 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.420000+01 0.0 
47 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 400000+00 o 420000+01 0.0 
48 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 000000+00 0.420000+01 0.0 
49 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 120000+01 o 420000tOl 0.0 
50 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 160000+01 o 420000+01 0.0 
51 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 400000+01 0.0 
52 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 400000+00 o 480000+01 0.0 
53 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 000000+00 o 480000+01 o 0 
54 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.120000+01 0.480000+01 0.0 
55 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 160000+01 o 480000+01 o 0 
56 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 540000+01 0.0 
57 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 400000+00 0.540000+01 0.0 
58 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 800000+00 o 540000+01 o 0 
59 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 120000+01 o 540000+01 0.0 
60 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 160000+01 o 540000+01 0.0 
61 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 600000+01 0.0 
62 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 400000+00 o 600000+01 0.0 
63 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 800000+00 o 600000+01 0.0 
64 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 120000tOl o 600000+01 0.0 
65 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 160000+01 o 600000+01 o 0 
66 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 640000+01 0.0 
67 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 400000+00 o 640000+01 0.0 
68 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.000000+00 o 640000+01 0.0 
69 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 120000+01 o 640000+01 0.0 
w 70 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 160000+01 o 640000+01 0.0 
w 71 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.600000+01 0.0 
I\J 72 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 400000+00 0.680000+01 0.0 
73 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.600000+00 0.660000+01 0.0 
74 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.120000+01 0.660000+01 0.0 
75 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.160000+01 0.660000+01 0.0 
fRAGMENT GL08AL LOCATION AND VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
X-LOC Y-LOC Z-LOC VEL-X VfL-Y VEl-Z OMEGA-X OMEGA-Y OMEGA-Z 
o 8000000+ 00 0.3397210+01 -0 6050390+00 o 0 0.1397000+04 0.2419670+04 o 1650000+04 0.0 0.0 
STRAIN COMPONENTS. PRINCIPAL (TE~SILE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION AT USER-SPECifIED NODES 
EPS-X STRAIN EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAR STRAIN PRINC. STRAIN(T) OIRECTlON(OEG. ) 
NODE INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER 
38 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 
, 
o 0 o 0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
39 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.45000+02 o 45000+02 
43 o 0 0.0 0.0 a 0 a a a 0 0.0 o 0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
44 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
46 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
49 a a o a 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
53 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 45000t02 0.45000+02 
54 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
STRAIN COMPONENTS. PRINCIPAL(TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION. AND ELONGATIONS AT SPECIfIED ADDITIONAL POINTS 
POINT NO. SURFACE EPS-X STRAIN EP S-Y STRAIN SHEAR STRAIN ELONG (OIR.I) ELONG.(OIR.2) PRINC. STRN(T) OIRECTION(OEG.) 
1 INNER o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 450000+02 
I OUTER 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.450000+02 
2 INNER o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.450000+02 
2 OUTER 0.0 0.0 0.0 a 0 0.0 o 0 0.450000+02 
3 INNER o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.450000+02 
3 OUTER o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.450000+02 
4 INNER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.450000+02 
- .. --- .. - ..... 
I' 
4 OUTER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.450000+02 
SYSTEM ENERGIES(IN-LB) 
FRAG. TRANSLATIONAL KINETIC ENERGV • 0.14891260+04 
FRAG. ROTATIONAL KINETIC ENERGV 0.51945300+02 
WORK INPUT TO STRUCTURE 0.0 
STRUCTURE KINETIC ENERGY 0.0 
STRUCTURE ELASTIC ENERGY 0.0 
STRUCTURE PLASTIC ENERGY 0.0 
ENERGY STORED IN ELASTIC RESTRAINTS- 0.0 
••••• INCR. NO •• 2 TIME- 0.40000-05 SEC. 
NODE U V W PSIX PSIY TWIST X-POS. Y-POS. Z-POS. 
1 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.400000+00 0.0 0.0 3 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.800000+00 0.0 0.0 
4 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.120000+01 o 0 0.0 
5 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 160000+01 o 0 0.0 
6 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.400000+00 0.0 
7 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 400000+00 o 400000+00 0.0 
8 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.800000+00 o 400000+00 0.0 
9 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 120000+01 o 400000+00 o 0 
10 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 160000+01 o 400000+00 0.0 
11 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 800000+00 0.0 
12 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 400000+00 o 800000+00 0.0 
13 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 800000+00 o 000000+00 0.0 14 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.120000+01 o 800000+00 0.0 
15 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 160000+01 o 800000+00 0.0 
16 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 140000+01 0.0 17 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 400000+00 o 140000+01 0.0 18 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 800000+00 o 140000+01 0.0 19 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 120000+01 o 140000+01 0.0 
w 20 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 160000+01 0.140000tOI 0.0 
w 21 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 200000tOI 0.0 w 22 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 400000+00 0.200000+01 0.0 23 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 600000+00 o 200000+01 0.0 24 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 120000+01 o 200000tOl 0.0 25 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 160000tOl o 200000+01 0.0 26 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 260000+01 o 0 27 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 400000+00 o 260000+01 0.0 28 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 000000+00 o 260000tOI 0.0 29 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 120000+01 o 260000+01 0.0 30 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 160000+01 o 260000tOI 0.0 31 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 300000+01 0.0 32 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 400000+00 o 300000+01 o 0 33 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 800000+00 o 300000+01 o 0 34 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 120000+01 o 300000+01 0.0 35 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 160000+01 o 300000tOI o 0 36 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 340000+01 o 0 37 o 0 ;).0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 400000tOO o 340000tOI 0.0 36 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 000000+00 o 340000tOl o 0 39 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 120000+01 o 340000+01 o 0 40 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.160000,01 o 340000+01 o 0 41 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.300000+01 0.0 42 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 400000+00 0.300000+01 0.0 43 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 800000+00 o 300000+01 0.0 44 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 120000+01 o 300000+01 o 0 45 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 160000+01 o 300000+01 o 0 46 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 420000+01 0.0 47 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 400000+00 o 420000+01 0.0 48 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 000000+00 o 420000+01 0.0 49 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.120000+01 o 420000+01 0.0 SO 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.160000+01 0.420000+01 0.0 51 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.400000+01 0.0 52 0.0 0.0 o 0 a 0 0.0 0.0 o 400000+00 0.400000+01 0.0 




53 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 800uOO+00 0.480000+01 0.0 
54 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 120000+01 0.480000+01 0.0 
55 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.160000+01 o 480000+01 0.0 
58 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.540000+01 0.0 
57 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.400000+00 a 540000+01 0.0 
58 a 0 o a 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 800000+00 a 540000+01 0.0 
59 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.120000+01 o 540000+01 0.0 
60 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 160000+01 o 540000+01 0.0 
61 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o Q o 600000+01 0.0 
62 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 400000+00 o 600000+01 0.0 
63 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.800000+00 o 600000+01 0.0 
64 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 120000+01 o 600000+01 o a 
65 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 160000+01 o 600000+01 0.0 
66 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 640000+01 o 0 
67 o 0 a 0 a 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 400000+00 o 640000+01 0.0 
6B o 0 o 0 a 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 O.BOOOOO+OO o 640000+01 0.0 
69 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 120000+01 o 640000+01 0.0 
70 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 a a 0.0 o 160000+01 o 640000+01 0.0 
71 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 a 6BOOOO+01 0.0 
72 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.400000+00 o 6BOOOO+OI 0.0 
73 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 800000+00 o 6BOOOO+OI 0.0 
74 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.120000+01 0.6BOOOO+Ol 0.0 
75 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.160000+01 0.6BOOOO+01 0.0 
FRAGMENT GLOBAL LOCATION AND VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
X-LOC Y-LOC Z-LOC VEL-X VEL-Y VEL-Z OMEGA-X OMEGA-'I' OMEGA-Z 
O. BOOOOOO+ 00 0.3400000+01 -0.6002000+00 o 0 o 139700D+04 0.2419670+04 0.1650000+04 0.0 0.0 
STRAIN COMPONENTS. PRINCIPAL (TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION AT USER-SPECIFIED NODES 
EPS-X STRAIN EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAIl STRAIN PRINC. STRAIN(T) OIRECTlON(OEG. ) 
NODE INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER 
3B 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
39 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
43 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
44 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
4B o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
49 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 45000+02 0.45000+02 
53 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
54 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.45000+02 0.45000+02 
STRAIN COMPONENTS. PRINCIPAL(TENSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION. AND ELONGATIONS AT SPECIFIED ADDITIONAL POINTS 
POINT NO. SURFACE EPS-X STRAIN EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAR STRAIN ELONG (OIR.l) ELONG.(OIR.2) PRINC. STRN(T) OIRECTION(OEG.) 
1 INNER o 0 0.0 
1 OUTER 0.0 0.0 
2 INNER o 0 0.0 
2 OUTER 0.0 0.0 
3 INNER o 0 0.0 
3 OUTER o 0 0.0 
4 INNER o 0 0.0 
4 OUTER o 0 0.0 
S'I'STEM ENERGIES(IN-LB) 
FRAG TRANSLATIONAL KINETIC ENERGY _ 
FRAG. ROTATIONAL KINETIC ENERGY 
WORK INPUT TO STRUCTURE 
STRUCTURE KINETIC ENERGY 
STRUCTURE ELASTIC ENERGY 
STRUCTURE PLASTIC ENERGY 
ENERGY STORED IN ELASTIC RESTRAINTS-
IMPACT CYCLE: 2 
























0.0 o 0 o 450000+02 
0.0 o 0 0.450000+02 
0.0 o 0 0.450000+02 
o 0 0.0 0.450000+02 
0.0 o 0 0.450000+02 
0.0 0.0 0.450000+02 
0.0 0.0 0.450000+02 
0.0 0.0 0.450000+02 
POINT OF EFFECTIVE IMPACT(XA.YA,ZA)- 0.60000000+00 0.34027940+01 -0.15265570-15 
THIS IS IMPACT NUMOER 1 
••••• INCR. NO.- 3 TIME. 0.60000-05 SEC. 
NODE U V W PSlX PSIY TWIST X-POS. Y-POS. Z-POS. 
1 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.0 
2 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.400000+00 0.0 0.0 
3 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 600000+00 0.0 0.0 
4 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.120000+01 0.0 0.0 
5 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.160000+01 o 0 0.0 
6 0.947520-06 o 199130-07 o 926430-00 o 217560-06 -0 529540-07 o 474970-05 0.947520-09 o 400000+00 o 926430-09 
7 o 963410-09 o lB1710-07 0.515350-06 o 664000-07 -0 2215BO-07 0.195350-05 o 400000+00 0'400000+00 o 515350-0B 
6 0.496310-23 0.191270-07 o 1354BO-OB -0 54B790-19 -0 517140-07 -0 lB1160-17 o BOOOOO+OO o 400000+00 o 1354BO-OB 
9 -0 963410-09 0.IBI710-07 o 51 5350-0B -0 664000-07 -0 221560-07 -0.195350-05 o 120000+01 o 400000+00 o 515350-0B 
10 -0 947520-0B o 199130-07 o 926430-0B -0 217560-06 -0 529540-07 -0.474970-05 0.160000+01 o 400000+00 0.926430-0B 
II o 142790-07 o 567080-07 -0 3B4560-07 o 242230-06 -0 132600-05 o 229440-04 o 142790-07 o 000000+00 -0 3B4560-07 
12 o B00360-0B o 927210-07 -0.585470-07 o 416B20-06 -0 820530-06 0 156000-04 0.400000.00 o 600000+00 -0 5B5470-07 
13 o 992620-23 o 322130-07 -0 111270-06 -0 143B50-IB -0 710640-06 -0 7461110-17 o 000000+00 o 600000+00 -0.111270-06 
14 -0 800360-0B o 927210-07 -0 585470-07 -0 416820-06 -0.B20530-06 -0 156000-04 0.120000.01 o 600000+00 -0 585470-07 
15 -0 142790-07 o 5670ijO-07 -0 384560-07 -0 242230-06 -0 132600-05 -0 229440-04 o 160000+01 o 800000+00 -0 384560-07 
16 -0 183930-06 o 596560-06 o 125120-06 o 455640-05 o 395440-05 o 7261130-04 -0 103930-06 o 140000+01 o 125120-06 
17 -0 142550-06 o 219740-06 o 4953(,0-06 o 449730-05 o 599620-05 o 633080-04 o 400000.00 o 14.0000+01 o 495360-06 
lB o 264700-22 o 7431BO-06 o 144320-05 -0.751240-18 o 926070-05 -0 245100-16 o 000000.00 o 140000+01 0.144320-05 
19 o 142550-06 o 219740-06 0.495360-06 -0 449730-05 o 599620-05 -0.633080-04 0.120000.01 o 140000+01 o 495360-06 
20 o 103930-06 o 596560-06 o 125120-06 -0 455640-05 0.395440-05 -0 726830-04 o 160000+01 0.140000+01 o 125120-06 
21 o 316400-05 o 623560-05 o 266620-05 o 137110-04 o 216820-04 o 850300-04 o 316400-05 o 200000101 0.266620-05 
22 -0 426090-06 o 21~9iO-05 -0 301610-05 -0 169400-04 -0 ~56430-04 0.416670-04 o 400000.00 o 200000+01 -0 301610-05 
23 0.423520-21 -0 342300-05 -0 146400-04 -0.282190-17 -0 129570-03 -0.117230-15 o 000000.00 o 200000+01 -0 140400-04 
24 o 426890-06 o 219970-05 -0 301610-05 o 169400-04 -0 656430-04 -0.416670-04 o 120000tOl 0.200000+01 -0.301610-05 
25 -0 316400-05 :I 623560-05 o 266620-05 -0 137110-04 o 216820-04 -0 050380-04 o 160000+01 o 200000+01 0.266620-05 
26 o 197510-04 o lB1940-04 -0 165650-04 -0.190990-03 -0.243420-03 o 135790-03 o 197510-04 o 260000+01 -0.165650-04 
27 o 201040-04 o 358400-04 -0 457690-04 o 112160-03 -0 5&9730-04 o 361360-02 o 400020+00 o 260000tOl -0 457690-04 
w 26 0 571750-20 -0 303210-05 -0.473160-04 -0 346610-17 0 623310-03 -0.267690-15 o 600000.00 0.260000tOI -0.473160-04 
w 29 -0.204040-04 0 356480-04 -0 457690-04 -0.112160-03 -0 569130 04 -0.38138D-02 o 120000+01 0.260000'01 -0.457690-04 ~ 30 -0 197510-04 0.181940-04 -0 165650-04 0 190990-03 -0 243420-03 -0 135790-03 o 160000+01 o 260000+01 -0 165650-04 
31 o 2460 10-04 o IOb480-04 -0 975860-04 -0 326790-03 -0 301270-03 o 523170-02 o 246010-04 o 300000+01 -0.975660-04 
32 o 631910-04 o 935280-04 o 253260-03 o 366730-02 o 283450-02 o 274630-01 0.400060.00 o 300010+01 o 253260-03 
33 -0 995260-20 0.444150-03 o 178530-02 o 140570-16 o 999690-02 -0 116610-14 o 800000.00 0.300040+01 o 176500-02 
34 -0 634910-04 o 935260-04 0.253260-03 -0 368730-02 o 2634~0-02 -0.274630-01 o 119990+01 o 300010+01 o 253260-03 
35 -0 246010-04 o 106460-04 -0 975660-04 o 328790-03 -0 301270-03 -0 523170-02 o 160000tOl o 300000+01 -0.975660-04 
36 -0.467400-05 o 101440-04 -0 107000-03 o 204110-03 -0 992410-05 o 215690-04 -0 467460-05 o 340000tOl -0 107000-03 
37 -0 174340-04 o 8970(;0-04 o 120410-02 o 916670-02 0 102960-03 o 841060-03 o 399900tOO o 340010+01 o 120410-02 
38 o 379U 40-20 o 125900-02 o 720260-02 o 677630-16 0 105070-02 -0 299070-14 o 600000tOO 0.340130+01 o 720280-02 39 o 174340-04 o 897060-04 o 120410-02 -0 91u870-02 o 102960-03 -0 641060-03 0.120000.01 o 340010+01 o 120410-02 
40 o 467180-05 o 101440-04 -0 107000-03 -0 204110-03 -0 99}410-05 -0 215690-04 o 160000.01 o 340000+01 -0 107000-03 
41 -0 265 J 80-04 o 1373~0-04 -0 100~OO-03 -0 334090-03 o 30038J 03 -0 534170-02 -0 265200-04 0.380000'01 -0 100900-03 
42 -0 565310-04 o 941390-04 o 276370-03 o 393400-02 -0 291330 02 -0 282530-01 o 399940+00 o 380010+01 o 276370-03 
43 o 239290-19 o 921320-04 o 135340-02 -0 395730-16 -0 ICij500 01 0.114420-14 o 800000+00 o 360010tOl o 195340-02 44 o 58<;3 10-04 o 941380-04 0.276370-03 -0 393480-02 -0 293330-02 o 282530-01 o 120010+01 o 380010+01 o 278370-03 
45 o 2652 tlO-04 o 137320-04 -0 100S80-03 o 33'1090-03 o 30038D 03 o 534170-02 o 160000tOl o 300000+01 -0 100900-03 
46 -0 140260-04 a 18~090-04 -0 17711>0-04 -0 205000-0) o 255730 03 -0 120060-03 -0 140200-04 o 420000+01 -0 177160-04 
47 -0.469610-05 o 2294~0-04 -0 465170-04 o 11 2:.l3D-03 o 27J070-04 -0.391360-02 o 400000+00 o 420000tOI -0.465170-04 
4B -0 3-15130-20 o 102600-03 -0 50J030-04 -0 9L7~~D-17 -0 ~~7a50-03 o 249030-15 o 000000+00 o 420010+01 -0.509630-04 
49 o 469b 70-05 o 229450-04 -0465170-04 -0 112JJO-03 o 273070 0-1 0.391360-02 o 120000+01 o 420000+01 -0.495170-04 
50 0.140260-04 0.183090-04 -0 177160-04 o 2050JO-03 o 255730-03 0 1200.00-03 o 160000.01 o 420000+01 -0 177160-04 
51 -0 235950-05 o 422610-05 o 299C50-05 o 143~30-04 -0 221660-04 -0 604750-04 -0 235950-05 0.460000.01 0.299050-05 
52 -0 374160-05 0.750000-05 -0 404150-05 -0 2b3900-04 o 629720-04 o 557550-04 o 400000+00 o 480000+01 -0 404150-05 53 o 595570-21 0.162920-04 -0 193360-04 -0 427750-1B o 1449130 03 o 700870-16 o 600000+00 o 480000+01 -0.193360-04 
54 o 374160-05 0.750800-05 -0 404150-05 o 283900-04 o 629720-04 -0 557550-04 0.120000+01 0.460000+01 -0 404150-05 
55 o 235950-05 o 422610-05 o ~~9050-05 -0.143430-04 -0 221660-04 o 604750-04 o 160000+01 o 460000+01 0.299050-05 56 -0 911'190-06 o 1359)0-05 o 179320-06 o 515490-05 -0 53b:80-05 -0.717440-04 -0 911990-06 o 540000+01 0.179320-06 
57 -0 446580-06 o 140160-05 o 556: 30-0G o 31~010-05 -0 G5cG90-05 -0.455280-04 o 400000+00 o 540000+01 o ~:;U530-06 
56 -0 198520-21 o 911600-06 o 1465g0-05 -0 e87520-18 -0 114500-04 0.350530-16 o 600000+00 0.540000+01 O. ~4U590-05 
59 o 446500-06 0.140160-05 o 558530-06 -0 343010-05 -0 659~90-D5 o 455280-04 o 120000.01 0.540000+01 0.55B530-06 60 0.911990-06 0.135990-05 o 179320-0G -0.516490-05 -0 538560-05 0.717440-04 0.160000+01 0.540000+01 0.179320-06 
w 
w 
61 -0 971070-07 
62 -0 211800-07 
63 0.335010-22 
64 0 211800-07 
65 0 971070-07 
66 -0 188170-07 
67 -0.618080-08 
68 0.708270-23 
69 I 0.618080-08 
70 0 188170-07 
71 0.0 




























































































































FRAGMENT GL08AL LOCATION AND VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
X-LOC Y-LOC Z-LOC VEl-X V[L-Y VEl-Z OMEGA-X OMEGA-Y OMEGA-Z 
0.8000000+00 0.3402730+01 -0 5957050+00 0.0 o 136252Ui04 0.2247260+04 0.1822370+04 0.0 0.0 
STRAIN COMPONENTS. PRINCIPAL (TENSILE) STRAW AND DIRECTION AT USEI.-SPfCIFIEO NODES 
EPS- X S TRA IN EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAf> STRAIN PRINC. STRAIN(T) OIRECTION(OEG.) 
NODI: INliER OUTER INtlER OUTER IMlER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER 
38 -0.17870-01 0.17960-01 -0.15230-01 o 14350-01 -0 59850-15 o 59670-15 0.0 0.17960-01 0.0 0.47400-11 
39 o 88890-02 -0 87920-02 -0.20790-02 o 20820-02 -0 15780-02 -0.12410-02 0.89450-02 0.21170-02 -0.40930+01 -0.86740+02 
43 -0 41750-02 o 4468D-02 0.51750-02 -0 79480-02 o 22800-15 -0.22340-15 0.51750-02 0.44680-02 0.90000+02 -0.52710-12 
44 0.23940-02 -0 23120-02 0.1070D-02 -0 12280-02 o 55480-02 -0 57530-02 0.45840-02 0.11570-02 o 38290+02 -0.50330+02 
48 0.7716D-04 -0.5)660-04 0.84610-03 -0 96380-03 o 49370-16 -0 49400-16 0.84610-03 0.0 0.90000+02 0.0 
49 0.19420-04 o 15060-04 -0 1982C-03 -0 54660-05 o 60930-03 -0 95620-03 0.23410-03 0.48330-03 0.35170+02 -0.44370+02 
53 0.52520-04 -0 331310-04 -0 23490-03 o 65280-04 o 14010-16 -0 14020-16 0.52520-04 0.65280-04 0.13960-11 -0.90000+02 
54 -0.895 :3D-05 o 14860-04 -0 4553D-04 0.96290-05 -0 29770-04 -0 74710-05 0.0 0.16800-04 0.0 -0.27510+02 
ffiSTRAIN COMFONENTS. PRINCIPAL(TENSIlE) STRAIN ANO OIRECTION. ANO ELONGATIONS AT SPECIFIED ADDITIONAL POINTS 
POINT NO. SURFACE EPS-X STRAIN EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAR STRAIN ELONG (OIR.l) ElONG.(0IR.2) PRINC. STRN(T) OIRECTION(OEG.) 
1 INNER -0 180740-02 -0 362660-02 -0 895130-02 
1 OUTER 0.219530-02 o .834950-03 0.114680-01 
2 INf,ER -0 180740-02 -0 362660-02 0.895130-02 
2 OUTER o 219530-02 o 63495D-03 -0 114680-01 
3 INflER -0 121300-03 0 165110-02 -0.25~U50-02 
3 OUTER 0.281990-03 -0.199550-02 0.291870-02 
4 INNFR -0.121300-03 0 185110-02 0.259850-02 
4 OUTER o 281990-03 -0 199550-02 -0 291870-02 
SYSTEM ENERGIES(IN-LB) 
FRAG TRANSLATIONAL KINETIC ENERGY 
FRAG ROTATIONAL KINETIC ENERGY 




STRUCTURE KINETIC ENERGY 
STRUCTURE ELASTIC ENERGY 
STRUCTURE PLASTIC ENERGY 





-0 721070-02 0.175710-02 o 185020-02 -0.392560+02 
0.7:>2330-02 -0.422800-02 0.728960-02 o 416180+02 
o 1/5710-02 -0.721870-02 0.185020-02 0.392560+02 
-0 422800- 02 0.722330-02 0.728960-02 -0.416180+02 
-0.171300-03 0.184940-02 0.249600-02 -0.636000+02 
o 2<31950-03 -0.199750-02 0.994290-03 0.260170+02 
-0 121300-03 0.184940-02 0.249600-02 0.636000+02 











6 o 991960-03 
7 o 469030-03 




1') n lIt:nn'ln_n1 
140 TIME= 0.28000-03 SEC. 
V W PSIX 
o 0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
o 0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 o 0 o 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
o 244000-02 0.994010-02 0.496700-02 
o 288910-02 0.105680-01 -0.126820-02 
0.460290-02 0.992450-02 -0.382510-04 
0.275530-02 0.104360-01 -0.145940-03 
0.238350-02 0.949520-02 -0.564820-02 
0.267910-02 0.283210-01 0.221390-02 
n 'H ')n-n-o') o ?<l"lI'lRn-Ol o ?'>l?fiO-O? 
i _ 
PSIY TWIST x-pas. Y-POS. Z-POS. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.400000+00 0.0 0.0 
o 0 0.0 0.600000+00 0.0 Q.O 
0.0 0.0 0.120000+01 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.160000+01 0.0 0.0 
o 482660-01 -0.320080-01 0.991960-03 0.402440+00 0.994010-02 
o 473660-01 0.922730-03 0.400470+00 0.402890+00 0.105660-01 
o 428510-01 -0.861860-01 0.800090+00 0.404600+00 0.992450-02 
o 460130-01 -0.121710-01 0.119940+01 0.402760+00 0.104360-01 
0.466300-01 0.274130-01 0.159890+01 0.402380+00 0.949520-02 
0.438550-01 -0.703630-02 0.252610-03 0.802680+00 0.283210-01 
o 41~R1n-Ol -0.6313RO-03 0.400050+00 0.603120+00 0.293080-01 
13 -0.640370-04 0.389450-02 0.297860-01 -0.378400-02 0.48~660-01 -0.103630+00 0.79'1940+00 0.803890+00 0.297860-01 
14 -0.122210-03 0.315230-02 o 285020-01 -0.195180-02 o 449300-01 -0 147760-01 o 119990+01 0.803150+00 0.265020-01 
15 -0 338010-03 o 258940-02 o 275520-01 -0 234880-02 o 437.)1:)-01 0.272:100-02 0.159970+01 0.902590+00 0.275520-01 
16 o 179600-03 o 3C6370-02 o 516330-01 o 442220-02 o 363640-0 I -0.160440-02 0.179600-03 o 140310+01 0.519330-01 
17 o 645110-04 0.3046130-02 o 537510-01 o 444490-02 0.392140-01 0.053650-02 o 4C0060+00 o 140300+01 0.537510-01 
18 o 774780-04 o 334950-02 o 547790-01 -0 635040-03 o 476650-01 -0.127630+00 o 800000+00 0.140330+01 0.547190-01 
19 o 258790-04 o 302790-02 o 536300-01 -0.424690-02 0.398750-01 -0 '34960-01 0.120000+0 I o 140300001 0.536300-01 
20 -0 798040-04 0.29;>180-02 0.510690-01 -0 393020-02 o 3'31450-01 o 144480-02 0.1599)0+01 o 140290+01 0.518690-01 
21 o 595880-0J o 320500-02 0.712130-01 o 115360-01 0.318340-01 -0 301630-03 o 595880-03 o 200320tOl 0.712130-01 
22 o 47B430-03 o 302220-02 o 7581360-01 o 113370-01 o 3511~bO-01 0 111730-01 0.400400+00 o 200300+01 0.758660-01 
23 O. 13"870-03 0.313890-02 o 7887130-01 -0 670130-03 o 453320-01 -0.130680+00 o 800130+00 0.200310+01 0.780760-01 
24 -0 223890-03 o 29~760-02 o 7633LO-OI -0 96~310-02 0.366650-01 -0 184740-01 o 119980+01 o 200300+01 o 763300-01 
25 -0 329760-03 o 302250-02 o 7225:0-01 -0 102360-01 o 331730-01 -0 175390-02 o 159970+01 o 200300tOl 0.722550-01 
26 o 775990-03 o 21113GO-02 o 890140-01 o 210190-01 o 3:?9250 01 o 411010-02 o 715990-03 o 260200+01 0.890140-01 
27 o 725310-03 0311510-02 o 972960-01 o 193040-01 o 3B62.l0 01 O. 130500-01 o 400730+00 0.260310+01 o 972960-01 
28 o 249610-03 o 405000-02 o 102680+00 o 433130-02 o 46P960-01 -0.119390+00 o 800250+00 0.260400tOI 0.102680+00 
29 -0 376380-03 o 2~I-l31D-02 o 985750-01 -0 193350-01 o 397190-01 -0 335440-01 o 119960+01 0.260290+01 o 9857~0-01 
30 -0 421710-03 o 2',<;000 02 o 901nOO-01 -0 210560-01 o J279~O-01 -0 003100-02 o 15!)')bD. 0 1 o 2b02LOoOI o 904800-01 
31 o I 1 JO ~>0-03 o 21 'J 100-02 0.102'-110'00 o 2!-GJGO-01 o 372310 01 -0.143b30-02 o 113050-03 0.300220101 o IQ2940+00 
32 o 206640-03 o 271260-02 0.113700+00 o 2'l4()30-01 o 407710-01 o 16:.t740-01 o 400210+00 o 300270101 o 113700+00 
33 o 921220-04 o 5511400-02 o 1231>[,0.00 o 573390-02 o ~03250-01 -0 709950-01 o 000090+00 o 300560101 o 123660,00 
34 o 9492uO-04 o 25:'U40-02 o 114510000 -0 207aBO-01 0.395880-01 -0.310570-01 o 120010.01 o 3002GOtOl 0.1145IOtOO 
35 o 200360-03 o 2015}0-02 0.103990+00 -0 247410-01 o 350900-01 -0.175600-02 o 160020tOl 0.300200tOI o 103990tOO 
36 -0 809320-03 o 123/30-02 o 116b60+00 o 2J2650-01 o 281650-01 -0 903050-02 -0 809320-03 0.310120tOI 0.116860+00 
37 -0 642670-03 o 16J820-02 0.128470+00 o 349300-01 o 290620-01 o 972450-02 o 39916U+00 o 340160+01 0.120470+00 
38 o 170790-0') o 355950-02 o 140510000 -0 614000-07 o 321660-01 o 425480-02 o 600170+00 0.340360tOI 0.140510+00 
39 o 95G95n-Ol o 154530-02 o 12d300+GO -0.349920-01 0.27~510 01 -0 185150-01 o 120100iOl 0.340150101 0.12036D+00 
40 o 121600-02 o 103310-02 0.1 I b6UO+00 -0 230700-01 o 23U58o-01 o 4947\0-02 o 160120+01 o 340100tOl 0.116600+00 
41 -0 851380-0J -0 1077~0-03 o 1205·10+00 o 259480-01 -0 761~70-02 0.120600-01 -0 65130D-03 o 379990+01 0.1205<10tOO 
42 -0 b49B70-03 -0 303910-03 o 132630+00 o 346130-01 -0 10014U-01 -0.204710-01 0.399350+00 o 379970tOl 0.132630tOO 
43 o 165900-03 -~ 3~9190-02 o 143440+00 -0 874620-02 -0 173800-01 -0 800590-01 o 800170+00 o 379650tOl 0.143440+00 
w 44 o 827710-0J -0 506010-03 0.130950000 -0 360180-01 -0 130760-01 o 150910-01 o 12008otOl o 379940tOl 0.130950+00 
w 45 o 90572~-03 -0 21L5Jo-03 o 118290100 -0 201690-01 -0 IOU940-01 -0 121620-01 0.160100+01 o 379900tOl 0.116290+00 
00 46 -0 3910JO-04 -0 662780-03 o 1163~0+00 o 233210-01 -0 12072D-01 -0 124820-01 -0 391030-04 0.419930+01 0.116390+00 
47 o 796330-04 -0 1173~0-02 o 126040+00 o 255060-01 -0 220130 01 -0.401600-01 o 400080+00 0.419UUOtOI 0.126040+00 
48 o 733620-04 -0.32-1890-02 0.132200+00 -0 720980-02 -0.325280 01 -0.136540tOO o 600070+00 0.419680tOI 0.132200tOO 
49 -0 563150-04 -0 131730-02 0.124050+00 -0 25893J-OI -0 191930-01 0.269U70-01 o 119990tOl o 419070+01 0.124050+00 
50 o 346970-04 -0 718510-03 o 114090+00 -0 244980-01 -0.106650-01 o 110470-01 o 160000+01 o 419930tOl o 114090+00 
51 o 2:.t0150-03 -0 138010-02 o 107530+00 o 392100-02 -0 264070 01 -0 855110-02 o 230150-03 o 479060+01 0.107530tOO 
52 o 2'l2630-03 -0 161110-02 o 1I0030tOO o 771950-02 -0 333940-01 -0.242540-01 o 400290100 0.479040tOI o 110030+00 
S3 0.110380-04 -0 210640-02 o 112510+00 o 161550-02 -0 444570-01 -0 160060+00 o 800010+00 o 479790tOl 0.112510+00 
54 -0 239050-03 -0 15:260-02 0.10970D+00 -0.909370-02 -0 3216QO-01 o 241610-01 o 119980+01 0.479840tOI 0.109700+00 
55 -0 194640-03 -0 1399aO-02 o 106580+00 -0 5J~610-02 -0 2J7260-01 o 917100-02 0,159900+01 o 479860tOl 0.106580tOO 
56 o 129910-03 -0 172410-02 o 84843D-OI -0 467870-02 -0 541470-01 o 891200-02 0.129910-03 0.539030+01 0.840480-01 
57 o 466740-04 -0 211830-02 0'841470-01 o 407990-04 -0 ~42070'01 -0 122500-01 o 400050+00 o 539790tOl 0.041470-01 
58 o 342660-04 -0 281380-02 o 844050-01 o 166U70-02 -0 638050-01 -0 160060+00 o 800030+00 o 539120tOl 0.844850-01 
59 o 082490-04 -0 2000ijO-02 o 848:<50-0 I 0.659360-03 -0 534110-01 0.983180-02 o 120010+01 o 539000+01 0.840250-01 
60 o 753740-05 -0 16~JOO-02 o 857820-0 I o 529260-02 -0 513300-01 -0 738200-02 o 160000iOl o 539030+01 0.657820-01 
61 o 535800-03 -0 213280-02 C 457900-01 -0 66178D-OJ -0 743890-01 C .136030-01 o 535800-03 o 599790+01 o 457900-01 
62 o 254600-03 -0 29~960-02 0.45 ij250-0 I o 533220-03 -0 727;>90-01 -0 119690-01 o 400250+00 o 599700tOl 0.458250-01 
63 o 149910-03 -0.432500-02 o 472010-01 o 55U6~0-02 -0 770000-01 -0 133760+00 o 000150+00 o 599570tOl o 472010-01 
64 o 642110-05 -0 2010~0-02 o 472-150-01 -0 360870-03 -0 72~820-01 -0 623630-02 o 120000+01 0.599720+01 0.412450-01 
65 -0 275320-03 -0 201730-02 o 475040-01 o 176740-02 -0 75&200-01 -0 190040-01 o 159970+01 o 599000+01 0.475040-01 
66 o 135010-02 -0 265530-02 0.155460-0 I o 669080-02 -0 744750-01 o 408370-01 o 135010-02 o 639730+01 0.155460-01 
67 o 773630-03 -0 307330-02 o le3990-01 -0 434930-03 -0 72122J 01 -0 944220-02 P 400770+00 o 639690+01 0.163990-01 
68 -0 929380-04 -0 570590-02 o 156010-01 o 120200-03 -0 684980-01 -0 105920+00 o 799910+00 o 639430tOl 0.156610-01 
69 -0 610200-03 -0 317940-02 o 107040-0 I o 257260-02 -0 74J960-01 -0 469220-02 o 119940+01 o 639680tOl 0.167040-01 
70 -0 111470-02 -0.253770-02 o 163620-01 -0 560240-02 -0 775240-01 -0 430240-01 o 159000+01 o 639750+01 0.163820-01 
71 o 0 o 0 o C o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 0.680000+01 0.0 
72 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.400000+00 o 680000+01 0.0 
73 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.800000+00 0.680000tOI 0.0 
74 o 0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.0 o 0 0.120000+01 o 680000tOl 0.0 
75 0.0 o 0 o 0 o 0 a 0 0.0 o 160000t-01 o 600000+01 0.0 
FRAGMENT GLOBAL LOCATION ANO VElOCITY COMPONENTS 
X-LOC Y-LOC Z-LOC IIEL-X VEl-Y VEl-Z OMEGA-X OMEGA-Y OMEGA-Z 
, 
I, 
0.6001430+00 0.3737910+01 -0.457362U+00 -0.7369630+00 0.1216770.04 -0.1057260+04 0.2J61090+04 0.1050220+00 0.1051020+01 
STRAIN COMPONENTS. PRINCIPAL (TENSILEI STRAIN AND DIRECTION AT USER-SPECIFIED NODeS 
EPS-X STRAIN EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAn STRAIN PRINC. STRA IN( T) D1RECTlON(DEG. » 
NODE INNER OUTER IN"IER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER INNER OUTER 38 
-0 25880-01 0.29890-01 -0 20000-01 -0 16430-02 0.82700-C3 o 874~0-03 o 0 o 29690-01 0.0 -0.79470+00 
39 o 85900-02 -0 47470-02 -0 11460-01 0.44010-02 -0 69240-02 o 46370-03 o 91710-02 0.44080-02 -0.95190+01 0.88490+02 
.03 
-0 24130-01 0.27920-01 -0 16740-01 o 203~0-02 -0.16330-01 o 15690-01 o 0 o 30110-01 0.0 0.15610+02 
44 0.62170-02 -0 28610-02 -0 95000-02 o 252:50-02 o 627\10-02 o 242'30-03 o 66210-02 o 25210-02 0.10890+02 0.88710+02 
46 
-0.14110-01 o 13830-01 o 40360-02 -0 52190-03 -0 27~20-01 o 27200-01 o 11450-01 o 22030-01 -0.61800+02 o 31090+02 
49 o 12060-02 -0 62640-03 -0 10600-02 -0 78500-03 o 78000-02 -0 29950-02 o 41340-02 o 79350-03 o 36900+02 -0.43400+02 
53 -0 61900-02 o 46;20-02 -0 38540-03 o 30870-02 -0 32040-01 o 31980-01 0.12990-01 o 19990-01 -0.50140+02 0.43400+02 
54 0.97660-03 -0.13Q30-02 -0.31090-02 o 30050-02 061540-02 -0 35100-02 o 26270-02 o 36200-02 0.28210+02 -0.70700+02 
STRAIN COMPONENTS. PRINCIPAL(TENSILEI STRAIN ANO OIRECTION. AND ELONGAIIONS AT SPECIFIED ADDITIONAL POINTS 
POINT NO. SURFACE EPS-X STRAIN EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAR STRAIN ELONO 10lR 11 ELONG (OIR 21 PRINC. STRN(T) DIRECTION(OEG.) 
1 INNER -0 643920-02 -0 216990-01 -0 315110-02 
-0 1'.,"/1.080- 0 1 -0 125720-01 o 0 o 0 
1 OUTER o 117810-01 -0 689490-03 o 647530-03 o 51l52~0-02 o 520050-02 o 117900-01 o 148620+01 
2 IliNER -0 670660-02 -0 242590-01 o 599000-03 
-0 153000-01 -0 159090-0 I o 0 o 0 
2 OUTER o 110070-01 o 133960-02 0.825010-03 0.696180-02 o 614210-02 o 118240-01 0.225320+01 
3 INNER -0 769500-02 -0 334060-02 -0 182550-01 
-0.712400-02 -0.334620-02 0.386590-02 -0.517080+02 
3 OUTER o 104050-01 o 252470-02 o 528190-02 
4 INNER -0 544030-02 -0.387100-02 o 100520-01 
4 OUTER o 775900-02 0.315270-02 o 980220-03 
SYSTEM ENERGIES(IN-L8) 
FRAG. TRANSLATIONAL KINETIC ENERGY. 
FRAG. ROTATIONAL KINETIC ENERGV 
WORK INPUT TO STRUCTURE 
w STRUCTURE KINETIC ENERGY 
W STRUCTURE ELASTIC ENERGY 
~ STRUCTURE PLASTIC ENERGV 
ENERGY STORED IN ELASTIC RESTRAINTS. 
IMPACI CVCLE- 140 









-0 515520-02 -0 397950-02 
0.772010-02 0.314780-02 
POINT OF EFFECTIVE IMPACT(XA.YA.ZA). 0.60042150+00 0.37361010+01 0.14009030+00 
THIS IS IMPACT NUM6ER 120 
IMPACT CYCLE- 143 
SUBREGIONS PENETRATED 4 
POINT OF EFFECTIVE IMPACT(XA.YA.ZA)- 0.80049630+00 0.37433010+01 0.13368150+00 
THIS IS IMPACT NUM6ER 12\ 
IMPACT CYCLE- 146 ELEMENT- 31 SUBREGION. 2 
GLOBAL IMPACT LOCATION (XN.~N.ZN)' 0.61933980+00 0.37504300+01 0.12727570+00 
PENETRATION OISTANCE(IN.). 0.20847670-04 
THIS IS l~PACT NUA6ER 122 
IMPACT cveLE- 149 
SUBREGIONS PENETRATEO. 4 
\' 
POINT OF EFFECTIVE IMPACT(XA.~A.ZA)_ 0.80041890+00 0.31574950+01 0.12075810+00 
THIS IS IMPACT NUMBER 123 




NODE U v W 

















2 0.0 o.b 0.0 0.0 0.0 " 0.0 0.400000+00 0.0 0.0 
3 o 0 3·\l 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.800000+00 0.0 0.0 4 0.0 .0 0.0 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.120000+01 0.0 0.0 
5 o 0 o 0 0.0 0.0 o 0 0.0 0.160000+01 0.0 0.0 
6 0.932030-03 0.233000-02 0.991850-02 0.303370-02 0.473190-01 -0.364160-01 0.932030-03 0.402330+00 0.991850-02 
7 o 443850-03 0.281180-02 o 994600-02 -0.224900-02 o 445170-01 -0.242450-02 0.400140+00 0.402810+00 0.994800-02 
8 o 936890-04 o 448860-02 0.911590-02 0.736530-04 o 393600-01 -0.828030-01 o 800090+00 0.404490+00 0.911590-02 
9 -0 534390-03 o 267470-02 o 984660-02 o 965930-03 o 432630-01 -0.714190-02 0.119950+01 0.402670+00 0.984660-02 
10 -0 101100-02 o 226080-02 o 952700-02 -0 367930-02 o 459390-01 0.324800-01 0.159900+0 I o 402260+00 0.952700-02 
11 o 194090-03 o 250560-02 o 274740-01 -0 169260-02 o 404110-01 -0.901910-02 0.194090-03 o 802510+00 o 274140-01 
12 o 230540-04 o 300310-02 o 271270-01 -0.118930-03 o 397580-01 -0.219760-02 0.400020+00 o 803000"00 0.271270-01 
13 -0 527870-04 o 370480-02 0.270250-01 -0 342180-02 o 425550-01 -0.951940-01 0.799950+00 0.803780+00 0.270250-01 
14 -0 749870-04 o 302110-02 o 264-140-01 o 799950-03 o 403940-01 -0 107990-01 0.119990+01 o 803020+00 0.264440-01 
15 -0 255490-03 o 239240-02 o 268780-01 o 166780-02 O. 106900-01 o 563360-02 0.159970+01 0.802390+00 o 268780-01 
16 o 117670-03 o 285670-02 o 478730-01 -0 717330-03 o 287780 01 -0 254210-03 0.117670-03 0.140290+01 0.478730-01 
17 o 424550-04 o 290010-02 0.490920-01 o 119120-02 o 320400-01 o 103730-01 o 400040+00 0.140290+01 o 480820-01 
18 o 101050-03 o 321590-02 o 484220-01 -0 260580-03 o 395550-01 -0.116110+00 o 800100 .. 00 0.140320+01 o 484220-01 
19 o 943090-04 o 287160-02 o 481450-01 -0 592610-03 o 327100-01 -0.135630-01 0.120010.01 0.140290+01 0.481450-01 
20 o 264940-04 o 2(8990-02 o 482120-01 o 150970-02 o 307180-01 o 745210-03 o 160000tOI o 140270+01 o 482420-01 
21 o 530B 60-03 o 30J21O-02 o 612tlOO-01 0.909730-02 o 203160-01 o 512450-02 o 530060-03 o 200300+01 o 612BOO-01 
22 o 455600-03 o 238020-02 0.651070-01 0.971400-02 0.263550-01 o 165390-01 0.400460+00 o 200290+01 0.651070-01 
23 o 160230-03 o 296390-02 o 677820-01 -0.427630-03 o 354670-01 -0.111560.00 o 800170 .. 00 0.200300+01 0.677820-01 
24 -0 135180-03 o 281170-02 o 657400-01 -0 761060-02 o 270110-01 -0.223120-01 0.119990+01 o 200200+01 0.651400-01 
25 -0 202030-03 o 295050-02 0.626~20-01 -0 733320-02 o 214320-01 -0 683230-02 o 159990.01 o 200290+01 0.626520-01 
26 o 763000-03 o 2745'10-02 0.715860-01 o 240970-01 O. 206670-0 I o 113140-01 0.763000-03 0.260270+01 0.71!>860-01 
27 o 715460-03 o 302550-02 o 906530-01 o 209990-01 0.287790-01 0.199960-01 o 400720+00 o 260300+01 0.806530-01 
28 o 279510-03 o 385770-02 o 864740-01 o 416840-02 o 374090-01 -0.107670+00 0.600200+00 o 260390+01 o 86'1740-01 
29 -0 306900-03 o 207730-02 o 819740-01 -0 206220-01 o 296490-01 -0 371090-01 0.119970+01 o 260290+01 o 019740-01 
30 -0 352670-03 o 261770-02 o 732410-01 -0 229670-01 o 203650-01 -0.146040-01 0.159960 .. 01 0.260260+01 0.732410-01 
31 o 195800-03 o 224250-02 o 810600-01 o 302240-01 o 275130-01 o 466100-02 o 195800-03 0.300220+01 0.010680-01 
32 o 245370-03 o 270510-02 o 933620-0 I 0.324080-01 0.328610-01 0.227110-01 0.400250+00 0.300270+01 0.933620-01 
33 o 109720-03 o 546600-02 o 103930+00 o 557600-02 o 432000-01 -0 654670-01 o 800110+00 o 300550+01 0.103930+00 
~ 34 o 891550-04 o 257600-02 o 942060-01 -0 315120-01 o 315430-01 -0.331410-01 o 120010tOl o 300260+01 0.942060-01 
o 35 0.156390-03 o 211390-02 o 822440-01 -0 291030-01 o 252150-01 -0 767470-02 o 160020+01 0.300210+01 0.822440-01 
36 -0 700070-03 0.140010-02 o 919620-01 o 30J76D-OI o 238230-01 -0 387570-02 -0.700070-03 0.340140tOI 0.919620-01 
37 -0 559010-03 0.17 3 7ID-02 o 105760+00 o 309320-01 o 2(;(590-01 o 128960-01 0.399440.00 0.340170+01 0.105760+00 
38 o 166800-03 0.356380-02 o 11867Q+00 -0 105820-04 o 266650-01 0.451870-02 o 800170+00 0.340360+01 0.118670 .. 00 
39 o 859530-03 0.167040-02 o 105660+00 -0 388790-01 o 246090-01 -0.202890-01 o 120090tOl o 340170+01 0.105660 .. 00 
40 o 101510-02 0.125590-02 o 918520-01 -0 300720-01 0.194050-01 -0.724000-03 o 160100+01 o 340130+01 0.918520-01 
41 -0.676960-03 0.122950-03 o 959660-01 o 328970-01 -0 22~830-02 0.950110-02 -0.616960-03 o 380010+01 o 95Q660-01 
42 -0 500530-03 -0 767060-04 o 1I0190tOO 0.382890-01 -0 524330-02 -0 204360-01 0.399420+00 o 379990+01 0.110190+00 
43 o 130790-03 -0 310950-02 o 121650+00 -0 840480-02 -0 133190-01 -0 715920-01 o 800140+00 o 379600+01 0.121850+00 
44 o 697100-03 -0 337490-03 o 108520.00 -0 39b590-01 -0 654430'02 o 162270-01 o 120070.01 o 379970+01 0.100520+00 
45 o 74U810-03 o 398730-04 0.937370-01 -0 350110-01 -0.585760-02 -0 945320-02 o 160070tOl o 380000tOl o 937370-01 
46 -0 192670-05 -0 425100-03 o 9546(;0-01 o 2tJ2550-01 o 652640-03 -0 199840-01 -0 192670-05 o 419960+01 o 954060-01 
47 o 779200-04 -0 889320-03 o 106690+00 o 204780-01 -0 116920-01 -0 440320-01 o 400080+00 o 419910+01 0.106690+00 
48 o 293640-04 -0 279660-02 o 113610+00 -0 702760-02 -0 2Z4520 01 -0.122540+00 o 800030 .. 00 o 419720+01 0.113610+00 
49 -0.149310-03 -0 101020-02 o 104640+00 -0 2927tJO-01 -0 940360-02 o 337580-01 o 119990+01 o 419900+01 o 104640+00 
50 -0 lC2090-03 -0 4~9770-03 o 929750-01 -0 297700-01 0 14)200-02 o 186920-01 o 159990+01 o 419960tOl o 929750-01 
51 o 420620-04 -0 111200-02 o 9E 1650-01 o 24 0 650-02 -0 91G670-02 -0 161010-01 o 420620-04 o 479890+01 o 961650-01 
52 o 140200-03 -0 12717D-02 o :J9Cl~7D-Ol o 6 '~<'GO-02 -0 19QG40 01 -0 310160-01 o 400150100 o 4791170tOl o 980670-01 
53 -0 407060-0-1 -0.15Qu20-02 o 100:lBO.00 o 83~~JO-03 -0 314U70-01 -0 143230tOO o 799960+00 o 479040tOI 0.100060+00 
54 -0.193740-03 -0 1222(;0-02 o 974020-01 -0 92~15D-02 -0 191370-01 o 331170-01 o II'J)OO+OI o 479800+01 0.974020-01 
55 -0 972400-04 -0 115170-02 o 945720-01 -0 469220-02 -0 713190-02 O. 187720-01 o 15')990t 01 o 479000tOl o 945720-0 I 
56 -0 951310-04 -0 128600-02 o 831340-01 -0 136tJ20-01 -0 42~250-01 0.329010-02 -0 951310-04 o 539U70+01 o 831340-01 
57 -0 135/60-03 -0 181530-02 o 794600-01 -0 618140-02 -0 445820-01 -0.160110-01 o 399860tOO o 539020+01 o 794600-01 
58 o 568650-05 -0 255410-02 o 781060-01 o 205030-03 -0 541370-01 -0 151520.00 o 800010+00 o 539740.01 o 781060-01 
59 o 220110-03 -0 1753~0-02 o 795910-01 o 501790-02 -0 43Qa30'01 0.146740-01 o 120020+01 o 539820+01 o 795910-01 
60 o 194800-03 -0 1322g0-02 o 8313~D-O' o 132270-01 -0 397~10 01 -0.106040-02 o 160020+01 o 539070+0 I o 031340-01 
61 o 410080-v3 -0 163630-02 o 475310-01 -0 841420-02 -0 7~O340-01 o 191670-Cl o 4100UO-03 o 599040+01 0.475310-01 
, 62 o 160920-03 -0 J76700-02 o 449050-01 -0 404uOO-02 -0.b904GO-Ol -0 596630-02 o 400160+00 o 599720+01 0.449050-01 
63 o 154090-03 -0.43~510-02 o 4-193tlO-Ol o 511330-02 -0 7142QO-Ol -0.131430.00 o 000150,00 o 599560+01 0.449360-01 
64 o 881690-04 -0.26~190-02 O. ~5 D'J60-0 I o 436470-02 -0 690710-01 -0 101410-01 o 120010.01 o 599740+01 0.4599130-01 
65 -0.170140-03 -0 156690-02 o 486620-0 I o 893430-02 -0 737520-01 -0.240560-01 o 159900+01 ,10.599840+01 0.406620-01 
66 0.127520-02 -0 233810-02 o 169920-01 o 246710-02 -0.772920-01 0.500310-01 o 127520-02 0.639770+01 0.168620-01 
67 0.757860-03 -0.294170-02 0.163450-01 -0.3~1530-02 -0.712650-01 -0.106150-02 0.400760+00 0.639710+01 0.163450-01 
I' 
68 -0.102230-03 -0.5b~q70-02 0.150/00-01 0.581090-05 -0 65642~-01 -0.106630+00 0.799900+00 0.639430+01 0.150700-01 
69 -0.613690-03 -0.305040-02 0.1€515Q-Ol 0.410100-02 -0.130040-01 -0.112330-01 0.119940+01 0.639690+01 0.165150-01 
70 -0.111450-02 -0 224370-02 0.17411D-01 -0.183080-02 -0 79391D-01 -0.561810-01 0.159890+01 0.639780+01 0.174110-01 
71 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.680000+01 0.0 
72 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.400000+00 0.680000+0' 0.0 
73 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.80000[1+00 0.680000+01 0.0 
74 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.120000+01 0.680000+01 0.0 
75 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.160000+01 0.680000+01 0.0 
FRAGMENT GLOBAL LOCATlOU AND VELCCITY COMPONENTS 
X-LOC (-LOC Z-LOC VEL-X VEL-Y VEL-Z OMEGA-X OMEGA-Y OMCGA-Z 
0.8001260+00 0.3762210+01 -0.4786630+00 -0.1090280+01 0.1213541H04 -0.1061760+04 0.2398150+04 -0.1002620+01 0.9152740+00 












































































STRAIN COMPONENTS, PRINCIPAL(TfNSILE) STRAIN AND DIRECTION, AND ELnNGATIONS AT SPECIFIED ADDITIONAL POINTS 
POINT NO. SURFACE EPS-X STRAIN EPS-Y STRAIN SHEAR STRAIN ELONG.(OIR.l) ELONG.(0IR.2) PRINC. STRN(T) OIRECTION(OEG.) 
1 INNER -0.7u5030-02 -0.193810-01 -0.291440-02 
1 OliTER 0.127090-01 -0. 192870-02 0.364350-03 
w 2 I tlflEa -0.717160-02 -0.217540-01 0.524920-03 
~ 2 OUTER O. 1 2555D- 0 I -0 • 103630-03 0.04862D-03 
..... 3 INNER -0 IHC68D-02 -0.194120-02 -0.175770-01 
3 OllTER 0.111790-01 o • 127060-02 0.532720-02 
4 INNER -0.1350110-02 -0.234160-02 0.99634D-02 
4 ourER 0.0567uD-CJ2 o • 186830-02 0.215200-03 
SYSTEM ENERGIES(IN-LB) 
FRAG. TRANSLATIONAL KINETIC ENERGY 
FRAG. ROTATIONAL KINETIC ENlRGY ; 
WORK INPUT TO STRUCTURE ~ 
STRUCTURE KINETIC eNERGY 
STRUCTURE ELASTIC ENERGY = 
STRUCTURE PLASTIC ENERGY 





0.771 7S()50+ 02 
0.60941160+03 
0.74369480+02 
-0.1"'0070-01 -0.121320-01 0.0 0.0 
0.5'·5710-02 0.519470-02 0.127120-01 0.712900+00 
-0. I lb070-01 -0.151400-01 0.0 0.0 
O. 6IJ:.!790- 02 0.578450-02 0.125690-01 0.191770tOl 
-0.0',4500- 02 -0. 194300-02 0.409290-02 -0.555260+02 
0.111180-01 O. 126980-02 0.118500-01 0.141320t02 
-0. 6!:>2240- 02 -0.234430-02 0.977100-03 0.563300+02 
0.8[.3060-02 O. 186660-02 0.856670-02 0.920040+00 
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FIG. 16 SCHEHATIC OF A TRANSIENTLY-LOADED THIN NARROW PLATE 
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GOVERNING EQUATIONS ON WHICH THE PLATE PROGRAM IS BASED 
A.l Formulat~on for Constant-Thickness unstiffened 
Rectangular Flat Plate Elements 
A.l.l Interpolat~on Funct~ons and Stra~n-D~splacement Relat~ons 
The PLATE program accommodates both unstiffened and longeron integrally-
stiffened th~n plate structures utilizing a constant-thickness plate element of 
rectangular planform. The present subsection deals with the unstiffened ele-
ment; as d~scussed ~n Subsection A.2, a stiffened plate element is formulated 
by combin~ng a "st~ffener" element with the unst~ffened plate element to which 
it is attached. 
The geometry and nomenclature of a typ~cal rectangular thin plate element 
are shown ~n F~g. 2. The element has constant thickness, h, and spanwise 
d~mensions a and b in the x and y direct~ons, respect~vely, with the or~gin 
of the element xyz coordinate system located at element node number 1. 
S~nce the Kirchhoff hypothesis+is employed, the d~splacement field 
u, v, and w may be approximated by the plate middle surface d~splacements u, 
v, and wand rotations e and ~ as follows: 
where 
,.., 
u, ( x, Y J ;&) - u. (X, Y) 
v (x, y, 9) - v(x,y) - i!; I..f'(x, y) 
~ W(X) y) 
e (XJ Y) = "X 
o \V(x} y) 
\f' (X, Y) = (J Y 
(A. 1) 
(A.2) 
The midsurface d~splacements u, v, and w are approx~mated w~th~n each element 
+The Kirchhoff hypothesis is appropriate s~nce attention here~n is restricted 
to th~n plates. It should be noted, however, that recently less restrict~ve 
vlate bend~ng elements have developed, based on M~ndlin theory [24]; such 
elements employ ~ndependent ~nterpolations for the transverse d~splacement wand 
for the rotations. These elements often suffer from excess~ve stiffness ~n 
the th~n-plate l~m~t; th~s "defect" has been remed~ed by the use of selective 
reduced numer~cal ~ntegrat~on [25-27]. 
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by assuming a b~l~near ~nterpolat~on for the ~nplane displacements u and v, 
and a bicub~c Hermet~an ~nterpolat~on for the transverse d~splacernent, w. The 
interpolations written in terms of element x,y,z coord~nates are 
u(x,y) = 0(. + x. O<z. + yOCs + xy 0(4 (A.3a) 
v(x)y) = 0(5 + X "'6 + yoc; + xy 0(8 
(A.3b) 
w(x,y) CCc:r + X 0(,o + Y o{lI + X Y O(/Z + 2. X 0<'9 + 
2 
Y «,+ 
z. 2. :z f 3 3 
+x yoC J5 + X Y «" + X Y «'7 + X OC'8 + Y c(''f 
.3 :3 3 2 2 ~ 3 3 
+ X Y CCzo + xy 0(21 + X Y OCZ2. + X Y O(Z3 + X Y ()(Z4 (A.3c) 
where aI' a2 ••• ,a24 are unknown parameters wh~ch will be related to the gen-
eralized nodal d~splacements; the rotations 8 and ~ are evaluated by substi-
tut~ng Eq. A.3c into Eqs. A.2. 
In order to obtain a set of generalized nodal displacements which can 
be related to the 24 a's, the generalized nodal displacements chosen are the 
~ 2 
parameters u, v, w, 8,~ , and X = (d W/dXdY) at each of the four corner nodes 
+ 
of the element. The nodal displacement vector, ~, for the element is thus 
(A.4) 
By evaluating Eqs. A.3 and 8(x,y), ~(x,y), and X(x,y) (obtained by d~ffer­
ent~ating Eqs. A.3) at the element nodes, a un~que (invertable) relation be-
tween q and a is obtained: 
$- - G c( ;v ,..., (A.S) 
The 24 a. 's can be related to the 24 q. 's by inversion of Eq. A.S so that 
~ ~ 
-I 
C( = G ,.., ,..., (A.6) 
and the d~splacement interpolat~on (Eq. A.3) can, in princ~ple, be wr~tten ~n 
terms of nodal general~zed displacements, q; details of the calculation of 
+These s~x general~zed displacements are convenient to use because of the ways 
in which these quantities appear ~n the strain-displacement relations (Eqs. 
A.7 and A.8) for the Kirchhoff hypothesis. 
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G-l w111 be discussed later. 
The distribution of strains 8 , E , and E may be represented by mid-
xx yy xy 
surface inplane strain components € , € , and € and curvatures K , K , 
xx yy xy + xx yy 
and K , and are written under the Kirchhoff assumption, as 
xy 
~ 
E € -~7C 
xx XJ( xx 
Eyy - = Kyy 
Exy - r Ji::xy (A.7) 
For the present element, the non11near strain-displacement relations of 
Sanders [12] for moderately small rotations are used, and are given by++ 
dtA. '(" W)Z J [, (;} u. t7V)]2.. J( = JZ,w 
Exx = ;;: +2 -y;: +2" 2. (Jy -h ' xx ;; x% =" X 
2 Z d2. W 'CJlf' 
;)V , (IW) T ('~" d V )] X €yy=Ty+2~ +72: ;)y-h" . --, - 'dy2 'Jy yy 
)u. dV 
+ (;:)(*) ;/-w =.zX E :-+- , X =2 xy ay dX xy ;)X dy 
(A. a) 
When Eq. A.6 1S subst1tuted into the interpolation functions of Eqs. A.3, 




+The Kirchhoff assumpt10n reduces the number of "d1splacement var1ables" but 
introduces h1gher order der1vatives 1n the formulat10n of plate and shell elements. 
++Note that Exy 1S the eng1neering stra1n and Kxy 1S the engineer1ng twist curva-
ture at the reference surface; these quantities are equal to twice their tensorial 
counterparts. 
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where D , D , ••• D are defined from the relat10ns 
-1 -2 -9 
dUo DT f 2. 2dW' T 
= D CJ-oX ;v, "" dX :>y ;>#, "." 
:?v T (;JW DT ~ 
- Qz 'I- -;}y ,., dX ,..,7 ,... eu. ~v) - DT ~w 




.!.e" -JV) = f)T - ~+ 1: rg. ~ ,,2- 2 iJy dX IVcr 
"" dZW DT 
d y~ "'5 1- (A.IO) 
'" 
The nonlinear geometric behav10r of the plate material will be 
expressed in terms of the increment in stra1n from t1me t 1 to t1me t . 
m- m 
Assuming that the displacements 3m and the 1ncrement 1n nodal displacements, 





(i1r= ) xy .." 
( Ll E yy)", - r (Lll( yy)", 
- (LlExy)," - =(~A:'Xy)," 
- J... A T(D D T + D D"').1 z. t ... -i"" ",q ... 'f !,." 
= DT Aa. + ~T(D DT + D DT)/l 'f 
,.."z. $'" ,..,.'" "'8 "'8 ,.,'f...,q "","" 
-~Jt:(P8Q; +Q'iQ;)Lllm 
= p; Ll~,." + 1~ (P, E; + Es Q;)L1 !,., 
-~ 1J.1 T (D DT + DDT) 4 1-






A.l.2 Normalized Coordinates and Nodal Degrees of Freedom 
In operat~ons related to the element matrix formulation, it is generally 




?[ = b (A.14) 





and normalized new parameters a. are def~ned by 
~ z z. 
IX, = 0(, C( = O<q 0(/7 a. b 0(17 q 
~z = c::t. C¥z 0('0 = a.. 0(1(> 
3 
C(/8 = a" c(18 
0(3 = b 0(3 ~II - b q'1I 0(, q - b
3 
0(1" 
a.b 0(4- 3 0(4- - ~'Z - a. b o(,t. 0(20 a. h O(zo 
z 3 
0(5 = 0(5 o{'3 - a, C('S 0< 21 - a.. h o(ZI 
Z :3 2 q, = a. 0(, 0(,-4- 1;; C( 14- 0( - a, b c(z% ZZ :to:3 
0(7 
-
b 0(-, 0(15 - r£ b C(15 ~ = a, b c(Z3 
z 2:3 :3 3 
0(8 
-
a... h 0(8 0(" - ao ~ 16 ~Z4 = a. b «2.4-
(A.16) 
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- - - - %- z-
w = 0(" + 5" 0(/0 + "( 0(" +S~ c(/2 + 5 q"3 + 'l tr'4-
2 _ %- :z:z _ 3 _ .3 -
+ 51( 0(15" + g 7{ 0(1" + s:l'[ 0('7 + S C(/8 + "l 0(,'1 
3 _ 3_ 31_ 2.3_ 33-
+ S 7[ O{ZD + 5"'l 0(%1 + 5 ~ «z:z. + g t c(Z3 + 5 '>[ q'Z4 
I 
(A.17c) 
2 Z. _ .3-
+3 5 O(J8 + 3 g'( o(z.o -1- 'l (;(21 
3 :z. .3 




Note that u and v are bilinear whereas w is expressed as a bicub~c ~nterpola­
t~on function of ~ and n. When Eqs. A.17 are evaluated at the nodal coordi-
nates, the normalized nodal degrees of freedom should result; these conditions 
define the matrix ~ (see Eqs. A.5) relating g and~. Because of the simple 
rectangular geometry of the element and the use, of normalized quantities, the 





O{, = U, C(, = -v, +~ 
-
- -
0(8 - "l - "z +Vs -V4 - -0(2. =:. - £.I., + U2. 
CXs = -U, + U4 
- - -0(4- - U, -liz. +U3 - U4 
0(5" v, 
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~n matr~x form, the G matrix is obtained: 
(A.19) 
-1 
It is useful to note that G is independent of element geometry and may be 
formed once and used for all elements. 
The internal energy of the plate element is def~ned in terms of strain 
components, or, more specifically, m~dsurface stra~ns and curvatures. It 
will, therefore, be necessary to relate these stra~n components and curvatures 
to the derivatives of the normalized displacements in the normalized coord~­
nates. It can easily be seen that 
~u dU. JLt. au:. 
;;)x.. a.. as lJy --l:7 p/[ 
(;Jv d'V 
-
dV , av 
-
--~x. -a.. ;)$ tiJy b d'l 
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--dX a,'2. ---05 ay hZ G)~ 
I -
.21:- =-(2X) (A.20) a,b 
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A.I.3 Def~n~tion and Calculat~on of Element Property Matrices 
In the previous subsections, the character~stic displacement behavior 
of the element and the assoc~ated stra~n components were def~ned. These in-
terpolations/relations are now used in conJunction with the concepts of work 
and energy to derive the various plate element property matrices. 
A.l.3.1 Element Mass Matrix 
The consistent mass matrix m for a rectangular plate element is de-
-c 
rived from the express~on for the k~netic energy, (T) , for a typ~cal (nth) 
n 
element which ~s given by 
(A.22) 
with p taken as the mass per un~t volume of the plate material. Introduc~ng 
normalized coord~nates (Eqs. A.l4) and norrnal~zed displacements (Eqs. A.IS), 
and ~ntegrat~ng Eq. A.22 through the th~ckness of the element yields 
= ~ a.b J S L I . . I ~ J[~] . rJ. 5 d.7{ ~ - w -2. [)..v e u, 







where m is the diagonal matr~x 
fh 
J'h 0 
ern] j'h 0 l' 11
3 




It ~s reasonable to assume that the spatial var~at~on of the veloc~ty 
field is the same as that of the displacement field. From Eqs. A.17a through 








- «2.4 ~ (A.2S) 
Substitution of Eq. A.19 (val~d also for veloc~t~es) ~nto Eq. A.2S and the 
result ~nto Eq. A.23 yielps, 
1;, = i 1 T al>(~fT I J ~T ~ r::J ~d'l ~t t I ·T =z t (A.26) 
o 0 
The m matr~ ~s the normal~zed cons~stent element mass matrix for the element 
corresponding to norrnal~zed nodal (veloc~ty) degrees of freedom, q. By us~ng 
Eq. A.lS, the normal~zed q vector can be related to q by 
(A.27) 
-
so that by substituting Eq. A.27 ~nto Eq. A.26, the consistent element mass 
matrix m ~s def~ned 
-c 
rYI TT;:;;T (A.28) 
,-v c: AI /'V 
-
where J I 
-I 
rn 0. b ( ~ -I )T f J ~T ~ N dg d'{ G 
AI /'V I'V IV 
(A.29) 
0 0 
The integral ~n Eq. A.29 ~s evaluated numerically. It should be noted that 
the matrix multipl~cat~on ind~cated ~n Eq. A.28 ~s accomplished simply by 
scal~ng the rows and columns of the m matr~x since T ~s a diagonal matrix. 
A d~agonal lumped mass matr~x can also be formed for the rectangular 
plate element. In th~s case, the total mass propert~es of the element are 
lumped evenly at the four nodal locat~ons, result~ng in a diagonal matrix of 
the form 
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where " is the diagonal matrix; m 
a.b h 
4- 0 a...b J" A 4 
a...bJr m f I'V 
0 4 a.b 1/ +8 a..bJl 
48 (A.31) 
A.1.3.2 Element E~~valent Loads Correspond~ng to 
Nonlinear Effects 
For the present plane-stress case, the express~on for the var~ation 
+ of the work of the stresses w~th~n the element ~s g~ven by 
(~u) = f. (0- ~E -t- 0- r; gyy + cr ~ 6 ) d.V 11 V. x,," xx yy xy xy 
,., 
(A.32) 
where cr and cr are the inplane normal stresses ~n the x and y directions 
xx yy 
and cr is the inplane shear~ng stress. Considering ~n~t~ally-~sotropic 
xy 
material, the elastic-plastic stress-strain relat~on can be expressed by 
,..., I'VP 
E Exx x~ 
,...., 
""I' E C yy yy 
/V ,...,P 




For a proper energy evaluat~on, the cr" stresses represent Second Piola-
Kirchhoff stress components since the~JE~j are Green strain components [14]. 
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When the stress-strain relation, Eq. A.33, is ~ntroduced into Eq. A.32, 
and then employing the strain-displacement relations of Eqs. A.7 and A.9, the 
expression for (OU) will be in the form: 
n 
(~U)n = ~tT (~ 't - £NL) (A.34) 
in which k is the element linear elastic st~ffness matrix and fNL is the equiva-
lent element force vector correspond~ng to nonl~near material and geometric ef-
fects, and is given by .:::I. b (192 -t XZ) + z) (l,i"+ XZ) 
(\f'2+ X:Z) + -;) ( €l+ XZ) 
(1-)/) e yI 
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In Eq. A.35 the f~rst two ~ntegrals represent equ~valent nodal loads arising 
from large deflect~ons, and the third and fourth integrals represent equiva-
lent nodal loads corresponding to plastic stra~ns and associated, respectively, 
w~th the linear and nonlinear terms in the strain-displacement relations; for 
convenience of presentation, all of these equivalent-load-producing nonlinear 
effects have been collected ~nto a single expression. 
The ~ntegrals ~n Eq. A.35 are evaluated for each time step ~n the 
trans~ent response pred~ct~on process because the integrands (which are func-
tions of d~splacements, stra~ns, and plast~c strains) change with time as the 
deformation progresses; these ~ntegrations are evaluated numerically by using 
Gauss~an quadrature, so that the stresses, stra~ns, and stra~n increments need 
to be evaluated at a selected number of spanwise and depthwise ~ntegrat~on 
stat~ons (monitoring points in the Gaussian quadrature). 
At any ~nstant in time t , the nodal general~zed d~splacement parameters 
m 3m can be calculated, and one may then employ the assumed displacement funct~ons 
(Eqs. A.3) together w~th the stra~n-d~splacement relat~ons (Eqs. A.9, and Eqs. 
A.II through A.13) to obta~n the strains and stra~n ~ncrements at any stat~on 
with~n the element. Then the stresses and plastic strains are evaluated; the 
procedure is descr~bed br~efly ~n the follow~ng. 
The stra~n-harden~ng behav~or of the material ~s accounted for by em-
ploy~ng the mechan~cal-sublayer mater~al-behavior model (see Subsection A.4). 
For each mechan~cal sublayer, the stresses cr I at time t are known. Tr~al 
T -m- m-l 
(superscr~pt T) total stresses cr at t~e t may then be calculated by assum~ng 
-m m 
that the strain ~ncrements ~E from t~e t to t are ent~rely elastic 





The trial stresses are then subst~tuted into the Huber-M~ses-Hencky yield con-
d~tion wh~ch for plane stress ~s 
T :z. z. z] 
FM = F(~:) ~) = [( ~~): + (O"~)", - (o;Jtc "1;)",+ 3 (o;~t,- o;(A.38) 
where cr ~s the known (stat~c or stra~n-rate dependent) yield stress of the 
o 
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mechan~cal sub layer be~ng processed. 
If FT < 0, the stress state l~es with~n or on the yield surface. In 
m 
th~s case, no plastic flow occurs w~thin this sublayer during th~s time step; 
the stress state at time t thus ar~ses from wholly elastic behav~or (in th~s 
m 









I'Vtz IV? Em - € 
"." 
tv ",_I (A. 39b) 
If FT > o plast~c yielding 
m-
the plastic strain increments may 
has occurred. By the flow rule of plastic~ty, 
be related to the deviator~c stress state 
through a real, non-negative scalar proportional~ty term, ~A. 
stress case this relat~on ~s 
For the plane 
0-yy 
(A.40) 
In Eq. A.40, the (known) stress state at t~e t 1 ~s used. The use of this 
m-
stress state instead of the trial state at time t has been found [13] to be 
m 
more accurate than the latter for fin~te ~ncremental changes involving states 
of two-d~ensional stress. The actual stresses are then calculated from 
tr 
(1-2 -i1) (o;~ + O"yy) 
* 
xx 3(t-~) T (J' 
-




.1:.\* A (A.4lb) CT a-




The plastic flow parameter ~A or ~A* is evaluated from the cond~tion 
that the actual stress state must lie on the yield surface. Thus, the fol-
low~ng cond~tion must be sat~sfied: 
(A.42) 
Substitut~ng Eq. A.41a into Eq. A.42 yields the follow~ng relat~on for ~A* 





Also, the following requ~rements must be sat~sfied: 
Z. B - AC > 0 
B +~B2_AC >0 (A.43c) 
With ~A* (and therefore ~A) determ~ned, the stress state at t~e t can be 
m 
obta~ned from Eq. A.41a and the plastic strain ~ncrements from t 1 to t 
m- m 
can be obta~ned from Eq. A.40. Th~s process ~s carr~ed out for each mechani-
cal sub layer at each spanwise and depthwise Gauss~an station. Once the sub-
layer stresses and plastic stra~ns in each mechanical sub layer have been de-
term~ned, the stresses and plastic strains at that Gaussian station can be 
found from a we~ghted sum of the sublayer results; details of the mechan~cal 
sublayer model are g~ven ~n Subsection A.4. 
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During the operation of the solution process for ~ntense load~ng problems, 
~nstances of large strain increments can occur which sometimes may lead to an 
~aginary (or negative) value of 6A; that is, the cond~t~ons of Eq. A.43c are 
v~olated. Since the time-step s~ze for that particular instance cannot be 
economically reduced, a subincrement procedure to circumvent this difficulty 
as d~scussed in Ref. 13 can be and ~s used. The basic finite-time increment, 
6t, is div~ded into a number, say L, of equal subincrements; the s~ze of the 
sub~ncrement is chosen to be suff~ciently small so that a positive real value 
of 6A for each sub~ncrement can be derived success~vely. The value of the 
f~nite-stra~n increments (6E) as calculated by Eq. A.ll during the time 
- m 
interval t 1 to t are also div~ded into L equal parts, (6E) /L. It is 
~ m -m 
assumed that dur~ng each subincrement of length 6t/L this change in stra~n is 
approximately correct. Then, by employing the previously mentioned procedure, 
a valid value for 6A along with stress ~ncrements and plastic strain increments 
are calculated for each subinterval, and ~n the meanwhile, the stresses and 
plastic strains are kept updated. The process ~s continued until either (a) 
the ~nformat~on needed at t~me t is calculated or (b) a complex (or negative) 
m 
6A ~s encountered. In the latter case, the process is repeated from time t 1 
m-
us~ng a larger value of L. If the stresses at t~me t can be derived success-
m 
fully, the solut~on procedure cont~nues with L henceforth set to un~ty unt~l 
an ~mag~nary 6A ~s aga~n encountered. 
A.I.3.3 Element St~ffness Matr~x 
The preced~ng discuss~on pertains to the calculation of the equivalent 
element nodal force vector fNL in Eq. A.34. The rema~n~ng element property 
matr~ defined from the var~at~on of the work of the stresses ~s the l~near 
elastic element stiffness matr~x, k (see Eq. A.34). 
By subst~tuting Eq. A.33b ~nto Eq. A.32, the element stiffness matr~x 
is seen to be given from the express~on 
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! = J b ~T ( ~ dV 
v'" (A.44) 
Equation A.7 is subst~tuted ~n Eq. A.44 and the integration through the thick-
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For computational conven~ence and eff~c~ency, the st~ffness matrix is 
f~rst formed in the normalized (barred) system and then transformed back to 
the or~g~nal x,y coordinate system. To this end, Eq. A.2l (which represents 
a transformat~on of strains and curvatures from the x,y system to the normal~zed 


















The derivat~ves indicated ~n Eq. A.47a are obtained by d~fferentiat~on 
of the ~nterpolat~on assumptions g~ven by Eqs. A.17a through A.17f: 
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where the 4 by 8 matr~x Dl and the 3 by 16 matr~x D are obta~ned from 
- -2 
Eqs. A.48. Note that the first 4 columns of ~2 are zero. When Eq. A.19 ~s 
subst~tuted ~nto Eq. A.49 and the result subst~tuted into Eq. A.47a, the follow-
~ng express~on ~s obta~ned: 
b l -:1 1. - fj! ( S'i -r [a b i i sl S 12 d ~ d>(] 0 -/) 1 
\ \ v 1 (I 
"1 (A. SO) 
where k may be viewed as the "kernel" stiffness matrix in terms of the gener-
all.zed d~splacement parameters aI' 0:2, 0.3 ' ... , a 24 and is given by 
I I 
a b J S JZT £ Q d.§ d7( 
o 0 (A.Sla) 
and k ~s the "kernel" st~ffness matr~x ~n terms of general~zed nodal d~splace-




and ~s given by 
(A. SIb) 
Finally, the normalized nodal displacement q can be related to the general~zed 
nodal displacement parameters q ~n the form 
(A.S2a) 
where the transformat~on matrix T is a d~agonal matr~ and can be wr~tten ~n 
the form [tJ 0 [ t ] 
T [ t ] 
"" 0 [ t ] 
(A.S2b) 
and the d~agonal sub-matr~x t ~s obtained from Eqs. A.lS and ~s g~ven by 
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t o 
~b o b (A.52c) 
The linear elastic element stiffness matrix, k, is defined by substituting 




In pract~ce k (Eq. A.51a) ~s first formed w~th the ~nd~cated area inte-
grat~on performed numer~cally by us~ng Gauss~an quadrature. Next k is 
:1 
formed from Eq. A.51b. It is ~portant to recall that G ~s formed directly 
_-1-
from Eqs. A.18 (no ~nvers~on ~s performed) and that G ~s independent of 
element geometry, and ~s thus ~dentical for all elements; in the PLATE program 
_-1 
G is def~ned through a DATA statement. F~nally, k ~s formed from Eq. A.53. 
Since T ~s a d~agonal matr~, the matr~x mult~pl~cat~ons ~nd~cated in Eq. A.53 
s~ply scale the rows and columns of k to obta~n k; this more efficient 
scal~ng operat~on ~s used in place of the matrix multiplicat~ons in Eq. A.53. 
A.l.3.4 Element Nodal Loads Correspond~ng to External Forces 
The element nodal force vector corresponding to prescr1bed externally 
appl~ed forces ~s der~ved from the variat~on of the work done by these forces, 
(OW) , over the nth element. S~nce the user ~s requ~red to write a subroutine 
n 
which generates the force vector for the PLATE program, a more deta~led dis-
cussion of this element property vector w~ll be prov~ded to enhance the user's 
understanding of the concepts involved. 
The nodal force vector may be obta~ned by one of two general methodologies. 
In the first approach, the var~ation of the work of the external forces is evalu-
ated (by integrat~on) using both the spat~al d~str~bution of the external forces 
as well as the spatial distribution of the pertinent displacements (as given 
by the interpolation funct~ons of Eqs. A.3); a nodal force vector der~ved ~n 
th~s fashion w~ll be terned a cons~stent (or work-equ~valent) force vector. 
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In the second approach, the ~nterpolated spatial distribut~on of the dis-
placements ~s ignored; ~nstead, the displacement behavior is assumed to be 
either (1) constant over each quarter (or half-s~de) of the plate and equal 
to the value of the d~splacement at the node associated w~th that quarter (or 
half-side) of the plate, or (2) constant over the whole plate element (or 
element side) and equal to the average of the four (or two) nodal values; a 
nodal force vector derived ~n th~s fashion w~ll be termed a lumped force 
vector. The formulation of a cons~stent nodal force vector will be discussed 
first. 
Three types of force distribution are evident: (1) line forces (tractions) 
distributed along element boundar~es, (2) area forces wh~ch are distributed over 
the m~dsurface of the plate (e.g. transverse loading on a plate), and (3) 
volume forces wh~ch are distributed throughout the plate element. The f~rst 
type is r~gorously included ~n all statements of Virtual Work and the th~rd 
type may be treated in the same fash~on as a d~str~buted body force. The second 
type may be included as a special case of a distributed body force ~n which no 
variation occurs through the thickness. 
The work (at a discrete time t ) of the external forces for a typical 
m 










= components of the edge (line) force ~n the x,y, and 
z d~rect~ons, wh~ch are in general a function of the 
element side coordinate and thickness (lb/in2). 
= components of the force act~ng over the plate surface 
~n the x, y, and z d~rect~ons. Each component may, ~n 
2 general, be a funct~on of x and y only (lb/~n ). 
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= Components (~n the x, y, and z direct~ons of the 
body force, or any analogous force wh~ch ~s ~s­
tributed throughout the element volume (lb/~n3). 
The distribution of the forces ~s assumed to be known. Equations A.I 
may be subst~tuted into Eq. A.54 and the result written in the following 















-1: 0 0 








dx ely d: 
(A. 55) 
where i ~n the first ~ntegral ~s the length of the element s~de on wh~ch the 
force ~s appl~ed. It ~s generally more convenient to perform calculat~ons in 
the 
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A.55 should be written as 





For the f1rst 1ntegral 1n Eq. A.56, displacements along the boundary 
are 1nterpolated by uS1ng Eqs. A.17a through A.17e to yield a matrix relat10n 





[ N ~S) 1 w 
(7 
0/ 0(2+ (A. 57) 
The matrix NL(s) is obta1ned by evaluating the interpolation assumptions 
along the element boundary on which the force 1S applied. The follow1ng table 
may be used to put the interpolat1on of Eqs. A.l7a through A.17e into the 
proper form: 
Element S1de Number Re12lace ~ by Re12lace n b:l 
I s 0 
2 I s 
3 s I 
4 a s 
The force d1str1but1on 1n the f1rst 1ntegral of Eq. A.56 must also be g1ven as 
L L L funct10ns F (s,z), F (s,z), and F (s,z). 
x y z 
The d1splacement 1n the second integral of Eq. A.56 may be expressed in 






where the 1nterpolat1on matr1x N (~,n), 1S obta1ned by wr1ting Eqs. A.17a, 
A.l7b, and A.17c 1n matrix form. Also, the force distribut10n should be given 
A A A 
as funct10ns F (~,n), F (~,n), and F (~,n). 
x y z 
The displacements in the f1nal 1ntegral of Eq. A.56 may be 1nterpolated 








where N(~,n) is obta~ned by wr~ting Eqs. A.17a through A.17e in matrix form. 
"¥ O(z .... 
-
The force distributions should be given as funct~ons F:(~,n,z), F~(~,n, z), 
B 
and F (~,n,z). 
z 
If Eqs. A.57, A.58, and A.59 are subst~tuted into Eq. A.5G, the work of 
the external forces can be put ~n the form 
(W)11 = l Ci, ~:z ~241 f 
~ (A. GO) 





lJ ( T f ) N~s) 1 0 0 AI 0 0 
0 _£ 0 0 
-7 a. a 
0 -b' 0 
I.. 
~ (5):-) 
F L d.sdr y (s):) 
L 
F: (5,=) t 
I'K 
It 0 0 FB 1 1 z. )( ($, 'C, i!) d$d.".dr 
+ a.b J J 1 [N(s,>t) r 0 I 0 FB 0 0 y (s,"'(, a) 
h _.E- o 0 FB o 0 -1: a. a (5) ,{,i!.) ~ 0 0 17 t". (A.GI) 
In order to transform Eq. A.GO into a form conta~n~ng the general~zed 
nodal d~splacements, ~ the displacement paramet~rs aI' a2 , ••• a24 are f~rst 
related to the normal~zed nodal d~splacements, ~, by Eq. A.19, and the 
normal~zed nodal displacements q are then related to the generalized nodal d~s­
placements, q, by Eq. A.52a. The f~nal form of Eq. A.GO ~s then 
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(A.62) 
where f ~s the consistent element nodal force vector correspond~ng to ex-
-c A 
ternally-applied forces and ~s related to f (Eq. A.61) by 
( -I)T A T G f 
N I'V /\I (A.63) 
Once the spa~al distr~bution of the forces over the element are known, 
they are substituted into Eq. A.61 and the integrat~on performed to give f; 
~n many cases, the force d~stribu~ons will be suff~c~ently simple so that 
these integra~ons can be performed analytically and a simple algor~thm 
A A 
written to generate! for each element. Alternatively,! may be evaluated by 
us~ng numerical ~ntegration (see, for example, Ref. 10 for a deta~led d~scussion 
of numer~cal ~tegrat~on appl~ed to the f~n~te-element method). 
No mention has yet been made of the time doma~n. As will be shown in 
Subsect~on A.3, ~n order to obta~n the t~mewise solution of the govern~ng 
equa~ons of mot~on for the structure, the nodal force vector corresponding to 
externally-appl~ed forces must be spec~f~ed at discrete t~me ~nstants, t . 
m 
Thus Eqs. A.54 through A.63 refer to the work of the externally-appl~ed forces 
at a part~cular ~nstant ~n t~me when the spat~al d~str~butions of the forces are 
L L L A A A F (s,z), F (s,z), F (s,z), F (~,n), F (~,n), F (~,n), etc. In general,these spatial 
x y z x y Z 
d~str~but~ons may change at each d~screte time ~nstant and thus f must be re-
-c 
evaluated for each element at each time instant using the spat~al ~stribut~ons 
of the external forces at that ~me instant. 
Some s~mpl~f~cat~on of th~s calculat~on may be realized ~f the spat~al 
and temporal dependence of the external forces can be uncoupled. For s~mplicity, 
A 
th~s s~mpl~ficat~on w~ll be ~llustrated only for the second ~ntegral of f (Eq. A.6l); 
but ~t should be noted that the development holds for all ~ntegrals req~red to 
calculate f. Assume, for example, that 
A 
~(t) o o Fx (5) 't. ) 
A ~ C$)'() ?z(t) o o 




where gl (t), g2(t), and g3(t) are spec~f~ed funct~ons of t~me and F (;,n), 
A A x 
F (;,n), and F (;,n) are ~ndependent of ~me. In th~s case, the second ~nte-y z 
gral of Eq. A.6l would become 
1 














) at each time instant. 
The greatest s~mplif~cat~on of the calculation of f comes when the un-
_c 
coupled t~mew~se var~ation of the external forces ~s the same for all force 
components, ~.e., when all force 
A 
Fx lS,J() t) 
A Fy (3) '{,t) 
F-r A ( $, "l, t ) 
components may be expressed in the form 
A 
~ Cs) '() 
FA <jet) y (5,"'() 
f A( ) (A.65) c 5,1(. 
In th~s case, the scalar get ) may be taken outside the ~ntegrals in Eq. A.61. 
m 
It ~s easy to see that the element force vector (~c)t evaluated at any t~me 
instant t 
m 7' (t,., ) 
m 
(A.66) 
where f is g~ven by Eq. A.63 and f ~s obtained from Eq. A.6l and need be 
-c 
calculated only once for each trans~ent analys~s problem. It should be noted 
that the use of Eq. A.65 ~mpl~es that the shape of the applied force distribu-
t~on ~s identical at all time steps, and that the magnitude of the applied 
force d~stribut~on var~es as some prescribed funct~on of time, g(t). 
The second (lumped) approach to the formulat~on of the nodal force vector 
ut~l~zes the same force d~str~bution as the f~rst (cons~stent) approach, but 
a s~mpl~fied assumpt~on ~s used for the d~splacement d~stribut~on with~n the 
elementjthe result~ng force vectors w~ll be loosely termed lumped force vectors 
(as a result of the lump~ng or averag~ng schemes which w~ll be used to describe 
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the d1splacement distributions). Two types of displacement distribution 
averag1ng, and the result1ng nodal force vectors (to be denoted by E~l ' and 
E~2)' w1ll be descr1bed. For the present development, there 1S no need to 1n-
troduce norma11zed coordinates; thus, the distribut10n of the components of 
force at t1me t w1ll be specified 1n the x, y, z coord1nate system. 
m 
In the f1rst lump1ng scheme, the displacement behavior w1th1n an ele-
ment 1S assumed to be constant over the element and equal to the algebra1c 
average of the current nodal d1splacements for the element. Thus the distr1-
but10n of the d1splacements u, v, W,St and ~ in Eq. A.55 are given by 
u. u,. 
" 
V 4 v· 
I L 
~ 
w - wI. 
4 
e ~ =1 e~ 
\.jJ 
'¥i. (A.67) 
According to the nodal degree of freedom numbering scheme g1ven 1n Eq. A.4, 
Eq. A.67 can be wr1tten 1n matr1x form as 
v ~J{~} J w - -L[ b b b - B '3-- 4- 'V ,.., -'V 4- rJ 
"" e (A.68) 
I.jI 
where b 1S the Boolean matrix 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
h 0 0 0 0 0 ""-
0 0 0 0 0 
(A.68a) 
0 0 0 0 0 
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Equat~on A.68 appl~es to the (averaged un~form) d1str1but~on of d1splacements 
w1thin the element and 1S in a form appropriate for substitution 1nto the last 
1ntegral 1n Eq. A.55. For the second 1ntegral 1n Eq. A.55, only u, v, and w 
are needed; 1n th~s case B in Eq. A.68 1S replaced by B3 where B3 is the first 
three rows of~. For the f1rst 1ntegral in Eq. A.55, the averaged uniform 
displacement d1stribution along the loaded element s1de depends only on the 
current d1splacements at the nodes along that s1de. In th1s case, the averaging 
factor 1n Eq. A.68 is 1/2 1nstead of 1/4, and the form of B5 (replac1ng B in 
Eq. A.68) depends on the element s1de being loaded: 
Side 1 85 = [ b b 0 o I 
"., 
,.., ,., 
Side 2 8S' = [ 0 1:, b 01 .., ,., 
'" Side 3 8S' = [ 0 0 b ~] ~ ,.., 
S1de 4 85 :. [ b 0 0 ]e] (A.69) ,.., 
'" 
Equation A.68 (or the equivalent for the f1rst and second 1ntegrals) 
is subst1tuted ~nto the express10n for the work of the external forces for 
a tYP1cal nth element at t1me t to give 
m b L (w) = { BsT 1. ( ( 0 0 ~ (s,~) 
rt ;v 'V Z 0 0 L dsd c 
0 h 0 0 Fy (5,=) 
-7 L 
-Z! 0 0 F~ (SJ~) 
0 -: 0 t,.. 
a. 1, A 
1fT 3T ~JJ Fx. (x,Y) dxdy + B FyA()(JY) ,.., /V 
o 0 A ~ (X,y) t". 
h 
" 
B a- T 
+ {~T ~ J J j 0 0 ~ (x,y):c) 0 0 dx d. y d:r; B 0 0 , F (x)y,:) y 
o 0 h -~ 0 0 B z F (x,y,~) 0 -z; 0 : t (A.70) 
111 
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The follow~ng vectors may be def~ned 
1. h L 
A 
+J ( Ii (5,:) fL d..s d: L 
0 _i ~ (s,:) z L ~ (5):) 
'-
-j! ~ (s ,a) 
L -t~ (5):') 
tnt (A.71a) q.. b 
f =~J J A ~ (x, y) dx. dy .NA 4 
FyA (x) y) o 0 F: (x) y) 
t"., 
(A.7lb) 
a. b .1!. B 2- ~ Cx}y}~) A ~JJ t i6 s Fy (x,Y,Z) o 0 -7 B F.. (x,y,-=.) 
~ 
8 
-;: ~ (.)(, Y I e) 
_r~B(x)y,=) 
t,. (A.71c) 
Then Eq. A.70 may be expressed in the form 
(W)n = tT fll (A.72) 
of lumped nodal load vector and is g~ven by where E21 ~s the f~rst type 
ST 1\ 
fl.1 = B f ~ ;v ""L 
T 1\ T A 
-t ~3 fA + ~ £s (A.73) 
The operations shown ~n Eq. A.73 correspond to the proper pos~tion~ng 
A A A 
and addit~on of the vectors ~L' EA, and Es ~nto the nodal loads vector !il· 
The f~ve entr~es ~n the EL vector are added ~nto the five locat~ons corresponding 
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to the f~rst five degrees of freedom at each of the nodes located along th~s 
A 
element edge. The three terms ~n EA are added ~nto rows 1 through 3, 7 through 
9, 13 through 15, and 19 through 21 in Eil (corresponding to displacements u, 
A 
v, and w at each node). The f~ve terms in !B are added into rows 1 through 5, 
7 through 11, 13 through 17, and 19 through 23 in Eil (corresponding to dis-
placements u, v, w, 8, and ~ at each node). 
The second type of lumped loading is established through an alternate 
assumption for the displacement behavior in the element. First the undeformed 
rectangular plate element is subdivided into four equal-size regions; using 
the notation R. to denote subregion i (associated w~th node i of the plate), 
~ 
it is now assumed that the displacements w~thin each subregion are constant 
and equal to the value of the d~splacements at the node associated w~th that 
subregion. If one thus defines 
L ~ (5)=) 
L ~ CS) =) 
L. ~ CS J :) 
L. 
-= F (5,;') 
.x 
L. 
- t F;, (S~t) 
A ~ (x, y) 
A Fy ex, y) 
A F~ (x,y) 
8 
Fx (x, y, 'C) 
FyB (x, Y,=) 
B ~ (x,y,'!) 
_t~B(X'YI~) 




Next by subd~v~ding the l~ne, area, and volume ~ntegrals of Eq. A.55, the 




where !Q.2 is the lumped nodal load vector of the second type and is g~ven by 
1l. S~ f f8 J.x ayJ.'i. S: S fLd.A 1 FA d.x dy R ~ It R, -Z- 5 J J -%' 
-----
--- -- 0 - -- -0 0 
:£12. -
--- 0 fk-J-;- -h I: f fL cIA 0 : f J.xayJ.i -----
SR fA J.xay -T Rz -z Sz ------
-- --- 0 
0 :z. - - - ----
---- S~ S 8 -J.,- - -- 0 Jz S £l dA + 0 + : R f J.xaydr 
h s 0 -z 3 
-z 3 -----
--




S~ f fLdA 3 ---- Jt S FBdxdycir 0 0 loa R "" 
_!L s+ 0 -7 "" (A.76) z. 
----




where ~t should be noted that the length s refers to the half-side lengths 
~ 
associated with node~. Clearly the f~rst vector corresponds to line loadings, 
the second vector to load~ng distributed over the mid-surface of the plate, 
and the th~rd vector to loading d~str~buted over the plate volume. 
The d~fference between !Q.l and !Q.2 may be summar~zed as follows: at a 
node, the lumped load ~s equal e~ther to (i) one-quarter of the total load 
~ntegrated over the whole plate (for !Q.l) , or (2) to the value of the load 
~ntegrated over one-quarter of the plate. For a constant load (in space), 
these two forms are equ~valent. Also, it should be expected that the second 
form of lump~ng, !Q.2' will be the more accurate of the two lump~ng schemes. 
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The preceding d~scuss~on perta~ns only to the spat~al d~str~but~ons of 
the external force, and the forces defined should be v~ewed as be~ng derived 
on the bas~s of the force distr~butions at a part~cular instant ~n time. The 
d~scussion of t~e dependence for the consistent loading vector and correspond-
~ng possible s~plification also applies to the two alternate lumping schemes 
and ~s, therefore, not repeated here. 
A.l.3.S Element Stiffness Matr~x Corresponding to Elast~c Restoring 
Spr~ngs 
In the PLATE program, l~near elast~c l~ne restor~ng springs may be 
spec~f~ed. These line restor~ng spr~ngs are permitted to act only along 
element boundar~es. The var~ation of the work done by the restoring springs, 
ow ,~s g~ven by (wr~t~ng - ow here~nafter for conven~ence) 
sp sp 
- $ W = 5 (.Je u ~(J. + ..k v~v + I/. w a.w -r Je B~8 + .It I.fflY)ds 
sp x Y c (J 4' 
s"Je '" 
(A.77) 
where k , k , and k are the l~ne translat~onal spring constants (units of 
x y z 
lb/~n per in of span) correspond~ng to spr~ngs oriented ~n the x, y, and z 
d~rect~ons, respectively: ke and k~ are the line torsional spr~ng constants 
(un~ts of ~n-lb/radian per in of span) correspond~ng to rotat~on about the 
y and x axes, respectively: and the ~ntegration of Eq. A.77 extends over the 
~ th s~de of the element (~=l,2,3, or 4). 
For conven~ence, the normalized coord~nate system (Subsect~on A.l.2) 
and assoc~ated normal~zed nodal degrees of freedom are used. Then Eq. A.77 
may be wr~tten in terms of normalized quant~ties in the matrix form 
I 





where t. is the length of element side~. The normalized displacements, 
~ 
u, v, w, 8, and ~ must be expressed ~n terms of the normal~zed nodal 
generalized displacements at the two nodes (~ and i+~) bounding element 
side i. This relat~on for side 1 (for example) is g~ven by 
and 









v, (1-5) + v% S 
- ( Z 3) - (Z 3) - ( Z 3) - Z 3) W, 1-3 s + 2. s + ~ 35 -2. 5 + e, s-2. 5 -+ S + ~ (- S + 5 
e,(1-4s+ 3l)+ ~ (-Zs+3 t)+w,t-&s+" i')+Vt.f, (6S-C, Sz) 
'-r, (1-3 52.+ 2. 53) + Iff (3 l-l. t) + X ,(s -z. t -+ J) + ~ (- SZ -t l ) 
side 4 (where ~=O), the relat~on is 
u., (1-5) + U2!S 
_ V, (1- s) + ~ 5 
W,(1-3s%+2.s 3 )+ ~(3sZ-2.i) + If. (s-zl-+l)+~t-sZ+i) 
_ e, (1-351.+ 2.1) + ~(3f-z;) + X,(s-2~+ l) + X+ (-l + 53) 
If', (1-45 +3 5Z) + ~ (-2.s +3l-) + W, (-6s +, /")+ W4 ((,5-' l-) 
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When Eq. A.81 ~s substituted ~nto Eq. A.78, - oW becomes 
I sp 
-~w = rl u V w ... Li. v· .. SI' 0 ,,~, /, ... , HI 'P. .. J1, f [N'fr ~p If NL l/ds 









The normalized nodal generalized d~splacements are then expressed in terms 





" (A.83) W· 
"". 
,
" t 0 [T] IV -U'+J U,,+I 
0 t 
,.., Vt +1 v.: + I 
where the diagonal matr~, t, is def~ned in Eq. A.52c. Subst~tuting Eq. A.83 
into Eq. A.82 y~elds 
- S \AI:: ~ l LL: v. Sp ." 
(A.84) 
where [k~] is the compacted st~ffness matr~x corresponding to line elast~c 
sp 
restoring springs on element s~de i, and is g~ven by 
(A.85) 
The compacted matrix [k ] has been obta~ned analyt~cally and is- g~ven 
sp 
in Table A.la for element s~des 1 and 3, and ~n Table A.lb for element sides 
2 and 4. The variation of work, -OW , can be related to all of the element 
sp 
nodal displacements, q by 
-&W == sf:' (A.86) 
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by "assembling" (relocat~ng and adding in) the entrl.es in the compacted 
matr~ces k or k~ into the element spr~ng-st~ffness matr~, k To a~d ~n 
-sp -sp -sp 
this assembly process, the rows and columns of k g~ven ~n Table A.l are 
-sp 
labelled w~th the appropr~ate nodal displacements. 
A.2 Formulat~ons for Stiffened Rectangular Plate Elements 
The PLATE program accommodates integrally-stiffened flat plates where 
the stiffeners must be oriented in the x and/or y d~rections. Other assump-
tions related to geometry and deformation behavior of the stiffeners are given 
in Subsection 2.1. 
In the PLATE program, the stiffened plate element is developed by super-
imposing an unst~ffened plate element and a compatibly derived beam element. 
The formulation of straight beam elements by the assumed-displacement model 
is a straightforward process and is deta~led in most texts on finite-element 
analys~s methods. For the present case, the st~ffener (or st~ffeners) located 
on a part~cular element w~ll be assumed to contr~ute only to the k~netic 
energy (mass matr~x) and the ~nternal work of the stresses (st~ffness matr~ 
and equ~valent nodal loads correspond~ng to nonl~near effects). The st~ffener 
~s assumed to have no effect on the work of the external forces or the work of 
the l~ne restor~ng springs; thus, the developments ~n Subsect~ons A.l.3.4 
and A.l.3.S apply to both unst~ffened and st~ffened plates. 
Before presenting details of the formulation of the stiffener contribu-
tions, some comments regarding the interpolation assumption for the st~ffeners 
should be made. In order to calculate the property matrices for a st~ffener, 
the geometry (rectangular cross-sect~on width and he~ght) and locat~on of the 
stiffener (n for x-direction stiffeners, and ~ for y-direction st~ffeners) 
s s 
and the z-locat~on (top or bottom of the plate) must be known. 
Because the stiffener is assumed to be perfectly bonded to the plate, 
the d~splacement interpolation assumpt~on of Eqs. A.17 can be ut~lized to 
determ~ne the distr~ut~on of any component of d~splacement w~th~n the 
- - -st~ffener in terms of aI' a 2 ..• a 24 . For x-d~rection st~ffeners, n=ns and 
~ is the var~ablei for y-d~rection stiffeners, ~=~ and n ~s the var~able; 
s 
~n both cases, the z-~ntegrations will extend over the height of the stiffener 
(note that the reference z=Q ~s located at the m~dsurface of the plate). Once 
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the element st~ffness and mass matr~ces are defined ~n terms of aI' a 2 a 24 , 
Eqs. A.19 and A.52a are used to transform these ~nto a f~nal form wh~ch ~s 
fully compatible w~th the stiffness and mass matrices of the unstiffened plate 
element (~.e. expressed ~n terms of the nodal displacements of the plate 
element). The stiffness (or mass) matrix for the st~ffened plate ~s then 
obtained by adding together the stiffness (or mass) matrices of the st~ffener 
and the unstiffened plate element to which it is attached. 
A.2.l Stiffener Mass Matr~ 
The consistent mass matrix for a stiffener is derived from the express~on 
for the kinet~c energy, (T) , which for a typical st~ffener element ~s 
1 s 
(T) = J j + Is [Cu-=el+(v-=4;/"+ wZ] clAds (A.87) 
5 0 A 
s 
where A and p are the st~ffener cross-sectional area and mass per un~t 
s s 
volume. Introducing normalized coordinates and normal~zed displacements 
and integrat~ng over the cross-sect~on of the stiffener, Eq. A.87 can be 
written in the following matr~x form: 









where ~ is the length of the st~ffener (= a for x-d~rect~on st~ffeners, 
s 




0 0 As 
-AsAs 0 0 
(A.89) 
a.-
0 -AsAs 0 b o 
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In Eq. A.89, I is the cross-sectional area moment of inert~a of the 
s 
st~ffener, and A ~s the distance along the z axis from the plate reference 
s 
surface to the centro~d of the stiffener. It should be noted that for 
x-direct~on stiffeners, ds (Eq. A.88) ~s equal to d~, and ~s equal to dn 
for y-d~rection st~ffeners. 
By substituting Eq. A.25 (evaluated at the st~ffener location) ~nto 
Eq. A.SS and applying Eqs. A.l9 and A.27, the express~on for the k~net~c 
energy can be written in terms of the nodal generalized velocit~es of the 
plate element to which the stiffener is attached as: 
(A.90) 
where mS is the consistent element mass matr~ for the stiffener and is g~ven 
-c 
by I 
~! = is {Asl ((,t) f r{(5,'{sJ fE' !j(s,'t.l d5 ~ -I I (A.91a) 
o 
for x-direct~on stiffeners and 
(A.9lb) 
o 
for y-direct~on st~ffeners. 
A lumped (diagonal) mass matrix can also be formed for the stiffener 
element by proportionally lumping the total mass propert~es of the stiffener 
to the four corner nodes of the plate element to which ~t is attached. The 
lumped mass matr~ is of the form 





and where the mult~plying factors f l , f 2, f 3, and f4 depend on the type and 
location of the st~ffener and are assigned values as follows: 
Stiffener fl f2 f3 f4 
x-d~rection (l-n ) (l-n ) ns ns s s 
y-d~rection (l-t; ) 
s t;s t;s (l-t; ) s 
A.2.2 Element Equivalent Loads Correspond~ng to Nonl~near Effects 
For the present beam-type stiffeners, the expression for the variation 
of the work of the stresses within the element is 
&U J S15 IT [;6 cls cl~ (A. 93) 
e 0 
where w is the w~dth of the stiffener and where cr and E are the stress and 
s 
strain ~n the direction of the stiffener. The corresponding stress-stra~n 
relat~on is 
where E is Young's modulus of the sth stiffener. When Eq. A.94 ~s 
s 




S U = ~ J J Es (€ - l; 7{ - E P ) S (f - Z: 7{ ) d s d t (A.95) 
r 0 
The pert~nent strain-displacement relations of Eqs. A.8 and A.9 
(E and K for x-direction stiffeners, and E and K for y-d~rect~on 
xx xx yy yy 
stiffeners) are substituted into Eq. A.95 to yield 
su = (A.96) 
where k is the stiffness matr~ of the s th stiffener (and is discussed in 
_s 
the next subsection) and fNL ~s the vector of equivalent nodal forces for 
_s 
the s th stiffener corresponding to nonlinear geometric and material effects. 
For x-d~rection st~ffeners fNL is given by 
_s 
and 
{fNL} = _ E A Ja. [ D, (s;'{s) ]Tj ~z % S S s D4 (S/ls) _ ~ G 
o D7 ($)?fs) e Exx - ;\8 A: " 
+.;~J D,(s,'l.l 6,.x J.~ d a. [ ]Tj J P } 
o D .. (5) '1'5) --"r ;0 6,.; d~ x 
a. 
+ ~ "'. J { ~ (5. 'ts )}( e J Ex~ J.;o ) d x 
o r 
for y-direction stiffeners is given by 






The calculation of fNL for a stiffener follows essentially the same 
-s 
steps as for the plate elements except that the integrations now extend only 
along the stiffener direction and through-the-thickness. The reader is 
~nv~ted to consult Subsection A.l.3.2 for a general discussion. 
A.2.3 Element Stiffness Matrix 
The stiffness matrix contribut~ons for a st~ffener correspond to the 
T term oq k q ~n Eq. A.96 and can be der~ved from the linear term in the strain-
- -s-
displacement relation. From Eq. A.95 and A.96 
15 ~ rrT ~s t = \Ns J J Es (€ - rl( ) S" (€ - :X) dsd.c 
IV ~ 0 
(A.99) 
or, since E is assumed to be constant over the st~ffener, and integrat~ng 
s 
over the stiffener th~ckness: 
(A.100) 
The ~nterpolat~ons used for the normal strain, E, and curvature, K, must be 
compat~ble with that used for the plate element s~nce perfect bonding ~s 
assumed at the plate/st~ffener ~nterface. Thus, the stra~n and curvature 
are evaluated from the displacement ~nterpolations of Eqs. A.17. For an 
x-direct~on stiffener: 
dUo 
dX --- ------- (A.10la) 
(A.10lb) 
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and for a y-d~rect~on st~ffener: 
or in matrix fonn 
D 
where D ~s obtained from Eqs. A.IOI for x-direct~on stiffeners or from 











tis (A. lOS) 
-F~nally, the st~ffness matr~ is obtained by relat~ng a to q through Eqs. A.19 
and A.27 and ~s given by 
_-I 
G T (A. lOG) 
"" ~ 
The stiffness matrix for both x- and y-direct~on stiffeners is, therefore, 
related to the generalized nodal d~splacement parameters of the plate element 
to wh~ch they are attached. As a result, the stiffness matrix of a st~ffened 
plate element can be fonned by add~ng the st~ffness matrix of the unst~ffened 
plate and the stiffness matrix of each st~ffener. Alternat~vely, unst~ffened 
plate and stiffener elements can be processed separately. In the PLATE 
program, the latter approach is used. 
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A.3 Format~on and Solut~on of the Govern~ng Dynam~c Equat~ons for the 
Structure 
The govern~ng equations of motion for the d~scret~zed plate structure 
are obta~ned by applying the Princ~ple of Virtual Work and D'Alembert's 
Principle to give 
11" r,. ~ IT (;:; i + ~ 1 + ~s t - f - f NL. ) 
Y r T( ""s NL) (A.I07) 
+ ":1 St ~sf + ~s~- f;L.) + ?; S!T(~sl+J$l-fs =0 
where n , nX, nY are the number of plate elements, x-direction stiffeners, p s s 
and y-direction stiffeners, respectively. The nodal general~zed displacements, 
q, (and accelerations, ~) for each element are then related to the global 
generalized d~splacements, q*, by 
J (A.I08) 
/'V 
where J ~s a Boolean matrix. The ind~cated summations are then performed; 
th~s operation ~s the usual element "assembly" procedure. After assembly, 
the follow~ng matrix equat~on results, wh~ch governs the dynamic, large-







F F NL + (A.I09) 
q*,q* = vector of generalized nodal displacements and accelerat~ons, 
respectively, for the assembled structure. 
M = assembled mass matrix for the structure. 
K = assembled elastic stiffness matr~ for the structure, includ~ng 
the effective stiffness supplied by the line restor~ng springs. 
F = vector of nodal forces for the structure corresponding to 
prescribed externally-applied forces. 
FNL = vector of nodal equ~valent forces for the structure correspond-
ing to geometr~c and material nonl~near effects. 
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The solut10n of the dynam1c equat10n of motion (Eq. A.109) can be 
accomp11shed by applY1ng a d~rect t~ew~se ~ntegration scheme. In this 
scheme, the t~e der~vat~ves of the nodal displacement vector (q* and q*) 
- -
are expressed at a d~screte t~e ~stant ~n terms of the nodal d~splacements 
at several nearby discrete t~e ~nstants. When subst~tuted into the govern-
~ng equat~on of motion, a recurrence relat~on is obtained from wh~ch displace-
ments can be calculated at each d~screte t~e instant. 
In the PLATE program, the (impl1cit) Houbolt operator is used, so that 




The velocities q* at time t 1 can be expressed by the following 3-po~nt 
_111+1 m+ 
backward-d~fference formula having the same truncation error as q* 
-111+1 
(A.lll) 
For convenience, (part~cularly, as will be seen in Append~ B, for ~pact 
analys~s) the terms ~n Eq. A.IIO can be regrouped so that ~+l at t~e tm+l 
can also be related to q* at t~me t ; 
_111 m 
[2(1~:, - [:)1 +[-31: +41:, - t=-z ] 
edt )Z (A.112) 
- (~t(t:+I- 1:) - :t 










;- F NL.. 
tV rt1+1 
(A.1l3) 





(6tY' '" + ~ 1 ~+ = F + FNL + A2t ~(t:+ "It 'f~) ,..,M+I IV 1'1+1 ~ f'l'1+' ,_'" LJ ._m (A.114) 
The recurrence relation given by Eq. A.114 can be solved at each time 
step for the ~own d~splacements ~+l at time t
m
+l , based on the knowledge 
of :m+l' :~l' ~, and~. Once ~+l ~s determined, the velocit~es, i:+l 
can be obtained from Eq. A.lll, and the solution advanced to the next t~e 
~nstant. Th~s process is repeated until some spec~fied term~nation point ~s 
reached. 
Several comments concern~ng the solution by Eq. A.114 are needed. The 
quantities F l' a*, and q* on the r~ght side of Eq. A.114 are known (or user 
-m+ -in -~ • 
spec~fied in the case of F l' q*, and q*) at time t l' but the vector of 
-m+ -0 -0 m+~L NL 
equivalent forces corresponding to nonlinear effects, F 1 = F 1 (q* 1) is 
-m+ -m+ -1n+ 
a funct~on of ~+l and ~s thus not known. Consequently, e~ther some form of 
extrapolation or extrapolat~on w~th ~terat~on ~s requ~red to calculate FNL • 
_m+l 
In the PLATE program, a linear extrapolat~on ~s used w~th no ~teration so 
that FNLI ~n Eq. A.114 ~s replaced by 
_m+ 
NL 
- [,.",-1 (A.llS) 
Equat~on A.114 may be used for t~mes t M+l such that m+l~2. For earl~er 
times, however, a start~ng procedure must be used; that chosen procedure ~s as 
follows [4]. Use the central-d~fference operator to wr~te: 
+ 
:z o (dt) 
and a ~xed operator to obtain 
21., +3to -, 1-1 +1-z. 
, .c1 t 
From Eq. A.IISa, one obtains 
2. .. 
t = (4t) <f + 2 j- - 1-







Applying Eq. A.IISc to Eq. A.IISb, one f1nds 
- 8 tl-D _I (A.115d) 
-.. S1nce ~l 1S g1ven by the Houbolt operator as 
t, - (A t)2 (A. lISe) 
one can use Eqs. A.llSc, A.llSd, and A.IlSe to write the finite-difference 
equations of mot1on at t1me tl (i.e. rn+l=l) as 
(~0 +(l1t'jf) t, = (4 tt( f, + f:L) (A.1l6) 
+ I';d(Z(Jtf·t~+~{L1t) t -t' tJ 
NL NL .. 
where ~l has been approx1mated (replaced) by its value at t=O:~o and qo 1S 
found from the basic equat10n of mot10n written at t1me t=o: 
(A.1l7) 
NL .. 
F and F are all prescn.bed, one can f1nd q. Then, one can 
_0 -0 -0 S1nce ~o' 
calculate ~l from Eq. A.116 since all quantities on the r1ght-hand side of 
Eq. A.116 are either prescribed or otherwise known. Now one can evaluate 
~~L. Next, one can f1nd ql by uS1ng the Houbolt operator: 
3!1 -4:to + i-I (A.lla) 
where ~-l 1S g1ven by Eq. A.IISc. Th1s ends the starting procedure. 
Thereafter one uses Eq. A.114 as modif1ed by Eq. A.llS, followed by 
Eq. A.III for t1mes t 2 , t 3 , t 4 , ••• to obtain the transient response 
solution. 
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The matr~ces M and K, and the time-step size, ~t, are held constant 
throughout the timewise solution. In order to solve Eq. A.114 for ~+l' the 
tr~ple-factor~ng form of Gauss-Jordan el~~nation is used. The matrix sum 
2 [---2 M + K] ~s thus formed and factored prior to the f~st time step. At 
~t - -
each time step, q* is obtained by a back-substitut~on op~ation. The 
-in+l 
~ncreased computation time and storage realized when us~ng a consistent 
(fully populated) element mass matrix formulation instead of a lumped 
(diagonal) element mass matr~x formulation is also ev~denced by Eq. A.114. 
In the case of a lumped mass formulat~on, the storage requ~ements for M 
are the same as for a vector of length equal to the total number of degrees 
of freedom, whereas if a consistent mass formulation ~s used, M requires the 
same storage space as K which could be as h~gh as 2 to 3 orders of magn~tude 
greater than the total number of degrees of freedom. Also, the matrix 
product ~~, for example, will require more computat~on time when a consistent 
mass formulat~on ~s used. 
A.4 Descr~pt~on of the Mechan~cal-Sublayer Material Model 
In the present analys~s, the stra~n-harden~ng behav~or of the mater~al 
~s characterized by us~ng the mechan~cal sub layer mater~al model [6,7]~ In 
this model, the uniax~al stress-strain curve (tens~on or compression ) ~s 
first approximated by (n+l) p~ecewise-l~near segments defined at the coord~­
nates (crk ,8k), k = 1,2,3 •.• n as shown in F~g. A.la. Next the mater~al ~s 
conceived of as behav~ng at any mater~al point as n equally-strained 
"sublayers" of elastic, perfectly-plastic behavior, w~th each sub layer hav~ng 
the same elastic modulus, E, but an appropr~ately different stat~c y~eld stress, 
cr
ok ' (see F~g. A.lb) given by 
+ See page 6 for pertinent comments and addit~onal references. 
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· , n ) (A.119a) 
for application to un~ax~al conditlons, but by 
E(t-i» A E. 
eTA = E € + L (I--L)[€. - c. ] () '"./l (J+7» i:::. 1 E 1 1-1 
(A. 119b) 
for application to multiaxial condit~ons [7,14]. The stress value, Ok' 
associated with the kth sublayer can be def~ned uniquely by the strain 
history and the value of the strain and stra~n-rate present at that point. 
The stress, a, at that material point corresponding to stra~n, e, ~s then 
obtained as a weighted average of the stresses 0k(e) in each sub layer 
n 
0" (E) -L 
..k=J 
C..k <i (e) 
(A.120) 
where the weight~ng factor Ck for the kth sub layer for un~axial appl~cations 
~s g~ven by 
E-k - E.-k+1 
E 
and that for application to multiaxial conditions is given by 
and where 
E',=E) E = 
"".k 
E -~ (.l. -iJ) E 3 2 ~+I 
o:t - <T-A_I 









Two spec~al subcases are ev~denti for elast~c, perfectly-plast~c mater~als 
only one sublayer ~s requ~red, and for elast~c, l~near stra~n-harden~ng 
mater~als two sublayers are requ~red w~th the value of the y~eld stress ~n 
the second sublayer taken suffic~ently h~gh so that the behav~or ~n that 
sub layer remains elastic. 
The relat~on between sublayer stresses and mater~al po~nt stress g~ven 
by Eq. A.l20 is wr~tten in terms of un~axial stresses. For the plane-stress 
state ~n the plate elements, ~t is assumed that the uniaxial stresses ~n 





where ~k ~s the vector of stresses in the kth sublayer and cr ~s the vector 
of stresses at the mater~al point. 
-----
strain-rate effects may also be easily accommodated in the mechanical 
sublayer model, by assuming that the y~eld stress ~n each sublayer follows 
the relat~on 
(A.122) 
where D and p are material constants and cry is the current y~eld stress ~n 
.k 
sublayer k corresponding to a stra~n-rate E, and cr
ok is the static y~eld 
stress of sub layer k. Figures A.2a and A.2b ~llustrate the strain-rate 
effects for an elast~c, perfectly-plastic material, and for a stra~n-harden~ng 
material wh~ch ~s represented by the mechanical sublayer model, respectively. 
It should be noted that the material stra~n-rate parameters D and p 
are assumed ~n the PLATE code to be ~dentical for each mechan~cal sublayer 
for a given mater~al type. More comprehensive strain-rate behav~or could 
be accommodated ~n the future by assum~ng different values of D and p ~n each 
sublayer. Also, the equ~valent un~ax~al stra~n rate E for the th~n plate under 
the Kirchhoff assumption of no transverse normal or shear stfain rate is calcu-
+ -
lated by I r. 2. 2. z] .z 
E =:. ~ /). t l( II ~~+( 4~y) - Ll ~x Ll Eyy +~ (Ll ~y) (A.123) 
where ~( ) are the increments of ( ) over the current t~e step. The value 
of each incremental stra~n can be obtained from Eqs. A.l2, and the value of 
E calculated from Eq. A.l23 is then used ~n Eq. A.l22. 
+ See pp. 35-45 of Ref. 28. 
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Note, as depicted in Fig. A.lc, that unloading/reversed loading and 
stra~ning, reload~ng, etc. are accounted for very simply and efficiently 
(computat~onally) by th~s model. As noted in Subsection 2.1, th~s mechanical-
sublayer mater~al model accounts for nonlinear strain hardening, anisotrop~c 
stra~n hardening, the formation of corners on the yield surface, and the 
Bausch~nger effect -- all of these are features that ductile metals exh~bit. 
No other mater~al model devised to date appears to represent these features 
as fa~thfully and efficiently as does the mechanical-sub layer model. 
A.5 Evaluation of the Elastic Strain Energy 
~he elastic stra~n energy per unit volume ~s g~ven, in general, for 
~sotropic mater~al by: 
U = "'!'-[cr2. + cr 2+ cr 1 1 -iJ [cr tr -t 0- tT + (J"" cr ] 2E xx yy ac - E xx YY yy tZ j!c xx 
I [1. Z 2] 
+ 2 C3 {y + aye + ~ x (A.124) 
A.501 Plate Element Evaluation 
For the plane stress (plate element) state where cr = cr = cr = 0 
zz zx zy , 
this reduces to: 
- '[ 2 0- '2.] -iJ [cr (T:] I [ z ] U = ZE 0;)( + yy - E xx Y1 + W 0; y (Ao 125) 
Hence, for a plate element of dimens~ons a, b, h ~n directions x, y, and 
z respect~vely, the elastic stra~n energy in the plate element 
a. b It 
72" +"l: +~ 
U = J SID clV = I J J 
h 
-7 
+1 +1 +1 
b 
-7" 
u dx d y d~ 
becomes 
=~ J J j [...l..-(a: 2.+ fTy2.)_22- 0- fT +_1- q;y2.Jd.x d -y d~ 2£ xx. Y £ XJ( Y'I 2.6 
-I -/ -I 
(A.126 ) 
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where x = x/(a/2), Y = y/(b/2), and z = z/(h/2). The quant~ty U for each 
plate element is evaluated by Gauss~an quadrature with 3 x-direction, 3 y-
d~rect~on, and 4 depthw~se Gauss~an stations at each of the 9 spanw~se Gauss~an 
stat~onso 
A.S.2 Evaluation for Stiffener Elements 
Each stiffener behaves in a Bernoull~-Euler fashion. Hence, only the 
axial stress (cr for an x-direct~on stiffener or cr for a y-direct~on 
xx yy 
stiffener) contributes to the elastic strain energy. Accordingly for an 
x-direction stiffener of length ! , 
s 
strain energy is g~ven by 
the elastic width w , and height h , 
s s 
ls + hs 
-t- Z 2. 
"'s 1
1
" 5. ~ d.x d= 









where !; = x/(! /2) and ~ = z/(h /2). 
s s 
In the computer program, U is evaluated 
by Gaussian quadrat~ve by us~ng 4 depthw~se Gauss~an stat~ons at each of 3 
spanwise Gaussian stationso 
Ao6 comments on Estimating the Plast~c Work 
For calculation convenience, the plastic work in the ent~re structure 
is evaluated at each time instant ~n an ~ndirect fash~on. For example, if 
the structure were subJected to only a prescr~bed ~n~t~al veloc~ty distr~­
but~on, one would evaluate the associated init~al k~net~c energy (KEo); 
thereafter at any time instant, one would evaluate (a) the total k~netic 
energy (KE) (b) the total elastic strain energy EE. Then the Plast~c Work 
(PW) is est~rnated from 
PW = (kE)o - KE £E (A.l28) 
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On the other hand ~f the structure were subjected only to a prescribed 
d~stribution and time history of externally applied forces, the work done on 
the structure by those forces from t~me zero until the present instant of t~me 
is computed and saved; this is called the work input (WI). In this case, the 
plast~c work is estimated from: 
PW - WI - K E - E E (A.l29) 
The work ~nput (WI) to the structure by, for example, the externally 
applied loads {F} may be evaluated by using 
t 
WI = J IFJ[i} d.t (A.l30) 
o 
where for evaluat~ons up to time ~nstant t = n~t, one may use the trape-
n 
where H" = t F., J{ i,1 = power ~nput at t=O 
H,=Lf, j{ 1J = power input at t = l~t 
WI (0) = 0 
Th~s is the procedure employed in the computer program. 
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(b) Spec~al Stra~n Harden~ng Mater~al 
FIG. A.2 SCHEMATIC OF STRAIN-RATE DEPENDENT UNIAXIAL STRESS-STRAIN CURVES 
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APPENDIX B 
GOVERNING EQUATIONS ON WHICH THE CIVM-PLATE PROGRAM IS BASED 
B.l Introduction 
The CIVM-PLATE program is designed to predict the large-deflection, 
elastic-plastic, transient responses of stiffened and/or unstiffened 
~nitially-flat plates subJected to impact by an idealized rigid spherical 
fragment having specified translational and/or rotational velocity components 
prior to impact. Much of the theoretical basis of the CIVM-PLATE program is 
~dentical to that of the PLATE program; this ~s evidenced by the large 
number of computer subroutines shared by the PLATE and CIVM-PLATE program 
(see Sections 3 and 6). The key difference between the two programs is the 
cause of structural response. In the PLATE program, structural response ~s 
a result of prescribed initial nodal velocities or prescribed externally-
applied forces. In the CIVM-PLATE program, structural response is a result 
of fragment/plate impact and interaction; no other form of "external loading" 
~s permitted. 
The governing equations used to formulate the element property matr~ces 
for unstiffened and st~ffened plate elements also apply to the CIVM-PLATE 
program and the reader is invited to consult Subsections A.l and A.2 for 
a d~scussion of these developments. However, the following exceptions should 
be noted. S~ce no externally-applied forces are allowed in the CIVM-PLATE 
program, the development of nodal force vectors g~ven in Subsection A.l.3.4 
is not requ~red ~n the CIVM-PLATE program. Also, in order that the mass 
propert~es of the plate used in the trans~ent structural response calculations 
be consistent w~th those assumed ~n the ~pact-~nteraction calculations, 
only lumped (d~agonal) mass matrices (Eqs. A.30 and A.31, and A.92) are used 
in the CIVM-PLATE program. 
To pred~ct the transient response of the plate structure, programm~ng 
log~c must be ~ntroduced which (1) detects the t~e and locat~on on the plate 
of a plate/fragment collision, (2) pred~cts the interaction between the plate 
and fragment dur~ng the collision, and (3) moves the transient structural 
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response calculat10ns ahead 1n t~e. The formulat10n of the equat10ns 
govern1ng the coll1s10n 1nspect10n/lnteract10n analysis 1S glven 1n Subsec-
t10n B.2, and a descr1pt10n of the Solut10n of the govern1ng dynarn1c equa-
t10ns of mot10n of the r1g1d fragment and the structure 1S glven 1n 
Subsect10n B.3. F1nally, the step-by-step program flow of the coll1sion 
1nspect10n/interaction analys1s 1S discussed 1n Subsect10n B.4. 
A detailed llSt of the assumpt10ns Wh1Ch apply to the collis10n 
1nspect10n/1nteraction analys1s as well as a terse descript10n of each of 
these procedures is glven 1n Subsect10n 2.4. It is recommended that the 
information 1n that subsect10n as well as Fig. 7 be rev1ewed. 
B.2 Plate/Fragment Coll1s10n Inspect10n/Interact10n Analysis 
B.2.l Inspection for Location of Plate/Fragment collision 
The f1rst task in the collision inspection/interact10n analysis 1S to 
determ1ne 1f a plate/fragment coll1s10n has occurred dur1ng the current t~e 
step and, 1f so, to determlne the posit1on on the plate where the collis10n 
occurs; this 1S a problem of geometry. Previous inspection schemes for two-
dimensional beam/ring ~pact codes such as CIVM-JET 4B [3] and CIVM-JET 5B 
[ 4 1 have been based on the approximation that the deformed beam/ring element 
lS stra1ght (for the sake of inspect10n calculations only); these schemes 
attempt not only to determlne the point of collisl0n but also to calculate 
the approximate instant of the time of collision. Such techniques require 
a knowledge (or assumption) of the structure nodal and fragment centroidal 
location as a funct10n of t~e within each time step. 
The calculat10n of the instant of collis1on is deemed not practical at 
present for plate/fragment impact problems. Instead, tr1al pos1t10ns for the 
plate nodes and the centroid of the spherical fragment at the end of a time 
step are calculated. Based on these trial posit10ns and var10US s~plifY1ng 
assumpt10ns on the space occupancy of the plate elements between nodes, the 
space occupancy of the plate elements and the spher1cal fragment are compared; 
if any overlap of the plate and fragment are detected, a collision is said 
to have occurred during that tlme step. No attempt is made to calculate the 
preC1se instant in t~e of plate/fragment coll1s10n. Instead, the collis10n 
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~s assumed to have occurred at the beginn~ng of the t~me step, and the 
corrections ~nvoked as a result of the ~mpact interaction analysis are 
enforced at the beg~nn~ng of the t~me step. 
The ~nspection for plate fragment overlap is based on current trial 
posit~ons of the plate nodes and fragment centroid at the end of each time 
step; time as a variable does not enter ~nto these calculations. The 
inspection for position (on the plate) of plate/fragment overlap 
can be accomplished by inspecting for overlap in each element. However, 
this potentially time-consuming ~nspect~on process has been simplified in 
the CIVM-PLATE program. First, the distance from the fragment centro~d 
to each nodal position is calculated and the node closest to the fragment 
centroid is identified. The plate/fr~gment overlap (~f any) should 
be found in one of the elements connected to the ident~fied node. At most, 
four plate elements can be connected to the ident~fied node and thus the 
~nspect~on is carr~ed out element by element over these four (or fewer) 
elements. 
The ~nspection procedure w~thin each element must be s~plified further. 
Prior to ~n~t~al impact each plate element is flat, of rectangular planform, 
and of uniform th~ckness. After deformation the space occupancy of a s~ngle 
element is complicated and is a comb~nat~on of the plate in~t~al coordinates 
plus the assumed deformation shapes given by Eqs. A.3. Inspection using 
this compl~cated surface has been judged to be ~pract~cal and inefficient. 
Instead, the following s~plif~ed geometry has been used; as discussed in 
Subsection 2.4, the plate element is subd~vided into two tr~angles using the 
convent~on shown ~n Fig. 6. A planar triangular region ~s then defined by 
the current locat~on of the three nodes associated with the triangle. The 
inspect~on for each element is thus d~vided into two inspect~ons, each over 
a triangular reg~on. The rema~nder of th~s subsect~on is devoted to the 
presentation of the equations wh~ch may be used to determ~ne whether overlap 
between the spher~cal fragment and a tr~angular planar region, and, if so, 
to calculate the amount of this overlap. 
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Assume a tr1angular planar reg10n of uniform th1ckness, h, in global 
x,y,z space w1th the m1dsurface defined by the coord1nates (x.,y.), i=I,2,3 
1 1 
of the corners of the triangle. The idealized rig1d spherical fragment of 
radius R 1S located by the coord1nates (xf'Yf,zf) of its centro1d (Fig. 5) 
relat1ve to the same global x,y,z system. The nodal numbering sequence for 
e1ther triangular inspect10n subregion has been chosen (see F1g. B.I) in such 
a way that a vector, ", wh1ch is normal to the tr1angular region (and 
n 
therefore normal to the plane defined by the tr1angular region) can be defined 
by the vector cross-product 
- - -Vn V;~ X '1,'3 (B. I) 
- --where Vl2 1S the vector from node I to node 2 and Vl3 1S the vector from 
-node I to node 3 of the tr1angle. The vector V will be d1rected toward the 
n 
outer surface of the plate, and 1t 1S assumed that ~pact always occurs on 
..... -the inner surface of the plate. The vectors Vl2 and Vl3 can be defined in 
terms of the global coord1nates of the nodes of the tr1angle. Using the 
notat1on x .=x -x etc. to def1ne the d1fference between nodal coord1nates, 1J 1 J 
the vector V can be evaluated from Eq. B.I and 1S given by 
n 
-\I,,=A~ 
'" '" '" 
+ B 1\ t 
where 1,J,k are un1t vectors 1n the global x,y, and z directions and 
A 
- >21 ~.31 ~, i!ZI 
B X3J ~z.I - X:z. ~3' 
C - X .2, Y,31 - ~, YZI 
(B.2) 
(B.2a) 
A coordinate transformat10n 1S requ1red (for the later stages of collis1on 
inspect10n and for all phases of col11sion interact10n to a system x y z such 
that the z aX1S (or N axis, as used in the ~pact interact10n analysis) is 
normal to plane of ~pact (1n the triangular region where overlap occurs) and 
- -the x and y axes lie 1n the ~pacted plane. Th1S coordinate transformat1on 
will now be der1ved. 
The vector V 1S normal to tr1angular plane and 1S directed along the z 
n ~ 
ax1S. The un1t vector k in the z d1rect1on can then be def1ned from Eq. B.2 as 
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.A A B C Je A A 1\ 
- is 
I. + 
-1 + -Ie (B.3) 13 13 
-where Q,3 ~s the length of the vector V and is g~ven by 
n , 
1. = [AZ+ SZ+ c 2 TZ: (B.3a) 3 
In order to define the x and y coordinates wh~ch l~e ~n the plane of the 
triangle, one of these directions may be chosen arbitrar~lYi ~n the present 
case, it is assumed that the x ax~s is directed from node 1 to node 2 of the 
-triangl~. The vector Vl2 ~s thus directed along the x ax~s and the un~t 
vector ~ along the x axis can be defined as 
~, 
+- i + J" 
-where tl ~s the length of the vector Vl2 given by 
..L 
1, = [ x:, + >'2~ + =:l; ] 2 
(B.4) 
(B.4a) 
~ ~ " 
The unit vector J along the y ax~s can then be def~ned ~n terms of k and i 
by the vector cross-product 
1\ ~ 
..A! .x (B.S) 
wh~ch upon subst~tut~on of Eqs. B.3 and B.4 becomes 
(B. Sa) 
The coordinate transformation matrix can now be defined. Consider any 
-vector V having components (V ,V ,V ) in the xyz coord~nate system, and 
x y z 
components (V ,V ,V ) in the x y Z coord~nate system. The vector V may be 
x y z 
written in terms of components ~n either coordinate system and therefore 
the following equality must hold: 
(B.6) 
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- - -The relation between components (V ,V ,V ) and (V ,V ,V ) is obta~ned by first 
~x y z x y z ~ 
dotting both s~des of Eq. B.6 by i, then dott~ng both sides of Eq. B.6 by J, 
and finally, dott~ng both sides of Eq. B.6 by k. The three equations thus 
obtained can be wr~tten in matrix form as 
1\ A 1\ A 
'{ - 1\ - 1\ V f, • t. 'I . " .,t. " x 
- A A A ~ A- A Vy t- • "3' 1 . t -l·t ~ 
'{ /\ A ~ /\ 1\ 1. ~ t . ..,e /t..,,/i ~ 
(B.7) 
or 




The matrix T is the requ~red transforma~on matr~ to obta~n components of 
a vector in the x y z coordinate system in terms of components ~n the xyz 
coord~nate system. The inverse of Eq. B.7a can be obta~ned by noting that 
T is an orthogonal matr~x (having the property that T-l=TT) so that 
(B.7b) 
The unit vector dot products in Eq. B.7 can be evaluated from Eqs. B.3, B.4, 
and B.Sa g~v~ng T ~ terms of known nodal coord~nates (and other previously-
defined quantit~es related to nodal coordinates) by 
)(21 Y%J i!%1 
.i., .1., L, 
(B.8) 
T= (B i%,-CyZl ) (c xz,-A =-z,) (Ay%,- B x;u) 
'" 1, 1.~ J, J3 1,13 
A B C 
},3 1.3 13 
The perpend~cular distance, dfp ' between the fragment centr01d and the 
plane of the tr1angle can be calculated by not1ng that by applying the above 
coordinate transformat~on, the tr1angular reg10n now l1es 1n a z = constant 
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plane. The d1stance dfp can be calculated as the difference between the Z 
location of the fragment centroid (obtained by transformation of the fragment 
centroid coordinates xf ' "Y£J and zf using the last row of T and Eq. B.7a) and 
the Z location of any tr1angle node (here the z location of node 1 is used, 
obtained by uS1ng the last row of T and Eq. B.7a). Adopting the convention 
that a negative value of dfp implies that the fragment centroid is below the 
plate (1n a negative z d1rect10n from the plate), dfp 1S g1ven by 
dfp - ~.;-;:, =~'(Xf-X') +~2(*-Y') + 1"3(2;- z,) 
A (~- x,) + B (Yf - y,) + C (: of - t I ) 
(B.9) 
[ A2. + 8 Z + C Z ] ~ 
Using the above-mentioned convention for dfp ' the penetrat10n distance, do 
(amount of plate/fragment overlap), can be calculated as 
(B.IO) 
where r f 1S the radius of the rigid spherical fragment and h is the (constant) 
thickness of the plate. 
Impact can occur only 1f d is positive. 
o 
If d < 0, no further inspec-
0-
t10n is requ1red; overlap cannot occur. If d is pos1tive, th1S implies that 
o 
overlap occurs at some point located by coordinates (x ,Y ,Z ) in the plane 
n n n 
which 1ncludes the tr1angular region. The coord1nates (x ,Y ,Z ) of the 
n n n 
p01nt on the plane wh1ch 1S along the normal l1ne from (xf,yf,zf) to the 
plane and at wh1ch the overlap d is obtained must be found. The vector 
o 
from (xf,yf,zf) to xn,yn,zn) has a magnitude of dfp and 1S directed in the 
positive z d1rection 1f dfP is negative. The components of this vector in 






B dftJ (B.II) 
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Hence, the coordinates (x ,y ,z ) can be obtained by add~ng these components 
n n n 
to the fragment centro~dal pos~t~on as 
x" Xf + ( df")J( "-t 
A dfp 
1.'1 (B.12) 
y" - >f + ( df~)y Y. - B d-FJ, f j,3 
= 
-
: + (dfp)l; = - C d-ttJ .., f f 13 
where A, B, and C are given by Eqs. B.2a, i3 by Eq. B.3a, and dfP is calcu-
lated from Eq. B.9. An inspect~on must be performed to determ~ne if the 
po~nt (x ,y ,z ) falls with~n the tr~angular inspection region. 
n n n 
The transformation given by Eq. B.7a can be applied to the coordinates 
of the corners of the tr~angle yielding (Xl'Yl'Zl)' (X2 'Y2'Z2)' and (X3'Y3'Z3) 
and to the po~nt of max~um overlap (x ,y ,z ) to g~ve 
n n n 
(x 'Y ,z ) where 
n n n 
- - - -
zl=z2=z3=zn. Tr~angular coordinates (Ll ,L2,L3) can be defined by (see, for 
example, Ref. 10) 
L, ( a.... 
where 
Lz. - ( 
L?J -- ( 




+ h X J 
+ bot x 
+ ~ x 
X, Y3 
+ C, y)/(2A) 
+ C:l. y)/(2 A*) 
+ ~ y)/(zA') 
b, Yz - Ys 
b = v v Z 13 - II 
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C, 
c = X X z .- 3 
x - X, t. 
(B.13) 
(B.l3a) 
and A·~S the area of the tr~angle and is given by 
(B.l3b) 
It can be ver~f~ed eas~ly that for all values of (x,y) w~th~n the triangle, 
the values of the triangular coordinates (Ll ,L2,L3) w~ll be between 0 and 1. 
To check if point (Xn'yb falls inside the triangular re:~~n, the coordinates 
(x ,y ) are subst~tuted into Eqs. B.13. If the po~nt (x y ) is within the 
n n n n 
triangle, the following conditions must be satisf~ed: 
OL L,(xn)Yn)..tt: (B.14) 
o k. L% ( Xn ) Yn) k. I 
o k. L3 (Xn } y.",) ~ I 
If any of Eqs. B.14 is violated, the po~nt of maximum plane/fragment overlap 
~s not w~th~n the tr~angular reg~on and no plate/fragment overlap occurs ~n 
this triangular ~nspect~on region. 
If Eqs. B.14 are sat~sf~ed, a plate/fragment impact has occurred dur~ng 
the current t~me step at point (x ,y ) (or at po~nt (x ,y ,z » ~n this 
n n n n n 
triangular ~nspect~on reg~on with an overlap (penetration) of d given by 
o 
Eq. B.IO. Th~s procedure ~s followed for each of the two triangular inspect~on 
reg~ons for each element in the region of ~nterest. As a result of this 
~nspect~on, it is poss~ble that e~ther (a) no pos~t~ve penetrat~ons or (b) one 
or more pos~t~ve penetrat~ons w~ll be found. If no pos~t~ve penetrat~ons are 
found (Le. d < 0 or Eqs. B.14 are not satisfied for all triangular inspection 
0-
regions), fragment/plate impact has not occurred during the current t~me 
cycle. 
If fragment/plate ~mpact occurs during the current cycle, one or more 
positive d (with Eqs. B.14 also sat~sfied) values will be found. If only one 
o 
positive d ~s detected, impact is said to occur at (x ,y ,z ) as described 
o n n n 
above. However, it should be recalled that no attempt is made in the present 
program to "subdivide" the time step, tlt, ~n order to ~dentify precise times 
of impact, etc. Such schemes ~ntroduce unwanted compl~cat~ons and additional 
computat~ons, as they tend to engender an excess~ve number of "special cases" 
and correspond~ng checks. Therefore, if more than one posit~ve overlap is 
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detected dur~ng the ~nspect~on, no attempt is made to ~dentify which "impact 
occurred f~rst. Instead, the 2 or more ~mpacts are assumed to have occurred 
s~multaneously, and the~r effects are imposed (as descr~bed earl~er) at the 
beginn~ng of the time cycle. 
The developments ~n th~s subsection have concentrated on a typical 
triangular ~nspection region. For purposes of ~mpact correction (see the collision 
interaction analysis to be described in Subsection B.2.2), the point of impact 
and the plane of impact must be defined (along w~th the corresponding coordi-
nate transformation matr~x). If only one overlap occurs, the point and plane 
of ~mpact, and transformation are as described earl~er. If 2 or more overlaps 
occur, a modified defin~tion ~s needed and is described ~n the follow~ng. 
It ~s assumed that all points of overlap and assoc~ated planes of ~mpact 
for the cycle have been ident~fied. If more than one overlap has occurred, 
effect~ve plate/fragment impact ~s sa~d to occur at the locat~on (x ,y ,z ) 
a a a 
wh~ch ~s computed as the algebra~c average of all po~nts of plate/fragment 
overlap. The effect~ve plane of ~mpact and associated coordinate transforma-
"" t~on must also be def~ned. The un~t outward normal, k , to the effect~ve 
a 
plane of impact is g~ven by 
(B.ISa) 
where A , B , and C are the sum of the x, y, and z components, respect~vely, 
a a a 
of the unit outward normals to each plane of overlap. Also, 
(B .ISb) 
~ 
so that k ~s a un~t vector. Note that th~s is analogous to defin~ng the 
a 
"average" plane of impact. 
In order to define the necessary coord~nate transformat~on matrix (analogous 
to Eqs. B.7-B.8), the ~nplane x-y coord~nate directions must be identified. 




where (x ,y ,z ) is some as yet unspecified location. Now require that C-
~ ~ ~ x 
define the x d~rect~on and, therefore, lie in a plane hav~ng the un~t outward 
normal, k • 
a 
Thus, (x ,Y.,z ) should be chosen such that 
~ ~ ~ 
o 
Clearly, two of the coordinates can be chosen arbitrarily and the third 
dete~ned from Eq. B.lSd. The following cho~ces satisfy Eq. B.lSd: 
(x~ - Xa.) = I 




so that the un~t vector, i, in the x direct~on is g~ven by 
A ~( ~ A A - do, ,it ) i t. + )-a.- L, 
where 
1, ~ 2 2 + da. 
~ 











W~th the coordinate d~rect~ons of the effective plane of impact def1ned 
above, the coord~nate transformation matrix, !, can be def1ned via Eqs. B.7 
~ ~ A ~ ,.. A 










t, if 1., 
T t-Bad~-~) (Ca.+ Aada.) (Aa. - Sa) 
.1.z 1.2 1..2- (B.l5j) /'V 
Aa Ba. Ca. 
-1,3 13 1.9 
It should be noted that the ~dentif~cat~on of an effective point of impact 
for mult~ple overlaps dur~ng a t~me step ~s used only ~n the general whole-
plate analys~s. For the symmetry cases, max~mum pos~tive penetration 
determines the point and plane of impact. Also note that the present effect~ve 
po~nt and plane of impact reduces to the actual po~nt and plane of ~mpact for 
cases where only one overlap ~s found. Finally, in subsequent discussion and 
descr~pt~ons, the terminologies "po~nt of max~mum penetrat~on", "po~nt of 
~mpact", and "po~nt of effect~ve ~mpact" may be used interchangeably. 
B.2.2 Collision Interact10n Analys1s 
Momentum and energy considerations are ut~l~zed to predict the inter-
action between the rigid fragment and the plate once a plate/fragment 
coll~sion (overlap) 1S detected. F~rst the reg~on of the plate affected by 
the impact is defined; those nodes wh1ch fall 1n this reg10n of the plate 
are termed the 1mpact-affected nodes. The 1mpact interaction analysis to be 
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described in this subsection is then used to predict the changes in velocity 
of the fragment and of the ~pact-affected nodes. Th~s procedure is termed 
the £ollision-~mparted-yelocity-Method (CIVM). The CIVM has been previously 
utilized in 2-D beam/r~ng codes [1,2,3,4]_,_ and ~s extended here for the 
present 3-D plate impact analysis. 
As d~scussed in the previous subsection, no attempt is made to identify 
the precise instant in t~e (during the time step, ~t) at wh~ch impact occurs. 
Instead, when plate/fragment overlap is detected at the end of a time step, 
the veloc~ty correct~ons (as a result of impact) are based on the positions 
and velocit~es at the beginning of the time step and corrections are imposed 
at the beg~nn~ng of the time step. 
Before calculat~ng veloc~ty corrections, the ~pact-affected reg~on of 
the plate must be def~ned. For present purposes, the impact affected region 
of the plate (see Fig. B.2) is def~ned by a circle whose or~g~n is at the 
calculated po~nt of plate/fragment coll~s~on (maximum plate/fragment overlap). 
The effects of the ~pact are assumed to travel at the elast~c long~tud~nal 
wave speed so that the radius of the circle, L
eff , can be defined as the 
distance traveled in the t~e step, ~t, 
l (B.16 ) 
eff 
where E, V, and p are Young's modulus, the Poisson ratio, and the mass dens~ty 
o 
of the plate material. Those plate nodes wh~ch fall with~n th~s c~rcular region 
are the ~mpact-affected nodes. Other est~mates for Leff could, of course, 
be selected and used (see Card 70 ~n Subsection 5.2). 
The ~mpulse-momentum relat~ons will be wr~tten for the fragment and each 
~mpact-affected node in the transformed coordinate system (x,y,N) --- (with N 
replac~ng z --- def~ned as the plane of ~mpact (see Subsect~on B.2.1). Thus, 
components of veloc~ty and impulse normal (N) and tangent (x,y) to the impact 
are cons~dered. 
+ For present purposes, a cone-shaped d~str~but~on of ~mpulse (centered at 
the po~nt of impact) is assumed over the ~mpact-affected reg~on of the plate. 
+This ~s s~m~lar to the procedure used by Gerstle [15,16,17]. 
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The Lffipulse components, p.-, p -, and P;N appl~ed at node i in the Lffipact-
~x ~y ... 
affected region are then given by 






C(I- lsj. J ) Fy " "" P:- = L~ff - C 0(" p-"y y 
P.N = C (1- k/ )~ / ,..., C 0(. PN L~H N - I. 
where Is I ~s the distance from the ith impact-affected node to the point of 
~ 
impact (see Fig. B.2) and ~t ~s assumed that k nodes fall in the impact-
affected reg~on. The components p-, p-, PN represent the total Lffipulse x y 
appl~ed to the plate and ~n an equal but opposed fashion to the fragment. 
The constant, c, ~s deterrn~ned by requ~ring that the sum of the nodal impulse 
components be equal to the total imparted impulse, i.e. 
P;,X -II Px (B.17b) 
L p.- ,., p-
l.=1 "y Y 
PioN -PN 





It is assumed that only the translational components of nodal velocity 
are affected. Denot~g by primes the "after-Lffipact" translational and 
rotational (fragment only) veloc~t~es, the follow~ng Lffipulse-momenturn 




n1f [ ~~ - ]=- "'" 1x Px 
m,[v:" J= -V_ 0(, Px I X I x 
m:[ 'V2~ ] "... "zx = IX:z. P.-)C 
. 
MA [ V~~ - ] = --V~x c{.,t I'x 
:i-Direction: Translational 
WI [ V I _ 
'f-] ,.., p--t f-Y Y Y 
m e[ V,~ ] -'V V'y «, P,-Y 
nt: [ V2~ Vzy ] -'V - O<z p-y 
"'.,t[ VA'y - ~ y] = O(~ ~y 
Normal Direction: Translational 
~ [Vf~ - VfN ] -~N 
Ma[ V,~ - V ,N ] '" £XI PN 





~A[ VA: - V ]=~P, ".,tN N 
Rotational 
If [ cv.r~ - cu-Fy J 
I.f l aJ+~ - co-Fx ] -~ 
fragment 
(B.19a) 
plate ~mpact-affected nodes 
fragment 
(B.19b) 
plate impact-affected nodes 
fragment 
(B.19c) 




where mf , If' and r f are the mass, mass moment of inertia, and radius of the 
fragment, m, is the (d1agona11zed lumped) translat10nal mass of node 1, and 
1 
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a. (=ca') ~s the proport~onal~ty constant assoc~ated w~th node i. The known ~ ~ 
translational velocity components of node i are V.-, V.-, and v~N and the 
~x ~y ... 
known translational and rotational components of the fragment centro~d are 
vfx ' vfy-' vfN ' Wfx ' wf -, and wfN (these are the transformed nodal -and fragment y -
veloc~ties at the beg~nn~ng of the time step). Note that the last of Eqs. B.l9d 
s~mply ~nd~cates that there ~s no mechan~sm (~.e., friction, etc.) wh~ch can 
change the angular veloc~ty of the fragment about the N ax~s. Once the impulse 
components Px' Py' and PN are determ2ned, the post-impact (primed) nodal and 
fragment veloc~ties can be calculated from Eqs. B.l9. 
Analyt~c express~ons for the impulse components p-, p-, PN at the instant 
x y 
of term~ation of the ~pact are obtained by an extension of a graphical 
technique suggested by Goldsmith [18]. The mot~on of the system during the 
~pact process is descr~bed by an image po~nt, P, ~n the P-, p-, PN space x y 
(Fig. B.3). The coordinates of P at the term~nat~on of the impact process 
then define the impulse ~parted dur~ng impact. 
The relative velocity of sliding, SI, and the relative velocity of 
approach, AI, between the impact-affected plate nodes and the fragment at 
the po~nt of contact can be defined by 
, [ , ..t S I ] - ?; CoS e - V - ~ C()f y " +x C(. V _ z. , x (B.20) 
I [ I J- ~ S I s;" (] - ~y t; CU-F x ~ ~. I 
" 
V, _ 
A'= I Jl i.=' Y ~N -2: I 0<. V"N L=' " 
where 8 ~s the angle found by the direction of sliding with the x ax~s (see 
F~g. B.3). Substitut~ng the impulse-momentum relat~ons (B.19) into Eqs. B.20 
y~elds relations in the form 
I 
S cos e - S I 8, 
, 





where Ao' 51' 52' Bl , B2, and B3 are g~ven by )e 
5, - Sees e = [Vf - + r.f ~f- ] - r «. v._ o x y ,=, " I. X 
~ SII1 9 = [ V-f- - ~ (.tJf-] - t 0(. v_ 
...t y x 1.=1 " "y 
A = V - 2:: 0(: v 
o f N '=1 - tN 
[ 
I t'"1'2 8=6= +., ~ I ""i A 1+ 
I B3 = M~ + 'f. ( «; /m,.) 
It should be noted that, as defined, Bl and B3 must be non-negative. 
(B.22) 
Also, 
the relative velocity of approach at the instant of initiation of contact, 
Ao' must be non-negative~ if Ao < 0, the plate and fragment are moving apart 
and no coll~sion occurs. If 51 or 52 are pos~tive, the fragment slides 
initially along the plate segment; this sliding is assumed to occur at the 
value of limiting fr~ction. 
The no-sliding and maximum-approach conditions ~dentify limiting 
condit~ons dur~ng the collision process. From the f~rst two of Eqs. B.21, 
~t is seen that the locus of no slid~ng, 5'=0, is a straight line perpend~cular 
to the p- p- plane, wh~ch ~ntersects the p =0 plane at: 
x y N 
~ __ S, 
X S, 
'" p-y Bf 
From the last of Eqs. B.21, the locus of maximum approach, A'=O, is seen to 
be a plane whose normal is in the PN direct~on. The plane intersects the PN 
ax~s at the point 
F~nally, the l~ne of no sl~ding, 5'=0, intersects the plane of maximum 
approach, A'=O, at the po~nt (see F~g. B. 3) : 
"" 5, "'" S:z. '" Ao p- = B, ) ~- -
, PN 63 X Y 5, 
- - -In order to obtain the ~pulse coordinates Pi Py PN at the ~nstant of 
term~nat~on of the collis~on, the mot~on of the ~age point, P, in P- P- Pn X y 4'\1 
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space, must be followed. The existence of a value of l~~t~ng fr~ct~on, ~, 
requ~res that the first stage of the path of P be governed by the relations 
(B.23) 
cos e Sin e 
Th~s condit~on restricts initial mot~on to be in the plane formed by the 
line S'=O and the PN ax~s, at an angle 
-I 
ta.n )A 
-w~th respect to the PN axis. The subsequent motion of P will first Be 
(B.24) 
defined for the general case where O<~<OO, then for the two special cases, 
~=O (perfectly smooth contact surfaces) and ~:OO (perfectly rough contact 
surfaces) . 
Case I: O<~<oo 
First the friction angle, v, is def~ned according to Eq. B.24. Next, 
the angle A formed between the PN ax~s and the line from the or~g~n to the 
intersection of S'=O and A'=O (see Fig. B.4) is defined by 
A t - I an [ B3 ( 2. + S %)t ] A B S, Z 
o I 
(B.25) 
Initially, the ~age po~nt moves along the path wh~ch subtends an angle V 
with the PN ax~s. Subsequent motion is descr~bed by the following two 
subcases. 
Subcase Ia: ~=tanv<tanA 
The l~ne P L of 
o 
The subsequent motion of P ~s shown ~n F~g. B.4a. 
initial mot~on ~ntersects the plane of max~urn approach, A'=O, at po~nt PI 
before reach~ng the line of no slid~g, S'=O. The ~ntersect~on po~nt PI 
represents the state at the instant of termination of the approach per~od. 
This ~s followed by a rest~tution per~od; the process ceases at po~nt P' 
(path Po-PI-P'), whose coord~nates are 
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;'V p- = /' (I + e) R cos B 
x N, (B.25) 
"" p- = ~ ( I + e) PN sIn e Y I 
,...., (I + e) PN PN -where I 
cosS 
5, 
- J~ [ :z. z S, + ~ Ao PN = sil1 9 == S~ B3 S,% + 5; J~ , [ 
(B.25a) 
and e ~s the coeffic~ent of rest~tut~on. 
Subcase Ib: ~=tanv>tanA 
The subsequent motion of the ~age point P for th~s subcase is 
~llustrated ~n F~g. B.4b. The l~ne P L of initial mot~on w~ll intersect 
o 
the l~e of no sl~d~ng, 5'=0, first at the po~nt P2 wh~ch marks the end 
of the ~n~t~al sl~ding phase. The image point P will then move along the 
line of no sl~d~g, through the ~ntersection point P3 w~th the plane of 
max~um approach, A'=O. Th~s ~s followed by a restorat~on per~od, moving 
the ~age po~nt to P' (path P
o
-P2-P3-P'). The final impulse coordinate 
values are 
,.., S. 
p- --6 x , 
:; _ S2-
Y B, 
P N = (I + e) I'N3 
The special subcases will now be 
A 
= (1+ e)-s 
3 
considered. 
Case II: ~=O (perfectly smooth contact surfaces) 
This situation ~s a special case of Subcase Ia ~n wh~ch line P L 
o 
(B.26) 
coalesces w~th the PN ax~s. The ~ge po~nt w~ll move along the PN ax~s 
through the plane A'=O so that after a per~od of restoration, the final 
~pulse coordinate values are 
-p-y o ) I N 
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(B.27) 
Case III: y=ro (completely rough contact surfaces) 
The mot~on of P ~s s~ilar to Subcase Ib except that P moves ~n~t~ally 
in the p = 0 plane to the l~ne S'=O. The rema~n~ng mot~on along the l~ne of 
N 
no sliding to the end of ~mpact is ~dentical to Subcase Ib. The final ~mpulse 
coordinates are thus 
,.., 5. Px - s;-
IV 5z. ~- (B.2S) - B, y 
,., A PN (J+e)T-3 
Once the values of p- p-, and PN are deterroQned from Eqs. B.25, or B.26, 
x, y 
or B.27, or B.2S, the post-~pact plate nodal and fragment centro~dal velocity 
components can be calculated from the impulse-momentum relat~ons (Eqs. B.l9). 













plate impact-affected nodes 
Sim~lar relat~ons are found for the x and y components. 
It should be noted that the relat~ons in th~s subsect~on have been 
written in the transformed (X,y,N) system. When the procedure is l~nked with 
the dynam~c structural response calculat~ons, ~t ~s necessary to transform 
~mpact-affected nodal and fragment veloc~ties to the (x,y,N) system before 
calculat~on of p-,p-, and PN• After calculation of the post-~pact nodal x y 
and fragment velocit~es, these quantities will be transformed back to the 
(x,y,z) coord~nate system. 
B.2.3 Coll~s~on Inspect~on/Interaction Analys~s for Cases of S~ngle and 
Double Symmetry 
For the general case of impact on a plate, the inspect~on and ~nteract~on 
analyses d~scussed ~n Subsect~ons B.2.l and B.2.2 must be appl~ed. In some 
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of these problems, the comput~on t~es and computer core storage requirements 
can become excessive. However, in a number of practical problems, the 
geometry of the plate, locations of plate/fragment impact, and subsequent 
interaction may be such that the response of the plate (and fragment) will be 
symmetr~c with respect to one or two planes. In these cases, it ~s necessary 
to model only one-half (~n the case of a single symmetry) or one-quarter (in 
the case of a double symmetry) of the plate; as a result, considerable savings 
in computat~on t~e and computer core storage can be realized. 
In these cases, the collis~on ~nspection is simplified and the coll~sion 
interaction analys~s must be modified to reflect the s~ngle- and double-
symmetry conditions; that is, the resulting plate nodal and fragment centro~dal 
post-impact velocit~es obta~ned from the symmetric analysis must be identical 
to those which would be obta~ed from the corresponding analysis of the whole 
plate. Deta~ls of these modificat~ons for both single and double symmetry 
are g~ven next. 
B.2.3.l Inspect~on/Interaction Analys~s for S~ngle Symmetry 
W~thout loss of general~ty, the follow~ng two cases of single symmetry 
Can be ~dent~f~ed: (1) the case where the x-ax~s (xz plane) is the l~ne of 
symmetry, and (2) where the y axis (yz plane) ~s the l~ne of symmetry. The 
case where the x axis is the l~ne of symmetry w~ll be considered f~rst. 
In order that the x ax~s be a line of symmetry, the fragment coord~nates 
and velocity must sat~sfy 
y~ = 0 
Vofy = 0 
W fy = 0 
(B.30) 
at t = 0 
In addition, the results obta~ed from the coll~sion interact~on analysis must 
sat~sfy Eqs. B.30 for all t~e. The collis~on ~nspection procedure used ~n 
the general case ~s also used here. When plate/fragment ~pact ~s detected, 
a spec~al~zed coll~s~on ~nteract~on analys~s ~s followed. 
In the case of single symmetry (about the xz plane) each ~pact may be 
cons~dered as a s~ngle ~pact occurr~ng along the l~ne of symmetry at location 
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(x ,0) w~th two points of contact located symmetr~cally with respect to the 
c 
line of symmetry (~.e. at (xc'Yc) abd (xc'-Yc» as shown ~n F~g. B.Sa. Once 
the point of effective ~pact ~s ~dentif~ed, a coordinate transformation is 
defined such that the x axis is along the l~ne between the nodes on the line 
of symmetry wh~ch bound the point of effect~ve impact; the N coordinate ~s 
then defined as normal to the line connecting these nodes (see Fig. B.Sb). 
The impact interaction analysis ~s then performed in the (x,y,N) system. 
In order to perform the impact interact~on analys~s in the half-plate 
(HP) model, the general interact~on equat~ons for the whole-plate (WP) 
presented ~n Subsection B.2.2 are first reduced to the case of symmetry about 
the x ax~s. Denot~ng by a superscript "B" those plate nodes falling on the 
boundary (lJ.Ile of symmetry) and by "I" those nodes falling ~n the J.Ilterior 
of the plate, and not~ng that p must be zero by symmetry, the ~pulse-y 
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The ~pulse coordinates p- and p can be obta~ned from Cases I through III 
x N 
~n Subsect~on B.2.2 by substituting S2=0 and by not~ng that Py=O for all cases. 
By exam~n~ng the result~ng equations, it ~s seen that the solutions for p-
x 
and PN are funct~ons of the ratios Ao/B3 and Sl/Bl . 
It is required to perform an analysis of the half-plate model and obtain 
the same post-impact velocities for the fragment and impact-affected plate 
nodes as ~n the whole-plate analysis. An examinat~on of the expressions for 
Sl and Ao (Eqs. B.32) show that 
(B.33) 
I prov~ded that the a. terms are mult~plied by 2.0 to account for the missing 
~ 
lower-half ~ter~or nodes ~n the summation. 
Cons~der now the parameters Bl and B3 ~n Eqs. B.32 term by term. In the 
half-plate analysis, the mass, mB, assigned to each boundary node is half 
~ 
that of the correspond~ng node in the whole-plate analysis, so that 
( L _0(~J_2 .\ 
L )HP 
9 2 ) 0(,. 
~W1~-Wp (B.34) 
The summat~ons over the interior nodes for the half-plate w~ll be half that 
of the whole plate analysis (~nter~or node masses w~ll be the same for half 
and whole plate analysis) since only the upper half plate nodes are included. 
But the sum w~ll ~ncrease by a factor of 4 as a result of the redefin~ng of 
I 2aI that a = so 
~ ~ (L I 2 tp (r l~ ) O(/. t>(" rn7 HP 2 I (B.34b) rn" 
If the actual fragment mass, mf , and mass moment of ~nert~a, If' are reduced 




As a result of Eqs. B.34, the parameters (Bl)HP and (B3 )HP for the half-plate 
are related to the equivalent whole-plate values by 
(B')HP 2 (B,)wp 
(B3)HP - Z (B3 )wp 
(B.35) 
so that a comb~at~on of Eqs. B.33 and B.35 yields 
(--tL - I (Ao ) T Bs WP 
(B.36) 
(-i-)HP 2 (~: )wp 
The total imparted ~pulses Px and PN are functions of the ratios g~ven ~n 
Eqs. B.36. Therefore, for all ~nteract~on cases where the x-ax~s ~s a l~ne 
of symmetry 
(Fx )H P = 7- ( Fx )w P 
(PN ) H P = t ( f N )W P 
(B.37) 
The post-impact plate node and fragment veloc~ties for the case of 
symmetry would be calculated from Eqs. B.3l for the whole-plate analys~s. 
However, ~t can be easily ver~f~ed that in the half-plate analys~s by 
I redef~n~ng (scal~ng) a , mf , and If as d~scussed, and as a result of the ~ B 1 B 
boundary plate node masses be~ng (mi)HP = 2(m~)wp and the result given by 
Eq. B.37, all scaling factors cancel ~n Eqs. B.3l. As a result, the post-
~pact plate node and fragment veloc~ties calculated by the half-plate 
analys~s w~ll be the same as those obta~ned in the whole-plate analysis. 
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The relations established and programming logic used for general (whole-
plate) impact interact~on calculations can be used for the present single 
symmetry case in wh~ch the x-ax~s is the line of symmetry, prov~ded the 





1 Scale the fragment mass, mf = zmf' and fragment mass moment of 1 ~nert~a, If = 2If' pr~or to the f~rst t~e step. 
Calculate all a. as if perform~ng a whole plate analys~s (Eqs. B.17a 
~ 
and B.18). 
I I Scale a. corresponding to interior nodes by a. = 
~ ~ 
Set S2 = o. 
I 2a .• 
~ 
(5) Solve ~pact-~nteract~on problem ~n transformed (X-N) system, using 
the same logic as in the whole plate analys~s. Note that the nodal 
velocities ~n the y-d~rection must remain unchanged and the fragment 
veloc~ties must satisfy Eqs. B.30. 
A second case of s~ngle symmetry ~s one in wh~ch the y-ax~s (yz plane) 
is the line of symmetry. In this case, the fragment coordinates and velocity 
must sat~sfy 
X,f = 0 
V.fx = 0 
Wfx=O 
(B.38) 
at all ~nstants of time. Each impact may be considered as a s~ngle impact 
occurr~ng along the line of symmetry at location (o,y ) with two points of 
c 
s~ultaneous contact located symmetrically w~th respect to the l~ne of 
symmetry (i.e. at (x ,y ) and (-x ,y » as shown in F~g. B.6a, and directed 
c c c c 
normal to l~ne of symmetry. Once the point of effect~ve impact is ident~fied, 
a coord~nate transformat~on ~s def~ned such that the y ax~s is along the 
line between the nodes on the line of symmetry wh~ch bounds the po~nt of 
effect~ve ~pact; the N d~rection is def~ned as normal to the l~ne connect~ng 
these nodes (see Fig. B.6b). The ~pact interact~on calculations are 
performed ~n the (x,y,N) system. 
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The development of an ~mpact interact~on analysis for this case of 
s~ngle symmetry follows steps s~~lar to those for the prev~ous s~ngle 
symmetry case (x-ax~s be~ng the l~ne of symmetry). However, in the present 
case where the y-axis ~s the l~ne of symmetry, the impulse p must be zero 
x 
by symmetry; also, the parameter Sl (Eq. B.22) w~ll be zero, wh~le S2 will 
be nonzero. The ~pulse coordinates p- and p w~ll be obtained from Cases I y N 
through III in Subsect~on B.2.2 by substituting Sl=O and Px=O. 
It can be shown that the relat~ons established and the program logic used 
for the general impact interaction calculations can be used to obtain the 
post-impact fragment and plate-node velocities for the present single-symmetry 
case (where the y-axis is the line of symmetry) provided the following 




1 Scale the fragment mass, mf = zmf' and fragment mass moment of 1 ~nert~a, If = 2I f' pr~or to the first t~e step. 
Calculate all a as if perform~ng a whole-plate analysis (Eqs. B.17a 
~ 
and B.18). 
I I Scale a correspond~ng to inter~or nodes by a. 
~ ~ 
I 
= 2(1 .• 
~ 
(4) Set Sl =0. 
(5) Solve the impact-~nteraction problem ~n the transformed (x,y,N) 
system, using the same log~c as for general ~pact cases. Note 
that nodal veloc~ties in the x direction must remain unchanged 
and the fragment veloc~ties must sat~sfy Eqs. B.38. 
B.2.3.2 * Inspection/Interact~on Analysis for Double Symmetry 
In cases where both the x and y axes are l~nes of symmetry and where the 
init~al and all subsequent impacts occur at the center of the plate, double 
symmetry exists and the analys~s may be reduced to a quarter of the plate 
structure; in the present case ~t is assumed that the first quadrant (see 
Fig. B.7) ~s analyzed and that the or~gin of the x,y system is at the center 
of the or~g~nal whole plate. 
In the case of double-symmetry, the follow~ng assumpt~ons/s~pl~ficat~ons 
can be made: 
* This impl~es e~ther frict~onless impact-~nteraction or a non-spinn~ng 
spherical fragment. 
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(1) Impact ~s treated as a single impact occurr~ng at po~nt (0,0) with 
4 po~nts of s~multaneous contact, ~.e. at (x ,y ), (-x ,y ), 
c c c c 
(-x ,-y ), and (x ,-y ) as shown ~n Fig. B.7. 
c c c c 
(2) The net effective normal direction for the single impact ~s the 
global z-axis. 
(3) No net impulse should be found in the global x or y directions 
at any plate nodes. Th~s ~s based on the assumption that the 
impact-affected reg~ons for each of the 4 s~ultaneous contact 
points overlap completely: ~n this case, the inplane x and y 
direction impulses must cancel exactly at all impact-affected 
plate nodes. 
(4) As a consequence of (3), the ~pulse coord~nates Px and Py will be 
zero: as a result, no post-impact veloc~ty changes ~n the x and y 
d~rect~on w~ll occur. 
(5) The fragment coord~nates and veloc~ty must satisfy 
X -= 0 
of \f" = 0 Gc)fx = 0 
(B.39) 
Yf =0 V -0 fy - cWfy = 0 
at all t~e ~nstants. 
The ~pact-~nteraction calculat~ons are performed in the global (x,y,z) 
coord~nate system (i.e. no transformat~on of coord~nates ~s requ~red). Since 
p and p are zero, only p need be considered: again, ~t assumed that the 
x y z 
~pulse at node ~ ~s g~ven by 
(B.40) 
where the a are calculated as for the whole-plate analysis. Us~ng super-
~ 
scripts B and I to refer to symmetry boundary and inter~or nodes, respectively, 
and noting that the center node is node number 1, the ~pulse-momentum 
relat~ons for the double symmetry case are g~ven as 
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"'-t [ V I - ] = '" Fragment Vf~ I'r of: 
m, [ V I _ ]= ;'V Center Node V,: 0(1 Pi! ,~ (B.41) 
Boundary Nodes B[ B' vB ]= B ,., n\ Vt~- Li; «I. ~ 
Inter10r Nodes I [ I / I ]= I "" M. V - v. 0(. ~ I. i.a- I-i! I. 
The only rema1ning nonzero interaction parameters are Ao and B3 (see 
Eqs. B.22) and are given by 
A [ c(, V + I C(~ vB +2: ! I ] - V - 0(1- V, 0 ff: Ii!!' I. , i! 1.= (B.42) 
O(~ S2 I 2-B = + +L 0(, + 2: O(L 
mS I 3 m.j: rn, m. , 
L 
The impulse p 1S obtained from Cases I through III of Subsection B.2.2 with 
z 
51=8 2=0, and reduces to the same 
A" 
83 
expression for all cases: 
(B. 43) 
It should be noted that the value of p 1S 1ndependent of the coefficient 
z 
of frict10n, ~, since no relat1ve s11ding takes place. 
It 1S requ1red to perform the 1nteract10n on the quarter plate model 
(QP) and obta1n the same post-1mpact velocit1es as would be obta1ned in the 
whole-plate (WP) analys1s. The effects of the quarter-plate model on A and 
B BO B3 must be investigated. The whole plate model would include each a v _ term 
1 1Z 
twice and each aIvI term four times 1n A ; thus, 1f the sums in A apply 
1 1Z B I 0 0 
only to the quarter-model, the a, and a terms must be scaled by 
1 1 
( C( ~) = 2 ( 0(8 ) ( «: ) = 4 ( «~ ) 
















In the quarter model, the sum wl.ll be 1/4 that of the whole 
I I plate. The scaling of a.. = 40.. wl.ll increase the sum by a l. l. 
factor of 16, so that 
«r) = 4(I _:_~_2 ) 
~Io qP "'" WP 
(B.46a) 
For the quarter model, the sum will be 1/2 that of the 
whole plate. Because of the scaling o.~ = 2o.~ the sum will 
l. l. B 
increase by a factor of 4. Finally, the nodal masses, m., l. 
generated internally for boundary nodes will be 1/2 of the 
value for a whole plate analysis. Thus, 
(B.46b) 
In the quarter model, the l.nternally-generated mass at 
node 1 l.S 1/4 that of the whole plate analysis, so that 
To achl.eve consistency with Eqs. B.46a - B.46c, the 
fragment mass used in the quarter-plate analysl.s is 




As a result of Eqs. B.46 through B.46d, (B3)QP for the quarter-plate wl.ll be 
( 63 ) QP = 4 (83 ) W P (B.47) 
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and by subst~tut~ng Eqs. B.45 and B.47 ~nto Eq. B.43 
(B.48) 
Compare the impulse-momentum equations used to obtain post-~pact 
velocit~es for the whole-plate analys~s and for the quarter-plate analys~s: 
Whole-Plate Analys~s Quarter-Plate Analysis 
mf [ 
/ "f~] = - ~ (~ ~)[ Vf ; Vf~] = - (-~ ~ ) Vf~ 
tn, [V,; V,~]= 0(, - U ,"1)[ V,; - V/~]=~I(-~t) ~ 
mB [)5 " _ VB ] B- (J. m.B) [ v.S I VL~ ]= (zO(!) ( ~ i) :: <XL ~ " ,~ i2. 2., ,~ 
I [ I I 
..", Vi~- 1] I-v, 'l = 0(, r~ I [ I" m. V ~ Li! V41~]= (~~;) f l ~) 
The scal~ng factors ~n the quarter-plate analys~s cancel, so the same post-
~pact fragment and plate nodal velocit~es would be found us~ng e~ther 
analysis. 
Thus, the relat~ons establ~shed and program logic used for the general 
~mpact interact~on calculat~ons can be used ~n the case of a quarter-plate 






1 Scale the fragment mass by mf = ~f' 
Calculate all a. as ~f perform~ng a whole plate analys~s (Eqs. B.16 
~ 
and B.18). 
B Scale a correspond~ng to nodes on each symmetry boundary by 
B ~ I d .. I I a. = 2a., and a correspon ~ng to ~nter~or nodes by a. 4a. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Solve the ~pact-~nteraction problem ~n the global (x,y,z) system 
(no coordinate transformat~on), us~ng the same log~c as for the 
general ~nteract~on cases. Note that nodal veloc~t~es ~n the 
x and y d~rect~ons w~ll rema~n unchanged and that the fragment 
veloc~t~es w~ll sat~sfy Eqs. B.39. 
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B.3 T~ewise Solution of the Governing Equations of Mot~on for the Fragment 
and the Plate 
B.3.l Motion of the Fragment 
The mot~on of the r~g~d spher~cal fragment ~s g~ven ~n terms of the 
motion of its centro~d. Neglect~ng the effects of gravity, the governing 
equat~ons of mot~on for the fragment are g~ven by 
x = 0 f 
Yf = 0 
" $ =0 
x 
(B.49) 
Equations B.49 represent constant-velocity mot~on. Thus the Cartesian 
coordinates of the fragment at t~e t 1 can be obtained from the Cartesian 
m+ 
coord~nates and translational veloc~ties of the fragment at time t as 
m 
x~ Xf 
Yf Yf + Lit 
~f Zf 
hi + I 
The angular pos~t~on of the fragment at 
ex B 
" 
ey By + l1t 
8l. e1: 





t~me t 1 
m+ 






The fragment veloc~ties used in Eqs. B.SOa and B.SOb are the current 
veloc~t~es at t~e t. If no ~mpact occurs during the t~me t to t I' 
m m ~ 
these w~ll be the same veloc~ty values as for the previous t~me step. 
However, if impact is detected dur~ng the time t to t I' the fragment 
m m+ 
veloc~t~es used ~n Eqs. B.SOa and B.SOb w~ll be the updated post-~mpact 
fragment veloc~t~es obta~ned from the coll~sion interact~on analys~s 
described ~n Subsect~on B.2.2. 
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B.3.2 Mot1on of the Plate 
The govern1ng d1scret1zed equat10ns of mot1on for the plate structure 
have been derived in Appendix A. For 1mpact response problems, no prescribed, 
externally-app11ed loads are present. Thus, the equat10ns of motion of the 
plate for plate/fragment 1ffipact response predict10ns are obta1ned from 
Eq. A.109 by sett1ng F=O and are 
(B.Sl) 
NL 
where ~, ~, ~*, q*, and F are as def1ned follow1ng Eq. A.109. 
The solution of Eq. B.Sl is accomplished by applying a d1rect timewise 
integration scheme, which results in a recurrence relat10n from which displace-
ments can be calculated at each discrete t1ffie instant. The (1ffip11cit) Houbolt 
operator 1S used (as 1n the PLATE program). Following the steps out11ned by 
Eqs. A.110 through A.114, the follow1ng recurrence relat10n (correspond1ng to 
Eq. B.Sl) 1S obtained: 
Equation B.S2 is solved for the unknown displacements q* 1 
-m+ 
on the known quantities FNLl , 0*, and q*. It should again 
(B. S2) 
at t1me t 1 based 
m+ 
be noted that 
NL NL -m+.:m-in 
F 1 = F 1 (q* 1); however, linear extrapolation of th1s quantity 1S used 
-m+ -m+ ..:nt+ 
as given in Eq. A.llS W1th no iteration. 
The form of Eq. B.S2 1S particularly sU1ted to the present 1mpact 
analysis. During a time step 1n wh1ch plate/fragment collision occurs, the 
nodal veloc1ty vector ~ 1S updated to post-impact nodal veloc1t1es accord1ng 
to the col11s1on 1nteraction analysis descr1bed 1n Subsect10n B.2.2. 
The overall solut1on procedure for a time step is as follows. G1ven 
• NL ~, ~, and :m+l (evaluated by linear extrapolat10n, and based on ~), a 
trial displacement vector, ~+l' is evaluated from Eq. B.S2. Based on these 
tr1al nodal d1splacements (and sim1lar tr1al displacements of the fragment), 
the collision inspection is performed. If no plate/fragment overlap 1S found, 
the trial displacements ~+l are the correct nodal d1splacements. If plate/ 
fragment overlap 1S detected, the collision 1nteraction analys1s is performed 
. 
and the nodal veloc1ties ~ are updated to their post-1mpact value (as are the 
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fragment velocities) . T A new trial displacement vector, ~+l' ~s calculated 
from Eq. B.52 and a coll~s~on inspection is performed. Th~s process is 
repeated until no plate/fragment overlap ~s detected; then the tr~al displace-
ments, ~+l' are sa~d to be the actual displacements. 
It should be recalled at this point that the corrections result~ng from 
a plate/fragment impact are appl~ed at the beg~nning of the time step dur~ng 
which the ~pact occurs; no attempt ~s made to ~dent~fy the prec~se ~nstant 
of ~pact. The advantage of th~s scheme is the result~ng relat~ve s~plic~ty 
of the ~nspection/~nteract~on procedure; few, ~f any, "spec~al cases" need be 
considered. Impulse-momentum and conservation of kinet~c energy are ut~lized 
to calculate the ~nstantaneous post-impact nodal (and fragment) velocit~es 
which are appl~ed at the beg~nn~ng of a t~e step. It can be remarked that 
this interact~on analysis neglects all other system forces/energies ~n the 
calculation of veloc~ty. However, since all pert~nent system energ~es are 
included ~n Eqs. B.51 and B.52, the subsequent mot~on of the plate as a result 
of impact does include all of the system forces/energies. 
• Once the d~splacements, ~+l' have been calculated, the nodal velocit~es, 
~+l (needed to calculate ~+2)' can be evaluated. If no ~mpacts occurred 
dur~ng the t~e t to t l' then Eq. A.II (repeated here for conven~ence), 
m m+ 
• '* I ( *' tf =- 3Cf -41* I'Vnc~1 ZAt ;-.;"'1+/ ...... '" (B. 53) 
can be used; recall that this difference formula has the same truncation 
error as the Houbolt express~on for §;+l. If impact has occurred dur~ng this 




where ~ ~s the vector of post-~mpact (corrected) nodal velocit~es. The 
der~vat~on and possible ~mplicat~ons of the use of Eq. B.54 are now discussed. 
The mod~f~ed velocity expression g~ven by Eq. B.54 can be der~ved ~n a 
manner analogous to the start~ng sequence requ~red ~n the PLATE program 
(Eqs. A.116 - A.IIB). If ~+l ~s calculated from the central difference 




and substituted 1nto the Houbolt veloc1ty expression (Eq. B.53) the mod1fied 
velocity expression of Eq. B.54 is obtained. It should be noted that the 
veloc1ty ~ in Eq. B.54 1S the vector of post-impact (corrected) nodal 
velocit1es. 
The uncond1tional stabil1ty of the Houbolt operator, represented by 
Eqs. A.112 and B.53, 1S well established for linear systems. For nonl1near 
systems, this operator is cond1tionally stable: For cycles 1n which no 
plate/fragment impacts occur, the Houbolt operator 1S used~ whereas, for 
cycles 1n wh1ch impact occurs, the modif1ed Houbolt operator, represented by 
Eqs. A.112 and B.54, 1S used. Numerical experience w1th the CIVM-PLATE 
program shows the following trends: (1) early 1n the t1ffieW1Se response, 
the impacts are widely spaced 1n t1ffie and the Houbolt operator 1S, in effect, 
used for nearly all cycles, (2) however, as the fragment velocity decreases 
and nears zero (pr10r to rebound), 1mpacts may be found dur1ng nearly every 
cycle, so that the mod1fied Houbolt operator dom1nates. In V1ew of the fact 
that a large segment of t1mewise response could be governed by the mod1f1ed 
Houbolt operator, it 1S des1rable to obta1n some 1dea of the stabi11ty 
characterist1cs of this operator. 
The d1scussion of stab111ty of the mod1f1ed Houbolt operator 1S s1ffip11-
fied 1f the operator can be shown to be analogous to some other operator. 
Cons1der the d1fference expreSS10ns corresponding to the Genera11zed 







where Sand yare parameters to be spec1f1ed. A var1ety of difference 
expreSS10ns (both explic1t and 1ffip11c1t) can be obta1ned by the ch01ce of 
Sand y. For the present case, subst1tut10n of S=1/2 1nto Eq. B.56a Y1elds, 
after rearrang1ng, 
+ 
Th1S 1S the case if iteration is not used w1th1n a g1ven t1me step ~t: 1teration 






which is ident~cal to Eq. A.112 of the Houbolt operator. Subst~tut~ng 
Eq. B.57 into Eq. B.56a, w~th y=l, yields after rearranging: 
:2 ( X ttf+' - x,.. ) 
• 
X m+, Llt X,... 
(B. 57) 
(B.58) 
which is identical to the veloc~ty express~on (Eq. B.54) of the modified 
Houbolt operator. Thus, the mod~fied Houbolt operator used for cycles ~n 
wh~ch ~pact occurs corresponds to a Generalized Acceleration Method with 
S=1/2 and y=l. For linear systems, th~s algor~thm can be shown to be 
uncond~tionally stable [19]; however, no data are ava~lable for nonlinear 
systems. 
To obtain a comparison of the Houbolt and mod~fied Houbolt operators 
for nonlinear systems, cons~der the one degree-of-freedom nonlinear spring/ 
mass system w~th a cubic harden~ng spr~ng governed by the equat~on 
x + a):2. ( J + A XZ) X = 0 (B.59a) 
subJect to the initial cond~t~ons 
x(o) - 0 
(B.59b) 
x (0) = B 
The pred~cted response for the d~splacement x versus time t for the case 
2 w =100, A=lO, and B=60 ~s shown in Figs. B.8a and B.8b, for the Houbolt and 
modif~ed Houbolt operators, respect~vely. T~e step s~zes of ~t=O.OOl, 0.01, 
and 0.02 are used in each case. For comparison, the time step bound of the 
central-difference operator for the l~near equivalent of the above system ~s 
CD ~t = 2/w = 0.2. 
max max 
The follow~ng observations are made on the basis of compar~son of 
results presented in Figs. B.8a and B.8b. For the case ~t=0.02, the results 
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by the Houbolt operator beg~n to d~verge, whereas the results by the mod~f~ed 
Houbolt operator become unstable very early ~n the timew~se response. For 
the case ~t=O.OOI, the results by the mod~f~ed Houbolt operator show more 
art~f~c~al damp~ng and phase shift than the results by the Houbolt operator. 
For the case ~t=O.OI, the results obta~ned by the Houbolt operator are ~n 
essential agreement w~th the results for ~t=O.OOI. The results obtained by 
the mod~f~ed Houbolt operator illustrate substantial artific~al damp~ng and 
phase shift compared w~th the results for ~t=O.OOI. 
The result of pr~ary interest is stab~l~ty. It appears that the 
modif~ed Houbolt operator may requ~re a somewhat smaller time step size than 
the Houbolt operator to ensure stability. Moreover, the ques~on of stab~lity 
. 
is complicated by the fact that the veloc~ty ~ ~n Eq. B.54 represents the 
post-impact veloc~ty; thus, when impacts occur each cycle (as ~s character~st~c 
of the t~me range near fragment rebound), a veloc~ty ~ncrement ~s ~posed at 
each t~e cycle. Such imposed velocity ~ncrements ~f suffic~ently large 
compared w~th the actual (pre-~pact) nodal veloc~t~es, could cause an 
~nstab~l~ty. Such an ~nstabil~ty has been observed in a test case of the 
CIVM-PLATE program; unreal~st~c and severely oscillatory stra~n values in the 
vicin~ty of the impact locat~on near the time of fragment rebound have been 
observed. By reducing the t~e step s~ze, th~s behav~or was eliminated. In 
general, the gu~delines suggested in Subsect~on 2.5 should be followed; if 
the above-ment~oned ~nstability is found, the time step s~ze used should be 
reduced. 
B.4 Coll~s~on Inspection and Solut~on Procedure 
The coll~sion ~nspect~on and solut~on procedure used ~n the CIVM-PLATE 
program will now be discussed. The discussion perta~ns to all ~pact cases 
includ~ng the special symmetry cases. If spec~al operations are required for 
symmetry cases, they are noted in each step. Therefore, unless otherwise 
noted, the step ~s assumed to apply to all cases. For the sake of conven~ence, 
the following notat~on (cons~stent with the var~ables ~nput ~n CIVM-PLATE) is 
used to denote the various symmetry cases: 
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( 1) NSYM=O refers to general impact cases. 
( 2) NSYM=l and IPSS=l refers to the single symmetry case where the 
x axis ~s the line of symmetry. 
( 3) NSYM=l and IPSS=4 refers to the s~ngle symmetry case where the 
y axis is the line of symmetry. 
(4) NSYM=2 refers to the double-symmetry case. 
The following procedure indicated in the flow d~agram of F~g. 7 may be 
employed to predict the motions of the plate and the rigid spherical fragment, 
their poss~le collision, the resulting collision-imparted velocities 




Let it be assumed at time tm that the d~splacements ~, and the 
d~splacement ~ncrements ~~ are known. One can then calculate the 
stra~n increments ~E at all Gaussian stations over the span and 
_m 
through the thickness of the plate. 
Us~ng a suitable constitutive relation for the plate mater~al, the 
stress ~ncrements ~cr and the plastic stra~n ~ncrements ~EP at 
-m -m 
corresponding Gauss~an stations w~th~n each f~n~te element can be 
determ~ned from the known strain increments ~E. Th~s ~nformat~on 
-m 
together w~th the appropriate linear extrapolation permits determin-
~ng the equivalent force vector FNLl in Eq. B.S2. 
-m+ 
T Solve Eq. B.S2 for the trial nodal displacements, ~+l' and calculate 
the tr~al fragment posit~~ns (if'T~f' if}m+l from Eq. B.SOa. Trial 
displacement ~ncrements ~~+l (= ~+l - ~) are then calculated for 
T T the plate nodes, and for the fragment (e.g. ~f = xf - x f ). 
m+l m+l m 
S~nce ~pact may have occurred between t and t l' the following 
m m+ 
sequence of steps may be employed to determ~ne whether or not a 
coll~sion occurred and, ~f so, to calculate the corrected post-~pact 
plate-node and fragment velocit~es at t~e t • 
m 
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Step 4: The current pos~t~on of the plate nodes and fragment centro~d are 
calculated based on the positions at t and the trial displacement 
m 
~ncrements. The d~stance (squared) from the fragment centro~d to 
each plate node ~s then calculated. The m~n~um of these d~stances 
and the correspond~ng node number are ident~f~ed. The four elements 
wh~ch share the ~dent~fied node will be examined for possible plate-
fragment coll~sion. For NSYM=l only those nodes along the l~ne of 
symmetry are checked and the two elements sharing the ident~fied 
node are subject to collision ~nspect~on. For NSYM=2, th~s check ~s 
not made; instead, element number 1 ~s ident~fied as the only element 
subJect to collision inspect~on. 
Step 4a: Following the procedure outlined in Subsection B.2.1, each of the 
elements subject to collision inspect~on is subdivided into two 
tr~angular subreg~ons. Based on the current trial nodal and fragment 




each triangular reg~on. If d >0, ~t is deter.m~ned whether or not 
o 
the location of max~um overlap (x ,y ,z ) from Eq. B.12 falls 
n n n 
w~th~n the tr~angular inspection region. If not, d is ass~gned 
o 
a negat~ve value to ~nd~cate no plate/fragment overlap within the 
tr~angular inspection region. 
A search ~s performed to ~dent~fy the maximum of all d values 
o 
calculated. If all values of d are less than or equal to zero, 
o 
no collision has occurred and Step 7 is followed. For NSYM = 1 
and NSYM = 2, ~f any of the d values are posit~ve, the element 
o 
number and triangular subreg~on number corresponding to the 
ma~mum value of d are ~dentif~ed. However, for NSYM = 0, an 
o 
average of all detected po~nts of overlap is used as the locat~on 
of effect~ve impact. The follow~ng sequence of steps is then 
followed to def~ne the ~mpact ~nteract~on parameters. 
The plate/fragment ~mpact ~s assumed to occur at the global 
coord~nates (x ,Y ,z ) where the maximum d value for NSYM = 1 
n n n 0 
or NSYM = 2 ~s calculated, or at the effect~ve po~nt of impact 
for NSYM = O. However, if symmetry options are in effect, these 
values are mod~fied accord~ng to the discuss~on ~n Subsect~on 
B.2.3, as follows. 
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Step Sa: 
(I) If NSYM=l and IPSS=l, set y =0. 
n 
( 2) If NSYM=l and IPSS=4, set x =0. 
n 
(3) If NSYM=2, set x =0 and y =0. 
n n 
Calculate the distance from (x ,y ,z ) to each plate node. If 
n n n 
this distance is less than or equal to Leff (Eq. B.IS or otherwise 
spec~fied), the node is identif~ed as fall~ng w~thin the ~pact-
affected zone on the plate. The proport~onality factor a' (Eq. B.16) 
~ 






where Is I ~s the d~stance from the ith ~pact-affected node to 
~ 
(x ,y ,z). If a symmetry option ~s in effect; some of the a! must 
n n n ~ 
be mult~pl~ed by a factor f (see Subsect~on B.2.3). Thus, each of 
the ~mpact-affected nodes ~s inspected and the follow~ng values of 
f apply: 
For cases where NSYM=O, no scaling ~s necessary (f=l). 
For cases where NSYM=l: f=2 for all impact-affected nodes in 
the interior of the plate, and f=l (no scaling) for impact-
affected nodes on the symmetry boundary. 
For cases where NSYM=2: f=l (no scaling) for node number 1 
(where lines of symmetry intersect), f=2 for all impact-
affected nodes (except node I) fall~ng on a line of symmetry, 
and f=4 for all impact-affected nodes ~n the inter~or of the 
plate. 
After all a' have been calculated (and scaled if necessary), the 
~ 
normal~zation factor, C, ~s calculated from Eq. B.lS, and the impulse 
~pulse proportionality factor a (see Eqs. B.19) for each ~mpact-
~ 
affected node ~s calculated from 




Step Sb: For NSYM=l and NSYM=2, the coord~nate transformat~on matr~x T (Eq. B.7) 
~s then def~ned corresponding to the triangular inspection r~g~on ~n 
which the maximum plate/fragment overlap was detected. For the cases 
NSYM=l, T ~s shown ~n F~g. B.Sb (for IPSS=l) or F~g. B.6b (for IPSS=4). 
For the case NSYM=2, no transformat~on is requ~red (or, for cons~stency 
one may define T to be the ~dent~ty matr~x, I). For the caSe NSYM=O, 
Step Sc: 
: ~s defined by Eq. B.15j if more than one impact po~nt ~s detected; 
however, if only one location of impact occurs, T is evaluated from 
Eq. B. 8. 
The translat~onal velocity components (v ,v ,v ) at each impact-
xi Yi zi 
affected node are extracted from the nodal velocity vector ~ (at 
- - -time t ) and the components (v ,v ,v ) of velocity in the trans-
m x. y. z. 
~ ~ ~ 
formed coorchnate system (normal and tangent to the plane of ~pact) 
at each ~pact-affected node are calculated from Eq. B.7a, using T 
established ~n step Sb. The fragment translational velocity 
components (vf ,vf ,vf ) and rotational velocity components x y zm 
(Wf 'Wf ,Wf ) at t~e t are transformed us~ng Eq. B.7a yielding x y z m m 
components (VfX'VfY'VfZ) and (Wfx'WfY'WfZ). 
Step Sd: The ~p~ct ~nteraction constants Sl' S2' Ao' Bl , and B3 are now 
calculated. For the cases NSYM=O and NSYM=l, Eqs. B.22 are used to 
calculate these constants. However, when NSYM=l and IPSS=l, S2 must 
be set to zero; when NSYM=l and IPSS=4, Sl must be set to zero. For 
the case of NSYM=2, only Ao and B3 are nonzero and are calculated 
from Eqs. B.42. 
Step Se: 
Step 6: 
The value of A is checked. 
o 
If A <0, the plate and fragment are 
0-
moving apart and no collision occurs; in th~s s~tuation, Step 7 is 
followed next. If A >0, the next steps are followed to calculate 
o 
the post-impact nodal and fragment veloc~t~es. 
The total impulse imparted to the ~pact-affected nodes and to the 
fragment are calculated, and post-impact veloc~t~es are calculated 
according to the following steps. 
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Step 6a: The components Px' Py' PN of the total ~parted ~pulse are calcu-
lated correspond~ng to Case I, II, or III as presented ~n Subsec-
t~on B.2.2. Note that ~f NSYM=O, the only nonzero impulse component 
~s PN = Pz as given by Eq. B.43. 
Step 6b: The collision-induced velocity differences (i.e. vix - vfx ' 
vii - Vii' etc.) of the impact-affected plate nodes and the 
fragment are then calculated from Eqs. B.19 and transformed back 
to the global coord~nate system by using Eq. B.7b. This yields 
veloc~ty increments (~v ,~v .,~v .) at each impact-affected plate 
X~ y~ z~ 
node, and (~vfx,~Vfy,~vfZ) and (~Wfx,~Wfy,~Wfz) for the fragment. 
Step 6c: The velocity components of the impact-affected plate nodes and 










The nodal velocity vector, .~' is then updated; the components of 
translat~onal veloc~ty ~n ~ corresponding to ~pact-affected nodes 
are replaced by the post-~pact translat~onal veloc~ty components 







should be emphasized that the nodal veloc~ties, ~, and fragment 
velocities (g~ven by Eqs. B.62b and B.62c) at t1me t are now the 
--- m 
updated post-1mpact values. It should also be noted that the 
effects of impact occurr~ng in the range t <t<t +1 have been 
m- - m 
accounted for as updated (modif~ed) nodal and fragment veloc~t~es 
at time t (~.e. at the beg~nning of the t1me step). 
-- m 
The plate node and fragment pos~tions are reduced back to the~r 
T T T T 
values at t1me tm using ~~+l for the plate nodes and (~f'~Yf,~zf)m+l 
for the fragment. 
If no collis~on has been detected, Step 9 ~s followed next. If a 
plate/fragment collision has occurred, new trial nodal and fragment 
d~splacements must be calculated (now including the post-impact 
nodal and fragment velocities) at t1me t l' Thus, steps 3 through 
m+ 
7 are aga~n followed. Th~s "iterat~on" process will cont~nue unt~l 
no plate/fragment overlap is detected or unt~l a value A <0 ~s 
0-
found. 
This step ~s reached when no (further) plate/fragment coll~s~ons 
are detected for the current time cycle. The trial plate node and 
fragment displacements become the actual (corrected-for-impact) 
displacements and the fragment and plate node positions at time 
t 1 are updated based on the actual d~splacement increments 
m+ 
(e.g. ~q* = q* - q*). 
- m+ 1 -""'In+ 1 -""'In 
. 
The nodal velocity vector q* (requ~red for the displacement 
_Ln+l 
solution for the next t1me step) is then calculated. If no impacts 
have occurred during the time step, Eq. B.S3 is used. If one (or 
more) impact has occurred during the current time step, Eq. B.S4 
~s used. The solution for the current t1me step ~s now complete; 
the solution for the next t1me step (for t 2) ~s obta~ned by 
m+ 
proceeding to step 1 (with the indices appropr~ately incremented). 
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Steps 1 through 10 may be carried out for as many t~e steps as 
des1red or may be term1nated by 1nvok1ng (and ~plement1ng in CIVM-PLATE) 
the use of a term1nat1on cr1terion such as, for example, the reach1ng of a 
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D~str~ut~on of ~pulse 
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